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SIGNS OF THINGS TO COME: 

AN INTRODUCTION 

Raymond Buckland 

T
he need to know what the future holds ... most of us have that need at one 
time or another. Not necessarily simply wanting to know what horse will 

win a certain race, but desiring to glean at least an idea of where our lives are 
heading. The ability to divine the future is generally thought of as a gift. The very 
word dMne-d its extension, ditlinatio-<:<>mes from "divinity," the belief that 
to be able to per into the future is a gift of the � In many early civililations, 
the diviner or sothsayer held a court position, with his or her utterances being 
sought for state matters and in cases of war and natural disasters. 

There is evidence that some form of fortune-telling was practiced in 
·"�cient China, Egypt, Babylonia, and Chaldea from at least 40 BCE. Divina
tion, augury, and soothsaying al were part of everyday life in ancient Greece 
and Rome. The oracles at Delphi and elsewhere were freely consulted. Various 
forms of divination are mentioned throughout the Bible, in both the Old and 
the New Testaments. But seeking knowledge of the future almost certainly 
goes back much farther than any of these. Early humankind was undoubtedly 
anxious about the seasonal changes, abou� the success of the hunt, about fer
tility, and about the welfare of the coming harvest. By repeated observation 
over several generations of such things as weather, animal habits, and bird 
migration, such happenings were aligned with the later results to give the 
basics of prophetic lore. 

The Roman statesman, writer, and philosopher Marcus Tullius Cicero 
(1 06-43 BCE) said that divination is a truly religious matter since it predispos
es a belief in a deity that has arranged a destiny for all humankind. Pythagoras 
(c. sixth century BCE), the Greek philosopher, is known to have visited Egypt 
and parts of Asia, studying Magian and Chaldean lore; the so-called 
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Pythagorean form of numerology is ascribed to him. Philosopher Aristotle 
(384-322 BCE) wrote a treatise on physiognomy. Plato (428-348 BCE) is cred
ited with a belief in fortune-telling. 

Divination, or fortune-telling, is practiced in all cultures. What was 
once the prerogative of the shaman, and later became the jurisdiction of the 
priest, has today become the tool of anyone who has the inclination to try it. 
Tarot cards are read by all and sundry; astrological charts are cast and palms 
are scrutinized; crystal-gazers peer into the past, present, and future. For div
ination is not only the prediction of the future, but also the uncovering of 
secrets of the past and the preseat. 

One of the earliest forms of divination was probably through dreams. 
Virtually everyone dreams, and many times a dream, on later reflection, turns 
out to have been a precursor of a coming event. From dreams, perhaps the path 
led to scrying-to gazing at a reflective surface and, through trance (light or 
deep), focusing onto events happening at a different time and place. Alongside 
these "internal" forms of divination are the "external" forms: observation cithe 
actions of animals and birds, for example, and relating those actions to coming 
events. Other internal forms include automatic writing, use of pendula and 
dowsing rods, clairvoyance, cards, and tea leaves-all regarded as internal 
because their results depend upon sensory and motor automatisms and mental 
impressions. The external forms are dependent upon inference from external 
facts. Dice and other forms of sortilege, augury and omens, and casual meetings 
and overheard words are all beyond the immediate control of the diviner. 

What induces people to tum to fortune-telling? It is usually fear, hope, 
or desire, along with simple curiosity. There is fear of future events not going 
the way you would like; fear of enemies, known or unknown; fear of illness, 
accident, hunger. There is also hope for what you desire. Many people also use 
divination for advice-to make an assessment of a career move or relocation, 
for example. A simple, daily card layout can smooth decision making. Much 
also has to do with an age-old belief that certain people are truly gifted with the 
ability to see the future, and then there is the desire to make use of their gifts. 
When the Romany, or Gypsies, first appeared in Europe in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries, they found that they were looked upon as natural owners of 
such gifts. Persecuted as they were, the Roma did not hesitate to trade on any 
credulity of local populaces and to charge money to "tell the future." Over the 
centuries they did go on to develop true gifts for divination in many different 
forms. Even today Gypsies are viewed as specialists in this field. 

The reason divination, or fortune-telling, has survived for so long is 
that it gives results. If it did not, it would have died out long ago. Obviously, 
individual results vary. This is also a field that is wide open to fraud. Yet 
despite the charlatans, there are innumerable instances of people learning of 
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coming events and finding that what was prophesied actually came to pass. 
Many believe that certain people are truly gifted with the ability to see the 
fitt�e and desire to make use c:i their gifts. �entation exists with a vari, 
ety c:i professiooal societies, such as the (British) Society for Psychical 
Research, the American Society for Psychical Research, and the Parapsychof, 
Of!3 Foondation of New York. as well as at a large number of colleges and uni, 
versities including the Duke Parapsycrology Laboratory i n  North Carolina, 
the University of Saskatchewan, the University of leningrad, and the A. S. 
Pqxw Scientific lechnical Society in Moscow. Records c:i Spiritualist church, 
es and societies, of small home circles, and the evidence of tens of thousands 
of professional psychics and readers all lend credence to the fact that divina, 
tion,fortune,telling, pcq>hecy, or whatever label i; applied, actually worb. 

Having said that, it must be emphasized that human life is not fatalis, 
tic. What is seen in "future readings, .. from astrological horoscopes to tarot, 
card spreads, is oot written in stooe. It is all no rrore than an indication of 
what is likely to happen, with the current forces at wor� around you, if nothing 
changes. But, c:i course, things do change, and it is within the power of the 
person whose fon\K\e is being told to make change. If, from a readirlg, indica, 
tions are that something negative is going to happen, then it behooves that 
individual to focus his or her attention on the turning events and ensure that 
the negative does nor happen. Would this then srow that the divination was 
incorrect, since it foretold one thing but now that has not come to pass? Not 
at all, for it foretold what was goirlg to happen if things had continued as they 
were at the time c:i the reading. A later reading. taken during rapidly changng 
tmes, would have shown a different outcome. 

... 
... Olristianity has had a confused, and confusing, attitude toward divina, 

tion. As mentioned, the Bible is replete with exaq>les of its use by the li�es of 
Joseph, Jacob, Saul, Samuel, the Apostles, the Magi, and Pilate's wife. Jesus 
foresaw his own death and resurrection. In 1 Corinthians 12 and 14 some vers, 

es promote divination and prophecy (for example, chapter 14, verse 31: "For 
ye may all prophesy one by one, that all may learn. and all may be comforted,'' 
and in verse 39: "Wherefore, brethren, covet to prophesy, and forbid oot to 

� 

speak with tongues.)
,
. Yet despite this, many Cluistians coodemn any form of 

divination. 

Over the centuries the different forms of divination have acquired 
technical names. For example: divining by numbers is arithmancy, by using 
arrows is belomancy, from the entrails c:i animals is haruspicy, nom the move, 
ments c:i mice is myomancy, and by the movements c:i straws placed on red, 
hot iroo is sideromancy. The problem with rrost books and anicles oo 
divination is that they do little more than acquaint the technical name with 
the object I.Rd. From the above exaq>les, most writings define myomancy as 
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"divination from the movements ci mice" and haruspicy � "divination from 
the entrails of animals." They fail to tell any more than this. Hott� are the 
arrows cibelomancy used? Wllat is done with a finger ring in dactyliomancy? 
How does one "draw lots" in sortilege? In this enqclopedia, I have endeavored 
to give full explanations ci all the vario� forms. 

Along with those explanations, I have. where possible, cited references 
to that particular form ci divination from a variety of sources. One problem 
that I found was the distinguishing of similar forms. For example: divination 
usinger connected with watercould coverdowsing, rhabdomancy,lecanoman* 
cy, hydromancy, hydatoscopy, and pegomancy. Water could be used for scry* 
ing-much like using a crystal ball-but even that could be broken down into 
whether the water used was rain water or water from a well or a fountain. Simi* 
larly, saying (gazing into a reflective surface and seeing visions) could be crys* 
tallomancy, hydromancy (and from there to hydatoscopy and pegomancy, as 

mentioned), cr spheromancy. The studying ci entrails, which seemed popular 
in many cultures, covered the entrails from humans (anthropomancy )._ f�m 
animals (haruspication), and from fish (ichlhyomancy )-all ci these coming 
under the general heading ci extispicy. Then they could be supplemented by 
the observation of sacrificed things (hieromancy) and the observation of the 
actions ci the victim leading up to the sacrifUE (h�roscopy). 

There are more than four hundred separate articles in this book. After 
going through it carefully, the reader may be excused fer thinking that virtual* 
ly an)rlaing can be used as a tool fer divination. And indeed it can. Basically, 
the item use�be it a m� a feather, a bird. or lhe track made by a wheel
is no more than a focal point fer the diviner. There is a lot of psychism in div* 
ination, sometimes some extrasensory perception, but always a large dose ci 
divine inspiration. Fortune,telling has been with humankind for millennia; it 
is unlikely to go away. Perhaps, with the aid ci this book, you can study an 
aspect of i t and enjoy it. 
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ABACOMANCY 

Foretelling the future by observing patterns of dust. The way the dust is distributed, 
disturbed, or blown into layers is interpreted much as are the patterns left by tea leaves 
in a teacup, in tasseography. Sometimes the cremated ashes of the recently deceased 
were used instead of dust, sprinkled onto a silver tray. 

ABERFAN 

The Aberfan tragedy took place in Wales at 9:15a.m. on October 20, 1966. On that 
�te a half-million-ton mountain of coal waste, saturated by days of unrelenting rain, 

'slid down and buried the little Welsh village, covering dozens of houses as well as 
Pantglas Junior School. Sixteen adults and 128 schoolchildren died. There were so 
many reports of dreams prior to the tragedy, giving great details, that london psychia. 
trist J. C. Barker suggested a survey be conducted. 

Many of the reported premooitions were rejected for lack of at.dtenticating evi
dence, or because they were too vague, but at least thirty-six prophetic dreams could be 
fully documented and confinned, together wid\ twenty-four non-dream premonitions. 
As a result of this, the British Premooitioos Bureau was established in 1966. 1he fol
lowing year, the New York Central Premooitioos Registry was also founded. 

In Plymouth, on England's south coast, a female psychic, Mrs. C. Milden, was 
at a spiritualist meeting when she saw the avalanche of coal slag pour down the moun. 

tainside onto the village. A man in Yorkshire saw dozens of black horses pulling black 
hearses down a hill. Another person dreamed of young children's screams coming 
from a mountain of coal slag. Nine-year-old Eryl Jones of Aberfan told her mother 
that she had dreamed there was no school-literally no school-that day, but she 
went off to school anyway and died. 
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Sybil Brown, of Brighton, had a dream of a child screaming with fear, 
trapped in a telephone booth as a "black, billowing mass" advanced. One woman 
dreamed of a mountain flowing downward and a child running away screaming. An 
elderly man dreamed of the letters ABERFAN spelled out in bright light, though he 

had never before heard of the name or the village. A London woman dreamed that 
the walls of her bedroom were caving in. A woman dreamed of Welsh children, all 
dressed in national costume, ascending to heaven. A young man in Kent woke up 
two days before the event with a vague sense of tragedy that he couldn't get rid of. 
He told a female coworker that something terrible, connected with death, was going 
to happen that Friday. Another man, Alexander Venn, a retired Cunard Lines 
employee living in the southwest of England, told his wife the same thing, and he 
kept thinking of coal dust. A woma� had a dream of suffocating in "deep blackness." 
This was probably one of the most large-scale documentations of premonitions, cer
tainly in recent times. 

Sources: 

Holroyd, Stuart. The Supernatural: Dream Worlds. London: Aldus Books, 1976. 

Mysteries of the Unknown: Psychic PoweTs. Alexandria, VA: Time-Life Books, 1987. .. "· 

ABRAMS, ALBERT (1863-1924) 

Albert Abrams was born into a wealthy family in San Francisco in 1863. Showing 
some brilliance, he qualified at medical school but was too young to receive his diplo
ma. Consequently, he went to Europe where he studied extensively under some of the 
greatest scientists of the time. He quickly took an interest in the newly developing 
field of modern physics and, later, attempted to reconcile this to the laws of biology. 

Returning to San Francisco, Abrams rapidly made a name for himself, earning 
an international reputation and making many important contributions to the field of 
neurology. He became director of the medical department of California's Stanford 
University. He then became interested in what Pierre and Marie Curie were doing in 
France with their discovery of radium. Abrams wondered about applying this to the 
treatment of his patients, and this set him off on a line of research that was to last 
until his death in 1924. It laid the foundation for what was initially labeled ERA, or 
the electronic reactions of Abrams. It later became better known as radionics. 

It was a middle-aged man who had a chronic ulcer, or epithelioma, on his lip 
who sparked Abrams's exploration. When Abrams routinely tapped the man's stom
ach, he found that in one area there was a very dull rather than a hollow sound. 
Strangely, this only happened when the man was facing to the west. Abrams guessed 
that this phenomenon was somehow connected to the earth's magnetic field. He 
checked other cancer patients and found similar reactions, bringing him to the con
clusion that the diseased tissue sent out some kind of radiation that affected certain 
groups of nerve cells, but only when the patient faced west. More than that, he found 
that different diseases offered different sounds produced by muscular contractions 
affected by the nerve fibers. He determined that the different sounds, and the areas 
from which they were emitted, could be used as a diagnostic tool. 
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Over the years Abrams formulated his theories. He found that a gl• vial 
holding a diseased tissue, when held against a healthy person, would cause the s.ne 
sound effects found in a diseased patient. He later found that just the use c:i a blood 
spot would also trigger the same results. From his experimenting Abrarm reached the 
conclusion that the basis c:i disease was electronic rather than cellular and set out to 

construct equipment that could measure the radiations. This was based on the idea ci 
receiving radio waves. With his equipment, be hoped to not mly dGgnase but also to 

treat abnoonal radiations. 

Based on a variable resistance box, Al.ams constructed what he �rmod Tt/km
�for diagnosing, and OlCifb:lasts for treating. They became bet� blown as 1>lack 
boxes." With d\ese, Abrams pcrfonned some amazing diagnoses and treaanenrs. Uptm 
Sinclair, the novelist, referred to his laboratory as a "House c:i Wonders." 

In 19H the British Medical Association formed a committee to investigate 
Abrams's work. The result was not only an endorsement c:i his work b..tt al so--as is 
typical with the monopoly c:i the medical profession-a condemnation of those who 
used his black boxes! Abrams died that same year, but his researches were taken up by 
Ruth Beymer Drown, who had been Abrams's secretary, and later by George de Ia 
Warr in England. 

Sourcea: 
Kinpon, Jeremy. Tfle S�: Healint.Wtllow Medidnt. London: Aldus Boob, 197S. 
Sheperd, Leslie A (eel.). E� cf Oa:WUm 9 Parat>�. New York: Avon, 1978. 
Wethered, Vernon D. An lntfG:fucciola ro Medic:dl Radiesrllesia 9 .Rodionics. London: C .W. 

Daniel, 1962. 
We�, Vcmon D. TIIr PnJccb cfMLJi:d �.London: C. W. Oariel, 1967. 

AcULTOMANCY 

Divination using needles. Needles are a popular divinatim tool among the Gypsies 
of the British Isles, and are also used by others. One method is to take twenty· one 
new needles and place them in a saucer or shallow dish. Water is poured very slowly 
into the dish. & the dish fills, the needles move about. Some c:i them will invariably 
tum to lie across others. This is said to indicate enemies: the number of crossed nee· 
dles shows the number of enemies at work aglinst you. One needle crossing two (or 
more) others indicates a strong enemy who is capable c:i working against you time 
and again. 

If the vast majority of needles remains straight and none, or very few, cross any 
others, it indicates that you have great inner strength and psychic defenses, and that 
few can hlllm you magically. 

Another way to use a needle br divination is to utilize it as a pendulum, by 
threading it and then oolding the thMld so that the needle is suspended rif the sur, 
face of the table. Asking questions of the neeclle will caJse it to swing, indicating the 
answers. (sec Radiesthesia for fi1ll detais c:i this method.) 
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If you have a number of suitors and wish to find which one is best for you, 
there is a ritual that may be done at night when the moon is shining. Draw a large cir
cle on a sheet of paper and write the names of your admirers anywhere within the cir
cumference. Take up the paper in your left hand, and hold a needle in your right hand. 
Facing the moon, close your eyes and stab the needle into the paper. The name closest 
to the hole made by the needle is the one who is best for you. If the hole actually pass
es through the name-so that the moonlight flows through the hole and, therefore, 
through the name-then that person will be the very best match for you. 

ADAMS, EVANGELINE (1865-1932) 
'i 

Evangeline Adams (whose married name was Mrs. George E. Jordan) became one of 
America's most famous astrologers. She claimed to be descended from John Quincy 
Adams. Born in Boston, at age thirty-four she moved to New York. There Adams ini
tially took a room in the Windsor Hotel on Fifth Avenue. She didn't stay long, how
ever, telling proprietor Warren F. Leland that, after studying his natal chart, she knew 
the place to be "under one of the worst possible combinations of planets." The very 
next day a fire broke out in the hotel, burning it to the ground and killing th-e propri
etor's daughter and other members of his family. Leland gave his account to the news
papers and they all headlined the story of Adams's prediction. Her name as an 
astrologer was made overnight. 

Adams rented a studio over Carnegie Hall and quickly found herself with a long 
list of famous clients: movie stars, politicians, financiers, and others. They included 
Mary P ickford, Caruso, and J.P. Morgan. It is said that she was even visited by England's 
King Edward VII. Despite this, in 1914 she was prosecuted for fortunetelling. She 
refused to pay a fine and went to trial, loaded down with astrological reference books. 
The judge was so impressed with her interpretation of the birth chart of someone com
pletely unknown to her (who turned out to be the judge's son) that he dismissed the 
case. He said, "The defendant raises astrology to the dignity of an exact science." 

On April 23, 1930, Adams started her own astrology radio show, which gained 
a following of many thousands. She received over 150,000 requests for astrological 
charts. On the show the following year, 1931, she predicted that the United States 
would be at war in 1942. In 1932 she also predicted her own death later that year. 
When she did die that November, thousands of people, including many of the famous, 
went to see her body lying in state at Carnegie Hall. 

Sources: 

Cavendish, Richard (ed.). Encyclopedia of the Unexplained. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 

1974. 
Fishley, Margaret. The Supernatural. London: Aldus, 1976. 
MacNeice, Louis. Astrology. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1964. 

AEROMANCY 

Observation of atmospheric changes is an ages-old method of foretelling the future. 
With the approach of a storm, in seventeenth-century London, many soothsayers 
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CLftvadm ol1011•tric chaaca. 01' �. is an� CDethud olforeellq cbc fubn. F� 
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� 

'!'Claimed to have� the coming death olOliver Cromwell. A violent thunderstorm 
sho<* the city oo the night o( September 3. 1658. and that was the night Cromwell 
died. He w:. suffering from malaria, but even so, his death was unexpected. Many 
claimed lhat me a�dden aonn was a presage of the �t. 1he �e d a comet, 
01' shooting star (see meteoromancy), was generally belieYed to foretdl the coming 
death of 301ne great penooage. 

Aetomancy is a term olten used for welther prediction, which is still practiced 
regularly in many areas of me United States. It is said that when tall pss is bone dry 
fint thing in the morning it means that mere will be rain belore evening. However, 
what seerm contrary to this is the belief that a very heavy dew in the morning also 
means there will be rain belore evening. Dogs eating grass, rabbits playing in the road, 
and cats sneez.ing and licking their fur against the g,ain are all signs of coming rain. 
When a bone suddenly stops erUn2 and rubs itself against a tree or fence po�t, it's a 
sign of a coming cloudbunt. 

In .arne .-eas d Missouri and Arkansas it is believed that the first fro6t will 
come six weeb after the katydids start s\Qg\Qg. Others daim as long as twelve weeb. 
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Whatever the length of time, there is gene13l 
agreement that there is a correlation between 
the fint singing of the katydids and the Arst 
frost. Another old belief is that the number of 
fogs that att experienced in August is equal to 
the number of heavy snows that are to be 
expected in the coming winter. It is also said 
that the number cl days the irst snow remains 
on the ground indicates the total number of 
snows to be expected that winter. 

..E.c.J.piw, (Mel� of� Foru.t Pit:D&n 
� 

Aeromancy also covers divination b y  
the shape o f  clouds. Studying clouds was 
known to Celtic shamans as nefadoradac. Much 
as vague shapes formed by tea lea� (see· 
Taaaeography} can be indicators of coming 
events, so can the shapes formed by clouds. 
"Mares' tails" and "mackerel" 11kies may have 
specific meaningsto aome people, butiCis the 
ever-c!tanging shapes of cumulus douds that 
lend themselves more to prognostication. For 
example, a dow! famed like a castle is a pre· 
diction of high office and excellent reputation 
to come for the observer. 1he shape of a fist is 
a warning to guard against impulsive actions. 
A lamb shape su.ggests new ideas are being 
born, with changes to come. A cloud shaped 
like a 13bbit is a sign of timidity and a call for 
more asliertiveness. 

6 

Fran�s de Ia Tour Blanche stated that thunder and lightning were "con· 
caned with auguries, and the aspect of the sky and the planets belong to the science 
cl asaology." He felt that aeromancy was fortune• telling by means cl speceers that are 
made to appear in the air, and he included images that Kemed to be projected onto 
clouds as if by a magjc lantern. 

Swn:a: 
Bucltland, Raymond. Sraeu of Gyps, FonuN!tdil'l(. St. Paul, MN: Llewelyn, 1988. 
Rillldolph. Vance Orftfk Supetstiaons. New Yolk: Dovu, 1964. 
Shepald, leslie A (ed.). E� cf �(I P�j . New York: Avon, 1978. 

iESCULAPIUS 

Also known asAsklepios (6om the Greek), l&culapius was the patron deity of physi· 
claN. He was the son cl Apollo and Cosonis. He was not only able to heal the sick but 
also to bring the dead back to life. It was b this relMOO that Zeus finally destroyed 
him with a thunderbolt, in case humanltind should learn to evade death. Those �o 
visited the Temple cl A:sculapius in Epidau.tus, Greece, would sleep in order to learn, 
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in their dreama, the means of recovering their health. Eventually any<me oould sleep 
in any of the temples dedicated to him and divine their cure through their dreams. 

Soun:es: 
Kamr, � �·s� � DictioNry. New Ya\: G. P. Puman\'1.1963. 
RDie, H. J. RJician in GmR and Rorv. New Yolk: H:upa- &. Row, 1959. 

AFRICAN DIVINATION 

Traditionally Amcan spirituality is embodied in everyday li� with the connection 
between nature and apirituality defining life for the people. lhis is seen in many� the 
divinatim methods employedaaoss the continent, and there is a very wide diversity 
of such methods employed there. For example, among the 11.5 million people in the 
ten provinces ri Cameroon, divination methods include using sheila, bmes, seed 
pods, palm kernels, antelope and elephant dung, bird flight, the ttaeks ri crabs, exam, 
inationof entraila,and more. 

The 11105t popular form of divination in Africa seems to be sortlege. Casting 
bones is common, as is use of cowry and other shells, eggs, and kola nuts. lhe Yoruba, 
for example, will cast sixteen strings of palm kernels, the Nupe use eight strings of 
berries, the Yukun use six strings ri calabashdisks. A form ri lfa divination is based on 
the multiple permutations olnined from the manipulation ri sixteen palm kernels, 
the interpretations based m stories from local mythology. The Menemo and the Ntim 
use palm wine, pouring it into a large shell and floating millet seeds on the surface. 
lhe A zan de usc leafy branches stuck into termite holes, inte.preting by the amount of 
stripping done by the insects. The Bimbia cast pebbles and shells, the Balcweri gaze 
into heated palm oil, the Widekum cast seed pods, the Ban so split kola nuts and cast 

them, and the Mambila use the hard fruits of the wild banana together withsixteen 
cowry shells. The Venda use four marked pieces of ivory; they also use divining bowb, 
as do the Karanga of Zimbabwe.' Although many diviners refer to their tools as 

'•tones." they are not ncussarily actual bones. lhey might be stones. shells, nuts, 
pieces � �ood. or any canbination of these. lhe diviner usually "breathes his spirit" 
into his bones before using them by holding them in his cupped hands and blowing 

softly on them, asking the apirits to guide them as they are used 

Among the Azande, when searching for the trtdl following �n accusation, two 
chickens would be fed poison. If the first chicken died, that indicated the charge was 
true; if it lived, that indicated a falsehood. In fhe event of the first chicken dying, the 
sea:nd chicen received poison but with the interpretation reversed: if the acx:usation 
was ttue then the chicken would live and, if false, it would die. This double poisoning 
waald give a conflnnation or denial of the charge. 

Most diviners are male, though notall. Usually a diviner has an assistant who 
is much like an apprentice, watching and learning the various methods used. It is USU* 

ally two to three years bdore such an assistant is allowed to do any divining him or 
henelf. Secret aoc:ieties ridiviners (such as the mbir of the Kakas) are found across the 
a:ntinent, and membership is closely guarded. It is agreat honor (or an apprentice to 
be made a member. 
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Good examples of divination types are those of the Zulus, Do&on, Ash anti, 
Venda, Masai, Yoruba, and the ICa1ca people of the Tibr tribe of Cameroon. Rather 
than attempt the impossible of describing all the many and varied method s found 
throughout the continent of Africa, here are the details of a selective representation. 
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NpM, Or Tlkar Spider Divination 

This is practiced in the �ml section ci the Bamcnda Province in south· 
western Cameroon. As its name implics,itutilizcs the actims of a relative of tbe trap
door apider. 1be He� cmssipes is a very large. blade earth spider, four to six 
inches in length with a three-inch-long body. It is sometimes cmfuscd with the taran
tu1a, but although its bite is painful it is rarely fatal The Kaka people believe that this 
spider, beause it nesu in the ground, pocw w;s wisdom obtained fran the earth de it� 

1bc head man of a village is usually the owner of the spider, using it for daily 
divination to ascertain the will of the gods. All the villaw:IS will gather at the head 
man's hut each morning to obssve me daily riblal. 1bc rite, and divination, is actual· 
ly performed by the nku-Q(dm or diviner (ng;im means "divination," while ng�m 
means "spider"). He has a set of "cards" made from leaves of the African plum tree 
(Poch,� ed.dis ).lbcre may be as many as two hundred of them, each with different 
si� and symbols marlced on mem by cutting or burning. These cards have been 
placed in a large calabash pot. A lid is on the pot, but the bottom of it is broken and 
placed o�r me home d the earth spider, the hole in the pot allowing the spider 
access to the leaves. When the lid is removed in the morning, the diviner will see how 
me cards have been disturbed and rearranged by the spider. Interpreting thcae move· 
mcntscmstitutes the divination. 

When not in use, the catds are kept in a special wooden cmtainer that Is kept 
hanging f r om  his bed or is carried slung over his shoulder. The container it3elf is 
wrapped in a piece d fur, usually from the civet cat. 1be cards may also be read at any 
time by the diviner throwing them down on tbe piece ci fur in a certain way, or even 
having a spider move them around on the fur. 

Venda Divination 

The Venda are found in Zimbabwe and the Transvaal area of South Africa. 
Thtir main method ci divination'\s by using a bowl mat has been made especially for 

;. dtc PUJ"P9SC· The rim of me bowl is decorated with pictmes tqre$Cnting god, goddeis. 
home, cbnger, wami19, movement, sacrifice, injury, caution, and other qualities and 
objects. In me center of the bowl is a carved representation of a cowry shell, as aeon· 
ncctim to the goddess. 

The diviner casts five bones--knuckle bones, stones, or carved pieces of 
wood-into the bowl. Each of the bones represents something different, which might 
be positive or negative. Interpretation is ba�d on the proximity of the bone to the 
symbols around the edge, and the relationship to the central cowry shell. The rcla· 
tionship of each stone to its neighbors is also of importance. There arc a large number 
ci intcrp�tations that can come from any one throw. 

Venda lableiS are also used by lhese people. 1hcse may be made ci �bate, 
ivory, clay, or rock. They arc about an inch to an inch and a half in length and about 
three-quarters d an inch wide. 1be thidcness varies. Each bears a particular symbol 
m one side, with the omer side blank. 

lbere are only four such tablets. One represents the Father, an Old Man, or 

Male/masculine. It also ties in with rain, semen, and the clement of watrr. 1be sec-
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ond tablet is the feminine one: Woman/feminine, Mother, Old Woman, or Married 
Woman. This is associated with the element of earth, nurturing, and home life. It can 
also indicate caution. The third tablet is Youth, Son, or Unmarried Man, and is asso
ciated with the element of fire. It indicates rashness, but also boyhood, health, and 
energy. It shows a need for restraint and for further learning. The fourth tablet is Spiri
tuality, Single Woman, or Young Girl. It is the element of air, innocence, luck, and 
artistic talent. 

These four tablets, with their faces and plain backs, can give up to sixteen com
binations: each one of the four tablets (together with three blanks), Father-Mother, 
Father-Daughter, Father-Son, Father-Mother-Daughter, Father-Mother-Son, Father
Mother-Daughter-Son, Father-�ughter-Son, Mother-Daughter, Mother-Son, Mother
Daughter-Son, Daughter.Son, and All Blank Sides up (indicating a definite negative). 

Yoruba Seashell Divination 

The coastal area of western Africa is home to the Yoruba people, which actual
ly includes Yoruba, Oyo, and lbadan. Seven million people speak the ¥'oruba language. 
They worship a large number of anthropomorphic deities known as the·-Otishas. 
These are closely connected to nature and have been compared to the ancient Greek 
deities. There are more than four hundred myths and legends connected with the 
deities. There is a belief in a division of light and dark, or good versus evil. 

The ancient dry of lfe, or Ile-lfe, used to be the holy city of the region. In the 
twelfth century it was ruled by a divine king, Ifa, who had lesser kings or chiefs known 
as Obas beneath him. Today there are still Obas, though their position is purely cere
monial. lfa was a man-god who had come to Earth to put the world right. His oracle 
was to be used in giving guidance and helping humankind in times of trouble. 

The Ife deities feature in the Yoruba seashell divination system, which has 
been adopted, and adapted, in many of Nigeria's neighboring countries. The divina
tion is done on a board, known as the "Table of lfa," usually decorated with figures of 
gods and animals around its outer edge. lfa is a spirit identified with the god Orun-mi
la, who directed the creation of the earth. The board is sprinkled till the center is cov
ered with white sand, or a fine white powder. Cowry shells or nuts are used for the 
casting. When cast, the shells may land on their faces, with the smooth, rounded side 
uppermost, or on their backs with the smoothly serrated, vulva-like openings (known 
as the "mouth") upward. To make it easier for the shell to lay flat when on its back, 
many diviners will break open the thin surface of the rounded side and make what is 
known as an "eye" there. 

Combinations of four and sixteen shells are used. They are shaken in the 
hands and cast into the circle. The number of "mouths" is counted. The original cast
ing was done with palm nuts and tied in with the myth of Fa, who had sixteen eyes. Fa 
lived on a palm tree in the sky, from the height of which he was able to see all that 
went on in the world. Every morning God's son, Legba, climbed the tree to open Fa's 
eyes. Fa didn't want to speak out loud of what he had seen, so he placed nuts in 
Legba's hands to indicate how many of his eyes should be opened. If men use the nuts 
(now shells) correctly, they may open all of Fa's eyes to see the future. 
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Zulu Divination 

lhere are approximately four million Zulu people, living along the east roast 

of South Africa. Myths tell how the 6rst Zulus were women £rom another planet. 

lhere are several categories oi divination among the Zulu. A sorcerer, who 
may be male or female, is known as a Sanusis. A healer is a Z� Zokwelopho or a 
Z� �. A weath� worker is a ZnyangJ! ZaWw, and a diviner is a �. A 
Sangoma is usually female. though not always. All begin as apprentices. 

lhe Zulu bonesdivinationsystrm used by most Sangomas is worlced with a set 
of oracle bones, which � actual bones plus other objeccs lilce hoof tips. teeth. or 
shells. lhey are usually collected together over a period of time. being chosen espe· 
cially for theirsix and shape and. in the case ofbonesand teeth. the particular animal 
they belong to and what it means to the Sangoma. 1he objects are usually mllected in 
twos, a large one representing male and a stnaller one rep:esenting female . 

1he objecu have specific meanings when cast, usually two p<mible meanings 
depending upon which side faces upward. When all are dvown down together they 
will give a multifaceted life reading, with the elemencs of friends, lovers, finances, 
omtades, and so on. They are usually cast into a circle drawn on the ground or onto a 
small mat d leather or doth. Any piece that falls outside the area is discounted. The 
a�as of the citde or mat have specific meanings to which the bones can relate. 

Sourcza: 
Buckland, Ra)mand and Kad\leen Bi�er. The Book cf Africart DMnation. Roc:helter, VT: [b. 

tiny 8oob,1992. 
Evam·Pritchard, E .E. Wilt:ltaofc, Oracles and M4gic amonc me�- Oxbd: Oxbd Univer• 

airy Ptess, 1937. 
Gebauer, Paul. sPdh DiMnAdon of lilt Gimmloru. Milr.dee, 1964. 
l..pad, Rabat A. 1llc AMID. New 8nmmck. N.): Rur� Uniwrsity Press, 1958. 
P.amndn,�y. AfriaM Mythclogy.J.oodoo: Paul HamJ,n,1901. 

:-lUwoob, Aroos. 1llc Palm Wine �- New Yodc Grove Pre., 1953. 

AILUROMANCY 

People have been divining by the movement and actions of cacs for centuries. This is 
known as Ailuromancy. Traditionally there i.s a connection between a cat and the 
moon. Many pagan goddesses were similarly linked to the moon. 1he Scandinavian 
Freya-associated both with the moon and with fertility-rode in a chariot pulled by 
cats. The Roman Diana was able to take the rormof a cat. Bast was the sacred cat· 
headed goddess of Ancient Egypt. 1he cat is considered the bearer of souls of the dead 
in parts of the East, and in some places it is thought that, at death, a human soul will 
pass into the body d a cat. 

Both white cats and blaclc cats are considered luclcy, dependent upon their 
actions. It Is oonsidered luclcy simply to see a white cat, except in some pans d Britain 
where the reverse is true. A blaclc cat needs to be either sitting to the right of the 
observer or movi� from left to tight to indicate � luclc to come. If it moves from 
right to left, it is portending bad lucie to come. Pan oi the fear oi blaclc cats comes 
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from the Middle Ages belief that witches a>Wd tum themselves into cats (Diana, 
mentioned above, was regaided as a witch goddess). lhere was also the belief that the 
cat was a familiar c:i the devil and a servant to the witch. 

A black catsbodd bestrokedgmdy aloog its spine to bring out the good luck 
and brush away the had. To carry a stray cat into the bouse is to bring bad luck in with 
it. If a cat sits and washes itself, licking "against the grain," it b a sign c:i a coming 
�bower. In many areas, if the cat carries its y� co higher ground it indicates that a 
flood or severe cloudburst is imminent. lf the cat sits with its back to the fire it means 
frost is on the way. A sneezing Cl£ near: a bride can indicate a fuwy marri.aee to come. 
But under other circumstances the eat's meae means a storm is co� In New Eng
land it is said that if a Cl£ stares outefthe window fOr a long time, it is a sign that it is 
looking for rain. On the cmst d that acea it is believed that a eat's pupils will be near· 
lyclosed at low tide but will dilate at high tide. 

Sowca; 
Leach, Maria (ed.). Ftmk &W� Sr.andard � cfPoiJJort, M,choloo, and U&md· San 

Francisco: Harper & Row, 1972. 
Randolph, VaiJU. OtarkS�. NewYork:Dover,1964. -... • 
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AI<Asmc REcoRDS 

This is a 'Theosq:hical term £or a "6ling systan" ci records of all events that have ever 
taken place and all thought that bas transpired and been impressed �n the aJc.ha, or 

a'ltral plane. This is not unlike Cad Jun(s idr:a of the coUeuive unconscio\§. Helma 
Blavat.ky refers to the� as "the subde, supcnensuous spiritual essence that per· 
vades all space; theprimordialsub&tanceemmeously identified wib Ether. But it is to 
&her what Spirit is to Maner . . •  the Universal Space in which lia inherent the eter

nal Ideation of the Univezse." It is also refened to as the cosmic memory. Psychics 
may access this infoanation and thereby see inco the past and, possibly, the future, 
foretelling probable events to come. Blavat.sky, Rudolf Steiner and Edgar Cayce, 
among others, have claimed to have obtained information from the records. Many 
psychics say that they access the rec01ds through trance, aetral projection, clairvoy
ance, self-hypnosis, and similac methods. 

The idea ci a Book ci Life, or a storehouse of life's recordings, is found with the 
Arabs, Assyrians, Babylonians, Hebrews, and Phoenicians, among others. Cayce 
described the repository of the Abmic Records as being like a huge libracy, situated in 
a temple on a hill. He said (Reading 29�19): "I am conscious of seeing an old man 
who hands me a large book, a record of the individual for whom I seek information." 
When delving into such a book he remarked, "We have conditions that might have 
been, that are, and that tna:Y be [author's ilalics)" (Reading 304-S). 

Source.: 
Na�ky. Helem P. Tht �Gbsscn,.l..oNion: � Publilhing Society,l892. 
u..lcr. Noel. Edp Ca,aonR� New York: �d.dt l.ilmzy,l967. 
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Alectromancy; Alectormancy; Alectryomancy 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

Todeschi, Kevin J. Edgar Cayce on the Akashic Records. Virginia Beach, VA: A.R.E. Press, 1998. 

ALECTROMANCY; 

ALECTORMANCY; ALECTRYOMANCY 

This is a form of divination that was popular in Rome and was frequently used as a 
method of identifying robbers. It was done when the Sun or the moon was in Aries or 
Leo. The name comes from the Greek alectruon ("cock") and manteia ("divination"). 

Letters of the alphabet are placed in a large circle, with small piles of grain in 
front of each letter. An all-white cockerel, or occasionally a hen, would then be 
placed in the center of the circle. The letters where the cock pecks at the grain are 
gathered and then laid out to form words or names. They are not necessarily laid down 
in the same order in which they were chosen by the cock. It was assumed that the 
word/name might be in anagrammatical form. If a simple "Yes" or "No" would suffice, 
then just two piles of grain would be placed on the ground. 

:«\ ·� 

Jean Baptiste Belot (1640) described the method: 

He then who desires to know concerning some matter, whether it be a 
robbery, a larceny, or the name of a successor, must make upon a very 
smooth spot a circle which he will divide into as many parts as there 
are letters in the alphabet. This done he shall take grains of wheat and 
shall place them on each letter, beginning with A and so on continu
ing, while he says this verse: Ecca enim veritatem, etc. The wheat then 
being thus placed, let him take a young cock or cockerel, perfectly 
white, and cut its claws; then, having set down this cock, he must take 
care to watch upon which letters he eats the grain of com, and, having 

d 
� 

note or written these letters upon paper, he must gather them togeth-
et and then will find the name that he desires to know. 

Other sources say that, before it begins to peck at the grain, the cock must be 
forced to swallow its own claws, which have been cut off. It must also swallow a small 
parchment scroll, made of lambskin, on which are written certain words. In addition 
to the magical verse mentioned, the diviner should also repeat the two verses of the 
Psalms that fall exactly in the middle of the s)rventy-two verses. 

A well-known case of the use of alectromancy was when the Roman emperor 
Valens Ccesar wanted to know the name of his successor. The divining was performed 
by the magician lamblicus. The cock spelled out the letters THEOD. Valens assumed it 
was short for Theodorus and proceeded to kill anyone with that name, so they couldn't 
take over from him. On his death, in 3 78 CE, he was succeeded by Theodosius! 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. A Pocket Guide to the Supernatural. New York: Ace Books, 1969. 

Leach, Maria (ed.). Funk & Wagnal Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology, and Legend. San 
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1972 
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ALEUROMANCY 

It is from this form of divination that the idea d O.ine�e fortune coolcies may have 
come. 1be word is from the Greek ahron, meaning "flour.• One method was simply 
to mix flour and water in a bowl and then swill it around and tip it out. 1he residue 
on the bowl's sides would then be interpreced by the diviner, the images and pattems 
being real much as in tea-leaf reaiing (sec wleOID(lby ). But the more detailed. and 
more common, memod was to write basic statemena 00 small slips €::i paper and then 
roll each in a ball of flour past�nd to bake it. The resultant "cookies" were mixed 
nine separate times then distJibuted among the seekers. On breaking open the baked 
balls, they would mkl the papers and leam their fates. 

ALPHITOMANCY 

From the Greek alfltico meaning "barley," this is a form of divination that utilizes bar· 
ley, a wheat, made into a cake. Reaction to eating the c:ake would show whetheF or 

not the person was innocent oc guilty d any aime charged. Severe stomach upset was 
taken as a siiJl d guilt. Even just finding the cake to be distasteful was an indicate:.. 

In a cettain sacred wood, clO!ie to Lavinium, the purity d women was tested 
using this barley cake rogetherwith the services of a sna1ce. At a particular time of the 
year, blind&>lded young women were sent along the path to the woods carrying the 
alphitomancy cake. The women who were chaste had their cakes devoured by the ser
penr, leaving the others to bear their c.ahs o n  to the meeting with the priests. 

The use €::i cakes in connection with the pJs was c:ommoo in ancient �e. 
A twelve-blabbed cake was dfered to Conus, in Athens, every spring. Otcular cakes 
topped with candles were offered to Hecate, being placed at crossroads &>r her. Cakes 
and honey � offered to Artemis, and barley cakes to Zeus in the Eleusinian myster
ies in Athens. Cakes d dough would be ofi'efed to the deities of the harvest, Dtmeter 
and Persephone. 

Sourcea; 
leach, Maria (cd.). Ftmk &' Wapalls Sll:mdard Dicr.ionary of Fol�Jcre, Mycflology, and LL&md. San 

Francisco: Harper&. Row. 1972 

ALVEROMANCY 

Divination by sounds. lhe louder the sound; the more danger is implied. The nearer 
the soood; the sooner the happening. What the actual sound is may vary. A sudden, 
unexpected ay from a crow, foe example, would become the sound to be used, and the 
following aies would be noted and interpreted. 
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American Society for Psychical Research 

AMBULOMANCY 

Divination by walking, from the Latin ambulare, "to walk." This could involve a num
ber of other forms of divination, depending upon what is observed while walking. It 
could also be the walking itself: the number of paces, length of stride, speed, ascent or 
descent, and so on. 

AMERICAN SOCIETY 
FOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH 

The oldest psychical research organization in the United States, the A.S.P.R. was 
founded in Boston in 1885, by Sir William Fletcher Barrett (1845-1926) of the 
British Society for Psychical Research. Barrett was visiting the United States at the 
time. The initial directors were astronomer Professor Simon Newcombe, president; N. 
D. C. Hodges, secretary; with vice presidents professors Stanley Hall, George S. 
Fullerton, Edward C. Pickering, and Charles S. Minot. One of the founding members 
was the renowned Harvard psychologist and professor of philosophy, William James. 
The aims of the society were to investigate apparitions, hypnosis, mediumship, telepa
thy, and all other fields of parapsychology. 

In 1887 Dr. Richard Hodgson, the British S.P.R's chief investigator, was sent to 
America to act as secretary to the A.S.P.R. He continued in this position until he suf
fered a fatal heart attack, while playing handball at the Boat Club in Boston, on 
December 20, 1905. 

In 1889, due to financial problems, the society affiliated with its British coun
terpart, under ProfessorS. P. Langley's presidency. In 1905, on Hodgson's death, the 
society was dissolved but was reestablished the following year as a separate entity from 
the British S.P.R. Dr. James Harvey Hyslop (1854-1920) was then elected president 
a.nd took over where Hodgson had"1eft off, as chief investigator for the society. 

:- -· 

On Hyslop's death in 1920 Dr. Walter Franklin Prince assumed the presidency 
and stayed there until he resigned five years later. The society has enjoyed active par
ticipation from a number of outstanding scientists and philosophers, among them the 
physicists Sir William Barrett and Sir Oliver Lodge. By 1940 Gardner Murphy had 
become a vice president, and he assumed the presidency in 1962. He initiated the first 
telepathic experiments through wireless, in Chicago and New Jersey. He also focused 
the research of the society on scientific exper�ments, especially in Extrasensory per
ception working with Dr. J. B. Rhine, and on altered states of consciousness and sur
vival afrer death. 

Today the American Society for Psychical Research is headquartered in New 
York in an historical landmark building and maintains one of the world's largest 
libraries of books on parapsychology. 

Sources: 

Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. The Encyclopedia of Ghosts and Spirits. New York: Facts on File, 1992. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF DOWSERS 

Founded in 1961, this is a nonprofit corporation based in Vermont. Its aims are to dis
seminate information on all forms of dowsing, radiesthesia, water witching, etc., and to 
promote the use and acceptance of this form of divination. The society estimates that 
there are approximately 50,000 dowsers who regularly operate in the United States. 

The American Society of Dowsers issues a seventy-two-page quarterly journal, 
The American Dowser. In 1984, out of 200 newsletters, periodicals, and journals 
reviewed by the Parapsychological Association of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, it was cited as the best special interest journal in the field of 
PSI. (See also British Society oftDowsers.) 

Sources: 

http://dowsers.new-hampshire.net/ 

AMNIOMANCY 

The membrane that sometimes envelopes the head of a newly boffi' infant�s,�lled a 
caul. Amniomancy is the examination ofochis caul-usually by the delivertng mid
wife-to determine the future fortunes of the child. The basic interpretation goes by 
the amount of the color red in the membrane. A vivid red suggests a full, active life of 
energy. A dull, leaden color would suggest a similarly dull, uninspired life, probably 
with many misfortunes along the way. 

AMON; AMUN; AMMON 

Amon was the ram-headed, ancient Egyptian god of fertility and reproduction, origi
nally one of eight gods of Khum in Middle Egypt. It was believed that Amon would 
speak through an oracle, and the oracle temple was at Oasis Siwa, in the Libyan 
desert. The oracle was consulted by Alexander the Great in 332 BCE. There were also 
Amon oracles at Napata and Meroe. Contact with the main oracle (the oracle to 
Zeus), at Dodona, was maintained by message-carrying doves. 

Sources: 

Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology. London: Paul Hamlyn, 1965. 

Wilkinson, Sir J. Gardner. The Ancient Egyptians: Their Life and Customs. New York: Crescent 
Books, 1988. 

ANGEL URIEL see Onimancy 

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR see Zomancy 

ANTHOMANCY 

Divination by the use of flowers. Different flowers would have different meanings, 
which might vary depending upon the geographical area, and their placement and 
happenstance would determine the interpretation of that meaning in relation to the 
observer. The colors of the flowers would also be significant. For example, red ties in 
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with passion, sexual desire, and warmth; pink with creativity; orange with freedom 
and independence; yellow with cheerfulness; gold with self-confidence; green with 
balance, judgment, self-control; pale blue with calmness and relaxation; darker blue 
with abstinence and conscientiousness; purple with mysticism, purification, spirituali
ty; brown with stability and security; black with the unconscious; white with enlight
enment and purity. 

Examples of the meaning of flowers are the following: 

Chrysanthemum-longevity, contemplation. 
Daisy-innocence. 
Lady's mantle-nurturing, feminine qualities. 
Lily-purity, forgetfulness. 
Morning glory-death, rebirth. 
Narcissus--good fortune, new beginnings, numbness. 
Rose-love, desire. 
Rosemary-friendship, faithfulness, remembrance. 
Violet-purification, modesty, fidelity. 

Sources: 

Jay, Roni. Sacred Flowers. Hillsboro, OR: Beyond Words, 1997. 

Smith, A. W. A Gardener's Handbook of Plant Names, Their Meanings and Origins. Mineola, NY: 

Dover, 1997. 

ANTHRACOMANCY 

Divination by the inspection of burning coals. Anthracite is a hard, glossy-surfaced 
coal that burns without much smoke. This is the type of divination that many can 
relate to, if they have grown up with coal fires rather than wood-fueled fires. Sitting 
and looking into the red-hot ashes of the burning coal opens a wonderland of images, 
from dragons in caves to fish, birds, humans, and anything one is capable of imagin
i,pg. Diviners of old would follow this pattern, gazing into the embers to see what the 

• future might hold or to find the answer to any question posed. 

One of the joys of "fire-gazing" of this sort is that, within a short space of time, 
the ashes can collapse and reposition so that there are ever-changing scenes. 

ANTHROPOMANCY 

A very ancient form of divination using humln entrails. When referring to sacrificial 
victims, it was sometimes called splanchomancy. Herodotus, the fifth-century BCE 
Greek author, said that Menelaus, detained in Egypt by contrary winds, sacrificed two 
children in this manner in order to determine his destiny. Heliogabalus was one 
known practitioner of this type of divination as part of his worship of Baal. Originally 
called Varius Avitus (and known by the Greeks as Elagabalus), this Roman emperor 
(218-222 CE) was killed by the imperial guard for deviant and perverse practices. 

In ancient Rome, Julian the Apostate (331-363 CE) has been described as 
"the last champion of a dying polytheism." His creed was a curious mixture of active 
polytheism combined with the emotional appeal of the mysteries. It is said that, in 
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pursuit of magical knowledge, he caused a larte rumber of children to be sacrificed so 
that he mjaf\t consult and interpret the movements in their enuails. This he did at 
night, in the light of a full mooo. One report has it that, on his last expedition, he 
shla him!df in the Temple of the M()(D, at Carta in Mesopotamia, and performed a 
ritual after Miich he emerged and sealed the temple doors. When he was later killed 
by the Persians, the doors to the temple were opened and the body of a woman was 
disclosed, hanging by her hair with her entrails tom (lU(. 

Both Diodorus Siculus and Tacitus mention a Druidic custom of divining with 
the emails of sacri6ced victims. Tacitus says: .,he IAuidsconsult the gods in the pal
pitating entrails of men" According to Spence, Sttabo desaibes how they would stab 
a man in the baclt with a sword and thm observe his convulsive movements and 
divine &om those. Diodorus abo mentions this and says that they augured fran the 
poltUte in which the victim fell, from his contortions, and from the directicn in which 
the spilled blood flowed away from the body (hzmatomancy). 

Source.: 
Encyclopedia Britannitn. Chicago: William Benton. 1964. 
Shcplltd. Leslie A. (ed.). E� c4 � 9 Par�ttoloo. New York: Avm. 1978.. ..;. 
Spcnce,l..cwil. 1\e Magic Arts in Celric Britain. �:Rider, 1945. 

APANTOMANCY 

Apantomancy is divining by whatever happens to cane to hand-any objects that 
happen to present themselves. It can also include any mexpected happening. A 
chance meeting with a chimney sweep, for example, could be taken as indicative of 
some future event, as could opening a drawer and unexpectedly seeing a magnif,ing 
glass. (lbe aupn of ancient Rome would include such dUnp • the (all of a stick in a 
canple, the squeak of a mouse. srumbling, or ancezinJ.) The way in which these 
objects and people are interpreted would depend entirely on the diviner. In the exam
ples j ua given, if the diviner were familiar with d� incerprecadcn, he or she might 
associace the chimney sweep with good luck to come and with the a()Quisition of use
ful knowledge, acquired bit by bit. The magnifying glass would be aaociaced with the 
prospect of overextending yowself fnancially. 

lhe actual interpretation, therefore, depends entirely upon the badcaround of 
the diviner. It might be tied in with dreams, eea Jeava, colon, acticns, sounds, a 
anything else. 

A branch a apantomancy especially considers chance encounters with ani
mals. It issaid to be especially fortunate to meet a black cat, hedgehog, goat, white 
horse, brown mouse, white rat, squirrel, flock of sheep, swallow, robin, dove, wren, 
kingfisher, owl, spider, or ladybug. 

Sources: 
Buckland, Raymond. G,ps, Dtt.amDidiont:ry. St. Paul. MN: Ucwcllyn, 1999. 
Smith. Ouutinc. The Boolcof�.l.ondon: Ridtr. n.d. 
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APOLLO 

The Greek god associated with the w.i.sdom of the oracles. He was also called Ph<Zbus 
Apollo, fran his maternal grandmother. He had many functions besides th� con· 
nected with divination and prophesy, being associated especially with healing. light, 
music, and song, alao with youth, protection fiom evil, protection of floclcs and herds, 
alchemy, and other subjects. 

Apollo intended to erect his first oractlar temple at Breotia but was dissuaded 
by Telphusa (variously also called Delphusa and Thelpusa), the local undine, and 
instead he built it farther north at Crisa. There was an ancient oracle to Oa:a already 
at rhar place, guarded by a female dragoo named Pythoo. Apollo slew the dragm and 
went ahead and built his own shrine there. This became the well-lcnown Oracle of 
Delphi with the diviners lcnown as PytiWa. 

In looking for someone to administer his new temple, Apollo spied some Cre
tan sailors passing in their ship. He appeared to them in the form of a dolphin and 
conjured great winds to drive their ship ashore at the site cJ the temple. There be 
revealed himself to them. Since he bad nrst appeared as a dolphin, they called him 
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Apollo Delphinius (the Greek word for dolphin), and the site of the oracular temple 
became known as Delphi. 

A second oracular temple was built at the foot of Mount Cynth us. It is said 
that when the Persians passed by on their way to attack the Greeks, they left expen
sive gifts to Apollo and left the temple intact. Other oracles were in Asia Minor at 

Thymbra, Clarus, Grynia and Didymus, and all over Greece. Most famous were the 
Delphi and Cynthus ones mentioned, plus those at Tygera and Breoita. 

At Delphi, the Pythia would sit on a three-legged chair called a tripod. This was 
positioned in a deep cavern from which came what have been termed "prophetic vapdrs." 
Under Apollo's influence, the Pythia would pass into a trance state and begin to utter 
words and phrases that were then interpreted by the priesthood of the Delphi temple. 

Apollo was the son of Zeus and Leto and, in the words of Edward E. Barthell, 
was hailed as "the most glorious of all of the sons of Zeus." He was a twin of Artemis 
and father of Orpheus, Asklepios, and Arista!us. His loves included Coronis, 
Psamathe, Clymene, Calliope, and Cyrene. 

There was an instance when Hercules came to seek purification at the Oracle 
at Delphi for having murdered lphitus. Apparently the Pythia remained silent. This so 
incensed Hercules that he seized the tripod, and Apollo had to fight with him to get it 
back. The struggle was finally resolved by the intervention of Zeus. 

Sources: 

Barthell, Edward E. Jr. Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Greece. Coral Gables, FL: University of 

Miami Press, 1971. 

Guirand, Felix. Greek Mythology. Paul London, 1963. 

APOLLO, TEMPLE OF see Apollo 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA 

Apollonius ofTyana was born in Cappadocia, Asia Minor, c. 4 BCE. He was educated 
at Tarsus and at the Temple of JEsculapius, at JEgae. He was a neo-Pythagorean sage 
who gave away everything he owned to live by wandering from temple to temple, 
healing the sick, preaching, and giving advice as a fortune-teller. Most of what is 
known about Apollonius comes from a biography written, at the behest of the empress 
Julia Doman (second wife of Septimius Severus), by Philostratus the rhetorician. The 
biography was written about 200 CE and is loosely based on the work of Apollonius's 
disciple Damis, itself a dubious work. Philostratus's biography was aimed to please the 
empress rather than to present a true picture of the sage, but its appearance did lead to 
a certain veneration of Apollonius by the devout pagans of the later Roman Empire. 

Of the reported deeds of Apollonius, one of the most notable was when he was 
said to have warned the people of Ephesus of the coming of a serious plague. They 
took no notice of his warnings until the plague was actually upon them, then they 
asked what they should do. He told them to stone to death a beggar who, he claimed, 
was the cause of the plague. The citizens did that, to the point where the unfortunate 
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d'An:,]eanN: (1412-1431) 

man was wried beneath a pile of stones. When these wen: later removed, there was 
only the dead body of a black dog to be found but the pestilence was gone. There were 
many other stories told of Apollonius's clairvoyant and magical powers. 

Sowa&: 
� 8� <luaeo: William Bauon, 1964.. 
Headon, Oeinh (ed.). Quat for�� � FutuTt. Pleu.trville, NY: R� 

Oi,ac, 1992. 
Mead, Oecqc R. S. � �T� ���� w firstCD\M} AD. Loa

don: �all\iblishm, .Hou3e. 1901. 

D'ARC, jEANNE ( 1412-1431) 

At Joan of Arc's trial, jOOg.nent was to be based on seventy different points, including 
charges that she was a diviner, prophetess, SOC'Cuas, witch, and conjurer of evil spir· 
its. Eventually these charges were dropped to twelve. Her judges wen: ol the opinion 
that her visions were worthless and denied her the gilt ol prophecy. 

In the countr)tide ol Domremy, France, she had been lcnown as Jeanette, with 
the surname ol Arc or Rom�e. (She's also mentioned in contempor.uy documents as 
Jeanne, commonly called Ia Pow::e�. the Maid.) Jeanne, or Jeanette, w• born on Jan· 
uary 6, 1412, to Jacques d'Arc and Isabelle de Vouthon, nw devout CathoUcs. She 
had two b-others, Pierre and Jean du Lys. Her father owned bona ..ld cattle and was 
the head man ci his village of Domn:my. Jeanne was very pious and, while the other 
girls her age were dancing, she chooe to attend chun:h. 

When she was thirteen, Jeanne was in her father's �rden when she heard a 
voice she believed came from God. Owing the next five years she heard voices two or 

three times a week and was able to distinguish those of Saints Catherine, Margaret, 
and Michael. lney even appeared to her, wearing crowns. Jeanne determined to 

remain a virgin and lead a godly life. 

The Hundred Years War between France and England, over who should rule 
France, was in full swing. The dauphin<llarles,son of<llarles VI, batded the English 
who had control of large portions of the country. Jeanne's voices told her to help the 
da.tphin to be crowned King of France. In May 1428, about twelve miles nom Oomre· 
my, Robert de Balliricourt, commandant at Vaucouleurs, was appcoached by jeanne 
who was accompanied by D�Mand Lasso is, a relative on her mother's side. She told 
Baudricouu that she had been sent by God to place the dauphin m the throne, and 
she wruld like to speak with him. lhe commandant sent her home again. 

In July 1428 the village ol Domremy was threatened by the English, and the 
inhabitants retreated to Neufch1teau. h was October before they were able to return, 
only to find the village rumed to the ground. lhe English, meanwhile, had laid siege 
to Or�ans. When news of this reached Domremy, Jeanne again set out to see the 
dauphin, and again, at Vaucouleurs, she encountered Robett de Baudricowt. She also 
met a )Ollllg squire, jean de Mett, in whom she confided. He lent her men's clothes. 
Baudricoun finally authorized her de� for Clunon, where Owles had his a>urt. 

The people of Vaucouleurs �t her a horse, and she ME given a sword. 

ll 
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Joan of An: before the dauphin. Forktln Pictt&T� Liwar,_ 
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Louis de Bourbon, counr ofVendome, presented Jeanne to the dauphin, who 
talked with her fer twohotn- Accordingrohe r confc:ssor,Jean Pasquerel, Jeanne told 
the dauphin, "J am God's messenger, sent to teU you that you are the true heir to France 
and the king's son." Owtes had her interrogated by a commission, presided over by the 
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d'An:, Jeanne ( 1-412-1-431) 

archbishop of Riems. They fomd her honest and ruled in her favor. Jeanne then 
assured Omle$ that she woold raise the siege ofOdeans and have him aowned. 

In a slit of white, Jeanne, accompanied by Gilles de Rais, led 4,COO men and 
entered OrlEans on the n ight of April 28. On May S they stormed the bastille and 
c:aprured the Tourelles. On May 8 was held the Mt thanksgiving �on. the ori
gX\ of what has become the ereat Festival of Orleans. Jeanne went on to Troy and 
then Reims by July J.f. Two days later Cllarles was oowned King Cllarles VII of 
France, wdl Jeanne standing beside him. On December 29,l.f29,she was ennobled 
and her village exempt from taxation. 

The following May, Jeanne attempted to raise the siege of Compi�gne. She 
and her forces made a sortie against the Bwgundian camp, but Jeanne got cut off and 
was taken prismer by the Duke of Burgundy, an English ally. He handed her over to 
the Bishop of Beauvais, a lao an English ally. OnJanuary3, l.f3l,Jeannewas powedon 
to Pierre Cauchon, bishcp of Beauvais, an ambitious man who hoped to obtain the 
vacant see of Rouen. Jeanne was to be tried by tribunal, which had been selected by 
Cauchon and consisted of ten Burgundian theologians, twenty•twocanons of Rouen 
(all in the hands of the English), and some monks of different orders. Interrogation 
began on February 21. Judgment was to be based on seventy different points, including 
charges that Jeanne was a diviner, prophetess, sorcerez, witch, and conju rer of evil 
spirits. Eventually these charges were dr�ped to tw leve. Her judges were of the opin� 
ion that her visims were worthless and denied her the gilt of prophecy. They censured 
her for dressing in masculine clothing and for "sinful pride" and believing that she was 
responsible only to God and not to the church, which the judges represented; this last 
was the charge that mo6t i.nceNed her accusen. 

On May 23 jeanne was taken to the cemetery of Saint.Ouen and sentenced to 
be burned at the we unless she submitted. Tued and worn out, she signed what was 
presented to her and was returned to her cdl to serve life imprisonment . • A woman•s 
dres-s was given to her, b!tsheeither did not put it on tt dse she later rdumed to her 
men's clothing, ror on May 27 Cauchon round Jeanne so drc:.sed and declared her to 
have relapsed. He handed her over to the English secular ann. On May 30 Jeanne was 
made to appear in the Old Market Square of Rouen, though she had again been 
� as a woman. There she was burned ror being a relaped heretic. 

It has been said that throughout Je.anne d'An:.'s c31J(ure and imprisonment, 
Cltarles made no attempt to assist her or obtain her release. In fact, on December 15, 
1430, hearing the news that she had fallen into the hands of the Duke of Burgundy, 
Cltar les sent an embassy to Philippe le Bon saying that if there was nothing that could 
be dfered to set Jeanne free, then he, <llarles, would exact vengeance for her upon 
Philippe's men that he held captive. There is correspondence that states, "1he English 
wished to bum her (Jeanne) as a heretic, in spite cJ the Dauphin of France who tried 
to bring th�atening forces against the English." But Omles's attempts seemed half� 
hearted. Finally, in 1450, he instit11ed a preliminary inquiry into Jeanne's trial and 
execution, but it was not fully followed thr� It was not until June 16, 1456, that 
the judgment was annulled by Pope Calixtus IlL Jeanne was finally beatified in 1909 
and then canonUed by Pope Benedict XV, in 1920. 
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Sources: 
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� � auc.go: William Bmrof\ 1964. 
Murny, Mupld Alitt. 'T1Ie Wcrdl OJt in � £..,... �nib� Press. 1921. 

ARITHMANCY; ARITHMOMANCY 

--� 

Divination by means of numbers, much alcin to n.amuology.ln ancient Greece, the 
number c:A lette1s in the names of competing contestants would be examined, along 
with the values of those letters. The one with the greatest total value would be 
declared the wimer. By this method it was said that Achilles was predicted to over, 
come Hector in the 1iojan Wars, according to diviners of the time. Anyone betting 
on the outcome of such contests would be sure to put his or her money on the one 
wim the longest name! 

Accotding to the wotks of Diodorus, Herodotus, and Strabo, the Cl\aldeans 
also practiced arithmancy, dividing their alphabet into three parts of seven letters 
each. These seven were then each attributed to a planet, and predictions were so 

based. There was, therefore, a tie between arithmancy and astrology for the 
0\aldeans. The � and the Platonist! also bllowed this method of divina, 
tion. 

�as is generaly accepted as the father of the science of numbets, but it 
seems uncertain whether he invented arithmancy or merely made use of it. Aristode 
said that the Pythagorea believed that all things an numbers, "such and such a 
modifacation of numbm being justice, another being soul and rezon. another being 
oppoctunicy--and similarly almost all other thinp being numericaUy expressible. • 

Sourca: 
£� BrVamim. Olicago: WiUiam Bmton, 1964. 
�epa-d. leslie A. (ui.). £�of� 8 P«�. New Yorlc Avcn, 1978. 

ARMOMANCY 

According to Thomas llount's Glouograplua of 1656, Almomancy is "divination by 
the shoulders ofl�sts." This was mainly done to determine the suitability ci the be3st 
for sacrifice to the gods. Upon saaifice, further forms of divination would come into 
play, such z Auriapicy, Enspicy, Haru�pc:ation, and Scapulomancy. 

ARROWS- ""'-'Y 

ARUSPICATION- �·� 
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ASP�« A.lpidl-q 

ASPIIXJMANCY 

A bm of divination �ly IJ[acticed in the Ea!it and West. Indies. It is performed 
in the middle of a ciccle madcedon the ground by thediviner.ln the center d thiscir· 
cle s placed a buckler: a round shield. uwally small, that was strapped to the arm. The 
diviner �uld sit on this shield in the center of the circle and chant certain ritual 
�rds. Through chanting. he ex she would go into a trance. Certain things are wit· 
nessed in the trance, as in a dream, and future events are seen. When the diviner 
comes out of the trance, he or she is able to relate what was seen. 

It has been written that a.�pidomancy is divining with a small snalce called an 
asp, but this is possibly an uninbrmed guess based on the mere sound and spelling ci 
the word. 

ASS�« Cephalom:mqo 

ASTRAGALOMANCY;ASTRAGYROMANCY 

This is a method of divination performed using knuclclebones or dice. The small, 
uneven, four-sided bone found in the taJsal joint of most hooved animals is called the 
tl!tfa,al, hence the term astragalomancy. Some definitions state that "huclcle" booes 
are used, yet huckle bones are bones ci the b..ip. Since the bones are mentioned as an 

alternate to dice, it would seem that the use of knucklebones is more likely. 

Using dice, knucklebones. "Jackstones." or "lAbs" as a game is found around 
the world. especially in North America. Great Britain. China. Japan. C:rechoslovakia. 
the Middle Eu. eastern Europe. and Fgypt. It may be the oldest game known to 
humankind. The bones have been pictured on jaJS in ancient Greece and in pre his· 
toric caves in Kiev. In addition to knucklebones. the anklebones of goats, sheep. and 
other animals have been used. Sophocles attributed the invention of dice to 
Palamedes during lhe siege ciT JOy. and Herodotus attributed them to the Lydians. 
However, both claims have been discredited. Dice that look much like our modem 
ones have been found in Egyptian tombs dating to earlierthan 1000 BCE. 

In ancient Rome the bones were madced like present·day dice, although each 
die was marked only on four sides. There were also pyramidal dice and pentahedral 
and octahedral dice. The Romans threw their dice from cylindrical cups much lilce 
modern dice cup. In early Greece the dice were shaken up and thrown from conical 
bealcers. AI� with bone, dice have been made from iV'Oiy, wood, stone, glass, amber, 
ja, and other gem stones. 

West of the Gulf of Pagasz in ancienr Greece, in Achza, was the temple ci 
Hercules, where astragalomancy was a common pract ice. There the diviners would 
&equently cast the bones or dice to see what the finure held. The details of such cast· 
ing are not krown but. with two ex three such bones, the pcBible permutations would 
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allow a wide variety of predictions. Grillot de Givry, in A Pictorial Anthology of Witch
craft, Magic & Alchemy, says that the twelve sides of a pair of dice were marked with 
letters of the alphabet representing the twelve principal divisions of human language. 
He refers to a book titled Passe-temps de la fortune des dez, ingenteusement compile pour 
response a vingt questions by Maistre Laurens l'Esprit. In this book, according to de 
Givry, are given the various combinations possible and their meanings. 

The first mathematical analysis of dice casting was made in 1526 and written 
by Gerolamo Cardano (or Cardani), an Italian physician, astrologer, and mathemati
cian. Along with theoretical arguments on relative probabilities of separate combina
tions, he included tips on betting on the dice. 

Sources: 

Encycloperua Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
de Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology of Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 

Ballantyne, 1931. 
Line, David and Julia. Fortune TeUing by Dice: Uncovering the Future through the Ancient System of 

Casting Lots. London: Aquarian Press, 1984. 
Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 
Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encycloperua of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

ASTRAGYROMANCY see Astragalomancy 

ASTRAL PROJECTION 

The physical body has an invisible double known variously as the spirit, ethereal body, 
or astral body. Astral projection (or OOBE-out-of-body experience) is the ability to 
send out, or cause to travel to a distance, this etheric double. The ability is inherent in 
most individuals and frequently occurs spontaneously. The majority of recorded cases 
of astral projections, however, have occurred after development of the skill by long 
and assiduous cultivation. 

In astral projection, your physical body relaxes and rests while your etheric 
double departs from it, maintaining an apparently tenuous yet surprisingly strong con
nection in the form of an infinitely elastic silver cord. This silver cord is what draws 
you back to your physical body in case of any emergency. 

The idea of the astral double is a very old one. There are descriptions, in 
ancient Indian writings, of the eight siddhis, or supernatural powers. These can be 
acquired through the yoga practice known as Pranayama. The sixth siddhi is astral 
projection or, as described, "flying in the sky." To the Hebrews, this astral body was the 
ruach. To the ancient Egyptians it was the ka. To the Greeks it was the eidolon. It is 
the etheric double, or astral body, that finally leaves the physical body, eventually 
breaking the silver cord, at death. 

Some say that the astral body emerges from the physical through the solar plexus. 
Others say it is from the position of the Third Eye, or from the crown chakra. The person 
projecting often experiences what feels like a rapid shaking or vibration of the body at the 
moment of departure. From whatever point it leaves, the astral body floats up and away 
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from the PtfsicaliO that it is p<Bilile, fur m.e vexsed in the a1t, to lode back down at his 
own s�g bm.lhen, the etherk double DlCNes away rapidly to wherever it wishes to 
go. h traw:ls with the speed ri �t. H ,ou decide you'd like to be halfway around che 
world, p1 will be there immeliately; and can rerum just � � 

Many dre:ama may be the remembrance of astral journeys undertaken while 
you are �leep. All people dream, though not everyone remembers his or her dreams. 
Frequently dreams seem ridicul�ly involved and mixed up. This is because you a� 
remembering only the highlights of several dreams. The average penon experiences a 
large number of dreams during the course of a normal night� sleep. Suppo5e that in 
the dream state-more oorrectly, on the asttal plane-you take a trip to Scodand and 
do some salmon fishing. From there you travel to Asia and have a pleasant journey in 
a sampan. Then you may visit the pyramids in Egypt before rounding out the night 
reenacting a battle of the Civil War. On waking, you may have only a confused recol· 
lection of what seemed like one long, very strange, dream. In it, you were drifting 
down the Nile River in a Cltinese junk thatsuddenly disappcarel and left you fighting 
Cm.federa� soldiers with rothing more than a salmon-fishing pole! 

1be steps to remembering asbal journeys, and bter directing them, start with 
remembering your clrearm. These sbould be written down in as much detail as possible, 
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immediately upon waking. You may remember very little to start with, but persevere. 
Slowly you will remember more and more of your dreams until you can separate them 
and note all the details. The next step is to decide, before going to sleep, what dream 
you would like to have. More exactly, where you would like your etheric double to trav
el on the astral plane. Tell yourself exactly where you want to go, and what or whom 
you want to see. The following morning, again record the details of your dreams, and 
see if there is any connection between them and what you wanted to do. After a very 
short period of training you will find that you can, in fact, go where you want to go. 

There have been a number of cases where a person has undergone surgery and, 
on submitting to the anesthetic, has astrally projected and then watched the opera

tion take place. Floating at ceiling level, they have seen their own body being operat
ed on and, later, have given the full details to the surgeon. 

There are hundreds of cases on record of people who have astrally traveled to a 
house they have never been to before, and later have given accurate details of the 
rooms, decorations, people, and actions taking place. Sylvan Muldoon was an accom
plished projector. In 1924 he went to sleep and felt his etheric double take off, passing 
through the walls of his house. He was brought into a house he had never seen before 
and, in it, discovered an attractive young woman sewing a black dress. He stood for a 
while and studied her before returning to his physical body. Six weeks later he hap
pened to see the same girl get out of a car. He approached her and asked where she 
lived. She told him it was none of his business, but he explained to her why he asked. 
He went on to describe the room where he had seen her sitting, and other members of 
her family. She confirmed all he said, and that was the start of a long friendship and 
even projection projects that they did together. 

Robert Monroe, a Virginia businessman who is very accomplished at astral 
projection, has religiously kept a journal of his astral experiences over many years. 
This is one of the best-documented records. Charles Tart, professor of psychology at 
the University of California at Davis, worked with Monroe on several documented 
laboratory experiments. In his introduction to Monroe's book, Tart says: 

If we look to scientific sources for information about OOBEs we shall 
find practically none at all. Scientists have, by and large, simply not 
paid any attention to these phenomena. The situation is rather similar 
to that of the scientific literature on extrasensory perception (ESP). 
Phenomena such as telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, and psy
chokinesis are "impossible" in terms of the current physical world view. 
Since they can't happen, most scientists do not bother tc read the evi
dence indicating that they do happen; hence, not having read the evi
dence, their belief in the impossibility of such phenomena is 
reinforced. This kind of circular reasoning in support of one's comfort
able belief system is not unique to scientists by any means, but it has 
resulted in very little scientific research on ESP or OOBEs. 

One way some people first experience, and experiment with, astral projection 
is through what is known as the "false awakening." Most people have had the experi
ence of half waking in the morning and knowing, or being told, that it is time to get 
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up out of bed and get dressed. They get out of bed and sleepily start to dress. They may 
ponder what to wear, reach a decision, and then fully dress. They may even go into 
the kitchen to make a cup of coffee. Suddenly the alarm clock goes off again, or some
one calls, and they realize they are still in bed! Yet they could have sworn they had 
actually got up and got dressed. This is a case of the astral body acting out the getting 
up and getting dressed. If you can realize, at the time, that this is only your astral body 
operating, and that your physical body is still asleep, then you can go on from there 
and direct yourself where you will. 

Sources: 

Crookall, Robert. The Study and Practice of Astral Projection. London: Aquarian, 1960. 
Crookall, Robert. The Techniques of Astral Projection. London: Aquarian, 1964. 
Fox, Oliver. Astral Projection: A Record of Out-of-Body Experiences. London: Rider, 1939. 
Hart, H. The Enigma of Survival. London: Rider, 1959. 
Monroe, Robert A. journeys Out of the Body. New York: Doubleday, 1971. 

ASTROLOGY 

(See also Sun Signs) 

The basic assumption of astrology is that every element of the cosmos influences the 
whole-that there is a very real relationship between the heavens and the earth. This 
is reflected in the saying, "As above, so below." The art or science of astrology fore
casts events on Earth by observing the fixed stars, the sun, moon, and planets, and 
their interrelationship. 

Astrologers claim that their art has been practiced for 5,000 years. Recognizable 
forms of it have been visible in ancient Babylonian, Chinese, Egyptian, Greek, lndi, 
an, Mayan, and Muslim civilizations, and it has attracted such men as Plato, Pythago
ras, St. Thomas Aquinas, and Sir Isaac Newton. It originated in Mesopotamia, 
probably in the third millennium BCE, spreading from there to India and on to China 
by the sixth century BCE. It was much later that astrology attained its full development 
in the Greek civilization of the Hellenistic period. As it developed into a complex sci
ence, it came to influence religion, philosophy, and science throughout both pagan and 
Christian Europe. It was similarly absorbed into Islamic culture. 

Initially it was a case of systematically observing the celestial bodies, keeping 
records, and using arithmetical procedures to correlate the data. Greek records of 
eclipses were available from as early as 750 BCE, and in the first millennium BCE 
there was accurate knowledge of the sun's annual course, of the phases of the moon, 
and of the periodicities of certain planets. 

The Egyptians had constructed a calendar of twelve months of thirty days 
each, with five additional days. This was adopted and adapted by the Greeks as a stan
dard of reference. The Egyptians also selected a succession of thirty-six bright stars 
that rose at intervals of ten days. This gave an indication of time throughout the year, 
and these intervals became known as decans. The Greek word horoskopos means decan 
star, and it is from this word that we get the word "horoscope." 
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"The tracing out of the annual path through the constellations of the sun with 
its attendant planets, the division of the belt into 12 signs of 30° each and the tailor
ing of the older constellations to fit so far as possible into the 12 signs, was an enter
prise probably carried out in stages," according to Encyclopedia Britannica. The 
discovery of the precession of the equinoxes by Hipparchus in the second century 
BCE might well have depended on the completion of this enterprise. 

For the casting of an individual horoscope, it is necessary to ascertain the con
figuration of the heavens at the moment of birth so that the influences of the planets 
upon the individual may be determined. This is known as a natal or genethliacal chart. 
From this "map" it is possible for the diviner-in this case, astrologer-to ascertain 
the likely influences on the individual's life in the future. The start of the calculation 
is finding the point where the ecliptic intersects the eastern horizon at the moment of 
birth. This is known as the Ascendant. The relative positions of the sun, moon, plan
ets, and constellations are then recorded. Influence of the various components is mod
ified by relative position: in conjunction (planets within 10° of each other), 
opposition (180° apart), square (90° apart), sextile (60° apart), and so on. The influ
ence of the planets is further modified by the houses: preferred positions among the 
stars. There are twelve of these houses, and each concerns a particular aspect of life, 
such as health, wealth, family, or children. The houses do not have names; they are 
merely numbered, counterclockwise from the Ascendant position, as follows. 

First house: Personal appearance and disposition; beginnings, childhood. 

Second house: Possessions; money; values; investing. 

T hird house: Communication; brothers and sisters; close neighbors; short jour
neys; transport. 

Fourth house: Home; property; roots; real estate; underground places; a man's 
mother or a woman's father. 

Fifth house: Pleasure; love; sex; amusement; sensual pleasures. 

Sixth house: Domestic animals; health and conditions affecting health; cloth-
ing; servants; physical comfort. 

Seventh house: The spouse; partners. 

Eighth house: Death; losses; wills; legacies. 

Ninth house: Spirituality; religion; journeys to other lands; relatives by mar-
riage. 

Tenth house: Business; business affairs; honors; earnings. 

Eleventh house: Friends and acquaintances; hopes; fears; wishes. 

Twelfth house: Confinements: prison, deportation, exile; enemies; large animals. 

The Greeks were the ones who perfected--over several centuries-the idea of 
a zodiacal belt. Pliny ascribes the first steps to Anaximander and Cleostratus, in the 
sixth and fifth centuries BCE. It was not until the third century BCE that the 
Mesopotamian practice of divination by the stars was adopted by the Greeks. They 
made it a means of ascertaining the future for anyone (which would be termed mun
dane astrology), not just for kings and countries. 

The zodiac is an invisible belt indicating the orbit of the sun, moon, and plan
ets around the earth. It is actually a band extending about eight degrees on either side 
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of the dlipric, which is the apparent parh ci the sm acroSII the sky. Looking \4) from 
the earth, the planets a� always seen within rhis band ci slcy. The twelve 
divisions/signs ci rhe zodiac are named Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, 
Libra, Scapio, Sagittarius, Caplicom,Aquarius, and Pisces. 

1be sun passes through each of these signs, taking thirty days ro do so. The 
periods are as follows: Aries: March 21-Aprill9; Taurus: April2()-May 19; Gemini: 
May 20-June 2� Cancer: June 21-July 22; leo: July B-Augusr 21; Virgo: August 
22-Septembc.r 22; Libra: September 23-0ctobcr 22; Scorpio: October 23-Novembcr 
21; Sagittarius: November 22-December 21; Capricorn: December 22-January 20; 
Aquarius: January 21-February 19; Pi1ctt February 20-March 20.ln fact, these dates 
vary from year to year, so. when consaucting a chart, it is nea:ssary to check the exact 
time the sun paSIIes from one SiiJl tO the next ror the year in question. 11\e dividing 
line between the signs is called the cusp. 

The earth does not take exactly twenty-four hours to revolve on its axis (It is 
actually 23 hours, 56 minutes, ... 09 seconds). Similarly, it does nor complete Its orbit 
around the sun In exacdy 365 days, which is why we have leapyears. To detennine exact 
posirims of staiS, asaonomers calculate in star time, or sidcmU rime (51), which Is£. 
mrR accurate. Asttdogers similarly use sidereal time, lmed on rhe precise amount ci 
rime rhe sr:ars tale to complete a revol�on a10und rhe earth. In asaology, then, all ter· 
resr:rial rime is converted [0 sr. In a sidereal day, rhe scars appear to make a complete 
circuit ci the slty although the sun has ncx quire finished. The sidereal day, rherefo�. is a 
kw minutes shorter than the ordinaay day. This difference is known as the "acceleration 
m inreval" and mwt be allowed fOr when calwlating the STat birth. 

Charting a Hot"'6CCpe 

M05t astrologers today use a computer p:ogram to procb:e an astrological 
chart; consequently, the majority of today's astrologers have lost the art of constntct· 
ing one manually. Any true astrologer should know how to cast a horoscope without 
such mechanical means. even if he or she mala:s use of the computer technology. 

Fcom the above we can see that a horoscope is no mae than a map of the 
heavens immediately above the place of birth, showing the positions of all relevant 
planets at the exact moment of birrh. In order to draw, or cast, this horoscope it is 
therefore necestary to know two basics: time of birth (�, month, day, time of day) 
and place of birth. 

A book called the Ephemem gives the exaa positions of the various planets 
rhro�h the year(s). Since It would be nearly impossible to give the ST ror every sin· 
gle minute of every single day in every possible place, another book, the Table of Hows· 
es, shows only the ST for nom at GMT (Greenwich mean rime). The difference to 
the actual birth time arw:l place must then be calculated. These nw> books are essential 
for constructing the chart for the "native" (tenn used for the person wh05e chart is 
being consaucted). 

First ci all, the sidereal time for noon on the birth dare in question is found 
from the tables. The necessary hours and minutes to birth rime are then added ror 
binhs after noon and subtracted k»r births before noon,together with adjustment ror 
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difference from GMT. For aample, take someone born at 6:59p.m. on March 19, 
1955, in DaytOn, Obio. Rrst, the time must beconve� to GMT, which �the stan, 

dard time given in the ephemeris. Cleveland would be EST, five hours slower than 
GMT. The birth at 6:59p.m. would then be the GMT equivalent of 11:59 p.m. (6:59 
p.m. plus 6ve houns). The ephemeris states that at noon on that day the ST was 23 
hours, 45 minutes, 2 seconds at GMT. Since the actual birth time was after noon, it is 
necessary to add 6 hours, 59 minutes. This is blown as the "interval" "!his gives: 

23 45 02 
+6 59 0 
30h 44m 2s 

Now to consider lhe aa:eleration on lhe interval. This is found by subtracting 
or �ding 10 seoonds fur every hour and one seoond for every six minutes ci lhe inter· 
val time. In Ibis case the i:tterval was almost exacdy seven hours. Acceleration, then, 
was 70 seconds, or 1 mi:lute, 10 seconds. This gives: 

30 
+ 1 
30h 

.. 
10 
45m 

2 

12s 
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lhis is lhe sidereal time at GMT ix the moment of binh. But dtis now hz to 
be con vetted �r me place of birth: Dayton, Ohio. lhis adjUSbnent must be ma:ie by 
allowing for longitudinal ditfeaence fiom the Greenwich meridian. Degrees and min· 
utes of longitude mUSl be cooverted into minutes and seconds d time (giving the lon· 
gitude equivalent in lime), bearing in mind whether the location is east or wen of 

Greenwich. The conversion is done by multiplying by fOur. Dayton is at a-.•w 11' 
longitude. Multiplied by four (and divided by 60), the longitude becomes S minutes, 
40 seoonds d time. This is subtJaeted from the sidereal time at Greenwich, which was 
fOund above: 

30 45 11 
.s 40 
30h 39m 31s 
-14h ___ _ 

6h 39m 31s 

This, then, is the local sidereal time at birth. which is needed to find the 
ascendant and dte midheaven, ormediumcoeli, which is at 3�N 4 7'latitude. loolc· 
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ing at the Table of Houses for the established sidereal time, and at this latitude, a sign 
of the zodiac is shown as being the one that will be "rising" on the eastern horizon. 

This is the ascendant. In this case, 7°50' Libra with the Midheaven at go Cancer. 

From the listing of planetary positions, it can be found (in the ephemeris) that, 
for March 1g, 1g55, the Sun is at 28°36' Pisces, Moon at 5°58' Aquarius, Mercury at 
2°44' Pisces, Venus at 17°38' Aquarius, Mars at 14o5g' Taurus, Jupiter at 1go53' Can
cer, Saturn at 20°52' Scorpio, Uranus at 23o3g' Cancer, Neptune at 27°37' Libra, and 
Pluto at 24°48' Leo. 

From the information obtained, these planets can now be placed in their cor
rect Houses on the chart. 

Now comes the most important, and hardest, part of astrology-the chart 
interpretation. It is one thing to cast the horoscope, but quite another to interpret it. 
Here the astrologer/diviner has to use his or her judgment to decide which aspects are 
harmonious and which are obstructive. This is where the conjunction, opposition, 
square, trine, and other aspects come into play. Every possible relationship of planet to 
planet has its own specific meaning. 

Aspect lines can be plotted on the chart by placing a dot close inside the cir
cle, at the planet's position, and joining those dots. Two planets are said to be "in 
aspect" when there are specific angular differences between them. For example, they 
are in conjunction if they are very close together, within 8 or 10 degrees of one another. 
If they are separated by goo they are said to be square to one another. At 120° they are 
trine; at 180° they are in opposition; 45° is semi-square; 60° is sextile; 30° is semi-sextile; 
135o is sesquiquadrate; 150° is quincunx; no is quintile; and 144° is bi-quintile. The 
most powerful aspects are conjunction, opposition, square, and trine. Sesquiquadrate, 
sextile, and quincunx are regarded as moderate aspects; semi-square, semi-sextile, 
quintile, and bi-quintile are weak aspects. 

The following tables show some of the glyphs plotted on a natal chart and 
what they indicate. Also plotted on a chart are the moon's nodes, defined as the two 
points in space where the path of the moon crosses the ecliptic. The north node refers 
to destiny, growth, future, and connections. The south node indicates knowledge of 
the past, memory, and karma. The ascendant describes personality or approach to life, 
and the midheaven indicates true vocation or activity in the world. 

Planet Glyph Keywords 

Sun 0 The self; vitality; determination 

Moon � Sensitive; emotional; domestic 

Mercury � Quick-witted; researcher; active mind 

Venus 9 Physical attraction; love; peace-making 

Mars d Action; energy; courage; impulsive 

jupiter 2t Harmony; morals; religion; education 

Saturn � Persevering; inhibited; taciturn 

Uranus w Excitable; erratic; sarcastic; occult 

Neptune tp Mysticism; individuality; doubtful 

Pluto � Dislikes laws; selfish; enjoys children 
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Signs Glyph Keywords Ruler Element 
Aries T Leader; pioneer; impatient Mars Fire 

Taurus � Hard worker; perseverance; bull-headed Venus Earth 

Gemini I Adaptable; diplomatic; superficial Mercury Air 

Cancer $ Home-lover; sensitive; traditional Moon Water 

Leo el Extrovert; self-confident; lover Sun Fire 

Virgo .. Critical; conservative; intellectual Mercury Earth 

Libra � Intuitive; justice; peace-loving Venus Air 

Scorpio II- Tenacious; self-opinionated Pluto Water 

Sagittarius .,t Kind; gentle; outspoken; fearless Jupiter Fire 

Capricorn Vf Ambitious; materialistic Saturn Earth 

Aquarius f$ Planner; honest; independent Uranus Air 

Pisces * 

Aspects 
Conjunction 

Opposition 

Trine 

Square 

Sextile 

Quincunx 

Semi-Square 

Sesquiquadrate 

Semi-Sextile 

Quintile 

Bi-quintile 

Sensitive; sympathetic; vague Neptune Water 

Glyph 
d 
c? 
b. 
D 
* 
7'1\ 

L 

l:i! 

� 

D 
c? 

Keywords 
Consider relationship; may harmonize or conflict 

Difficult aspect; tension; may be modified 

Easy aspect; harmonious relationship 

Difficult aspect; uneasy struggle 

Favorable aspect; more mental than physical 

Unnatural aspect implying strain 

Difficult aspect, like square; mildly irritating 

Agitating; stressful; active 

Favorable but stressful; mildly supportive 

Promotes creativity 

Mildly positive 

Starting with the Sun, draw lines to the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, 
etc. Then draw lines from the Moon to the others; then from Mercury, from Venus, 
and so on. Study and measure these lines to see what aspects are on the chart. They 
can be listed in a side chart, using various symbols to show what the aspects are. 

In addition to the aspects, interpretation follows through all that is on the 
chart, considering both the planets in the various houses and the planets in the differ
ent signs. 

Planets in the Houses 

Sun in First House: An inward-looking tendency. Possible selfishness. Well 
aspected-good health. Afflicted-chance of bad health. 

Sun in Second House: Focus is on finances, with an urge to earn more money. 
There is a desire to gather material wealth; beware of becoming possessive. 
Try to share with others. 

Sun in Third House: A competent writer and fascinating speaker. An interest 
in education. Communication is important. Develop persistence and try to 
be more patient. 
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Sun in Fourth House: Strong family ties. There is a tendency to be introspec
tive. Security is sought after. Well aspected-great happiness in home life. 
Afflicted-discontent. 

Sun in Fifth House: Very positive. Great enjoyment derived from home and 
family and from life in general. Fondness for children. Don't take risks, 
especially with family finances. 

Sun in Sixth House: Good organizer. Possibility of advancement in business. 
Well aspected--xcellent health. Afflicted-unsuitability for directing 
others; can be too demanding. 

Sun in Seventh House: Excellent for partnerships, though there is a tendency 
to try to dominate. Social status is important. 

Sun in Eighth House: Deep interest in the New Age; metaphysics. Involve
ment with others' financial affairs. Possible inheritance to come. 

Sun in Ninth House: There is a continuing desire to study. Foreign languages 
come easily. A need for security. Possibility of travel abroad. 

Sun in Tenth House: Enjoyment and satisfaction come from absorption in 
career. Can be power-driven, with a great need to succeed. Afflicted-a 
tendency to neglect duties. 

Sun in Eleventh House: Opportunity to be elected to an important office. 
Well aspected-well suited for such an office. There will be a chance to 
demonstrate organizational abilities. Beware of becoming argumentative. 

Sun in Twelfth House: Introspective, especially where business is concerned. 
Good at medical work and secretive work. A time to keep dose-mouthed 
with partners. 

Moon in First House: Strong maternal nature. Good imagination. Moody and 
changeable. A shrewdness in business matters; can be tenacious but beware 
of becoming too narrow-minded. 

Moon in Second House: Instinct to save money. There is a need to learn to 
budget, especially at this time when there are fluctuations in income. 

Moon in Third House: There is a need to communicate. There are changes in 
educational experiences. Travel-minded. Protective attitude to younger sib
lings. 

Moon in Fourth House: An interest in history with an inclination to worship 
the ancestors. There is an urge to redecorate and even to relocate. Afflict
ed-a clinging attitude toward children. 

Moon in Fifth House: An interest in gambling. If afflicted-avoid this. There 
is also a sport interest that could lead to fame. Love of large families and 
children. Possibility of love affairs. 

Moon in Sixth House: Cleanliness in the home, and hygiene, are of great 
importance. There is reduced vitality. Try not to be too critical of others' 
work patterns. 

Moon in Seventh House: Very status-conscious with a desire for social success. 
There is a need for a partner, though a tendency to be attracted to moody 
partners. Well aspected-firmness of business status. Afflicted-unsteadi
ness in business. 
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Moon in Eighth House: Preoccupation 
with sex. Psychic powers. Interest in 
the afterlife. Possible involvement 0 � � 9 cJ 4- 1\ � 'J! P with public finance. 

Moon in Ninth House: Travel-minded. 
Foreign ttavel possible; even reloca
tion. Then: is an attraction co 

ancient history and dead languages. 
Consider changing past-held reli
gious ideas. 

Moon in Tenth House: Cl\anges in 
occupation considered. Briel fame 
possible. Corxem with reputation 
and a desire to seek public recogni
tion. Afflicted-loss of privacy. 

Moon in Eleventh House: lbere is a 
multiplicity ci interests and a large 
range ci friends and acquaintances 
has developed. Well aspected-deep 
interest and involvement in various 
societies and organiz3Cions. Afflict
ed-many passing interests with 
superficial involvement. 

Moon in Twelfth House: N� for retire
ment, if only temporary. Sabbatical, 
or some type of respitr, is looked for. 
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Strong Jl5}'Chic abilities. �treating Aside chartliltq nrioa upccU &om a llinb chart. 
into the ima�tion: weD aspec:ted-- � � 
beneficial; aftlic�Iimm.taL 

Mucury in First House: Emphasis on 
intellectual energy. Highly .stnmg with quick reaaions. Excellent commu
nication skills. Afflicted--beware of becoming too self-<rntered. 

Mercury in Second House: Financial skills with strong busin� aptitude. 
Excellent bargaining powers. Possibility of becoming an excellent salesper
aon. 

Mercury in Third House: Active yet restless. looking for travel opportunities 
and a change in love. Talkative; intellectual. Afflicted--nervous system 
could become a concern. 

Mercury in Fourth House: Tendency to hold on to old, ohen now-useless 
items. Could become overly domesticated. Home study and work are all 
around. 

Macury in Fifth House: Good at games involving mental activity and strate
gy. Teaching ability; creative. Good rapport with young people. 

Mercury in Sixth House: Watch out for mental anxiety but don't become 
over ly concerned with health matters. Possibility of intestinal problems. 
Aftlicted--«lf-desttuctive tendencies. 
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Mercury in Seventh House: An attraction to those younger than self. Scientif
ic, literary, and artistic interests with a need for intellectual stimulation. 

Mercury in Eighth House: Interest in the occult. Scientific leanings. Study the 
fine print before signing anything. Afflicted-preoccupation with death. 

Mercury in Ninth House: Broad-minded and intuitive. Interest in travel. 
There is a need for self-expression and an attraction to languages and high
er education. 

Mercury in Tenth House: There could be benefit from a connection with the 
literary world. A career in publishing would be good. Good communica
tions. Keep busy. 

Mercury in Eleventh House: Mental stimulation and a lively social life are 
needed. Afflicted-be ware of unreliable friends. 

Mercury in Twelfth House: Do not worry too much or be too secretive. There 
is an attraction to mysticism and a tendency to fantasize. Fix more on reali
ty. 

Venus in First House: Charming, good-looking and sexy. Fondness of music 
and drama. Afflicted-could become lazy and self-centered. 

Venus in Second House: Sociable and pleasure-loving. Capable of increasing 
financial position but extravagant and obsessed with acquisitions. 

Venus in Third House: Excellent at expressing ideas, with an ability to study. 
Good relationships with siblings and a happy disposition. 

Venus in Fourth House: Able to express ideas and good at interior decorating. 
Beware of extravagance. A love of travel exists. 

Venus in Fifth House: Inclined to have sexual affairs. Enjoy sports, creativity, 
and the arts. Musical ability and enjoyment of children. 

Venus in Sixth House: Fond of animals. Good health. Get along well with 
co workers. 

Venus in Seventh House: Well aspected--xcellent for starting personal or 
business partnership relationships. Afflicted-possibility of persecution 
complex developing. 

Venus in Eighth House: Possible inheritance. Strong sex drive: well aspect
ed-satisfied; afflicted-frustrated. 

Venus in Ninth House: Good relationships with foreigners and a love of trav
el. Idealistic and sympathetic. May develop interests in religion. Good mar
riage. 

Venus in Tenth House: Ambitions realized; popular and successful in business. 
Well aspected-good relationships with parents. Afflicted-problems with 
parents. 

Venus in Eleventh House: Many friendships could lead to advantages and 
profits. Good time to work with groups and organizations. 

Venus in Twelfth House: Interest in the occult. Love of animals. A need to be 
alone for a while. Possible secret love affair. 

Mars in First House: Freedom-loving. Quick responder. A pioneer. Afflicted
quarrelsome and aggressive, with lack of forethought. 

Mars in Second House: Can make or lose money very quickly. Don't try to 
appear to be a big spender. Learn to plan and budget. 
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Mars in T hird House: Don't take so many risks. Not always logical and can be 
too hasty. Afflicted-could become aggressive. 

Mars in Fourth House: Possible real estate losses. Well aspected-hardworking 
and handy at home. Afflicted-there is a yearning to get away and be inde
pendent. 

Mars in Fifth House: Beware of self-indulgence and gambling desires. Get 
along well with children. 

Mars in Sixth House: Subject to fevers, inflammations, and small wounds. 
Keep a careful watch on health. A good, industrious worker, but don't push 
coworkers too hard. 

Mars in Seventh House: Well aspected-good cooperation with partners. Lots 
of energy. Afflicted--quarrels, disappointments, possible loss of partner. 

Mars in Eighth House: Involvement with insurance. An interest in surgery. 
Well aspected-strongly sexed. Afflicted-legal problems. 

Mars in Ninth House: Mentally alert. A good time to indulge in sports. A love 
of travel, but beware possible danger in foreign travel. 

Mars in Tenth House: Ambitious and energetic. Desire to be own boss. 
Afflicted-trouble with parents. 

Mars in Eleventh House: Control impulsive behavior because this could cause 
loss of friends, despite increased activity with them. Lots of energy and 
enthusiasm. 

Mars in Twelfth House: Very secretive. Well aspected-desire to help others. 
Afflicted-watch out for treachery; possible loss of reputation. 

Jupiter in First House: Great vitality; able to inspire others. Well aspected
optimistic, generous, and loyal. Afflicted-conceited, wasteful and self
indulgent. 

\Jupiter in Second House: Financially successful but inclined to extravagance. 
Afflicted-beware of financial carelessness. 

Jupiter in T hird House: Enjoyment of the learning process, with interest in lit
erature and travel. Good communication and good relationship with fami
ly, especially siblings. 

Jupiter in Fourth House: Good home conditions. Love of pomp and ceremony 
but possibility of vanity and lack of perspective. 

Jupiter in Fifth House: Pleasure-loving. Ability in sport and enjoyment of art, 
literature, and theater. Well aspected-good time to take financial 
chances. Afflicted-stay away from gambling. 

Jupiter in Sixth House: Loyal and cooperative. Well aspected-plenty of work 
can increase finances. Good health, though if afflicted-inclined toward 
hypochondria. 

Jupiter in Seventh House: Good business relationships but not necessarily a 
happy home life. Afflicted-beware of sexual attraction outside marriage. 

Jupiter in Eighth House: Possible inheritance. Ability to handle others' 
finances. Interest in the afterlife. 

Jupiter in Ninth House: Broad-minded, optimistic and logical. Good time for 
study and travel. Excellent time for lecturing. 
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Jupiter in Tenth House: Can be inlluentia� especialy in politics and business. 
Good fmancial SliCCei6 in chosen career. Could do weD in the theater. 

J\4)iter in Eleverth House:Popubr. Enjoyment from many friends and 
acquaintanres. Good social life. Plans f.llling into place. 

Jupiter in Twdfth House: PS}'cltic powers come to the fin. Good time to be 
philanthropic and he�others without pushing self forward. 

Saturn in First House: Self-confident and persistent. Well aspect�ing 
to be solid and reliable will be very constructive. Afflic�'t let inhi-
bitions cramp style. PO:SSibility of ill health. 

Saturn in Secc:ni House: 1here is a need ro worlt hard to earn money. l.eam 
to budget. l.eam from experiences. 

Saturn in 1hird House: It may be necessary to ralte on some responsi)ility for 
siblings. Possible diffiadtic:s associated with eda.:ation. There is the ability 
to worlt at problems and find solutions. 

Sanm in Fourth House: Anxiety about approaching old age, A feeling of 
restriction in the home life. Learn to discipline self. 

Sa111m in Fifrh House: l.itde sense ofhumor. Diffiwhies with father, or anoth· 
er paternal figure, and with children. Afflict�ual inhibitions. 

Sa tum in Sixth House: Although good at chosen work there is linle enjoy
ment from it. Afflicted-possibility cJ iD health and depression. Try not to 
be despondent. 

Sarum in Seventh House: 1here wil be a delay in pt.rtnership plans. Loyal 
and conscientious, also ambitious, rut need to be more affectionate. 

Sarum in Eighth House: Psychic powers come to the fore. Wei aspected
responsibility demonstrated and ability to handle problems seemingly easi-
ly. Aftlicted--<an become moody and self-opinionated. 

Sarurn in Ninth House: Fri&Sttateddue to lacltof education, yet&OQCI at study
ing and have a scientific mind. Afflicted-tend to mental exhaustion. 
lhere is a loss connected with long-di.onu aavel. 

Sarurn in Tenth House: A demand for recognition and a demonsaated ability 
to hold a responsible position. A feeling of lmelinessexperienced. Afflict
ed--handicapselfby c.:nying a grudge. 

Saturn in Eleventh House: Friends may be small in number but they are all 
true and loyal. Frequent wrestling with menral problems. 

Sanm in Twelfth House: There is a period of quiet; almostci c:lsenchant· 
ment. A feeling cJ canying the weight cJ the world on the shoulders. Possi· 
bility of seeking seclusion. Afflicted--·keling m01bid. 

Uranus in First House: Inventive, with scientific leanings. Independent, free· 
dom-loving. but somewhat erratic. Dislike restrictions and can be eccen
tric. Afflicted--sni:bom and have trouble getting along with others. 

Uranus in Seand House: Discover unusual ways to malte money.1here is 
good financial news. WeD aspected-lmg-la&ting advances. 

Uranus in Third House: Love cJ travel A lot cJ sudden, inventive ideas. 
Afflicted--an be too outspoken ani ideas too scattaed to be effective. 

Uranus in Fourth House: Domestic upheavals and a need for emotional seo.i, 
ty. Possibility of relocation. Afflicted-much diSiuption. 
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Uranus in Fifth Houae: Constantly changing love lik with unconventional 
views on sex. Love of gambling. Ability to inspire others. 

Uranta in Sixth Hotae: Highly stnmg and with the poeifiibility of circulatory 
problems thar maydevelopsuclienly. Aftlicted-problems with coworkers. 

Uranus in Seventh House Bdiel in open maniages and free love. A partner 
prefened wbo is eccentric in some waJ. 6cwaie c:i eltkring any pannersh� 
too quickly. Afflicted --G tendency to crudtJ. 

lkanus in Ei�th House: Ps)chic abilities with an unconventional interest in 
the aftalife. Well aspec�ility c:i money coming from unwual and 
unexpected soun:.e. Alflic�ible financial lmscs. 

Uranta In Ninth House: Possibility ofnerv<:11S breakdown. Accident prme at 

this time. thge to uavel: well aspecred--aluld encoun�er very unusual and 
exciting events; afflicted---possible accident while traveling. 

Uranus In Tenth House: 1boughtsofself.emplO)'IIlent. DiffiCUlt to talce orders 
from orhers. Interest in unusual careers. Independent and original, with fur. 
sightemess; would make a good leader. 

Uranus in Eleventh House: Do not notice friends coming and going. Ec�oy 
organizations and have unusual ideas for re"nn of groups. 

Uranus in Twelfth House: Beware of deceit and treachery. Attractim to the 
unusual. Afflicted-interests could lead to misunderanding and jeopardiz. 
ing of reputarion. 

Neptune in First House: Need for firmness and decisiveness; it is easy to drift 
and dream. Plan the future with definite objectives. Think politive. 

Neptune in Second House: Frnances are uncertain; �t carefully. The te is a 
tendency to spend needlessly. 

Neptune in Thitd House: Imaginative and intuitive, with a great interest in 
the occult. Develop concentration since there is a failure ro express well or 
display emotims. 

Neptune.ln Fourth House: Increase security and bole out fOr thd't. Ecajoy att.is
tic sunoundin&'. Alflict�derstanding:s may ari2 n family matters. 

Neptune in Fifth House: Overindulgence of 211.Sual pleasures, irupircd by 
movies and television. Susceptibility a> seduction. Tendency to overloolc 
faults in loved ones. 

Neptune in Sixth House: Disorganization. A need to serve orhers, though a 
love c:i being alone. Alflicted-loolc out for untaual health patretns and 
beware of food poisoning. 

Neprune in Sevenrh House: 1here is a need for companionship. a,oice of 
partners Is unusual. The.e is difficulty judging character oforhers. Afflict
ed-possibly unexpected problems; disappointment in marriage. 

Neptune in Eighth House: Good imaginarion and powerful intuition. Unex
pected fluctuations in finances, especiaUy those involving a partner. 

Neptune in Ninth Hotae: Great interest i.n travel. Snong imaginadon.lntu
itive and fonn own philosophies. 

Neptune in Tenth HOU9e: Attracted by unusual careers, there are many possi
ble career dwlges. Artistic and capable c:i becoming £arnc:u,. Oood leader
ship. 
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Neptune in Eleventh House: Can easily be led astray. Beware of deception and 
fraud. Idealistic, and open to seduction. 

Neptune in Twelfth House: There are artistic abilities, especially strong in the 
field of poetry. Very creative, intuitive and psychic. Afflicted-tendency to 
live in a fantasy world and be subject to self-deception. 

Pluto in First House: Tendency to skepticism. Idealistic, imaginative, and sen
sitive. Afflicted-possibility of minor crises. 

Pluto in Second House: Unstable finances. Income may come from more than 
one source. There is an attraction to items for their aesthetic appeal. Don't 
spend too freely. 

Pluto in Third House: Petty jealousies in the family. Don't be too sensitive. A 
searching, penetrating mind and strong intuition are in evidence. 

Pluto in Fourth House: Great interest in family history. Learn to cooperate 
with the family; avoid being dictatorial. There is a tendency to untidiness 
in the home. Afflicted-sudden upheavals in family life. 

Pluto in Fifth House: Love of adventure. Enjoyment of movies and video 
games. Beware of gambling tendencies. Afflicted-jealousy and domina
tion in romantic affairs. 

Pluto in Sixth House: Interest in the medical field. Don't abuse prescribed 
drugs. Watch what is eaten; beware of food poisoning. 

Pluto in Seventh House: Possibility of a big change due to the influence of 
another. Possible involvement with a religious or artistic partner. Learn to 
work well with others. 

Pluto in Eighth House: A number of small crises. Seek professional help with 
finances. There is good intuition and a powerful imagination. 

Pluto in Ninth House: Seeker of adventure and travel minded. Involvement 
with the occult. Afflicted-beware of religious fanaticism. 

Pluto in Tenth House: Wide variety of changes and opportunities possible 
with chosen career. There is a need to exert independence. Guard against 
scandal and becoming dictatorial. 

Pluto in Eleventh House: Possibility of being caught up in cults and mass hys
teria. Carefully examine all claims made by others. There is an urge to 
change the world. There are many friends but some of them could dissipate 

energies and lead astray. 
Pluto in Twelfth House: Extremely sensitive. Try to understand self before 

judging others. Afflicted, subject to nervous tension and petty jealousies. 

Planets in the Signs 

Moon in Aries: An uneven temper and a changeable mind, with a headstrong 
temperament and dislike of discipline. Much enthusiasm but little 
patience. Possibility of accidents caused by being impetuous. A dislike of 
conventionality. Selfishness may be evident. 

Moon in Taurus: Stability, with impulsiveness balanced by determination and 
persistence. Good financial vibrations. Can be fun-loving; generally very 
sociable and also sensual. Music and the arts may feature. A positive out
look. Afflicted-possessiveness can become a serious problem. 
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Moon in Gemini: Changeability and physical restlessness, unless balanced by 
other areas of the chart. Action and desire for action in a number of differ
ent areas at the same time. Avid reader and, frequently, a craftsman. Perse
verance and decision-making need to be developed. Afflicted-nervous 
tension may develop. 

Moon in Cancer: Strong family feelings with need to protect. Sensitivity and 
sympathy for others is very strong. A high emotional level with a powerful 
imagination. 

Moon in Leo: Self confident and loyal, with a pleasing disposition. Prominent 
organizing ability. Prefers sophisticated pleasures. Personal limitations 
should be acknowledged. Afflicted-ostentatious and conceited. 

Moon in Virgo: May be timid and reclusive. Health often affected by tendency 
to worry. Good business sense, with an analytical mind. Excellent attention 
to detail, though this can become too much if not carefully monitored. 
Ability to study and work hard. Beware of becoming overly fussy. 

Moon in Libra: Friendly, easygoing and popular, with natural charm, courtesy 
and diplomacy. Enjoys music and poetry. Works very well with others, shar
ing decision-making, but needs to work on decisiveness. Afflicted-<:an be 
fickle, overly critical, and capricious. 

Moon in Scorpio: High emotional levels. Intense, magnetic, and determined. 
Works and plays hard. Proud, but if afflicted-<:an become resentful, 
moody, and possessive. Frequently has inner passion and turbulence. 

Moon in Sagittarius: Quickness of movement and giving a sense of urgency 
are common traits. Although often appearing off-handed, can be a fluent 
talker with a liking for freedom and a high sense of independence. Enjoys 
participation in sports to offset need for physical exercise. 

Moon in Capricorn: Cautious and prudent with good common sense. Take 
care that these qualities do not develop into over-caution and austerity. 
Able to shoulder responsibility. Leans toward ostentation. 

Moon in Aquarius: A tendency to value independence and to prefer the 
unconventional. T here may be some eccentricity and even obstinacy. Inge
nuity and originality are usually present, with an attraction to science, 
astrology and astronomy. Afflicted-nervous tension and erratic behavior. 
Conscious effort must be made to control what could become unpre
dictability. 

Moon in Pisces: Kind, gentle, and amicable. Afflicted-<:an become lazy, rest
less and gullible, with a tendency to change his or her mind. Artistically 
inclined and imaginative but easily discrnrged. Can be self-indulgent. 

Mercury in Aries: Strong vitality combined with good business sense. Original 
ideas. Quick mind and speech, but with a tendency to be argumentative 
and to break into conversations. Need to cultivate tact and patience and to 
stick with projects. Serious study is usually put off till the last moment. 

Mercury in Taurus: Does not like to be rushed. Decisions come slowly but, 
once made, are stuck to. Generally cheerful and appreciative of art and 
beauty, but physical pleasure is important. Not a glib talker but needs to 
become less opinionated and obstinate. 
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Mercury in Gemini: Versatility; a lively, inventive mind. Oever and shrewd, 
but with a tendency ro become mentally and sexually restless. May be an 
excellent 001tor. Capable �scientific investigation. A vom work that is 
boring and routine. Needs ro check a tendency ro be dishonest in present· 
ing facts ro others. 

Mercury in Cancer: love of home and family. An excellent memory and sharp 
mind, brt can be overly emotional and super-sensitive. Appreciates praise 
but could easily be swayed by flattety. &rong tendency to live in the past 
and not think about the fucure. Frequendy has irrational worries and pho
bias. 

Mercury in Uo: Would make a good executive, though can be arroe;mt and 
bombastic.. Has high ideals. 01eaful and optimistic, with a love ci ch.il· 
dren. Can be aearive and app-eciates the aru. Broad-minded; would make 
a good teacher. 

Mere� in Virgo: Intellectual and practical, he or she uees critical judgment 
freely. Loves to solve mysteries and delve into occult studies. Frequendy 
has literary talmt and can be good at linguistics. Also good with figures and 
may be skilled with his or her hands. Needs 1> avoid becoming overly criti· 
cal. 

Mercury in Ubra: Slow ro arrive at a decisioo b.tt a�e 1> look at bcm sides ci 
a queslioo. Tender feel� and musical voice are characteristic. Frequently 
involved in chaatable acts. Can be tacdes and weak-willed. 

Mercury in Scorpio: P� great vi1aliry and intmsity. Tmdency to ovetdo 
thines and then health cm suffer from ovelindulgence. Quick mind but 
often suspicious. Tendency to sarcasm. May have the gift �healing. 

Mercury in Sagittarius: Broad-minded with a zest fe% living. Has �ive 
ideas and high ideals, with a natural sense� justice. F�ndy pa5&5Se5 a 
talent for writing. Can be roo out:poken and sometimes rebellious. Ukes to 
be the bos&. 

Mercury in Capricorn: P� a pat.ient and pactical mincl that is not givm 
to extravagance. Conversation is a serious subject. with words carefully 
chosen. Can be ambitions and patienr. Scimtific and mathematical abili· 
ties usually in evidence. 

Mercury in Aquarius: Reluclant to change views ooce klnned. May be eccen· 
tric. Interest in metaph)ISics, astrology and astrooomy. Has humanitarian 
interests and can become devoted ro the social welfare ci others. Usually is 
excellent judge �human natUR. 

Merrury in Pisces: Exnemely creative imagination. There is a tendency to be 
secretive. Charitable ml kind, with a flexible mind but with the stumbling 
block ci fc:rgetful�. There is a 1alent fe% entertaining others. Creative 
writing, sw:h as poetry, is sometimes called b as an outlet for the emo
lioos. 

Vmus in Aries: Frequently disappoinb:d through having loobd b the ideal. 
Sees very high standards. A natural ability to mm frimds and is popular 
with the opposite sex. Has a warm and loving nature and can fall in love 
quickly, with a samg erotic compulsion. Impulsive toward finances, fee� 
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quently getting caught up in 100ney-making schemes that come to naught. 
Affiicted-ftstlcss and quanelsomc with loved ones. 

Venus in T aun.G: Very loyal and devoted lover, but with tendencies to laziness 
and self-indulgence. Possessive ofloved one(s). Makes friends ea&ily. Love 
of luxury that. over time, may lead to becoming overweight. l.ovcr of the 
am. C3p«ially music. 

Venus in Gemini: nequcntly a lighthearted approach co love, with a great 
deal of flirting. There can be an atttaction to a near rdative, but nothing 
serious. Attirudc to marriage may not be too seriom either. Fickleness is 
�t. The idea oflovc is more real than the acrualiry. 

Venus in Cancer: High emotions and true affection are apparent. Loving can 
become smothering ro the �eeipicnt. Homeloving is included in the pack
age, with good housekeeping and usually good cooking. Emotions may need 
conttolling, since they can run high. 

Venus in Leo: Domination in love is often the keyword. Jealousy rmy play a 
part. There is sincerity in the love and pride in the home, though <itcn 
with gmat drama that can lead to d<mestic scenes. Creative talents arc 
apparent. Uttle interest in sex outside the marriage. A generous spender on 
items of quality and artistic merit. 

Venus in Virgo: Matriagc may come after a long platonic relationship. Can be 
overly critical of spouse, which may become a hindrance to romance. 
Minor faults may be seen as major ones when they arc not. 

Venus in Ubra: Happiness and joy may be found in relatimships but take care 
not to IC��p in too quickly; it is easy to faD in love with being in love. This is 
a true sentimentalist but sometimes with untidy personal habits. 

Venus in Scorpio: Here may be fOUild the extremes of love and hate. Deeply 
passionate and highly emotional. with a s�ing 2X liCe, but jeahusy i$ 
common and must be watched and controlled. There may be big business 
connections that can be lucrative. 

Venus in Sagittarius: A desire not to be tied down in love. If the partner can 
accept an open relationship, the lovemaking can be exceptional. 1hcrc Is a 
noochalancc about money that needs to be watched, but such ventures as 

import-export can be rewarding. 
Venus in Capricorn: Although faithful in love, can be most undemonstrative, 

leaving the lover feeling cold and abandoned. Business may come first. 
There can be a love cJ. music and the arts and there is great money-making 
potential. 

Venus in Aquarius: Sociable and with good artistic taste, personal magnetism 
may attract but detachment rmy repel. 1here is a lack of emotion despite a 
fondness for the opposite sex. It may be difficult to give the heart to only 
one. Unconventional in rclationship5 but with a sensible financial attitude. 

Venus in Pixcs: T ocally ruled by the emotions. Although able to show gen. 
uinc feeling, may be over-sentimental. May also be too submissive, denying 
basic necessities as a sacrifice for a loved one or for a cause. Very generous 

with a desire to hdp the underdog. 
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Mars in Aries: Great intellectual energy that may be used to the point of 
strain. Aggression and impulsiveness must be controlled. May be forceful 
sexually. May be considered "pushy," but can be an inspiring leader. There 
is a love of independence and frankness. 

Mars in Taurus: Although the temper is slow to arouse, it can easily get out of 
hand and become difficult to control. There is possessiveness and a stub
bornness, but a practical approach to life. Financial reward comes from 
hard work but the money can be spent as quickly as it is earned. 

Mars in Gemini: Mentally and physically alert. Frequently talkative. Agile 
and athletic. There may be a writing ability though this could show itself in 
personal correspondence rather than with books or short stories. Possibility 
of employment changes but a tendency to not finish jobs that are started, 
which must be overcome. Arguments with friends and neighbors should be 
avoided. 

Mars in Cancer: There may be great ambition and tenacity, but also a lack of 
straightforwardness. There is strong intuition. Grudges are held and there is 
rebellion against authority. Holding in feelings may result in stomach 
upsets. There is a high emotional level. Afflicted-easy to become upset 
and bad-tempered. 

Mars in Leo: There is a lot of ambition and enthusiasm that can become a dri
ving force. There is also generosity and affection, and a love of sports and 
adventure. Emotions may be expressed through artistry and may also bring 
about a passionate love life. Small-mindedness and pettiness should be 
avoided if possible. There may be a sorrowful love affair. 

Mars in Virgo: With good overseeing there can be excellent work, with a forte 
in detail work. Although there may be constant obstacles, these are over
come and progress continues. Emotional frustration can lead to tension, 
but there is lots of enthusiasm. 

Mars in Libra: Energy goes up and down, with constant conflicts at work. 
There can be a need to create harmony that conflicts with a desire to get 
things done. They may be love disappointments, rivals, and secret enemies. 
Judgment gets better with age. 

Mars in Scorpio: Passionate and highly sexed, this is a practical, hard worker 
who enjoys dangerous work. There is a love of good living that can run to 
excess. There are deep emotions that, if kept positive, can bring assured 
results. 

Mars in Sagittarius: Lots of enthusiasm for new projects. Boisterous, with some 
ideas that seem outrageous. Can be independent. Skepticism is not uncom
mon and enjoys a good argument. Afflicted-there is a tendency to exag
gerate. 

Mars in Capricorn: Ambitious with a tremendous drive to carry out goals. 
There is a desire to be in the public eye. Little toleration for waste and 
incompetence. 

Mars in Aquarius: Lack of patience for change can result in rebellion and 
fighting for a cause. Can be very unpredictable. Original and ingenious 
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ideas may lead to great inventions but there is a need to be more open to 
input from others. 

Mars in Pisces: A sensuous and emotional disposition with a desire to work for 
others. Efforts can be inadequate and confused. Can be overly influenced 
by others. 

Jupiter in Aries: Characteristic are high spirits, generosity, and a love of free
dom. Frequently found to be self-sufficient and to have income from more 
than one source. May hold an important, responsible position. Afflicted
bullying, extravagant, and over-optimistic. 

Jupiter in Taurus: A big-hearted lover of good living who works hard for 
worthwhile causes. Usually devoted to family and home and likes peaceful, 
harmonious surroundings with little change. Afflicted-self-indulgence 
and indolence. 

Jupiter in Gemini: Intelligence and versatility with broadmindedness. Often 
marries someone older; may marry twice. Humane and compassionate. Pos
sibility of being superficial, with scattered interests. Can be very clever. 

Jupiter in Cancer: Enjoys love of family and friends. Has a high emotional 
level. Is protective and understanding, charitable and devoted to public 
work. Interested in travel and enjoys most forms of art and entertainment. 

Jupiter in Leo: Intelligent, ambitious, affectionate, and generous. Will make 
friends wherever he or she may go, garnering confidence from others. Possi
bility of being appointed to a government position. Afflicted-intolerant, 
egotistical, and snobbish. 

Jupiter in Virgo: Possesses a critical outlook, choosing friends carefully. How
ever, a marriage partner may be unconventional. Scientific and technical 
ability, with possible success in real estate and foreign interests. Afflicted
absent-minded and careless. 

Jupiter in Libra: Gentle and lovable. Very sociable. Dislikes loneliness and 
seeks partnership. Does not work well, or live well, independently. Well 
aspected-artistic ability. Afflicted-laziness and self-indulgence. 

Jupiter in Scorpio: Capacity for deep emotions. Has sharp, penetrating percep
tion, with high ambition and pride. Stress can come about through too 
much mental work. Afflicted-tendency to be suspicious, together with 
conceit. Possibility of scandal. 

Jupiter in Sagittarius: Maintains a dignified appearance but is very approach
able. Optimistic; cannot bear restrictions. Good leadership qualities. T here 
is a love of horses and other animals. 

Jupiter in Capricorn: Conscientious and hardworking, with a resourceful mind 
and strong sense of responsibility. Popularity and ambition may lead to the 
gaining of power, though this would come gradually. Afflicted-stubborn 
and bigoted. 

Jupiter in Aquarius: Sociable and cheerful, with empathy for others and feel
ings of brother/sisterhood. Humanitarian, interested in promoting peace. A 
good sense of justice. Afflicted-unpredictable, intolerant and tactless. 

Jupiter in Pisces: Compassionate and benevolent. Powerful imagination and 
strong emotions, with an impressionable mind. Identifies with suffering; 
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would work well in a hospital or similar institution. Possibility of a gift of 
prophesy. Afflicted-self-indulgent, extravagant and unreliable. 

Saturn in Aries: Ambitious and determined, but alternatively strong and 
weak. Afflicted-impatient, jealous, defiant and possibly cruel. 

Saturn in Taurus: Patient and long-suffering, methodical and practical. Func
tions best when under pressure. Can be stubborn. Afflicted-avaricious 
and frugal. 

Saturn in Gemini: Conscientious and impartial. Has an ability for literature, sci
ence, and mathematics. Can be overly serious. Afflicted-skeptical and cold. 

Saturn in Cancer: Insecure, with fear of independence. Conservative and 
opinionated. Good at seeing things through to the end. Concerned with 
public welfare. 

Saturn in Leo: Self-assured with strong will and good sense of humor. Has abil
ity to be a good organizer. Tendency to jealousy. Often seen as standoffish. 
Has difficulty expressing pleasure. 

Saturn in Virgo: Devotion to duty evident. Prudent, discreet and meticulous. 
Not afraid of hard work; extremely tidy. Tends to find fault with others easi
ly, due to own high standards. 

Saturn in Libra: Good judgment, patience and impartiality. A kind and pleas
ant personality. Good partnership needed for complete happiness. Afflict
ed-intolerant and over-emotional. 

Saturn in Scorpio: Although lacking in flexibility, there is excellent business 
acumen. T here are deep emotions and there may be occult leanings. Possi
bility of becoming unpopular. Afflicted-possible cruelty and ruthlessness. 

Saturn in Sagittarius: Exhibits honest, plain speech, but sometimes shows seem
ingly contradictory attitudes. An attraction to philosophical and religious 
subjects. Prudent, fearless and dignified. Sometimes tactless and cynical. 

Saturn in Capricorn: Practical and capable, with a sense of discipline. Can be 
very patient when necessary. Capable of self-sacrifice to achieve goals. 
T here is a love of power. Afflicted-pessimistic and selfish. 

Saturn in Aquarius: Freedom loving; interested in ideologies. Scientific inter
ests. Given to studying, since objectives in life are important. Prefers to be 
independent but dislikes loneliness. Sociable yet reserved. 

Saturn in Pisces: Sympathetic and flexible; philantropic and imaginative. Pos
sesses a strong emotional nature that sometimes leads to his or her own 
undoing. Has a good imagination and has the ability to develop intuition. 

Uranus in Aries: Freedom-loving and independent; unconventional and 
eccentric. Has a lively imagination. Can be impulsive and rebellious. 

Uranus in Taurus: Headstrong, opinionated, obstinate and stubborn. Can be 
intense and resourceful, removing obstacles with force. 

Uranus in Gemini: Inventive, versatile, interested in the scientific. Good at 
writing. May have psychic abilities. Afflicted-nervous tension. 

Uranus in Cancer: Eccentric and unpredictable. May be emotionally unstable. 
Interested in home and domestic issues. Possibility of mediumistic abilities. 

Uranus in Leo: Leadership skills that may be unconventional. Can be defiant 
and arrogant. Very independent. 
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Uranus in Vergo: Has teaching abilities and a scientifiC curiosity. lntelleaual 
and critical faculties. May have unusual dietary ideas. 

Uranus in Libra: A dual �sonality, which is sometimesdisturbi� but at 
()(her times quite charming. Very ps)'clUc and artistic, with literovy abilitieJ. 

Uranus in Sex>rpio: Independent, ICIJ.ergetic and cmttional. Has original ideas 
for helping tthers. HaJ difficulty exp«sslng emotions. 

Uranus in Sagittarius: Revolutionary, desperately scelcsfn:edom. Intuitive and 
imaginative; loves travel Can become rebellious and redcless. 

Uranus in Capricorn: Good leadership qualities and organizi� ability. 1-W a 
setiow, penetrating mind. Can be highly ambitious. 

lhanUJ in Aquarius: Resourcefi1l with strong menr.al capabilities. l nruidve and 
imaginadve,liking to be independent. Seelcs to change things b the bet · 
ter. A pouible interest in mechanics and science. 

UranUJ in Pisces: Em()(ional and highly intuitive. Can be secretive. 1-W 
unusual dreams and visions. Idealistic with religious interests. 

Neptune in Aries: Interested in psychic research. Very sociable. Loves to travel. 
Neptune in Taurus: Creative and musical, with a good se�e of rhythm. 
Neptune in Gemini: Sensitive, imaginative and mystical, with the gift of 

pro�sy. 
Neptune in Cancer: Very imaginative, seek� to escape reality. Idealistic, 

with a love of the sea. 

Neptune in Leo: Dramatic, with delusions d gr.lndeur. Artistic and can be 
magnetic. 

Neptune in Virgo: Analytical, intuitive and se�itive. Highly critical d ortho· 
dox religion. 

Neptune in Libra: Owmingand very easygoing. Refined and sensitive. Possi· 
biliry of an attraction to drugs. 

Neptune in Scorpio: Extremely sensitive with feelings and emotions running 
h�. Tends to be secretive. Has mediumistic gifts. 

Neptune In Sagittarius: A visiooary with a mind of highest caliber. �tlmistic 
in the extreme. Uterary interests. Loves to travel. 

Neptune in Capricorn: Good business sense based on intuition and inspira· 
don. Practical ability. 

Nepttne in Aquarius: Searches b the inner meaning of lik. Very independent. 
Neptune in Pisces: Highly mystical and spiritual. 

Pluto, only discovered in 1930, is so slow moving that it stays in each sign 
approximately twenty-five to thi rty years. There is little research material yet avail · 
able on its influences. 

The progressions and the transits· are examined. All have meanings and must 
be interpreted bearing in mind the relationships of one to the ()(her and how some 

maymodifyO(hers. 

Sowu.: 
�y. Eurme. �..des and Laritwdes rllfo� 1M Wowfd. Washincton. DC: National 

AscroiOflQl Libr.lry, 1948. 
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Geo�. Llt�l�AroZH� Mkrdftd�. St. Pall, Mil: Llcwell'A 1970. 
htty./,.,.,.,..,.lt:trnn,_inc.com/academicf/symbols.htm. 
Lewis, Ursula. Cl!an Yoctr Qm HorO$CDf)t: For Bt� IMd Pr�. New York: �t &. 

Dunlap,l976. 
MacNcic:c, Louis. Amolog,. Garden Qry, NY: Ihlblcday, 1964. 
Orion. Rae. Amolog, for�- FosruQty, CA: 100 8ooU. 1999. 
Park«, Dad and julia. Tnt��. New York: McGraw-HiD. 1971. 
Rapbad. �s AsavnorNcal � rf w Pfml.ea' Pb:G. London; W. Foubbam (annUli). 

AUGURS 

The augurs were found in ancient Rome and Grace, as well as in Mexico and Peru. 
Their job was lO read and interpretsigns (auspicia a 4\.lpria), They were members of a 
priestly class and generally perfamed their taslt as part of religious observances. The 
wad augur comes from the Latin a..gere, "to increase," possibly indicating <riginal 
duties tied into fertility rites. 

In Rome, there was a large priesdy college originally established around 300 
BCE by either Numa <r Romulus, with three priest/augurs. Originally it is thought 
that the lti� made up a fouuh, though larer he was n<X direcdy involYed. By the time 
d Sulla the number had been increased to fifteen aug�n and then, in the time d 
julius Caesar, there were sixteen. The uniform of the augur was a toga with scarlet 
str ipes �d aptqle boder. This was known as tbe trt.lbm. The augurs developed huge 
political power, since their pronruncements were tme:hallengeable. If they Celt i nee· 
essary, they wouli not hesitate to give an unfavorable reading. Not unnaturally, the 
position c:i a� was highly sought after but it was bestOwed only on persons c:i dis· 
tinction and was a lifetime honoL 

When doing a realing, the augur was accompanied by a magistrate who would 
verify the results. 1he magisna� was also the one who was dfkially entitled ro aslt the 
deitia kx signs. Rather than actually trying to see the fi1ture, the object was to ascer· 

cain whether or not the deities approved a dimpproved of the course of action queried. 

1he augur lUd a straight scaff bent at the top, known as a lioocs, which was 
also a symbol of his office. With this scaff; and after due prayer and saai6ce, the augur 
would mark a large circle, known as a templum, on the ground. 1his then became a 
consecrated area. A tent would be erected within the space, its entrance facing south. 
1he circle was usually constructed on a near the top of a hill. Seated in the entrance 
lO the tent, the augur would point his staff at the slty and describe a circle, also called a 
remplum. It was then expected that the signs would appear within that space of the 
slty, since this was the domain of J�iter. The magistrate would be inside the tent, 
observing. Signs in the eastern section of the slty, which would be to the observer's 
left, would be considered favorable; those to the west, unfavorable. Signs included 
shooti� stars, thunder, lightning, birds' flight, or anything considered unusual. (In 
Greece the reading was reversed, with the augur facing north and seeing fav<rable 
signs on his right.) Lightning moving from left to right was considered fav<rable, 
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while right to left was unfavorable. At the 
appearance of any form of lightning, however, 
all business in the public assemblies would be 
5115pended for the day. 

If there were proposed public meetings 
that the augur-or those close to him-did not 

�ort, it was not unusual for the augur to 

claim that he had seen lightning moving from 
right to left. and no one could cblbt him.lf, on 
his first day in office, a new consul or praetor 

prayed for good omens, then invariably the 
augur would report to him of having seen light
ning flash from left to right. 

The usual time for observing auspices 
was between midnight and dawn.lf there was a 
particular undertaking for which signs were 
sought, then the augury was done on the morn
ing of that undertaking. This applied to such 
diverse things as going to battle, building a 
temple, sitting in the senate, and any major 
decisions. 

There was a book 01' manual that con

tained augural ritual, together with a collection 
of answea to quest tons that had previously been 
given to the college d the senate. lhe augur 
always announced his fmding with a specific set '1m trrmauc-uy, ...,..,inc the � aod 
of M>nk. which were duly recotded by the mag- ioterprdlllioo cl � ia �ally applied co die 
istrate. The complexity o( interpretation of phe- cltsuvatioo cllirds. nu �in JaP&r, l.adb., ia 

nomen a grew by degrttS until it fmally became heiar used u a fotaaae teller. l<laMs AllnUff!Foru.an 
�ftJ:L...-unmanageable and the Roman college had to be _.. ... 7-

abandoned. The Aztec& had a similar college of 
augurs, known as the<Almec4C. 1heir interpretation was mosdy limited to the flight 
ni � d birds (Ke011Wcopy). 

Source.: 
Adkins, l...e$ley and Roy A. DicricNry of Roman RdQ;on. New York: Fae�� on File, 1996. 
Buckland, Raymond and Kathleen Blnger: TlteBoolcofAfriam Diilirwion. Rochester, VT: � 

tiny Boolcs, 1992 
Enc)IC�qlcdia Btitmnica. 0\lcago: WUliam Benton, 1964. 
Leach. Maria (ed.) Ftmk & W� Sf4114md Dia.ion4t1 of Folldore, M)tldoty, cnvf �.San 

Fr.mciiGo: Harper &. Row, 1972 

AUGURY 

The observation and interpretation of omens, or auspices, by the augurs d ancient 
Greece and Romei also practiced in India, Africa, South America, and New Guinea. 
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It was especially applied to observation of the flight and song of birds (see Omiscopy). 
The term augury has come to be applied to divination in general, but originally it 
applied specifically to birds. 

AURA 

According to metaphysics, the human body is composed of seven distinct elements. 
The first three-solid, liquid, and gas-form the physical body. The fourth is the 
etheric body and interpenetrates the physical. Then there is the astral, the mental, 
and finally the spiritual body. The last two are virtually impossible to see, since they 
vibrate at rates too high for normal detection by the physical eye, but the others can 
be seen by sensitives. These energy patterns are termed the aura. 

The etheric body, or inner aura, extends slightly beyond the physical, appear
ing to the adept as a thin, dark line no more than an inch thick. Beyond it extends the 
astral body, which may be several inches in thickness. The aura extends around the 
whole body but is most easily seen around the head, where it is termed the nimbus. 
The aura around the whole body is the aureola. The nimbus is what is shown in Chris
tian art--especially from the fifth to the sixteenth centuries-as "halos" or "glorias." 
In paintings of Moslem prophets, the aura is often shown as a ring of flames. Crowns 
and priests' headdresses symbolize the aura. Some art of Ceylon, Mexico, Peru, and of 
Japanese Buddhism show light extending around the whole body of a holy person. 
Paracelsus, in the sixteenth century, said, "The vital force is not enclosed in Man, but 
radiates round him like a luminous sphere." 

The aura changes color with the person's health, mood, etc., and so can be 
used by the sensitive as an instrument of divination. A person with a blue or lavender 
aura, for example, will be in a deeply spiritual state. Love shows as a pink aura, and 
anger as a vibrant red. Vortexes and holes in the aura or the aureola may indicate 
health problems and need for attention. Seeing a change of color, for example from 
dark pink to vibrant red, would indicate that the person's anger was increasing and 
could explode in the near future. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Color Magic Unleash Your Inner Powers. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2002. 
Butler, W. E. How to Read the Aura. New York: Samuel Weiser, 1971. 
Cayce, Edgar. Auras. Virginia Beach, VA: A.R.E. Press, 1973. 
Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London :George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

AURISPICY 

(See also Scapulomancy) 

Knuckle bones, ankle bones (from sheep and goats), and other animal and human bones 
have been used for centuries in the performance of divination. Astragalomancy is one 
form of this, where small bones are used like dice. Bones being so used have been pictured 
on jars in ancient Greece and in prehistoric caves in Kiev. In ancient Rome the bones 
were marked, like present-day dice, although each die was marked only on four sides. West 
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11Ua �tation of the Buddha shows an auras� the holy aum. Fe.tmrt PKNre � 

a the Gulf a Pagasz in ancie.nt Greece, in Achza, was the temple a Hen::ules, where 
amaga)omancy w.a a commoo Jr.!Ctice. There the diviners would �ently tzt bones to 

see what the future held. The details a such casting are net lcoown. bt1, with two<% three 
such bones, the pc$Sible permutations woold albw a wide variety a predictions. 
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One common method, found with a number of primitive peoples, is to toss a 
predetermined number of bones into a circle marked on the ground or on a table. Any 
bones that fall outside the circle are discounted. Of the others, their position in the 
circle, relationship to each other, and way of lying are significant. The circle itself may 
be divided-if only in the mind of the diviner-into sections, each with its own sig
nificance. 

In the Transvaal area of South Africa, the Venda's main method of aurispicy 
divination is by using a bowl that has been made especially for the purpose. The rim of 
the bowl is decorated with pictures representing god, goddess, home, danger, warn
ings, movement, sacrifice, injury, caution, and other qualities and objects. In the very 
center of the bowl is a carved representation of a cowry shell, as a connection to the 
goddess. 

The diviner casts five knuckle bones into the bowl. Each of the bones repre
sents something different, which might be positive or negative. Interpretation is based 

on the proximity of the bone to the symbols around the edge, and the relationship to 
the central cowry shell. The relationship of each stone to its neighbors is also of 
importance. A large number of interpretations can come from any one throw. 

Venda tablets are also used by these people. These are usually made of bone, 
although they may be made of wood, ivory, clay, or rock. They are about an inch to an 
inch and a half in length and about three-quarters of an inch wide. Four tablets are 
used, each of which bears a particular symbol on one side. (See the entry on African 
Divination for a detailed explanation of divination using Venda tablets.) 

The Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert use fragments of bones-broken pieces of 
all types-each of which is especially marked. They are simply cast down on the 
ground, with no central circle, and interpreted by the method in which they fall and 
their placement. In the Congo, the Mganga or Mufumu--iviner and magician-uses 
bones to predict future events such as whether or not a sick person will get better, the 
state of the coming harvest, or the general lot for the tribe. Favorite bones are the leg 
bones of goats. These are highly polished and their ends are shaped to resemble the 
heads of various animals, such as hyenas, lions, and crocodiles. The Mganga will enter 
into a self-induced trance and, while in that state, vigorously fling down the bones. 
On coming out of the trance, he will review the bones. Some are often found to be 
standing upright, their ends imbedded in the ground. This is usually taken as a danger 
sign if the bones are representations of dangerous animals. 

The Zulu bones divination system, used by most Zulu Sangomas, or diviners, is 
worked with a set of oracle bones that are actual bones plus other objects like hoof 
tips, teeth, or shells. (See the entry on African Divination for a detailed explanation 
of divination using Zulu bones.) 

For at least one version of aurispicy found in Africa, fourteen knuckle bones 
are used, each representative of animal totems. Of the fourteen bones, ten are power 
animals and the other four emphasize human characteristics, as listed below. 

Aardvark-Represents ancestral spirits thought to reside in the burial 
grounds. The aardvark represents this wisdom since it burrows deep into 
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the earth to acquire its nourishment. Positive aspect: Look to the wisdom 
of the past and accept the status quo. Negative: Don't be too rigid or old
fashioned in your approach to things. 

Antelope-Represents leadership and warns to not ignore a relationship you 
might have with a person of power and influence. Positive aspect: Take the 
lead in affairs and don't hold back. Negative: Do not ignore your superiors 
or revolt against them. 

Baboon-The followers. Some African legends portray baboons as innocents 
who are easily led. Positive aspect: Follow the majority and don't try to 
lead. Negative: Don't imitate others and ape their antics. 

Bird-The seeker. In countless societies the bird is the messenger of the gods. 
Positive aspect: Look beyond your immediate surroundings and fasten your 
sights on distant goals. Don't be afraid to follow your dreams. Negative: 
Don't flit from one idea to another but try to be more down to earth and 
concentrated. 

Chameleon-The prevaricator. This creature represents slow reactions, inde
cisiveness, changeability, and indecision. Positive aspect: Seize opportuni
ties when they arise, since they won't wait around for ever. Negative: Don't 
be impatient; observe, be adaptable and ready to act. 

Elephant-Force and coercion, representing brute force and animalistic 
instincts. Resist persuasive forces that try to change your opinions and 
decisions. Positive aspect: Be strong and resist threats. Negative: Avoid rid
ing roughshod over others. 

Hare-Deception. The elusive, swift hare can usually outrun its predators. It 
can change direction extremely quickly, making its enemies believe it is 
going one way when it is going another. Positive aspect: Be prudent and 
secretive, quick and cunning, when necessary. Negative: Beware of broken 
promises and deception. 

Jackal/Hyena-Mercenary actions. This animal is a scavenger and a trickster. 
Its appearance is an indication that you are becoming mercenary. Positive 
aspect: Try to be objective. Negative: Don't be inconsiderate of others. 

Lizard-Lost opportunities. Tied into psychic visions, the lizard is frequently 
the bearer of news of a death. Positive aspect: Don't delay in working for 
your hopes and aspirations. Negative: Face the future head on. Don't pre
varicate where important decisions are concerned. 

Tortoise-Patience and determination, which will invariably bring victory. 
Positive aspect: Whatever the obstacles, stick to your plans and persevere. 
Negative: Don't be stubborn and try to react more quickly. 

Senior Male-Authority and control; the father figure representing authority. 
Positive aspect: Take command and don't prevaricate. Negative: Don't be 
dogmatic; be open to suggestions. 

Senior Female-Care and dependence. Representing motherhood, caring, 
nurturing, protection. Positive aspect: Be sympathetic without being overly 
critical. Negative: Don't be over-bearing and dictatorial. 
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Junior Male-Youthful optimism. Enthusiasm and new ideas. Positive aspect: 
Willingness to assist, forethought, patience. Negative: Don't fight authority 
or experience. 

Junior Female-Co-operation, adaptability, compromise. Positive aspect: 
Share your ideas and enthusiasm. Negative: Don't be pressured or influ
enced against your will. 

Sheep bones, and especially the shoulder bones, are thought in some regions to 
be especially good for divination. They have been used by Bedouins, Mongolians, Ice
landers, Scots, and Slavs, among others. In Scotland, one method was to scrape the 
shoulder blade of a black sheep with a sharp stone. The resultant lines and ridges are 
interpreted, as is the toughness of the scraping action. In southern England, the way 
for a young woman to gain the return of an errant lover was to stab a sheep's shoulder 
blade with a knife and say the words: 

It's not this bone I wish to stick, 
But (Name)'s heart I wish to prick. 

Whether he be asleep or awake 

I'd have him come to me and speak. 

There are many variations on this spell, many not using a bone. One, for 
example, involves the woman writing the man's name on a piece of paper, setting fire 
to it, and scattering the ashes, saying: 

It's not this heart I mean to bum, 
But (Name)'s love I wish to tum. 

Be he asleep or be he awake 

May he come to me before daybreak. 

A length of kangaroo bone is used by the Australian kurdaicha, or diviner, to 
discover the identity of a murderer. If a murder has been committed in a village and 
the murderer has made off into the bush, the villagers do not immediately attempt to 
track down the perpetrator. Instead, they call in the kurdaicha and show him the 
scene of the crime. He will study it, then sit in the center of the village and sing and 
chant. As he works himself into a state of ekstasis, he comes to his feet and starts to 
swing the "pointing bone" in a circle about him. It is a length of bone attached, with a 
tarlike wax, to a length of plaited human hair. Swinging it about him, he causes the 
bone to point in all directions, thus sending out a projection of the bone to implant 
itself, invisibly, in the body of the murderer. Only then will the villagers set out to 
track the criminal through the bush. It is said that they always come upon the dead 
body of the man, since the pointing bone will have brought about his death. 

The Chinese were believers in the power of bones to answer questions and to 
foretell events. This was especially prevalent in the 400-year Han dynasty, where 
everyone, from nobles to lay persons, used a wide variety of fortune-telling methods. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond and Kathleen Binger. The Book of African Divination. Rochester, VT: Des
tiny Books, Rochester 1992. 

Cavendish, Richard (ed.). Man, Myth & Magic. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 
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Loewe, Michael. Chinese Ideas of Life and Death. London: Routledge, 1982. 

ww.angelfire.com/electronic/bodhidharma/bones.html. 

AUSTROMANCY 

Divination from observation of the winds. Winds blowing from the east and the south 
are generally positive, while those blowing from the west or north are negative, 
though different areas have different interpretations. In the southern United States, it 
is said that if the wind blows suddenly and strongly from the east, a heavy rain may be 
expected. 

If a wind blows strongly from one direction then suddenly calms and starts up 
again from a different direction, it is a forewarning of some dire circumstance coming. 
Small whirlwinds on a dusty road indicate a coming rain. 

The Ashanti of Ghana believe that you can talk to the wind to find out about 
the future. The wind is everywhere and therefore knowledgeable on all things. If, 
under the right circumstances, you speak to the wind and ask about the future, you 
can hear the answer by listening carefully to the sound of the wind blowing. 

AUTOMANZIA 

An obscure form of divination using ten straight pins and three bent pins. The exact 
method is unknown, but it is probably similar to the Romany practice of floating nee
dles in a saucer of water and seeing how many of them cross the others. Obviously, the 
straight pins have a different meaning from the bent ones, with the latter probably 
indicating misfortune. The number of good to bad, and the relationship, would indi
cate the probable future. 

AUTOMATIC WRITING/DRAWING/PAINTING 

Performing the tasks of writing, drawing, and/or painting without control by the con
scious mind is called automatic writing/drawing/painting. It is a not-uncommon phe
nomenon of spiritualism. To focus on writing (drawing and painting follow the same 
procedures), the operator uses the same muscles that would normally be used but in no 
way tries to govern what is actually written. The true "director" of the writing is 
believed to be a departed spirit attempting to communicate. The practice is followed 
to gain knowledge of the future, with the governing force being thought of as a deity, 
disembodied spirit, alien, or unknown force, depending upon the beliefs of the person 
acting as medium for the writing. 

Looking at the spiritualist form, the operator or medium would take a pen or 
pencil and sit with a large sheet of paper on the table in front of, or beside, him or her. 
Because the writing produced is frequently voluminous, many mediums will use some
thing like a roll of wallpaper or wrapping paper to ensure having enough paper avail
able without having to look down or tum pages. 

Usually the medium will first sit quietly, perhaps meditating on whose energy 
might be expected to materialize. Then the hand holding the pen is rested on the 
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paper, and me medium directs his or her atten� 
tion elsewhere. lbat might be to read a book, 
watch television, talk with another person, play 
a game of chess, or anything that wiU chaw fOC\6 
away &om the hand holding the pen. 

Tbia wom�n from Italy, altboucb riJbt.baaded, bclds a 
rm i.a her opm left bmd co write autocDatially. Messace 
abe wrila lhia way coatlin iDbmatioo Wlkaown to ha-. 
Or.lilrMr R. Qfwbc/Mtcn � l.ibrary. 

What usually happens is that the hand 
starts to move, initiaUy in smaU movements, 
and seemingly of itS own volition. lhe move� 
ments, of course, cause marks to appear on the 
paper. lnitiaUy these are no more than straight 
lines, developing inro wavy lines, and then 
squiggles. Gradually it seems the force becomes 
aligned with the muscles of the hand and arm 
and able ro direct the writing, Squiggles become 
circles and hooks, which slowly develop into 
letters and actual writing. As the spirit hand 
operator becomes more accustomed to the 
mechanics involved, the writing becanes clear� 
er and is written much more quickly. Some 
automatic writing is done at incredible speed, 
with the medium's hand flying across the paper. 
Many times a normally right-handed medium 
will use the leh hand for automatic writing, or 
vice versa. Usually the writing that is produced 
in no way resembles the normal handwriting d 
the medium. 

While a neophyte needs to occupy the 
mind in order to disassociate fran the writing, a 
medium/diviner who is skiUed in automatic 
writing can separate fran what is taking place 
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sufficiendy without needing outside stimulus to 

prevent him or her from influencing what is written. This can be done to the point 
where it is then pos5ible to look at the paper and ID put questions and receive 
answers through the writing. If necessary, however, a second person may sit beside 
the medium/diviner and ask the questions, so that the medium cannot see what is 

written in reply. 

There are instances of a medium going into a trance and producing writing, 
but actually ro trance isnecessa1y. From me point of view of divining the future; this 
is a method that can be used by anyone with ali ttle practice. But it has also ptoduced 
some fascinating information concerning the past and the present. One classic case 

was when William Stainton Moses (1839-1892) produced a large number of such 
writings from various spirits, which were published under the title Spirit Trocllingl 
(London, 1883). �ribing the procedure, Moses said: 

At fUst the writing was slow and it was necessaty for me to follow it 
wim my eye, but even then the thoughts were not my thoughts. Very 
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soon all the messages assumed a character of which I had no doubt 
whateverthauhuhougbtopposedmyown. But I cultivated the power 
ci occupying my mind with other things during the time that the writ· 
ing was going m, and was able to read an abmme book and follow out 
a line ci clooe reasoning, while the message was written with unbroken 
regularity. Messages so written extended over many pages and in their 
course there is no correction. no fauh in composition, and often a 3US· 
rained vigour and bea� c:J style. 

Anocher, perhaps better·\:nown, automatic writer was Pearl Curran, who pro
duced the writings c:J an entity calling herself Patience Wotth. Pearl Curran was a St. 
louis housewife who was persuaded by a friend, Emily Hutchinson, ro use a Ouija• 
board. On July 8, 1913, it started spelling out a mc:ssage that started, "Many moons 
ago I lived. Again I come; Patience Worth my name." The spirit identified itself as a 
seventeenth-century Englishwoman. Pearl Cwr.m progressed nom the Ouija board to 
automatic writing and eventually produced 2,.500 poems, short stories, plays, and alle· 
gories, plus six full-length novels under the name Patience Worth-a total of over 
four millim words within a period of five years. 

Automatic writing has also been produced by such well-known people as Vic· 
tor Hugo, Goethe, 0\arles Linton, Professor William James, and Mme. D'Esperance. 

Source&: 

&dland, Raymond.Olars co OrM \l<bnds. St. Paul. MN: Ilewdl.,n, 200l. 
Ebon. Martin. T"" Expcrimus in Comm11Aic� .wh tAt Dmd. New York: New American 

library, 1968. 
rodor,Nan&b An �o{Ps,chic:Sdma. London, 1934. 
� Willi.n Stain ton. Dim:t 5prit WtitRlg. London, 1878. 
�Anita M. �w�. Dresden. Gennany. SteirlkDPf, 1930. 

AxiNOMANCY; AXIOMANCY 

Divination using an axe head and a bed of red-hot coals. According to Sir TI1omas 
Urquhart (Tilt TMd Book of 1M Wmlc.s cf MT. Fmncit Rabelais, London,l693): 'To have 
the truth ... disclosed ... by axinomancy: we want mly a hatchet and a jet-stone robe 
laid tog�ether upon a fire of hot embers." Pa;sibly an adze could be used z well as an axe. 

T"-0 different methods ci working with the axe have been suggested. TI1e first 
method-which is lO divine the location of buried treasure-is to build a fire then D 

stand an axe, or just the head ci an axe, in the embers. Tite axe should be a single-bit 
axe and mun be placed in such a way that the axe head will stand on its baclc with the 
blade in the air. When the blade is red hot, an agate stone or a piece ci jet is balanced 
m the edge d the blaJe. If it remains balanced there, then there is no treasure in the 
area. However, if the stone should f.a.ll and roll into the embers, it must be replaced, 
and then again replaced if it falls a secortd rime. If, on falling. the stone rolls to the 
same side each time, then that is an indication of the direction in which treasure lies. 
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A second method Musing an�. without the fire embers, is as maid in track
ing thieves. lhe axe is swung so that the head get! stuck into the ground with the 
handle sticking up in the air. Thete should be a number of J)eq)le present and they 
should tab bands and dance atound the projecting axe handle untU it topples and 
faDs over. When it has fallen, the end of the handle will indicate the direction in 
which any thieves have g:>ne. 

According to Pierre de I'Anae (L'i� et mkTiona dac �gr. Paris. 
1622), the method was to stick the axe "into a round stake, and by the quiveri� or 

movement that it made they jt.dged o£ thefts or other great crimes." 

Sourc:a: 
de OMy, Grill«. A &orW �D of Wir:rkraft, M«Wc f!l AJdlm,. loodon: Spottm.oode, 

Ballar�tyoe, 1931. 
Ox{Ofd En&fisADK:OoniJr1. Oxford: Olftndon Ptess, 1989. 
Stepud, Leslie A. (cd.). E� ofOa:WIUm f!l Paflll>�. New Yodt: Avon, 1978. 
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BABYLONIAN ZODIAC 

1he Babylonians had a good know ledge of the heavens as long as four thousand years 

ago. They knew that the stars revolved above the earth once a day and that the sun, 

moon, and various planets also moved around at different speeds. They noted the 
spring equinox, with equal hours of day and night. Although it was known that the 
twelve constellations of the zodiac do not occupy equal segments of the sky, for conve
nienCI! the circle of the zodiac was divided into twelve equal houses and named after 
those constellations that used to appear in them. 

The Babylonians recorded their names for the signs of the zodiac over 2,500 
years ago. Modern names are derived nom t�. 1hey were: 

Modem Name Babylonian Name Meaning 
Aries hunga hireling 
Taurus �rma bull of heaven 
Gemini �algal great twins 

Cana:r allul crab 
Leo urgaJa lion 
Virgo absin furrow 
Libra tibanitu scales 
Scorpio girfJlb scorpion 
Sagittarius NinUJta the god of war 
Capric om kusarikku 6.sh-ram 
Aquarius Enlcid.u giant water-carrier 
Pisces tibbati tails 

Sources: 
Headan, Deirdre (ed.). Qt.tst for r1te UnktiOU!Il� r1te FuiU�. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 

Digest, 1992. 
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BAGOE 

lhe &ithr,tin sibyl or pythoness. Bagoe was believ.:d to have been the first woman 
to ptaetice the art of divination. She liv.:d in Tuscany and used the diviner's art of 
brmtomaacy-judging events by the sound of thtnder.lnterpretation would depend 
upon volume and distance Crom the sibyl. 

BATRACHOMANCY;BATRAQUOMANCY 

Divination by frogs, toads, and newts. If a tree toad is beard, it i.s a sign of a coming 
rain shower. If a bulMTog's skin turns a dark color, there will be rain within twelve 
hours. These are old beliecs fiom the Ozark region of the United States. Frogs, toads, 
and newts are generally asoociated with water, so the sighting of such an amphibian 
would frequently be taken as a sign of approaching wet weather. 

During the witch persecutions, many witches were accused of having a pet 
toad as a "familiar," or magical servant. It was certainly not uncommon for people to 

encourage toads to occupy space in their gardens to help exterminate insects. With 
the importance of rain b garden cultivation, many did carefully observe the activities 
of their toads for any possible indications of weather changes. Predicting weather by 
the actions cJ a toad, frog, or even a newt was a personal endeavor, with conclusions 
varying greatly from one person to the next. 

In some areas of Europe the frog and taad are auociated with water spirits, or 

undines. In Acton Barnett, in Shropshire, England, there is an ancient healing well 
where it is said time blessed spirits often appear in the brm of frogs. 

Souras: 
Buckland, Raymond. Tile Wia:A&olc llle&v:,�t!Wi�, WK.CA. ani�. 

Dmoi1: VLSi.ble Ink Ptess. 2002. 

BELOMANCY;BoLOMANCY 

Dating ftom as far back as the Chaldeans, this is a form of divination done with 
anows. It was popular with the Greeks and the Romans, among the latter being espe· 
cially popular with the soldiers. It was also used by the Arabians, despite being forbid
den by the Koran. The Saturda1 Rmew of Science of 1883 refers to "divining anows, 
rods, or the knotched (sic)sticks ofbelomancy." 

lhe arrows could be used in much the same way as the sticks of rhabdoman� 
They aUd be loosely stuck into the ground, am the direction in which they later fell 
would be of signiftcanee. One method was to shoot arrows straight up into the air and 
see in which direction the shafts leaned when they came down and stuck into the 
ground. TI\is would indicate the dim:tion in which to go to find, for example, buried 
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Bmla, Htms0eorg(l907-1991) 

treasure. Another method was to mark vatious 
quadrants and circles of a target with different 
meanings then to shoot arrows or throw darts at 
the target, noting where the missiles struck. Of 
course a marksman could simply aim ar the 
answer he wanted, but the majority ci diviners 
were not patticularly good archers. Sometimes 
jwr two arrows wouki be �.one marked "Yes" 
cnl the other marlced "No." They would be shli
fled and the diviner would then take an arrow 
without loolciug to see which one it was. He 
would then shoot at a target marlced with specif
ic questions. Yet another method was to mark 
arrows each with a different possible answer to a 
question. 1he arrows would be shuffled together 
and placed in a quiver. One arrow would be 
drawn out, and that was the pertinent answer. 

ln the Bible, Ezelciel 21:21, itsays: "For 
the king of Babylon stood at the parting of the 
way, at the head of the two ways, to use divina
tion: he made his arrows bright [one hanslation 
says 'he shakes the arrows'), he consulted with 
images, he looked in the liver." 

�es: 
Headon, Ddrdre (cd.). Qvm far � � 

� � Fwtlft. Pleasantville. NY: Reader's � H- Q-. Bender. Dr. Bmar R. 
Oiaac. 1992. �artl./a � l.Abrar,. 

O:t/Ofd E� �. Oxford: Clarendon Pras, 
1989. 

Shq.ni. l..e:slieA. (cd.). E� a/� & P� New York: Awn, 1978. 

BENDER, HANS GEORG ( 1907-1991) 
Bam in Freibng, Germany, in 1907, Hans Bender was the son of a lawyer. He sndied at 
a number of Europe3\ universities and eventually, in 19.54, became proftsorfor the bor· 
der an:as of psycrology ar Freiburg. He was one of the few academics to seriously srudy 
astrology and ascrologers, testing more than me h.mdred asbologers by giving them dte 
charts of people 1mlcnownto dtem and aslcing them to inte.pret what was shown. 

Bender edited the Journal ofParaps,cholog, and Border ArtW of Psycltolog,. He 
did a lot of tcientiflc r�rch into the subject of poltergeist activity and wrote the 
boalc Ntw D� in PolClfgt!ist Research. 

�ea: 
Fishley, Matpret. Tfle S�. Lnbl: Al<b. 1976. 
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BIBLE 

One of the best-known examples of divination in the Bible is the interpreting of 
dreams done by Joseph. In Genesis 41:14-36 he foretold of seven years of plenty com
ing to Egypt, to be followed by seven years of famine. This was based on the Pharaoh's 
dream of seven fat cows emerging from a stream and going to graze in a meadow. 
These were followed by seven thin cows that devoured the fat ones, although the sec
ond seven remained thin after the feasting. A second dream of the Pharaoh's was of 
seven fat ears of corn growing on a stalk, which were devoured by seven thin ears of 
corn. This confirmed Joseph's interpretation of plenty followed by famine. 

But prior to that, in Genesis 40:1-23, Joseph had interpreted the dreams of 
both the Pharaoh's head butler and his head baker, who were imprisoned. The 
dream of the butler involved three grape vines that developed first leaves, then blos
soms, then grapes. The grapes, when pressed, filled the Pharaoh's cup. Joseph 
showed this to mean that the butler would be released and restored to his place 
within three days. The dream of the baker was similar but involved three baskets of 
bread and other baked goods that were eaten by birds. This, according to Joseph, 
showed that the baker would be taken out and hung in three days. Both prognosti
cations came true. 

Joseph's dream interpretation had started early. In Genesis 37:5 it says: "And 
Joseph dreamed a dream, and he told it his brethren: and they hated him yet the 
more." What he dreamed was of a sheaf of wheat that, he felt, represented himself, 
and other sheaves that represented his brothers. The sheaves representing his brothers 
all bowed down to his sheaf. Then he had another dream that the sun, moon, and 
eleven stars "made obeisance to me." 

Ancient Hebrew literature has a number of examples of portentous dreams. 
For example, when Jacob was fleeing from the wrath of his brother Esau, he had a 
dream at Bethel (possibly an ancient Canaanite sanctuary) of a ladder stretching from 
Earth up to heaven. At the top of the ladder the God of Abraham informed Jacob that 
he and his descendants would be given the surrounding land. In Judges 7:13-14 there 
is a man "that told a dream [about a cake of barley bread tumbled into the host of Mid
ian] unto his fellow," which is then interpreted for him by the "fellow." 

There are also many references in the Old Testament to casting lots. In Leviti
cus 16:7-9, after telling him to make various burnt offerings and sacrifices, God com
mands Aaron to take two goats to the Tabernacle door and to cast lots upon them. In 
Proverbs 16:33 it says: "The lot is cast into the lap; but the whole disposing thereof is 
of the Lord." In Proverbs 3:16 there is reference to palmistry: "Length of days is in her 
right hand; and in her left hand riches and honor." And in 1 Samuel 26:18 is found: 
"What have I done? Or what evil is in mine hand?" Revelation 14:9 has "If any man 
worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand." 
And in Job 3 7:7: "He sealeth up the hand of every man; that all men may know his 
work," which, according to Cheiro (Louis Hamon), was originally rendered, "God 
placed signs and seals in the hands of men, that all men might know their works." 
( Cheiro apparently based this on Louis Isaac Le Maitre de Sacy's seventeenth-century 
translation of the Latin text.) 
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In 1 Samuel10:10 is found: "And when they came thither to the hill, behold a 
company of prophets met him (Saul); and the Spirit of God came upon him, and he 
prophesied among them." Next Samuel called a council at Mizpeh and carefully 
arranged things so that Saul was chosen "by lot," making use, presumably, of the Urim 
and Thummim. These are Hebrew words that translate as "Lights" and "Perfections" 
and are often mentioned when there is the casting of lots. No one seems to know 
exactly what were the Urim and Thummim, but it seems most probable that they were 
a form of lot used for guidance when divining the will of God. Possibly one indicated 
"Yes" and the other "No." Later, in 1 Samuel 28:6 it says that Saul asked a question of 
the Lord about the advance of the Philistines, and that he got no answer-"neither by 
dreams, nor by Urim, nor by prophets." The Revised Standard Version of the Bible, 
which is fuller and more explicit than the King James Version, in 1 Samuel 14:41 says: 
"If this guilt is in me or in Jonathan my son, 0 Lord, God of Israel, give Urim; but if 
this guilt is in thy people Israel, give Thummim." 

In Ezekiel 21:21, it says: "For the king of Babylon stood at the parting of the way, 
at the head of the two ways, to use divination: he made his arrows bright [one transla
tion says 'he shakes the arrows'], he consulted with images, he looked in the liver." In 
making "his arrows bright," and in consulting "with images," he could well have been 
using the shiny metal for scrying, or mirror-gazing . Shaking the arrows was belomancy 
or rhabdomancy. Looking "in the liver" was obviously hepatoscopy or haruspicy. 

In the New Testament, in Acts 1:26 there is a choosing between Matthias and 
Joseph Barsabbas, to see which of them will take Judas's place: "And they gave forth 
their lots: and the lot fell upon Matthias, and he was numbered with the eleven apos
tles." However, poor Matthias is not mentioned again anywhere in the New Testa
ment after that! In John 19:24, the Roman soldiers are deciding who shall get Jesus's 
garments and do so by casting lots: "They said therefore among themselves, Let us not 
rend it but cast lots for it, whose it shall be." 

Sources: 

Asimov, Isaac. Asimov's Guide to the Bible. New York: Avon, 1968. 

Cheiro (Louis Hamon). Cheiro's Language of the Hand. Chicago: Rand, McNally, 1897. 

Holy Bible various editions. 
Scott's Bible; Old and New Testaments with Notes, Observations, and References. New York: 

Samuel T Armstrong, 1827. 

BIBLIOMANCY 

(See also Rhapsodomancy; Sortes) 

One method of divining is to open a book at random and to read the first sentence your 
eye falls upon. That sentence is believed to have some relevance to the question being 
asked. This was also known as sortes biblic<£. Often the Bible is used for this (sortes sanc
torum), but also, at one time, the works of Homer (sortes Homeric<£) and Virgil (sortes 
Virgiliance) were very popular. Virgil's IEneid was a book commonly used in the Middle 
Ages. The Greeks preferred to take from Homer's Iliad and the Odyssey, while the 
Romans favored Virgil. Mohammedans practice bibliomancy using the Koran. 
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The usual method is to close the eyes, possibly say a short prayer, and then 
open the book at random and place a finger on the page before opening the eyes. The 
sentence being touched is the one that will relate to the question, give some indica
tion of what the future holds, or suggest some action to be taken. Some diviners will 
stick the passage with a pin or the tip of a dagger, rather than just with the finger. 

One source defines bibliomancy as the "weighing against the Bible" found dur
ing the witchcraft persecutions. At that time most churches had huge, heavy Bibles. 
The accused would be placed on a stool suspended from a pivot, balancing against a 
platform on which rested the Bible. If the person weighed more than the Bible, he or 
she was deemed guilty. 

Sources: 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). A Manual ofCartonulncy. London: William Rider, 1912. 

Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford: Clarendon Press, Oxford 1989. 

BIORHYTHMS 

Over the period 1895-1902, Herman Swaboda, a professor of psychology at the Uni
versity of Vienna, became interested in and worked with human rhythmic cycles. By 
studying the recurrence of pain and the swelling of tissues, he was able to detail a 
twenty-three-day cycle, which he termed the "physical cycle," in certain aspects of ill
ness. He found a periodicity in fevers, heart attacks, and the initial outbreak of an ill
ness. He was aware of the female twenty-eight-day menstrual cycle and so considered 
this twenty-three-day cycle a masculine rhythm. Swaboda published a number of 
scholarly books on the subject and even produced a slide rule that would easily reveal 
the critical days of anyone's life, based on their birth date. Independently, Wilhelm 
Fliess, a nose and throat specialist in Berlin, accumulated a vast amount of research on 
the same two rhythmic cycles; the twenty-three-day and the twenty-eight-day. 

Nearly twenty years later, in 1920, an lnnsbruck engineering instructor, Dr. 
Alfred Telscher, noticed a thirty-three-day periodicity for his students' high and low 
peaks. This was confirmed, again by independent studies, by Dr. Rexford Hersey at the 
University of Pennsylvania. There are, then, three basic human rhythms, known as 
biorhythms: a physical twenty-three-day cycle, an emotional twenty-eight-day cycle, 
and an intellectual or mental thirty-three-day cycle. Since all humans have male and 
female elements in their makeup, the "masculine" twenty-three-day cycle and the 
"feminine" twenty-eight-day cycle apply equally to both sexes. 

Physicians and psychologists have observed and charted these physical, emo
tional, and mental changes for many years. They have observed that certain patterns 
cover these three rhythms and that each rhythm never varies. It therefore became 
possible to forecast "good" and "bad" days, or high- and low-energy days. More impor
tantly, it became possible to forecast critical days in each of these cycles. These were 
days when accidents were most likely to happen, when there was the most likelihood 
of sickness, and when poor decisions were likely to be made. Critical days are the days 
when a cycle, in a sine-curve presentation, switches from high to low or low to high, 
crossing the midpoint, or zero, line of the graph. Articles on the subject have been 
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published in Psycholoa Today, Busi�ss Week, Scienu Digest, Human BehoUor, and 
other journals. 

To find your cycles, it is n� to add up the total number ol days fran your 
da� of birth to the filst of the mmth for which the chart is being constructed. Thas 
total is then divided by twenty�three. twenty�ight, and thirry·three respecti�ly. 
These diwions indicate row many times each cycle has run a complete �pan. The 
remainderJ �the position of each rhythm on thefust day of the month being stud· 
ied. There are sets of tables, special instruments, and computer programs available for 
these calculations, although they can be done pwdy by mathematics. 

�to the aocuracy of these •hyduns over a full lifespan, Thomme.n says: 

We might say that Nature has devised a way ol doing two useful, bat 
somewhat contradictory, things at the same time. Fint, each infant at 
binh automatically sets his clock to zero and times his rhythms from that 
day onward throughout the •est o( his life. In this sense, rhe infants bcm 
on rhe same day, within a few hows o( each other, bm a human sub
species with their own "standard time." Second, all human beines, what· 
e�r their individual staning points may be, unoonsciously lceep their 
indivi<l.eal cloclcs from running last or slow by daily reference to the twen· 
ty·hlr·hour cycle o( light and dabess, activity and (pier, which results 
from the rotatim o( the earth on its axis. llws, � etJCit �has 
his C*"' "srandanf rime, .. all� htate tq�GJ!y �woo. 

Based m biorhythms, Switz�erland and Japan have managaf to reduce bus-dri
ver accidents by �r ninety perc:mt by forecasting the critical days fer the individuals 
involwd and dteduling them fot other than intense driving conditions. George Mar· 
golin. a science editor, claims that ninety percent of all accidents happen on bio
rhythm critical days and that the Gwinness Book of Wodd ReconJs shows that 
eighty·k>ur percent of all world records were created when the individual's phf$ical 
curve was high. 

Based on biorhythm charts, it has been proven possible to k>recast, or divine 
with great accuracy, the moods and feelings of every person, including those that 
could lead to great success or great failure. Thommen's charts srow that Carl J ung 
died (July 26, 187 5) during what was a double-critical day far him; William Faulkner 
died cia hean attack Ouly 6, 1962) when his chan showed a critical day in his aensi· 
tivity rhythm; Raben Frost died (January 29, 1963) when his physical rhythm was at a 
critical point; General Douglas MacAnhur died (Aptil5, 196+) on a physical critical 
day. Th� are mmy more examples. Muhammad Ali lost to Ken Nonon on Ali's crit· 
ical day; Raben �nnedy was m..dc1ed on a aitical day; both Judy Garland and Mar· 
ilyn Monroe oommitted suicide on their critical days. When planning ahead k>r some 
event or cmsidering significant action, it would be well to loolc ahead and avoid any 
day that might be critical in any ol the duee cycles. 

Somua: 
Andmon. RuAell K. �d.-Man's Tmain( Mec:Mnima. Parle R4e, n.: A.ntcrican Sociery d 

Sale ry Eneineen. 1973. 
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Fliess, Wilhelm. Der Ablauf des Lebens. ("The Course of Life"). Liepzig-Vienna: Franz Deuticke, 
1906. 

Gittelson, Bernard. Biorhythm: A Personal Science. New York: Warner Books, 1980. 
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BIRDS see Augury; Omiscopy 

BLACK BOXES see Abrams, Albert 

BLAVATSKY, HELENA PETROVNA (1831-1891) 

Helena Petrovna Blavatksy was one of the best-known and most influential occultists in 
the world. As a spiritualist medium and a seeress she had no equal. With Colonel Henry 
S. Olcott, she became the cofounder of the world-renowned Theosophical Society. 

Helena's father was Colonel Peter Hahn, a Russian officer and member of the 
Mecklenburg family. Her mother was Helena de Fadeyev, a noted novelist. On her 
mother's side, she was the granddaughter of the gifted writer and botanist Princess 
Helena Dolgorukov. Count Sergei Yulievich Witte, a Tsarist prime minister, was her 
cousin. Helena was born at Ekaterinoslav, a town on the river Dnieper, in southern 

Russia, on August 12, 1831. After the early death of her mother in 1842, she was 
brought up by her maternal grandparents at their house in Saratov. Her grandfather 
was civil governor there. An exceptional child, at an early age Helena was aware of 
being deeply sensitive and of possessing certain psychic powers. She could see spirits, 
invisible to her friends, and foresee certain events through various forms of divination. 
She was a natural linguist, a talented pianist, and a fine artist. She was also a fine 
horsewoman. According to her sister's memoirs, Helena had frequent bouts of som
nambulism, walking in her sleep and speaking in unknown tongues. She could also 
cause hallucinations in her playmates through her vivid storytelling. 

Helena received no formal education and, at seventeen, married a much older 
man, N ikifor (or N icephore) Blavatsky, vice-governor of the Province of Erivan in 
Transcaucasia. Within a few months of the marriage she ran away to adopt a nomadic 
existence-a life that has been compared to the Victorian equivalent of a hippie
moving through Egypt, Greece, and Turkey. In London by the time she was twenty, 
Blavatsky met an individual whom she claimed to have known from her childhood 
visions. He was the Mahatma Morya (or "M," as he became known among 
T heosophists in later years), an Eastern Initiate ofRajput birth. He told Blavatsky of 
the spiritual work that lay ahead of her, and from then on she fully accepted his guid
ance. Later the same year, 1851, she embarked for Canada. Blavatsky then went on to 
travel various parts of the United States, Mexico, South America, and the West Indies. 

In 1852 she went to India, traveling by way of the Cape and Ceylon. She was 
prevented from entering Tibet and so, in 1853, returned to England. Summer of the 
following year she again went to America, where she crossed the Rockies with a cara
van of emigrants. In late 1855 Blavatsky again left for India, this time going by way of 
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Japan. On this attempt she succeeded in entering Tibet, doing so through Kashmir 
and Ladakh. By 1858 she was in France and then Germany, finally returning to Russia 
in the late fall of that year. She stayed a short time with her sister Vera at Pskov. By 
this time Blavatsky had developed strong mediumistic abilities and achieved consider
able fame as a spiritualist medium with a spirit guide named John King. It was said 
that whisperings, rappings, and other strange phenomena were heard all over her 
house. From 1860 to 1865, she traveled through the Caucasus then left Russia again in 
the fall of 1865, going on to the Balkans, Egypt, Syria, Greece, and Italy. 

In 1868 Blavatsky again went to Tibet, this time via India. On this trip she 
met "the Master Koot Hoomi" (K.H.) for the first time, and she stayed in Little Tibet 
and also in Great Tibet. She then underwent part of her occult training with her mas
ter. She later reported that she had been initiated by the "hidden masters," who were 
to become her driving force for the rest of her life. By late 1870 Blavatsky was back in 
Cyprus, then Greece. En route to Egypt, the Eumonia, on which she sailed, was ship
wrecked on July 4, 1871, near the island of Spetsai. Blavatsky, saved from drowning, 
went on to Cairo where she tried to form a Societe Spirite, but it failed. After further 
travels through the Middle East, she returned for a short time to her relatives at 
Odessa, Russia, in July of 1872. 

In the spring of 1873, Blavatsky was instructed by her teacher to go to Paris and, 
on further direct orders from him, left for New York City where she landed July 7, 1873. 
Then forty-two years old and in possession of many spiritual and occult powers, she 
worked for a while as a dressmaker to earn a living. A year later, on a whim, Blavatsky 
rraveled to Vermont to witness the much-publicized Eddy Brothers, William and Hora
tio, two spiritualists who produced a variety of phenomena. There she met Colonel 
Henry Steele Olcott, a man with a reputation for honesty. He had served in the Civil 
War and then, with distinction, for the U.S. government. Nandor Fodor says of her psy
chic abilities at this time: "Whereas there is a limit to the phenomena of every spiritual
ist medium, Mme. Blavatsky apparently knew none. From the materialization of grapes 
for the thirsty Colonel Olcott in New York to the duplication of precious stones in 
India, or the creation of toys for children out of nothingness, she undertook almost any 
magical task and successfully performed it to the stupefaction of her coterie." 

Blavatsky launched into journalism, translating Olcott's articles into Russian 
and writing her own articles on spiritualism. In the opinion of the Mahatmas, or 
Adepts, Helena Blavatsky was the best available instrument for the work they had in 
mind, namely to offer to the world a new presentation of the age-old Theosophia: "The 
accumulated Wisdom of the ages, tested and verified by generations of Seers." 
Blavatsky's task was to challenge both the entrenched beliefs and dogmas of Christian 
theology and the equally dogmatic materialistic view of the science of her day. On Sep
tember 7, 1875, Blavatsky and Olcott, together with several others, founded the Theo
sophical Society. The inaugural address by the president-founder, Colonel Olcott, was 
delivered November 17, 1875, also considered to be the offiCial date of the founding of 
the society. They stated the aims of the society to be: "1: To form a nucleus of the Uni
versal Brotherhood of Humanity, without distinction of race, creed, sex, caste or color. 
2: To encourage the study of Comparative Religion, Philosophy and Science. 3: To 
investigate unexplained laws of Nature, and the powers latent in man." 
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In September 1877 Helena Petrovna 
Blavatslcy's first monumental work, Isis Urweiled 
was published, the 1,000 copie.s ci the first 
printing being sold within ten days. It was her 
book on the divine wisdom, or body ci truth, 
concerning god, man, and the universe. She 
claimed that, while writing it, she hOO glimpsed 
the goddess Isis henelf. On july 8, 1878, 
Blavatsky was naturalited as a U.S. citizn. and 
in December of the same year she and Colonel 
Olcott leit for India via England. 

Hdm. Petrovna Blavauky, as drawn by Gordoo Wain, 
with the aymbol of the Th�hical Society � her 
had. ForteGn Pkntre Uhnztr,. 

1hey arrived in Bombay in February 
1879, and there established their Theosophical 
Headquarters. Added importance was given to 
their activities by the reporting of A. P. Sinnett, 
editor of the Pioneer. After a tour of northwest
em India, the founders tetumed to Bombay and 
started, in Cktober 1879, their first Theosophi
cal joumal, TM TMC>sopltist (still published 
today}, with Blavarsky as editor. From then on 
the society experienced rapid growth. In May 
1882, a large estate was bought in southern 
Indiaat Adyar,near Madras, and the lbeosoph.
ical Heacl{uarters was moved there. It is during 
this period that Colonel Olcott engaged in 
widespread mesmeric healings until February 
188+, when he left for London to petition the 
British government m behalf of the Buddhists 
of Ceylon (Sri lanka). Blavatsky, then in very 
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poor health, went to Europe with him. 

Blavarsky produced many seeming marvels at 56mces she held over an 
extended period. So much publicity was generated by her mediumship that it pro
voked the Society for I\ychical Research to send an investigator to Adyar. This was 
Richard Hodgson, who, after a superficial examination, claimed to find nothing but 
fraud. He also accused Madame Blavatsky ci being a Russian spy. Alex and Emma 
Coulomb, a couple who had been with her since 1880, stated that they had been 
instruments in perpetrating much ci the fakery. Blavatsky wanted to sue the couple 
but was overruled by a committee of leading Theosophical Society members. In dis
gust, she resigned as corresponding secretary of the society and, on March 31, 1885, 
left for Europe, never again to rerum to India. Blavatsky settled first in Italy and then, 
in August 1885, at Wunburg, Germany, where she worked on� Seer� Doctrine, 
much of which was written either by automatic writing ot by inspiaational writing. 

The vicious attack on her had a most unfavorable effect on Blavatsky's health. 
In July 1886, she relocated to Ostend, Belgium, and in May of the following year, at 
the invitation of English Theosophists, she moved to a small house in London. After 
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her arrival in England, Theosophical activities immediately began to move rapidly. 
The Blavatsky Lodge was formed and started publicizing Theosophical ideas. She con
tinued to work on her book, which was finally completed and published in two vol
umes in October-December 1888. T he Secret Doctrine was to become the crowning 
achievement of Blavatsky's literary career. It was an account of the root knowledge out 
of which all religion, philosophy, and science have grown. Also in October 1888, 
Blavatsky formed the Esoteric Section (or School) of the Theosophical Society "for 
the deeper study of the Esoteric Philosophy by dedicated students." In July 1890, she 
established the European Headquarters of the Theosophical Society in London. It was 
from there that Blavatsky, who had been suffering from Bright's disease, died on May 
8, 1891, during a severe epidemic of flu in England. 

Sources: 

Blavatsky, Helena Petrovna. Isis Unvieled. New York: J. W. Bouton, 1877. 
Blavatsky, Helena Petrovna. The Secret Doctrine. London: Theosophical Publishing Company, 

1888. 
Fodor, Nandor. An Encyclopedia of Psychic Science. London, 1934. 
Harrison, Vernon. H. P. Blavatsky and the SPR: An Examination of the Hodgson Report of 1885. 

Pasadena, CA: Theosophical University Press, 1997. 
http:/ /ww.blavatskyarchives.com/. 
Sinnett, A .P. Incidents in the Life of Madame Blavatsky. London: George Redway, 1886. 
Symonds, John. Madame Blavatsky: Medium and Magician. London: Odhams, 1959. 
Williams, Gertrude Marvin. Priestess of the Occult: Madame Blavatsky. New York: Alfred A. 

Knopf, 1946. 

BLETONISM 

The Monthly Magazine of 1821 stated that "bletonism is a faculty of perceiving and 
indicating subterraneous springs and currents by sensation; the term is modern, and 
derived from a Mr. Bleton, who for some years past has excited universal attention by 
his possessing the above faculty." In other words, in the early nineteenth century there 
was a well-known water diviner named Bleton, and his name came to be applied to 
dowsing, or rhabdomancy. 

BLOOD see Dririmancy; Hzmatomancy 

BOLOMANCY see Belomancy 

BONES see Aurispicy; Ossomancy; Osteomancy 

BOOK OF CHANGES see I Ching 

BOOKS, RANDOM PASSAGES see Bibliomancy; Sortes; Stichomancy 

BOTANOMANCY;BOTOMANCY 

Edmund Chilmead's 1640 translation of Jacques Ferrand's Treatise discoursing of the 
essence, causes, and cure of love, or erotique melancholy includes the description: 
"Botanomancy is done by the noise or crackling of knee holme, box, or bay leaves when 
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they are crushed betwixt one's hands or cast into the fire." Fran�ois Rabelais (c. 
1483-1553) mentions "to have the truth of the matter disclosed unto you by botomancy." 

Botanomancy also covers having branches of various herbs, such as vervain 
and briar, carved with questions and then burned. The crackling made by the burning 
branches is then interpreted, giving answers to the questions. 

Sources: 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

BOULY, ABBE ALEX (1865-1958) 

Born in 1865, the Abbe Alex Bouly, a Roman Catholic priest, lived on the north coast 
of France near the English Channel. He became so well known as a water dowser that 
he was contacted to do divining work for industrialists in Belgium, Portugal, Poland, 
and Romania. At the end of World War I the city of Reims employed him to locate 
unexploded ordnance. Such was his ability with the pendulum and rods that he was 
not only able to locate the shells but could also state whether they were of German, 
Austrian, or French origin. He was recommended to the Ministry of War in Paris. 

Bouly founded the Society of Friends of Radiesthesia. In 192 7 he coined the 
word "radiesthesia" as an alternate for dowsing, taking the Latin radius for "radiance" 
and the Greek aisthesis for "sensitivity." 

Bouly carried out experiments in the hospitals of Boulogne-Sur-Mer, Berek 
Plage, Lille, and Liege, where he demonstrated an ability to identify cultures of 
microbes in test tubes as easily as others did it using microscopes. 

In 1950, at the age of eighty-five, Bouly was made a Chevalier de Ia Legion 
d'Honneur, France's highest decoration. He died in 1958. 

Sources: 

Lethbridge, Thomas C. The Power of the Pendulum. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1976. 

BRAHAN SEER (D. 1660) 

Kenneth Mackenzie, or "Kenneth the Swallow" (Coinneach Odhar Fiosaiche) was 
known as the "Brahan Seer." In Scotland his name is as well known as Nostradamus 
is elsewhere. Kenneth was born at the beginning of the seventeenth century on the 
Isle of Lewis, at Baile-na-Cille in the parish ofUig. He was a laborer on the Brahan 
estate but came to be regarded as the greatest of all Highland seers. 

The "second sight," the gift of prophesy or an da shealladh, is a centuries-old 
belief in the Highlands of Scotland, and the Brahan Seer's prophesies were recited 
from generation to generation for many years before they were actually fulfilled. Some 
have been fulfilled in recent years and more have yet to be fulfilled. A Festival of the 
Brahan Seer still takes place in Scotland every year. 

According to legend, Mackenzie had a sharp tongue and a ready wit in his 
early teens. The wife of the farmer he worked for did not have much of a sense of 
humor and didn't care for the practical jokes that he sometimes played on her. Nor did 
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she care for his mockery c:J her assumed a irs. Eventually she came to despbe Macken· 
zie so much that she actually planned to poison him. One day Mackenzie had been 
out cutting peats, or divots, to be used for fuel. He was very tired from hia hard worlc 
and lay down to rea while he waited fer the farmer's wife to bring out his lunch 10 the 
Reid where he was, aa was her custom. lklknown to Mackenzie, he had &lien aaleep 
on the side d a &iry hill. 

Mackenzie w<*.e up with a start, and the first thi� he noticed waa a white 
stone lying on hU cheat. When he picked it up he found that it had a hole through it. 
He held up the stone and aquinted through it. Through the hole, he saw the farmer's 
wife approaching acrosa the fields, bringing his lunch. It turTled out to be a fairy stone 
and, by lo<*ing through it, Mackenzie was able to "see" that the food me woman waa 
bring� to him waa poisoned. Alter she had left the food with him and pte away 
again, Kermeth fed it 10 a collie. The dog died in apy. 

According 10 one account, Mackenzie last his sight in the eye he first used to 
look through the stone. Ever after he could hold up me stone to that blind eye and 
"see" the fun.. e. 

Kenneth Mackenzie made a number of famous predictions. He said that "me 
time would come, and it is not far off, when full-rigged ships will be seen sailing eaat· 
ward and westward by the back c:J Tomnahurich (Hill}, near Inverness." A hundred 
years later the Caledonian Canal was built around the back c:J T omnahurtch Hill. 
Mackenzie also said that "the day will come when Tc:mnahurich (or, as he called it, 
Tom-no-sitJ.CIIea�the Fairy Hlll} will be under lock and key and the fairies secured 
within." In 1859 me followingpassageappearedinthe lnwm.rss� 

Tomnahurich, the far-filmed Fairies' Hill, has been sown with oats. 
According to tradition, the Btahan prophet, who lived 200 years ago, 
predicted that ships with unfurled sails would pass and repass Tom· 
nahurich; and further, that it would yet be pla<%<1 under lock and ey. 
The fint part of the prediction was verified with � opening of the 
Caledonian Canal, and we seem to be on the eve of seeing the realiza
tion of me rest by the final closing up of the Fairies' Hill 

In fact, a short time later a cemetery oca.tpied the top of the hill, wim the spir· 
its c:J me dead securely chained within its ga� 

Anomer prediction of Kenneth Mackenzie: "The day will come when there 
will be a road through me hills of Ross-shire from sea to sea, and a bridge over every 
stream." This prediction was made at a time when mere were virtually no established 
roads anywhere in the Highlands. He also pcophesied the Battle of Culloden, making 
me prophesy at Culloden icself. "This bleak moor, ere many �erations have passed, 
shall be stained with the best blood c:J Scotland. Glad am I that I shall not see the 
day." The bartle eventually took place in 1746, 116 vears after Mackenzie had fore· 
seen it. More than five thousand of Bonnie Prince Cltarlie's soldiers died there. 

Strings d black carriages, horseless and bridleless, led by "a fiery chariot" 
would pass mrougb me Highlands, predicted Mackenzie. It was not to be until Victo
rian times that this prediction came true, wim the introduction of the steam nain. 
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t.hmoriaJ to the BnhaD Seer ac che place where be was burnt tu dracb iD • tar-b.-1 for wiccbcr.afc. Anha!GS 
T�� � �. 
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He made many predictions about Scottish families: "The day will come when 
the Mackenzies wiD lose all their possessions in Lochla'lh .... We shall have a fair
haired Lochid; a red-haired Lovat; a squint-eyed, fair-haired Chisholm; a big, deaf 
Mackenzie .... The old wife with the footlessstoclting will drive the Lady of Clan 
Ranald from Nunton House." All of these, and many more, predictions carne true. &t 
the greatest d them was the foretelling of the fall of the great Howe of Seaforth. 

Maclcenzie had become the personal seer to his patron, the Earl dSeaforth.ln 
the 1660s, the earl traveled to Paris on the order of King Charles ll. The Countess 
Isabella did not hear from her husband for many months. She repeated! ydemanded ci 
Mackenzie to knc:M' what her lord was doing in Paris. The prq>het tried to be evasive 
but eventually had to tell her what he saw. He saw the third Earl of Seafocth enjoying 
himself with the ladies of the French court. In her rage at hearing this, the countess 
had Mackenzie talten away and burned to death as a witch in a tar barrel. However, 
just before he died, he predicted, in g�at detail, the end ci Seaforth. He said that the 
last chief of the clan would be 'l:un deaf and dumb and would outlive his sons. This 
came tn1e in 181.5, when there were no more heirs on the death of Francis Humber
stone Mackenzie, the last oHw line.. .. 
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One of the ouaunding prophesies of Kenneth Mackenzie i5 rhar Highlanders 
who had gone to other c.ounuies would finally rerum to their home, when "horrid 
black rains• bqin to fall Tune will tell what that could mean. 

Sourcea: 
Buckland, Raymond. Scoccish Witdlcrc9t. St. Paul, MN: llewellyn, 1992. 
Campbell, John o�aorson. �ICraft and Strond Si&ltt in w Hi,Nan4s and lJIIlnds of Scodcsnd. 

Glasaow:James Maclehoee,l902. 
Head on, Oeitdtt (ed.). QueJC for cht Unbown-CIIartifl( w Futur�. Pleasantville: Reader's 

Di,est, 1992. 
Mackemle, Alexander. Tht PrqhJ�Jo{ w Bmhlm Seer. Invernea,1882. 

BRITISH PREMONITIONS BUREAU 

This bureau was started in London in 1967 as a direct result of the large numbers of 
prophetic dreuu experienced by people arowtd Great Britain prior to the Aberian 
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tragedy, which took place October 20, 1966. On that date, in the little Welsh village 
of Aberfan, a half-million-ton mountain of coal waste, saturated by days of unrelent
ing rain, slid down over the village and buried dozens of houses and the village school. 
Sixteen adults and 128 schoolchildren died. 

In Plymouth, on England's south coast, a psychic saw the avalanche of coal 
slag pour down the mountainside onto the village. One man who had never heard of 
the village dreamed of the word "Aberfan." Another man saw dozens of black horses 
pulling black hearses down a hill. Another person dreamed of young children's 
screams coming from a mountain of coal slag. Nine-year-old Eryl Jones of Aberfan 
told her mother that she had dreamed there was no school-literally no school-that 
day, but she went off to school anyway and died. 

There were so many reports of detailed dreams prior to the tragedy that a Lon
don psychiatrist, Dr. J. C. Barker, suggested a survey be conducted. Many of the 
reported premonitions were rejected for lack of authenticating evidence or because 
they were too vague. At least twenty-six prophetic dreams could be fully documented 
and confirmed, together with twenty-four non-dream premonitions. Consequently, 
the British Premonitions Bureau was established, as was the New York Central Premo
nitions Registry. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Gypsy Dream Dictionary. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1999. 

Holroyd, Stuart. The Supernatural: Dream Worlds. London: Aldus Books, 1976. 

Mysteries of the Unknown: Psychic Powers. Alexandria, VA: Ttme-Life Books, 1987. 

BRITISH SOCIETY OF DOWSERS 

(See also American Society of Dowsers) 

The British Society of Dowsers was founded in 1933 by Colonel A. H. Bell, who 
served as its president until1964. As one of the oldest dowsing societies in Great 
Britain, it attracts a considerable number of overseas members, particularly from the 
Commonwealth and from English-speaking nations. The stated objects for which the 
society is established include the search for subterranean watercourses, cavities, tun
nels, ores, and other entities, concealed by natural or artificial means; the diagnosis of 
disease and restoration of health in human beings, trees, and plants; and the quest for 
lost or missing objects, animate and inanimate. 

The society publishes a quarterly journal, Dowsing Today, plus other occasional 
papers and books, and holds lectures, conferences, courses, and meetings. It maintains 
a register of practicing dowsers and operates a free information service for the benefit 
of the public who seek the services of a dowser. As part of its charitable endeavors the 
society raises funds to help source water supplies for people in developing countries. 
For example, in southern India an outstanding dowser from the society has sited bore
holes for more than 1 ,800 previously dry villages. 

The society comprises over 1,400 active members. The mission statement 
adopted by the council states that The British Society of Dowsers exists to promote, 
encourage and safeguard the art of dowsing in its widest sense. It recognizes that dows-
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ing is a persooal and subjective activity based 
pattly on physical principles, an:l partly on priJl, 
ciples !hat science has not yet recognim:l. 

Sources: 
hnv.//www.britilhdowsers.arrJ. 

BRONTOMANCY 

From the Greek word ror thunder, brontomancy 
is divining by thunder. Interpretation depended 
upon intensity, directioo, length, and distance 
&·om the observer. Generally, thunder heard to 
the left was unfavorable and to the right favor
able. The longer and louder the rumble, the 
more ominous it was. Whether or not the thun
der was accompanied by lightning made a differ
ence also (see Ceraunomancy ). 

BROWN, ROSEMARY 
(8. 1917) 

For several decades Rosenwy Brown received 
spiritual messages in the form of music &om 
deceased oomposers. Brown's mother was sup
posed to have been a psychic. Brown claimed 
that since her childhood she has been in con
tact with such people as Chopin, LiSl� and 
Beethoven; Franz Liszt ( 1811-1886) first came 
to her when she was seven -years old. She saw 

RoiemarJ Browu, autDIDMk: QICDCIOSCr,cOII!p)tiaga 
Manub inspred by Ox,pin. 1980. Gt9 � 
�arWI. Piau� Uf,.Cir). 

him only as a white-haired old man. It wasn't until ten years later that she saw a pic
rure of Liszt and reoognized him as that old man. All ci these oomposers dictated new 
oompositions to Brown, who dutifully copied them down. 

In 1964 Brown suffered injurits, including broken rim, in an automobile aoci· 
dent. She spent a large part ol her recuperation sitting at the piano. She had not 

played for at least twelveyeaiS and had little f<Xmal musical training, but soodenly she 
found herself playing. She claims she felt the spirit ol Liszt guiding her hands. Liszt 
went oo to introduce Bach, Beethoven, Berlioz, Brahms, Chopin, Debussy, Orieg, 
Monteverd� Rachmaninov, Schubert, Schumann, and Stravinsky to her. 

On April 14, 1970 , CBS television's "Sixty Minutes" carried a segment on 
Rosemary Brown. Notable musicians, among them Andre Previn and Virgil Thorn· 
son, were impressed with the material she had produced. Previn stated that it would 
require someone with a great deal of musical knowledge md technique to fake that 
kind ol music, though he added that he felt the quality ol the compositioos was far 
below the usual standards of the attributed comp06ers. Others have acknowledged 
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that the works are in the style of the claimed composers but lack the quality of the 
masters. Some critics said that what they heard from Brown was simply reworkings of 
the composers' known works, but they admitted that it would take a person of consid
erable musical knowledge and ability to pull off such a feat. Brown did not have that 
ability. In fact, she had great difficulty playing the compositions she wrote down. 

In the July 6, 1970, issue of Time magazine, British composer Richard Rodney 
commented: "If she is a fake, she is a brilliant one and must have had years of training . 
. . . I couldn't have faked the Beethoven." 

As word spread about her mediumship, Brown started to give public perfor
mances. She received more than 400 compositions from the various dead composers. 
She issued a recording of some of the works in 1970 under the title Rosemary Brown's 
Music. She also authored three books: Unfinished Symphonies, Immortals by My Side, 
and Look beyond Today. 

Sources: 

Brown, Rosemary. Unfinished Symphonies: Voices from the Beyond. New York: William Morrow, 

1971. 
Fishley, Margaret. The Supernatural. London: Aldus, 1976. 
Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. The Encyclopedia of Ghosts and Spirits. New York: Facts On File, 1992. 
Litvag, ltving. Singer in the Shadows. New York: Macmillan, 1972. 

BUCHANAN, }OSEPH RHODES (1814-1899) 

"The past is entombed in the present, the world is its own enduring monument; and 
that which is true of its physical is likewise true of its mental career. The discoveries of 
Psychometry will enable us to explore the history of the earth. There are mental fossils 
for psychologists as well as mineral fossils for the geologists . . .  Aye, the mental tele
scope is now discovered which may pierce the depths of the past and bring us in full 
view of the grand and tragic passages of ancient history." So said Joseph Rhodes 
Buchanan who, in 1842, coined the term "psychometry": the measuring of the soul. 

Buchanan was dean of the faculty and professor in the Eclectic Medical Insti
tute in Covington, Kentucky. He was the pioneer of psychometric research. As early 
as 1838 Buchanan localized the "region of sensibility" in the brain, in which could be 
found traces of a then-unknown psychic faculty. In 1843 he published a neurological 
map showing a new distribution of the phrenological organs. 

Experimenting with Bishop Polk (General Polk of the Civil War), Buchanan 
found that various senses could be stimulated by the very presence of atmospheric, 
electric, and other physical conditions. Bishop Polk could literally taste when there 
was brass in the vicinity, even in darkness. Through a series of experiments, Buchanan 
was drawn to the conclusion that some emanation is thrown off by all substances
even the human body-and that certain sensitives can feel and interpret these ema
nations. To the subtle emanation given off by the human body, he gave the name 
"nerve aura." Psychometry, to him, was essentially a human faculty that did not 
involve the intervention of spirits, despite the fact that he was a spiritualist. 
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B�nd.Ra�(b. 1934) 

&chanan'S work was picked up by a pro
kssor d geology named Denton who, with his 
sister Ann Denton Cridge, did similar experi# 
ments to th05e done by Buchanan with Polk. 
Denton wro� a book called 1M SOli! of 'lllmD. 
which dealt with the psychometric faculty. 

Soun:a: 
Buder, William E. How to Drwlot> P�. New 

Yo�: Samuel Welser, 1971. 
Shepard, Leslie A. (cd) E�ofOa:Wasm& 

Par�. New Yo� Avon,l978. 

BUCKLAND, RAYMOND 

(B. 1934) 

Raymond Buckland was born in London, Eng· 
land, on August 31, 1934. At the age d five, 
Buckland moved to Nottingham where he 
remained for the war years, returning to the 
London area in 1949. His father, Stan, a fulf.. 
blood Romany (Gypsy), was a higher execu# 
tive officer in the British Ministry of Health. 
Stan was also a freelance writer d short stories, 
plays, and music, who encouraged his son to 
write. At twelve Raymond was introduced to 

tpiritualism by his uncle Grorge, Stan's broth
er. This was the start of Buckland's interest in 

Raymmwl Budrt.nd �Bwldarwl. 

all matters of the occult. He read voraciously 
and, in the 1950s, began to thoroughly research spiritualism. His interests then 
broadened to ghosts, ESP, magic, witchcraft. voodoo, and all aspects of the occult. 
Although railed nominally in the Church d England. Buckland's religious interest 
quickly focused en Wicca. He was educated at Kings College School, Wimbledon. 
From there he took a job as a structural engineering dr:itsman. He married in 19SS, 
to Rosemary Moss, and spent two years in the Royal Air Force (19S7-19S9). He 
then worked as retail manager and book illustrator for James Brodie Ltd., an educa· 
tional publishing company in London. Th1oughout the war years and for some years 
after, Buckland was heavily involved in both amateur and professional theater, 
appearing regularly at the People's Theater, Nottingham, and the Nottingham 
Repettory Theater. 

In the late 1950s Buckland began a correspondence with Gerald Gardner and, 
later, with Gatdner's high priestess, Monique Wilson (Lady awen). He later became 
Gardner's spokesman in the United States, emigrating there in February 1962. 

At the end of 1963, ona trip to Perth, Scotland. &ckland was initiated into 
Wicca by Olwen. This was his first actual meeting with Gardner, just bcfoR the � 
Old Man of Witchcraft" left for the winter for what was to be his last visit to Lebanon. 
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There was a big interest in witchcraft in America in the early 1960s, and Ray
mend and Rooemary, �the founders and imtigat� ofWicca in this country, were not 
short ci coven candidates. But, as taught, they were cautious and did not initiate any. 
me wehout due JXOCCS6. Such was the demand for Wicca cnay at thar time that they 
received a great deal of criticism for this caution. But even today Buckland feels that 
he did the right thing, pointing to many problerm he has seen resulting from indis. 
criminate initiations. However, many people-impatie.nt and without coven con· 
tacts .. .<fecided to start their own covens without proper training or initiation, 
resulting in a number o( pseudo.Wiccan groups baaed solely on misinformation 
gleaned from such sources as Ira levin's novel Ros«mar1's Bah,, from ceremooial 
mapc, and ftom other nontraditional sources. 

Buckland dedicated himself to straightening popular misconceptions about 
witchcralt through the press, radio, aro television, but he tried to remain anonymous 
In so doing. Betra,al, by Lisa Hoffman, a journalist with the New York S"nda' News, 
resulted in his name being published. This, in tum, led to a great deal of persecution 
for himself, his wife, and their two children. However, Buckland continued his self· 
appointed task of correcting the misconceptions. Gardner's books had, by this time, 
gonr out of print, so Buckland wrote Witc:lv:raft from � Inside (Llewellyn, 1971) to fill 
d1e gap. This was to be the first of many such books. 

Buckland found his life paralleled Gardner's in many ways. One way was the 
building of a collection of artifacts that grew into a museum. Gardner had a Musewn 
of Magic and Witchcraft on the Isle of Man, the flfSt of its kind in the world. Buck
land's collection, the first of its kind in the United States, formally opened in 1968. 
For two years prior to that it was housed in the basement of his Long Island home and 
was open by appointment only. Later, in 1973, it w� moved into an old Victorian 
house in Bay Shore. There it was reviewed in many major newspapers and periodicals 
and was the subject of a television documentary. Artifacts fran the collection were 
loaned to the Metropolitan Museum of Art for a special exhibit and to the New York 
Museum c:J FoUc Art. Meanwhile, other covens eveno1ally hived o(f from the original 
New York one, slowly spreading the Gardner ian branch of the craft throughout the 
United Scates. Gradually od1er traditions began to appear, joining with the various 
spurious ones, to establish d1ecraft as a viable alternative religion in America. 

Buckland's writing continued. In 1969, just prior to his witchcraft book, A 
Pocket Gl&ide 10 the S�taaal had been published by Ace Books. This was followed 
by !'Tactical Candlebt&ming (Llewellyn, 1970), Witdtcraft Ancient and Modem (HC, 
1970), and many more. Buckland h� been averaging approximately one boolt a -year 
since 1969. 

In 1973, Buckland's maniage broke up and me running of the New York coven 
was turned over to another co�le. The author moved to New Hampshire and shortly 
after, In 1974, married Joan Taylor. The museum was established in a new building at 
Weirs Beach, and he continued with his writing. In 1978 a move was made to Virginia 
Beach, Vuginia. Buckland became Educational Director fOr the Poseidia Institute, and 
the museum went into storage. At Poseidia he taught a number of ps)'Chic develop
mmr classes. 
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While in New Hampshire, Buckland finally admitted to himself that he was 
not totally happy with the Gardnerian form of Wicca. It no longer met his religious 
needs, and he was dismayed at the blatant ego trips and power plays displayed by many 
of its later practitioners. After much thought and research he founded the Seax-Wica, 
based on a Saxon background. It was more democratically organized than the Gard
nerian Degree System tradition. Although originally written for his own personal use, 
he found there was a big interest in it and was persuaded to publish the rituals in The 
Tree: Complete Book of Saxon Witchcraft (Samuel Weiser, 197 4). Some irresponsible 
writers later suggested that the tradition was written as a joke, but their comments 
stemmed from ignorance. Buckland insists this is far from the truth, since it is a form 
of the religion to which he felt very strongly drawn. 

By the early 1980s Buckland and his wife found their interests going in differ
ent directions and divorced. In 1983 he married his third, and present, wife, Tara 
Cochran. They lived for two years in Charlottesville, Virginia, where he worked as a 
licensed real estate appraiser. In December 1984 the couple moved to San Diego. 
While in Virginia they had founded the Seax-Wica Seminary and published the Seax
Wica Voys, a Wiccan magazine. The seminary, as a correspondence school, grew to 
more than 1,000 students worldwide. Eventually, however, Buckland found it took too 
much of his precious writing time and had to terminate it. 

In San Diego, before turning to writing full time, Buckland worked for a few 
years for a theatrical and film casting company. He became very close friends with the 
actor John Carradine, working with him for the last few years of the actor's life. Buck
land had also worked with Orson Welles (as technical consultant for Necromancy, 
later renamed The Witching), William Friedkin, Bert I. Gordon, and other movie 
actors and directors. He played character parts himself, appearing as a crazy psychia
trist in the cult movie Mutants in Paradise. While in San Diego, Buckland wrote and 
starred in the video Witchcraft Yesterday and Today. There, he also became good friends 
with Scott Cunningham, a fellow author and Wiccan. 

In 1986 Buckland produced the first of a series of books about Romany life and 
practices. Since he is himself a half-blood Roma, it was a natural attraction. Among 
other things, he produced a deck of fortune-telling cards based on those he remem
bered his grandmother using. The cards became popular but Buckland wanted to do a 
true tarot deck, again based on Gypsy life. 

While Buckland was in San Diego, his interest returned to spiritualism, and he 
did a number of very successful sessions acting as a medium. On various occasions he was 
able to make contact with the deceased relatives of a number of different people. He 
eventually wrote a book, Doors to Other Worlds (Llewellyn, 1993), detailing the history 
of spiritualism and the various methods of drawing out and developing mediumship. 

In search of a house and some land, rather than living in a condominium, in 
1992 the Bucklands moved to Ohio (Tara's home state) and bought a small farm. 
From there Buckland continued his writing, which by then included fiction as well as 
nonfiction. 

Still wanting to do a full tarot deck, Buckland finally found the right artist to 
do the cards for him. It was Lissanne Lake, who had done the cover for his Secrets of 
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Gypsy Love Magick (Llewellyn 1990). In much the same way that Arthur Edward 
Waite worked with Pamela Colman Smith, and Aleister Crowley with Frieda Har· 
ris, Buckland got Lissanne to translate his ideas into vibrant cards depicting a wide 
variety of Gypsy scenes. He wrote a 240-page book to accompany the cards, and they 
were published at the beginning of 2001, to critical acclaim, as the Buckland Romani 
Tarot. The deck and book were awarded the Coalition of Visionary Retailers' 2002 
Visionary Award. The partnership with Lissanne Lake worked so well that the pub
lisher is now awaiting a second deck and book by the pair, this one based on witch
craft and magic. 

Buckland's many spare-time interests have included flying ultralight aircraft 
and building unusual automobiles. He also is part of a musical group organized by Tara. 
Some of Buckland's best-selling books, from more than thirty written to date, have 
been The Witch Book (2002), Wicca far Life (2002), Buckland's Complete Book of Witch
craft (1986/2002), Gypsy Witchcraft and Magic (1998), Scottish Witchcraft (1991), 
Doors to Other Worlds (1993), Advanced Candle Magic (1996), and his two novels, The 
Committee ( 1993) and Cardinal's Sin ( 1996 ). 

BUMPOLOGY 

This is a modem slang term for phrenology, reading the bumps on the head. 
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CAKE.- Crit:omaacy 

CANDLE 

(Seeallol�) 

BefOre using any candle, whether for candle-burning riruah or simply as a tool of div

ination, it should be oonsecrated. or •dressed "lhis is d:me by rul:ttng it with oil &om 

the center outward toward each of the ends. All surfaces should be lightly covered. 
The oil used should be pure olive oil, though i t  is possible to purchase "consecrated" 
anointing oil from occult SlJilPly stores. Consecrated means that the oil has been 
blessed in some ritual, be it relt&ious or purely magical While anointing rhe candle, 
the q>erator should concenuate m the pwpose k>r which the candle will be u.sed. 

1he candle itself may be of any type other dlan made from animal fat. (Virtu· 
ally all candles these days are either paraffm wax orvegemble oil; very few, if any, are 
made of animal fat.) In many candle-burning rituals, it is the color that is important. 
If dle candle is going to be used to represent a per.;on, then the color (termed the 
"astral color") is chosen dependant upon the biuh date of that person: 

Aquarius (Jan. ZO-Feb. 18): Blue and/or Green 
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. ZO): White/Green 
Aries (Mar. Zl-Apr. 19): White/Pink 
Taurus (Apr. ZO-May ZO): Red/Yellow 
Gemini (May 21-)Wl. 21): Red/Blue 
Cancer (Jun. ZZ-)ul. ZZ): Green/Bcown 
l.eo (Jul. 23-Aug. ZZ): Red,Creen 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. ZZ}: Gold/Blad 
Libra (Sep. 23-0ct. ZZ): Blad/Blue 
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Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Brown/Black 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Gold/Red 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Red/Brown 

Colors may also represent various qualities and properties, as follows: 

Red: Courage, health, sexual love, strength, vigor. 
Pink: Honor, love, morality. 
Orange: Adaptability, attraction, encouragement, stimulation. 
Yellow/Gold: Attraction, charm, confidence, persuasion, protection. 
Greenish/Yellow: Anger, cowardice, discord, jealousy, sickness. 
Green: Fertility, finance, healing, luck. 
Brown: Hesitation, neutrality, uncertainty. 
Light Blue: Health, patience, tranquility, understanding. 
Dark Blue: Changeability, depression, impulsiveness. 
Violet: Healing, peace, spirituality. 
Purple: Ambition, business progress, power, tension. 
Gray/Silver: Cancellation, neutrality, stalemate. 
White: Purity, sincerity, truth. 
Black: Confusion, discord, neutrality, loss, nothingness. 

In Native American spirituality, the colors represent the following properties: 

Red: Communication, faith. 
Rose: Motivation, seeing. 
Pink: Creativity, working. 
Orange: Kinship, learning. 
Yellow: all-conquering unconditional love. 
Green: Living willfully, will. 
Brown: Knowing, self-discipline. 
Blue: Intuition, serving, teaching. 
Purple: Gratitude, healing, wisdom. 
Gray: Friendship, honoring. 
White: Magnetism, sharing. 
Black: Harmony, hearing, listening. 
Crystal: Clarity, wholeness. 

According to Asian symbolism, the candles' colors represent the following: 

Red: Happiness, marriage, prosperity. 
Pink: Marriage. 
Yellow: Against evil, for the dead, geomantic blessings. 
Gold: Strength, wealth. 
Green: Eternity, family, harmony, health, peace, posterity. 
Blue: Self-cultivation, wealth. 
Purple: Wealth. 
Gray: Helpful people, travel. 
White: Children, helpful people, marriage, mourning, peace, purity, travel. 
Black: Career, evil influences, knowledge, mourning, penance, self-cultiva-

tion. 
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Candles may be �t and the diviner will simply sit and stare into the flam�, see, 

ing and divining adler by the way the 6ame flickers or just by the pictl.ftS that mttt 
his or her head. Frequently incmse is burned as an accompanim�nt to this acrying. 

lhcr� are also f\1U rituals to divine the future. and many are do� to try to 

bring influcnc� to bear on futw� ev�nts. lhesc rituals ar� c1 the sympathetic magic 
varifry. The c:andla �resent peopl� and �and ar� manipulated so that the can· 
dla' actions will be� by those persons and dUngs. 

In medi�val Eu� ch�r� was apractic� in J�wish anmunities of using a can· 
dl� to see into che f\,rure � che coming year. ror t�n days befor� Yom Kippur a candl� 
would be burned, Cll'�llly shi�lded from any c:hafu. Traditionally, this was m� period 
when �h person's fat� for m� coming year was dmded in h�v�n. If m� candl� 
burned all m� way down, without going out, it indicated a y�r of contin�d !if� 
ah�. How�v�r, if the candl� �nt out befor� burning down, it signified that death 
would com� befor� y�r's �nd. Today if this form of divination is used, the candl� is 
chosen by the astral colorsgiv�n abov�, to giv� it a more personal connection. 

Sourer&: 
Buckland, Rayrnoud. Color Mtwic-UnWllll Yotlf Inner Powm. St. Paul, MN: Ll�l� 2002. 
lluclland, Rayrnoud. PracrJcal �"' Ritwls. St. Paul, MN Llewellyn, 1982. 
Buckland, Raymoud. Ad���· St. Paul, MN: Lkwellyn. 1996. 

CAPNOMANCY;CAPTROMANCY 

(Seeao�> 

In John H�&ey's St. AII(KScine; cf rite citie cf God, l£4rlt rite lemnd cnmments of 1. L. 
Vwes (1616) there is mention that "divination was done by smoke; capnomancy." 
UnfOrrunacely there is no cktail c1 �xactly how it was do�. om�rwodcs c1 the sev�n· 
t� c�ntuty through the nin�t�nm ttntury also mention capnomancy, but no� 
of them giva <ktails. 

It teem$ probabl� mat m� smok� would be int�rpr�ted accotding to its YOlu�. 
density, and m� way in which it asc�nded. Th� direction it moved would be impor# 
tant, as wwld m� consist�ncy of it: wh�mcr it was continuous or sporadic, for exam# 
pl�. Broiling, swirling, chick smolce might indicat� trod>la and probl�s. whil� min, 
wispy smolc� could indicat� slight activity of an incon�u�ntial natur�. If th� smolc� 
assu� unusual shapes, this, too, would be significant. 

Frequ�ndy the smolce would be from a special fire m which v�rvain and och�r 
special plants and herbs ��� burned. In ancient � the smolce would be fcom the 
burning c1 sacrificial animals. �ial portions c1 the sacrific� wcr� oomu� by fir� 
and omen. re<d in the flame or smolce that ensued. 

In EtNsazn Mocic & Occult Remedies, Clwks Godfrey Leland gives cktails of a 
vari� that he t�rms captromancy, where grains of sesam� or black poppy �r� 
thrown m rot coals. From the smoke rising from it, <mens � drawn.ln addition to 

the suggmims of the smoke, "if (the pns) burst or pop �u. it is a sign that the aop 
b the �xt year wiU be a good �. And if they cb not burst it wiU be bad. • 
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Sources: 

Lawwn, John Cuthben. Modtm Greek Follclore and 
Allcinu Greek �- New York: University 
Books, 1964. 

Leland. Clmrtes Godmy. &tUall\ � fl OmJr 
R�. New York: Uni�rsity Beds, 1963. 

CARRINGTON, HEREWARD 
( 1881-1959) 

British .born Hereward Carrington had his inter
est in paychic matters aroused at the age ci eigh· 
teen. His inclination was to db believe reported 
psychic phenomena, until he read Enays in P� 
chi:al Researdt by "Miss X" (London, 1899). Miss 
X was actually A. Goodrich-Freer, the Marquess 
of Buze. In 1900, at the age ci nineteen, Carring· 
ton became a member ci rhe Society for Psyc�
cal Research and from rhen on devoted his life 
to the sndy c:i the paanormal 

Canington quickly established a reputa· 
tion for his intellect and common sense. After 
Dr. Richard Hodgson died and Professor James 
Hervey Hyslop took over the leadership ci the 
society, Carrington became Hyslop's assistant. a 
position he maintained until 1908. He was sent 
to Naples tO investigate the medium Eusapia 

Paladino, on whom he reponed favorably, saying: "genuine phenomena do occur and. 
that being the case, the question of their interpretation naturally loans before me. 1 
think that not only is the sPritualist hypothesis justified as a working theory, but it is, 
in fact, the only one c..,ableof rationally explaining th e  facts." 

In 1921 Canington was the Ametican delegate at the first International Psy
chical Congress in Copenhagen. That year he founded rhe American Psychicallnsti· 
tute and Laboratory. In 1924 he sat on the committee of Scilruific American for the 
investigation of the phenomena of spititualism. 

In 1929 Carrington wrote The Projection of � Astml Body after becoming 
acquainted with Sylvan Muldoon, the expert on astral p�jection. In all, Canington 
wrote seventeen boolts. 

Sources; 
Buckland. Raymor¥i and Herewan:l Caninpm. AJn4rirlt SrcYeU of Ute Ps.,dlic Wotid. New York: 

Pm.er Publishina, 1975. 
Rshley, M:vpteL The �l london: Al!b., 1976. 
Shepard. Leslie A (ed..). E� ofOcrullimt fl P�. New York: Avon. 1978. 
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Carromancy 

Carto.aaocy is the usc of sUYiDc cuds, such as these bid out iDa haapaJn, for �es of prediaioo, 
Fmf�Ml Piaurc � 

CARTOMANCY 

( Nou: A� me tarot �.s undtr rhe grnaal haJding of carfmrvziii:J, ur card rt4dJnc, 
it will be loaUd at as a .sepmou n.bject.) 

Regular playing cards have been used as tools for divination for hundreds ci 
yea� with more methods ci using them than can be counted. One theory is that the 
cards derived from the use of anows for divination (Belomancy ). CA:rtainly arrows were 
depicted as the symbols of one of the suits on early tarot cards. It is also interesting to 
note that Korean playing cards always bear a picture of an arrow on the reverse. The 
earliest playing cards were either Korean a Chinese, existing in mat part of the world 
before the twelfth century. It� not until the fourteenth century that they were intto· 
duced into E�ope. where they spread rapidly. T. F. Carter, in The In...enlion of Prinling in 
CNm (1925), cites a reference to playing cuds in Otina as early as 969 CE. 

One theory is that playing cards wm: derived hom the minor arcana of the 
tarot deck, the tarot having been brought from India (perhaps having arrived there 
from China) by the nomadic Roma, or Gypsies. This certainly seems most likely, 
since ir: was at that time that the Roma began to filter into Europe by way of Persia. 
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Arabia, and Egypt. There is record of Gypsies being in Yugoslavia by 1348, in Ger
many by 1407, and in Paris by 1427. 

Many early Indian cards were round in shape and made out of very thin wood, 
ivory, or cotton fiber that had been lacquered. Wherever playing cards originated, 
they became firmly entrenched in France. In the register of the Chambre des Comptes 
of Charles VI, there is an entry of the royal treasurer, dated 1392, for money paid to a 
Jacquemin Gringonneur, painter, for three games of cards "in gold and diverse colours, 
ornamented with many devices, for the diversion of our lord, the King." These were, 
in fact, what are known as atouts, or tarot cards, as were introduced by the Gypsies. 

It seems probable that in the early fifteenth century, English soldiers, who had 
been fighting in Normandy, Touraine, Poitou, and Anjou, brought back examples of 
French playing cards. They became very popular to the point where an edict of Britain's 
Henry VII forbade the use of playing cards by servants and apprentices during the Yule 
season. However, by the early seventeenth century there were so many card makers in 
London that they formed a guild under the protection of a royal charter. From their ear
liest appearance, playing cards were seized upon as a convenient tool for divination. 
They have remained that way through the years, being small and easily carried on the 
person. They were certainly so used by the Gypsies from earliest times. Today tarot cards 
have finally surpassed playing cards in popularity, but the latter are still used. 

Reading the Cards 

As with most card games, in reading cards for fortune-telling the ace ranks 
highest. Then come king, queen, jack, ten, nine, etc. Speaking in general terms, Hearts 
are usually tied to joy, happiness, and love in all its forms. Diamonds connect with 
money, but also with delays, excitement, gifts, and insight. Spades are the difficulties of 
life; problems, disappointments, sickness, and grief. Clubs tie into transformation, hard 
work, and the process of getting somewhere or achieving a goal. But these are general
izations and, like all generalizations, they can be modified by which specific card of the 
suit is being looked at and by the position that card has in a particular layout or spread. 
But if the vast majority of cards in a layout happen to be, for example, hearts, then the 
reading can be regarded as one focused on joy and happiness. 

There are two basic systems used in divining with cards. One uses the full fifty
two cards of the deck; the second ignores those cards below seven, using just thirty
two cards. The fifty-two-card method is often referred to as the English method and 
the thirty-two-card as the Foreign method. 

Before looking at layout, here is a listing of each of the cards and what, tradi
tionally, it represents: 

Hearts 
Ace: The house or home. With Diamonds near, it means money and/or news 

of distant friends. With Spades near, it means misunderstandings, a possible 
quarrel to come. With clubs: a celebration. 

King: A fair man who is good natured. Beware of rashness and hastiness over
ruling discretion. 

Queen: A fair woman who is affectionate and faithful. 
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Jack: Can apply to either sex. A dear friend. Attuned to the thoughts of some
one who is fair-haired. 

Ten: Happiness and good fortune to come. Possible children, or concerning a 
large family. This card can counteract nearby negative cards. 

Nine: Known as the wish card. Wealth and high esteem, or high social posi-
tion. May be affected by the closeness of negative cards. 

Eight: General conviviality. Good food; good friends. 

Seven: Beware of a false friend who may betray you. 

Six: Credulity; too open-minded and open-handed; an easy prey for swindlers. 
Can also mean a coming proposal. 

Five: Problems caused by unfounded jealousy. 

Four: A person who is difficult to please and, consequently, remains unmar
ried. 

Three: Beware of the results of imprudence and lack of tact. 

Two: Depending upon the neighboring cards, this could indicate great success 
and prosperity. 

Diamonds 

Ace: A letter, its contents dependent upon the neighboring cards. This can 
also signify a ring or paper money. 

King: A fair but obstinate man with a quick, violent temper. 

Queen: A fair, flirtatious woman who is vain and fond of society. 

Jack: A self-opinionated, selfish, near relative. Attuned to the thoughts of 
someone who is fair-haired. 

Ten: Money, family and home. 

Nine: A person fond of roving, influenced by those cards near it. Connected 
with the eight of spades it means a coming quarrel. 

Eight: A marriage or partnership late in life that will have its ups and downs. 

Seven: Need for caution in all things. No hasty decisions. It could be linked 
with negative gossip. 

Six: Early marriage and equally early death of the spouse. A second marriage 
should be approached with caution. 

Five: Unexpected news, usually good. 

Four: Betrayed trust; a breach of security. Trouble caused by those previously 
considered friends. 

Three: Legal and domestic problems. Domestic disagreements. 

Two: A love interest strongly advised against by friends. 

Spades 

Ace: Misfortune, which could be personal or business. Spite from a previous 
friend may be involved. This card is unaffected by nearby cards. 

King: A dark, ambitious man who has gained considerable success. 

Queen: A dark, malicious woman who might be a widow. She is fond of scan

dal and open to bribery. 

Jack: An inept person who is unready to take action. Attuned to the thoughts 
of someone who is dark-haired. 
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Ten: Possible imprisonment; grief. Detracts from any good cards in the vicini
ty. 

Nine: Sickness, trouble, losses, family disagreements. 

Eight: Look out for enemies, especially if this card is close to one representing 
the querier (the enquirer) . 

Seven: Loss of a friend, bringing problems and worries. 

Six: Hard work is well rewarded. 
Five: Curb a bad temper and seek comfort in the arms of your spouse or dear 

one. 

Four: Possible sickness and need for attention to your business. 

Three: A journey, plus the possibility of unfaithfulness while on a trip, causing 
problems with spouse. 

Two: A sudden removal, or death. 

Clubs 

Ace: Wealth, peace of mind, general prosperity. 

King: A dark, faithful, upright man who is affectionate. 
Queen: A dark gentle woman, who is affectionate, charming and trusting. 
Jack: A trustworthy, generous friend, who may be a little hasty at times. 

Attuned to the thoughts of a man who is dark-haired. 
Ten: Unexpected inheritance, due to the loss of a dear friend. 

Nine: To go against friends' opinions could cause problems. 
Eight: Beware of speculation and love of money. 
Seven: Good fortune and happiness. Any problems will come from the oppo-

site sex. 

Six: Great business success, for yourself and family. 
Five: A marriage good for both spouses. 

Four: Beware of lying and deceiving. 
Three: Remarriage, with chance of increased fortunes. 
Two: Possibility of a great disappointment. 

Significance of different cards of the same suit 

Four Aces, either coming together or following one another: Danger, business 
failure, possible imprisonment. If one or more is reversed it will simply 
lessen the severity. 

Three Aces: Good news. One or more reversed indicates folly. 
Two Aces: A plot. If one is reversed, it will not succeed. 

Four Kings: An important business meeting with satisfactory results. Any 
reversed means the results may prove doubtful. 

Three Kings: A number of small business meetings with the results uncertain. 
Any reversed, the results will be unfavorable. 

Two Kings: A business partnership. One or both reversed-the partnership 
will not last long. 

Four Queens: A social occasion. With one or more reversed, there will be an 
embarrassing situation. 

Three Queens: Friendly visits from acquaintances. Any reversed indicate an 
amount of negative gossip. 
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Two Queens: A meeting between friends. One or both reversed--one or both 
of the friends needs help with a problem. 

Four Jacks: A noisy party composed mainly of young people. Any reversed 
indicates a drinking problem. 

Three Jacks: False friends. Any reversed-a violent quarrel. 
Two Jacks: Danger. One reversed--evil intentions involved. 
Four Tens: Plans will work out extremely successfully. Any reversed-there 

will be delays that are very frustrating. 
Three Tens: Improper conduct on someone's part. Reversals-a failure to com

plete something important. 
Two Tens: A change of profession. One reversed-the ne w job is not yet cer

tain. 
Four Nines: A big surprise. Reversals-an unexpected public presentation. 
Three Nines: Joyful good fortune with excellent health. Reversals-Loss of 

wealth through poor planning and choices. 
Two Nines: A small gain, financially. One reversed-a small loss. 
Four Eights: A short journey. Any reversed-a visit from a friend or relative. 
Three Eights: Thoughts of marriage. Reversals-a serious flirtation. 
Two Eights: A brief love fantasy. One reversed-small pleasures accompanied 

by small pain. 
Four Sevens: Threats and disputes, especially from employees or fello w work

ers. Any reversals-the threats against you will go back on those who are 
threatening. 

Three Sevens: Sickness and premature aging. Reversals-a number of small 
sicknesses. 

Two Sevens: Levity. One reversed-regrets. 
Multiples belo w Sevens are not especially significant. 

Note: With the court cards and with many of the other cards, especially even
numbered ones and most of the diamonds, it isn't possible to tell which is a reversed 
situation. In such cases it is recommended that you mark the card in some way-per
haps a dot at the bottom. 

This table can be used to help remember some of the meanings, grouping 
together those with similar meanings: 

Early marriage: 2 clubs; 3 clubs; 5 clubs; 6 diamonds. 
Late marriage: 3 clubs; 8 diamonds. 
Wealth: 2 hearts; 9 hearts; 7 clubs; 10 clubs; 10 diamonds. 
Prosperity: 2 hearts; 10 hearts; 6 clubs; 7 clubs. 
Prudence: ace clubs; 6 spades. 
Unfaithfulness: 4 clubs; 7 hearts; 4 diamonds; king diamonds. 
Discretion needed: 3 hearts; 2 diamonds; 7 diamonds; 2 clubs; 4 spades. 
Possible misfortune: 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10 spades; 3 diamonds; 9 clubs. 

Layouts 

Various layouts are used for specific purposes. For example, the cards are used 
one way in instances where the querier is interested in marriage prospects, but a differ-
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ent way for questions of inheritance, lawsuits, traveling, and so on. Here we will look 
at the methods used for marriage and for inheritance as examples, then review some ci 
the various layouts for general prediction. 

For marriage, the cards are shuffled and cut three times. If an actual marriage 
(rather than general exploration) is being looked at, then two cards are withdrawn 
from the deck to represent the prospective bride and groom. Fair people are represent
ed by diamonds, very fair people by hearts, dark people by clubs, and very dark people 
by spades. For older men and women, use the kings and queens; for younger people, 
use the jacks. 

With those cards withdrawn, do the shuffling, then lay down the top three 
cards. If they are all of different suits, put them in a pile to one side for the moment. If 
there are two or three of one suit, then take the highest-valued one and lay it to the 
right of the cards representing the bride and groom. Place the others in the "reject" 
pile. Turn up the next three and do the same thing. Continue doing this until there 
are fifteen cards to the right of the querier. If you get to the end of the cards without 
having produced fifteen, then shuffle the reject pile and start going through that 
again, three at a time. 

What is known as a "tierce" is three cards of one suit together in sequence. A 
tierce major is the three highest cards and a tierce minor is the three lowest cards. A 
"tierce to the King" is jack, queen, king; "tierce to the queen" is ten, jack, queen; etc. 
With this in mind, if the querier is the man he will not have his wish regarding the 
hoped-for marriage unless a tierce to the king in clubs or spades is among the fifteen 
cards. If the querier is a woman, then not only must there be a tierce to the queen in 
the suit used to represent the prospective bride, but there must also be an ace of that 
suit included somewhere in the fifteen cards. 

Many other sequences and considerations are considered. For example, if the 
prospective bride or groom happens to be a widow or widower, then there must be a 
tierce to the queen of hearts or to the king of spades, respectively, for a favorable 
reading. 

For questions of inheritance, choose a card to represent the querier and place it 
on the table. Then shuffle and cut the cards. As above, go through the deck in threes 
and draw off cards to lay out to the right of the querier's card until you have fifteen 
there. If the ace of spades is among these cards, right side up, this is an indication of an 
inheritance coming through death of someone close. If there are also the seven, eight, 
nine, and ten of clubs among the cards, the amount of money will be considerable. 

Past, Present, and Future 

A simple method of checking, in detail, past, present, and future may be used 
with the thirty-two-card deck. The cards must first be shuffled and cut. At the cut, 
before placing the lower half on top of the upper half, the top card of the lower half 
and the bottom card of the upper half should be removed and placed to one side. 
These two are known as the "surprise." The remaining thirty cards are dealt into three 
equal piles. The pile on the left represents the past; the middle pile is the present; the 
right-hand pile is the future. 
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lhe ten cards in the first (left: past) pile are spread out and read, takirw Into 
accQ\W the relative positions and whether or not ;my cards are inverted.lhen the sec
ond (midcle: present) pile is read, ;;md finally the third (right: futu�) pile. lhe three 
cards of the "surprise" are read last. lhey may have bearing on ;my of the three piles. 

Tbe Pynmid layout 

lhis is done for a general m�.ding. A signifrcDior is fust chosen ro rq>reRnt the 
quer�r ... remember: fair people are represented by diamonds, very fair people by 
hearts, dade people by cltils and very dade pe�le by spades; for older men and women, 

we the Icings and queens; for younger people, we the jacks. lhis significator is first 
chosen and laid down on the table, then the rest of the cards a� shuffled. The first 
two cards are taken from the top and laid down below the significator. Beneath them 
go the next three cards. 1he next four below them, and so on until there are seven 
rows (twenty·eight cards in all). 1he signi6cator is the querier. 1he second row deals 
with present strong influences around him or her. lhe third row is the power that may 
be drawn upon (i.e. friends, influences, etc). 1he founh row is the forces working 
�inst thequerier. The fifth row shows the past.lhe sixth row shows hopes, fears and 
dreams. The bottom row shows the fmal outcome. When reading these, or any cards, 
take note c:J pairs, uiplers, quaneues.--two, three or four of a kind lying side by side. 

Now study the last card in each row, all seven of them. These cards will give a 
general idea ofluclt or good fortune for the coming month. Note which suit appears 
most in th«* seven cards. If it is heam then there will be a lot of luck. If diamonds, 
then qui� a bit of luck. Clubs means no more than usual. Spades indicates nothi� 
b� bad luck to come. 

Sevens 

Using the Fomgn deck (the deck of thirty-t'Ml canis), shuffle and count out 
sevc:n cards &om th e  rop. Lay just the seventhcaxd on the table and discard the other 
si.x. Repeat this, counting out another seven and placing that seventh one beside the 
first selected card and discarding the other six. Continue through the deck in this 
fashion, placing each seventh card in a line across the table. After the fourth time 
there will not be stiflcient cards left ro do it again, so take up the discards and shuffle 
them all together with the remaining four cards in your hand. lhen again go through, 
adding every seventh card to the lour already on the table. Keep this up until you have 
a total c:J twelve cards in the line across in front c:J you. Study the cards to see if one of 
them is the card that should be the significator for the querier (see above). If it is not 
among the twelve cards, gather them all together, shuffle, and start all over. lhis must 
be repeated until the traditional significator is one of the twelve chosen cards. 

From the twelve cards, take the significator and pi� it in the center, above 
the others in the line. Now count seven cards from the left of the line, take that card, 
and place it above and to  the left c:J the stgni6cator. This card will represent the forces 
that have been at 'Mlrlt around the querier in the past. Next take the card on the far 
left ci the original line and the card on the far right, and place these under the stgnifi
cator. lhese t'Ml cards represent the querier's hopes and fears. Again count seven 
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cards from the left and place 1hat card below the previous two. This represents influ
enc�a person or set eX circumstances that will unexpectedly come into play in the 
near fUture, gready influencing the querier. 

A total eX seven canis are now left in the original line. Take the middle three 
and place them at the bottom, and place the remaining four above them (bdow the 
influences card). lhe four represent forces now at wodc around the querier, and the 

bottomthree representwhatwill be the fmal outcome. 

2 

SEVENS: ORIGINAL UNE OF DRAWN CARDS 

Significaror 

3 • 5 6 7 8 9 

CARDS DRAWN AND REARRANGED TO THIS PAnERN 

7 
s 

1 11 
9 

2 3 8 10 

4 5 6 

10 ll 

Tbere are a great many di.ffi!n:nt la)'OUts, some extremely simple and some veJy 
oomplicated. They have names such as Wheel eX Life Spread, Nine Square, Romani 
Scar, Grand Star, and Luclcy Thitteen. All cartomancy comes down to there being dif
ferent meanings for the positions eX the cards drawn and then the interpretation eX the 
� themselves in those positions. That interpretation must take into account the 
significance and modifkation, if any, c1 neighboring ards. 

Specific questions can be answered using cards, and they do seem 10 have a 
degree of accuracy. lhat accuracy is perhaps not as great as with tarot cards, where 
there i.s far more latitude for the interpretation «each card, but a sldlled reader can 
frequendy as too ish a querier. 

So.arc.a: 
Buckland, Raymond. .XatiS cf Gypsy F0111mtttlfing. St. P2ul, MN: llewellyn, 1988. 
Fdi, Pro£ P. R S. Fort�mt· Ttlling &, <Ards. fhiladelphia: lhvid MdC.ay, 1 �2. 
Omld Orient (A. E. Waite}. A Manual ofC�. l..oadon: William Rider, 1912. 
Hargmve, Catherine Peny. A Hisrmy ofPfayingC«ds. New Yorlt: Hou,hton Mifflin,1930. 
Sophia F0111mt Tdling wirll Playing Cards. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1996. 

CATOPTROMANCY;ENOPTROMANCY 

(See alao "'-� Scr� 

Catoptromancy, divination by means of a mirror, is an aspect « mirror-gazing. Sir 
Thomas Urquhart finds reference 10 it in 1M Third Book of rk Works of Mr. Francis 
RDbefais (London. 1693), where it says: "Catoptromancy is held in such account by 
the emperor Did ius Julianus, • implying that it was practiceJ in ancient Rome. The 
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London Annual Register of 1758 says: "He understands all the mysteries of catoptro
mancy, he having a magical glass to be consulted upon some extraordinary occasions." 

Pausanius, the fifth century BCE Spartan regent of the Greek forces and admi
ral of the Greek fleet, described how this form of divination was performed: "Before 
the Temple of Ceres, at Patras, there was a fountain, separated from the temple by a 

wall, and there was an oracle, very truthful, but not for all events-for the sick only. 
The sick person let down a mirror (of bronze or silver), suspended by a thread, till its 
base touched the surface of the water, having first prayed to the goddess and offered 
incense. Then looking in the mirror, he saw the presage of death or recovery, accord
ing as the face appeared fresh and healthy or of a ghastly aspect." The Romans and the 
Egyptians also used this form of divination. 

Another version of catoptromancy is when young girls study the reflection of the 
moon in a mirror. They time how long it is, in minutes, before a cloud or a bird passes 
across the face of the moon. That number of minutes represents the number of years they 
may have to wait for matrimony. Staring into a mirror in the light of the moon will also 
bring the face of the future husband/lover-to be seen reflected over the girl's shoulder, it 

was believed. Some say that this last act had to be done at midnight on Halloween. 

Mirror magic of one kind or another has been practiced from earliest times. As 
a tool for divination, the mirror, or any type of reflection, is considered one of the 
most infallible of methods. 

Sources: 

Leach, Maria (ed.). Funk & Wagnal Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology, and Legend. San 
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1972. 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

CAT see Ailuromancy 

CAUL see Amniomancy 

CAUSIMANCY; CAUSIMOMANCY 

(See also Xylomancy) 

This is a form of divination by fire. Interpretation is of the speed and general com
bustibility of objects cast into a fire. If the object does not bum, it is a fortuitous sign. 

If it bums rapidly and spectacularly it is a sign of trouble and possibly of evil to come. 

CAUSIMOMANCY see Causimancy 

CAYCE,EDGAR(l877-1945) 

Known as "The Sleeping Prophet" because he delivered his predictions while in 
trance, Edgar Cayce was one of America's most famous psychics and seers. He was a 
photographer by profession, though when his psychic abilities developed fully they left 
him with little time to pursue that career. 
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Cayce was born on March 18, 1877, near Hopkinsville, Kentucky. With four 
sisters, he grew up surrounded by uncles, aunts, and other relatives, all of whom lived 
close by. From the family background and atmosphere, Cayce developed an early 
interest in the Bible, an interest that remained with him throughout his life. At the 
age of six he told his parents that he was able to see visions and even talk with the 
spirits of dead relatives. His parents didn't believe him. At thirteen he had a vision of 
being visited by a goddess figure who asked him what he most wanted in life. He 
replied that he wanted to help others; in particular, he wanted to aid sick children. 

For a short period Cayce demonstrated a special talent of being able to absorb 
knowledge by sleeping on books, papers, etc. He would sleep with his head on a book 
and, on waking, be able to tell everything about the material in the book, even repeat
ing whole passages word for word. 

When the family moved from their farm into the city of Hopkinsville, Cayce 
found employment in a bookstore. There he met Gertrude Evans, and the two became 
engaged in March 1897. For a short while he lived in Louisville, but he returned to 
Hopkinsville by the end of 1899, where he formed a partnership with his father, an 
insurance agent. Cayce started traveling and selling insurance, supplementing this 
with the sale of books and stationery. His sales job ended when Cayce developed a 
severe case of laryngitis, so severe that it lasted for months despite attention from a 

number of doctors. Having to give up the insurance job, he took a position as assistant 
to a photographer, where he wouldn't have to try to speak to anyone. 

A traveling entertainer named Hart hypnotized Cayce and found that, under 
hypnosis, the young man's voice could be normal. But when out of a trance, Cayce's 
laryngitis returned. Hart moved on, but a local hypnotist named Al Layne took over. 
Cayce put himself into trance and had Layne give him suggestions. Layne asked Cayce 

what was wrong with his throat and Cayce responded with a full and detailed diagno
sis. He further urged Layne to give the suggestion that the throat return to normal. 
When Cayce woke up, everyone was amazed to find that he now spoke normally for 
the first time in almost a year. The date was March 31, 1901. This was Cayce's first 
diagnosis while in a trance. 

Al Layne, the hypnotist, had himself long been bothered with a stomach prob
lem. Inspired by Cayce's recovery, he prevailed upon the young man to go into a 
trance and diagnose for him. Reluctantly Cayce did so, and he prescribed a dietary and 
exercise regimen to solve Layne's problem. Within a week it had worked, again after a 
number of doctors had been unsuccessful. 

Although Cayce's personal desire was to be left alone to be a photographer and 
raise a family, he reluctantly gave in to pressure from his father, Layne, and others, and 
continued to give trance readings for people in need. He cured a five-year-old girl 
named Aime Dietrich, who had been seriously ill for three years. Cayce did not under
stand how it worked, having no medical knowledge and frequently, on waking, not 
remembering what he had said while asleep. But the cures continued. 

On June 17, 1903, he and Gertrude married and moved to Bowling Green, 
Kentucky, where Cayce opened a photographic studio. Later a disastrous fire wiped 
out everything, and he and his wife, now with a son, returned to Hopkinsville. An 
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association began with Dr. Wesley Ketchum, a homeopath, which eventually led to 
Dr. Ketchum reading a paper about Cayce's abilities to the American Society of Clini
cal Research. The New York Times picked up on this and featured an article: "Illiterate 
man becomes doctor when hypnotized." Soon Cayce was swamped with readings. He 
had earlier found that the person for whom he was reading did not have to be physi
cally present; all he needed was a name and location of the person and he could focus 
on that person and the problem. 

In the late summer of 1911 Gertrude contracted tuberculosis and almost died. 
Cayce's diagnosis and recommendation of revolutionary treatment brought about her 
complete recovery by the end of the year. He was able to perform a similar service for 
his son, Hugh Lynn, some time later. The family had moved to Selma where Cayce 
had a new photographic studio. Hugh was playing with flash powder when it exploded 
in his face. Doctors said that he had severely burned his eyes and recommended 
removing one of them. Cayce thought otherwise and, from a trance, prescribed for his 
son. Two weeks later Hugh could see again. 

As Cayce's reputation grew, so did a problem with treating people. Doctors 
were reluctant to follow the diagnoses that the "Sleeping Prophet" recommended. 
Cayce began to dream of having a hospital, fully staffed with doctors and nurses, that 
would work solely on the cases he prescribed. He attempted to use his psychic talents 
to make the money to establish such a hospital, but very quickly it was made clear to 
him that he could not use his gift for making money. 

In 1923 Cayce had to hire a secretary, Gladys Davis, to write down all the 
information he was producing in his readings. His wife Gertrude was, by this time, 
conducting the readings and asking him the necessary questions. About this time a 
man who had received successful readings for two of his nieces asked Cayce for a 
"horoscope reading." In the course of it, Cayce made mention of a past life that the 
man had once had. This opened the door to a whole new field of psychic investiga
tion; however, Cayce's personal attachment to Christianity (he read the Bible and 
taught Sunday school) made him uneasy. Re-reading the Bible in its entirety, he 
finally realized that the concept of reincarnation was not incompatible with any 
religion and actually followed his own ideas of what it meant to be a good Christian. 
So began what became known as the "Life Readings," trance readings that looked at 
a person's past lives and the relationship to the present life. In time this further 
expanded into mental and spiritual counseling, philosophy, dream interpretation, 
and other avenues. 

Finally, and very reluctantly, Cayce had to give up his photographic career for 
lack of time. He also began to accept donations toward the hospital he still wanted to 
build. Readings that he gave indicated that it needed to be established at Virginia 
Beach, Virginia. In September of 1925 the Cayce family, with secretary Gladys Davis, 
moved there; two years later the Association of National Investigators was formed to 
research the information that was now rapidly growing in volume. In 1928, on 
November 11, the Edgar Cayce Hospital was opened. Patients came from all over the 
country and were diagnosed and prescribed for by Cayce. They were then treated by 
the staff of doctors, nurses, and therapists. 
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The Depression forced the hospital to close in 1931 when financial backing 
was lost, but later that year the Association for Research and Enlightenment was 
formed as a research body for all the information in the readings. 

Cayce himself continued to develop psychically, picking up information in the 
waking state as well as when in a trance, seeing auras around people and even diagnos
ing from these. With the onset of World War II Cayce was inundated with requests for 
readings and, despite warnings about his own health (given from his own readings), he 
began to grow weak from overwork. His readings continuously told him to rest, but he 
felt obliged to keep going. Finally, in 1944, he collapsed. His last reading was for him
self, in September of that year, when he was told that he must rest until either he got 
better or he died. Shortly after, he had a stroke and became partially paralyzed. Cayce 
died on January 3, 1945. Within three months, Gertrude also died. 

Copies of over 14,000 case histories of Cayce's readings, including all follow
up reports received from the individuals concerned, are available for reference at the 
Association for Research and Enlightenment, Inc. (A.R.E.), in Virginia Beach. This 
material represents the most massive collection of psychic information ever obtained 
from a single source. The organization has grown from a few hundred supporters in 
1945 to one that today is worldwide. 

Countless individuals have been touched by the life work of this man who was 
raised a simple farm boy and became one of the most versatile and credible psychics 
the world has ever known. He has been called "the father of holistic medicine." In his
tory, the Cayce readings gave insights into Judaism that were verified a decade after 
his death; in world affairs, he saw the collapse of communism nearly fifty years before 
it happened. Even in the field of physics, a professor and fellow of the American Phys
ical Society theorized a connection between the elementary-particle theory and the 
way in which Cayce received his information. Repeatedly, science and history have 
validated concepts and ideas explored in Edgar Cayce's psychic information. 

Sources: 

Cayce, Hugh Lynn. Venture Inward. New York: Paperback Library, 1969. 
Langley, Noel. Edgar Cayce on Reincarnation. New York: Paperback Library, 1967. 
Stearn, Jess. Edgar Cayce: the Sleeping Prophet. New York: Doubleday, 1967. 
Sugrue, Thomas. There Is a River: the Story of Edgar Cayce. New York: Dell, 1970. 
http://ww.edgarcayce.org/. 

CELTIC ASTROLOGY 

Robert Graves first visualized the Celtic lunar zodiac in his book The White Goddess. 
He arrived at the symbol or association of a tree with each of the lunar months. He 
further connected the thirteen months with the thirteen consonants of the Celtic 
Beth-Luis-Nion tree alphabet. 

The Celtic Druids used a thirteen-month calendar working from the phases of 
the moon, which was the basis for their form of astrology. Rather than centering 
around the sun, they centered around the moon. Solar-oriented astrology has domi
nated Western astrological thought for centuries, yet the Celts had a concept that 
worked just as well and tied in with their native ideas of deities and mythology. 
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Rather than symbol.i:zing the signs by the constellations, they we� symbolized 
by tree images; Druids utilized trees in many d their worki�. TI�eSe run as follows: 

Tree Celtic Daca 
�h &itA Dec 2+-J an 20 
Rowm Las Jm21-Feb 17 
Aah Nuin Feb l�Mar 17 
Alder &1m Mar 18-Apl' 1-4 
Willow Saiflt Apl' 1 5-May 12 
Hawthorne Hual:llr May 13-Jun9 
Oak DntiT Jun 10-Jul7 
Holly Tmne jul8-Aug4 
Hazel Call Aug5-&pl 
Vine Muin Sep 2-&p 29 
Ivy Gort Sep 30-Dct 27 
Reed Ng&ll Ckt 28-Nov 24 
Elder Rxis Nov 25-Dec 23 

The zodiac chan is divided bv calculating the first twelve signs at 28 °, to corre· 
spond to the twenty-eight days of the lunar month, beginning with Beith (biJch). The 
thineenth sign (Rui&---elder) contains the remaining twenty-four degrees. A second 
division ri the zodiac is given by Patetson, which gives 28° each to Beis, Luis, Nuin, 
and Fearn; 27° each to Saille, Huathe, Dr uir, Tmne, and Coli; 28° again to Muin, 
Gort, and NgEtal; md 29• to Ruis. 

Important on the zodiacs are the smunerand winter soktices (.A.lban He/in and 
.A.lban Amuan) and the vernal and auwmnal equinoxes (.A.lban EMir and ALin Elfed). 
Also signifant are the four major feast days d the Celtic calendar: � (Novem
ber Eve),� (A� Eve), Btltaine (May Eve), and Imbok (February Eve). 

k Helma Pacerson says: "nar Druids ... had observed and devdopcd a zodiac 
that was both heliocentric and geocentric . • . .  Their lunar division of the signs 
rcsaxes the soli·lunal" balance and integration of the psyche which is lacking in the 
asnology of the Greeks • . . .  It draws on the vast mxeholl5e of asnological loce already 
collared by ancient Greek and Roman scholar.; with those theorems the Druids were 

apparently most intimately acquainred." 

So...:es: 
Gmvts, Robert. The White Glddts. Loodoo: Faber &. Faber, 1961. 
Orioo, Rae. Asnoloo far Dt.n�s. Foster Qty, CA: 100 Beds, 1999. 
Paw-son, Hdena. The H"'dbook of Cdric Astroloo: The 13-Sign Ltmar ZociCc of die Ancient 

Dn.ids. St. PauL MN: LleWfllen, 1999. 

CELTS 

Celt, t:r Kelt, is derived from the Greek Keltoi, a name used to label a gJOup ri people 
spread aci:'OSS Europe and the Iberian Pent.wula. Most authorities r ecognize the Celts as 

existing from the Blad Sea across to the Adantic Ocean and from the North Sea and 
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Denmark down to the Mediterranean. They were known as Kelten in Germany and 
Celtes (with the soft C) in France. Much of their expansion was due to their use of iron, 
rather than bronze, for weapons. The Celts were a distinctive group of people of related 
tribes who emerged in the eighth century BCE. Their social system was divided into 
three parts: king, warrior aristocracy, and freemen farmers. They introduced the use of 
iron to northern Europe. Their inventions and introductions were numerous: chain 
mail, soap, horse shoes, iron rims for wheels, the shapes of chisels, files, and handsaws. 

The Celts measured time in nights rather than days, dividing months, or moon 
spans, into two halves: bright and dark. Even today, the language of the Celts survives 
in Brittany, Wales, the Isle of Man, and along the west coasts of both Scotland and 
Ireland. In recent years it has been revived in Cornwall, England. The Celtic revival 
in Cornwall has been intense, with renewal of celebrations of the past and big festi
vals, including the lighting of balefires on hill tops across the county on the main 
Celtic feast days. 

Each of the various Celtic tribes had its own leader and its own laws, yet there 
was great similarity among all tribes. Originally the leaders were known as kings, but 
later, with the exception of Ireland, the title became chieftain. One form of their lan
guage, today known asP-Celtic, was spoken in Gaul and Britain while another form, 
Q-Celtic, was spoken in Ireland. 

Although the Celts had knowledge of Greek writing, their laws, histories, and 
religious beliefs were not committed to writing but were passed on orally. Caesar com
mented on this when speaking of the Celtic priesthood, the Druids. In his De Bello 
Gallico he said, "(They) learn by heart a great number of verses, and therefore some 
persons remain twenty years under training." 

There were four main festivals in the Celtic year-lmbolc, Beltane, Lugh
nasadh, and Samhain-which were celebrated at the main sacred site of each tribe. 
The priests and priestesses for these rituals were the Druids, though little is now known 
of them. It is known, however, that they were recruited from warrior-class families and 
were then regarded as of higher rank. The Druids were believed to be not only religious 
leaders and teachers but also magicians, shape-shifters, and diviners or seers. 

The Celts practiced human sacrifice. Dr. Anne Ross refers to three of their 
gods, Teutates, Esus, and Taranis, commenting that the Roman poet Lucan told of 
people being drowned in a vat in sacrifice to Teutates, stabbed and then hung in a tree 
in sacrifice to Esus, and burned in sacrifice to Taranis. Animals were routinely sacri
ficed, and the bull-sacrifice (tarb-feis) was featured at the crowning of a new king. Anu 
(or Danu) was the Mother of the Gods. From her came the Irish gods known as the 
Tuatha De Danann (Tribes of the Goddess Danu). It is possible that the goddess Brigit 
is Danu known by another name. It was a custom to give a number of different names 
to any one deity, though some of these names were simply epithets. 

The priesthood of the Celts was the Druids. The Greeks and the Romans first 
identified them, calling them variously druidai, druids, drysidce, and dryadce. Pliny the 
Elder suggested that the name might have derived from "oak tree." The Greek word 
for oak was drus. As Celtic priests, the Druids possessed tremendous knowledge, 
including knowledge of many forms of divination. These included augury by birds 
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(orniscopy), insects, fire (causimancy, empyromancy, and pyromancy), dreams and 
visions (oneiromancy and metagnomy), examination of animals' shoulder blades 
(omoplatoscopy and scapulomancy), scrying, sacrifice (hieromancy), and water 
(hydromancy and lecanomancy). 

The Sicilian Greek writer Diodorus Siculus said that the Druids divined by the 
flight and action of birds. They would note how many species flew within a marked 
area. Certain birds were considered lucky and others unlucky. Whether flying in from 
the left or the right would be relevant. The time spent within the designated space 
would also mean something. Even those birds that flew over the area without actually 
alighting were noted. The birds' cries were also significant. 

John Toland, writing in 1697, related how he met two old Irish men who 
told him they knew their private business venture was going to succeed because they 
had seen a raven standing on the road in front of them. It had some white feathers 
in its plumage, and when it flew off it headed south, uttering a cry. This, they 
assured him, was all they needed to know their business would be successful. "Raven 
knowledge" was highly regarded in many parts of Great Britain. In Ireland it was 
said that if a raven sat on the roof of your house over the position of the head of 
your bed and cried out, a distinguished visitor would soon be at the house. Depend
ing on the type of cry the bird made, the visitor might be a monk or some other of 
the clergy. If the raven called from the northeast corner of the house, there was a 
chance of thieves breaking in. If it called from near the door, there would soon be 
soldiers or strangers visiting. 

In Wales the eagle was the bird of divination. In the north of England it was 
the cuckoo. In Scotland it was the crow and the rook. The wren was also viewed as a 
bird to be studied for omens, among the Celts. It was referred to as a drui-en, or "Druid 
bird." In fact, in Wales the name for the wren is dryw. 

The Celts also considered the movement of animals of various sorts for their 
divination. The hare was especially auspicious and features in much British folklore. It 
is said that before Queen Boudicca (or Boadicea) faced down the Romans, she 
released a hare to see which way it would run. 

In Celtic Devonshire, if a swarm of bees alights in a dead tree it means that 
within a year there will be a death in the house of the family that owns the tree. Even 
insects were studied. The actions of worms were noted, especially in parts of Scotland. 
If a certain worm in a medicinal spring in the parish of Strathdon was found alive, it 
augured the survival of the patient. In a well in Appin there was a similar belief: if a 
dead worm was found the patient would die; if a live worm, the patient would live. 

The Celts would draw omens from the direction of smoke and flames of sacred 
fires. They would also study the shape of clouds. If an Irish Druid wished to track 
stolen property, he would sing a particular incantation through his half-closed fist, 
using it like a trumpet. He would then go to sleep and, in his dreams, would find what 
was sought. 

Scapulomancy is found almost universally. It was practiced by the Celts, where 
divining by means of studying the shoulder blades of animals was a popular form of 
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divination, though carried out only by certain people who made a profession of the 
study. The right blade bone of a black pig or sheep was considered the best for this 
form of augury. It was thoroughly boiled, so that no flesh remained on it, but was not 
scraped since it was important that only natural marks should be found. The bone was 
divided into a number of different sections corresponding to the geographical features 
of the local area. Author Lewis Spence says: 

Certain marks indicated a crowd of people, meeting at a funeral, a fight, 
sale, etc. The largest hole of indentation symbolized the grave of the beast's 
owner and, from its position, the problem of whether he should survive the 
current year, or otherwise, was resolved. It if lay near the side of the bone, 
the omen was fatal, but if in its centre, prosperity was indicated. 

An unusual method of divining was found in the North of Scotland. It was 
known as "the swimming of names in water." Spence reports that it was "resorted to in 
cases of theft, in order to discover the guilty person." The names of those suspected 
were written on pieces of paper and thrown into a large vessel of water. Whichever 
one sank was the name of the guilty party. 

Both Diodorus Siculus and Tacitus mention a Druidic custom of divining with 
the entrails of sacrificed victims. Tacitus says: "The Druids consult the gods in the pal
pitating entrails of men." According to Spence, Strabo describes how they would stab 
a man in the back with a sword and then observe his convulsive movements and 
divine from those. Diodorus also mentions this and says that they augured from the 
posture in which the victim fell, from his contortions, and from the direction in which 
the spilled blood flowed away from the body (hrematomancy). 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Witch Book: The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, Wicca, and Neo-paganism. 

Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 2002. 

Ross, Anne. Pagan Celtic Britain. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1967. 
National Geographic, "T he Celts." May, 1977. 
Nonon-Taylor, Duncan. The Emergence of Man: The Celts. Alexandria, VA: Time-Life Boks, 1974. 
Spence, Lewis. The Magic Arts in Celtic Britain. London: Rider, 1945. 
Toland, John A. A Critical History of the Celtic Religion and Learning: Containing an Account of the 

Druids. Edinburgh, 1815. 

CENEROMANCY 

Ceneromancy is divination using ashes. When a ritual fire, or fire built specifically for 
the purpose of divination (see Anthracomancy and Pyromancy), had died down, any 
remaining wood or coal was removed and the state of the ashes was considered. The 
various ridges-their mounds and valleys-were interpreted with regard to high 
points and low points, intersections, dead ends, and so on. 

CENTRAL PREMONITIONS REGISTRY 

This bureau was started in New York in 1968 as a direct result of the large numbers of 
prophetic dreams experienced by people around Great Britain prior to the Aberfan 
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tragedy, which took place October 20, 1966. On that date, in the little Welsh village 
of Aberfan, a half-million-ton mountain of coal waste, saturated by days of unrelent
ing rain, slid down over the village and buried dozens of houses and the village school. 
Sixteen adults and 128 schoolchildren died. 

There were so many reports of detailed dreams prior to the tragedy that a Lon
don psychiatrist, Dr. J. C. Barker, suggested a survey be conducted. Many of the 
reported premonitions were rejected for lack of authenticating evidence or because 
they were too vague. At least thirty-six prophetic dreams could be fully documented 
and confirmed, together with twenty-four non-dream premonitions. Consequently, 
the British Premonitions Bureau was established in 1967 and the New York Central 
Premonitions Registry the following year. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Gypsy Dream Dictionary. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1999. 
Holroyd, Stuart. The Supernatural: Dream Worlds. London: Aldus Books, 1976. 
http:/ /mainportals.com/precog.shtml. 
Mysteries of the Unknown: Psychic Powers. Alexandria, VA: Time-Life Books, 1987. 

CEPHALOMANCY; CEPHALONOMANCY; 

KEPHALONOMANCY 

Divination by studying an ass's head after it has been boiled. This was also done with a 
goat's head or a donkey's head. Sir Thomas Urquhart, in The Third Book of the Works of 
Mr. Francis Rabelais (London, 1693), mentions "Cephalomancy, often practiced 
amongst the High Germans, in their boiling of an Asses Head upon burning coals." 

The head was boiled until all flesh fell from it. It was then carefully studied 
both for its shape and its condition. Much as the cracks in the shoulder blades of ani

mals are interpreted in scapulomancy, so are any cracks or breaks found in the ass's or 
goat's head in cephalomancy. Unusual shape was also noted, in an art akin to the later 

phrenology. The interpretation of the features found in the animal, were applied to 
the animal's owner. Thus might be found his past, present, and future. 

Sources: 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 
Spence, Lewis. The Magic Arts in Celtic Britain. London: Rider, 1945. 

CERAUNOMANCY;CERAUNOSCOPY 

This is divination by thunder and lightning or by thunderbolt (meteoric iron). The 
augurs of ancient Rome searched the skies for signs of the will of the gods. Along with 
the flights of birds (known as orniscopy), the major class of augury was by such sky 
signs as thunder, lightning, falling stars, and comets. Lightning from left to right was 
considered favorable but from right to left a presage of ill omen. On the appearance of 
lightning, whatever its form and whatever its direction, all business in the public 
assemblies was halted for the rest of the day. Since the official augur could not be ques
tioned as to whether or not he actually saw lightning, this gave him tremendous 
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power. By stating that he saw lightning, he could stop any public assembly and bring a 
halt to any meetings. He rapidly became a tool of the political scene of that time. In 
later republican times, however, this power was considerably curtailed. But when a 
new consul, prcetor, or qucestor was installed and began his first day in office, it was 
usual for the augur to report seeing lightning, flashing from left to right, so that all 
might have the day free to welcome the newcomer. 

Ceraunomancy is a term also applied to divination from thunderbolts; that is, 
from examination of lumps of meteoric iron. The shapes of such meteorites were stud
ied and interpreted much as were the shapes assumed by lumps of wax allowed to drop 
into water in ceromancy. 

Sources: 

Adkins, Lesley and Roy A. Adkins. Dictionary of Roman Religion. New York: Facts on File, 1996. 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 

CERAUNOSCOPY see Ceraunomancy 

CEREMONIAL MAGIC 

Ceremonial magic-also known as High Magic or Ritual Magic-is the practice of con
juring spirits (termed variously entities, demons, devils) to do your bidding. Alphonsus 
de Spina, in 1459, stated that there were 133,306,668 of these entities. This was "cor
rected" by Johann Weyer, in 1577, to 7,405,926 demons and seventy-two princes. Oth
ers tried to count them also, but came up with widely differing totals. Certainly there 
was a belief in a whole host of entities, all named and in a regular hierarchy, and each 
was thought to be an expert in a particular field. Depending upon what you wished for, 
the pertinent entity should be conjured. For example, to be able to speak in tongues, 

Agares must be summoned. To learn secrets and gain marital love, Furfur must be 
reached. To discover the whereabouts of buried treasure, Purson is the one. 

A number of spirits can help with divining the past, present, and future. One 

to conjure in order to learn about the future is Amon. He is described as a wolf with a 
serpent's head and is a marquis in the hierarchy. He can see into both the past and the 
future. Aina-a duke with three heads: a man's, a eat's, and a snake's-knows all 
things. Amy specializes in science and can teach astrology. The mighty Astaroth, who 
rides a dragon, knows all of th� past, the present, and the future. Aymon is a count 
who rides on a wolf. He teaches divination. Cairn, who appears as a thrush, claims to 
know secrets of the future. Curson, a king, can tell all of the past, present, and future. 
Furcus, a duke who appears as an old man riding on a pale horse, teaches astronomy 
and cheiromancy. Gaap is a prince who can tell of the past and the future. Mar
chosias, a mighty marquis, will truthfully answer all questions. Solas, who appears first 
as a black raven, is a prince who will teach astrology. Among the thousands of other 
entities, there are many more who deal with various aspects of divination. 

These entities were very unwilling to appear and obey, so they had to be 
threatened; the magician had to show that he was more powerful than the spirit. Once 
the spirit acknowledged that superiority, it was forced to obey, albeit reluctantly. To 
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demonstra� his superiority, the magician would conjure with "wotds of power," usual· 
ly using the names of God and o( the angels and archangels. 

A boolt containing the details ofsuch rituals of the "au magic" wa.s known as a 
grimoire, from the Old French few "grammar." There are a number of these grimoires 
extant in the libraries and private collections of Europe and America, although many 
seem k> be ID more than copies of copies. Some of the mmt �Dmble grimoires are The 
Key of Solomon the King, The Leuer Key of Solomon, The Arl:ntel, The Heptameron, The 
Grimoire of Honorius, The Bl4ck Pullet, Tlte Pansopla'J ofRudolpla the Magul, and The 

Book ofSocrcd Mafdcof Alnn-Mdin the Mage. 

For the magician there is a great deal of preparatewy work to be &lne before he 
can start the conjuration. All the instruments used i.n the wmc must be made by the 
magician and constructed to an exacting formula. For example, wood few wands ard 

the handles d knives, etc., must be rut from o:rmi.n t'lttS m specific days i.n rhe hwrs 
d specified planets. &erything has to be purified to the utmost, including the magi· 
ci.an himself, through fasting, bathing, and prayer. The temple whe.re the conjuration 
will take place must be carefully prepared and purii.ed. 
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The Abra-Melin suggests that the magician's "age ought not to be less thn 
twenty-five years nor more than fifty; he should have no hereditary disease, such� 
virulent leprosy; whether he be free or married importeth little." He must be dresse3 
in special robes, prepared as carefully as the various instruments. He wears a crown .;:i 

parchment and from his belt and around his neck hang amulets and pentacles. He 

operates within a large magic circle, carefully constructed and written around with thf 

names of power. Outside the circle is a small triangle, also surrounded with names and 

words of power. Into this triangle the entity is conjured. Since the spirit is so loathe t.: 

appear, he can be very dangerous. Everything done-the tools, robes, circle-is, then. 
there to protect the magician. 

The actual rituals to conjure the spirit are long and demanding, frequently in 

Latin or Greek. Exhortation after exhortation is made. If the magician is successfuL 
the entity will finally appear in the triangle. Many times he appears "in terrible form: 
hoping to scare the magician out of his circle of protection. But if he does appear, nc 

matter his form, then he must obey the magician. 

Unfortunately it does not end there. When the conjurer has got what he 
wants, he then has to dismiss the entity. The spirit is not always willing to leave, hav
ing been brought there. Again there are many exhortations and threats by the magi
cian. Only when he is absolutely sure that the spirit has gone does the ceremonial 
magician dare leave his circle of protection. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Witch Book: The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, Wicca, and Neo-paganism. 
Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 2002. 

Buckland, Raymond. The Anatomy of the Occult. New York: Samuel Weiser, 1977. 

Barrett, Francis. The Magus, or Celestial Intelligencer; being a complete system of occult philosoph�. 
London: Lackington, Allen & Co., 1802. 

Mathers, S. L. Macgregor. The Book of Sacred Magic of Abra-Melin the Mage. De Laurence, 1932. 

CEROMANCY; CEROSCOPY 

Divination from the figures produced by dropping melted wax into water. Fine wax 
shavings were placed in a brass bowl, which was set over a flame. The wax was melted 
until it was a liquid of uniform consistency. Another large vessel was filled with cold 
water. Drops of liquid wax were then allowed to fall onto the surface of the water. 
They would harden into numbers of irregularly shaped discs. The disks would then be 
interpreted by the seer. He or she would interpret based on suggested shapes (as in 
tasseography) together with the proximity of those shapes to one another. 

In Sir Thomas Urquhart's Third Book of the Works of Mr. Francis Rabelais (Lon
don, 1693 ) , it says: "By ceromancy, where, by means of wax dissolved into water, thou 
shalt see the lively representation of thy future wife." 

Sources: 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 
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CHAIR TEST 

T his was a test carried out at the University of Utrecht by Professor Willem H. C. 
Tenhaeff, the Dutch parapsychologist, during his years of testing the famous psychic 
Gerard Croiset of the Netherlands. Professor Tenhaeff had set up an Institute of Para
psychology at the university, similar to the well-known one founded by Dr. J. B. 

Rhine at Duke University. Among Professor Tenhaeff's many tests for Croiset, he 
devised one where the number of a chair in a lecture hall was chosen at random, days 
or even weeks ahead of time. T he seats could not be reserved and sometimes even the 
actual venue was not determined till close to the date of the lecture. 

Anywhere from a few hours to several days before the lecture, Croiset would 
describe, and give a number of personal details of, the person who would occupy the 
chair on the date in question. T hese were never vague or in any way general, but 
could include hair and eye color, height, physique, age, dress, even marks on the body. 
Croiset's predictions would be recorded, and the recording would be placed in a sealed 
bag and locked away in a safe. At the lecture, the recording would be played back and 
the occupant of the chair asked to stand up and comment on Croiset's observations. 
Croiset showed incredible accuracy with this test, and with many others. 

Occasionally Croiset would seem unable to get any information. On those 
occasions it turned out that the seat remained empty for the lecture. Sometimes he 
got very confusing images, which were later explained by the fact that more than one 
person used the chair. 

T he first such test was given in Amsterdam in October 1947 in front of the 
Dutch Society of Psychical Research. By 1951 experts from around the world had 
been invited to participate and to monitor the conditions, gradually improving the 
test to make it more severe. In 1961 Professor Tenhaeff published a scholarly collec
tion of records of the tests in a 300-page book titled De Voorschouw (Precognition). 

One of the cases is quoted by Jack Harrison Pollack in his book on Croiset. He 
calls it "Last Minute Ticket": 

On the afternoon of March 6, 1950, when nosing around for a story, 
Amsterdam journalist E.K. telephoned Gerard Croiset in Enschede 
asking for some concrete evidence of his powers, the news of which was 
then spreading over the Netherlands. 

"Well, in two days," replied Croiset, "I am giving a chair test before the 
Utrecht chapter of the Society for Psychical Research. Please pick a 
chair number for then. Name any number you want." 

"Row 7, third chair from the right," volunteered the Dutch journalist. 

"All right," replied Croiset. "Please make a note of these impressions 
that I am now giving you. I see on this chair will sit a lady with gray 
hair. She has a slim figure and is a lean type. She likes to help people, 
but calls everything she does 'Christian social work'." 
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When these facts were checked under Dr. Tenhaeff 's supervision on 
the evening of March 8, this particular chair was found to be occupied 
by a Protestant Sister of Mercy, Sister L.B., who, indeed, did Christian 
social work. Croiset's description of her was a direct hit. It couldn't pos
sibly have fitted anyone else present. 

Sister LB. acknowledged the paragnost's description of her as being 
accurate. She said that she had almost stayed at home, and her choice 
of the seat was unpremeditated .... Investigator Tenhaeff's later check
up revealed: "Sister L.B. was not a member of the Dutch Society for 
Psychical Research. It was purely accidental that she received an 
admission ticket as late as 5:40p.m. on March 8. Croiset gave his infor
mation to journalist E. K. when the participants of the test had not yet 
received their invitations. Moreover, the person who gave Sister L.B. 
her ticket did not know any of the facts furnished by the paragnost." 

Sources: 
Pollack, Jack Harrison. Croiset the Clairvoyant. New York: Doubleday, 1964. 
Wilson, Colin (ed.). The Supernatural: Mysterious Powers. London: Aldus Books, 1975. 

CHANCE REMARKS see Cledonomancy 

CHANNELING; MEDIUMSHIP 

Although mediums are channeling information, they are not "channels" in the 
nomenclature of the New Age. Similarly, channels are not mediums. The differences 
are, perhaps, subtle, but there are differences. Looking first at mediums, these are part 
of the world of spiritualism. They are the intermediaries between this world of the liv
ing and the "other" world of the dead. They bridge the gap between those who are still 
alive and their deceased relatives and loved ones who have "crossed over." Usually, 
though not always, there is a direct relationship between the two personalities con
nected through the agencies of the medium. The medium may or may not go into a 
trance. He or she may use clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience, direct voice, or 
any of a number of different ways to bring through the messages from the other side. 
The messages can, and usually do, come from a wide range of spirits-many different 
people who have lived before. The living receivers are often able to ask questions of 
the deceased and receive answers, advice, and confirmation of a continued existence. 

Channels, on the other hand, are bringing information from "entities" that may 
or may not have ever lived on this earth and are generally not related in any way to the 
receivers of the information. Each channel usually produces information from only one 
particular source, which is frequently delivered as a lecture. Some of these sources claim 
to be from such origins as ancient Atlantis; some from other planets, other worlds, other 
universes. This information is imparted using the vocal cords of the channel, who is usu
ally in trance and completely unaware of what is going on. The channel is the direct 
voice conduit for the entity, who preaches to the audience. A medium usually works 
with a small, intimate group while a channel may speak in a large auditorium. 
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There are examples still extant of some of the paraphernalia used by ancient 
Egyptian priests when claiming to channel messages from the Egyptian gods them
selves (for example, the mask worn when representing Anubis, the jackal-headed 
god). In the Mayan temples the priests played the part of their gods, giving and relay
ing instructions, messages, and advice to the people. In Voodoo, a possessed worshiper 
will channel the deity, known as a loa. In modern Panchmuda, northwest of Calcutta, 
India, at the Temple of Manasa during the Snake Festival, the Serpent Mother will 
take possession of a worshiper, much as in Voodoo, and speak through him or her. 

Writers, musicians, and artists have long composed through a process of chan
neling. Wolfgang Mozart heard music in his head and simply wrote down what he 
heard verbatim. Many visual artists claim they work the same way, simply putting 
onto canvas what is processed through them. 

"Seth" was an entity channeled by Jane Roberts (1929-1984). Seth defined 
itself as "an energy personality essence" that was no longer in physical form. It claimed 
various lifetimes on Earth, though stating that such lifetimes are actually occurring 
simultaneously because past, present, and future all exist at the same time. Judy 
"Zebra" Knight, another channeler, claimed to be the instrument for a character she 
called "Ramtha." He was supposed to have lived 35,000 years ago on the now lost con
tinent of Lemuria. His speech patterns and mannerisms were remarkably like those of 
Judy Knight herself. Jessica Lansing channeled "Michael," who said he was "of the 
mid-causal plane" and made up of 1,000 fragments of an entity like himself. Jach 
Pursel's "Lazaris" says that he has never been in human form; he is a "group form" liv
ing in another dimension. Elizabeth Clare Prophet channeled what she described as 
"ascended masters" no longer living on the physical plane. Darryl Anka's "Bashar" says 

he is from the planet Essassani, 500 light years away. Interestingly, regardless of the sex 
of the channel, the entity that comes through always seems to be masculine. 

Many of the channels bring "doom and gloom" prophesies, some claiming that 
the world will end in a certain period of time. Some, such as "Ramtha," appear 
extremely egotistical and strangely materialistic. Some have urged their followers to 
give away all their worldly goods or to sell them and donate the proceeds to the orga
nization supporting the channel. 

Although there are the charlatans and suspects among the channelers, most of 
the lectures that come through are positive, leading to a better standard of life. The 
listener should be prepared to listen and decide for him- or herself what is right, rather 
than being told what to do. 

In the same way, there are many charlatans and those who are self-deceived 
among the mediums. From the very beginning of spiritualism in the middle of the nine
teenth century, there have been frauds who found it easy to prey on those who were 
bereaved. But-again as with channelers-just because there are fakes does not mean 
that all are fakes. There have been, and still are, excellent mediums who are above 
reproach. John Edward is probably the prime example today, doing a regular television 
program where he contacts the dead relatives of members of his studio audience. 

Sources: 

Bentine, Michael. The Door Marked Summer. London: Granada, 1981. 
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Bcntine, Michae-l Illors q rJ.e Mind. London:� 19M. 
Buckland. Raymond. I:bors co Odta Worlds. St. Pau� MN: Llewellyn. 1993. 
Cook. Mn. Cecil. &CAl I �My Melli�. 0Ucaeo: L..orm., 1919. 
Ouiley, RO&aNrY Ellen. �·.s � o[M,stGlfl Par��. San Franc: is

co: Ha!pcrSanfrancisco, 1991. 
Klima, Jon. Oannmn,: ln.empians on Rer.eNinf lr/�n /rom Paranormal SI*IU. Los 

At1cdes: )emny P. Tan:ber. 1987. 

CHAOMANCY 

l'he word chaomancy is from the Greek c:hacu, Miich, in Paracelsian �. means 

"the aanosphe1e." Acco1dirlg to Thotna5 Blounc's Olos.s� o( 1681, it is "a kind of 
divination by the air." 

It is a variation on CetaltlOSCopy, Miich deals specifically with thunder and light� 
ning. Claaomancy includes lightning rut deals with any am all variations ci the air, such 
u changes in wind direction, fon:e am intensity, squalls, �. am cbt devils. 

cHEESE-� 

CltBR.O- �. c-..t 1.-ia 

CHEJROMANCY; CHJROMANCY; 
CHEJROSOPHY; CHIROGNOMY 

(See abo Palmk1ry) 

Cheiromancy, or Chiromancy, is the same thing as palmistry: the reaclng and inter, 
pretation of the hand and the lines and markings on it. It has been subdivided into 
three parts: cheirognomy-recognizing a person's intelligence from the general shape 
ci the hands; cheirosophy-the study of the comparative value of manual formations; 
and cheiromancy-the art of divination from the brm of the hand .xi 6ngers, and 
the line$ and ma1kings on them 

There have been many rekrmces to the art over the cmturie$. john Skelton's 
PoetiaJl Wofis of 1528 rekrs to "some pseudo prophets with chi romancy." CA!tr� 
matche:i ll, volume 66 (London) of 1876 sa)S: "l'he cheiromantci old was an artist, as 

the augur and aatrolo&a' were." In the Pall Mall �lfe of September 10, 1883, it says, 
"He had better betake himsdf to a regular Clairomant and make himself miserable." 
One ofthe most famous palmists was Count Louis de Hamon (1866-1936), who 
adopted the professional name of Cheiro. 

Cheitomancy, or palmistry, was known to exist in ancient Gteece and Rome. 
Even in Celtic Eui'Ope there is evidence to show that the hand was seen z a rdlection 
ci the whole person. l'here is also evidence that it was known in ancient China and in 
Egypt. Babylonia, and Chaldea from at least 4<XX> BCE. Claeiromancy was popular in 
medieval times and tluaAghout n:cent hist<Ky. 

lbe E� 8rirtJnnica describes palmistry as "a pmtictive system where, 
by the various irregularities and flexion fOld; of the sk,in of the hand are interpreted z 
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being associated with mental or moral dispositions and powers as well as with the cur
rent of future events in the life of the individual." Tradition has it that when Sid
dhartha Gautama (Buddha) was born, around 563 BCE, his feet bore marks that 
indicated to the sages of the time that he would achieve greatness. Similarly, Krishna 
had markings on both hands and feet that foretold coming events. Even today talis
mans are made and sold that are in the shape of the Buddha's feet, marked with signs 
and symbols. Both hands and feet can be read but, today at least, the hands are gener
ally more accessible. 

Early Indian palmistry was closely linked to astrology, and such links are still 
recognized in all palm reading. The fingers, for example, are linked to planets: the 
thumb to Venus, forefinger to Jupiter, middle finger to Saturn, ring finger to Apollo, 
and the little finger to Mercury. The overall shape and size of the hand is significant, 
as are the respective lengths of the fingers. There has developed a fixed set of mean
ings for interpreting the map of the hand, but there is still room for personal intuition 
when reading it. 

The hand changes throughout your life. The lines observed today are vastly dif
ferent from the lines as they appeared some years ago. However, this is less so in the left 
hand, for it is said that the left hand retains what you were hom with while the right 
hand shows what you have made of your latent abilities. (With left-handed people this 
is reversed.) Like much of divination, cheiromancy is a diagnostic reading. It can point 
out the forces that operate within yourself or another, and it can pinpoint the logical 
result(s) of these forces, but it is up to you whether or not you choose to accept them. 

As with all forms of divination, when reading the palms of others it is well to 
give careful consideration to how you present what you see. Do not blurt out that the 
person is going to die, for example! Give cautions, especially in the area of health, and 
recommendations rather than stating that such-and-such an event is definitely going 
to happen. With divination comes responsibility. The diviner becomes an authority 
figure whose words carry power to the listener. 

It can be a good idea to collect prints of a variety of hands for study and practice. 
It used to be that the best way to do this was to ink the hand and then press it down on a 
sheet of white paper. These days, however, a good impression can be obtained by press
ing the hand on the glass of a copy machine and making a photocopy. Working this way, 
you can write comments and make notes on the prints of the various palms. 

First Observation 

Many palmists will consider the shape of the hands first. Generally a person with 
long, articulate hands and fingers will tend toward the contemplative and artistic, while 
one with short, broad hands and fingers will tend to enjoy doing things and making 
things without necessarily considering deeper meanings. These are, as mentioned, gen
eralities, and the detailed examination of the palm and fingers help elaborate on them. 

If all of the fingers are close together, it is an indication of caution and of being 
conventional. If the fingers are wide apart, it shows a quick and flexible mind. If the 
other fingers seem to lean toward the little finger, the subject's life will be ruled by emo
tions and instinct. If the fingers seem to lean toward the index finger and thumb, then 
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this is a sign d potential le;dership and d con� 
scirus effort in all that Is done. A balanced per� 
sonality has the ruter fingen leaning in toward 
the middle fiuger. 

If the thumb seems widely separated 
from the fmgers. then it indicates a very open 
mind. lf the thumb is held in close to the fin.� 
gers. there is a tendency to be timid. High 
mounts at the bases of the fingers indicate a 
lively mind. If the person can bend baclt the fin� 
gers almost at right angles to the hand. it shows 
extreme versatility. 

For a right-handed person, the left haOO 
shows what the person was born with-the 
traits and habits that will develop aloog with 
the oourse the life will probably talte. The right 
hand shows what that person has actually done 
with his or her life, and whether they have lived 
t4> to their potential. Very light lines on the 
right hand wruld seem to indicate that full 
potential has not been met. Someone who has 
constantly tried to improve their b and avoi� 
ed leaning on othen is lilcely to have quite a dif� 
ference between the two palms with strong, 
deep lines on the right. 

Chdro�D��DCy eQ�n�wint &c. � awaumth century. 
F� PimiYC U!mlry. 

If there seem to be a great many lines on 
the palm. it shows a very complex person-the 
sort of person who becomes more and more ftus.. 

trated the more they learn. because they then realize how much more there as to learn! 
A line in the foon of a "chain" indicates a wealtness in ti\at which che line symbolizes. 
The pe!SOO must pay special attention to that area. In che few cases where a line 
branches and/or seems to have a parallel d iQelf. it is a ra.re condition where the sub
ject has alternate courses available. Care needs to be talten in deciding which is the 
better course. 
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In studying the hands, it is best to begin with the lett hand, or the "one that 
shows with what yru were born." If the lines d the hand are clear and deep, they indi· 
cate a person who experiences and understands much of the pain and joy that will 
inevitably be encountered in life. But if the lines are light and faint, it indicates a 
superficial outlook and sanewhat colorless persmality. The person would gain by get� 
ting rut and enjoying him- or herself. 

Hand Types 

What is known as the ELEMENTARY HAND is very basic, with little shape 
to the fangers. It has an almost primitive appearance and indicates a som�hat primi· 
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tive mind. This type of hand usually has bard skin, stiffness, and lines that are kw in 
number and seem more like creases in the hand than actual lines. 

1he SQUARE HAND is broad, with fum muscles and fingers that are rectan

gular in shape. They may have rounded tips, of oourse. but basically there is not a lot 
of shape to them. lhis is the hand of the pragmatist: one who is not interested in new 
idez or theories bot wanes to mow the basic, established truths. When the 6ngertips 
are almost �quare, the� is a love o( rorm such as may be found in builder$ and, some
times, architects and sculptors. 1he person can be very literal-minded. 

The CONIC HAND shows versatility and impulsiveness. 1here is a need in 
this person to ay 10 make everything touched as attractive z possible. This peoon has 
infectious enthusiasm and makes a good companion. Most conic hands have small 
thumbs, and the fingers have cone-shaped tips. 

The SPAlULATEHANDhas fingenips that� spatulated together with a 
wide, high, firm Mount of Venus. Eithfl' the top or the bon om of the palm is broad to 

the point d seeming out d propation to the rest d the hand. The persm with such a 
hand is a lover of action and usually has an original way of thinking. 

A loog and bony hand, with lmots at the joints of the fingers, is a PHilO· 

SOPHICAlHAND. This i5 a person who likes to examine aU angles when pondering 
a question. This person usually understands other people very well and can be 
extremely tactful when n�ssary. Quiet, a need for occasional solitude, reading time, 
and enjoyment of the oounay rather than the city� traits of this persm. 

1he PSYCHIC HAND is long, narrow, and delicate, and usually extremely 
flexible. The skin is very fine and sometimes appears glossy. This is the hand of the 
poet and the psychic. 

The line of life 

The life line is the major line o( the band.. It indicates, in general terms, some· 
thing of the course your life is likely to cake. The line curves about the base o( the 
thumb. At the very beginning it is usually joined with the line of the Head. The point 

at which these two lines separate indicates the relative time at which the person 
becomes emotionally independent of the p:uents. If the nw lines are never in contact 

at the beginning, it shows a person who was very independent from the earliest age. 

The Life line is the only one on the hand that can be divided up into an approx· 
imate scale of years. IA>ing � it is rossi ble to foretell major events to within a year or so 
d their happening. If (with a soft lead pencil) }00 divide the Life line into four equal 
parts, they will represent approximately twenty years each. A deep, clear line, running 
smoothly around itsfull length,suggestsa rich, full lile with goodhealth throughout. A 

line that is in the form of a chain, however, shows continual poor health. If the line is 
chained only in is lower length, the sub;ectshouldbe� ofbtdhealth in later years. 

1he pad at the base d the thumb, between the life line and the thumb itself, 
is known as the Mount of Venus IDI will be looked at bclow.lf the� is a line thM nm 
p<r.lllel to t he  Life line, on the side of the Momt of Venus, it is a good sign showing 
nanual vitality and useful luck. 
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On most palms there are a number of tiny lines that run from the Head line to 
the Life line. Each of these indicates a goal of some kind that will be attained. Looking 
at the time scale marked on the Life line, it is often possible to see, within a year or so, 
when a major event is going to take place. 

About two-thirds of the way down the Life line there may be a triangle formed 

by two short, minor lines with part of the Life line itself being the third line of the tri
angle. Its size varies, and it is not always present. But if it is present, then a talent of 
some sort is possessed from which the person will derive a great deal of satisfaction. 
An angle or sudden change of direction in the Life line shows a definite change of 
direction in the course of life. Again, the approximate time of this can be noted. If 
this is present, then care should be taken around this time since the manner of living 
could change radically. 

Similarly, a branch in the Life line indicates that, at that point or time of life, 
there will be a choice of two possible courses to follow. This would be a time for care
ful consideration and planning. A break in the Life line means trouble. If that break is 
shown on both hands, then it could indicate fatality. But if a new line begins outside 
the break, or is parallel to the Life line and continues unbroken across the Mount of 

Venus, then the trouble will not be drastic. 

The Lines of the Head and the Heart 

Note the relative lengths of the Head and the Heart lines, for this will tell 
whether the subject tends more toward things intellectual or whether there is more of 
a leaning toward the emotions and intuition. For many people these two lines are 
more or less equal in length, but for others there is an obvious difference. These two 
lines should always be considered together. 

By its length and depth, the line of the Head shows the intellectual capability 
of the person. The Heart line shows the strength of the emotional and intuitive capa
bilities. A long, deep, clear Head line shows a clear intellect that can be of great value. 
If the line is very long but slants downward, rather than straight across, this is a case of 
having a high intelligence but using it for the wrong goals; in occult terms, being 
drawn along the "left hand path." Such a person can become very powerful. 

There are rare occasions when the Head and the Heart lines join to form a sin
gle deep line cutting directly across the palm. There are few barriers that can stand up 
to such a person; they may well be a genius ... and very aware of it! However, tight 
control is called for since there is so slight a distance between the strong, controlled 

mind and the uncontrolled chaos of mental unbalance. 

Someone with a deep and long Heart line is likely to feel, very deeply, both the 
bad and the good, the joy and sorrow, of his or her life. Emotions will be important to 
this person and both judgment and hunches will give amazing results. 

Interestingly in this modem day, most people have a stronger Heart line on the 
left, or unconscious, hand than on the right, or conscious, one. Similarly, the Head 
line will be stronger on the right hand. The reason is that modem civilization, for bet
ter or worse, seems to emphasize the intellect over the feelings of the heart. 
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The Line of Fate 

Sometimes cal�d the line of Lutt, the line of Fate does not show up in every· 
body's hand. Its �ngth and depth will show just how much good fortune you may 
have. For some the line will run strong and deep from the wrist up to the mldd� fin· 
ger. For this person b:k. wiD come readily and freely, seemingly wi th little effort. But 
for the majority. the line of Lucie. will be wealc. <r nonexistent. Any '"lucie" will come 
only thtoughcareful planning and hard worlc.! 

lf it exi$cs. this line of Fate can give valuable insights into penonality flaws 
that may exist and a� not teadily apparent. For example, the line of Fate may be deep 
and unbroken up to the line of the Heatt, then break and di.aappear entirely at mat 
point. A person with such a line would let emotions obstruct much d the good for· 
rune that would normally come their way. Without realizing it, through worry, temper, 
or similar, they would limit themselves. 

Similarly, a lined Fate breaking or terminating at t.he line of the Head shows a 
person who gets in their own way by being overly cautious and thinking over things 
too much. When he <r she has finally made up their mind, the oppottunity has come 
and g<ne. Someone whose line d Fate starts m the M>ur\t of the M>on (the fleshy 
pad on the outside of the hand, under the litde finger) should have a pleasing and 
peacefltl life, finding happiness without trying. H the line starts down at the wristlets, 
there will be an inheritance of wealth <r a rewarding career. If the line of Fate branch· 
es ncar the bottom, with one branch running into the Mount of the Moon, then good 
fortune will come in the fotm of a marriage or ocher attachment. 

'n.e Marriage Li.ne(S) 

The Marriage lines start, appropriately eoough, above the beginning of the 
Heart line. The subject may weB have more than one such line with possibly as many 
as four or five. Although called the Marriage lines, they do noc ncceuarily indicate 
marriages perK. Ramer.they are greu loves felt and experienced thtoughour me fife. 
tirne---Gleounters mat deeply stir the hearr. Just how deeply the penon concerned has 
stirred the heart may be gauged by the depth and length d the line. A rough time 
scale may be derived by noting whether the Marriage line in question is ncar the 
Heart line (early in life) or ncar the joint of thefinger (later in life). 

The Wrisdets 

These are the lines across the ftont of the wtist at the based the hand. They 
can be a general indication of how long a life to expect (and may be compared to the 
time scale on me lined Life). Each complete, well-formed wtisdet shows a complete 
cnl full twenty-five years. However, the wrinlets will change considerably throughout 
life and be determined by lifestyle, diet, exen:ise, and the like. 

1lJe Mount Of Venus 

Both the thumb and the large area at its base are under the influence of Venus. 
1be M>mt of Venus can give a good picture of the warmth.ldndness, and affcaion in 
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the person. If the mount is rounded, full, warm, and firm, the person is pleasing as a 
friend, delightful in love, and one whose kindness to others brings a warm response. 
However, if the mount is thin, dry, and leathery, the person is cold, probably thin
lipped, tolerating little warmth toward others and receiving little or nothing in return. 

It can often be seen that Venus's mount is crossed with many vertical and hori
zontal lines. This indicates a person who, for all else that the palm says, is not as 
serene as appears on the surface. Underneath there are cross-currents of emotion that 
are felt deeply but are kept hidden. 

The Mount of the Moon 

The Moon has been linked with the psychic world from ancient times. It is so 
linked with cheiromancy. The Mount of the Moon is the pad on the outside of the 
hand, below the little finger. A triangle on this mount indicates some natural talent in 
one or more fields of the occult. Any lines that arise here will have in them a hint of 
unconscious magic and of its close relation, love between man and woman. Lines 
reaching toward the Mount of the Moon from around the edge of the hand will be a 
prediction of journeys to be made by sea or air. 

Finally, the firmness and fullness of this mount gives a general indication of 
just how well the subject can combine practicality with imagination. 

The Fingers 

Square fingers are indicated by the parallel lines of the outside edge of the lit
tle finger and the outside edge of the index finger. These would be the two sides of a 
rectangle. This indicates a practical, methodical person with a love of the functional 
and utilitarian. 

Short fingers are found on people who think quickly and tend to be impatient 
with details. Long fingers are on those who think in an abstract or analytical manner. 

Each finger is associated with an astrological sign and is an indicator of the 
good and/or bad aspects of that sign. Thumb-Venus; Index finger-Jupiter; Middle 
finger-Saturn; Ring finger-Apollo; Little finger-Mercury. At the base of each fin
ger is the mount associated with the planetary sign of the finger. The fullness or thin
ness of the mount shows how strongly that particular sign affects the individual. 

Each finger is, in tum, divided into three sections to show the person's relative 
spiritual, intellectual, and material development, as associated with the particular 
planet. The lowest section is the material; the middle is the intellectual; the top sec
tion is the spiritual. For example, if the lowest segment of a person's little finger (Mer
cury) is notably larger and more developed than the other two segments of that finger, 
then there would be action and strength, especially in management and salesmanship 
(which are associated with Mercury), over and above any interest in spirituality or 
intellectual pursuits. Similar traits can be derived for each of the other signs, using 
judgment and intuition with the astrological characteristics given below. 

Venus-thumb: The thumb can show more about a person than any of the 
other fingers or any other part of the hand. It shows whether or not the person can 
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deliberately make the best of their talents and abilities or whether they will simply 
rely on chance. A short thumb shows lack of strong will power. It is a person ruled by 
instinct and emotion. A large thumb shows strong will and belongs to someone who 
works out a plan and sticks to it. Set low on the hand, the thumb is a sign of love of 
independence. With a waisted phalanx, it indicates great tact. If the tip of the thumb 
bends backward, there is a tendency toward extravagance. 

Jupiter-index finger: The "father/mother image," showing drive, leadership, 
the executive. Principal traits of this sign are pride, ambition, and confidence. It 
should, ideally, be about the same length as the ring finger. If longer, it shows ambition 
though can also indicate egotism. If shorter, there is a lack of confidence, especially 
early in life. If very short, it shows a person who is timid and somewhat afraid of life. 

Saturn-middle finger: The wise old man or woman, often a personification of 
old age and the very end of life. It is tied in with restrictions, restraint, and common 
sense. Principle traits are wisdom, solitude, shyness, melancholy, and solitary bleak
ness. Usually the longest finger on the hand, if it is exceptionally long the person will 
have trouble fitting in with others. If short, there will be carelessness and a lack of 
responsibiliry. 

Apollo-ring finger: Associated with the sun and all things bright and good, 
also with the arts and medicine. It is the finger of beauty and creativity. Principle trait 
is the love of beauty. Ideally it should be straight. If it should curve toward the little 
finger, it shows a person who underrates their own creative ability. If it curves toward 
the middle finger, it shows a person who has sacrificed their own creativity for the 
mundane. 

Mercury-little finger: This is known as the finger of communication, since it is 
named after Mercury, the messenger of the gods. It also relates to activity and to sex, 
sharpness and quickness of mind, cleverness, and shrewdness. Principle traits are 
buoyancy, friendliness, skill in management, and commerce. If the finger is straight, it 
shows the person to be basically honest. If it has a slight curve to it, toward the ring 
finger, it suggests that the person will suppress their own ambitions in order to further 
someone else's. Such a finger is often found on caregivers of various sorts. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. A Pocket Guide to the Supernatural. New York: Ace Books, 1969. 

Cheiro (Louis Hamon). Cheiro's Language of the Hand, Chicago: Rand, McNally, 1897. 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

Squire, Elizabeth Daniels. The New Fortune in Your Hand. New York: Fleet Press, 1960. 

Webster, Richard. Revealing Hands. St. Paul: Llewellyn, 1994. 

CHIEN TUNG 

Produced commercially, this is a very basic form of fortune-telling from China that 
utilizes a number of bamboo sticks in a container. It would seem to have been inspired 
by the I Ching. To use the Chien Tung for a general reading, the diviner shakes the 
container of sticks until one of them falls out. The sticks are numbered so the number 
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on the faUen stick is consulted in an accompanying � and the fortune read. � 
fOrtunes genft'aUy seen to be on a par with those obtai Mel from fOrtune coc*ies. 

CHINA 

There are many fonns of divination that-at least according to tradition---6tarted in 

0\ina. Examples include astragalomanq, cartomancy, and cheiromancy. The best
lcnown form that is still most strongly �iated with 0\ina is the I Olin&, or Boolt � 
0\anges. This has been revered for centuries as a source ci wisdom and as a cryptic 
fOtm of the epitome of a truly ancient philosqny. 

Of the thtee historic religions found in China-Confucianism, Taoism, and 
Buddhism-it was Taoism that most promoted magic and divination. The ancient 
0\inete system ci meditation is best eXEmplified in the T alist teachings. 

The 0\inese call fate Mirw, meaning "destiny" 01' ''mandate." It is believed 
that humans are more elevated than animals, receiving the decrees ci Heaven. Any 
who cb not unlerstand these �es cannot become Supem Man, which, acmrd� 
10 Confucius, means becoming a Sage. Good fom.ane or <lsastu depends upon fate. To 
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investigace whac face mighc have in store calls foe usc ci che I Ching oc some odter 
fonn ci divinacion. 

CHINESE ASTROLOGY 

TI1e main classi6c:ation in Chineae astrology is not by the sun sign bur by che year fX 
birth. From che earliest suges fX Chinese civii.Uation, in the Shang or Yin period (c. 
1766-1123 8CE), the calendar was importanc. Each of twelve � il na.mcd for an 
animal, srartiJ�g wich che rae and ending with the p� Rae, Ox, TJi!er, Rabbic, Dragon, 
Snake, Horse, Goac or Ram, Monkey, Rooster, Dog, Pig, or Boar. lhil it commonly 
known as dle Chinese zodiac. At the end of the twelve-year cycle the lia starts over 

again. Titia represenca a cyclical concepc of time, rathel' than the Wesrem linear con· 
cept of time. 

The Dlinese wdiac from 1900 to 2007 is as follows: 

Rat: 1900,1912, 1924,1936,1948,1960,1972,1984,1996 

Ox: 1901,1913,1925,1937,1949,1961,1973,1985,1997 
Tiger: 1902, 1914, 1926, 1938, 1950, 1962, 1974, 1986, 1998 

Rabbic: 1903, 1915, 1927, 1939, 1951, 1963,1975,1987, 1999 

�gon: 1904,1916,1928,1940,1952,1964,1976,1988,2000 
Snake:1905,1917,1929,1941,1953,1965,1977, 1989,2001 
Horse: 1906, 1918, 1930, 1942, 1954, 1966, 1978, 1990, 2002 

Goat: 1907, 1919, 1931, 1943, 1955, 1967, 1979, 1991, 2003 
�ey: 1908, 1920,1932,1944,1956,1968,1980,1992,2004 
�Unsur: 1909, 1921, 1933, 1945, 1957, 1969, 1981, 1993, 2005 

Doc: 1910, 1922, 1934, 1946, 1958, 1970, 1982, 1994, 2006 
Ag. 1911,1923,1935,1947,1959,1971,1983,1995,2007 

Each year it abo daiaJlaced as 01'\e of the 6ve elemencs: fire, earth, metal, 
wa�, and wood. Wich twelve animals and fiveelemencs there is a differenccombina· 
cion each year, which would chen nor repeal for sixty years. ror example, 1905 was che 
year ci the Wood Snake, bur 1917 (the next Snake year) was che year of che Fire 
Snake. Titen 1929 was the yea£ of the Eacth Snake, 1941 the Meml Snake, and 10 on. 

Tite monrh, day, and hour ci birth are also considered in Chinese astrology, 
along with che year. There are twenty·eighc constellations considered, plus che five 
elements aheady mentioned, five planets (MeKury, Venus, Mars, jupitel', Saturn), five 
directions (nonh, east, aouth, west, cente£), five seasons (sping, &mme£, fall, winter, 
and the dog daya), and dle influence of specific stlll'$. The five elements conespond to 

colors and planeta as followa: 

Element 

Yellow 
VJhite 
Black 
Gem 
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Otinese astrology is based m the lunar cycle. Each year begins with the new 
mom in what � Aquarius on the West«:m asuological tetup, somewhere between late 
January and early Febru;uy. This date, d comse, will v;uy slighd y from � to year. Next 
in importance, therefore, � me luna£ calendar,� the Otinese lunisolar calendar � 
very cl.iff«ent from me Wesn:m calen!Jr. 1he Olineie ad� me Western calen!Jr in 
1911, but the lnar calendar is still used for festive �ons such as the Chinese New 
Year. Many Otinese calendaJs will print bom the solardatesand the Chinese lunar dates. 

Chinese astrology i s  concerned wim the relationships ci the seYen main stars 
together with twenty-ei ght majorconstellations called lodges, or star-spirits. Each has 
its own auspicious or ominous meaning in terms of the yin-yang balance and metl.ve 
elements. The lodges move in and out of palaces ruled by the seven main stars. In 
tum,each palace is associated with one of the twelve moons of the lunar calendar, the 
twelve earthly branches, and the twelve zodiac animals. Everyone has a main star, 
according to meir year of birth. As me various lodges pa$' through that star's palace, 

the person will experience good or bad fortune. 

The twelve earthly branches are important. with a tremendously complex set 
of meanings. They are used to number th� that come in series of twelve and are 
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often referred to as the horary cycle since their original function was to divide the day 
into twelve 120-minute "hours." The branches also designate the months of the year. 

THE TWELVE EARTHLY BRANCHES 

Order Sign Direction Branch Element 

1 Mouse N Zi Water 

2 Ox NNE Chou Earth 

3 Tiger ENE Yin Wood 

4 Rabbit E Mao Wood 

5 Dragon ESE Chen Earth 

6 Snake SSE Si Fire 

7 Horse s Wu Fire 

8 Goat ssw Wei Earth 

9 Monkey wws Shen Metal 

lO Rooster w You Metal 

ll Dog WNW Xu Earth 

12 Pig NNW Hai Water 

Much as the Sun Signs are generally studied in Western astrology, so are the 
Year Signs in Chinese astrology: 

Year of the Rat: People born under this sign are noted for their charm and 
attraction to the opposite sex. Although easily angered, they are hardworking, like to 
acquire possessions, and try to achieve their goals. They are basically thrifty. They also 
love to gossip. They are likely to be perfectionists and have big ambitions, frequently 
becoming very successful. Compatibility: Dragon, Monkey, Ox. 

Year of the Ox: These people inspire confidence in others, though they them
selves speak little. However, when they do speak, they can be very eloquent. They 
have great patience. Like Rat people, they anger easily. They also have very bad tem
pers. They can be eccentric and can also be bigoted. Mentally and physically alert, 
they are easygoing but can be stubborn. They hate to fail and hate to be opposed. 
Compatibility: Snake, Rooster, Rat. 

Year of the Tiger: Capable of great sympathy, Tigers are very sensitive. They are 
given to deep thinking and earn the respect of others, though they can come into con
flict with their elders and with authority. They can be short-tempered. Tigers have dif
ficulty making up their minds. This can result in missing opportunities or in making 
quick and therefore bad decisions. Courageous and powerful, they are nonetheless sus
picious of others. Compatibility: Horses, Dragons, Dogs. 

Year of the Rabbit: Ambitious, articulate, and talented, Rabbits are also virtuous 
and very reserved. They have excellent taste in most things, are admired and trusted. 
Rabbits are clever in business and frequently do very well financially. They always 
honor a contract made. Although fond of gossip, they are kind and tactful and don't 
often lose their temper. They seldom gamble, but if they did they would be very suc
cessful, always being able to make the correct choice. They are wise and conservative. 
Compatibility: Sheep, Pig, Dog. 
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Year of the Dragon: Short-tempered and stubborn, Dragons are excitable, ener
getic, and generally very healthy. They can be brave and are honest and sensitive, 
inspiring confidence. Dragons are the most eccentric of all the signs. They may be 
taken advantage of since they are very soft hearted. They do not borrow money them
selves. Compatibility: Rats, Snakes, Monkeys, Roosters. 

Year of the Snake: Possessing great wisdom, enigmatic Snakes say very little but 
are frequently selfish and vain. They never have financial problems and can be overly 
thrifty. They try to help those less fortunate than themselves and can show tremen
dous sympathy. They prefer to do things themselves, having reservations about relying 
on others through doubting others' judgment. They tend to overdo things, being very 
determined in their actions and hating to fail. Outwardly calm and serene, inwardly 
they are intense and passionate. Snakes are usually good-looking but, being fickle, can 
suffer marital problems. Compatibility: Ox and Rooster. 

Year of the Horse: One of the most popular signs, Horses are cheerful, percep
tive, and good with money. They do tend to talk too much, however. They are inde
pendent and rarely listen to advice. Talented and good with their hands, Horses can 
be very wise. They have a weakness for the opposite sex and are hot-blooded and 
impatient about most things. They enjoy crowds and entertainment. Compatibility: 
Tigers, Dogs, Goats. 

Year of the Goat/Ram: Accomplished in the arts, these people are usually very 
elegant, giving the appearance of being far better off than other signs. But they are fre
quently shy and pessimistic, also puzzled about life in general. They can be deeply reli
gious and passionate about what they believe in. They are gentle and compassionate. 
Their abilities bring financial rewards so they never have to worry about not having 
the creature comforts they enjoy so much. They are not good speakers and are timid 
by nature. Compatibility: Rabbits, Pigs, Horses. 

Year of the Monkey: Clever, skillful, and flexible, these are the erratic geniuses 
of the zodiac. They can be incredibly original and inventive, solving problems with 
ease and having great common sense. They like to get things done immediately, and if 
that's not possible they get discouraged and walk away. Monkeys have good memories 
and a yearning for knowledge. They are strong willed and are good at making deci
sions. They very quickly get over their anger but tend to look down on others. Com
patibility: Dragon, Rat. 

Year of the Rooster: Roosters are very capable and talented deep thinkers. Often 
eccentric, Roosters can have a hard time relating to other people. They like to keep 
busy and think themselves more capable than they actually are. Consequently, they 
often get frustrated when things don't work out as they had hoped. They are usually 
right about things but, even if they're not, they think they are! Outwardly adventur
ous, frequently brave, they can actually be inwardly timid. They are frequently loners, 
can be selfish and too outspoken. Their emotions, and their fortunes, go up and down. 
Compatibility: Ox, Snake, Dragon. 

Year of the Dog: Dogs possess the very best traits of human nature. They have a 
deep sense of loyalty; they are honest; they inspire others. Dogs can be cold and dis
tant emotionally, seeming very standoffish at parties. But they know how to keep 
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secrets. They can be eccentric, very stubborn, and somewhat selfish. They always 
seem to have money though they care little for wealth. Dogs have sharp tongues and 
can find fault with many things. They make very good leaders. Compatibility: Horse, 
Tiger, Rabbit. 

Year of the Pig/Boar: This is the chivalrous, gallant sign of the zodiac. Pigs are 
extremely loyal and kind. They will move forward at top speed, looking neither to left 
nor right, but intent on what they are doing. Also, they will not retreat. They are 
extremely honest and have tremendous fortitude. Pigs don't make a lot of friends, but 
those they do make are close and loyal and friends for life. Pigs have a thirst for knowl
edge. They don't talk much but study a great deal, keeping very well informed. They 
can be quick tempered yet they hate arguments. Whatever problems arise, Pigs try 
their hardest to work them out. Compatibility: Rabbits, Sheep. 

Sources: 

http://www.c-c-c.org/chineseculture/zodiac/zodiac.html. 
http://www.solsticemoon.com/spiritual. 
Lau, Kwan. Secrets of Chinese Astrology. New York: Tengu Books, 1994. 
Orion, Rae. Astrology for Dummies. Foster City, CA: IDG Boks, 1999. 
White, Suzanne. The New Chinese Astrology. 

CHINESE BuDDHIST DIVINATION 

(See also Tibet) 

Divination in China and in Tibet is used within the sphere of Buddhist concepts. It 
functions in accordance with Buddhist principles such as karma. By looking into 
someone's future, it is believed that the seer may assess the particular situation and 
recommend how to deal with it. It is recognized that rituals alone will not bring about 
change, but it is known that the performance of ritual can induce latent positive 
potential to cause change. 

Sources: 

Tseten, Dorjee. Tibetan Art of Divination. Tibetan Bulletin, March-April1995. 

CHINESE PALMISTRY 

In the Chinese system of palmistry, the palm is divided into eight areas known as 
"palaces." Each palace is associated with one of the eight trigrams that form the back
bone of the I Ching. There is no regard given to the fingers, wrists, etc., the focus 
being entirely on the palm. It is said that the art is at least 2,000 years old. 

Sources: 

Headon, Deirdre (ed.) Quest for the Unknown-Charting the Future. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 
Digest, 1992. 

CHIROGNOMY see Cheiromancy 

CHIROGRAPHY see Graphology 
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CHRISTIAN QABBALAH 

lhe Q.bbaiab � utilized in medieval times had 
absorbed a lot of ceremonial map cal tradition. 
Some of this had specifically Jewish traits, but 
much ofit came from international sources. ln 
magic, the sacred names of god and with various 
sacred letters of those names were considered 
containers of special knowledge. This preoccu· 
pation developed into using those letters and 
names � sources of power in themselves. Cluis· 
tian occultists quiclcly became attracted to the 
parap.emalia of ritual magic and to the Qaht:ral· 
ah. Magical amulets, incantations, seals, and 
magical squares all seemed fascinating. Begin· 
ning in the late fifteenth century, a Christian 
form of the Qabbalah � consttucted that was 
supposed to prove the divinity of Jesus. Even 
alchemical S)'ltlbols were incotporated into it. 

Mockl of the mM:roco.mic man according to 1he 
Christian q�tic aystaa. FCJ�UGA Piaure �-

It was Jews who taught the fitst genera· 
tions of Christian Qabbalists. Consequently 
these early pactitioners had a reasonably sound 
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knowledge of the subject. But ftom the seven· 
teenth centuty on, enthusiasts became more and more i�rant of the ttue �anings 
until eventually the word� became simply a euPtemism fur any mixtute of 
alchemy, hermeticism, occultism, Rosicrucianism, and general occult �ott Writers 
such as Robert Fludd and loomas Vaughan presented a Qabbalah that combined 
what Audd called "theosophical and J:hilosophical truths." Henry More claimed that 
the Platonists had "more ofthatCabtla than the Jews themselves have at this day." 

Q�listic magic became a matter of combining and permuting Hdxew letters 
and their numerical values tluougbt the use of anagmms, magical sqwres, and such. By 
the nineteenth cenwry such mn-Jewish occultists as Francis Barrett and G&ard 
Encauaae (Papus) had taken an interest in the Q�lah,linking it to such things � 

the tan>t and astiology. Dim Fottme referred to it as the "Yoga ci the West." 

Soun:es: 

Fottune, Dion. Tfle M)sliall Qaba.lah. London: Ernest 8enn, 1935. 
Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. .l-Imper� Enc,cbpedlcl c! M)sliall & Pllrllnormal E�. San Fnncis· 

co: HarperSenFnncisco,1991. 
Scholem, Gershom. KDbbalah. New York: New American Libn,y,1974. 
Werblowslcy,R.j.Zwi.Man, Myth&�: OlbcWJ. London: BPCPublishin& 1970. 

CHRONOMANCY 
Divination utilizing the passing of time. This is 1005( often used in conjunction with 
other fotms of divination such as omithomancy. For example, where the flight of a 
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bird is significant based upon its direction, it can also have further significance based 
on the amount of time it takes for the bird to complete its flight. 

CICERO, MARCUS TULLIUS (106-43 BCE) 

Educated in Rome and in Greece , Marcus Tullius Cicero was a Roman statesman, 
scholar, lawyer, and writer. He tried to uphold the republican principles at a time 
when the civil struggles were destroying Rome. 

In his book De divinatione (On Divination), Cicero stated that divination was a 
religious matter since it depended upon a belief in the divine. He said it would be 
unwise to neglect the Providence that designed a destiny for humankind. According 
to both Cicero and Plato, there were two kinds of prophecy, one of art and the other 
of nature. He spoke of entechnos, or that which could be taught, and atechnos, which is 
not taught. Entechnos was based on the observation of phenomena, while atechnos 
was a form of madness because it presupposed that a familiar of some kind could enter 
the diviner and thrown him or her into a trance, thus enabling the foretelling of the 
future. Cicero had himself been an augur and, since augury was state approved, he 
said nothing against that in his book. However, he did speak out against all other 
forms of divination. 

In 59 BCE Cicero declined Caesar's invitation to join the political alliance of 
Caesar, Crassus, and Pompey. The following year he also declined Caesar's offer of a 
place on his staff in Gaul. In 58 BCE Cicero was forced to flee Rome in fear of his life 
when P. Clodius became tribune. Cicero had derided all paranormal explanations of 
dreams in his book, making fun of those who looked to dreams for prophetic knowl
edge. Then, while in exile, he himself had a dream of a noble-looking youth who 
descended from the sky on a chain of gold and stood at the door to a temple. The next 
day the man he saw in his dream-who turned out to be Octavius, great nephew of 
Caesar--came to visit him. Cicero was recalled to Rome on August 4, 57 BCE. 

Sources: 

Encyclopedia Britan. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Headon, Deirdre (ed.). Quest for the Unknown-Charting the Future. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 

Digest, 1992. 
Holroyd, Stuart. The Supernatural: Dream Worlds. London: Aldus Books, 1976. 

CLAIRAUDIENCE 

Clairaudience is, literally, "clear hearing." It is homologous to clairvoyance and 
clairsentience. Clairaudience is the ability to hear sounds and voices from other 
dimensions, usually from spirits of the dead, at seances. Most clairvoyants seem also to 
be occasionally clairaudient. A spiritualist medium can receive messages from the spir
its in various ways. He may hear, in his head, what the spirits are saying; he may see 
them and describe what he sees, interpreting actions almost as is done in the game of 
charades; or he may simply sense what is being passed on to him. There are other 
forms of communication, but these are probably the three main ones. 
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Hearing what is communicated can be just like hearing someone whispering in 

your ear, though no one else physically present will hear any sound. It can also be sim
ilar to sensing in that you hear, in your head, the voice and the words themselves yet 
are not aware of the sound originating externally alongside your ear. Clairaudience 
can include hearing music, songs, and other sounds. 

Clairaudience can also sometimes be experienced when in the hypnagogic and 
hypnapompic states-those states that occur just as you are falling asleep and just as 

you are awakening. It can even occur during meditation. 

A classic example of clairaudience was in the case of Joan of Arc (see Jeanne 
d'Arc), in the fifteenth century, who heard voices she attributed to God and vario� 
angels. In her father's garden, at age thirteen, she first heard a voice she believed came 
from God. During the next five years she heard voices two or three times a week and 
was able to distinguish these as being (so she said) Saints Catherine, Margaret, and 
Michael. Her voices directed her to lead the French army against that of the English 
in an attempt to restore the Dauphin to his throne. 

Throughout history people have been guided by voices they have heard, either 
internally or externally. Examples are Samuel, Moses, Solomon, and other characte� 
in the Bible, who believed they heard God speaking. In the same way, the ancient 
Greeks heard whispered advice from daimones, or genii, regarded more or less as 

guardian spirits (Socrates claimed to be advised by a specific daimon). The English 
poet William Cowper, in the eighteenth century, was advised of upcoming events in ll 
life by voices he heard in his ear. Wolfgang Mozart heard music in his head and simpl� 
wrote down what he heard, note for note. Aura May Hollen, in the late 1920s, began 
to write her many books of poetry and song from what was dictated to her in her head. 

Clairaudience is sometimes confused with "direct voice," which is actuall� 
quite different. This is when the medium him- or herself speaks with the voice of a 

deceased spirit or, more accurately, a spirit speaks through the medium, using the 
medium's vocal cords. 

Holding a seashell up to the ear and hearing what seems to be the sounds of 
the sea is a fascinating child's pastime. Such a shell is often used as a tool by beginning 
mediums as the basis for initiating clairaudience. Listening with a seashell can gradu
ally lead the listener to distinguish human voices, perhaps initially vague and far off. 
Over a period of time these voices become louder and clearer, until distinctive speech 
is heard and individual voices are recognized. Another tool for development is a tele
phone, albeit one that is not connected. Even an imaginary telephone will serve the 
purpose. The medium takes up the receiver (or imagines holding it) and will hear a 

voice speaking on the end of the line. Some mediums will use this as their way of 
"turning on" the mediumistic gift. They will imagine a telephone beside them and 
know that when it rings (in their head), there will be a spirit waiting to speak to them. 

A word of warning to those who experiment with mediumship. If, after work
ing with such exercises over a period of time, you continue to hear "voices" in your 
head even after you have stopped the experiment, then you need to take a break. The 
secret-if secret there is-is to not try too hard. Concentrate but do not strain to hear. 
If voices are to come, they will come. Not everyone can be a good medium, though we 

.. 
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do all have the potential. It may be that clairaudience is not to be your forte, so be 
prepared to try other mediumistic forms. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Doors to Other Worlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 
Cowan, Tom. The Book of Seance. Chicago: Contemporary Books, 1994. 
Hollen, Henry. Clairauaient Transmissions. Hollywood, CA: Keats Publications, 1931. 
Klima, Jon . Channeling: Investigations on Receiving Information from Paranormal Sources. Los 

Angeles: Jeremy P. Tarcher, 1987. 
Owens, Elizabeth. How to Communica!e with Spirits. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2002. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

CLAIRGUSTANCE 

Similar in many ways to clairaudience, clairvoyance and clairsentience, clairgustance 
is the smelling of scents coming from other dimensions. It is frequently lumped under 
the general heading of clairvoyance but is a separate, distinct form of psychic cog
nizance. 

Many times, at a seance, not only the medium but all present will be aware of 
the perfume of a particular flower of significance to someone at the sitting. Specific 
pipe tobacco might similarly be smelled. Any odor that is significant to someone at 
the seance may be detected by any or all present. Not all smells received are pleasant 
but all are meaningful, frequently tied into some memory of a past event. 

Sources: 

Owens, Elizabeth. How to Communica!e with Spirits. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2002. 

CLAIRSENTIENCE 

Many mediums receive all their information by means of psychically sensing it. They 
may sense that words are said, rather than actually hearing them. They may sense that 
a deceased person is tall and elderly, for example, rather than actually "seeing" them 
clairvoyantly. They may sense the spirit's previous occupation, likes, and dislikes. All 
of these things and more are sensed, or "picked up," by the medium and relayed to the 
sitter(s). Clairsentience involves the psychic perception of sights, sounds, smells, 
tastes, emotions, and physical sensations. 

Many people experience clairsentience without realizing that they do. Many 
people have had a sense, or sense perception, of something about to happen. They 
might think they have had a "flash," or fleeting impression, of some scene or sound. 
This is actually clairsentience. Many more people have had a clairsentient moment 
on meeting someone for the first time; they have felt that they do not like a particular 
person yet are unable to find any logical reason for the dislike. They just "feel" or 
"'know" that they do not like the person. This sometimes extends to a feeling that the 
person they dislike is in some way evil. They sense this, and sometimes later investiga
tion brings to light good reasons for the feeling. 
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Many psychics, as opposed to mediums, use clairsentience. T hey may get ini
tial impressions directly from the person they are reading but then supplement this 
information with other material they get through clairsentience. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Doars to Other Warlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 

Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. Harper's Encyclopedia of Mystical & Paranon Experience. San Francis
co: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991. 

Owens, Elizabeth. How to Communicate with Spirits. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2002. 

CLAIRVOYANCE 

Clairvoyance is from the French "clear seeing," applied to psychic awareness. It is the 
ability to see-in the mind's eye-people and things in another dimension. Many 
spiritualist mediums are clairvoyants,actually seeing and describing the spirits of the 
deceased. In the Bible there is reference to the woman of Endor, visited by Saul ( 1 
Samuel28). She is described as "a woman that hath a familiar spirit." In other words, 
a spirit guide or guardian angel. She is a spiritualist medium (not a witch, as is the 
common misconception). When Saul meets with her--despite the fact that he tried 
to get rid of all such mediums-she describes exactly what she sees clairvoyantly: "I 
saw gods ascending out of the earth. An old man cometh up and he is covered with a 

mantle." T his turns out to be Samuel, and Saul is able to speak with him through the 
agencies of the medium. Similarly, Isaiah had a clairvoyant vision of "the Lord . .. 
high and lifted up" attended by seraphim (Isaiah 6). 

William E. Butler divides clairvoyance into his own divisions of psychological 
clairvoyance, spatial clairvoyance, astral clairvoyance, and true spiritual clairvoyance, 
though he tends to combine clairvoyance with clairsentience in many instances. Nan
dor Fodor divides it into X-ray clairvoyance, medical clairvoyance, traveling clairvoy
ance, and platform clairvoyance. X-ray clairvoyance is the ability to see what is inside 
closed objects, from inside sealed envelopes to behind brick walls. Medical clairvoy
ance is self-explanatory, seeing illnesses and reading auras to diagnose disease. T he 
term is also used to cover medical clairsentience. Traveling clairvoyance is also some
times termed remote viewing and refers to seeing actual people and events at a great 
distance. Platform clairvoyance is the demonstration of the facility literally on a plat
form before an audience or in the seance room. Other people have given other break
downs of the gift. 

Lewis Spence makes the distinction of being able to see people and events not 
only in the present but also from the past. T his is certainly valid. One of the most strik
ing examples of this was the case that has become known as the Versailles adventure. 

On August 10, 1901, two young Englishwomen traveling in France, Annie E. 
Moberly and Eleanor M. Jourdain, visited the Petit Trianon at Versailles. Annie 
Moberly was the daughter of the bishop of Salisbury, and her friend was the daughter 
of a Derbyshire vicar. As Eleanor Jourdain put it: 

.. 
We went on in the direction of the Petit Trianon, but just before reach
ing what we knew afterwards to be the main entrance I saw a gate lead-
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ing to a path cut deep below the level of the ground above, and as the 
way was open and had the look of an entrance that was used, I said 
"Shall we try this path? It must lead to the house," and we followed it .... 
I began to feel as if I were walking in my sleep; the heavy dreaminess was 
oppressive. At last we came upon a path crossing ours, and saw in front of 
us a building consisting of some columns roofed in, and set back in the 
trees. Seated on the steps was a man with a heavy black cloak round his 
shoulders, and wearing a slouch hat. At that moment the eerie feeling 
which had begun in the garden culminated in a definite impression of 
something uncanny and fear inspiring. The man slowly turned his face, 
which was marked by smallpox, his complexion was very dark. The 
expression was very evil and though I did not feel he was looking particu
larly at us, I felt a repugnance to going past him. 

The two women went on to describe points of architecture and landscape that 
;emed to pinpoint the date of the building and its surrounds to around 1770, since 
.lterations were later made to parts of the Petit Trianon. In their perambulations, the 
ladies saw men in three-cornered hats, a woman with a large white hat, and others in 
me dress of the eighteenth century. The Petit Trianon was built by Louis XV for his 
mistress, the Marquise de Pompadour, who was later succeeded by Madame Dubarry. 
Later, Louis XVI gave the house to Marie Antoinette. This seems to be a fine case of 
..:lairvoyance where the mediums were able to see, and later describe in detail, events 
m a past century. 

There is also a well-known case of a Captain Youatt who, in a dream, saw a 
�up of emigrants trapped on a mountain in the snow. Especially obvious was a white 
difface and other landmarks. He saw this dream repeatedly and related it to a friend 
..ho recognized some of the features and believed it to be the Carson Valley Pass, 
about 150 miles from where they were. A company of men, with mules, blankets, 
iood, and other supplies, set off and actually found the stranded group just as Youatt 
had described them. This was related in the 1875 volume of Sunday at Home maga
:ine. Clairvoyance, then, may manifest in internal or external visions. 

Most examples of clairvoyance are connected to the here and now. It can be 
brought about by mechanical means, using drugs, incense, hypnosis, crystal-gazing, 
.humming, or any one of a number of methods. It can also be a part of ritual dance and 
;(Jng. Bringing about ekstasis, or ecstasy-getting out of oneself-has been a part of 
ritual for thousands of years, frequently leading to clairvoyant visions. Virtually any
ooe can develop clairvoyance with suitable training. 

Sources: 
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Clamancy 

CLAMANCY 

From me Latin damare, to ay out. Oamancy !.i 

interpreting the unexpected cries that peorlt 
make under various circumstances. TI-e intenn
ty,length, pitch, unexpeaedness, and so m, aR 

all considered by the diviner. 

CLEDONOMANCY; 
CLEDONISMANCY 

Cledonomancy is diviDinl by any chance 
remarlcs that are heard by the diviner. For exam
ple, in a crowd a number of brief comments maT 

be heard from several different people, none .X 
them complete in themselves. By putting thaile 
remarlcs together, the diviner can see words an: 
phrases pertinent to the person seeking to learr. 
of their future. 

Cle�, diviftldon by meaos of a by, is� 
aUed dac:tylomancy because cbe key is daJ&fed from cbe 
dlird (rinc) finltr. Fot'WGn � U!mzry. 

Simply hearing a brief remark or smal: 
part of a conversation may be seen as meanine
ful There is a cettain similarity to apantomantT 

(chance objects at hand) and bibliomancy (ran
dom passages in a boolc). It is believed that the 
remarks heard are not really heard "by chance· 
but are meant to come through at that particu
lar time. 
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CLEIDOMANCY; CUDOMANCY 

Cleidomancy involves the use of a key, usually suspended on a thread, for divinirli 
One veasion sa )IS that for a question to be a�ered, the key should be suspended br c 

thread &om the nail of the third finger of a young virgin. The virgin should thee 
repeat the verse from the Psalms: "Ex�, Domine, adjawa nos, et redime nos proPfr 
nomen sanctum tuum." If the answer to the question asked is positive, the key wili 
revolve. Some say only that the key will revolve; others say it will revolve clockwise 
for a positive answer and counterclockwise for a negative answer. 

Another method is to hold the key suspended so that it hangs inside the bo..-: 
of a wine glass. Questions asked will men be answered by the key swinging and ringini 
against the side of the glass, once for Yes and twice for No. Longer messages may be 
obrained by asking a question and men slowly reciting the letters d the alphabet.� 
key wiU ring against the side of me glass as each pertinent letter is called out, mm 
spelling a word a words. 

Yet anomer method, which is used to determine who is a thief, is to place a 
street de« key on me fiftieth psalm and dose the bode on it. The Bible is held tighth-
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.:bsed by f.stening a woman's garter about it. 'The boolt is then �spended from a nail. 
& is claimed that it will rotate when the name of the thief is said. 

Acoording to Edward Smedley's The Occldt SOmas (1855): "ClidomaR:y 
mould be exercised when the sun or moon is in Virgo, the name should be written 
.,n a key, the key should be tied to a Bible. • 

5aun:a: 
ilt G� Grilloc. AAaoriaf �of W� � B .A.Idlm9. �: SpouUwoodc, 

Balbnc)lle, 1931. 
J4;mJ ��� �· Chfocd Oaraldon Press. 1989. 

CLEROMANCY 

Cleromancy i s  a form of drawing-�r. more specifically, throwing--lots. Black and 
white beans are used, as are small bones, dice, and stones. Methods Ya«Y and are 
Jmli led under aortiJece. When dice are used it is more specifically cubomancy. 

U.lDOMANCY -� 

a.oUDS-A.crvmaacy 

COAL-� y 

CX>CKERil -� 

CoFFEE GROUNDS 

Coffee was being cultivated in southem Arabia about 500 years ago and was intro
h.ed into Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The first London cof· 
ahouse was established in 16Sl. A form of divination using coffee grounds i5 
�with rom �y :md � and  was in existence as a divinatory 
;actice in the eighteenth century. Tomaso Ton.,one lli published what was probably 
�fine treatise on divination with colfee grounds in the eighteenth cennny, thus sug
� that the practice flrst �red in Italy. 

The uSUilll method of worlting is to pour some coffee drqs onto a white, 
mgWed plate and allow them to settle. 1he liquid is then carefully poured of(, leav· 
aug the coffee grounds in a multitude of patterns. T he diviner then interprets these 
pmerns much as the rea leaves are interpreted in tasseography. 

Tomponelli did specify that a cettain ritual be followed when preparing to rel!d 
:he ccifee grounds. 'The colfee should be preJDred by the diviner him· or herself. 
�n the water is first added to the coffee in the coHee pot, the diviner should say, 
·.� bonuit venicu catj6s ." When the mtxnue is stined with a spoon, the wads "fix
.IDif et potricom *�t tartare" must be said. And finally, while pouring the dregs 
�o the plate, Ha.x �. pax Fantas marobt&m, max�. wida porol." As 
with tea-leaf rel!ding, the penoo being rel!d should take ar least three sips of  the liq· 
ai bd"ore the rest is poured away, leaving the dreg:;. 
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Sources: 

De Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology of Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode. 
Ballantyne, 1931. 

COINS 

It has been said that the very first example of divination using coins was the first time 
that someone flipped a coin to choose heads or tails. That choice was made on the 
assumption that the turn of the coin indicated which would be the more fortunate 
selection. Using a number of coins, it would follow that a wide variety of choices or 

decisions could be made on a wide variety of subjects. 

Using coins for divination is extremely convenient, for it is seldom that some
one doesn't have a few coins in their pocket that can be used. There is no need to seek 
out and purchase special equipment of any sort. Coins of any type can be used: an'" 

denomination, any currency, any metal. Different numbers of coins together can b.: 
used for different divinations. 

Many people who use coins frequently for divination will keep certain coins f<X 
that special application. They will consecrate the coins before use by ritually cleansing 
them in saltwater and in the smoke of incense. The coins will then be kept wrapped in 

a cloth or special bag for use only in divination. Although any coins can be used, ju.."f 
one example of those that might be of special significance is the ten singold coins oi 
Singapore. These are small gold coins, each bearing an image of one of the twelve aru

mals of the Chinese zodiac. People who specialize in coin divination find such special 
sets to be very attractive and suitable. 

Yes-and-no answers are the simplest to obtain and can be got with just a single 
coin. Traditionally, heads is the equivalent for yes and tails for no. For more than yes/nc 
answers, the coin can be tossed into marked concentric circles, each circle assigned one 
of a variety of possible answers. Two coins will give four variables: head and tail, tail 

and head, head and head, tail and tail. Similarly, three coins give eight possibilities. 
and so on. Each of these combinations can have a separate, different meaning. 

A version of numerology can be done using five coins. The basis of all num
bers and calculations are the numbers one through nine, with any higher number 
reduced to these primaries. For example, 36 would be 3 + 6 = 9; 387 would be 3 + 8 .. 
7 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9. Giving the value of 1 to the heads of the coins and 2 to the tails. 
five coins can be thrown down and, as an example, might give tail, tail, head, tail. 
head. This would be the equivalent of 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 1 = 8. To further diversify the 
possible combinations, the five coins are thrown into a marked circle and any falling 
outside the circle are discounted. From the result obtained, interpretations are given 
(shown below) that can be answers to questions, analyses of personalities, or sugges
tions of various sorts, applied to the questioner or to the person about whom the ques
tion is being asked: 

1: Associated with the Sun. A driving life force; a leader. Ambitious; extro
verted; opinionated. 

2: Moon association. Domestic and sensitive. Can be emotional. Easily influ
enced. Likes to live near water. Patriotic. Often possesses musical talents. 
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3: Jupiter. Scientific inclinations. Investigator; seeker. Material rather than 
spiritual. Good sense o( h1mor. Uttle interest in m<mey. 

4: Urama. Eccentric. Frequently ahead of bis or her time. Drawn to anything 
out of the ordinary. Good intuition. Can be sait:aStic. 

5: Mercury. Physically and mentally active. An inquiring mind; a �r. 
Food of reading and writing. Good teacher. Methodical 

6: Venus. SociaMe, friendly, gentle, and relined. A �malcer. Hasdiffecul
ties wich finmce5. Very good host o r  hostess. 

7: Nep<une. Frequendy very psychic. An inttOYerl; can appear mysterious. 
Often knowledgeable inastrdogy.science, and aU aspects o( the occult. 

& Satum. Utde sense of humor. Appears cold and unfeeling. Usually � 
simistic. Good wich money and olten connected with real estate and the 
law. Believes in hard work. Fascinated by the past. 

9: Mars. Very emotional. Can be jealous and ruled by the emotioos. Impulsive. 
loyal and family-oriented. Suspicious of strangers. Afraid of the unknown. 

As mentioned, different denominations and different numbers of coins can 
ad to a wide variety of interpretations. Using ten coins to represent the different 
�neb (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and 
?tuto), a form of astrological reading can be obtained by tossing the coins onto a 
Zlwn chart of the zodiacal houses (see asbaloiv). 

House I is associated with self�image, and the role adopted in formative yean. 
It is also zsociated with the head. 

House 2 is the house o( material possessims, and zsociated with the neck. 
House 3 deals with siblings, short j� and communications. Body puu 

arc the shouldas, arms, and lllng$. 
House 4 b the home, roots, and childhood. Also deals with <me's mocher and 

one's age. 1be chest is the body part. 
House S is crativity, children, love, and entertainment. Heart and circulatory 

system. 
House 6 is healthandcapacity to work. Upper abdomen. 
House 1 deals with partnerships, love and mauiage, and business. lower 

abdomen and digestive system. 
House 8 is binh, death, rqeneration. Also, the occult and other people's 

resources. lhe generative orpns. 
House 9 deals with rdigion, education, philosophy, and travel--especially 

long joumeys. The thighs. 
House 10 is of career and social achievement. It also deals with the under· 

world. lbe knees. 
House II is ideaJs and aspirations, also groups and societies. It also deals with 

friends, hopes, and wishes. Calves and ankles. 
House 12 is the house ofthings"lockedaway .. in the uncoosdous mind. 

IU.ma and secret enemies are also in this House. Body part the feet. 

By throwing coins you can obtain positions for the planets in the houses. 
Coins landing heads�up are considered wdl aspected, while those tail�p an under 
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affliction. Different planets will give different results depending upon the house IJr. 

which it falls. Again, see astrology for full details of planets in the Houses. 

There are many different forms of divination that can be adapted to work� 
with coins: tarot, dice, and dominoes, for example. One that was very early adapte.: 
was the Chinese I Ching (pronounce yee jing). Traditionally devised by a legendart 
Chinese sage named Fu Shi more than 4,500 years ago, it has now become popuLr 
around the world. It was originally done with yarrow stalks, but Chinese coins, an.: 
later any coins, were quickly substituted. 

Throwing down three coins would give either three heads or three tails, inm
cating an unbroken line, or a mixture of one and two (one head plus two tails or ont: 

tail plus two heads), indicating a broken line. Originally it was simply that an unbrc-
ken line indicated yes and a broken line indicated no, but it soon became obvious th.a: 
the majority of questions needed more meaning than this. By throwing the three coiTh 
three times, it was possible to obtain what was known as a trigram, or set of threr 
lines. These would be made up of three broken and/or unbroken lines, signified by tht 
heads and tails of the three throws. Doing this a second time would give another set ci 
three lines. Putting the two together (Upper Trigram and Lower Trigram) would gi'"f 
what was known as a Hexagram, which could come in as many as sixty-four differem 
combinations. These Hexagrams were used for giving answers to questions. 

Whatever form of divination is performed using coins, anyone who does it � 

ularly usually likes to utilize coins that have been personalized. Some will keep a storf 
of coins of various sizes, or of those from many different countries. Some will adopt: 
and adapt medals, tokens, or the like. Some will even make their own, using blank 
discs of brass, copper, steel, iron, aluminum, and so on. Electric engravers, or han.: 
engravers, can be used to put personal markings on the coins. Or you can paint the 
pieces either a variety of colors or with a variety of signs and symbols. 

Sources: 
Blofeld, John. I Ching: the Book of Change. New York: Dutton, 1968. 
Buckland, Raymond. Coin Divination: Pocket Fortuneteller. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2000. 
Da Liu. I Ching Coin Prediction. New York: Harper & Row, 1975. 
Gonzalez-Wippler, Migene. The Complete Book of Amulets and Talismans. St. Paul, MN: Llewell)n. 

1991. 

COLOROLOGY 

In 1867 Francis Francis, in A Book on Angling, said, "The colorologists argue that it� 
not necessary to trouble your head ... with considerations of what is on the water.· 
The colorologists are those who divine by studying color. 

Pythagoras used color for healing. The ancient Egyptians used it in their tem
ples of healing. The Chinese and the Chaldeans used it, as did the mystics oflndia who 
associated color with the seven chakras, as follows: Base chakra (perineum gland)
red; second (supemal)--range; third (solar plexus)-yellow; fourth (heart)-green: 
fifth (throat)-blue; sixth (pineal)-indigo; crown chakra (pituitary)-violet. 

The apparent color of an object is dependant upon the wavelength of light 
that it reflects. Light is, in fact, radiant energy traveling in the form of waves. The rate 
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�vibration is measured in units mown as Angstrom units, measuring one ten·mil
bonth of a millimeter. Colors exert a vibratoxy influence over human affairs. This is 
amftrmed by physical science. 

In astrolosY. the planets are equated with colors: the Sun with geld, Moon 
with silver, Mercury with Purple, Mars with red, Venus with green, Jupiter with blue, 
5rarum with brown or black. The Sun signs are also as.'Vciatzd with colors, u follow: 

lutrol� Sip Prilury Color s..a..dary Cob 
Aquari16 Blue a� 
Pisces White cnm 
Aries Whio: Pink 
Taurus Red Yellow 
Gemini Red Blue 
Cancer Green Brown 
Leo Red Green 
VJrgO G>ld Black 
Libra Black Blue 
Scorpio Brown Black 
Sagit lali us G>ld Red 
Capricorn Red Brown 

In such things as candl�bumi� magic, the cobs have s-,nbolism as follows: 

Red: Courage, health. sexual love, sttength, vigor. 
Pink: Honor,love, mcnlity. 
Oroange: Adaptability, attractioo. encouragement, stimulation, irupiration. 
Gold/Yellow: Attraction, charm. confidence, pers�ion, protection. 
Greenish· Yellow: Anger, cowaxdice, discord, jealousy, sicmess. 
Green: Fertility, fUWKe, heaJine, luck. 
Brown: Hesitatioo. neuttality, uncertainty. 
L�t Blue: Health. patience, ttanquility, understanding. 
Oatk Blue: Changeability, depression, impulsiveness. 

Violet: Healing, peace, spirituality. 
Purple: Ambition, business�. power, tension. 

SilverKiray. Cancellation, neutrality, stalemate. 
Black: Confusion, discord, evil, loss, nothingne�. 
White: Purity, sincerity, tnath. 

The human aura is seen as color(s), and from this ir is possible to divine a per· 
ton's health, mood, spiritual state, and so on. In 1858 Baron Karl von Reichenbach, 
an industrial chemist, discovered that radiations emanate from magnets, crystals, 
rlants, animals, and humans. In 1911, Dr. Walter Kilner of St. T homas's Hospital, 
london, devised ways of seei� these radiations. But many psychics can see them 
without the use of artificial a ids, and by stud )ling them can not only read a person's 
character but can often foretell future actions. 

RED is the most brcible of colors, with a constantly active urge. A red aura 
.bes rot nece�ly indicate a headstroog nature, however., b it can be cool and cal· 
mlating as well as vigorous. 
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PINK is, of course, a very light shade of red and is more inclined to show the 
gentleness of love rather than the pure passion of lust. It also indicates a person who is 

easily hurt. 

ORANGE is a color of inspiration. There is a certain lack of warmth, though 
orange people tend to get what they want. They should, however, learn to recognize 
their own limitations. 

YELLOW is the color of the sun. Wisdom is restrained by caution, though a 

vivid yellow indicates someone who will always take a chance. A  pale yellow
embraces timidity. 

GREEN shows a very easygoing nature, though a definite firmness when nec
essary. There is usually a sympathetic ear to be found and there may be a tendency to 
sentimentality. An olive shade of green shows a weakness and a dullness that can be 

shaken off if the person is made aware of it. 

BLUE shows calmness and someone not likely to panic in any situation. It is a 

color of devotion and faithfulness. Different shades of blue will produce variations on 
the basic character. Darker blues will bring in moodiness and coldness, while lighter 
blues will show a person who tends to be self-centered. 

INDIGO shows deep devotion and often a strong religious element. There can 
be moodiness and mood swings that are frequently downward, tending to pessimism. 

VIOLET is a color of grandeur and importance. These are people with high 
ideals and, frequently, high positions. There is a religious element found here also. 
with strong views of right and wrong. 

There are many variations of colors and combinations of colors, which can be 

interpreted by a seer who has studied colorology. Another use of color, as applied to 
the human or animal aura, is to project the colors for healing purposes. There are 
many who specialize in this field. Color projection through light gels can also be 

applied to healing. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond, Color Magic-Unleash Your Inner Powers. St. Paul, MN: Llewelly n, 2002. 

Gibson, Walter B. & Litzka R. The Complete Illustrated Book of the Psychic Sciences. New York: 

Doubleday, 1966. 

COMBE,GEORGE(l788-1858) 

George Combe came from a large family of thirteen children. His father was a brewer 
in Edinburgh, and his family lived at the base of the rock on which Edinburgh Castle 
stands. Despite the number of brothers, sisters, and servants in the household, as a 

child George felt he did not get the attention he deserved. This feeling remained with 
him for many years. At sixteen he took elocution classes so that he might achieve "a 

higher sphere of intellectual life," as he later wrote in an autobiographical article. 

The Combes insisted their children learn their Calvinist religious studies by rote, 
though they were not actually deeply religious. Later, George rejected the religion. In 
1802, Combe began attending classes at Edinburgh University and studied there for two 
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years befo�becominganapp�ntice to a firmofbwy.:n in 1804.1twas ashe advanced In 
the business world that Combe felt lhe need to be. and to give the� clbeing. a 
gcntlem.an.l-k avidly� all cunent lt� lhe � Rn.iau, and bqm to keep 
a diary. In a later biographical work, he said: "When yet a child I was anima� by che 
st:rongat ambition to do some great and good service to my fellowmen, which should 
�der me an object cl their love and� ... I owe to Phrenology, pre5mted 10 me by 
�accident, a 6eld in -Mtkh it has beenp:lSSiblebr me to pmue this object.• 

In 1810 Combe joined a small weekly debating society known as the Forum, 
where lhe U.ues of the day were discussed. 1 he� he quickly became a leading �ker, 
lcnown 3$ one who liked to c:b all the talking. In 1815 the ph� logy pioneer Johann 
Gaspar Spunheim (1776-1832) visited Edin burgh and spoke on lhe subject ci 
��logy. Although Combe first mocked Spunheim and his subject, he did attend a 
course ci his lectures, met the man, and became fascinated by the subject. Combe 
orde�d plastercaau from London to study. Quickly he became the local expert on the 
subject. In 1815, lbomas Foster called che work ciSpurzheim "phrenology" (�nos 
is Greek for "mind") and the name stuck . 

Combe visited Spurzheim in Paris and even encouraged his younger brother 
Andrew, a c:bctor, to study medicine the�. Both brothers became firm phrenologists. 
Back in Edinburgh they met others who had found a similar f.lscination with this new 
science, arnmg them Sir George Stewart Mackenzie and Dlvid Welsh. At the sugges· 
tim ofWelsh, in February 1820 chey founded che Edinburgh Ph�ological Sociery.lt 
was che first such body ever c�ated and by 1826 ha:l1ZO members. 

Combe purc:ha9ed a hall for the society and its cver·growingcollectio nof skulls 
and casts. He started traveling extensively a batt Britain and Germany and abo visi� 
lhe Uni�d Staces, � on phrenology. His book. � Consli!J.Itlion cf Man (London, 
1836), became one of the best-selling books of the nineteenth cenrury, selling over 
350.000cq>ies between 1838 and 1900.1n c.ontr35t, Dlrwin'sOrigin �me Sl>«io ( 1859) 
sold mly 50,000 copies between 1859 and 19JO. Combe's work is basically a book of 
aanual phil�y. The first stepsoflife, it said, we� to litWy and obey the distinct nat· 
ural laws. 'The Bible and its teachings were noticeably omim:d from the book. This led 
ID much conaovasy, wih Evqelic.als bunding societies just to� the volume and 
even btming copies ci it. l'his, ofcourse, mly d� more attention to lhe work. 

Combe dedicated his life to promulgating the cause ci ��nology and to pro· 
moting a philoeophy ci natural laws and a secular society. He died in 1858. 

Sources: 
Combe, Geot�. A Sysrem o/PIIrmolor:J. New Yorlc S.R. Wells, 1876. 
http://pegea.hflliahlibr.ary.net/phrenokWcombeshtml. 

CONCHOMANCY 

(See allo MriaB Divmatiao) 

lhe Afro..Cuban religion of Santeria (known to its adherents as las &gla.s de Odla de 
Los L.cwni) makes use of seashell divinatioo, or �. It utilizes the oowry shells 
used for trading m lhe coast ci Guinea, in areas ci lhe Pacific, and else-Mtere. lhis is 
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the Cyprrea moneta shell, a variety of the gastropodous. For followers of Lucumi/Same

ria, seashell divination is a sacred ritual making contact with the spirit world and with 

the gods, or orishas, themselves. 

Migene Gonzalez-Wippler says: 

During the consultation with the Diloggun, the santero (seer-priest) 
searches into the life of his consultant, seeking to discover the source 
of that person's problems and the best way to solve them. The Dilog
gun acts in two ways: 

1. It gives a general reading of the consultant's life and special circum
stances, focusing on any specific problems faced by the individual. 

2. It suggests possible solutions to the consultant's problems. Most of the 
time these solutions necessitate the aid of one or more of the orishas. 

The Diloggun is used during all the major ceremonies and all the initiations oi 

Santeria. 

The Yoruba are African farmers who inhabit a coastal area extending across the 

southern edges of Ghana, Togo, Benin, and into Nigeria. They make use of a form of div
ination known as lfa, which also utilizes the cowry shell. The practice has now been 
adopted by many other areas of Africa. lfa was actually a man-god who came to earth to 

put the world right, say the Yoruba. His oracle was to be used in helping humankind in 

sickness and in childbearing and to give guidance in the occult. Yoruba tribes include the 
Yoruba, Oyo, and lbadan. Some seven million people speak their language. The Yoruba 
have an amazing array of deities known as orishas who, as in most of Africa's religio-magi
cal systems, are rooted in nature and could be compared to the Greek deities in their pan
theon. The system represents division into light versus dark, or good versus evil. Both the 
white orishas and the dark orishas are anthropomorphic. All may be used in the seashell 
divination system. There are more than four hundred myths and legends about their 
lives, and the high priest of lfa has to know all the stories in order to use them in that sys
tem, relating the stories to the patterns obtained from the throw of the shells. 

The shells are further related to certain marks that the priest makes on the div
ination board, or table, known as the "Table of lfa." This is covered with white sand, 
grain, or very fine powder. Cowry shells, or sometimes nuts, are used for the casting. 
When cast, the shells may land on their faces, with the smooth, rounded side upper
most, or on their backs with the smoothly serrated, vulva-like openings (known as the 
"mouth") upward. To make it easier for the shell to lay flat on its back, many diviners 
will break an "eye" there. 

Combinations of four and sixteen shells are used. They are shaken in the 
hands and cast into the circle. The number of "mouths" is counted. The original cast
ing was tied in with the myth of Fa, who had sixteen eyes. Fa lived on a palm tree in 
the sky, from the height of which he was able to see all that went on in the world. 
Every morning God's son, Legba, climbed the tree to open Fa's eyes. Fa didn't want to 
speak out loud of what he had seen so he placed nuts in Legba's hands to indicate how 
many of his eyes should be opened. If men use the nuts (now shells) correctly, they 
may open all of Fa's eyes to see the future. 
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A simple form of I fa divination, using sixteen shells, ts a<> follows. The pre· 
pared shells ate shaken in the han<k and cast onto the board-or they may be cast 
into a circle drawn on the ground, or on a piece of cloth or paper. � the shells are 

shalcen, the cp.1ation to be a*ed is ooncentratedupon.From the shells that fall within 
the circle or 0010 the table, the number o( moutm facing upward is counted. If neces

sary. the digiu of this number are totaled to give a single digit (e.g. 15 = I + 5 ,. 6 ). 

lhe aruwer to the question may now be obtained by rcfaring m the below list: 

Number 
I 
2 
3 
.. 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 
10 

FII'IC Secood 
A01wu AniWu 
Yes Freedom, spirit, c:reati.>n, rake chlqe 
l'b ?.mnerwp. ooity,IA'ICOilttolled ene10. need brdip&on.acy 
Yes ITustr.tticm, cautil:n, learning br happiness, lund wor\: 
Not yet Oppo�tooities, ralents, expandcm, be with othen 
Yes, but use power 10 create a destroy, thinlc before acting caution 

Not yet Sacrifices, oompromi.ses, caring. inner saength 
Yes, but 
use Intuition 
Not )let 
Yes 
l'b 

Victory, love, \W>men, uneasy relationships, caution 

Learn to plan and communic� thinlc carerully 
VeJy emotional, scressed out, need time 10 thinlc, births 
Delay necesary, alml u�ly no 

� can be seen, numbers -4 and 8 are not a<> simple as Yes or No. Also, all of 
these answers are actually indicators, or prompts, b the diviner to use his a her intu· 
ition and expand on them. Rrst the Yes/No answer is given and then the appropriate 
advice. It should be borne i n  mind that if dealing with a reduced number (e.g. 16 
reduced to 7), then that is  considered a "stronger" form than the simple single oom. 
beL ln other words, 16 is stronger than 7. I t  therefore gives more of a challenge, or is 
more positive a negative. As an example, with a question about love life, 7 would 
i�icate victocy in love, with somewhat uneasy relationships, but 16 would indicate 
that the victory might well be hard fought with challenges along the way yet with a 
ve•y positive outcome. In either case, the person inwlved slnuld listen carefully co 

his or her own inner voice. 

Sourcea: 
Oonz�la-Wippler, Mlgene.IModucaon to Sm.sltdl a�. New Y01.�: �Publications, 

1985. 
Lde,Ocha'nL The Scam of A,t;v..C11ba\0Mnadon: How r.o 
<Ast thc Dl1Dfpn, the Oracle of the OrisMs New York: Inner Traditions, 2002. 

CONV\JUIVE TWI'ICJDNGS- Sp--vy 

COPERNICAN SYSTEM 

ln the third century BCE a Gredt grammarian named Aristarchus of Samos (c. 
220-1·43 BCE) developed the concept of the heliocentric universe, but no one 
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believed him. It wasn't until1543 that Nicolaus Copernicus, or Mikolaj Kopernik 
(14 73-1543 ), an astronomer and Polish church official, put forward his theory that 
the sun, rather than the earth, lay in the center of the solar system. Aristarchus's idea 
had been known to Renaissance scholars but had not been taken seriously. 

In Ptolemaic or geocentric astronomy, the term "planet" was applied to the 
seven heavenly bodies that were seen to change their places as projected against the 
so-called fixed stars. In the modern or heliocentric astronomy, it is applied to all dark 
and opaque bodies in revolution around the sun. 

In 1530 Copernicus circulated a manuscript, the Commentariolus, which was a 
summary of his ideas on the universe being centered by the sun rather than by the 
earth. However, the manuscript did not contain any calculations, diagrams, or illustra
tions. In 1543 he finally published De revolutionibus orbium crelestium-written in six 
sections-which slowly came to exert a vital influence on astronomy and astrology. 
The final part of the book was published when Copernicus was on his deathbed; he 
died at Frauenburg on May 24, 1543. He had waited that long to publish the work 
because he feared the wrath of the Church. His fears were well founded, for as the 
implications of Copernicus's work became clearer over the next fifty years, the church 
became very hostile. Giordano Bruno, a supporter of Copernicus, was burned at the 
stake in 1600, and in 1663 the great Galileo was forced to recant. 

Sources: 

Anderton, Bill. Fortune Telling. North Dighton, MA: JG Press, 1996. 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Parker, Derek and Julia. The Compleat Astrologer. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971. 

COSCINOMANCY; COSQU INOMANCY 

A form of divination practiced with a pair of tongs and a sieve. It has been popular 
from the earliest part of the Middle Ages to the present day. An erstwhile name for it 
was "spinning the sas." Sas was an old word for sieve or strainer. 

According to Jean Baptiste Be lot in part one of his <Euvres diverses ( 1640), the 
tongs were supported either on the thumbnails or on the nails of the middle fingers of 
two people while they gazed into each other's eyes. Of the practice, Cure Belot said, 
"Since lots were permitted in antiquity and when the Church was at her beginning, 
let it be permitted me also by our masters to give without scandal, following the 
ancients, the lots of the sieve as our ancestors used from the reign of Charlemagne." 

said: 

John Potter, in Arch<£ologire Grrecre, or The Antiquities of Greece (1697-1699), 

It was generally used to discover thieves, or others suspected of any 
crime, in this manner; they tied a thread to the sieve by which it was 
upheld, or else placed a pair of shears, which they held up by two fin
gers, then prayed to the gods to direct and assist them; after that they 
repeated the names of the persons under suspicion, and he, at whose 
name the sieve whirled round or moved, was thought guilty." In volume 
two of Cornelius Agrippa's Opera Omnia ( sixteenth century), there is an 
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Cralippus (Fmc Cmt&n1 BCE') 

illusnatian ci the manner in which the 
sheaiS are held tosuppolt the sieve. 

Coscinomancy was also used to discover 

love secn:ts. his said that Agrippa. at the md ci 
his works, gives certain mystic words tJJ be pro
nounced before the sieve wiU tum. In 1653 
Henry More, in An Anridote .Agnimt Atheisme, 
mentions"Cosstinomancy, or finding who stole 
this or that thing by the Sieve and Shears." 
Francis Grose, editor ci the Anriql.tarian Repo� 
rory (1775 ), says a chapter in the Bible should 
be read and the appeal made to St. Peter or St. 
Paul. In 1871 Edward B. Tylor, in PTimir:i\te Cul� 
ftlre, mentions "the so-called coscinomancy, or, 

as it is described in Hudibras, 'th'oracle ci sieve 
and shears."' 

Leland's Etruscan � & Remedies 
quotes the St. lames's Gatetu (without giving a 
dare) assaying that, to find a thief: 

a sieve was suspended from a pair ci scis
sors held by rwo assistants. The opera· 
.,r, having pronounced the name ci the 
suspected person, repeated a shibboleth 
consisting of six words.�.s. m� ,je.s
qu.tt, �nedoe. {ea. dowina-hich nei· 
ther he nor his assistants understood. If Ca.cHv.maocy refers mdMoation by IDC3DI of a &eve 
the pe1son whose name was mentioned that 1\anls wbm ao impxUnt name ilmcotiooed. 
were guilty, the six magical words •oom· FDrtr4ft Picmr� � 

pelled the demon to make the sieve spin 
round." 

Sowocea: 
De Givty, Grillot. A Pia.ariDJ Andloloo ofWitdoa{t, Mqp: S Alc�y. London: Spottm.oode, 

&llantyne, 1931. 
Oxfurd E1t«li.!h Diclionary. Oxbd: Clarendon Press. 1989. 

COUNTING a« Mathemancy 

CRATIPPUS (FIRST CENTURY BCE) 

A Gn:elc peripatetic philosopher who was chosen by Cicero ( 106-43 ec:E) as his son 

Marcus's instructor. Oatippus's views on divination an: oudined in Cicero's De Dtv
inat.imv (On Divinaaan), showing that Oatippus argued that the failun: of some pre
dictioas docs oot mean that prophesy is not proven, e5peeiaUy if it is matched by 
even a few successes that cannot be explained by chance. 
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Oati� tejected what he thought of as artificial methods of divination, such 
as Mtroloey and argury, ..:cepting only precognition from dreazna or t� divine 
inspiration. 

Soun:a: 
�� � �lliam Benroo, 1964. 

CRITHOMANCY; CRITOMANCY 

Divination by meal strewn oYer sacrificed animals. 1he meal was interpreted much as 

in other fonns ci divination, Ml.ere the shapes it has asumod are seen a.nd interpreted 
by the seer. Sometimes c.akcs a.nd other articles of fOod were wed. Critoma.ncy also 
applied 10 cakes themselves offered in saaifice. With these, the calces w«e later bro
ken apart and the condition of the floor wa obse1Yed and inteq>reted. 

CROESUS (SIXTH CENTURY BCE) 

Croesus of the Mermnad dynasty was the last Icing of Lydia., reigning from 560 to 540 
BCE. His wealth was proverbial. Herodotus repotted on seeing many expensive gilts 
that Croesus gave to the Delphic oracle, which Croesus consulttxl on a. regular basis. 

There is a. stay that Croesus ansulted the orxk to flnd out whether it would 
be advantageous to attaclc CytUS the Great of Peuja.. He was told thal he would 
destroy a. mighty em pin: if he did so. He then asked how long his kingdom would last 
and wa told, "Until a mule is monarch of Media." Croesus's last question at that time 
was to ask if his nute son would ever spcalc. lhe oracle replied that it would be a very 
bad day fur Croesus when h e  did. 

Croesus did invade Persia but was driYen bade and finally defeated by CytUS at 

Sardis. When an enemy soldier came upon him unexpectedly a.nd was about to slay 
him, Croesus's son cried out in alarm. All of this, supposedly, explained the oracle's 
predictions. When Croesusattadced Persia a mighty empire was indeed destroyed ... 
his own. When hi.s son finally spoke, it was certainly a. "very bad day for Croesus." 
Finally, he was defeated by Cyrus, who was of mixed parentage, which would make 
him a. metaphOiica.l"mule.• 

Source.: 
Enc,cloptdiD Britannica. Cll.icago: William Benton, 1964. 
Heaclon, Deirdre (ed.) Qut$t far Ill£ Unknown-Chanm, the Full«. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 

'Dtgcst,l992. 

CROISET, GERARD ( 1909-1980) 

G�rard Croiset was born at Laren, the Netherlanck, on March 10, 1909. He had an 
unhappy childhood, being neglected by his parents who were in show business. His 
father, Hyman, was a. prominent actc:r, a.nd his mother was a. wardrobe mistress. The 
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Croiset, Gerard (1909-1980) 

parents separated (never having been officially married) when Gerard was eight, leav
ing him to move through a series of orphanages and foster homes. 

From the age of six, Gerard had visions and over his early years was frequently 
punished by his elders when he spoke of them. He dropped out of school when he was 
thirteen and took a variety of unskilled jobs, none of which he held for very long. He 
frnally got a job as a grocery helper at one of the stores in the Albert Heyn chain. This 
be managed to keep for several years. 

At twenty-five Gerard married Gerda ter Morsche, an Enschede carpenter's 
.:bughter, and the following year he opened a grocery store with money loaned by his 
xn-laws. Unfortunately it didn't last long, and Gerard went bankrupt very quickly. But 
Jbout that time he came into contact with some local spiritualists and was finally able 
ro work on developing his clairvoyant talents. These developed quickly, and his repu
!:iltion as a psychometrist and psychic blossomed. He was instrumental in locating 
lost children and animals. He found that he also had an inherent healing ability. With 
t:be start of World War II he was able to do healing on injured soldiers. He saw a num
ber of scenes from the war before the actual outbreak of hostilities, and he predicted 
the war at least four years before it began. 

During the war, Gerard spent time in a concentration camp but was released in 
1943. He was able to aid the Dutch resistance with his clairvoyant powers but was 
Jl[l'eSted again, by the Gestapo, in October of 1943. 

After the war, in December 1945, Gerard attended a lecture on parapsycholo
� given by Professor Tenhaeff. The two men spoke together after the lecture, and 
Tcnhaeff went on to run tests on Gerard. Croiset accompanied the professor to the 
-_-Diversity of Utrecht, where he was subjected to such tests as the Rorschach person
Jfuy (ink blots), the Murray Thematic Apperception (storytelling), the Pfister-Heisz 
.:olor pyramid), the Luscher color selection (German), and the Szondi (Swiss). One 

:i the most amazing tests, in terms of startling results, was the chair test. Professor 
7-mha.eff reported: "In early 1946 I made many psychoscopic tests with him. I realized 
-:.rly soon that he was very gifted. The more I tested him, the more I became persuad
� that Croiset was a remarkable subject for parapsychological research." Tenhaeff 
�t on to introduce Gerard to the Dutch Society for Psychical Research. They came 
"XC admire his abilities and to look upon him as a talented artist with rare paranormal 
� Soon nearly all of Holland began to accept this view of Gerard Croiset. 

The Croiset cases have been meticulously documented over the years. He 
..,Red with the police, private individuals, and with institutions, tracing lost people 
md objects, tracking down thieves and murderers, and solving numerous puzzles and 
;moblems in many countries. He was tested by parapsychologists all over the world and 
Bl reached the same conclusions. 

Gerard specialized in cases dealing with young children, especially when they 
RR missing. Many of the cases he dealt with over the telephone. He accepted no 
tzmtent for any of the things he did, though he did accept donations to his healing 
.=:mic. At the clinic, it was not unusual for him to deal with more than 100 cases a 
a Much like Edgar Cayce, Gerard Croiset could sense the condition of a patient, 
.bat was wrong and how to correct it, but unlike Cayce he did not have to go into 
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Crois«, Girard (1909-1980) 

Cromn)Omlnl:y is clivinatioo usmc oo.ioo.s or oo.ioo sprouts. ]aMt and c.lin Borci/F� Picture 
�.F.ruan PiaKre Li&rar,. 
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nance to do so. Qrard U:oiset died m July 20, 1980. His son toolt over the running 
o( the clinic. 

�rard U:oiset Jr., secmd oldest a five children, seems to have inherited his 
father's talents. From Holland he directed South Carolina police in a search ror two 
missing girls. He drew a detailed map d the area where he saw them to be. at a place 
called Folly Beach. near Otarleston. The bodies d the girls were fOWld in shallow 
graves in the sand. 

Sources: 
Guiky, Rmem.ary Ellen. &per's El'IC)1:lopedia of M,srical & ParCJ7l071MI E�. San Francis· 

co: HarperSanfrancisco,l991. 
Polladt, J. Crotset me Clai1WJ<mt. New York: Doub&eday,l%4. 
Wihon, Colin (cd.). Tht S�al: M,s� Powm. London: Aldus Books, 1975. 

CROMNYOMANCY 

Divination by using onions and onion sprouts. Names are written on a number of 
onions and they are laid on the altar on Cluistmas day. On Twelfth Night they are 
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C�. Sir Wrlliam ( 1831-19 19) 

taken out and planted. Whi�v�r on� first sprouts is the looked-for individual. This 
could be used for a number of purposes. fur example, if a young woman had a number 
of suiiDrs, she couJd do this to f\nd which oo� she would mlllYY· Or, if �tt was suspi· 
cion that oo� of a number of ��� was a thi �t this would show th� guilty party. 
Obviously, sine� i could only be don� at this� palticular tim� of year, it had its lim· 
its. How�v� ,laying � onions on th� altar ror a period of time at any time of year 
MJUid probably still give resuks. 

A�r v�raion of cromnyomancy says that if t� ooions ar� laid out on a 
tab)� on Christmas Ev�, each marlced with a name, th�n the one that most �y 
sprouts indicates� person who is in� best of health. 

Somc.a: 
De Giwy, Grillot. A htorial AriADlDcJ of Witdtaajc, M.-= l1 M:Aem,. lmdcn: $slott��. 

&Uanr,m, l931. 
Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). TN Campi& Mat'Uilll ofOa:uU DMnaaon: Volume 1----Manual of 

�. l..oolbl: William Ri�r, 1912. 

CROOJ.<ES, SIR WILLIAM ( 1832-1919) 

William Crook�swas born in l.ondoo on Jun� 17, 1832. His &titer was a tailor. As on� 
of sixt�n childttn, Crookes was largely �If-taught. At sixt� � �u�d in � 
Royal Coll�ge of Ot�istry, graduating in 1854. From �tt Crookes went to Rad· 
difk Obsctvatory, Oxford, in t� position of s�rint�ndent oft� M��rological 
{)qmtmcnt. In IBSS he mov�d oo to becom� professor of �isny at Otest�r Train· 
qCollege. 

Crookes married Ellen Humpbrey in 1856. They h<Kl eight chilcftn. Fiv� years 
after marrying, Crookes discov�red the elem�nt tbaJlium and the corr«t mea3Ur�· 
ment of atomic weight. H� was then elect�df�llow ci the Royal Society, at the age o( 
dWty-on�. 

K�nly interes� in spiritualism and mediwns, William Croolccs wu presi· 
dent of the Society for Psychical Research from 1896 to 1899. As a sci�ntist, Crookes 
made many important discovmes in addition to thallium. H� also inv�nt�d ch� 
radiometer and edited �prestigious �!,Journal of Sdcnu. At dilkrent times 
�was president of dt� Royal Society, the C�ical Society, � lnstiture of Electrical 
Engin�rs, and the British Auoc:iation. H� was knighted in 1897 and was t� r«ipi· 
mt ci any number ci m�ls of distinction. Crookes is cons�red ooe of dt� greatest 
physicists ci dt� nineteenth century. 

Crookes first cam� into contact with psychic phenom�na in July 1869 at a 
seanc� with Mrs. Manhall. H� attmded this alt�r t� death of his youngest brot�r, 
Philip. From th�tt � took an int�rest in J. J. Mo�, Heruy Slade, and odt�, and 
mnounced his intention ci staning a thorough investigation of psychic p�m�na. 
l'he newspapen and journals of� time wett �lighted to hear this, presuming that 
Crookes would do an �xpose of spiritualism. lbey w�tt extrctn�ly disappointed, for 
Crookes did intensive investigations of many mediums and psychics only to md� 
them mel to erub� most psychic phenomena. Aft�r intmsiv� examination of O.ni�l 
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Dunglas Home (1833-1886), the sensational 
Brit.ish physical medium, Crooke stated: "Of aD 
the persons endowed wid\ a powerful develop
ment of this Psychic Force, Mr. Daniel Dunglas 
Home is the most remarkable and it is mainly 
owing to the many opportunities I have had of 
carrying on my investigation in his presence 
that I am enabled to affinn so conclusively the 
existence of this force" 

Many years later, in 1917, Crook� told 
me lntn'nlltiond Ps,c�Uc Gatet�: "I have never 
hal any occasion to change my mind on the su� 
ject. I am perfealy satisfied with what I have said 
in earlier days. It is quite true that a connection 
has been set up between this world and the next." 

Soun:es: 

Fishley, Marpret. Tlte Supc?"M�Uml. London: Aldus, 
1976. 

Fournier, D'Aibe. Tltt Life of Sir Wdliam Crookts. 
London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1923. 

Guiley, Rosem11y Ellen. The Encyc:lop.!dia af Gllosrs 
and S�Jjriu. New Yoric: Facts on Rle, 1992. 

CROWLEY, ALEISTER 
( 1875-1947) 

Born fdward Alexander Crowley i n  learning� 
ton Spa, Warwickshire, England, on October 

12, 1875, Crowley grew up to become a most prolific writer and the btst�lcnown 
occultist in me world. His parents were strict Plymouth Breth�n. his father traveling 
about the country trying to convert others to his religious beliefs. lhe Crowley family 
was the manufacturer o f  Crowley's Ales, which was a major English brand. Det�ting 
his parents, the younger Crowley changed his name to Aleister so that he wouldn't 
share me same name as his father. Edward Sr. died when Aleister was eleven. 

There wete daily Bible readings with me family, which Crowley came to 
d�pise. But through these readings he became familiar with such characters as the 
Great Beast of the Book of Revelation, the Scarlet Woman, and the False Prophet. 
All of these wete to play parts in his later life. It was actually his mother, Fmily Bertha 
(n& Bishop), who, despairing of his rebelliousness, first called him "Beast 666," thus 
drawing his anention to the Boolc of Revelation. 

Crowley was educated ptivately, and then at Malvern and Tonbridge schools 
bdOre going on to Trinity College, Cambridge. At college he read assiduously and 
thought of entering the Diplomatic Service, though later abandoned the idea. He 
published his first poetic works while stil ar Trinity (WNte Stains and Acddama), fol� 
lowed by The TaCt of An:l.ais, Songs of the Spa it, and]�, all privately published in 
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Ooullc,, Ale� (l87S-l947) 

1898. He abo became interested in, and exnemelyaccomplished at, mountain climb
ing. IMi� 1�1902 he made a ttip around the world by way ciNew Yotk, Mexico, 
San Francisco, Honolulu, Japan, China, and Ceylon. Included in the trip was a six· 
month expcdtion to the Himala� where, in 1902, he scaled tbe Otago Ri (Ia). He 
spem sixty-five days m thr Baltoro Glacittand attaineda height d221XJ) fftt. 

At ate founeen Qowley had his fust sexual experience with a maid in the 
family house. By seventeen he had contracted gonorrhea from a prolltitute. While at 
college he experimented with sex with both females and males. 

On November 18, 1898, Crowley joined the London chapw d the Hermetic 
Order of the Golden Dawn and took the magical name Frater Perdurabo (meaning "I 
will endure"). Other members at that time were William But Itt Yeats, the actras flo. 
rmce Farr, Oscar Wilde's wife Constance, Allan Bennett, Dr. William Westcott (one 
of the founders of the British br-anch of the ordtt), Arthur Edward Waite, and 
Samuel Liddell "MacGregor" Mathets. The Golden Dlwn's cmtribution to the West· 
ttn Magical Tradition broual\t about the synthesis of alchemy, aetralogy, divination, 
the Kabbalah, numerology, ritual magic, and tarot into one coherent system. lnnu· 
merable magical groups and societies have since sprung from this. 

Many of the senior members of the Order looked upon Clowley as something 
of a juvenile delinquent, so they wtte not pleased when, in 1899, he demanded to be 
moved up to a higher magical grade. When this was refused, Clowley went to Paris 
and talked Mathers into doing the rite. By the following year Clowley had departed 
the Golden Dlwn,leaving chaos behind him. 

In 1899 Crowley bought a Scottish estate named Boleskine, on the southern 
shore d Loch Ness in lnvemrsshire, where he privately practiced the magic d Abra· 
Melin. as originally caught to him by Mathers. He also developed his own venions d 
Golden lAwn rituals. In 1902 he married Rose Kelly, sister of the anist Gerald KeUy, 
later Sir Gaald KeUy President of the Royal Academy. 

In 1905 Crowley scaled Kangchenjunga, third highest mountain in the world, 
to a height of 23.000 feet. He waked across OUna and visited Morocco. The iftVious 
year, he and Rose had visited Cairo. lbere they had a IJID5t important experience that 
was to help .hape Crowley's future life. On March 16, 1904, they took an apanment 
near to the Boulak Museum (now the National Museum). Two days lattt, almost as 
though entranced, Rose suddenly came out with the statement that "He who was 
waiting was Horus." She had, a day or so earlitt, made the mystttious statement to 
Clowley that "they are waiting fa- you." She went on to say that Crowley had offend· 
ed Horta and needed to Invoke him and beg his p;wdon. When Crowley asked his wife 
who Horus was (knowing she knew nothing of Egyptology), she led him across to the 
museum and, passing a numbtt of images of the deity, took him to one particular dis· 
play case. It contained an image of Horus in the form of Ra-Hoor-Khuit, painted on a 
wooden stele of the twenty-sixth dynasty. This was known as the "Stele of Reveal!�." 
Rose said, "There he is!" Oowley saw that the numbtt of the exhibit was 666, the 
number of the �at Beast of the B<d ofRevelation. 

Back at the apartment, at Rose's behest. Crowley went through an elaborate 
ceremony honoring Horus, which she directed. Crowley's Holy Guardian Angel, 
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named Aiwass, then came through and stated that "the Equinox of the Gods has 
come." Crowley was to formulate a link between the solar-spiritual force and 
humankind. Exactly at noon on April 9, 1904, Aiwass started to dictate to him. Crow
ley had long been trying to conjure Aiwass and now the spirit made itself felt, first 
speaking through Rose (whom Crowley dubbed Ouarda the Seer). For three days 
Crowley wrote down what was dictated to him. This produced what became known as 
the LiberAL vel Legis or The Book of the Law; a book that was to become the central 
theme of Crowley's philosophy. It was a series of dithyrambic verses that can be bro
ken down into three principles: 

1: There is no law beyond do what thou wilt. 

2: Every man and every woman is a star. 

3: The only sin is restriction. 

The meaning of the first (sometimes rendered as "Do what thou wilt shall be 
the whole of the law") is along the lines of doing what the Higher Self dictates, rather 
than just whatever you want to do. The meaning of the last is that everything that 
inhibits the true will is bad. 

Rose gave birth to a daughter whom Crowley wanted to name Nuit Ma 
Ahathoor Hecate Sappho Jezebel Lilith. Unfortunately she died of typhus in Rangoon 
in 1906. The following year Rose gave birth to a second child, named Lola Zaza. Also 
in 1907 Crowley formed the Argenteum Astrum (Order of the Silver Star), a magical 
organization centered around the Liber AL vel Legis. Two years later he started pub
lishing what became a ten-volume set of books called The Equinox, a biannual publi
cation, largely commenting on the Book of the Law. In 1910, a year after divorcing 
Rose and abandoning her and Lola Zaza, he was contacted by the head of a German 
magical order, the Ordo Templi Orientis or "Order of the Templars of the East," which 
had been founded in 1902. They accused Crowley of publishing the secrets of their 
ninth degree, which featured sex magic. Ultimately Crowley became the head of the 
English-speaking branch of the O.T.O. 

With the outbreak of the World War I Crowley went to America. He stayed at 
40 West 36th Street in New York, and later at One University Place, on the corner of 
Washington Square in Greenwich Village. He met with William Seabrook (for whom 
he developed a great affection) and traveled to Vancouver, San Diego, New Orleans, 
and other cities. He spent his own fortune and also those of various women who 
became attracted to him, as he developed a string of mistresses. Of three of the women 
Crowley knew while in New Orleans, he described them: "I.S., extremely voluptuous 
and of the greatest possible skill and goodwill; E.J. claims to be 'pure American' but is, 
I think, a mixture of negro and Japanese; and A. G., big fat negress, very passionate." 
One woman he met in Greenwich Village was Leah Faesi, who immediately became 
his Scarlet Woman. She remained with Crowley for many years. She later had a son 
whom Crowley named Dionysus; they then had a daughter named Anne Leah, also 
known as Poupee. 

In 1916, Crowley gave himself the magical grade of Magus. After the war, 
deeply in debt, he returned to England where, for a while, he acquired another mis
tress, the Australian violinist Leila Waddell (dubbed Sister Cybele). 
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.-\Jeister Crowley wearina UrKUJ seqM!nt crown and with wand, c::up, �word, bell, phial of holy oil, the � of 
1M I.aw and the Stele af Rt:WG�- F�Cin Pictlae I..Wrary. 

In 1920, suffering frcm asthma, Crowley went to Sicily accompanied by Leah 
md Ninette Shumway and her :nn. Ninette had been taken on as a govemess for 
Dionysus, but quickly became known by a magical name, �pris, and also became, in 
effect, a seoond wife to Crowley. The two women were extremely jealous c:i one 
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another and got into many fights. In April of 1920 Poupee became very ill; she died 
on October 14. Crowley was heartbroken, having truly loved the little girl. 

At Cefalu, Crowley rented an old abandoned farmhouse with the aid of a lega
cy of twelve thousand dollars. He named it the Abbey of Thelema and it became his 
Collegium ad Spiritum Sanctum, the center for his new religion of Thelema. He wanted 
it to become a world center for the study of occultism. It was primitive, with no 
plumbing. Crowley, who had become addicted to both heroin and cocaine, was able to 
provide almost limitless drugs to his followers and practiced a lot of sex magic, much 
of it with his disciple Victor Neuberg. While at the abbey, he wrote what he termed 
his hagiography (the biography of a saint), titled The Diary of a Drug Fiend. This was 
published by Collins, in London, in 1922. 

One of Crowley's most loyal followers was Frederick Charles "Raoul" Loveday, 
an Oxford undergraduate. He later died at the abbey as a result of drinking impure 
water, though it was rumored he had also been forced to drink the blood of a sacrificed 
cat. His wife, Betty May, who had always hated Crowley, went back to England and 
sold a story to a tabloid newspaper, the Sunday Express, about the scandalous proceed
ings at the Cefalu abbey. It was a tale of black magic and sex practices. This was at a 
time when Benito Mussolini was coming to power in Italy. As a result, Crowley and 
his entourage were expelled from Sicily in 1923. He was dubbed "the wickedest man 
in the world," an epithet that has ever after been applied to him. 

By the outbreak of the World War II Crowley was taking as much heroin as 
would kill a dozen men, and had also become an alcoholic. He abandoned his follow
ers and managed to find enough new, rich disciples to support himself. He finally 
retired to rented rooms in Hastings, on the south coast of England, and there died 
from myocardial degeneration on December 1, 194 7, at the age of seventy-two. His 
cremation caused another sensation in the press when the novelist Louis Wilkinson 
(Louis Marlow) read Crowley's Hymn to Pan, extracts from The Book of the Law, and 
the Anthem from his Gnostic Mass. 

Apart from his other material, one of the finest things Crowley left was his 
Thoth Tarot (pronounced "Toath," the Egyptian god of writing and patron deity of 
knowledge). It was created in London during the early days of World War II. The art
work was done by Lady Frieda Harris, an enigmatic figure in the occult world. 
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CRYSTAL see Crystallomancy; Spheromancy 

CRYSTALLOMANCY 

Divining using crystal has a number of names, depending upon the method used. 
Spheromancy is specifically using a crystal ball. Scrying, although also referring to 
working with a crystal ball, is a term that covers using virtually any reflective surface. 
Crystallomancy is the general term referring to any and all of the various methods of 
working with crystals, be they balls or rough minerals. 

It has long been held that crystals of all types possess energies that can be ben
eficial to humankind. This has been described as electromagnetic energy. Crystals are 
used for healing, as synthesizers in meditation and prayer, for chakra purification, pro
gramming, treating plants and animals, and a host of other things. Crystals of particu
lar minerals-amethyst, jade, obsidian, or tourmaline-are used for specific purposes, 
but the quartz crystal is the one most generally used and seems to be the panacea. 

Since crystals appear to stimulate the senses, they can help bring about aware
ness of the past, present, and future, contributing as a tool for divination. There can be 
a noticeable improvement in mediumistic abilities when working with a crystal. Here 
is one method based on that suggested by Dale Walker, an author and lecturer on crys
tals and their properties. It is used to make contact with the greater consciousness or 
tap into the universal knowledge. 

Sit comfortably in a chair or on the floor. You should be dressed in loose clothing 
so that there are no restrictions, no tightness to draw your mind away from what you are 
doing. Hold the crystal in one hand, or cupped in both hands, over your abdomen. Close 
your eyes and breathe deeply. Picture the crystal in front of you. See it slowly growing in 
size with each breath. See it growing and growing until it fills the room. Then see it con
tinuing to grow to the size of a house. In your mind, approach the giant crystal and pic
ture a door or entranceway in the side of the crystal. Going through that door, you will 
find yourself at the end of a corridor leading to a huge room. Enter the room and you will 
discover that it is like a library of incredible size but instead of books, there are crystals. 
They are lined up on the shelves, and many of them glow and flicker. If you think of a 
particular subject, one of the crystals will shine brightly. Going to that crystal, you can 
pick it up and look into it. You will see something like a computer screen, which will 
give you any information you desire on that subject. You can then return the crystal to 
its place and seek out others. When you are finished, return through the corridor to the 
outside and then find yourself back in your room, holding your crystal. 

This is one method that has been used successfully to get information about 
the past, present, and future. Another is to place four crystals around you, at east, 
south, west, and north, and to use a crystal ball or other scrying tool in the center of 
this setup. The crystals at the four cardinal points will act as amplifiers for the energies 
at work and considerably enhance the scrying. 

A number of Scottish families possess amulets and talismans that have been 
passed down through their families for generations. The Stone of Ardvorlich is pos-
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sessed by the StewartS of that name. It is an egg-shaped rock crystal set in four silver 
hoops. Legend has it that it was the badge of office of an ancient Arch-Druid. The 
Stone c:i the Standard, or Clach na Brau�ch, is abo a crystal. It adhered to a dod c:i 
earth that stuck to the standard c:i the Chiets of Clan Donnachaidh when it was 
drawn out d the ground at Bannoclcb\¥1\. Other famous stones include the Glenorchy 
Cllarm stone (rock crystal), Keppoch Cllann rock (rock crystal), the Auchmeddan 
Stone (a black ball of flint mounted in silver), the Cfach-Bhuai d the Camp bells of 
Glenlyon, and the l...eug, or Charm Stone, of the Madeans. With all of these, it is 

believed that so long as they remain in the posse$ion of the various dans, the families 
will survive and prosper. 
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CUBOMANCY 

Cubomancy is divination using dice. Dice, along with dominoes, have long been used 
as a tool for reading the future. There are various ways of using them. One is simply to 
draw or mark a large circle on the ground and then to throw three dice into the circle, 
three being long considered a "lucky" number. It is said that the prophetic answer will 
come to pass within nine days: three times three. 

The circle should be about twelve inches in diameter. Hold the dice in the 
right hand (or the left, if left-handed) and concentrate on your question. Then cup 
both hands and shake the dice before throwing them down into the circle. Disregard 
any die or dice that roll out of the circle. If all of them roll out, it means there will be 
an argument in the immediate future. You are allowed to throw them again. If all roll 
out a second time, you must wait at least twenty-four hours to try again. 

Of the die or dice that remain in the circle, add together the number of dots. 
They then have the following meanings: 

ONE: Loss; loneliness. 

TWO: Love or infatuation. 

THREE: A pleasant surprise is on its way. 

FOUR: An unpleasant surprise is on its way. 

FIVE: You will be influenced by a stranger you will meet. 

SIX: You will lose something of value. 

SEVEN: You will be involved in a scandal. 

EIGHT: A wrong that you did in the past will catch up with you. 

NINE: There is a wedding in the near future. 
TEN: Business advancement. 

ELEVEN: Death of a friend or acquaintance. 

TWELVE: A letter of some importance is on its way to you. 

THIRTEEN: There will be cause for you to weep. 

FOURTEEN: You have a new admirer. 

FIFTEEN: Trouble is in the offing; be especially cautious. 

SIXTEEN: You will have a happy journey. 

SEVENTEEN: Profitable business is coming to you from across the water. 

EIGHTEEN: Some very great good is on its way to you. 

Another popular method matches up basic questions and set answers. There 
are thirty-two possible questions from which to choose. The use of just two dice gives 
a choice of 672 possible answers. No matter which question is chosen, the answer that 
comes up usually seems appropriate. The two dice are held in the right hand, as in the 
above working, while the question (chosen from the thirty-two possibilities) is con
centrated upon. Then the dice are cupped in both hands, shaken, and thrown down. 
There is no circle for them to be thrown into. The upturned faces are noted and the 
answers found from the list, looking for the same number answer as the question. 

Questions 
1: Does the one I love often think of me? 

2: Will anyone soon date me? 
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· 3: What must I do to please my love? 
4: Shall I answer? 

5: Shall I agree to what is asked of me? 
6: How many admirers will I have? 
7: How many times will I be married? 
8: What sort of person will my spouse be? 
9: What does he (or she) think of me? 
10: May I trust him/her? 
11: Does he/she love me? 
12: Does he/she think the love is returned? 
13: Will my heart remain free for long? 
14: Will I soon get married? 
15: Will I have many adventures? 
16: Will I be rich? 
17: Will my secret be discovered? 
18: Am I considered good looking? 
19: Am I thought to be discreet, witty, and interesting? 
20: Will I marry the person I'm thinking of? 
21: Shall I do it? 
22: Shall I soon see my love again? 
23: Shall I soon receive a letter? 
24: Which of the two shall I choose? 
25: Shall I soon receive a gift? 
26: Shall I soon make a journey? 
27: Will my condition shortly be changed? 
28: Will my wish be fulfilled? 
29: What is he/she doing at the moment? 
30: What will my spouse be? 
31: Will it prove a blessing to me? 
32: Shall I soon receive the news I'm waiting for? 

Answers to 1-1 Combination 

1: They think of you as much as you think of them. 
2: Tomorrow morning, about eleven o'clock. 
3: Whatever you do, do it gracefully and especially always treat them with 

respect. 
4: Yes, but word your reply discreetly. 
5: No. You must not. 
6: A dozen at least. 
?: One. 
8: Young, slender, and fair complexioned. 
9: That you are a very special person. 
10: No, you may not, for they are not good at heart. 
11: They cannot help themselves. 
12: You have shown it plainly enough. 
13: You know very well that it has not been free for a long time. 
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14: In a week. 

15: Your life will be as peaceful as a quiet lake. 

16: You will always have all you need. 
17: It would be a good thing if it were discovered. 
18: All except your nose. 
19: Discreet indeed, but not witty, and only interesting at times! 
20:No. 
21: Why not? 
22: Tomorrow. 

23: Not as soon as you would wish. 
24: The one who has the longest nose. 
25: Very soon, and it will be a kiss. 
26: Yes. A very long one. 

27: Yes, to your joy and happiness. 
28: It will. 

29: Busy attending to his or her own affairs. 
30: Very rich. 

31: It will lead to the greatest happiness. 
32: Sooner than you expect. 

Answers to 1-2 Combination 

1: Not in the least. 

2: Much too soon, as it will tum out. 

3: Always dress well. Never have bare arms unless absolutely necessary. 
4: It is hazardous. 
5: Yes, without the slightest fear. 

6: As many admirers as you will have spouses. 
7: Twice. 

8: Fat and round as a ball. But of a very sweet disposition. 
9: That you have stolen their heart. 
10: Haven't you already had enough proof of this? 
11: They are yours, heart and soul. 
12: There are doubts. 

13: Tomorrow, when you first go out, you'll meet someone who will become 
very special to you. 

14: In two years. 

15: Your life will move along like a foaming torrent. 

16: As rich as you are at present. 

17: No, but it would be good to disclose it as soon as possible. 
18: When you are pleasant and friendly, but not when you're ill-tempered. 
19: To one person at least, very interesting. 
20: If you really want them. 

21: If you wish; it will do no harm. 
22: Within three weeks. 

23: Yes, but not the one you had hoped for. 
24: The darker one. 
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25: Yes. 
26: You will soon be seeing cities you never expected to see. 
2 7: When you shall wish it changed. 
28: If it is really your wish. 
29: Looking through books and papers. 
30: An engineer. 
31: No, that's impossible. 
32: Not for quite a while. 

Answers to 1-3 Combination 

1: Are you not fascinating? 
2: Yes, but be careful. It is a rogue who will be next. 
3: Show a little more kindness to other human beings. 
4: Frankly and without affection. 
5: It would be too cruel to refuse. 
6: Only one. But that one will admire you more than all others put together. 
7: Once. 
8: Very homely, but in your eyes very handsome. 
9: That it would be dangerous to trust you. 
10: Oh, yes. With all your heart. 
11: Haven't you noticed how they blush when looking at you? 
12: Without a doubt. 
13: At the next social event you attend, your heart will be touched. 
14: Never. 
15: Too many by far. 
16: You'll have so much wealth you won't know what to do with it. 
1 7: It is discovered already. 
18: Not greatly so, but somewhat. 
19: Mischievous. 
20: Yes, and others. 
21: Do what you can't help doing. 
22: Very soon. 
23: The one you would like to receive, you will never receive. 
24: The one with the long hair. 
25: Very soon. 
26: Yes. One that you are looking forward to. 
27: It will depend entirely on you. 
28: It will. Certainly. 
29: Dining with someone else. 
30: A lawyer. 
31: It will bring you joy and happiness. 
32: Perhaps within the year. 

Answers to 1-4 Combination 

1: They would like to but dare not. 
2: When you stop worrying about it. 
3: Show your appreciation of their friendship. 
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4: It would never do to keep silent. 
5: You can't do otherwise. 
6: Four; possibly five. 

7: Once, and it will be the joy of your life. Name begins with a "G." 
8: Very tall with a light complexion. Wears spectacles and is very friendly to 

everyone. 
9: That they can understand neither your actions nor your words. 

10: You can believe what they say and discount the gossip. 

11: You can find that out next time you pass them a drink. If, in taking it, they 
touch your hand, then there is love. 

12: Yes, and is flattered by it. 
13: At the moment your heart is not free. Examine it. 
14: Within a year. 

15: Very many. Mostly with rogues and robbers. 
16: Rich in love and friendship but not in money. 

17: You think that it's a secret but it never has been one. 

18: Passably so. 

19: You are thought to be capricious. 
20: It's very doubtful. 

21: It will do no harm, and no good either. 
22: If you send an invitation; otherwise, no. 
23: Very soon, a very tender one. 

24: The one who first reaches out to touch you. 
25: Yes, a living one. 

26: Yes, but not the one you're presently thinking of. 
27: Not so very soon. 
28: Yes, but not as soon as you'd like. 

29: Sleeping. 
30: A doctor. 

31: Only so long as you keep your heart pure and true. 
32: Yes, in a few hours. 

Answers to 1-5 Combination 

1: As often as circumstances permit. 

2: You will have wrinkles before that happens to you. 

3: Don't be so terribly affected. Try to be more natural. 
4: Yes, just as your heart prompts you. 
5: Be very careful. You might be laughed at. 

6: Seven, at least. 

7: Once, to a dear, good, and amiable friend. 

8: Friendly and cheerful, of a romantic tum, somewhat poetical, but just a tri-
fle weak. 

9: That you are the guiding star of their existence. 

10: You can tell by looking into those honest eyes. 

11: Only as a brother or sister would. 

12: If you keep giving those tender glances, they can hardly doubt it. 
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13: At the moment you love one, but you will soon love another. 
14: Within four years. 
15: Your life will be a very weary one. 

16: If you are careful and watch your money. 

17: There is one person who knows it but will not tell it. 

18: Some think so ... others do not. 
19: You are generally thought to be heartless and soulless. 
20: You know yourself that is impossible. 

21: Think what your family would say. 

22: Yes, in the not too far distant future. 
23: Yes, but it will bring sad news. 

24: The one who blushes most often. 

25: You must be patient for a while. 
26: Not as soon as you hope. 
27: Very soon, and in a particular way. 

28: It will be fulfilled, but not completely and not quite as you had hoped. 

29: Spending time with an older person of the opposite sex. 
30: A merchant. 

31: If you take it as it is meant. 

32: Probably within a month. 

Answers to 1-6 Combination 

1: Yes, and regrets it. 
2: Congratulate yourself if you don't, for there are few worth having. 
3: Don't get so sentimental, don't talk so much, and try to use a little more 

common sense. 
4: What is spoken, vanishes; what is written, remains. 

5: You may grant all that is asked, for nothing unworthy will be requested. 
6: Over 20; five of whom are already in love with you. 

7: Three times. 
8: A large person in love with him- or herself. 

9: That you would like to bring them to despair. 
10: Consult your best female friend about this. 
11: Their heart has long belonged to another and they would never be 

unfaithful. 
12: No, but they think how pleasant it would be if you did. 
13: Your heart is free at present but won't be for much longer. 
14: Not until you love a certain person more tenderly than you do at present. 
15: Yes, and they will prove too exciting for you. 

16: So long as you make good use of the money. 

17: No, it will not. 
18: If you wear more subdued clothing and improve your complexion. 
19: Discreet, but very vain and proud. 

20: Yes, if you are not already engaged. 

21: Of course. You would be a fool not to. 
22: Not very soon. 
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23: Yes, and the paper will be wet with tears. 
24: The one with the larger ears. 
25: Someone will offer you one but you would do well to reject it. 
26: An important and joyful occurrence will prevent it. 
27: Not very soon. 
28: That will depend on you. Act prudently. 
29: Hurrying to see you. 
30: A government worker. 
31: If you keep your presence of mind. 
32: Not for some time. 

Answers to 2-2 Combination 

1: Always. 
2: Aren't you always surrounded by admirers? 
3: Treat them with frankness and honesty. 
4: It would be better if you didn't. 
5: Yes, but do it prudently. 
6: Five. 
7: Once, to a very jealous person. 
8: Loving and tender. 
9: That you are very hard-hearted. 
10: You don't need to be so mistrustful. 
11: Can't you tell from their face? 
12: Hope so, but has many doubts. 
13: At five o'clock tomorrow afternoon love's arrow will strike! 
14: In six weeks. 
15: Many thrilling adventures. 
16: Quite wealthy. 
17: It will unless you are always on your guard. 
18: Quite attractive. 
19: Reasonably so. 
20: Yes. 
21: If it will give you pleasure. 
22: No, you are separated for ever. 
23: There is one on the way right now. 

24: The one who always gazes upon you with such a shrewd expression. 
25: Yes, but from someone other than the one you thought. 
26: A short, sentimental one. 
27: Yes, but you won't benefit from it. 
28: It you do everything you can to bring it about. 
29: Reading a book. 
30: Very spiritual. 

31: It will bring you both joy and sorrow. 
32: Never. 

Answers to 2-3 Combination 

1: They are far too busy with other things to keep thinking of you! 
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2: If you would treat a certain person with a little more regard, they would be 
happy to do so. 

3: Don't pay so much attention to others. 
4: Answer as it deserves to be answered. 
5: Follow your heart. 
6: Many, but most of them you'll find boring. 
7: Once, to a very unromantic person whose name begins with a "B." 
8: Very tall and of dark complexion; somewhat quarrelsome, jealous, but with 

the best of intentions. 
9: That it would be very dangerous to see you often. 
10: Inquire what others say about them. There's a lot of truth on what's said. 
11: With heart and soul. 
12: Since the last time you were together, they are sure of it. 
13: You know very well that right now you are in love. 
14: In five months. 
15: No. Very few. 
16: You will have money, which is not necessarily the same as being rich. 
1 7: If you tell no one ... no. 
18: If you could be a little less self-conscious you would be thought so. 
19: Many people think you are a genius but, because of that, think you have 

many faults. 
20: Yes, you will. 
21: Certainly not. 
22: At a time when you least expect it. 
23: Yes, and it will make you very happy. 
24: The one with the largest hands. 
25: Not soon. 
26: Yes, the one you are thinking of. 
27: Not in the way you wish. 
28: Yes, and sooner than you expect. 
29: Arguing with someone. 
30: Connected with science. 
31: Yes, though it won't appear so at first. 
32: Within three days ... or never. 

Answers to 2-4 Combination 

1: Yes, as well you know. 

2: Yes, but you won't be serious about it. 
3: Do not be over-sweet. 

4: It would be best if you would. 
5: Yes, if you can do it without blushing. 
6: Two; one dark and one fair. 
7: More than once, and none of them good. 
8: A small person, full of conceit and vanity. 
9: That you are as near perfect as possible. 
10: It is well to be prudent. 
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11: Yes, but they also love many others. 

12: Not exactly, but they think it would be easy to win your heart. 
13: For a year yet, but no longer. 
14: In six years. No sooner, no matter how hard you try. 
15: Many, but none especially interesting. 
16: You will have plenty of money, but if you or your spouse should gamble you 

will lose it all. 
17: You will betray yourself. 

18: A lot of people think you are homely, some few think you are pretty, and 
one or two think you beautiful. 

19: You are thought to be quick at repartee but not really witty. 
20: Yes, if you succeed in winning their heart within two weeks. 

21: Do it, even though there's someone it will greatly displease. 

22: You will have to wait awhile. 
23: Yes, a very long one. 

24: The more modest of the two. 
25: Very soon, and one that will delight you. 

26: Yes, but one that will cost you many tears. 

27: Soon, and by an unexpected occurrence. 
28: Yes, and more fully than you have reason to expect. 

29: Preparing witticisms to speak in your presence. 
30: A broker. 

31: It will cost you many tears at first, but will tum out well. 
32: Very soon. 

Answers to 2-5 Combination 

1: All the time. 

2: Yes, but it won't bring you happiness. 
3: just enjoy life; relax and be yourself. 
4: Without hesitation. 
5: Go to your mother for advice. 

6: Two. The initial of one of them is "L." 
7: Only once. 

8: Young and handsome, with rosy cheeks. 

9: That you have been deceitful. 
10: Yes, but not too far. 

11: From the moment you first met. 

12: They think that at least you would like to love them. 
13: The next journey you take, you will fall in love. 
14: Within two years. 

15: Some pleasant ones; and kind friends will protect you from the unpleasant 
ones. 

16: No, never. 

17: No one even thinks of asking about it. 

18: Yes. 

19: You are thought to be thoroughly charming. 
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20: You would, if it were not for a false friend. 
21: Certainly. You can't do better. 
22: They are working on how to bring that about. 
23: A very foolish one quite soon. 
24: The one with the large mouth. 
25: A splendid one, very soon. 
26: You will have the opportunity, though you may not take it. 
27: Yes, in the way you expect. 
28: It will be your own fault if it's not. 
29: Practicing what to say to you. 
30: A professional person. 
31: It will be the prelude to the fulfillment of your warmest wishes. 
32: You will soon receive it and shed tears of joy. 

Answers to 2--6 Combination 

1: Frequently. 
2: Yes, a plain looking person with a good sense of humor. 
3: Pay a little more attention to them. 
4: Answer what your heart dictates. 
5: No. 
6: About a dozen. 
7: Once, or possibly not at all. 
8: A great favorite, especially of the opposite sex. 
9: That you don't like him, or her. 
10: Have they ever done anything to make you distrust them? 
11: With great longing. 
12: Did so once but no longer. 
13: In about six weeks, by starlight, your heart will be softened. 

14: In a year or two. 
15: A reasonable number. 
16: Labor always to be rich in contentment of mind. 
1 7: It is half discovered already. 
18: Absolutely beautiful. 
19: In every respect. 
20: No, so don't expect to. 
21: If you don't, you're lost. 
22: In a few weeks. 
23 Yes, in eight days. 
24: The one who gives you a gift. 
25: One that you will soon wish you never got. 
26: Yes, in the company of someone of the opposite sex. 
27: In a very agreeable manner. 
28: An unexpected accident will prevent it. 
29: Contemplating a change of job or lifestyle. 
30: A business person. 
31: If you are strong enough to suppress all vanity. 
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32: Not z soon as you'd like; there will be a wait. 

Anscwrs ro 3-3 Combinaaon 

1: Thinking cl you now and very tenderly. 
2: �i� a number. 
3: Work on your hair. 
+. Place a pcwy � ywr p1low tonight and you will dieam cl what you 

3hooli. 
5: Aslc advice of your closest friend. 
6: <Ale older mm, whom you won't c.are ftt. 
?:Twice. 
8: A per300 of soong character; high-minded and energetic, wic:h wit and 

humtt also. 
9: That you have btoken many hearts. 

10: No one better desetves confidence. 
11: They aR a aue friend to you; that is all. 
12: They have never thought about itat all 
13: It will always be free enough. 
H: Vety soon. 
15: Many, and most cl them inteRSting. 
16: If you keep from speculating. 
17: If you can refrain from babbling! 
18: If you didn't wtinlde your 005e when you laugh you would he better loobng. 
19: Some people think you peculiar, but there are a few who really underaand 

you. 
20: If you truly love them. 
21: Yes, it will give you botbgreatpleasuR. 
22.: Not until you bcdt have gray hair! 
23 Not soon. but when you do it will be a very tender one. 

2+. The atpre«mtiousone. 
25: At the moment no one is thinking of giving you anything. 
26: One that will give you much pleasure. 
27: Soon, and in a way you would never have dreamt cl. 
28: Sooner than you expect. 
29: Sighing over the low sta� cl their finances. 
30: A farmer. 
31: If you can always stay cheetful and optimistic. 
32: You should know when you may expect it. 

Answers ro 3-4 ComlXnation 

1: Yes, but not in the way you would like. 
2: You will soon have more than you can accept. 
3: Get a �od sun tan. 

•= Yes, but make it dear you are not happy about it. 
5: Qdy in part. 
6: Many, but few cl them attractive. 
7: If you accept all that offered. it would be twenty-five times at lezt! 
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8: Tall and thin as a beanpole. 

9: "You do not deserve my love." 
10: Fully and frankly. 

11: Yes, but resist it thinking you do not return the love. 
12: Not that you truly love, just that you are a little smitten. 
13: It will be a long time before you give away your heart. 

14: Within the year. 
15: No. 

16: Gold will rain upon you. 
17: You had better be on your guard or it will leak out. 

18: Don't think about it. 
19: Good natured enough but rather vain. 

20: If you flirted less with others, they would be a lot more interested in you. 
21: People will laugh at you but don't let them stop you. 
22: It will only happen by accident. 
23 Yes, but you won't understand it. 

24: The one who agrees with you. 
25: Yes, one with which you will be delighted. 

26: A sad occurrence will prevent it. 
27: Yes, but not in the way that you expect. 
28: Wicked people will prevent it. 
29: Thinking how boring life can be. 

30: A literary person. 
31: It will give you initial pleasure but later tears. 
32: Yes, and you know who it will be from. 

Answers to 3-5 Combination 

1: More than you think of them. 

2: No one worthy of having. 

3: Not eat so heartily. 

4: There's no danger in it. 
5: If you do, you will bring joy to one heart and break another. 
6: Two, both good looking. 
7: Once, and that will be one too many. 
8: A drunkard and a gambler. 
9: "They have caused me so much suffering I can never forgive them." 
10: Yes, but keep your wits about you. 

11: As much as possible, but that may not be much. 
12: No. They think your feelings are those of a brother or sister. 
13: Is your heart really your own now? 

14: Within three years. 
15: Only a few. 
16: You will have gold by the bushel. 
17: Not if you are discreet. 
18: You roll your eyes too much, your ears are not well shaped, but your hands 

are well formed. 
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19: More or less so. 

20: You don't really wish it. 
21: If you are prudent it can do no harm. 

22: Bv the end of next summer. 

23 Not the one JOU wish. That will be delayed. 
24: The one who is polite and weD mannered. 
25: Yes, over which you wiD shed tears ofjo?. 
26: Very aom, and in pleas.anr company. 
21: Yes, and exactly to your wUhes. 

28: It will, and it will bring you great happiness. 
29: Counting the houn till seeing you again. 
30: A mechanic. 
31: Everything is a blessing. Sometimes we misintapret. 
32: Not aoon. Don't be impatient. 

AruweTs to� Canbmadon 

1: Only as one thinks of a smal� insignificant creature. 
2: Yes, a sailor. &a this sailor is heirto a fortune. 
3: Do what is asked of you. 
4: No lit would tum out vay badly. 
5: Better rvx to, � it would do no real harm. 
6: Three; one tich and two poor. 
7: Once, to someme who will remain completely under }'Otr th1.mb. 
8: A wearying person, with little metgy. 
9: That you are f.idy attractive and that if they could love anyroe, it would be 

YOU· 
10: Although a flirt, toward you the in�tions cue honcnble. 
11: You are their first and only love. 
12: At times dtey imagine it's possible, because dteydesperate}ywant it to be so. 

13: For at least [WO mace years. 
14: Within five � 
15: 'ilhen you are traveling; not any other time. 

16: If you always watch dte pennies. 
17: Nothing is so caren•lly hidden that it doesn't even ���ally come to light. 
18: You are considered near perfect in looks. 
19: Somewhat thoughtless but good at heart. 
20: Yes, and you will live happily ever after. 
21: There is certainly� in it but, if you arecaren&l, there's no real reason 

why you should nO(. 
22: This very day. 
23 NO( before you have written one. 
24: The first to cmfess love to you. 
25: Yes, hom someone you can't stand. 
26: You wiD cercainly have the opportunity. 
27: Not foe a very long time. 
28: Yes, but it wiD break someone'sheart. 
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29: Writing a letter, but not to you. 
30: A wealthy person. 
31: Yes. 
3 2: This very day. 

Answm to 4-4 CornbiMa:ion 

1: Don'texpecttoo cooch. 
2: 1he first person you meet tomorrow. 
3: Argue with them a little, but llO( too much. 
4: Yes, but choose your wads carefiJ!ly. 
5: As the advice of a close relative. 
6: One. A slow, fair-haired peiSOO with a large mouth. 
7: �many times as you have already had lovers. 
8: Atbactive and in the prime of life. 
9: lb.at you are amusing. 
10: Trust no me blindly in this world. 
11: Yes, and hopes that it is returned. 
12: They think that you are dying of love for them. 
13: You have already been in love a <ben times. You may be another dozen. 
14: In three to bur years. 
15: Storms and cabns by the score. 
16: You will never want, 30 long as you remain industrious. 
17: No, but by keeping� secret you will bring upon yourself many disagreeable 

consequences. 
18: You would look better if you smiled more often. 
19: Witty and amusing. 
20: If not it will be through no fault of your own. 
21: Yes, bl4 as quietly as�le. 
22; At the next party you attend. 
23 Not h a long time. 
2 +."The one with the soft eyes. 
25: Very soon, nom the one you love. 
26: Yes, ani it will have a decisive effea on your life. 
21: If you act prudently in a critical moment that is at hand, it will. 
28: Yes, and you'll wish it hadn't hem. 
29: Writing a love.letter. 
30: A politician. 
31: H it happens without our interference, it will bring much happiness to you. 
32: It will COOle one day, but not yet. 

Aruwen co 4-S Combinatm 

1: You are in their thoughts by day and dreams by night. 
2: Not for a very long time. 
3: Be gentle and patient and do not conttadict. 
4: It's now immaterial-tears will flow whether )'00 do m not. 

5: If you do you will later regret it. 
6: One tall, slender, bandiome peiSOO with dark eyes. 
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7: Once, to a real tyrant. 
8: Congenial but apt to overeat. 
9: That you are still quite childish in many ways. 
10: You would deeply hurt them if you didn't. 
11: You cannot imagine just how much. 
12: Yes ... you along with all the rest! 
13: You will fall in love very soon, after some unhappiness. 
14: Within six years. 
15: Yes, many. 
16: Not very. 
17: Not for a while. 
18: Your face is considered your greatest asset. 
19: Possibly. 
20: If it were not for a very bitter enemy of theirs. 
21: If you do, there will be many tears ... both of sorrow and of joy. 
22: Only if you make the first move. 
23: No, the people you want to hear from are all preoccupied. 
24: The one who will stumble when next with you. 
25: Yes, but an insignificant one. 
26: You will certainly not want for invitations. 
27: Not in any matter of importance. 
28: Yes, but it will make many enemies. 
29: Buying new clothes. 
30: A military person. 
31: No. 
32: Tomorrow possibly, if not then by next week. 

Answers to 4-6 Combination 

1: Yes, and affectionately. 
2: Why do you ask? T hey are already on their knees before you! 
3: Try not to make a joke out of everything. Some things need to be treated 

seriously. 
4: Reflect on what that might lead to. 
5: Do so as though it's unimportant and you'll come to no harm. 
6: At least three. 
7: One short, one tall, and one medium. 
8: Short, with a large nose. 
9: You were always thought to be an angel but now it appears there's a bit of a 

devil in you! 
10: Try for as long as you feel you honestly can. 
11: Without you all would be darkness. 
12: Yes, but it is thought that you also love others. 
13: Very soon you will fall in love with someone you thought you couldn't stand. 
14: Not for seven years. 
15: Many, and when you least expect to. 
16: For a short time, but your foolishness will impoverish you. 
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17: No. 
18: At times, with certain expressions, you are captivating. 
19: No one would dispute it. 
20: Yes, but you won't be as happy as you thought possible. 
21: It really doesn't matter one way or the other. 
22: There has been a misunderstanding that will take time to heal. 
23: Very soon. A very nice letter. 
24: The stoutest. 
25: Not for some time. 
26: A very long one. 
27: When you decide it should be. 
28: Yes, but it will cause envy and that will bring you sorrow. 
29: Making plans that do not include you. 
30: Someone connected with the sea. 
31: A blessing to you and a delight to your friends. 
32: Not the wished for, but very different news. 

Answers to 5-5 Combination 

1: Not yet. 
2: Someone desperately wants to, and hopes to. 
3: Whatever you do, you won't be able to do enough. 
4: Meditate on whether it would be right. 
5: If it will give you pleasure, yes. 
6: Three, one whose name starts with a "W." 

7: Once, to someone you already know; whose name starts with a "J." 
8: A very funny person, full of tricks and jokes. 
9: "If I only knew what to do to gain favor." 
10: Test carefully first before trusting completely. 
11: In secret, but may never say so aloud. 
12: Yes, but is afraid you may not. 
13: It's not free at the moment, but will be free again very soon. 
14: This year. 
15: One big one very soon. 
16: Yes, but you must handle money carefully or you will lose it. 
17: Very soon. 
18: You look better in the evening than you do earlier in the day. 
19: You can sometimes be very silly but people generally overlook that, know-

ing you will grow out of it. 
20: No, for they will never marry. 
21: Do it and enjoy it. 
22: It's possible that you may never meet again. 
23: In a few days. 
24: The one who laughs most easily. 
25: Possibly tomorrow, though there may be a delay. 
26: Yes, across the ocean. 
27: Somewhat, and agreeably. 
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28: That will depend upon your behavior. 
29: Thinking of you and longing to be with you. 
30: A medical person. 
31: It will, at least, cause you many happy hours. 
32: Unless you work toward it, no, never. 

Answers to 5-6 Combination 

1: Yes, but with some bitterness. 
2: Someone you will meet within the next three days. 
3: Whatever you like, for there's really no pleasing them. 
4: At least wait for a letter to arrive before answering. 
5: If you do, the person who asked will then laugh at you. 
6: Two; one distantly related. 
7: Once, to the person you now consider the least likely. 
8: A good-for-nothing who will bring you nothing but trouble. 
9: That you are an enigma. 
10: Not too much. Be cautious. 
11: Truly and faithfully. 
12: They are too jealous to be certain. 
13: No, it will shortly be stolen. 
14: Before next winter. 
15: Not soon, but in due course. 
16: You could become so if you put your mind to it. 
17: You have nothing to fear. 
18: Only by your lover. 
19: Your heart is pure and your mind is clear. 
20: Of course! 
21: First consider whether or not anyone would get harmed. 
22: Yes, ve ry unexpectedly. 
23: Tomorrow. 
24: The one with the snub nose. 
25: Yes, very soon. 
26: A delightful journey westward. 
27: Not as soon as you expect nor in the way that you expect. 
28: If you really wish it, yes. 
29: Reading one of your letters. 
30: A tradesperson. 
31: It is extremely doubtful. 
32: Very soon, but not all your expectations will be gratified. 

Answers to 6- Combination 

1: Yes, though they are afraid of getting carried away with such thoughts. 
2: An older person. 
3: Let your love see that you return the love. 
4: Yes, but in a cheerful, laughing way. 
5: It will be a step with important consequences. 
6: Many, but none of them serious. 
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7: However many times, it would be better if it were none. 

8: Handsome and brilliant. You will be made for each other. 
9: That you are overly sentimental. 
10: Who else if not? 
11: As much as you love them. 
12: They think it's impossible, yet hope it isn't. 
13: Not for more than a year. 
14: When acts lay eggs! 

15: You are too cautious. 
16: You will always have as much as you have at present. 
1 7: There is someone among your friends who will betray you. 
18: As a beautiful flower. 
19: You are thought to be thoughtless. 
20: Don't let go. In the end there will be surrender. 
21: If you can without being embarrassed. 
22: Before the spring. 
23: In a few weeks, a long one. 
24: The one you met by chance. 
25: Someone is considering giving you one, but is undecided. 
26: Yes, to Europe. 

27: Very soon and drastically. 
28: Not entirely. 
29: Longing to be with you. 
30: An artist. 
31: Decidedly. You will be very happy because of it. 

Cubomancy 

32: The tidings are close at hand and will be more agreeable than you could 
hope. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Secrets of Gypsy FortuneteUing. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1988. 
Gibson, Walter B. & Litzka R. T he Complete Illustrated Book of the Psychic Sciences. New York: 

Doubleday, 1966. 
Gypsy Queen, A. Zingara Fortune Teller. Philadelphia: David McKay, 1901. 
Line, David and Julia. Fortune Telling by Dice: Uncovering the Future through the Ancient System of 

Casting Lots. London: Aquarian Press, 1984. 

CURAN, PEARL see Automatic Writing 

CYCLOMANCY 

Divining from a turning wheel. This was performed much like television's Wheel of 
Fortune. A wheel would have possible answers to questions, or names, written around 
its rim. A marker would be placed alongside the rim. The wheel would then be spun 
and whichever item stopped alongside the marker was deemed the pertinent one. 

A variation was to mark the wheel of a wagon, with a mark on the side of the 
vehicle alongside the rim of the wheel. The horse or ox pulling the wagon would be 
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mged forward and then left to stop when it would. When it did stop, the information 
next to the marker was read. 

CYLICOMANCY 

Divining using cups of water, in much the same way as is done with a crystal ball for 
KrYing. A silver cup or clear glass is filled to the brim with fresh water taken from a 
'ti"ell or spring. The seer relaxes and gazes into the water. It is important to have the 
right attitude of mind and to be in the right mood. A comfortable seat will help, as 
may the burning of incense, which seems to help establish the right atmosphere for 
the practice. 

There should be absolute silence, if possible, so that the seer is not distracted by 
iOunds. A series of deep-breathing exercises before starting, to help calm body and 
mind, is a help. Then the seer relaxes and gazes into the cup of water without straining. 

If some particular information is sought from the scrying-where a person is at 
mat time, or what is happening in some area-then the question is concentrated 
upon for a few moments before starting the scrying. Then it is put out of the mind and 
the scrying done allowing anything to come into the picture that may. 

Pictures of people and events are seen in the water, which can magnify them. 
These pictures may be colored or monochrome, still or moving. Sometimes what is 
;en is purely symbolic and needs to be interpreted. Sometimes only signs and symbols 
are seen, these too needing interpretation. 

Sources: 

Besterman, T. Crystal-Gazing. London: Rider, 1924. 
Buckland, Raymond. Doars to Other Warlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 
Hil, Douglas. Man, Myth & Magic: Scrying. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 
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DACTYLIOMANCY 

This is a form of divination petformed by means of rings. lhere are a number of varia
tions d. it; one is with the ring; placed on the fingernails. lhese were rings of gold, sil
,n, copper, iron and lead; one on each fingernail starting with the gold on the thumb. 
Th.ere is litde detail to be found on this, though Samuel Pun:has mentions it in his PiJ... 
grimage (1613), sayiq: only, "Dactyliomancie was a divination with Rings." Similarly, 
Edward B. Tylor, in h is Primitk.oe Culture (1871), says, "lhese mystic arts • • •  are rude 
forms of the classical dactyliomancy." Apparently this divination was done according 
to certain con junctions of the planets. 

One form was to set up a circular table with the letters of the alphabet 
arr� around the edge. A ring is then suspended over the center and it will swing 
out, as a pendulum, over the letters, spelling out answers to q.JCStions. lhis is basically 
a form of radiesthesia. 

Another form of dactyliomancy-which, again, is a type of radiesthesia and of 
deidomancy�s to suspend a ring so that it hangs inside the bowl of a wine glass. 
Questions asked will then be answered by the rings� and ringing against the side 
of the glass, once for Yes and twice for No. Lo� messages may be attained by asking 
a cp.JCStion aJ¥3 then slowly recit� the letters of the alphabet. lhe � will � a�t 
the side of the glass as each pertinent letter is called out, thus spelling a word or words. 

Sources: 
De Givry, Grill�. A PictmiaJ Anrllolog:y ofWitdtctaft, M� & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 

Ballantyne, 1931. 
Spence, Lewis. An E� of die Oro.tl. London: George Routledge&. Sons, 192£J. 

DAcrYLOMANCY- Dactyliomaocy 
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DACTYLS 

There was a Herakles who was a wizard, and was also known as Dactyl (literally, "fin
ger"). The Encyclopedia Britannica states that it was he who founded the Olympic 
Games, but gives no further details. There was also a group of sorcerers in Phrygian Ida 
who were known as the Dactyls. Originally there were three of them: Celmis, 
Damnameneus, and Acmon, though later their number increased. Acmon was the 
most powerful. In the caves of the mountains they practiced the "art of Hephrestus," 
which was metalworking. From Phrygia they went to Crete, where they taught the 
inhabitants to work with metals. 

The Dactyls have been described as conjurers, exorcists, magicians, soothsay, 
ers, and sorcerers. Pausanias says there were five of them; Perecydes says fifty-two; 
Orpheus the Argonaut just mentions "a large number." They have been credited with 
many things including discovery of musical notes, the introduction of musical instru
ments into Greece, the discovery of minerals, and the introduction of fire into Crete. 
They were said to be good runners, seers, excellent dancers, and skilled in science. 

Sources: 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology. London: Paul Hamlyn, 1965. 
Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

DAPHNOMANCY 

Divination by means of a branch of laurel. If the branch was placed in a fire, the way 
in which it burned could be interpreted. It is mentioned by Thomas Blount in his 
Glossographia ( 1681). By crackling as it burned, it signified good fortune. If it burned 

silently, it was a bad omen. The time it took for it to crackle was also significant (see 
Chronomancy). 

DEAD SPIRITS see Necromancy; Psychomancy 

DEE, DR. jOHN ( 152 7-1608) 

English mathematician and astrologer to Queen Elizabeth I, Dee made many contri
butions to the scientific knowledge of his time. He claimed that he was descended 
from Roderick the Great, Prince of Wales, and also that his family was from the old 
Welsh noble house ofNant y Groes ofRadnorshire. John Dee was born in London on 

july 13, 1527, and at fifteen attended St. John's College, Cambridge. After two years 
there he received his bachelor of arts degree. Dee was made a Foundation Fellow of 
Trinity College in 1546. He later studied in Brussels and Paris, where he lectured on 
the principles of geometry. 

On his return to England, Dee received a pension from the young Edward VI in 
1551, being granted the rectory of Upton-upon-Severn, in Worcestershire. But in 1553 
he was accused of attempting to take the life of the new Queen Mary by magical means 
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Dee, Dr. Jdm (1527-1608) 

md was imprisoned at Hampton Court. He 
:anained there until 1555. Mary's successor, 
�en Elizabeth (whose astrological chart Dee 
%.d done when she was stiU a princess), released 
:um and asked him to name the m06t propitious 
�fOr her coronati<n Dee later spent some time 
pring lessons in metaphysics to the mooan:h. 

Dee spent thirty years of his le giving 
.d\·ice and instructions to mariners regarding 
:tavigation and piloting, and he developed a 
� scientific and mathematical lilrary. He 
� a great interest in alchemy and also in 
taying, or crystal guing. His Diary records 
�t he first saw "spirits" in his crystal on May 
:S. 1581. His experiments with the crystal had 
:ftll preceded by his preoccupation with 
�s, both his own and those ofhis wife, jane 
::=romond. One day, in November 1582, Dee was 

.:n his knees in prayer when he became awcm: of 
1 hilliant light in the west window ofhis labo· 
:2tory. In the middle of the light he saw the 
mgel Uriel (or so he claimed). Dee was ren� 
.iaed speechless. Uriel smiled at him and pre� 
tmted him with a convex piece of crystal, 
�Uing him that when he wished to communi� 
::ate with the beings of another world, he had 
� to gaze into it and they would immediately 
g-ear and reveal to him the mysteries of the 
ilrure. Uriel then vanished. � called the glass 
ut •shew stone" or "angelical stone.,. 

John OM. sn-mlftDih-c:mbai'Y allf'aviDe- Fo-rtan 
Pic CUR U..u')l-

�pite his excitement and his interest in scrying, Dee was not adept at the 
;nctice himself. He found that he could not keep in his head what it was the spirits 
-cl.d and showed him; he therefore decided 10 employ other crystal gazers 10 scry for 
lan. Unfortunately Dee was not a good judged characrer and at least two turned out 
� be charlatans. 1be first d these was Barnabas Saul, and the second was Edward Tal· 
:\.'(f., who later changed his name to Edward Kelley. Kelley was supp0$ed ID see angels 
n the ayscal and report to Dee on what they instructed. Kelley claimed that they 
::..�unicated in their own l�e, called Enochian. 

In 1583 Dee was introduced 10 Count Albert Laski, a represencative of the King 
.:iPoland, � was visiting Queen Elizabeth Laski was interested in all that Dee did and 
�iaUy in the progrnstications revealed, by way ofKeUey, in the shew stone. Among 
:chcr thi�, Kelley implied that La� would become the head d a vast European mmar· 
.:h\' governing the world. Subsequently Dee and Kelley moved 10 Poland as guests of 
:.Bi, and Dee did not return to England untill589. Durq that time Dee and KeUey 
:2\-eled extensively and were everywhere cntettained both royally am by ropalty. 
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There have been many stories of Dee spying for Elizabeth, of using scrying to 
obtain money from various rulers and aristocrats, and of conducting alchemical and 
necromantic experiments. To the Church, at that time, there was a difference 
between what they considered "natural" or white magic and black magic, which was 
essentially of the devil. The view was that natural magic was permissible. Yet on May 
6, 1586, the Papal Nuncio submitted a document to the Emperor Rudolph II, with 
whom Dee and Kelley were staying, accusing Dee of necromancy. This resulted in the 
pair being expelled from Prague. 

Kelley was subject to fits of temper and sometimes refused to scry for Dee. Kel
ley also lusted after Dee's young, attractive wife. Eventually, on one occasion in 1587, 
Kelley did scry and reported that the angels had ordered that he and Dee should share 
their wives in common. Dee and Jane were not willing initially, but eventually they 
gave in and did so rather than lose the services of the scryer. Shortly thereafter, how
ever, Kelley left the employ of]ohn Dee. 

After Dee's return to England in 1589, he was given the post of warden to 
Christ's College, Manchester, in 1595. He had been a member of the "School of Light," 
a group that met secretly at the home of Sir Walter Raleigh, to discuss occult subjects. 
He held the post for ten years. But Dee did not fare well under James I, who had suc
ceeded Elizabeth in 1603. In 1608 Dee died, penniless, at his home in Mortlake. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Witch Book: The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, Wicca, and Neo-paganism. 
Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 2002. 

Deacon, Richard. john Dee. Muller, 1968. 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

DELPHI 

(See also Pythia) 

Delphi was the site of the most celebrated of all oracles in ancient Greece. It was locat
ed at the Temple of Apollo in Phocis, on the southern slope of Mount Parnassus. Its 
history is complicated and little is known about the early period of its existence. It 
seems certain that the shrine was not originally Apollo's. The site was formerly known 
as Crisa. There was an ancient oracle to Grea already at that place, guarded by a female 
dragon/serpent named Python. Apollo slew the dragon and built his own shrine there, 
making this the Oracle of Delphi, with the diviners known as Pythia. In looking for 
someone to administer his new temple, Apollo spied some Cretan sailors passing in 
their ship. He appeared to them in the form of a dolphin and conjured great winds to 
drive their ship ashore at the site of the temple. There he revealed himself to them. 
Since he had first appeared as a dolphin, they called him Apollo Delphinius (the Greek 
word for dolphin) and the site of the oracular temple became known as Delphi. 

According to .!Eschylus (Eumenides), the original giver of oracles at this site 
was Earth. Earth was succeeded by her daughter Themis, and Themis later succeeded 
by Phcebe, who gave the shrine to Apollo as a birthday gift. This ties in with the idea 
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Dement, William Charles (b. 1928) 

that the oracles come from the earth;goddess 
herself. Deltiti is ancient and the worship d 
�t5SCS was prominent in pre; Hellenic cults. 

The mOQ sacred object at Delphi was 

the omphalus, or navel d the earth; the very 
.:en�r of the earth (which was conceived of as 
rlat). No less sacred than the omphalus was the 
lripod on which the Delphic priestess sat while 
iiving her divine utterances. The tripod was. as 

ItS name implies, a three;legged seat am was 

i.xmed with a circular slab on which a laurel 
hanch would be laid when the priestess was not 
r--esent. 

It has been said that Pythia gave her 
Jruwers toquestions ina state oftrance, induced 
by intoxicating fumes. According to justinian 
\Ravius Anicus lustinianus, 483-565 CE): "Ina 
iark and narrow recess of a cliff at Delphi there 
as a little open glade and in this a hole, or cleft 
m the earth, out of which blew a strong draft d 
lir straight up and as if impelled by a wind, 
•hich filled the minds of poets with madness." 
In bc:r, geologically and architecturally this is 
unpossible. There is no crack or cleft and the 
l.x:al strata have never been capable of produc
mg any lcind d gas. However, that the Oracle 
•ent into a trance is mote than lilcdy. 

Sowas: 

�eM ORICU at� paiodoc by� 
Fortean Piaur£ Ub.tn). 

c� Bnrmu.ica. Otiaco: William Benton, 1964. 
5pen<�e, lewis. A" E� of rh.t � Loodon: George RoudedJe &. Sons, 1920. 

DEMENT, WILLIAM CHARLES (B. 1928) 

Born in Wenatchee, Wisconsin, William Charles Dement qualified as a doctor at the 
University of Chicago. He rapid! y developed an interest in dream research, and by 
1960, when he was working at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York, he began to seri· 
.:>W!y experiment with dreams. 

In 1963 Dement became director of the Sleep laboratory at Stanford Univer· 
sity Medical School and, seven }'ears later, director of the Sleep Disorders Clinic. In 
his research, Dement discovered that dreams are essential to psychological and physi· 
.:al health. He found the conespondence between a sleeper's eye movements and the 
rmages in dreams. 

Sources: 
�. Matpret. T1w �at. l..oodon: Aldus. 1976. 
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DEMONS see Demonomancy; Emonomancy 

DEMONOMANCY 

Demonomancy is based in ceremonial magic, where spirits or demons are conjured and 
made to appear. This was a practice popular in the Middle Ages, requiring a great deal of 
knowledge (especially of Greek and Latin), lots of time, and a good financial backing. The 

people who had all three of these things, usually in some abundance, were the ecclesiastics. 
Many bishops, archbishops, even some of the popes, indulged in ceremonial magic. 

Also known as high magic, this is the practice of conjuring spirits (termed var
iously entities, demons, devils) to do your bidding. Alphonsus de Spina stated in 1459 
that there were 133,306,668 of these demons. This was "corrected" by Johann Weyer 
(1577) to 7,405,926 demons together with seventy-two princes. Others tried to count 
them also, but came up with widely differing totals. Certainly there was a belief in a 
whole host of entities, all named and in a regular hierarchy, and each was thought to 
be an expert in a particular field. Depending upon what was wished for, the pertinent 

entity should be conjured. For example, to be able to speak in tongues, Agares must be 
summoned. To learn astronomy, astrology and philosophy, Furcus must be reached. To 
destroy cities and prominent people, Raym is the one. With the right demon, the past, 
the present, and the future all could be probed, making the magician a seer of sorts. 

These demons were very unwilling to appear and obey, so they had to be threat
ened; the magician had to show that he was more powerful than the spirit. Once the 
demon acknowledged that superiority he was forced to obey, albeit reluctantly. He would 
then have to answer any questions, including foretelling the future and divining situations 
and answers to problems. To demonstrate his superiority, the magician would conjure with 

"words of power," usually using the names of god and of the angels and archangels. 

A book containing the details of such rituals of the "art magic" was known as a 
grimoire, from the Old French for "grammar." There are a number of these grimoires 
extant in the libraries and private collections of Europe and America, though many 
seem to be no more than copies of copies. Some of the most notable grimoires are The 
Key of Solomon the King, The Lesser Key of Solomon, The Arbatel, The Heptameron, The 
Grimoire of Honorius, The Black Pullet, The Pansophy of Rudolph the Magus, and The 
Book of Sacred Magic of Abra-Melin the Mage. 

Sources: 

Barrett, Francis. The Magus, or Celestial Intelligencer; being a complete system of occult philosophy, 
London: Lackington, Allen & Co., 1802. 

Buckland, Raymond. The Anatomy of the Occult. New York: Samuel Weiser, 1977. 

Macgregor Mathers, S. L. The Book of Sacred Magic of Abra-Melin the Mage. De Laurence, 1932. 

DENDROMANCY 

Dendromancy is foretelling the future with trees. Because it is specifically connected 

to oaks and mistletoe, there would seem to be a further connection to the Druids. 

Druidic temples were outdoors, frequently in a grove of oak trees. They were 
usually circular or oval in form, sometimes enclosed by a palisade or bank and ditch. 
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In the center was a large stone representing deity. W. B. Crow thinks that Druidism 
was a tree cult, since Europe was, at that time, mainly covered with extensive forests; 
the predominant tree being the oak. It is certainly known that an object of their ven
eration was mistletoe; a semi-parasitic plant growing on trees and particularly preva
lent on the oak tree. Mistletoe was also held sacred by the Teutons. The Druids would 
cut the mistletoe from the tree with a golden sickle, allowing it to fall into a cloth 
held out below to catch it, since it was not allowed to touch the ground. The only 
detailed account we have of this ceremony comes from Pliny, who stated that the 
mistletoe was cut on the sixth day of the moon. He also said that two white bulls were 
sacrificed after the cutting, and a feast was held. 

Whether or not the mistletoe was plentiful indicated the probable state of the 
coming year. If the mistletoe was scarce then the gods needed to be either appeased or 
supplicated to ensure good harvests. 

Sources: 

Crow, W. B. A History of Magic, Witchcraft, & Occultism. London: Aquarian Press, 1968. 
Piggott, Stuart. The Druids. London: Thames & Hudson, 1968. 
Spence, Lewis. The Magic Arts in Celtic Britain. London: Rider, 1945. 

DESTINY see Fate 

DEUNO�PETER(l864-1944) 

Also known as Beinsa Douno, Peter Deunov was a Bulgarian prophet who liked to be 
known as "the Master." He was born near the Black Sea on July 12, 1864. His father 
was a Bulgarian Orthodox priest. Deunov studied theology and medicine in the Unit
ed States from 1888 to 1895, making a very favorable impression those with whom he 
came into contact. When he returned to Bulgaria, he retired into the mountains to 
prepare himself for what he felt was his mission. 

He began his teaching work in 1897. The following year he issued a "Call to 
My People." He claimed to have descended to Earth from "Alfeola, the Star of Stars," 
and said that he was here to pave the way for the coming "Age of the Slavs." In 1900 
he set up the "Fellowship of light," based on divine love, goodness, truth, justice, and 
wisdom. He traveled the country before setting up his headquarters in Sofia. He died 
December 2 7, 1944. 

Sources: 

Cavendish, Richard (ed.). Encyclopedia of the Unexplained. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974. 
Webb, James. The Occult Liberation. London: Alcove Press, 1973. 
http://ww.esotericpublishing.com/pr/deunov.html. 

DICE 

(See also Astragalomancy; Cleromancy; Cubomancy) 

Divination by the throwing of dice is called cubomancy. It is a form of sortilege but 
specifically using dice. The dice are thrown down after being mixed or shaken togeth-
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u. Their relationshp on landing is interpreted, as may be the area where they land, 
which may be subdivided into peninentsections. lhe face of the dice is significant. 

DIVINATION 

Divination is so called because it is considered a gift of rhe d ivine-a gi fr from me 
�. lr is rhe art of forerdling rhe furure-of obmining knowledge of rh e unknown
using omens, porrenrs, visions, and divinarory roots. l r  is an art rhar many have per· 
fected over rhe years, in irs various forms. Mosr Gypsies, for example, are experts ar 
one or more branches of divination, favorites including cartomancy (card reading), 
cheiromancy (palm reading),casting runes a dice, crystal gazing (tcryiog), and more. 
They teeognize whar is impomlnr in whar rhey see and present ir to rhe person ques
tioning Bur divination was originally a roo) of royalty, used ro determine disasters, 
wars, plagues, 3Rf lines of succession. The Babylmians and rhe ClWdeans had priesrs 
who spent their whole time in divination. The ClUnese had court diviners who threw 
th e yanow stalks (I Ching). The ancient Egyptians had prie&CJ who did nothing b.at 
atumpt to drtam the future for the pharaohs. 
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The eight divinatoryarc., acoordJngto Robert Fludd (1S74-1637), &o.n Utritu4WCo.niU Mmom, 1617. 
Fort£Gn �,.� libtory. 

There are possibly hundreds of methods d divining. ranging from observing 
dust (abacOII\ancy) to observing the bchaviolof animals (womancy). Pyromancy,or 
ga.Ung into the flames d a fire and "seeing" picn.es, i5 something that many people 
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have done, probably without realizing that they were indulging in divination. But 
whatever tools are used, they are only that-tools. They serve as a focal point for the 
psychic senses. It is the interpretation of what is seen that is important. The diviner 
must see and then interpret the signs, awakening in him or herself the psychic ability 
to do so and to recognize what is important to the person for whom the reading is 
being done. There may be warnings of danger, illness, or even death. In the case of the 
latter, it is up to the reader to determine how best to present what is seen so as not to 
alarm the querier. 

Divination has, for thousands of years, been a tool of priests, seers, shamans, 
astrologers, medicine men, Gypsies, and wise men and women. It is frequently 
referred to in the Bible. Even when divination extended beyond strictly royal use, in 
many civilizations it was still only a special class of people who were allowed to divine. 
The ancient Greeks had the oracles and sibyls; the Romans had augurers, a special 
priest class. The ancient Egyptians also had special priests. The Celts had the Druids. 
Divination was done both for the individual and for a group, often being used to 
determine the fate of kingdoms and countries. 

In its simplest form, divination can be gauging what the future may hold judg
ing by the flight of a bird or birds. A complex form might be throwing down yarrow 
stalks to form hexagrams for the ancient Chinese practice of I Ching, or mathemati
cally working through numerology. There are enough types of divination, ranging 
from very basic to very complex, that most people can achieve some sort of results 
with practice. 

It has been said that divination falls into three categories: interpretation of 
natural phenomena, interpretation of artificial phenomena (such as the casting of 
lots), and direct communication with deity through such means as dreams, visions, or 
trance. 

Sources: 

Anderton, Bill. Fortune Telling. North Dighton North Dighton, MA: JG Press, 1996. 
Buckland, Raymond. A Pocket Guide to the Supernatural. New York: Ace, 1969. 
Foli, Prof. P. R. S. Fortune-Telling by Cards. Philadelphia: David McKay, 1902. 
Gibson, Walter B. & Litzka R.T he Complete Illustrated Book of the Psychic Sciences. New York: 

Doubleday, 1966. 
Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination. London: William Rider, 

1912. 
Gray, Magda (ed.). Fortune Telling. London: Marshall Cavendish, 1974. 
Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. Harper's Encyclopedia of Mystical & Paranormal Experience. San Francis

co: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991. 

DIVINING ROD see Dowsing; Rhabdomancy 

DIXON,}EANE(l918-1997) 

Jeane Dixon was one of the best-known, if controversial, psychics of recent times. It 
was her possible prediction of the death of President John F. Kennedy that catapulted 
her into the limelight. 
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Dixon, ]ta� ( 1918-1997) 

She was born Jean Pinkert on January 3, 
1918, in Medford, Wasconsin, to a wealthy lurn· 
her &rnily. When she was still young, the family 
moved to California. At the age of eight she had 
her fortune told by a Gypsy, who sajd that she 
would become a famous seer. Jeane attended 
high school in L06 Angeles and took some 
training toward being 3\ actress and singer. I n 
1939, at twenty-one, she married James L. 
Dixon, 3\ automobile dealer. They moved to 

Detroit ani started a real estate business. 

During World War II, Dixon entertained 
servicemen by making predictions. This she did 
through the Home Hospitality Committee, 
organi11ed by Washington socialites. When the 
couple moved to Washington, D.C., they con· 
tinued in real estate, and Dixon herself contin· 
ued with her predictions. 

A devout Roman Catholic, Dixon saw 
no problem with giving predictions, saying that 
''a revelation is something special. Sometimes 
two, three, or even four .,.ears go by without God 
granting me a revelation, and then some mom· 
ings I wake up and feel inspired and know that 
something great is going to happen." She goes 
on to say: "Another but a less certain way Amcncan I'IYchic Jeane l)ixoQ. Fo-ruan � �. 
through which I receive knowledge of future 
events is what I call the 'ps)Chic way.' Often 
when I meetpeq>le and shake their hands, I feel vibrations. But sensing and inteq>ret· 
ing these vibsations, I can tdl many things about that pmon. l'see' even mote if I have 
a chance to� their hands with the tip ci my right hand. My fingers are .upersensi· 
rive, and many times a gentle touch enables me to pick up an individual channel o( 
canmunication with eternity." She claimed she could see the past, present, and future. 

It was Ruth Mont�<>mery's trumpeting ci Jeane Dixon's claimed predictim ci 
the assassination ci President Kennedy that brought her most firmly to public atten· 
tion. Ruth Montgomery was a newspaper political columnist who wrote the book A 
Gift of f>TopMsy: Tilt Phtnomenal jean Dixon, published in 1965. The book sold more 
than three million capies and launched Dixon on the lecture cin:uit. But the basis ci 
the 1xd left many in doubt. In a 1956 article in Parade magazine, it was slated: "As for 
the 1960 election, Mrs. Dixon thinks it will be dominated by labor and won by a 
Democrat. But he will be assassinated or die in office." However, Dixon also said that 
the occurrence woold "not nece$$3rily [be] in his first term." At another time she made 
the statement: "During the 1960 election, I saw Richard Nixon as the winner." At that 
time, she went on to add that "Jobn F. Kennedy would fail to win the presidency." She 
also predicted that World War Ill would start in 1958, that there would be a Cl.ft for 
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cancer klund in 1967. and that the Russians 
would pur the first man on the moon. In 1956 
she said that Indian Prime Minister Nehru 
would be rusted from office. yet he� until 
hie; death in 1964. She also said that Fidel Castro 
wou1d be OYerthrown. 

However. Dixon did maSte some very dra
matic. and ac.a.uate, predkticns. She warned Car
ole lombard not to travel by air jwt a few cbys 
befme the actress died in a plane crash. She simi· 
lady predicted the death of Dag Hammarskjold. 
also in a plane aash. But most oflter pedictions 
were oouched in such a way that she could claim 
to have beenrighrno matter what happened. 

Sourcea: 
Bri"'le, Mary. ]eJJM Dixon: ProllAtt or FmW! New 

York: Tower Boob. 1970. 
Dixon. ]e<�ne. M, U(e llndl'TophtJiu. New York: Ban

tam.1970. 
Montpnery, Ruth. A Gift of l'TOplwJ'1. New York: 

Morrow, l965. 
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The first prophetic a:nter in Gnlec:e was at Dodona, in Epirus, Greece. where a shrine 
to Zeus was established. Contact was kept between this OC'acle center and mat of the 
Egyptian god Amon's, in the Libyan desert, by using doves. 1he earliest mention of 
Dodona is by Homer in the O:l)Mey. 

1here was a tree at Dodona that was reputed to give oracles. 1his was done by 
interpreting the tustling of its leaves. Herodorus mentions priestesses there M\o gave 
the oracles. Plato classes them with the DelJilic prophetet�e•• speaking ci them 

prophesying while in ecsta5y. 

TI\anks to excavations at the spot, it is known that questions were written on 
lead tablets and in such a fotm that a simpe Yes or No would answer lhem. However, 
lmger answets were sometimes given by me oracle. 

Sourcea: 
� �. OUc:ago: Wdliam Benton. 1964. 
Hcadon. Dei!drc (eel). � P, 1M lJnlcnou,n �1M Nltrl!. PlcaAntvillc. NY: Rmdcr's 

Diccst. 1992. 
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(Seu!l.o Oiollll" ,) 

In ancient Maopot:amia, it was believed mat if a white doe lifted his lqr against a man 

it indica� that fwd times were coming. However. if it was a brown doe then the OWl 

would receive great �- In the Ozark region of Missouri and A1bruas there are 
many old s�emitions still alive. One of these is to do with does and their ability to 

foreze events. k is be lined that after a q rolk on  the ground in front ci the main 
door to a house. when it gets up its nose will poinr in the direction from which a 
slranga- is approaching. It iJ also believed that a penon who does nol make friends 
with a doe is a suspicio\1$ penon. A dog chasing its tail and nJrming around in circles 
signifies that that there is a atorm brewing, either a wind atotm or a storm oi wonts. 

Soun:.u: 
Rlndol�, Vance.� Slfi'CI'scirions. New York; Dover, 1964. 
�.H. W. F. Man, M�ch fl MJcic; Mesclpot��mia.lonliln: IWC Publishlna, 1970. 

DoMINOES 

Many Gw-ies have a superstition that they should not touch the "dotted ivories" on a 
Monday or a Friday. Abo, they believe that the dominoes should not be consulted 
1001e than once in a moon's span (once a month). They do, however, believe that the 
tiles are very prophetic:. In some ways they are read in a similar way to dice. One thing 
that is unique abo\a dominoes is that they can be used to tell the fonune cJ more than 
one persm at a time. 

Generally speaking. all sixes are connected with good luclc.. Fives generally 
refer to jobs and careers. Faun deal with financial matters. Threes are connected to 
love. Twos refer to family and doae friends. Ones indicate journeys to be taken. AD 
blanks refer directly to the querier. 

One way to give a very quidc rea:iing is fur dte dominoes to be� out face 
down and thoroughly mixed. Up to dvee people may each dJaw dvee dominoes, 
which they place face � in a line, horizontally, in front o f  them. The tile o n  the lett 
represents the paat; that in the center, the present; and that on the right, the frarure. 
With just the broad meanings given above, a general reading can be given. For exam· 
pie, if the drawn dominoes are Two/Three, One/Five, and Four/Bbnlc, then it <XlU!d be 
said that in the put the querier hal a wmber oi very clme friends and family, with 
much love around. At present, there is some travel to be undeflaken, connected with 
his or he.- employment. And in the future, there are going to be some nnandal matters 
that will affect the querier personally. 

Mor-e detailed meanillfi' need to be considered, however. These are shown in 
the "doublei': 

�Six: 1he marriage cJ the queriu. If already married, then there will be 
pld fortune ooming as a result cJ that marriage. 

� Fiw: A job promotion to a better-paid, higher position. 
� Fovr: Unexpected mooey coming in a dramatic way. 
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Double Three: The querier will unexpectedly fall in love. 
Double Two: There will be new friends who will become close and dear. 
Double One: A wonderful, and very enjoyable, vacation journey is on its way. 
Double Blnnk: Extreme caution needs to be exercised. This domino can be a 

serious warning. 

Apart from these short meanings, much longer interpretations can be read 
from just one of the dominoes. Many diviners will therefore have the querier pick onlr 
one. (Again, in this way, many people can pick a tile from the full deck at the same 
time.) The upturned dominoes have the following meanings, for this more in-depth 
divination: 

Double Six: A happy marriage, with children. Riches by speculation. This is 
not a good tile for farmers so far as crops are concerned, but it does indicate a rise in 
land values. 

Six/Five: If you're looking for a job, persevering will bring you to a good one. 
Similarly, if you are looking for love, don't be discouraged by rebuffs; success awaits 
you. This tile indicates luck in purchasing real estate but the possibility of being 
cheated buying jewelry, silverware, or a watch. If you are waiting on a possible inheri
tance, there's a good chance you will get it. 

Six/Four: Early marriage followed by much happiness. Children will be equally 
divided between boys and girls. When grown, they will all leave home early-the girls to 
get married and the boys to jobs. Neither wealth nor poverty is indicated with this tile. 

Six/Three: A domino for constancy and affection. It shows an early marriage 
with much happiness and no troubles to mar it. There will also be honors and riches. 
There is a slight possibility of death in middle age but, if you survive that, you will live 
to a ripe old age. 

Six/Two: Excellent domino for lovers, foretelling a happy marriage. Those 
looking for luck in business will find more profits than they expected. However, if 
there are any dishonest schemes, they will be "rewarded" with disaster. 

Six/One: To young married people, this tile indicates that they will be better 
off in later life than they are now. It can also indicate that there will be a second mar
riage that will be better than the first. 

Six/Blank: This tile is an indicator of death to someone near to you, be it a 
close friend or an acquaintance. It may also indicate the death of an animal. 

Double Five: This is lucky in all ways: finances, job, marriage. It does not mean 
you will become rich, but it does signify good luck. 

Five/Four: This is not a good tile where money is concerned. If you have 
money, you may lose it or you may find that you owe more than you realized. 

Five/Three: You will never be poor, but you may never be rich. You will always 
have sufficient. If you already have money, you will not gain much more. It indicates 
much the same where love and sex is concerned-status quo. 

Five/Two: This is a reasonably fair card for women but not so for men. If in 
love, or married, the woman may tum out to have a short temper. A marriage may 
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rum out to ap�ar happy and successfiJl on the outside but will deteriorate and be 
unhappy in the end. Financial spea.dation fora man will not be successfi11. 

Fiwl�: For those fend of excitemc:nt. this is a good tile. l'here is the possi, 
bility ri an invitation to an event that will thrill you. If money is expected, there will 
be disappointment. A young woman may find an admirer who is rich but rough. S he  
will discard him and marry another. 

Fiw/Biank: To a man, this tile implies that there is a certain amount of dishon· 
esty present. with a tendency to gambling or sa. To a woman, this indicates an 

unhappy love affair. 

Do..bk F<l'4r: A good, smooth sign for lovers, f.umers, and all laborers. But for 
prdesional people this indicates hard times to come. lbere is also a wedding in the 
near future. 

F<1'4rn'hree: lbose who tum this tile will many young, live happily, and will 
not have more than one child.lbere is neither poverty mr riches here Married per, 
sons who have children already will face the possibility of a longseparatic::n and even a 
second mmiage. 

F<1'4rffwo: lbere will be a change in your circumstances, which could be for 
the better or br the worse. It may be something slight or something that will be very 
traumatic. If you have offended anyone dear to )'OU, this tile shows that )'OU will soon 
make up with them. 

F<1'4rl�: Referring to tnaJried couples, the more children in the marriage, the 
more the financial position will deteriorate. Those who are unmanird may soon get 
married, with the same results. If there cue no chil<hn, the bank account will PfN'· 

F<1'4r/Blank: This is an unfortunate tile for lovers. It foretells arguments and 
quarrels; possibly aparations. If� should ttust a friend with a secret, the secret will 
not be kept. There is also an indicat¥m that your partner is a believer in the occult. 

Do..bk Three: Nothing to do with love or matrimony but does indicate the 
accumulation of riches. l'here is no indication of any unhappiness auociated with the 
b1iklup of wealth. 

Three/Two: This is a good tile n the bllowing: love-making, marriage, recov, 
eay of stolen property, navel, speculation, collecting o n  a debt, planting a crop. It is, 
mwever, a bad tile for gamblers. 

Three/One: A young woman turning this tile will be lilcely to lose her virginity. 
A married woman will be approached by a man with a view to having an affair. For a 
man, this bretells the loss of mc::ney through illicit sex. It is not a f.tvorable domino for 
an )'One. 

Three/Bianlc: Your sweetheart is artful and deceitful. If you are married, the 
wife will be shrewish and vain; the husband will be dull, slow, and not very bright. 
1bis tile may also indicate that you will be invited to a party where you will be attract, 
rd to someone, but it will end with a violent quanel. 

Double Two: Suc�ss in love matters and much happiness. Success in any 
undertaking. No great riches but there will be comfort. 
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Two/One: A woman will marry young and her husband will die young, leaving 
her wealth and property. She will later remarry. A man will have a life of luxury, will 
never marry, but will be a favorite of the ladies. Not a good tile for business people. 
since it foretells losses by failures. 

Two/Blank: Poverty and bad luck. This is a tile of good luck for thieves and dis
honest people, indicating success in shady dealings. In reference to any possible jour
ney, it indicates a safe passage. 

Double One: Affectionate constancy and happiness in the married state. This 
is an excellent tile to tum, both for lovers and for married people. 

Double Blank: The worst tile of the whole set. Bad luck to everyone except the dis
honest and unscrupulous, for whom it means rewards. Unfavorable for love and business. 

The first record of dominoes comes from twelfth-century China. They were 
probably used there for divination rather than for gaming. One theory is that the\" 
were designed to reflect all the possible throws of two dice (Chinese dominoes have 
no blanks). They are still widely used in Korea and India today. It is possible, though 
not certain, that they made their way to the West from China. Dominoes were cer
tainly found in France, Italy, and England by the middle of the eighteenth century. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Secrets of Gypsy Fortunetelling. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1988. 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Gibson, Walter B. & Litzka R. The Complete Illustrated Book of the Psychic Sciences. New York: 

Doubleday, 1966. 
Gypsy Queen, A. Zingara Fortune TeUer. Philadelphia: David McKay, 1901. 

DONKEY see Cephalomancy 

DOTS see Geomancy 

DOWSING 

Dowsing is a branch of rhabdomancy. It primarily involves using a largely unconscio\15 
human response in order to make contact with water, oil, metal, minerals, cables., 
pipes, and other underground materials. The term "dowsing" is usually only applied to 
searching for non-living materials. It is distinct from radiesthesia, which, although 
also used for dowsing, can be applied to finding lost people and objects, health diagno
sis, and many other applications. Dowsers use rods, sticks, and pendula, though the 
traditional tool is a Y-shaped wooden stick. Radiesthetists favor the pendulum. 

Divining rods were used by the Greeks, Romans, Persians, and Scythians. In 
the Bible Moses dowsed for water in the desert, using his staff as a divining rod (Exo
dus 17; Numbers 20). Marco Polo found rods in use throughout the orient in the late 
thirteenth century. Georg Agricola gave the first printed description of a dowsing, or 
divining, rod in his book De re metallica (Basel, 1556). His interest was primarily with 
mining and in locating minerals, but the techniques he describes are the same as those 
used for water divining or water witching. A well-known illustration from his book 
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shows a variety of men both digging and walking about withY-shaped rods in their 
hands. One man is In the act ci cutting a forked branch from a t� In Sebastian 
Munster's �fUa uni\lmdlis (Basel, 1544) is another illu.sttation of a man divin· 
ing with a forked stick and showing a cr�·section of the ground beneath him, where 
miners are at work. There is a bas relief in the Shan rung Province ci <lUna showing 
Yu, a "master ci the science ci the earth and in those matters concerning water veins 
and springs." He is shown holding a fotked instrument. 

The hazel twig seems 10 have been the favorite, especially for water, but for 
finding metals popular woods we1e: hazel for silver, iron and steel for �ld, ash for cq>
per, and pitch pine for lead and tin. Other popular general pwpose sticks ate ci ash, 
rowan or willow. The method is fO£ the operator 10 hold the two ends in his or her 
hands and walk over the area thought 10 be the probable source fO£ the water or min· 
eral. As the operator crosses the underground source, the twig twists in the hands, 
often with such force that any bark may be stripped from the wood. 

Modem dowsers have developed such sensitivity and skill that rhey are able to 

measure the actual depth at which the substance will be found and, in the case of 
water, the rate ci flow. According to the British Society of Dowsers. although no 
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thorough scientific explanations for dowsing have yet been found, it is generally 
acknowledged that there is some correlation between the dowsing reaction and 
changes in the magnetic flux of the site being dowsed. German scientist Baron Karl 
von Reichenbach, in 1910, said that the movement of the rod was due to earth force 
fields sending out radiations and vibrations that are picked up by the dowser. 

As well as branches, many dowsers today use tools as varied as bent wire coat
hangers, pendula (with cavities for a "witness"-samples of what is being sought), and 
commercially produced, swinging rods especially designed for the job. Many modem 
well-drilling companies employ a dowser on their force. Some even guarantee that if 
they can't find water, there will be no charge. 

Some dowsers will work with a map before going out to the actual site. A fine
ly pointed pendulum is used for this type of dowsing. The map may be a commercial 
one or a rough sketch map drawn by the dowser or the person wanting the water. 
Dowsers have been widely employed around the world. The Government of India had 
an official water diviner who, between 1925 and 1930, traveled thousands of miles 
and located numerous wells and bore holes. In more recent years, the British Society 
of Dowsers had one of their experts go to India where, in southern India, he sited 
boreholes for more than 1,800 previously dry villages. 

As with any form of psychic skill, everyone has within them the inherent abili
ty to dowse. But, again as with any other psychic skill, it is by practice and constant use 
that that skill is developed. As with so much in the field of psychic development, 
young children seem to be able to draw upon the skill very easily and naturally. To try 
dowsing, cut two lengths from a wire coat-hanger and bend each of them into an L
shape. Hold the short legs of the L, with the longer legs pointing away from you at an 
angle parallel with the ground and parallel to each other. Hold the wires with just suffi
cient pressure to keep them pointing straight ahead and not waving about uncontrol
lably. If you find it difficult to keep the ends from swinging wildly, angle down the ends 
just a little, so that they stabilize. Then walk forward slowly over the ground, concen
trating on water (or whatever is being sought; it is probably best to start out with 
water). As you reach the point where there is water, the two ends will swing in toward 
one another, finally crossing. If you back up, they will gradually uncross. Mark the 
ground where they cross and then repeat the procedure from a different direction-per
haps from opposite where you were. You will find that the pointers will again swing 
together when you reach that point. If there is a water line running along underground, 
you will find that if you are walking parallel with it, but to (for example) the right of it, 
the two pointers will both swing toward the left, to point to the water pipe source. 

One rough method for judging the depth of the water is to walk away from the 
target point to where the pointers fully uncross. That distance, from the target to the 
uncrossing point, is equal to the depth of the water. There is an individualism to the 
dowsing process, so you may find certain idiosyncrasies regarding how the pointers 
react. Over a period of time these will become apparent and will remain constant. 

Sources: 
De Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology of Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 

Ballantyne, 1931. 
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DRIRIMANCY; DRYMIMANCY 

When there was a ritual sacrifice of an animal (or of a human), the way in which the 
Yood dripped from the altar was often cmsidered by the priestl•oodwayer. Divining 
in this way was known as �irimancy. This form of divination might also be employed 
on the batde field. Drirlmancy was a form ofh��:mratommcy. 

DRUIDS-CeiD 

DRYMOtdANCY-Dnrimmacy 

DUNG. SEEDS EMBIDDED IN- S11e� 

DUNNE, )OHN WILLIAM ( 1875-1949) 

jchn 'William nmne put forward a theoly about the nature of drama and the possi, 
bility of bet� able to aee past, present. and 6tture through experiencing time on dif, 
ferett levels. 

Dunne was the soo eX General Sir john Hart Dunne. He 21ved in dv: Boer War 
and. in World War I, dai&ned Britain's fmt military aiterah. He was a 'illow designer 
cXS. F. Cody and believed that the best way to achif:'lle stability in flight was with a y, 
wq tailless configu�tion. With official suppon, he built an airplane desi�ated Dl. It 
flew, as a glider, in 1907. Two )!tars later it was flown as a powered biplane and was $0 

�I that he could fly It "hands off' while he sat back and wrote his n:portl 

Dunne had been interested In dreams from as early as 1899, at which dme he 
stai"Rd recording his own dreams. In late 1916 he had a dream so strange and moving 
that he recorded It in great detail. It was of an explosion in a london bomb factory. In 
janua1y 1917 there was just such an explosion, killing seventy-three workers and 
injuring more than one thousand others. Dunne worked out a the01y that human 
beings experience dme on several different levels. One cJ those levds allows the indi, 
vidual to see backwatd to the �t and fOrward to the future. He wrote of this theory in 
a book called E� \Wh Tne (Lmdon, 1927). After its publicatim Dunne san, 

ed receiving hundreds cJ letters from people who had also had prophetic drams. In 
193• he followed up wah another book, The Serial llniwrse, and in 1938 with The 
New lmtn0f'td1ic,. He referred to his first book as "the first scientific argument for 
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Dunne, John Willian (1875-1949) 

human immortality." His theories influenced such writers as J. B. Priestley and W. 

Somerset Maugham. 

Sources: 

Fishley, Margaret. The Supernatural. London: Aldus, 1976. 
Taylor, John W. R. A Picture History of Flight. London: Hulton Press, 1955. 



EGYPTIANS, ANCIENT 

In ancient Egypt there were various orders of p:ies� ranked according to their partie· 
uJar ofb:e. 1he priest who offered sacrifice and libation in the temple was the highest 
.-1 the priests and was generally called the propbrt. He dressed in a leopud skin fitted 
<JVer his linen robes. He was a very eminent personage and sometimes carried a special 
name. For example, the high 1heban pontiff was .. First ProJitet of  Amon in Thebes," 
•ftile the one in Heliopolis � "He who is able to see the Great God" (later changed 
to "1he great one with visions of the god Re"). 1he duty ci the prophet was to be well 
"-ersed in all religious matters, the laws, the worship ci the gods, and the discipline of 
the whole order of the priesthood. He p:esided over the temple and the sacred rites. 

Other priesu were known as hmol.ogueJ (priest-timekeepers) and astrologers. 
1he astrologers had to know the mythological calendar and ro be able ro explain all 
the important dates. Each day ci the year was labeled as either good, neutral, or bad, 
according to events of the past that had occurred on those days. In magical papyri 
there can be found instructions not 10 perform certain ceremonies on particular days, 
since hostile powers would be present and prevent the sought-after outcome. In the 
lasr epochs ci the Egyptian civilization, the astrologer-priests tied in the destiny of 
every person to the cosmic circumstances of his or her birth, drawing a horoscope to 
show the astral influences. However, in Egypt astrology did not hold the place that it 
Jid in Babylonia. References made to its use were few and meager. 

Priests known as pasrophores were bearers ci sacred objects and slayers ci sacri
ficial beasts. 1hen there were those the Greeks called the oneirocrices, who interpeted 
dreams. For a period there was a custom of spending a night in the temple in order to 

receive guidance ftom the gods. 1bis guidance came in the guise of dreams, which had 
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to be interpmed by the oneirocrires. Bur r:he EgyptiaN believed that even without 
sleeping in a temple, people could learn r:he will of r:he god• throlPdreams,and great 
importance was attached to dmuns that included figuru of the gods. "The skiD 10 

interpret dreams was cherished. There are many examples, in the Egyptian texts, d 
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important dreams that were interpreted by the priests. Those of Thothmes IV, king of 
Egypt c. 1450 BCE, and ofNut-Amen, king of the Eastern Sudan and Egypt c.670 
BCE, are especially notable. 

Since prophetic dreams were desired, the priests devised methods to encourage 
them. This included the drawing of magical pictures and the reciting of magical 
words. Papyrus No. 122, in the British Museum, contains the lines: 

To obtain a vision from Bes. Make a drawing of Bes, as shown below, on 
your left hand, and envelope your hand in a strip of black cloth that 
has been consecrated to Isis and lie down to sleep without speaking a 
word, even in answer to a question. Wind the remainder of the cloth 
round your neck. The ink with which you write must be composed of 
the blood of a cow, the blood of a white dove, fresh frankincense, 
myrrh, black writing ink, cinnabar, mulberry juice, rain water, and the 
juice of wormwood and vetch. With this write your petition before the 
setting sun, saying: "Send the truthful seer out of the holy shrine, I 
beseech thee, Lampsuer, Sumarta, Baribas, Dardalam, Iorlex: 0 Lord 
send the sacred deity Anuth, Antuh, Salbana, Chambre, Brei:th, now, 
now, quickly, quickly. Come in this very night." 

Here is another example, from the same papyrus: 

To procure dreams: Take a clean linen bag and write upon it the name 
given below. Fold it up and make it into a lamp wick, and set it alight, 
pouring pure oil over it. The word to be written is this: "Armiuth, Lail
amchotich, Arsenophrephren, Phtha, Archentechtha." Then in the 
evening, when you are going to bed, which you must do without touch
ing food, do thus. Approach the lamp and repeat seven times the formula 
given below: then extinguish it and lie down to sleep. The formula is 
this: "Sachmu ... epaema Ligotereench: the .lEon, the Thunderer, Thou 
that hast swallowed the snake and dost exhaust the moon, and dost raise 
up the orb of the sun in his season, Chthetho is thy name; I require, 0 
lord of the gods, Seth, Chreps, give me the information that I desire." 

Sources: 

Budge, Sir E. A. Wallis. Egyptian Magic. New York: Bell Publishing, 1991. 

Rawlinson, George. History of Ancient Egypt. New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1881. 

Sauneron, Serge. The Priests of Ancient Egypt. New York: Grove Press, 1960. 

Wilkinson, Sir J. Gardner. The Ancient Egyptians: Their Life and Customs. New York: Crescent 
Books, 1988. 

EMANATIONS see Aura 

EMONOMANCY see Demonomancy 

EMPYROMANCY 

Divination using objects placed in a sacrificial fire. After burning, they would be 
inspected to see what shapes they had assumed and how the form had changed. 
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This name is also sometimes applied to divining from the smoke that comes 
from burning laurel and other sacred leaves (a form of capnomancy). The smoke 
would be interpreted according to its volume, density, and the way in which it ascend
ed. The direction it moved would be important, as would the consistency of it: 
whether it was continuous or sporadic, for example. Broiling, swirling, thick smoke 
might indicate troubles and problems, while thin, wispy smoke could indicate slight 
activity of an inconsequential nature. If the smoke assumed unusual shapes, this too 
would be significant. Empyromancy was favored by the Pythagoreans, who would not 
practice haruspicy because of their dislike of bloodshed . 

Sources: 

Rakoczi, Basil Ivan. Man, Myth & Magic. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

ENCAUSSE, GERARD ANACLET VINCENT-"PAPUS" 
( 1865-1916) 

Encausse was born at La Corufia in Spain on July 13, 1865. His mother was Spanish 
but his father, Louis, was a French pharmacist. When Gerard was four, the family 
moved to France and he was educated in Paris. As he grew up, Encausse spent a lot of 
time at the Bibliotheque Nationale, where he studied alchemy, tarot, the Qabbalah, 
and magic. He was particularly intrigued by the writings of Eliphas Levi. Completing 
his education, Encausse became a physician. He received his doctor of medicine 
degree from the University of Paris in 1894. 

Encausse joined the French Theosophical Society but later left it because of its 
emphasis on Far Eastern material. In 1888 he published his first work, Traiti eliTTJ£ntaire 
de science occulte (Elementary Treatise on Occult Science), which he wrote under the 
name "Papus." He took the name from Eliphas Levi's NucteTTJ£ron of Apollonius ofTyana 
(a supplement to his Dogme et Rituel de la Haute Magie). The name meant "physician." 

That same year Encausse and his friend Lucien Chamuel founded the Librarie 
du Merveilleux, and started its monthly journal L' Initiation, which continued for 
twenty-six years. The year 1888 proved eventful for Encausse. In that year he also 
joined the Marquis Stanislas de Guaita, de Guaita's secretary Oswald Wirth (a disciple 
of Levi), Josephin Peladan, and the Marquis Joseph Alexandre Saint-Yves d'Alveydre 
(1842-1910); together they founded the Kabbalistic Order of the Rose-Croix. 
Encausse also founded the Independent Group for Esoteric Studies. 

In May of 1891, in the midst of the "magical wars" between de Guita and his 
rival the Abbe Boullan, Encausse was involved in a saber duel with Jules Bois, a writer 
who had attacked de Guaita in print. Both Encausse and Bois were injured in the duel, 
neither of them badly. Later in the year Encausse founded yet another organization, this 
one called l'Ordre des Supbieurs Inconmnus, commonly known as the Order of the Mar
tinists, which was based on the teachings of Louis Claude de Saint-Martin ( 1 7 4 3-1803). 
This organization became a primary focus for Encausse and is still in operation today. 

In 1897, after the death of de Guaita, Encausse became the head of the Kab
balistic Order of the Rose-Croix. Four years earlier he had also been consecrated as a 
bishop of l' Eglise Gnostique de France and in 1895 was one of the synod of three bish-
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ops who took over control of this French Gnostic Church. In March of 189 5 he also 
joined the Ahathoor Temple of the Golden Dawn, in Paris. 

Encausse is probably best known for his works on the tarot. In 1889 his Le tarot 
des bohemians (T he Tarot of the Gypsies) appeared, and in 1909 his Le tarot divinatoire 
(The Divinatory Tarot). His other works were Traite methodique de science occulte 
(1891), Trait€ methodique de magie pratique (1932) and Le science des nombres (1934). 
He died of tuberculosis while serving in a military hospital in World War I, on Octo
ber 25, 1916. Three of his later books were edited by his son, Philippe Encausse. 

Sources: 

Cavendish, Richard (ed.). Encyclopedia of the Unexplained. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974. 
Crow, W. B. A History of Magic, Witchcraft and Occultism. London: Aquarian Press, 1968. 
Papus. The Tarot of the Bohemians: Absolute Key to Occult Science. New York: Arcanum Boks, 1958. 
Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 
http://ww.hermetic.com/sabazius/papus.htm. 

ENDOR, WOMAN OF 

(See also Sciomancy) 

In the Bible there is reference to "the woman ofEndor" (Samuel1:28), described as 
"A woman that hath a familiar spirit at Endor." Endor is a small hamlet on the north
em slope of a hill, four miles south of Mount Tabor. Saul, despite the fact that he had 
tried to purge the land of her sort, went to consult her on the eve of the battle of Bil
boa because he was afraid of the massed armies of the Philistines. She immediately 
recognized him despite his disguise, but Saul assured her he would cause her no harm. 
The woman of Endor-who was actually no more than a spiritualist medium-was 
able to connect Saul with the spirit of Samuel. She described to Saul, in detail, what 
she saw clairvoyantly. 

In the King James translation of the Bible, James headed the chapter: "Saul, 
having destroyed all the witches, and now in his fear forsaken of God, seeketh to a 
witch," yet nowhere in the actual passages is the word "witch" used. T he woman is 
simply described as having a "familiar spirit," and there is no physical description of 
her, of her age, or of her house. Yet later writers continue to refer to her as a witch and 
depict her as an old hag living in a hovel. Indeed, Montague Summers, a supposed 
"authority" on witchcraft, says, "In a paroxysm of rage and fear the haggard crone 
turned to him (Saul) and shrieked out: 'Why hast thou deceived me?"' Where he gets 
this from we do not know. Reginald Scott, as early as 1584, doubted the existence of 
witches and suggested that Saul actually saw nothing but "an illusion or cozenage." 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Witch Book: The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, Wicca, and Neo-paganism. 
Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 2002. 

Scot, Reginald. Discoverie of Witchcraft. London, 1584. 
Summers, Montague. The History of Witchcraft and Demonology. University Boks, 1956. 

ENOPTROMANCY see Catoptromacy 
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Endor, Woman cf 

Saul c.otUults the Woman of Endor, who raised Samuel's glost. IWtaln J>iduH Ib.a..,. 
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ENTRAILS see Anthropomancy (human); Extispicy; Haruspication (animal) 

EROMANCY; EROMANTY see Aeromancy 

ETRUSCANS 

Like the Maya of Mexico, the Etruscans of ancient Italy held sacred the role of diviner
priest, whose prognostications were considered to represent the destiny of the people. 

The diviners of the Etruscan civilization used haruspication to foretell the 
furure. There is an extant bronze, dating from about the fifth century BCE, decorated 
ll"ith the scene of an Etruscan priest examining the entrails of a sacrificed animal. Gen
erally it was the liver that was examined, though other organs might also be studied. 

Dropping hot lead or tin into water was another method occasionally 
employed by the Etruscans in a version of molybdomancy, much like ceromancy. 
Charles Godfrey Leland gives details of how the Etruscan method proceeded: "The 
ceremony consisted of melting the lead (wax was also used), dropping it into water, 
and inferring future events from its shapes. Then these were taken to bed by the per
son for whom the oracle was destined, when, by the influence of the image, a dream 
would confirm what its appearance predicted." As Leland points out, many other peo
ple make use of varieties of ceromancy, but few go on to take the figure to bed in order 
to invoke dreams. This seems to be a peculiarly Etruscan practice. 

Akin to dropping the molten metal into water is the Etruscan practice of drop
ping an egg into water, again described by Leland: "Take a glass of water at midnight 
exactly. Let fall into it the white of an egg, and say: 

Faccio quest' uovo, 
Perche che tu maladetta strega 

La fortuna tu possa darmi 

Un spiegazione 

Sopra questo uovo, 

Te lo lascio fuori di finestra 

Venti Quattro ore 

Chet u abbia il tempo 

Di farmi vedere 

La mia fortuna! 

I show this egg, curst witch, to thee, 
That I in tum my fate may see. 

For a day at thy command, 

On the window it shall stand, 

That my fortune I may know. 

"After twenty-four hours consider it closely. If it shall have taken the 
form of a burying-ground, it means a death in the family; if it shows a 
church and a priest giving the benediction, it means a wedding. Stars 
presage happiness. And if the lineaments of any person can be traced, 
it means good fortune from that particular person." 
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The Etruscans also practiced divination by oil. Three small drops of oil were 
allowed to drop into a glass of water. If they combined immediately, it was a good 
omen or an affirmative answer to a question. If the three drops remained apart, it was 
a negative sign. If the negative was received, then there was a chance to change it by 
dropping a teaspoonful of salt into the glass. If the oil then turned a whitish color, all 
would go well. 

Sources: 

Leland, Charles Godfrey. Etruscan Magic & Occult Remedies. New York: University Boks, 1963. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

EXTISPICY; EXTISPEX 

(See also Haruspication) 

Akin to haruspicy, extispicy is the act of studying the entrails of sacrificed animals and 
humans for the purposes of augury. The extispex (pl. extispices) was the one whose duty it 
was to do the inspection. Chambers's Cyclopcedia of English Uterature of 1751 states the fol
lowing: "extispex: In Italy the first extispices were the Etrurians." In Sir Thomas 
Urquhart's The Third Book of the Works of Mr. Francis Rabelais (London, 1693) it says: "Will 
you have a trial of your fortune by the art of aruspiciny? By augury? Or by extispicine ?" 

Sources: 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION 

Extrasensory P erception, PSI, paragnosis, or ESP as it is more generally known, is accept
ed by many as fact. This is mainly due to the work of Dr. Joseph Banks Rhine, one of the 
pioneers of parapsychology. Thanks should also go to Dr. Samuel George Soal, who for 
many years conducted parapsychological studies in mediumship in its many forms and 
statistical experiments in telepathy, in England. In later years Soal was found guilty of 
fraud in some of his telepathic experiments, be it conscious or unconscious. This certainly 
tarnished his image, yet he had done outstanding work in the field for decades. 

Serious investigation of possible "thought transference" dates from the late 
nineteenth century, when a number of experiments were conducted in England by 
Mrs. A. Verrall and C. P. Sanger. By the late 1920s, in similar experiments, Miss I. 
Jephson and R. A. Fisher had found that the everyday playing cards previously relied 
upon were not ideal for testing purposes. This led to the introduction of the Zener 
deck consisting of twenty-five cards-five each of five different designs. The black
and-white designs were very basic: circle, square, cross, star, and wavy lines. Today 
these cards are used almost exclusively for testing ESP. 

The point of ESP testing is to ascertain whether or not a person can know what 
is in another person's mind a greater number of times than could be explained purely by 
chance. With one person looking at the twenty-five Zener cards, it is known that a sec
ond person would guess corre.ctly which card was being looked at five times out of the 
twenty-five, if it was simply by chance. Going through the deck a number of times, the 
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4\erage correct guea&es would be 6ve pet twentr
five cards. Scores above that would, then, be 
notable. As an example ol what has been 
achieved in such tests, a Hubert E. Pearce Jr., 
when tated at Duke Univeraty � correct# 
ly 3,7-46 cards out ol 10,300. In London, B. 
Shackleton guessed correcdy 1,101 cards out o f  
3,769. Shackleton guessed not t he  actual card 
being looked at, but the card that was going to 
be loolced at next! Such scores, carried out in 
laboratozy conditions, would seem to prove 
beyond doubt that extrasensory perception is a 
&ct. 

If two people sit down &cing one anoth# 
er at opposite sides ol a room, with one holding 
me cards in front while the other tries to guess 
which card is being looked at, this would not be 
"laboratofy cmditions." No matter how impres-
sive the scores, they would not be cmsidered 
seriously. Many minor factors could coot�bute 
to me guesser's choices. The cards may have o&i 
marb, such as apots, specks, scratches, a other 
visual clues, on their backs. If only unconscious-

ly, these could help the guesser diffeaentiate one 

canl from another. Another fa.ctor might be the 
face ol the sender. Ag;tin, an tncooscious facial 
movement might trigger the choices. For the 
results to be truly under laboratory cooditions. 
many precautions must be talten. lhe two par# 
ticipants must not be in the same room. Moving 
on ftom one card to the next should be signaled 
by a flashing light or a buzzer. Even the cards 

In one� caR of ESP, Joiccy Heutb. five van old 
iD 19SS, fal"-J her� ...d brocher 1G cbe CDOYies iD 
� WucoasiD. Her cnochu � Wtjoiuy 
had had aa .CC�t, rua the chratcr. aod wu laid rha 
Joi<:e"y had been hit by a cu. FcrrteGn PicNre � 

should not be picked by the sender; they should be shufiled by a machine and put into 
tJuly random order. Every possible precaution should be tahn, and even then, if your 
mind is set against it, you can discount the results. If a person guesses, for example, 
6,000 correct cards out of 10,000 (astronomical odds against chance), who is to say 
thatifthey went on to try another 10,000 they might not be so faroffthat the overall 
score would be no more than chance? Just where is the line drawn? 

Without going to such lengths, there are simple experiments, described below, 
that can be dme at rome to test yow ESP. for these )'OU can USC Zener cards, ordinary 
playing caJds, or just plain pencil and paper. 

In the laboratory, the two people are termed the "agent" and "percipient"; at 
home well call them simply "sender" and "receiver." It should be remembered, by the 
way, that the penon concentrating to send the image has just as important a role as 

the penon trying to piclc up the image. 
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Start with the two people in the same room, on opposite sides, with their backs 
to one another. A curtain or screen can be placed between the two. In front of the 
receiver should be a picture of each of the cards: circle, square, cross, star, and wavy 
lines. In addition to the sender and receiver, there should be a supervisor. Records are 
all important in any aspect of parapsychology and especially so in testing ESP. The 
supervisor takes a deck of Zener cards, shuffles them, and then makes note of the order 
of the cards (on a sheet of paper that is folded and put away) before passing them, face 
down, to the sender. At the word "start" from the supervisor, the sender turns up the 
top card and concentrates on it, thinking hard about the design. The receiver points, 
without speaking, to the design he thinks it is. The supervisor records the guess and 
calls for the next card. (An alternate method, without supervisor, is for the receiver to 
write down his or her guess at each card and to signal, with a ring of a bell, to move on 
to the next card.) This is continued through all twenty-five cards. The supervisor will 
then reshuffle, note the order, and pass them back to the sender for another run 
through. The deck is gone through a number of times in this way before checking any 
scores. The fact that the record of the cards' order is kept in the pocket of the supervi
sor ensures that the receiver is not "picking up" from anyone other than the sender. 

Checking the score for one run might give results similar to this: 

Card Guess 

Square Square 
Wavy lines Star 
Circle Cross 
Circle Wavy lines 
Cross Circle 
Square Star 
Star Star 
Wavy lines Cross 
Star Square 
Square Wavy Lines 
Star Star 
Circle Circle 
Square Circle 
Cross Square 
Circle Cross 
Wavy lines Wavy lines 
Star Square 
Circle Circle 
Cross Cross 
Cross Wavy lines 
Wavy lines Star 
Square Square 
Star Circle 
Wavy lines Cross 
Cross Wavy lines 

This shows a total of eight correct guesses out of twenty-five. Although above 
what would be expected by chance, it doesn't mean much at the moment. The next 
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run might produce only three correct out of twenty-five. This is why it is important to 

do z Il'llll\y runs as possible. Tile more that are done; the auer the picture. 

But StJPP05e that on chening it was found that there was a result like this: 

Can! 

Squa« 
Wavy line 
Cras& 
Crck 
Crcle 
�aae 
Scar 
Wavy lines 
Star 
Squaae 
Star 
Cr.cle 
�are 
Cross 
Crde 
Wavy lines 
Star 
Circle 
Cross 
Ouss 
Wavy lines 
Squatt 
Scar 
Wavy lines 
Cras& 

Guess 

Wavy lines 
Circle 
Wavy lines 
Cross 
Star 
Crete 
Square 
Star 
Wavy lines 
Cross 
Square 
Square 
Cir.cle 
Star 
� 
Qtde 
Wavy lines 
Cross 
Star 
Cross 
W;wylines 

Squa« 
Square 
Star 
Orcle 

This gives a f()(a} of only three correct guesses out oi twenty-five. On the face 
oi it this is not at all impressive. But look at the results again. 1he second card looked 
ac was Wavy lines. Tile receiver incolrectly guessed a Crcle. But when the next card, 
a Cross, was studied, the receiver came up with rhe Wavy lines. 1he guess was one 
c:..m1 behind. Similarly, the sixth card was a Square against the seventh guess of a 
Square; the seventh card was a Star, against the eighdl guess cia Star. Each gutl.f wcu 

one card behind. Looking at the full run again, and comparing "second" to the drawn 
cards, there is a score of twelve correct out of twenty-five ... very much more impres· 
sive. Similarly, as In the above-quoted example of B. Shackleton's guesses, the receiver 
may guess ahMd oi the sender, lcnowing what is going to be rumed 14> nexr. Or it could 
be twO behind or t\\0 ahead. Or even in completely reverse order! But 3(Pin, these 
results should not be studied alone but should be part oi a large number of runs 

through the deck, with the results studied in total. 

Actually, getting very low scores consistently is signmcant. A theory is that 
the unconscious is trying to avoid revealing the possession of E.S.P. and in so doing is 
purposel1tlly giving incorrect� 
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'The above home experiment wuld-in f.lct !hould-be tried again b� with 
stricter limitations. lhe sender and receiver should be in separate rooms, with the 
advance of cards signaled by bell or by running a line o( wire with a small bulb that 
can be flashed. An evengreaterchallenge and preca�ion would have the two partici
pants in different houses with the contact by telephone or similar object. 

A further, aod dt:cnsignifteant, aspect ci the �ver'• guesses is bow strongly 
they are felt. For this reascn it may be a good idea to have a ncx«aker/aecmacy beside 
the receiver, who can record the � and ako n<* whether the "signar is strong, 
average, or wealc.. A "chance• score of five out of twenty-five would be more impres
sive if all ci chose five were verystrongfcelings, rather than jU5t average. Recording 
would then loolc. lilc.e: 1: Citcle-'Nellc.. 2: Star-wealc.. 3: Star--.trong. +. Wavy 
lines.--6ttong. 5: Square--average. And so on. 

If you cannot get Zener cards, there is no reason why you should not start cii 
with regular playing cards. In fact, there are many ways ci worlc.ing that will malc.e the 
whole experiment more interesting. With a declc. o( tarot cards, fOr example, there are 
seventy-eight cards in the declc., so you would not need to go through them anywhere 
near as many times. 

Other possibilities for testing are numbers (perhaps usi� dominoes), words 
from a dictionary opened at random, sketches done by both sender and receiver, 
clipped-out advertisements, etc. If a number of people in a group 1ft interested, there 
is oo reason why the above experiments should not be carried � usiJli two small 
groups. One eJ'OUP would act as senders and the cxher � as receivers. Later, the 
positions could be reversed. 

Sour-ce.: 
8uc:kland, Raymond. A� OWl£ to dtt � New �de: Ace Boob. 1969. 
Eboo, Martin. TNr E� iA Teltpadl,. New Yore Signet, 1967. 
Rhine, Joseph Sanks. Nar� Fronam � dtt Mmd. New Yore Farru & Rlndwt, 1937. 
Spqaen, Alan. 1M V�. New Yolk: New Amman Libraty,19C57. 

EYE-� 
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FATE; DESTINY 

In Greek mythology, the three Fates (otherwise known as the Ma:r.E; to the Romans, 
Parcz) are Clotho, the spinner ci destiny who personifies the thread cili�; Ltchesis, 
rhe weaver of chance and the element ci luck that humankind feels it has a right to 

expect; and Anttopos, the inescapable Fate whJ curs the thread oflife. They are the 
ones who apportion to each mortal his or her share of good andevil.1heFatessat in 
the assemblies of the gods and possessed the gift of prophny. In the Germanic and 
Scandinavian traditions. the Fates were known as the Noms. 1hey were seen as wise 
women who sat at che fOot of the Tree of Life, Yggdrasil. 

Although many view fate as inescapable, as something preordained, mere is 
still a fascination with it hence the perennial enthrallment with divinadon. Whether 
or not one's destiny can be changed is a question that has been aslced for thousands ci 
years. Many do believe that the future can be changed; that there is free will. Qhers 
think in terms of karma 1 that what lies ahead is predestined based on actions in past 
lives. Some have a strong feeling ci personal destiny; that they were created to fulfill a 
particular taslc and that nothing can change that. 

Most modem-day fortune-tellers will advise that all they do is show what is 
most fiJc.ely to happen if thins:; continue as they are. They will emphasize that things 
am be changed. Tarot card readers, palmists, and astrologers all seem to share that 
belief. The Chinese I Ching is known as the "Book of Otanges" because it reflects 
that all life does change. But the question remains: does it change because of a prede· 
termined pattern or because we ate constantly changing it? 

Sourca: 

Guirand, Mix. �uk M�. Paul London, 1963. 
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Wheel of Fortune as a symhol of destiny, 1490. 'Th� 
!I is turned by an ancel. and d:l� pus om on d:l� 
:1 8ft pa'500i6cadoos ci cb� planets. FDI'Ual\ 
�� 

Rakocz.i, Ba&il Ivan. Man, M,cll (!/ Macic· London: 
BPC Publishini. 1970. 

FATIDICENCY 

Foretelling the future; any method a divina. 
tion. Sir Thomas Urquhart's The TMd Book of 
die Wcwlcs of MT. frGncis RDbMis (London. 
1693) says: "Let us make trial of this kind of 
Fatidic�cy." The wocd is from "fate" and means 

simply to rest fate. It can theterore �applied to 
any fonn of divination. 

FECES- Sc:m-nc:yt �UICJ 

FEET-Poo--, 

m81 FIG LEAVES-Sycunmcy 

FINGFRNAILS.see Onychcnancy 

FIRE see eau.u-n.cy, �CYI Pyromancy 

FISH - ldathJa��U�cy 

FlAME 3llf! « a...,.Nwnancy 

FllGHT OF BIRDS ,. C>miKmvf 

FLOROMANCY 

This is divination by flowers. Plucking the 
petals from a flower while saying the words "She 
(or he) loves me; she loves me not," until the 

last petal, is a fonn of floromancy. Finding t:hc fttst flower of spring has relevance also. 
To find it m a Monday means good fOrtune for the rest of the xason. Finding it m a 
Tuesday means your greatrst effons will be rewaaded. On a Wednesday: there is a com· 
ing maniage. A Thursday: be cautious; this is a warning. A Friday: wealth ism its 
way. A Saturday: there will be misfurrune. A Sunday: nothing but good lucie for the 
whole of the spring. 

If the first flower fuund is a wil<Mlower, then someone with the same initial as 

me flower will be attlaCted to -you. For example, if you 6nd a daisy, it will be someone 
whose name starts with a D.lf you find a buttercup, it will be someone whose name 
starts with B. 

The term fl01omancy is also applied to the belief that Rowers have feelings and 
emotions. They are livi ng, breathing, communicating creatures. In experiments, a 
plant attached to a lie detector showed violent reaction when thteatened with having 
one of its leaves burned. Similar reactions have been found showing responses to 
anger, love, affection, aueky, and soon. 
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Fodor, Nanilor (J 895-1964) 

� 
Telesco, Patricia. A Vicrarian CJmnoM. St. Pall. MN: Llewellyn. 1992. 
TompHru., Pettr and Clvistopher BUd. The Strra Life of Pbus. New Yorlr.: Avon. 1973. 

FODOR, NANDOR (1895-1964) 

Nandor Foclor was tx:m in BerqS12s:, Hungary, on May 13, 1895. He studied law at 
the Royal Hungarian University of Science in Budapest. where he received his doc
torate in 1917. Four years later he went to New York, getting a job as a journalist. 
After reading Hereward Carrincton 's book Mc:dem Ps,daic Pllenomtna ( 1919), Fodor 
con meted Carrington and quickly became friends with him. Carrington introduced 
him to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Some years later Fodor and Carri�on coauthored 
Haa&nted People (in Britain tided sror, of the Polurgeistdown the Ages). \ltlhile in New 
York, Fodor interviewed Sandor Ferenczi, an associate of Sigmund Freud's. Fodor 
believed that psychoanalysis could throw light on psychic phenomena. Freud later 
came to support Fodor and his work. 

Fodor moved to &gland in 1929, working for n�r rycoon Lord Rother· 
mere. Five years later he llecame an editor of light, the oldest British journal of •piritu· 
dsm. Fodor had beoome seriously interested in spiritualism while in New York, having 
been to a �e given by direct voice me&lum WiUima Cartbeuser. In England. Fodor 
started to investigate seriously aU forms of psychic phenomena, visi� site$ of haunt· 
in�, poltergeist activity, levitations, and materializations. In 1934 he wrote his most 

iqx>rtant bed, Encydope� cf Psycftic Scimu. Sir Oliver � was $Ufficiently 
impressed with Fodor's work thathecontribuoed a preface to the boolc.ln 1935 Fodor 
became London correspondent k>r the American Society for Psychical Raarch. 1n 
1939 he res�ed that position but rerumed to tbe Unioed Scates ro live in New Yorlt. 

Foe many years Fodor was on the reaching staff of the Training Institute of the 
National Psychological As&oc.iation for Psychoanalysis and one of the editors of the 
Ps,choonDl,r.ic Re\liew. He was a member of the New York Academy of Science. He 
was also an honorary member c1 the Danish Society ir Psychical Research and the 
Hqarian Meta�ysical Society. Other Fodor books include On rJ.e Trailc:f the Potur. 
geist ( 1958), The Haaanu.d Mind ( 1959), Mind 0\ler Space (1962), and Between Two 
\lblds (1964). 

Sources: 
Fl5hley, Marpret. The S�ral.London: Ailils. 1976. 
Guiley, �Ellen. The Eneyctl� ofGhasu cnf Spirits. New Yorlr.: Facta on File, 1992. 
Shepard, lal;e A (eel). E�of0c.c:Wt1sm & Par�. New York: Awn, 1978. 
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FORMAN, SIMON (1552-1611) 

Simon Forman, astrol� and divin�, was ban December 30, 155Z, in O,.idhamp
ton. England. He received some smal education at a school in the Salisbury area but 
left there on the death of his father in December 1563. For ten years Forman was an 
apprentice to Matthew Commin, a merchant who dealt in herbal medicines, salt and 
doth. Forman moved to Oxford in 1574, where he �pent an unhappy year at Magda
lene College. By 1579, after a number of jobs including that of schoolteacher, he 
decided to focus his mind on the occult. 

At age fOrty Forman moved to London and set up an alternative medical center 

in Billillg$gllte. He based his  diagnoses and pn:.scriptionson asaology. He had an oogo.. 
ing battle with the Royal College cl Physicians, who did not want him practicing, b.• 
eventually, in 1603, he received hi; license to practice from Cambridge University. 

Forman was a � example cl a Rc:r who kepr detailed recads cl all his pnxlic:
tions, thus enabling hisaorians to deEEimine his acauacy. He recorded his � 
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which there were many---6nd his &ilur es. Forman used both astrology and geoauncy. 
lm case books can be seen at the Bodleian Library at OxfOrd l.Jniver.iity, England. 

One example of his predictions is the case of a milit;ny exercise ordered bv 
Queen ElWbeth L The queen sent the Earl of Essa to Ire larK� to J:U down the rebels 
there. It was presumed that this would be undertaken without much difficulty. How· 
ever, Forman WI'O(e in his diary that the exercise would result in "treason, hunger, 
sickness, and death.,. Of the Fad of Essex, Forman said specifically, "Oae end will be 
evil to himself, for he shall be imprisoned ... He lihall fand many enemies on hiJ 
return and haYe great lo.$ of goods and honour.,. Fonnan wrote this in his diary on 
March 19, 1 599. It wasn't until a month laterthat the expedition left for Ireland. 

lgnocing the queen's orders, Essex made a bad truce with the rebels. When he 
rerumed to England, despite having been the queen's favorite, Essex was stripped � 
his office and all his property was confiscated. He was imprisoned and eventually 
beheaded for high treason. 

Forman fOretold his own death a week before it transpired, which was in Sep
tember 1611. He was crossing the river lbames at the time and collapsed in his boat. 
His death was documented by the famous astrologer William Lilly. 

Sow-ces: 
Hmdon, Deirdre (ed.). Ql.ar for rlu! �"I rlu! F.a.Tt. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 

Digat,1992. 
htrp://-rnyneriouibritain.co.ulr./oc:cult/ddon:nan..html 

FORTUNA 

An Italian goddess who later became identified with the Greek Tyche, daughter� 
G:.earm and 'lethys and divinity �chance, or lor.. The original Italian deity was the 
bearer of increase and proeperity so was, in elfec.t. a fertility deity. Called Fors, then 
FM Fortuna, she rq>raenced fate with all its unmown 6K:ton. Her syri,ols are the 
cornucopia and the rudder, and she is usually depicted scmding on a ball. 1he COfftl• 

copia represents the giving of alnmdance. The rudder shows that she is the controller 
rldestinie$. The bell on which she stands indicates the uncertainty cl fornme. 

Fortuna was watshiped in haly ftom earliest times. There was a temple to her 
outside Rome, on the right bank of the Tiber, set up in 204 BCE. There were also 
numerous shrines to her throughout the city. Of those beyond Rome, the moet famous 
was at Prreneste, in Latinum. There her shrine was an oracular one. A man named 
Numerius Suffustus, digging in a cliff, discovered some oak tablets inscribed with mys· 
terious formulas. By meam of these tablets, oracles could be delivered. When some· 
one came to Forruna with a problem, a child would randomly draw one of the ancient 
wooden tiles. The message on it would always relate to the problem presented. 

1he shrine at Antium (detailed in Horace's Odes, i:35) had two Fortullll! who 
�Ye responses by mysterious movements �their statues. 

Anyone We had especially good, or bad, luck would have a statuette of Fortu
na in the home. A gdd statuette of her was always kept in the sleeping quarters of 
Roman emperors. 
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I-' 0 K T l' 'X .1. 

Soun:es: 
Enqc.di41 Bricannk.a. O.ic�so: Wiliam Benton, 

1964. 
Uzrelll.m! Enc� of My�. London: Paul 

Hwnlyn, 1965. 

FORTUNE COOKIES 

The ori�n of the fortune cookies served in me»t 
Chinese restaurants has long beat argued.1hey 
were most likely invented in 1914 by Malcoto 
Hagiwara, a Japanese American. At his Japan. 
ese Tea Garden in Golden Gate Parle, San Fran
cisco, Hagiwara introduced coolcies containing 
thank-you notes. He also served them at the 
1915 Panama-Pacific Exhibition, which was 
San Franciscos worlds fair of that time. Howev
er, David Jung, founder of the Hong Kong Noo
dle Company in Los Angeles, also claims to 
have invented them in 1918. He offered them 
as a treat for the post-World War I unemplo}'ed 
who gathered in dte streets. 

;,_!d.,,., . •  '/;,,,,.,,<�� ,' ·r/,,,.11/.H"It //. i� � ... 

-/..J-/•.r';i .r�..v�.�-· ·'·t--•• , 

Whoever did invent the fOrtune coolt
ies---9nd they could have been introduced by 
both men quite independently-the Chinese 
restaurant owners on the West Coast quickly 
saw them as a way of satisfying American cus
tomers who loolced for desser t  with their meal 

� �by )obll Spillinuy, c. 1781. FcJru..a 
� Uimn,. 
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Oes.serts were an alien concept to the Chinese. 

Fortune cookies themselves were unknown in China until1993, when tbr 
Wonton Food Company qJeRed a factory for them. 1hey were advertised there as 
"Genuine American Fortune Cookies." The project wa& short-lived, since the cookies 
did not catch on with dte Chinese. 

Some believe, however, that fortune coolcies da�s back much further: to the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, when Cltina was occupied by the Mongols. At 
that time, traditional moon calces made of lotus nut paste were used to hide secret 
messages regarding a plot to rise up against the invaders. It is said that a patriotic revo
lutionary, Cltu Yuan Cltang, disguised himself as a Taoist priest and distributed the 
calces, thus spreading the word that led to the successful uprising. 

It was in the days d the Califom ia gold rush and the railroad boom that the 
calces made their transition to today's fomu1e molcies. When dte Chinese '69ers were 

building the great American railroads through the Sietra Nevada to CalifOrnia, they 
tu happy messages inside biscuits, rather than c:akea, to exchange at their Moon � 
tival. 1here is also a Chinese custom that when a child is born, the family will send 
out calce rolls with a birth announcement inside. 
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Fortune-Telling in Popular Culture 

Fortune cookies were made by hand until 1964, when the first automated pro
duction began, thanks to a machine invented by Edward Louie. The world's largest 
fortune cookie factory is today located in New York. It is the Wonton Food Company, 
based in Long Island City. They produce 2.5 million fortune cookies a day. 

Sources: 

http://ww.jrn.columbia.edu/studentwork/cns/2002-04-03/320.asp 

FORTUNE .. TELLING IN POPULAR CULTURE 

It seems certain that divination was a part of human existence from earliest times; 
humankind having a desire to know what the future might hold and to develop meth
ods that might indicate that future. There is evidence that some form of fortune
telling was practiced in ancient Babylonia, Chaldea, China, and Egypt at least six 
thousand years ago. Fortune-telling has often been an integral part of religion and 
medicine, and was frequently a prerogative of the priesthood. 

During the Middle Ages important people had their own personal soothsay
ers, who often also practiced alchemy and/or ceremonial magic. Astrologer Michael 
Scot (1175-1232) was tutor and adviser to the emperor Frederick II, and Nostradamus 
(1503-1566) was adviser to Catherine de Medicis. Dr. John Dee (1527-1608) worked 
for England's Queen Elizabeth I, as astrologer, alchemist, scryer, and necromancer. 

When the Gypsies descended on Central Europe in the fourteen and fifteenth 
centuries, they sparked a tremendous interest in fortune-telling. As nomads, they had 
to fend for themselves and find ways to make a living. They found that wherever they 
went, people were interested in fortune-telling, so the Gypsies gave the people what 
they wanted. It is most likely that they were responsible for introducing the tarot 
cards into Europe. They certainly popularized cartomancy, palmistry, and crystal-gaz
ing. Even today, 1,000 years after they first came out of the northern part of India, 
they are found telling fortunes around the world. 

From the turn of the twentieth century through the 1930s, fortune-telling 
booths at vacation resorts were very popular. They were usually manned by Gypsies or 
by those who passed themselves off as Gypsies. They offered everything from cheiro
mancy to tasseography, crystal-gazing to astrology. Newspaper and magazine horo
scope columns became popular and remain so. Few readers seemed to stop to think 
that not everyone born in the same month, all across the country, could possibly have 
the same horoscope! In the 1960s and 1970s a number of specialty horoscope maga
zines were produced and sold well. 

In the 1930s, coin-operated fortune-telling machines began to appear in 
amusement arcades. They remained popular until well after the World War II. There 
was something of a revival of interest in them in the 1970s and, in fact, the occasional 
one can still be found. These machines varied from very simple to elaborate and artis
tic. There were "palm-reading" machines where the player placed his or her hand on a 
grid of metal studs that, on insertion of the coin, moved up and down under the palm. 
A card finally dropped out of the machine with the cheiromantic fortune on it. There 
were zodiac machines, where the player turned a dial or heavy metal arrow to point to 
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T�lling in Pof*lar CN�Mr 

almce off� io pooptlbr cuku� il mdmced in this 1991 Fe.dwl of t.timd, Body aod 
rl1 q.,a �cmtml fkfttre 1.&� 

IU a her date of birth. A cud with a horos:ope printed on i t dropped out Frequmdy 
the card also offered "lucky numhen•and "lucky days. • 

A machine known as the "Mystic Pen" wrote out a spec.ial fortune for the play
er. Exhibit Supply's "An Answtr from Beym<f' had players select questions and then 
gave answers from an ancient Egyptian mummy named "Ramasees." There were 
Magic 8 Balls, Gypsy Fortune-Tellers, and Grandmother Fortune-Tellers. These last 
were elabonuel y produced, lile-si7e 6gu-res, shown nom the waist up, inside mahogany 
and glaas cases. They WOJld hold cards or gaze into c� ball$ There were also be· 
turl.led mystics. Some cl these in later� such as the Zoltan figures of the 1970s, 
offered a telephone headset br the player to listen in and hear the bnune. One of the 
mott memorable machines in the 1970s was Bacchus's "Madame Morgana." This was 

a mannequin-type figure with a blank face. A woman's face was then projected onto i t  
by m011ie projector inside the case, giving the illusion thal the tlgun: actually locied 
lll the player and spoke with lips moving. 

By the 1960s the "occult explosion" found a vast number of people taking an 

interest in tarot cards, astrology, nume1ology, and similar, not just as recipients of the 
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Fox, Oliver ( 1885-1949) 

information but as dispensers. The term "New Age" came into popular use, albeit 
applied to ancient wisdom. However, it did serve to calm those previously frightened by 
the term "occult." With this great interest in the field, many people found that there 
was no special "gift" to divination; anyone could do it, with a little practice. Today 
there is such an interest in tarot, for example, that as many as 2,000 different decks are 
available, with more being produced all the time. Books on all aspects of divination 
and fortune,telling are readily available, as are classes in the different disciplines. 

In England the Vagrancy Act had been passed in 1824 (extended to Scotland 
and Ireland in 1871), providing that anyone pretending to tell fortunes with intent to 
deceive was liable to imprisonment "as a rogue and a vagabond." In 1951 this was 
replaced by the Fraudulent Mediums Act, which extended to embrace fraudulent 
mediums, spiritualists, telepathists, and clairvoyants. In America many cities and 
states still have laws against fortune-telling. 

Fortune,telling falls into two categories. It is divining the future, but it is also 
reading a person's character and determining how that character has been shaped by 
events of the past. Fortune-telling takes two basic forms: natural and operational. Nat
ural divination consists of observing occurrences in the natural world, such as cloud 
formations, lightning, and bird's flight. Operational divination involves the use of 
tools, such as cards, dice, smoke, and water. 

Fortune-tellers often provide outlets for people with overburdened minds. 
Where it might be difficult for a person to confide his or her problems to a family mem
ber or close friend, it is often possible to tell a complete stranger (in the guise of a for
rune,teller) what has become a major problem. The astute diviner will then reassure and 
reinforce where necessary. Telepathy, whether conscious or unconscious, can be very 
much a tool of the fortune-teller's trade, allowing a close rapport with the client. It is sig
nificant that fortune-telling flourishes in times of national and international insecurity. 

Sources: 

Cunningham, Scott. Pocket Guide to Fortune Telling. Crossing Press, Freedom 1997. 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
http://ww. yesterdayland.com/popopedia/shows/arcade/ag 1256.php. 
http://ww.geocities.com/wolfreader/FunPage.html. 

FOSSILS see Oryctomancy 

FOUNTAINS see Pegomancy 

Fox, OLIVER ( 1885-1949) 

"Oliver Fox" was a pseudonym of Hugh G. Callaway, a British pioneer exponent of 
astral projection. He was born in Southampton on November 30, 1885. He studied 
science and electrical engineering at Harley Institute in Southampton. He experi, 
enced his first astral projection at the age of seventeen. 

In 1907 Callaway/Fox married Bertha Knight. He briefly joined a theatrical 
touring company then invested in two unsuccessful business ventures. In 1910 Fox 
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inherited a small legacy and started writing poetry and short stories, with some suc
cess. In 1919 the couple moved to London and Fox's writing took an occult emphasis. 
After publishing a number of articles in the Occult Review, he finally had his book 
Astml Projection: A Record of Out-of-Body Experiences published. It was the first major 
British publication on the subject. He died April28, 1949. 

Sources: 

Fox, Oliver. Astral Projection: A Record of Out-of-Body Experiences. London: Rider, 1939. 
Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

FROGS see Batrachomancy 
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GALGAL 

The wod galgaJ (plural: �) is from the Hebrew meaning "whirling." It refers to 
the Sephiroth, which are the western equivalent of the eastemchalcras, as they exist 
within the human aura. 

Galgal, as a system c:i divination, was first published in 1972. It is a set c:i div
ination cards related to the tarot and astrology. It is loosely based on the Qabbalah 
and, as such, works with organizing the Hebrew letters through a complex system c:i 
lhe Tree of life. 

GALL, FRANZ jOSEPH ( 17 58-1828) 

Fraru joseph Gall was born in Ttefenhrunn, Germany, in 1758. �a boy, he made the 

observation that many c:i the brighter students in his school seemed to have very dis
tinctive head shapes, often with p10minent eyes. From this he fonnulared a theory that 
the ooticeable lumps on their hea:ls had to be related to the brain power they possessed. 

Gall practiced medicine in Vienna but spent some years visiting lunaric asy
lums, prisons, and schools, measuring heads with calipers and recording what he 
found. He also examined and measured innumerable skulls. As a physician, he had a 
detailed knowledge c:i the baa in and the nervws system. 

Gall lectured on his flndings in Vienna and then, between 1005 and 1807, trav
eled and lectured on the anatomy c:i the brain and the elements of phrenology. His 
theories were manly greeted with derision. In 1007 he settled in Paris, dying there in 
1818. His pupil, J. K. Spurzheim,continued Gall's work in bah Fngland and America. 

Sources: 

0\aa\ben, HowanJ V. �· Los Aneeles: Sherbourne Press. 1968. 
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:t, Eieenleanme ( 1893-1970) 

Jeanette Garrett. traoc.e awdiwD. FOI'U.Gn 
!IAimlr,. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (eel.). Encydopedio of <JcxW1ism 9 
P��· New York: Avon. 1978. 

GARRETT, EILEEN jEANETTE 
(1893-1970) 

In his introduction to Eileen Garrett's autobiog
raphy, Allan Angoff says: "Eileen Garrett holds 
no professional degrees and N. no license to 
practice any of the healing aJtS. but she has 
helped and app1rently cured hWldr«ls o fphysi· 
cians, scientists, wrirrrs, editors, secretaries, psy· 
chiatrists, psychologists, bereaved parents and 
children, and the prime minister of a very large 
country." 

Born on March 17, 1893, in County 
Meath, Ireland, Eileen Jeanene Vancho Lyttle 
showed psychlc abilities from a very early age. 
Suffering fmm tuberculosis and bronchial asth
ma, she spent many long weeb confined to her 
bed. As a young child, she claimed that she w• 

able to speak with the dead. Her mediuiDilhip 
started in earnest following the end of Wocld 
War II. She came to be considered one c:i the 
great� mediums the world has ever known. 

Dmng the war, and after a failed mac· 
riage to a young architect named Oive &any, 
Eileen ran a hostel for wounded soldiers. She 
had precognitive visions of  many of the men 

with whom she came into contact, often seeing them killed oo returning to action. 
One of the soldiers she saw die in this way was a man who, as she nursed him, she 
agreed to marry. 

At the end of the war, in 1918, she married James William Garrett, another 
wounded soldier. like her two previous marriages, thi.s one did not last long. After it 

ended in divorce, Garrett did not marry again. 

One day Ganett joined a group of women who were doing table tipping. 1n 
the middle d. the session, she went into a trance and started speaking d. seeing dead 
relatives d. the women around the table. The women were S> surprised that thev 
shook her awake. Garret was persuaded to consult with a man who would help her 
understand this aspect of herself. 'When the man put her into a light h)pnotic trance, 
a spirit "control" named Uvani came through and stated that Ganett would be aaiYe 
as a trance medium k. the next several years. This turned rut to be true. It took a 
while for her to come to toms with this new role, but eventually-through the aeen
cies of people likr James Hewat McKemie and the British College of Psychic Sci
en�he accepted her gift. 
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Garrett came to work with people like Hereward Carriogtcm, Nandor Fodor, 
Sir Arthur Conan (),yle, and Sir Oliver Lodge. In 1931 she was invited to visit the 
American Society for Psychical Research. While in America she also worked with 
other notable mediums, including Dr. J. B. Rhine. and Dr. Anita Muhl. ln 1936 she 
wro� a book tided M, Lift as a Stan:h i>r tlte Mtaning ofMtdiumWp (Lmdon: Rider, 
1939) that was published and succes.sful. Shortly after its appearance, she traveled to 

Juan·les·Pins, France. At the beginning d the Wodd W.U D she tried to remain in 
Ftance tohe lporpNned children but eventually had to leave. 

On March 6, 1941, bKk in New York, Garrett was impired by the name c:J the 
Lfe Extension Building to start a publishing company at its location m Ease +4th 
Street. On impulse she rented two rooms m the eighteenth floor and planned to 
launch a map2ine, to be called TomotTOUI, which would deal with serious investiga· 
tion of the paranormal. 1be proceeds, she decided, would go to the starving children 
of France. She actually started by publishing two books, me on Nostradamua by Lee 
McCann, and one ofher own called Ttltparlr:y. These were under the banner of her 
publishing company, Czeative Age Press, though this name was later changed to Helix 
Press. The first issue of Tomowow appeared m September 1, 1941. In 194 7 Garrett 
became a U.S. citizen. 

In 1951 Garrett founded the Parapsychology Foundation to promote organiZled 
scientifiC research into parapsychology. The foundation published the lnumatiooal 
]�of Parot>s,cholocJ. Garrett was always somewhat uncertain about psychism gen· 
erally, and her own in particular, and she allowed herself to be subjected to numerous 
tests at such institutions as Johns Hopltins University and the New York Psychiattic 
lnstirute. 

Eileen Garret died on September 15 , 1970, in Nice, France, following a long 
illn�. She has been acclaimed as one of dte world's greatest mediums. 

Sourc:a: 
kwo(f, Allan. Eiem CJcaonu and w Wnid be]ond tile Sensa New York: William Monow, 1974. 
Garrl!tt, Eil«nJ. Many Voia!s: TheA�ofaMa:famt. New York.: G. P. Pucnam._, 1968. 

GASTR.OMANCY 

Gastromancy is defined as "divination by the belly." It seems there were two tVJ)eS ci 
this form ci divination. The fmt was aligned with ventriloquism, indicating that in 
some way rumblings coming from the belly might be taken for words. Low sounds, 
even words, might be heard coming from the source. Edward Smedley, in The Ocadc 
Sdtncts (1636), says, "Gasttomancy, or divination from the belly, is now generally 
explained by venttiloquism." However, John Gaule's Tlte �romancer, ur w JM(i
caU-a.uroloeicnU-dit�ineT posed and pw,ztld (1651) says: "Gasttomancy; divining by the 
sound of, or signes upon the belly," indicating that marks m a person's belly (see 
moleoeophy) might also be in�zpreted by the diviner. 

The second type of gastromaocy deals with the "" of a glass vemd. It seems to 
be a type of sctyint. for John Healey, in St. A�tint of t1w c:irX of God (1610) says: 
•Hydromancy ... done i.n a glass bottle full of water, wherein a <ltilde must looke 
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(and this is called Gastromancy of the glasses belly)." Samuel Purchas agreed, in Pil
grimage (1614): "Gastromancie procured answers by pictures, or representations in 
glasse-vessels of water, after the due Rites." There was, then, a particular ritual that 
was performed leading up to this scrying. The bottle holding the water was probably 
stood in a circle, or semi-circle, of lit candles. Incense would bum, and the seer would 
be a young child. For scrying, young boys seemed to be favored over young girls, 
though both could do the duty. The diviner would ask questions and the child would 
say what was seen in the glass belly of the bottle. 

Arthur Edward Waite, writing as "Grand Orient," put it this way: 

It is performed in the following manner. Place some globular vases, 
filled to the brim with clear water, between a number of lighted waxen 
tapers. Make an invocation of the angelical or planetary intelli
gences-such as lsrafel, Gabriel, or Metron, the spirit of the north
and direct the natural magician, who should be a boy or a girl of 
absolute and assured virginity, to gaze intently into the vases, when 
they will behold upon the surface of the water, amidst the reflected 
light of the tapers, a pictorial reply to the questions proposed by the 
consulters of the "oracle." 

Sources: 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume 1-Manual of 
Cartomancy. London: William Rider, 1912. 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

GELOSCOPY; GELOTOSCOPY 

This was a way of divining, or discovering, the character of a person based on the way 
in which they laughed. It was an offshoot of phrenology, physiognomy, and similar 
methods. 

Sources: 

Headon, Deirdre (ed.). Quest for the Unknown-Charting the Future. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 

Digest, 1992. 

GEMATRIA 

Based on numerology, this is a cabbalistic method of interpreting the Qabbalah and 
Hebrew scriptures by interchanging words whose letters have the same numerical val
ues when added. There is a related cabbalistic system known as notarikon, where new 
words are made up from letters taken from the beginning, middle, or end of the words 
in a sentence and then combining them to make a new word. 

GEMOLOGY 

Stones, both precious and semi-precious, have at times served as divining agents among 
various peoples. Beliefs in the magical power of gems sprang from the color affinities. 
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An early cuneiform tablet gives a list of precious stones that supposedly facili
tate conception and birth and can also induce love and hate. Belief in the power of 
stones continued from earliest time through to the nineteenth century; even today 
there are those who swear by their efficacy. In 315 BCE T heophrastus suggested that 
gems could be either male or female and would reproduce if placed in the ground. T he 
Hindus believe that it is only the most perfect gems that have any virtues, with lesser 
ones inducing bad luck and misfortune. In India, gems are viewed as most effective 
when used in traditional combinations, such as the five-gem pa' charatna, which is 
amethyst, diamond, emerald, gold and pearl. 

Occult uses of precious and semi-precious stones are as follows: 

Agate (chalcedony variety): grounding, healing, discovering the truth. 

Amazonite (feldspar): creativity, joy, psychic expander. 

Amber (burmite, pimetite, puccinite, ruminite): harmonizing, soothing, awak
ens the kundalini. 

Amethyst (quartz): dispels illusion, healing, meditation, promotes psychic 
abilities especially channeling, protective. 

Beryl: discipline, humor, patience. 

Bloodstone (heliotrope): reduces emotional and mental stress, stimulates the 
kundalini, is a psychic healer. 

Carnelian (chalcedony): aligns and grounds. 

Chrysolite (peridot, olivine): purifies, prevents nightmares, increases psychic 
awareness. 

Coral (calcium carbonate): positiveness, stabilizer. 

Diamond: Panacea; covers everything in psychic and spiritual matters. 

Emerald (beryl): dreams, meditation, tranquility, contact with the higher self. 

Gamet: compassion, grounding, general stimulant. 

Jade: courage, protection, wisdom, dispels negativity. 

Lapis Lazuli (!azurite): promotes psychic abilities, contact with higher self. 

Lapis Linguis (azurite): meditation, promotes psychic abilities. 

Lapis Lingurius (malachite): protection from the "evil eye." 

Moonstone (adularia variety of orthoclase): compassion, relieves stress, gov-
erns the affections. 

Opal: enhances intuition, amplifies the chakras, protects. 

Pearl: meditation, soothing. 

Quartz Crystal: amplifier, purity, spiritual protector, assists channeling. 

Rose Quartz: creativity, self-confidence, eases tensions. 

Ruby (corundum): integrity, regeneration, spiritual devotion. 

Sardonyx (cryptocrystalline quartz): soothes emotions. 

Topaz (alumino-fluoro-silicate): inspiration, soothing, calming, tranquility, 
emotional balance, stops nightmares. 

Tourmaline (black): protection, imagination, intuition, clairvoyance, over
comes fear. 

Tourmaline {pink/green): regeneration, balance, harmony, compassion, reju
venation. 
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Turquoise (copper-and-aluminum phosphate): calming, loyalty, communica
tion, peace of mind. 

Zircon (hyacinth): self-esteem, strength, storage of psychic power. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Advanced Candle Magick. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1996. 

Leach, Maria (ed.). Funk & Wagnal Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology, and Legend. San 
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1972. 

GENETHLIALOGY 

Genethlialogy is the science or art of casting an astrological birth chart showing the 
position of the stars at the moment of birth. Traditionally astrology is divided into 
natural astrology, which is basically astronomy since it deals with the movements of 
the heavenly bodies, and judicial astrology, which interprets those movements in terms 
of terrestrial life. There are many subdivisions within judicial astrology, one of which 
is genethliacal or natal astrology-the erecting and interpreting of individuals' horo
scopes. (See astrology) 

Sources: 

MacNeice, Louis. Astrology. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1964. 

GEOMANCY 

Also known as gemensye, geomesye, and geomanty, this is divination by means of 
signs derived from the earth, such as by studying the figure(s) assumed when a hand
ful of earth is thrown down on a hard surface. An extension of this is to jab a stick 
into the ground a number of times at random (or jot down, with pencil and paper, a 
series of random dots). In fact geomancy was also known as the "art of the little 
dots." In Madagascar, geomancy is known as sikidi. On the west coast of Africa it is 

djabe or fa. 

As the frontispiece to the second volume of Robert Fludd's Utriusque cosmi his
toria (1619), there is a schematic figure showing various forms of divination including 
geomancy. This is represented by a shield-shaped figure divided into fifteen segments, 
with numbers of dots in each segment. In his 1533 book De occulta philosophia, Agrip
pa gives an interpretation of three of these, as follows: 

• • 

• • 

• 

• 

Great fortune, great help, 

commencing tutelage 

• 

• 

• • 

• 

Beardless youth 

• 

• • 

• • 

• 

Prison, constraint 

At that time there were sixteen basic shapes recognized for geomancy. This 
came from a formalization of the art. Whereas originally the dots-whether produced 
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by thrown earth or by conscious pencil rna !king-we� intrrprea:d in much the same 

way that rea leaves would be interpreted in Qs.seograph� the furmalizuion was based 
at the dotting-by-pencil method. Rather than having the inspirational uttering cia 
diviner inspired by his study o f  shapes and near-sh� cut-and-dried meanings were 
catalogued to be read from a standard list. As explained by John Michael Greer In his 
book Earrh Dwination Earrh M�, if you make four lines of dots across a piece ci 
paper, you will end with either an odi number of dots in any one line or an even num
ber. To construct the figures of geomancy, these four lines are reduced with lines con
taini ning an odd number of dots being represented by a single dot in the final figure 
and lines containing even number of dots represented by two dots. There are sixteen 
posr;ible combinations that can come frcm this, and these a� the figures used In for
mal geomancy: 

Number of Docs Mranias 
1 Boy--«st:ruction; energy; BShness; vidence. 
1 
2 Generally unfavorable c:x<:qlt in love and wn 

1 
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1 Losr--of shan duration; loss; outside one'sgnup. 
z 
1 Favorable lOr love but not £or material thinp. 
z 

Z Whi�ty, peace; wbdom; favcnble but weak. 
z 

1 Good for� :n:llor business vencures. 

z 

2 People-a pdw:ri� of peq»le; a multitude. 
z 
Z Neu al--good with .,od �r evil with evil; neither favorable 
Z mr unfavaable. 

Z Greater Fortune-.rearpd fonune and inner s tteneth. 
z 
1 Figure of power and success; favorable for any competition. 
1 

Z Conjunction- recovery of thinp lost; oombination of people or 
1 things. 
1 

Z Neutral; neither favorable nor unfavorable. 

l Girl-harmony; happiness. 
z 
l 

Favorable in nearly all thinp. 

Z Red-lierc� passion; power; vice. 
1 
2 Evil in all that is pxf; pxl in all that it evil 
z 

Z Ga�<n�; gain; �r; rhmp withinone'SiftaSP· 
1 
z 
1 Favorable in nearly all thinp. 

1 Prison----delay; limitation; restriction; imprisonment. 
z 
z 
1 An unfavorable Agure. 

Z Sorrow-illness; pain; suffertn,; sorrow. 
z 
z An unfavorable A,u� except in que!ltions relatq to buildin& 

and the earth. 
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1 Joy�lth; hawincs.. 
2 
2 
2 A favorahlr 6gwe 

1 Dragon's Tail-an exit; doon-a.y ouL 

Bcine5 &000 with evil and evi I wilh good. 
1 Rl'o'Oiable b �and 1ooses bur tri.worable in most �ioN.. 
2 

2 Oragm's Head--an� dootway ln. 

1 Brir9 &000 wilh evil and evil wilh pxl 
1 Favorable for bcginning5 and gain; 
I neuttal in  <:ther �iom. 

1 laser Foaune--<rutward sttength; help £mm others. 
1 
2 Good k>r anything where a persm wishes to �ed quickly. 
2 

I Way-movement; change; change ci fc:rtune. 
1 
1 
L Favoratie for journeys and voyages. 

In modem times, geomancy can be practiced easily by using a coin. which can 

be tossed to produce a Head or a Tail If a Head is designated One and a Tail is des�t. 
ed Two, men foor t016es will give a geomancy 6guie. However, this does rather defeat 
the spirit ci geomancy, which is wetting with the earth. In various pans ci the world. 
di�n:nt methods� used to obtan the fuw lines from which lhegeomantic �res� 
detived. Straight lines may be rmdomly scratchal m the dn with a sticlc, giving lcag or 

shon lines that a�� One or Two. Straight lines and wavy lines may be done the 
same way, and diainguished to give the neassa.ry figures. Or a large number ci data may 
be made and then counted, to (o'et odds and evens. In the African fa, a number ci palm 
lcemels are pqed from the left hand to the right. From the original toral of eighteen, 
the number remaining in the left hand is counted to see if it is an even or odd number. 

For a fulle.r reading, the dots of geomancy may be placed to form a horoecope. 
This is done using the more ancient square-and-triangles form ci chart. In this there 
are twelve triangles spread around a central squa�. 1heyrepresent the twelve houses: 
the first house Is the mld:lle triangle on the left; the triangle immediately below It Is 
the second house; the third is next to that, and so on counterclockwise around the 
square. The houses have slightly different meanings from the regular amological 
houses, according to medieval and Renaissance handboob on geomancy: 

First House is the querier him- or herself. 
Seamd House is material w ealth, business transactions, material desi�, stolen 

property. 
TMd House is siblqs, close neighbors and environment. shon joume'J5, oom· 

munications, rumors. 
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Q. 
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z 

R 

I 
FCM'th House is parents, inhetitances from par

ents, land, agticulrure, buildings, t�asures, 
anything underground or hidden, ancient 
�aces and thi� 

rrfrh Hcue is childten. pregnancy, entertain
ment, bodies of water, and �in. 

Sixr1t Hcue is employees, $1llaU animak, 
injuties. and illnea. 

Sa.-mrla H� is 1P0U.5e or lover, love relation
ship$, parmerships, quarrels, any unidentifled 
person. 

Eighth House is suffering, danger, death, inheri· 
tances other than from parents (which ate in 
Fourth House) . 

Ninth House is religion, phil�y. education, 
the arts, wisdom, lo� joumeys, divination. 

Tenth HOWle is employment, pooition in society, 
people in authority, courcs, judges, the 
weather. 

�Howe is friends, sources of help, good 
fortune, hopes and desires. 

Twelfth Howe is enemies, suffering, diftkulties, 
imptisonment, secret matters, large animak, 
feats. 

Table of pomantic: cbaractcn, wicb the eqaivalau 
zodiacal. Hcbrak, Roman. Gre«, aod Eoclisb lcuers. 
15�. mu- Paccure Li!mar,. 

According to James Sanford's 1569 
translation of Cornelius Agrippa's Of w wfilie 
and uncmDinlie � GrU and sciences, "lhere u 

also another kind c:i Geomancie the which doch 
divine by certaine conjectures taken of simili
tudes of the cracking of the earth." So in a&fi. 
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tion ro studying the images bmed from thrown earth, the science or art could also be 
applied to study of the natural �and cracks in a particular area of earth. Altbar 
Edward Waite, writing as "Grand Orient," says of this: 

Bituminous exhalations, which i� from the bowels c:i the earth and 
are fraught with the tenebrous mysteries of the "concentrated centre d 
Nature," are, however, comparatively uncommon, rut there is yet 
another method d geomantic magic, which may be performed by trac· 

ing lines and circles on me ground, and then exercising the clairvoyant 
faculty upon their various combinations. 

Henry Cornelius Agrippa (1486-1535) wrote about geomancy in his Thru 
Books of Occult Philosoph, (Graphzus, Antwerp, 1531-1533).lhere wa� also a spuri· 
ous Fourth Book of Occult PhiloDp#&J (london, 1655) attributed to him that included 
some geomantic material. 

Sources: 
Buc*.land. Raymond. Coin� Pock! Forame�rle.. St. Paul, MN: LlewcllYI�o 2000. 
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Greer, John Michael. Earth Divination Earth Magic: A Practical Guide to Geomancy. St. Paul, 
MN: Llewellyn, 1999. 

Ines, Brian. Mysteries of Mind Space & Time: The Unexplained. Westport, CT: H. S. Stuttman, 

1992. 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 
Tyson, Donald (ed.). Three Books of Occult Philosophy written by Henry Cornelius Agrippa of 

Nettesheim. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 

GHOSTS see Sciomancy 

GOAT see Cephalomancy 

GRAND ORIENT see Arthur Edward Waite 

GRAPHOLOGY;GRAPTOMANCY 

Graphology, or graptomancy, is the interpretation of character and personality traits 
by means of handwriting. Empirical interpretation of handwriting goes back to 
ancient times. Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus, the Roman biographer and antiquarian 
(c. 70-122), noted that the Emperor Octavius Augustus ran all his words together, 
without separating them. From this he concluded that the emperor was "showing him
self neglectful of detail in forming a picture of a whole situation." Aristotle said that 
he could define the soul of a person by their way of writing. As early as the eleventh 
century, the Chinese drew attention to the relationship between personality and 
handwriting. T he first recognition of graphology in print was in 1622 when an Italian 
physician and college professor, Camillo Baldi, wrote a treatise on the subject titled 
De Signis ex Epistolis. Baldi categorized the analysis of handwriting into its elements, 
which later gave impetus to the French school of Abbe Hippolyte Michon and 
Crepieux-Jamin. Michon was the one who originated the term "graphology." But it 
was not until the nineteenth century that graphology started to emerge as a science or 
pseudo-science. In France, Abbe Flandrin (1809-1864) began a study of people's auto
graphs. In 1872 Adolphe Desbarolles published his book on the subject, Les mysteres 
de l' ecriture; art de juger les homes sur leurs autographes. Further books and much study 
followed in France, England, and other parts of Europe. 

The slope of the writing, the size and formation of the letters, how letters are 
joined or not joined, and the degree of ornamentation gives indications of the personali
ry. Yet many graphologists admit that there is far more to it than the cold clinical analy
sis of the letters; there is a psychic element involved. Although writing is a learned 
activity, it has been found that the preschool scribblings of a young child can show 
enough individual characteristics to identify that child with its writing at a later age. 

Although it is not always possible to tell sex, age, and/or intelligence from 
examination of writing, such estimates have been made by experts with results far bet
ter than chance. Today, some businesses have job applicants' writing analyzed by a 
graphologist to determine suitabiliry for a particular job. For example, unusually large 
handwriting is said to characterize the ambitious, imaginative person while very small 
handwriting shows a pedantic personaliry. 
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Some of the basics of graphology are as follows: If the lines of writing go 
"uphill," sloping up from lower left to upper right, then the person is usually opti
mistic. If the writing slopes "downhill," from upper left to lower right, then the person 
tends to be pessimistic. If the lines seem to be very exact and rigid, wandering neither 
up nor down, then there may be a tendency to be too strict and dogmatic. This could 
also indicate a domineering, perhaps even unreasonable person. The opposite would 
be lines that wander up and down, never really becoming level for any great length. 
This would be a person who needs some balance in their life, a changeable person 
with a weak disposition. 

If there is wide spacing between the lines, proportionately larger than the size of 
the letter ,formations, then the person is generous in attitude. If the lines are close 
together, with little space between the words or the lines, then the person is cautious in 
spending money and has a cautious view toward other people. If there are many breaks, 
not only between words but also between letters, it shows an intuitive mind and a per
son who gets spontaneous reactions to new people and ideas. If the letters are all con
nected, then the writer is not apt to rely on intuition but prefers to work more logically. 

Margins can also be important: left, right, top, and bottom. Basically, a wide 
margin indicates generosity while a narrow one shows thriftiness. If the writer leaves a 
wide margin on the left hand side of the paper, with a relatively narrow one on the right, 
it is a sign of conflict between generosity and thrift. They start out wanting to be gener
ous but the basic need to be thrifty takes over. Similarly, if there is a narrow left-hand 
margin and a wide right-hand one, they start out trying to be thrifty but their inherent 
generosity gets the better of them. These attributes are also reflected in a writer who 
starts out with a wide left margin, for example, which gradually gets narrower as the 
writing moves down the page. The right margin stays consistently close on the right 
hand sign. Conversely, they might start with a narrow left margin that progressively gets 
wider as they move down the page, again with the right margin remaining consistent. 

A line of writing may appear, at first glance, to be straight across the page. But 
if you draw a line across the paper, underneath the words, you may find that they are 
written either in a concave curve (dipping down in the center) across the page, or in a 
convex curve (rising up in the center). The concave writing shows a person who starts 
out in a pessimistic, hesitant way but then gains confidence as they go, becoming 
more and more optimistic. The convex example is the reverse: the person starts out 
with an attitude of optimism, but can quickly revert back to pessimism if results are 
not soon forthcoming. 

Most people's writing slopes forward, to the right. Some have their writing 
slope back, to the left, while still others have theirs upright. There are found, of 
course, many degrees of slope, and the slope is not dependent upon whether or not the 
person is left-handed. Vertical writing, without a slope, shows an individual who is 
well controlled and who strikes an even balance between heart and head. This person 
may not be very demonstrative where love is concerned but is very loyal and devoted. 

Handwriting that leans forward slightly from the vertical is one of the most 
common. It shows friendliness and affection and looks for that in return. When the 
slope becomes a little more pronounced, the person is more ardent and extroverted. 
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An extreme forward slant shows a very emotional person, someone who doesn't like to 
be tied down. 

Handwriting that slopes backward slightly from the vertical is a sign of the 
introvert-someone who is very reserved, perhaps shy. With the backward slope a lit
tle more pronounced, the person is inclined to pull back from other people and does 
not show emotions, keeping them instead under strict control. A very strong back
ward slope is a person who, although they may be as ardent and emotional as someone 
with a strong forward slant, keeps those emotions very tightly bottled up. Extreme 
slants, backward or forward, indicate someone not necessarily easy to understand, 
whose emotions or inhibitions may be carried to the extreme. 

When just one or two letters slope the opposite way to the rest of the writing, 
and do so consistently, it indicates a person who is unsure of him or herself and who 
permits small things to grow out of proportion to more important things. Such a per
son may become very stubborn over minor details. 

Sometimes a person will use a lot of underlining, multiple exclamation marks, 
dashes, and so on. This is the sign of a person who loves to dramatize and to exagger
ate. It may be a good idea to take everything such a person says with a grain of salt. 
This person is frequently also a compulsive talker. 

One of the notable signs in handwriting analysis is the way the writer crosses 
the letter "t." If the basic cross stroke is placed proportionately to the upright, and 
extends for equal lengths on either side, this shows a person who is careful with details 
and who likes to have everything in its allotted place. This person is not a risk taker 
and will not start something that may not get finished. If the cross stroke is all behind 
the upright, not crossing it at all, then this is a sign of a procrastinator. If that same 
cross stroke is sloping downward, toward the upright stem, then the person is not only 
a procrastinator, but also extremely stubborn. When the downward-sloping cross 
stroke does go across the upright, equally on each side of it, the person is not only 
stubborn but also skeptical and cautious of other people's ideas. 

When you see hooks on the end of the cross stroke of the "t," the person can 
be extremely persistent but cautious and will not proceed with any plan unless certain 
that it is the right time to carry it out. Graceful curves at the end of the stroke show a 
romantic individual, though conventional and respectful of tradition. The very long 
cross stroke, usually going off to the right, shows an assertive person and someone who 
can be very enthusiastic about new ideas. When this long stroke goes upward, from 
low left to high right, is shows that there are aspirations that may start on a practical 
level but quickly gain momentum, reaching toward spiritual satisfaction. 

The stroke that crosses above, and not connected to, the main upright of the 
"t" is a sign of a wild imagination, with enthusiasm for the unattainable. This writer 
does not like to be tied down to routine. When this stroke is in the form of a curve, 
making the letter like a little umbrella, it shows a sensitive person who has difficulty 
showing feelings and emotions. This person is a serious thinker and can often be very 
inventive. When the cross stroke is curved upward, in an arc," the person may easily 
be influenced by stronger personalities. When one long stroke is used to cross through 
several "t's" in one word, it indicates a quick mind that can be very resourceful. 
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Another nomble indicator is the way of dotting the "{' (this also applies m 

"j"). If the dot is emitted, a least mcs of the time, it indicate$ a person who bas littlr 
ooncentration and may even be absent-minded. A regular dot placed over the letter in 
pxi alignment shows a person good with details, who is not impulsive and is in� 
control c:J his or her emotions. It also shows a cautious approach to life. A small circle 
in p� c:J a dot can mean an actistic flair, good taste in fashion and decorating, anl a 
desire to be surrounded by beauty. It can also, or alternatively, mean a desire for atten· 
lion, with the writer hying to obmin admiration from others. Some people also� a 
small circle instead c:J a period at the end c:J a sentence for the same reasons. 

l.oops---as in b's, h's, and l's-that rise well above the rest c:J the letters s� 
someone trying to reach upward and away from the material side c:J life. They fR. 
quendy have high aspirations for spiritual and intellectual satisfaction. If the loop � 

also very wide and rounded, there is a need for attention and recognition. Very small 
upper loops indicate someone who is very reserved and is neither fklde nor frivolous. 
They do not let their ambitions get out ci hand. 1his penon can he very loyal. 

Lower hops--which full well below the other letters as in y's, f's, and g's-� 
someone who has materialistic aspirations. It can also indic• physical activity and au 
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enjoc,ment of active surroundings. A very small lower loop is a signofhesitancy topro· 
ceed oo the penon's own initiative. lhe writer has modest ambitions. 

Very tiny, neat writing is a sign c:i an artistic personality, or saneone with a lit· 
eraty talent who gives � attention to detail There is great economy o( time and 
energy. Small. rather than tiny, writing shows a schciar or person oflceen observation 
who will usually do very well in his or her chosen field. Very latge writing shows an 
active. of�n resdess. nature, with a desire to accomplish bigger things i n life. These are 

also ftequendy big-hearted peq>le. Huge writing. however, belongs to me person � 
is full ol him- or herself, egoti.stica� ani unable or unwilling to accept any Cliticism. 

Sourc.a: 
� B1irannlca. 0\icqo: William Bmton, 1964. 
Cibson, Walter B.&. Lit�ka R. Tile Corn�Jlell! lUustrat.ed Boc* of d..e � �. New Yodt: 

DoubledaJ 1966. 
Martello, leo. Yl*r Pen Personality. New Yolk: Hero� 1961. 
San., �rothy. Personality & Pmmanship: A Cuid.e t.o Handwrifinl Analysis. New YOlk: HC Pub

lishers, 1969. 
Shepard, �ie A. (ed.). Encyclope1i4 ofOwJtirm & Paraps,clwl.oc New Yorit: Avon,l978. 

GRAY, EDEN (1902-1999) 

Born Priscilla Partridge (changing her name £or the stage), Eden Gray was bom in 
1902 to Florence (Mimi) and Albert Partridge. Her f.tther was son and heir to a 
Chicago real-estate mogul They had homes in Florida, the Bahamas, the Hamptons, 
and Switzerland. Gray did not do at all weD in schoo� f.Uling to gracbtte. At eighteen 
she eloped to New York City to marry Lester G>hen, a bohemian poet from a 
respectable Jewish &mily. Gray's parents disowned her because ol me marriage 

Cchen became a writer and Gray tumed to the stage, breaking into Broadway. 
The two travoeled extensively, with Cohen ewntually making it big as a screenwriter. 

Gray got some walk-on pans in Hollywood and acted wim Frederic March, Brian 
Aherne, and Katharine Cornell, among others. 

Qu-ing \\brld War U Gray put her acting ca.cer m hold to become a lab tech· 
nician with the Women's Army Cotps and, later, earned a docmrate ol divinity d�e 
from lhe First Church c:i Religious&ience in New Yotk. 

During the 19S0s, Gray owned a boolcston: aRl publishing house-Inspiration 
House-in New York City. These she had lor ten years, publishing boolcs and later 
also teachi� classes on the tarot. For three years she had her own radio program. 

Gray had not always had an intetest in the tatot. It was through adering tarot 

boolcs ftr her customers that she developed an inteRst. At her countty home in Mount 
Kisco, New York. she taught herself to use the catds. She quickly learned that what few 
boolcs were available oo the subject, such a; those c:i A. E. Waite end Papu. were writ· 
ten in esoteric, veiled terms. lhey wete bard to read and comprehend, which made the 
acquiling of knowledge c:i the subject a hard task. Her customers echoed this criticism. 
Finding there were no books on the tarot lhat were easy to use, Gray decided to write 
her own The result was duee of the best books on the !llbject, which probably did 
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more than any others to make the cards popular. The books were The Tarot Revealed 
(1960), Mastering the Tarot (1970) and The Complete Guide to the Tarot (1971). 

Gray also started teaching classes on card reading. She later branched out and 
taught "Science of the Mind" at New York's First Church of Religious Science. It has 
been said that Gray started a tarot revolution, "moving the cards out of the cloistered 
salons of metaphysical scholars and into everyday use." She moved to Vero Beach, Aori
da, in 1971, where she became a member of the Vero Beach Art Club and Riverside The
ater and Theater Guild. She died January 14, 1999, in Vero Beach, at age ninety-seven. 

Sources: 

Gray, Eden. The Tarot Revealed. New York: Inspiration House, 1960. 
Gray, Eden. A Complete Guide to the Tarot. New York: Crown, 1970. 
http://ww.denelder.com/tarot/tarot013b.html. 
http://ww. tarorsociety.org. 

GREECE 

(See also Delphi and Pythia) 

The Oracles of Greece were of great antiquity. They featured divination and prophesy 
inspired by various means. The Oracles of Delphi, Dodona, Epidaurus, and Tropho
nius were most famous, though there were many others. 

At Epidaurus the temple was dedicated to JEsculapius the Healer and Dream
sender. There people would go to sleep in the temple and have dreams that would tell 
them how to heal their sickness. At Trophonius there were a great many caverns. In 
them it was reported that the sounds of underground waters could be heard, while 
vapors rose up from them. Seekers would sleep in these caverns for several days and 
nights. When they were awakened by the priests, they would be questioned. Most of 
them woke feeling they had terrible sorrow and melancholy. 

The Oracle at Dodona, which was dedicated to Pelasgic Zeus, was the oldest of 
the Oracles and lasted for 2,000 years. There divination was done by interpreting the 
rustling of leaves in the sacred groves, the sound of wind-blown chimes, and the sound 
of water rushing and falling over rocks. The three priestesses there were known as 
Peliades, meaning "doves." Their titles signified "Diviner of the Future," "Friend of 
Man," and "Virgin Ruler of Man." 

Delphi is probably the best known of all the Oracles. It was located in Phocis 
on the southern slope of Mount Parnassus. Although dedicated to Apollo, it seems 
certain that the shrine was not originally Apollo's. The site was formerly known as 
Crisa. It has been said that the Oracle was built above a volcanic chasm and that the 
Pythia gave her answers to questions in a state of trance, induced by intoxicating 
fumes. According to Justinian (Flavius Anicus lustinianus 483-565): "In a dark and 
narrow recess of a cliff at Delphi there was a little open glade and in this a hole, or 
cleft in the earth, out of which blew a strong draft of air straight up and as if impelled 
by a wind, which filled the minds of poets with madness." However, both geologically 
and architecturally this is impossible. There is no crack or cleft, and the local strata 
have never been capable of producing any kind of gas. 
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Apart from the seers and siby ls of the Oracles and the various temples. there 
was a class of diviners known as interpretet"s who woold divine by the flig}n c:l birds, 
..i by entrails. dtumer, lightning, �ams. and the various othe£ methods common to 

the area. They would accompany armed fon:es. if necessary, so that they could advise 
the �rs before barde. They also advised the government. to prevent up:is· 
ings or revolts d any ldn:l. 

�schylus (c. 525-456 BCE), the earliest and perhaps greatest Greek tragic 
poet, in a passage in his work Prometl.eus Vincrv.s, has Prometheus tell of the sub· 
jects in which he first instructed humankind. He lists dreams and their interpreta· 
tion, chance words overheard, chance meetings on the road, au spiers, observation 
of the flight of birds, augury from entrails and from visions seen in the flre. To 
these, "Suidas" (compiler <i the s.ula Uricon <i c. 1000 CE) adds what he terms 
"domestic divination"-the interpretation of various trivial incidents of domestic 
life. He also lists palmistry and divination from the twitching of any part of the 
body. Within his domestic divination were such events as the appearance of a 
weasel on a roof (bad omen), a snake (good omen), or the spilling of oil (bad
poverty co come), honey, wine (good-suc.c:.ess to come), water, or ashes (both indi· 
cations of misfortune co come). The crackling of 1� on a family fire could also be 
pertinent. Generally It meant that a good friend or good news was coming; but if 
accompanied by sparks jumping c:u into the room, it meant that trouble and anxi· 
ety Wet"e on the way. 

In ancient Otecce divination ftom hearing chance words (cledonomancy) was 

a well-establisbecl popular religious form c:l divination. l.awsonrelares how ill enCJJir· 
e£ ar the temple of Hermes Agozus would bum incense before the statue of the god, 
fill bronze lamps with oil and light them, place a certain bronze cdo on the altar, then 
whisper his CJ.Iescion in the ear <i the statue. The petitione£ would then immediately 
put his hanck over his ears and leave the temple. Once outside he would remove hu 
hands and the ftm words he heard spoken he would accept as the god's answer co hu 
question. At Thebes, ApoUo Spodios gave his ailS1IR!S in lhe same way. 

Similar to that is x.enomancy: divining by the actions of strangers met by 
chance on the road. fa example, it was always unlucky to meet a priest; this more 

unlucky for men than for women. Wo� still is if the priest is riding on a donkey. 
Meeting ac.ripple is al10 apresageofbad luck to come. But co meet someone obvious· 
ly insane was d� co be lucky, as was metring a wanan and child. This latter indi· 
cated that the future would bear ftuit. 

One of the major forms of divination in ancient Greece was haruapicy and 
extispy, the inspection of the entrails of animals. Along with this went cap�omancy, 
the study of the smoke when certain parts of the sacrifice wet"e burned. 

Sourc:u: 
Halliday, W. R. Gmk IMinacion. l.ondon: Wllliam Rider, 1913. 
Lawson, John Cuthben. Modnn <mek Fo&lore and Andtnt <mekRelicfM. New Yorlt: Univcrsj. 

ty 8oob.l964. 
Lissner,lvar. lle lMtr PosL New Yak; Capicorn 8oob.1961. 
Spence. l...ewil. An � q che OcaJt. l.onion: Georae Roudedtt & Sons, 1920. 
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GROUNDHOG 

One of the old pagan festivals was Imbolc, also known as Oimlec, Candelaria, and 
Lupercus. It was celebrated on February 2. As with so many pagan festivals, this was 
later claimed by Christianity, who renamed it Candlemas. Originally being marked 
with the lighting of bale fires on hilltops across Europe, it was a celebration of the 
movement through the winter months toward the spring. The festival is still celebrat
ed around the world, as in Sweden with the Lucia Queen and her crown of candles. 

There is an old English song that says: 

If Candlemas be fair and bright, 
Come, Winter, have another flight. 
If Candlemas brings clouds and rain, 
Go Winter and come not again. 
A similar Scottish song goes: 

If Candlemas Day be dry and fair, 
The half o' winter to come and mair (more). 
If Candlemas Day be wet and foul, 
The half of Winter's gone at Yule. 

This was a time of year when animals were starting to emerge from their 
hibernation. In Europe the hedgehog was especially noticed. It is said that if the ani
mal came out of hibernation and saw its shadow, indicating that the sun was shining, 
it would take this as an indication that there would be more weeks of winter to come. 
If it emerged to find the day overcast, giving no shadow, this would indicate that 
winter was almost over. You may well think that this is a complete reversal of what 
might be expected: that sunshine would be an indication of the end of winter and an 
overcast indicate continuing winter. But such are the vicissitudes of folklore! Tradi
tion held that if the weather was fair at lmbolc, the second half of winter would be 
stormy and cold. 

In America, the animal most noticed in this context of emergence was the 
groundhog, or woodchuck. According to a Punxsutawney Web site: 

In 1723 the Delaware Indians settled Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, as a 
campsite halfway between the Allegheny and the Susquehanna Rivers . 
. . . The Delawares considered groundhogs (their) honored ancestors. 
According to the original creation beliefs of the Delaware Indians, 
their forebears began life as animals in "Mother Earth" and emerged 
centuries after to hunt and live as men. 

By the late 1 700s the Germans had settled in Pennsylvania, bringing with 
them their tradition of Candlemas. An old German couplet went this way: 

For as the sun shines on Candlemas Day 
So far will the snow swirl until the May. 

The earliest reference to Groundhog Day as such is found in the diary of a 
Morgantown, Pennsylvania, storekeeper named James Morris. For February 4, 1841, 
his entry reads: "Last Tuesday, the 2nd, was Candlemas day, the day on which, accord-
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ing to the Germans, the groundhog� rut of his winter quarters and if he sees his 
shadow he pops baclc for another six weeks." 

Groundhog D.ry as a time for divining the ooming weather was not exclusive 
to Pennsylvania. An amusing article in Missouri's Spri�ld LeotkT for February ... 
19 36, st2ted: "Groundhog saw no shadow here and a lar� factic:n says it mncs no dif· 
ference whether the hog saw a shadow or not on February 2, a.s the correct date for 
such an observation is February 1 ... 1be second--of-February f.tction claim that those 
who stand by the fourteenth have mixed the date up with Valentine's Day. A great 
many people are neutral on the subject, or pretend to be in order to avoid making ene
mies." lntereaingly--at that time at least---the majority of the Missourians seemed to 
believe Febtuary 1 .. to be the couect date. 

Since records began to be kept in the early 1800s, it seems that the "official" 
groundhog, PunJUUtawney Phil, has been accurate only 39 percent of the time. 

Soun:e.: 

Randolph, Vance. 0� S�lions. New York: Dover, 1964. 
http://www.sroundhoe.Ofll. 

GYPSIES 

The Gypsies are a nomadic population who originated in northern India. A nws exo
dw from that area bepn about the middle of the ninth centluy as lar� g10ups depart· 
ed their homeland and moved westward, <kiven out by successive armies of invaders: 
Greeks, Scyrhians, Kushiw, Huns, and Mohammedans. The Gypsies passed through 
Pakistan, Afghmistan, and Persia, eventually reaching the C'apian Sea, north of the 
Persian Gulf. There they split into CWO distinct group$, one going northward through 
Turkey and, by way of Byzantium, into Bulgaria; the other, smaller band, png south· 
waro, sweepingdown throuah Jordan into Egypt. By 1348 ch.e nomads were in Serbia 
with ochers heading north, through Walachia and into Moldavia. By the tum of that 
century they were to be found as widely spread as in Peloponnesus and Cafu in the 
south; Bosnia, Transylvania, H�, Bohemia; and, in the early 1400s, in Central 
Europe. They were in Germany by 1 .. 17 and England and Wales by 1 .. 30. 

A& they spread across Europe and other areas, the local populations wondered 
where mese travelers� come from. With their dark, �army skin and colorful dras, 
many people believed that they were descendants of me ancient EIMJdana. The idea 
caught on and they were referred to as "Egyptians." This was sometimes shortened to 

"Gyptians" and eventually to "Gypsies." The Gypsies themselves played up to this 
idea, claiming to have originated in ''Litde Egypt." 

Gypsi�more correctly Romanies, or Roma-were in many places equated 
with witches and sorcerers. T hey were wrongly accused of engaging in black magic 
and dealing with the devil. In many countries mey were banished. But they managed 
to hang on, tenaciously. They had to do whatever they could in order to survive. 
Along with making metal and wooden objects, weaving baskets, and mending pots 
and pans, they trained animals to dance and to do tricks. They also told fortunes. 
Everybody was interested in trying to learn what the future held, so fortune. telling 
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A Gn-v fortune teller reads tM hand of tM wife of tM Dutch artist, Tmien. early dab temth century. 

ForWGn PiduH Limlry. 

was a big attraction. Not being great mathematicians, the GV1$ies seldom got into 

astrology or numerology, but they did do a gn:at deal rX cheiromancy, tasseography, 
pbrenol01:f and canomancy. People treated them as mystics, and the Gyp;ies filled 
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that role. Titey carried with them tanx cards, and they would work magic, do spells, 
and pet form divinatim. The author known as Papus (Gmud Encausse) said that the 
Gypsy "has given us the key which enables us to explain all the symbolism ci the ages . 
. . . In it, where a mm ci the people sees mly the key to an obscure tradition, fan) dis· 
oovered the mysterious links which unite God, the lhiverse, and Man." 

The Gypsies were probably most n:spansible for the �read of tatof cards across 

Europe, since they traveled and 100¥ the cards with them wherever they went. They 
have their own ways of reading the cards (see T� BuddandRom.aniTarot), which is 
extremely effective and accurate. In the days when it was difficult to get tarot cards, 
they would wor¥ with regular playing cards as the minor arcana and add meir own 
handmade cards for the major arcana. 

Charles Godftey Leland (1824-1903), dte scholar and litterateur who was 
founder and first president ci the Gypsy Lore Society, wrote that"next to che Bible and 
the Almanac mere is no one boolc which is so much disseminated among me millions, 
as me fortune-teller in some form or tther." Leland also says that "Gypsies have done 
more than any other race or class m the face of the earth to disseminate among the 
multitude a belief in fortune•telling, magical or sympathetic cures, amulem and such 
small sorceries as now find a place in Folklore .... By the exercise of meir wits they 
have actually acquired a cerlaln art ci teading dwacter or even thought, which, how· 
ever it be allied to deceit, is in a way true in itself, and well worth careful examination.'' 

Sm.c:ea: 
Buckland, Raymond. Tht 8Mckland Ronwli Tarot: Tht � 8ookofWisdcn, St. Paul, MN: 

Uewellyn, 2001. 
&cliaNI, Rayi:Dald. 0, Dlum DiaioNzr,. St. Paul. MN: Uewellyn, 1999. 
� Rayi:Dald. G,ps, Wlldtcqt and M •. St. Paul. MN: Uewellyn, 199ft 
�Raymond.Seausof�F�.St.P.ul.MN:Uewellyn,l988. 
Cl&at,Jean-PauL 171c0pia. Pcnpin,l967. 
fr.uer, Anew. 17lc G,psirs. Oxford: Ellac:bell. 1992. 
leland, Owlcs �-G,ps, Scnur, & F� Teliin(. Fisher· Unwin, 1891. 

GYROMANCY 

A form of divination where a petaon walb, or whitls, continually around in a chde 
until he or she becomes dizzy and falls down. TI�e circle would be marked around its 
perimeter wich letters, possible answers to questions, or even marked as me houaeaof 
an astrological chart. Omeoa wete read depending upon the area ci me circle where 
the penon fell Often the person woold get up and go on around, to fall time and 
again, and so give a number ci letteiS or other respmses. Tite object was to ensure that 
me places where the person fell wete pure chance and not pemeditated. 

Anomer form ci gyromancy was simply to induce a state ci prophetic delirium. 
As pan of religiot.D rites, the participanas sometimes spun around repeatedly, m me or 
both feet, with anns outstretched. lhere is a similarity here to the Whirling Dervishes, 
the sect of lsl;m d�at originated in Konya on the Anatolian plateau ofT urkey. Tite sect 
was founded by Jalal al·din Rumi in the thitteenth cmtmy. The object ci the Whirling 
Dervishes was to pass into an ecstatic trance, part of the saaed ceremony lcnown as scma. 
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In Sir Thomas Urquhart's Third Book of the Works of Mr. Francis Rabelais (Lon
don, 1693) he mentions gyromancy when he says: "Have you a mind to have the truth 
of the matter more fully and amply disclosed unto you ... by giromancy, if thou 
shouldst turn round circles thou mightest assure thyself from me, that they would fall 
always on the wrong side." 

Edward Smedley, author of The Occult Sciences (1855), says: "Gyromancy was 
performed by going round continually in a circle, the circumference of which was 
marked by letters." 

Sources: 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 
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HJEMATOMANCY 

Divination using blood. lhis w� an adjunct of dririmancy, or- interpreting sigm read 
&an the dripping r:i blood from a sacrifice or- even from a casualty wounded or- kiUed 
in battle. The quantity of blood, direction of flow, and shape it assumed as it con· 
gealed were all things taken into account .. 

liALOMANCY 

From the Greek hG/o, meaning "salt, .. and manteia, meaning "divination, .. thil is div· 
ination using salt. It is done by interpreting random patterns in the salt when It is 
poured or spread over a surface. Ridges indicate problems and obstacles while depres
sions and valleys show delays and frustrations. 

"The idea of spilled salt bringing bad luck comes from the association of salt 
with life. Salt symbolites semen, so to spill it is to spill life it!elf. Consecrated water, 
such as d�at used for baptism, is simply water with salt in it. 

Sources: 
Jonu, �t. T� Symbolic Signi.ficaN:z of Salt. New York: Sp:\ng Publicatiom, 1995. 

HAMON, COUNT LOUis--"CHEIRO" (1866-1936) 

Described as one of the most famous and colod\d figures of the early twentied1 cenl\t· 
ry, Count Louis Hamon was actually hom William John Warner in Bray, south of 
Dublin, Ireland, �November l, 1866. Linle seems to be known about his early life 
e:xceJX that he took the name Louis Hamon and 3S5UIDed the title of Count. When he 
got into palmistry, he �so added the name "Cheiro" (from cheiromaocy). 
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Hamon did not confme himself to palm
i5UY; he was also proficient in numerology. 
astrology. and other fields of the occult. During 
his life he was a lecturer, war correspondent, 
newspape.r editor, and author. One of his boob, 
Wo.M Pmliction ( 1928), was a beat seller despite 
the fact that it contained few predictions that 
came true. 

Cheiro had many famous clients, includ
ing Oscar Wilde, Lord Kitchener, Lord Charles 
Russell, and King Edward Vll. He seemed to 

have been much m01e successful and accurate 
predicting the f.ue of individuals rather than 
worldevents.<lleiropredicted the exact dare of 
Q.een Victoria's death and the month of 
Edward VII's death. He also accurately predict
ed the execution of the czar of R!Qia. 

<lleiro based most of his work on that of 
medieval writers D:f modeled his hand classifi
cations on those of Counr Casimir IY Ar
pentigny, a nineteenth-century French palmist. 
He died October S. 1936, in Hollywood, Cali
fornia. having predicted the day and time. 

HANDLING OBJF,Cr.;- Plyc� 

HANDS,.� 

HANDWRITING-Grapbolom c..� 

HARRIS, FRIEDA ( 18 7 7-1962) 

Frieda Harris was born Frieda Bloxam in 1877. Little is known of her life other than 
for the few years surrounding her association with Alelater Crowley. She learned 
metaphysics from him, worked with him on producing the acclaimed Thoth tarot 
deck, and became one of the executors of hG will. Ste moved o India after the death 
of her husband, where she died in �ina gar in 1962. 

As a young woman, Frieda Harris had something of a reputation as a "pany 
girl," vivacious, outgOing. and living life U> its fullest. In apparent conmdiction to this 
lifestyle, she married the very stad Sir Percy Harris, Britain's padiamenwy chief �p 
of the Liberal party. He knew, and sternly disapproved of, Aleiscer Crowley, who had 
been labeled "the wickedest man in the world" by the media. But as he had with so 



�.FT�(1877-1962) 

many women, Crowley seemed to attract Frieda Hauis. She knew of him through 
mutual friend Greta Valentine. Crowley had a large number of affairs with a wide vari· 
ery of women over the course of his life (though apparently not with Valentine). 
There is no concr ete evidence that he had an affair with Harris, but it would seem 
wmpletely out of charac�r if he did not, having worked with her for so long. 

Harris W3$ interested in metaphysics. She was a member of Co-Masonry, an 
offshoot cJ the Theosophical Society. Unlike regular Freemasonry, in Co-Masonry 
women have equal natus with men. As an artist of some talent. Harris painted a num· 
ber cJ esoteric "floor cloths" or "tracing boards," also sometimes lcnown as me "car· 
pet." This ia a famework of board or canvas on which the emblems of any particular 
Masonic degree are inscribed for the assistance of a master givi11g a lecture. It is so 
called because it was originally the custom to draw these designs on me floor with 
chalk, which could then be wiped clean when the l....t:qe was closed. The designs, as 

Frieda rendered them, were intricate and colorful 

Lady neida Harris was inuoduced to Crowley in 1937, fourteen years after he had 
hem expelled from Sicily by Mussolini because cJ his infamous abbey at Cefalu. Sir Percy 
WD well acquainted with Crowley's reputati�ially his reputation as a womaniz. 
er-but was not able to keep his very independent wile from beconinga student of the 
"�eat bess( ... Sle was formally introcitaxi to Crowley by Clifford Bax, the author and 
playwtigJ\t. Bax blew that Crowley was lociingfor anartist and had ori�nally intended 
to introduce Meam Stewan and Leslie Blanche to him, bta wben they miaed an 

appointment he took Frieda along to Crowley's lodging at 93 Jermyn Street, Picadilly. 
Crowley had been looking for an artist to \\QIIt on his COO<%pt of a tarot deck. Harris 
seemed an ideal candidate. He envisioned it as a three-momh projea. It lasted five�· 

Beginning oftlcially ora May 11, 1938, Crowley statted teaching Harris 
occultism, though she had already been st...:fying anth�y at Rudolf Steiner's 
school Crowley abo Aed her duoughh is own boob. She was no stranger to ritual from 
her Co-Masonry work, and it wasn't long before Crowley initiated her into his own 
magical order of the A.A. (Argentum Astntm). She took the magical name Tzaba, 
meaning "H03CS." According to Olive Whicher, who gave Hc.ris some art 1�, she 
dyed her hair bright red at about this time. This was interestir�g in that Crowley 
always refi:rRd to his mi� as "scarlet women." 

Harris staned sending Crowley money on a regular basis, since he was always 
desperate for funds. He sometimes asked for more, to the point where, in one of her 
letters to him (written from Morton House, Chiswick, on May 10, 1939), she had 10 

say: "I am sony to have to write plainly 1:> )'Ou, because I enjoy our friendship &. your 
instruction very much, but it is entirely spoilt by )'OW' attempts to use me as your bank 
&. financial adviser. I have frequently told you that I have nothing but a weekly 
allowance,&. that out cJ it I have given you all I can spare." She went on to say: "If 
you are expecting the Tarot to be a means cJ gening money, or my position as useful 
for pushing it-1 am sony I am not the right vehicle b such an entetprise as I intent 
to remain anonymous when the cards are shown as I dislike any nototiety ... 

She worked diligently ora the cards, rewaling some of them z many as eight 
times, according to Crowley. Her comments ora the wak included the following 
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observations: "I have done the 10 of Swords & promptly Russia takes up arms. Where 
are we going!" She also wrote: 

I do not find the names of the Cards in the Index you have sent me at 
all illuminating in fact it took me hours to sort which was which. They 
are much too flamboyant, & I prefer the old names don't you. I hate all 
those rushing words & feel I've alighted in Taliesom. What am I to 
print in the surrounds, because I won't do them wrong; it is very hard 
work . . . .  Have you seen that all the Sephiroths in the Index are 
spelled wrong, at least nearly all 

Later Harris makes the remark: 

Do you think there was ever "a woman satisfied "? With what a smirk 
she would greet the dawn. But, all the same, I want to finish all the 
experimental work first, tho Mercury is yelling to re-enter the Womb 
& Incarnate with his Companions .... I have acted, however, on the 
indications afforded by your sketches. Freud would deduce a great deal 
from your preference. 

Crowley, writing from 57 Petersham Road, Richmond, Surrey, responded with: 

"My experience of satisfied women is that they do greet the dawn with 
a smirk; if not the dawn, any time up to five o'clock in the afternoon, 
and only when it wears off does one have to start all over again." 

Sources: 

Crowley, Aleister. The Book ofThoth. London: The O.T.O., 1944. http://www.geocities.com/ 
Athens/ Acropolis/1896/crowhar.html. 

HARTLIEB, JOHANN (C. 1400-1468) 
Johann Hartlieb was born about 1400, in Bavaria, on the Danube. His father William 
was cellar master to Duke Ludwig VII of Bavaria. At age twenty-three, Johann made a 
pilgrimage to Rome and on his return took up a position with Duke Ludwig as his rep
resentative in a lawsuit against Heinrich von Valbert. In 1432, sponsored by the duke, 
Hartlieb got his degree then went to Vienna. Between 1433 and 1435 he wrote a book 
on geomancy. By 1440 he had a doctorate and, disillusioned with Vienna, went back 
to Bavaria where he went into the service of Duke Albrecht III of Munich. As adviser 
and physician, he gained a lot of influence, even in religious affairs. Hartlieb contin
ued his writing on a variety of subjects, including an herbal book. In 1444 he married 
Sibilla, daughter of Albrecht and Albrecht's first wife Agnes Bernauer of Augsburg. 
Agnes had been executed in 1435 as a witch. 

Shortly after his marriage, Hartlieb opened a pharmacy and did international 
business. In 1448 he published his work Chiromantie; the first book on the subject of 
palmistry. He wrote many books during his lifetime, among them his Book of All For
bidaen Arts (1456), in which he detailed the arts forbidden by the Church. In 1465 he 
was appointed physician to Duke Sigmunds. In the next two years he translated an 
anonymous work on gynecology titled Of the Secrets of Women. He was taken ill in 
1467, made a temporary recovery, but died on May 18, 1468. The Catholic Church 
honored his memory as a "fighter against paganism." 
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Hanu(ocatopm; Ha�cy; Hanupex 

Sowus: 
Headen, Deinhe (cd). ��for rite Unlcnown

Oiar£irl& tfse FIU��rc. Pleasantville. NY: Rea:ier's 
�1992. 

htfll'//www.eaofte( .at/rroupsltuntieb.hrml. 

HARUSPICATION; 
HARUSPICY; HARUSPEX 

(Sec -.o Emlpicy aal Hq.�) 

In Sir Thomas Urquhart\ The Third &ok of die 
Wmlu of Mr. francis RDbelais (London, 1693) it 
says: "Will you have a trial of your furtune b y  the 
art of amspiciny? By augury? Or by extispicine?" 

Aruspiciny, or har115pication, is divining 
from the entrails ol animals, especially from the 
liver. (The inspection d entrails from human 
victims of sacrifice is anthropomancy.) An 
extant &ruec:an bronzed the filth centu1y BCE 
shows a priest examining an animal\ entrails. 
lhere is another Roman relief n·om Ostia, dat
ing n·om the third century CE, that shows a 
ha111spex (pl. haruspices)-a specialist in halus
picy-standing with the entrails of an animal. 
Haruspicy goes baclc far beyond Biblical times. 
In £%dciel21:21 it says: "For thelcing ol Baby len 
stood at the paning of the \1111Y, at the head ci Palmist Johaao Hardrill cDmininl his own baad, 1885. 
the tv.o ways, t o  u.se divination: he made his Fo.uanPimn-e�Arnzry. 

arrows bright, he consulted with images, he 
looked in the liver." 

The OYerall sh� of a liver was examined, as were any discolorations or defor
mities. A swollen gallbladder indicated an increase in power. A depression in the 
liver-gate (the porra hepatic) was a lessening of power. Vein madcings and colorings 
were inrerpreted acoording to their resemblance to symbols and to weapons. 

In both Babvlon and Hittite there have been found clay models of livers that 
were probably wed for training pwposes. The oldest of these dates from around ZOOO 
BCE. lhey are divided into sections and bear markings and insc1iptions. One, a repre· 
senmtion ol a sheep's liver, is divided into fifty-five different sections, reflecting the 
divisions d the heavens. Another, an Etruscan bronze from Piacenm, is of a liver 
divided into forty aections, each aligned with a different deity or one ol the elements. 
Etruscan augurers were supposed to be especially adept at inteapreting from entrails 
and were employed in both Greece and Rome. 

lr is not known precisely why so much credence was put into the divination of 
entrails. One theory states that the anatomical consuuction ol the victim was directly 
afkcred by the prayers and religious lites to which it had been subjected. Another 
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held that when an animal is sacrificed to a god it is, in a sense, absorbed by that god. 
Therefore, to examine the animal is to examine the god, which is a means of �erp 
raining the divine will and the course of6ature events. Another theory held that the 
internal symptorm were so inexOiable that only divine agency could ftU the diviners 
mind in his choice of animal and the interpretation d Its entrails. Plato offtted yet 
another view: that the liver was like a divine IDir1w on which the visi<ns cmtemplatp 
ed by the soul wete left recorded. 

� c:JTows (53�594), in his HbtoriD �. rqxn an oa:asic:n when 
an emislary ofKi� Guntduamnus con:sulted dte haruspica '"in a barbarous manner." 
� and extispicy (anomer name b examination c:J all the enaails) were wed 
by dle Romans &om about 200 BCE through until the fifth century CE. By the end d 
dle fitst century ECE, a haruspex was an established pent\allmt memb« of the staff d a 
commander-in-chief and was consulted on campaigningtaeticsand policies. 

Haruspication continued in various area� to the eleventh century. Tite Incas 
practiced it using dte viscera of llamas; white llamas were favored b this. In relatively 
recent times haruspication has been practiced in areas of Africa, Borneo, and Southp 
east Asia. 

Source.: 
de G ivry, Grillot. A Pacrorial AnlAofoo of WucN:m[c, � l1 Ak#ltmy. London: Spottiswoode. 

Balbnt�. 1931. 
Hcadon.�irdrc(ed.). Qvmfurw Udmoum�d.t Fwun. Plc.anmlk,NY: Reader's 

Oigat. 1992. 
LaMon. John Cuthbert. MDdtm Glak follchrt and Andml Gtouk RJic'cm. New York: Univeni

ty Books, 1964. 
Mclnlltt, 1.orm. lntm and Thdr T� Land. W�ron. DC: National Geographic Society, 

197S. 
04ard EnPsh Okdan.:uy. Oxfonl: Oumdon Press, 1989. 

HEBREW 

The origins of Jewish mysticism are obKure. Although many of the visionary and 
prophetic passages in the Old Testament played a considerable role in subsequent 
mystical lore, they were not a part of a continuous esoteric tradition. Some Jewish 
writings not in the Old Testamentsugeest the existence of groups that cultivated mysp 
tical disciplines. The O..mransect, tt example, had a secret lore c:J magic. The Zdw, 
a "Book ci Splend<x," was written in the late thirteenth century. In due course it 
became the classical main text c:J the Qabi.Jah. 

Tile idea that the Hebrew alphabet enshrines the secrets of the universe is one 

basis of modem numerology. In the Od lestament, One Is the number of god. T� is 
a female, and evil, number; the exact oppo5ite of One. Jn the tarot, the twenty-two 
cards of the major arcana are frequendy linked with the twenty-two letters of the 
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Hel:rew alphabet. The cuds are also often laid out for a reading in the pattem of the 
Hebrew Tree of Life, as depicted in the Qabbalah. 

The Old Testament of the Bible is iitll cL miraculous events and examples ci 
propbeay, divinatioo, dowainr, precOKDition. and dreama. Examples aft Moses's 
dowsing fcx water in the desert, Saul's meeting with the Woman cL 'Endot, and the 
<hams experienced by Joeepb and by Jacob. 

In theseriesM,s�ofMindSpace &TriM: The�. Oavad Ouistie· 
Munay says: "The prophets aimed not so much at foreteOing the future as at desai>· 
ing what they mv as the will of God in the circumstanc:zs c:i their time. But in doing 
so, their prophesies WCTe fulfilled, often in ways more profOund and long-lasting than 
they ever imagined" 

Sowu5: 
Cave, }aMt, Laura Fueman. and Jim Hicb (eels.). Mysreries ofile Unbown: Ancient WisJom 

andSecrttSccu. Alexandria, VA: 1lme-Life Boob, 1989. 
Dlristie-Mucta y, David. Mysteries of Mind Space & Tnne: Tlte Unopfaln.td. We��tport, CT: H. S. 

Sruuman, 1992. 
Werblowsky, R. J. Zwi Man, Myrh & Magic: Cafda. london: BPC Publishif18. 1970. 

HEPATOSCOPY 
(See aliO &tiJpicy UJd flarlllpicatioe) 

Practiced by the Babylonians in the fifth c:enttuy BCE, this was the art ci divining by 
interpretation ci signs and symbols seen in the liver from a sacrificed animal, usually a 

sheep. To the Babylonians, the liver, rather than the heart, was the center of life and 
as such was a sacred oqan. 

The liver is divided into four lobes, which could be interpeted ex associated 
with the four elements or any other significant quadrisection. The surface was then 
divided into fifty squalle$. lhere were also sjgnificant layers within the body c:i the 
liver, each with its own aoteric interpretation. 

Hepatoscopy was essentially the same thing as haruspicy, though the latter 
might be applied to divination from any of the entrails while hepatO!Copy applied 
only ro divination from the liver. Hepatoscopy was also sometimes known a liver-pz· 
ing, cmd in\IOlved gazi� at the shiny surface of the liver to perform a rype of actl'ifta. 
The Babylonian priests known as the baru were experts at this form of divination. 

Source6: 
Cavendish, Richard (cd.). Man, Myrh & �- london: BPC Publishif18. 1970. 

HIEROMANCY 

Hieromancy is divination from the observation of objects offered in religious sacri� 
fica, or from sacred things. This could be observing the m011ements of sacrificed ani� 
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mals or humans (spasmatomancy), exammmg their entrails (anthropomancy. 
extispicy, haruspicy, hepatoscopy), and divining from their blood (hrematomancy. 
dririmancy). In the case of inanimate things, it would cover anything used in a reli
gious context, be it candles, arrows, lots, or anything else. 

HIEROSCOPY 

Hieroscopy is divining by observing the movements of victims-be they animal or 

human-as they are in the process of being led to sacrifice. Fear, anger, horror, despair. 
frustration-all would be considered and interpreted. Ephraim Chambers's Cycl.op:E
dia; or an universal dictionary of arts and sciences of 1728 defines it as "a kind of divina
tion, performed by considering the victim and observing every thing that occ� 
during the course of the sacrifice." 

HIPPOMANCY 

Observing the actions of a horse, and interpreting them as omens of the future, is 

known as hippomancy. This was a practice of the Celts, who had a horse godde& 
named Epona. They kept white horses in a consecrated, sacred grove for the expre& 
purpose of foretelling future events. The toss of the horse's head, the spontaneo� 
prancing, and leading with left or right foreleg were all significant. The Germans simi
larly kept sacred horses-not necessarily white-for the same purpose. They were kepl 
in a consecrated circle and, when released, it was noted whether the horse crossed the 
line of the circle with left or right leg first. The right leg was regarded as propitious: 
the left leg as foretelling inauspicious events. 

There is nothing religious about the hippomancy found still existing in the 
Ozark regions of Missouri and Arkansas. Here various events are looked for following 
actions observed with horses. One long-held belief is that to see a red-haired woman or 

girl riding on a white horse is a very good omen. To see such a rider on a mule presages 
the utmost in good fortune to come. When horses are observed running about their 
pasture and neighing for no obvious cause, it means that someone in the immediate 
vicinity is dying. When horses' tails suddenly appear to be very large and bushy, ir 
means that rain is on the way. This is especially so if there has been a drought. 

Sources: 

Randolph, Vance. Ozark Superstitions. New York: Dover, 1964. 
Spence, Lewis. The Magic Arts in Celtic Britain. London: Rider, 1945. 

HOROSCOPE; HOROSCOPY 

(See also Astrology) 

Horoscopy is the art of casting a horoscope. A horoscope is an astrological natal chan, 
or birth chart. In effect, it is a map of the configuration of the planets at the very 
moment of birth of the individual for whom it is drawn. That individual is referred to 
as the "native." Its accuracy depends on knowing the time of birth-year, month, day, 
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HW'flws, Perer(b.1911) 

hour. mioote-and me place of birth. From this information, me plsitions r:L the 
planea can be placed in the twelve houses r:L the chart, each r:L whch governs certain 
evena and characteriaia, which are drawn in the circle c:L the ho�. 

Toasrdogers, me natal chart is a cosmic minor showing the native's peBOOali
ty, (il�al �twa, natural allilities, hopes, fears, 'Mlnies, and potential br the future. 

Sourca: 
Ander10n, Bill. foracne T�. Noeth Oigbroo, MA: JG Press, 1996. 

HORSE aeeltippaaocy 

HOWLING (DOGS) a« OIDI� 

HURKOS, PETER (B. 1911) 

Peter Hurlcos was born P\eter van der Hurk in U:lrdrecht, the Netherlands, in 1911. 
He was a mcmbercl the Dutch undelground movement in occupied Holland during 
World WM ll. Prior to the war be was a meiChant seaman. 
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In 1943 Hurkos fdl off a ladder while painting an army barraclts. He landed on 

his shoulders and on his head am was unconscious for three days, in a hospital in the 
Hague. When he flnally recovered, he claimed that he had developed poychic abili� 
ties. including poycbometry. 

Hwkos bas told many stories of his own heroic exploits during the war but, 
wio mrnatdy, none of them can be doaunented.ln filet. some of them seem totally fie� 
titious beca� c:i errors in suwoseci filets he gives. After the war he and his showman 
brother stu'U!d givmg stage pcrk>nnances of .. clairvoyance." From reports it seems that 
it was pure illusion. When Hurkos was investigated by Pl'ofeaor Albert &:sscmans, an 
investigator o( the par.ll¥li'Dial and also at expen in -. conjuring, Hwkos faded znis. 
erably. Undeterred, Hurkos ruitrd Britain in 1950 but apin �hers, including the 
notable Dr. &ic Jmn Oingwal� found no evidence of pa�anoanal powers. 

Various of Hurkos's later claim5 turned <U to be untrue, including one impres-
sive one that he had received a written commendation fran the Pope for helping 
solve the murder of a priest in Amsterdam-a mtrder that never happened. Others cJ 
Hudc.os's claimed solving cJ police cases have also proven untrue. 

HlWlcos emigtated to the United States where he beame a citizen in the 195(};. 
There his showm21\Ship impressed people in Hollywood, and soon he had a following 
of credulous cdebrities. However, with the exception of lA. Andrija Puharich, not a 
single �oplized psychic investigaiDr has been impressed with Hudc.os's �nnances. 

Sourca: 
Hoebena, Plet Hein. M,.sums cfMind, S(.r«e t!1 Tnae: TM U�ined. Wesport. CT: H. S. 

Scum:nan, 1992. 

HYDATOSCOPY 

(Serabo�) 

Hydatoscopy is HydCOIIl2DCf u.sXlg rainwatz:r. Many consid� rainwater to be more 
"divine," since it fell from the heavens. 

HYDROMANCY 

Divination by means of signs derived &om water, of which there were many forms. It 
could be done with water &·om various sources. Done with rainwater it was termed 
hydatoscopy and with water from a spring, pegpmancy. Scrying using water wa<> com� 
mon in ancient times. Any basin ofrock filled by rain or by running water would serve 
as a reflective �e. as would any small pool, pond, or lake. 

A common method of working hydromancy was to fill a bowl with water and 
to s�apend a ring on a thread m a fine chain and hold it so that It hung, like a peodu� 
lum, beside the bowl. It would then be swung so that it struck the side of the bowl. 
This would cause ripples to move across the surfilce of the water, and these would be 
interpreted. This is described by Martin Antoine Del Rio in his Dilqwisirionum MaBi� 
canma of 1599. He also mentions another form, which was fm three pebbles to be 
thrown inro standing water and ob6ervations drawn from the circles that formed. 
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Nineteenth-century print .bowing the divination of the future from light cast on a bowl of liquid. Fortean 
Picture �. 

According to Rimual in Consilia in c:ausis gra.nssimis ( 18-45 ), one method c:i 
finding a thief was to li�t a conseaated white candle and place it on an altar next to 
a basin filled with water. A virgin then had to say: "Ange.lo bianco, Angelo santo, per 
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In 1943 Hu1kos fell off a ladder while painting an anny bamd.s. He landed on 
his shoulders and on his hea:f and was unconscious b three days, in a hospital in the 
Hague. Whm he ftnally recovered, he claimed that he had developed ptychic abifj.. 
ties, including psychometry. 

Hurkos has told many stories of his ow n  heroic exploits during the war but, 
wio�ly. none d them can be documented. Jn fact, 30me of them seem tcnlly 6c� 
titious because of euots ins� facts he giva. Aftrr the war he and his showman 
brother started giving stage perkmnance.s of "claitvoyance." From lqlOfU it seems that 
• was pure illusion. When Hurkos was invesligac:ed by Professor Albert Bessemans, an 

in�aror d the p:uanormal and also an expeu in stage conjuring, Hurlco5 failed mi..Y 

erably. Unde�rued, 1-blos visic:ed Britain in 1950 but again researchers, including the 
Jl0(3ble Dr. Eric JOOn Dingwal� bind ro evidence d pararonnal powers. 

Varilus of Hurkos's la�rr claims turned out to be unaue, including one impres· 
sive one that he had received a written commendation ftom the Pope for helping 
solve the murder of a priest in Amstetdam-a murder that never happened. Othersci 
Hurkos's claimedsolving of police cases have also proven untrue. 

\"m'mt. an��O. U> � \31\\"ta �am -w'nt.tt � \:lt.� -a t\'-\u:n \n � \9S� 
There his showmanship impressed people in Hollywood, and soon he had a following 
of credulous celebrities. However, with the exception of lA. Andrija Puharich, not a 
single recoenirrd psychic investigator has been impressed with Hurkos's performances. 

Sources: 
Hoebens, Piet Hein. M� c(Mind, Spact 9 Trme: TN Unt�. Wcnpon, CT: H. S. 

Srunman. 1992. 

HYDATOSCOPY 

(See allo P�"Y) 

HydatO&Copy is Hydromaocy using rainwateL Many coruidered rainwater to be more 

"divine," since it fell from the heavens. 

HYDROMANCY 

Divination by � of signs derived from watet", d which there were many bnns. It 
oould be done with water from various sources. Done with rainwater it was termed 
hydatoscopy and with water from a spring, pcgomancy. Scrying using water was com
mon in ancienttimes. Any basin of rock filled by rain or by runningwater would serve 

as a reflective sutface, as would any small pool, pond, or lake, 

A common method of workinghydromancywas to fill a bowl with water and 
to SU'ipend a ring on a thread or a fine chain and hold it so that it hung, I ike a pend� 
lum, beside the bowl. It would then be swung so that it struck the side c:i the bowl. 
This would cause ripples to move across the sutface c:i the water, and these would be 
interpreted. This is described by Martin Antoine Del Rio in his Obqt.UiUon um Magi� 
CQO(m of 1599. He aJso mentions another form, which was for three pebbles to be 
thrown into standing water and observations drawn from the eire les that rouned. 
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Nineteenth-century prim showmc b dMnalion cl b future hum liaht cast on a bowl of liquid. Fcwtean 
Picture I..ibrary. 

According to Rimual in Consilia in cawsis gra\lissimis (1845), one method of 
findi� a thief was to light a consecrated white candJe and place it on an altar next to 

a basin ftlled with water. A virgin then had to say: "Angelo bianco, Angelo santo, per 
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la t\la santitl e per Ia mia virginitl, mostrami che ha tolto questa cosa." lhis meant: 
"White ange� holy angel, by thy holinei& and by my virginity show me who �stolen 
this thing." Immediately the water would reflect a picture d the thief, as though it 
were a mirror with tbe thief standing n front d it. 

One method was to studv the actions d the sea and interpret by its agitation 
and color. There was also divination d bmtains; the bmtains of Palicorus in Sicily 
were some d the most famous for consultation. 

AUowing a single drop of oil to fallon the swface d water contained in a silver 
or glass cup allowed saying of the reflective spot it gave. Clemens Alexandinus (fifth 
century CE) claimed that the women of Gcrowty gave prophetic interpretation based 
on the sources, whirls, and courses of rivers. This was also commented upon by Juan 
Luis Vives (1492-15-40) in his commentary of St. Augustine's De Civirau Dei (Basel 
1522). He also stated that diviners in Italy would write the names of three suspected 
thieves on each of three small balls and toss dtem into a pond of blessed water. 

Whichever one fitst floated back to the hank was the guilty patty. 

Source.� 
de Givry. Grillot. A PiaorW Anrholoty o{Witckra{c, Ma,ic (I Aldlrrny. l.oncbn: Spottiswoode, 

Ballant}ne.1931. 
GrandOricnt (A E. Waite). 'IlleCom�Manual o{OcxultDMrwiC111: Volume 1-Manualo{ 

�· l.onci:n: Rider. 1912. 
Spence. l.ewis. An E�a ri rile�. London: Geor,e Routledge & Sons. 1920. 

HYPNOMANCY 

Hypnomancy is described as divination by means of sleep. In this it would cover 

drams and their interpretation. Also under this general heading could come spas
matomancy, which is specifically interpretation d the twitching of the limbs. This. 
however, could be applied to any twitching that a sleeping person mi&ht mak.e while 
being observed by a diviner. 
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I CHING 

I Ching (pronounced Yee Jing), Yi King, a Yik-Kim-also known as the "Book of 
Changes" -was devised as a fam of divination mae than 4,500 years ago, by a leg· 
endary Chinete sage named Fu Shui (a Fu Hsi). China's oldest history book, the 
Slut Ching, states that the I Ching was consulted by ancient governments, its judg· 
ment superceding that of the emperor. The I Ching expounds a classical Chinese 
philosophy based on the dual cosmic principles of Yin and Yang. It has been con· 
suited since long before the days ofCoriucius (54�0 BCE). who claimed to have 
� it so much that he wore out three sets of leather thongs that held together his 
copv of the book. 

The ancient Chinese philosophers did not believe in a motionless universe; 
theyfe It it was constantly changing, hence the name the "Book of Changes• for this 
oracular method. Changes happen constantly in life, depending upon me operation cl 
•· However, if the funue may be viewed, then fate may be influenced 1he I Clting 
allows mat to happen. As wim me seasons of the year, me changes are cyclical: joy-
sorrow-joy-sorrow; wealth-poverty-wealth-poverty; success-failure-sue· 
cess-failure; and so on. The I Ching can tell where you are in the cycle so that it is 
possible to see ahead and plan accadingly. 

The main body of the book consists of sixty-four sections, each heK!ed by a 
diagram cl a hexagram. A hexagram is a figtre made up of six lines. These are cl two 
types: broken and unbroken. In earliest times me oracle waked with great simplici· 
ty---an unbroken line signified Yes and a broken line signified No -but it eventually 
became obvious that more than Yes/Noanswers were needed. The broken and unbro
ken lines were therefore joined in combinations of three, which gave eight possible 
anangements, or rrigrcznu. A meaning was given to each of these: 
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I Ching 

A womao �00111lta the I ChiDe with tbe aid of sticks. Fonecm Pimrre Um:zr,. 

Trigrua Name ManiD1 

au•en Heaven. Male. Creative. A<ti\le. 

K'un Earth. Female. Passive. Receptive. 

Olen Thunder. Peril Movement. 

I<'an Unstable Water. Pit. Danaer. 

K&l Mountain. Arresting progress. 
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Sun Wood. Wind. Gende pe� 

__ Li 

Tui l..aU. Manh.. Satiation. 

If t'Ml of the aigrams are placed one abolle me ada (upper rrigram and bver 
trigram), it fonns a hexagram. This will give a total of sixty-four possible comb ina· 
tims, and these are what are used br answering divination questions. 

Traditionalists throw fifty yarrow stalks to arrive at the necessary he:ugrams of 
interpretation, building them � line by line. More recendy c:oim have also been u.ed, 
which is understandable when the inbicacies of using the yarrow stalks are considered. 
For example, using the yarrow stallcs, they are first �d through the smoke of bum� 
tnun.e then one is returned to the container in which they are kept. 1his leaves forty· 
nine, which are laid down on the groood, or on one of two trays. With his right hand, 

the diviner quickly sepr.��tes the stid.s into two piles; one now on each side of the flnt 
tray. Taking me stick from the right side, the diviner places it between the last two fin
gers ri the left hand. Then the left pile is diminished� p\lihi� away four sticks at a 
time until mly one, twc) or three remain. nus remaining rum her is placed between the 
next two fingers ol the left hand. Now the right pile is diminished by fours until there is 
a remai� which goes into the left band. lhere will now be, in the left band, a total 
r:i either five or nine sticlcs. These are laid down in a heap on the second tray. The 
remaining sticb on the first aay are then bunched t�er and the whole �ooess is 
�ted. this time givi� a total of b1l or eight sticb. lhese are am pbced in the sec· 

md uay, thoush Kpll8te from the fu:st ones. Again the process is Rpeated with all d1e 
remaining stichon the fust tray. 'This time the te!lllt will again be eid1er fow a eight. 
From d1ese duee procaaa. the S«JX\d nay will contain one of the followiJ�g combine· 
tions: S or 9, plus -4 or 8, plus -4 or 8. That will determine whether the bottom line of 
thehexagqm (they .-e buUt frmt the bottom upward) is unbroken or broken, hence a 
yin or yang line. It will also indicate whether the line is "moving" or not (sec below). 
From �e dae fotty·ninc sticks are again bunched all together to begin working on the 
second line. It can be seen that to wodt with three coins can be much simpler. 

Any d1ree coins of equal sbe can be used, though three of the traditional Chi· 
ne.se ones-round with a square hole in the center, to allow them to be canied on a 
square stick-are preferred by many people. The hexagram is built by throwing down 
the coins. Heads score 3 and tails score 2. A throw might give three tails for the fol· 
lowing equation: 2+2+2 • 6. Sixes and nines are what are known as a "moving" line, 
which is shown as _X_ or_ . If the coins give two heads and one tail, that is 
3+ 3+ 2 • 8. Eight is a broken line: . Even totals are Yin and the odd totals are 
Yang. Here, then, are the possibilities: 
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Coin. 
3 tails 
2 caila. 1 head 
1 tail,2 � 
3 heads 

Salre 
6 
7 
8 
9 

�ntation 
_x_ c y1n, moving line) 

(y.ang) 
__ (yin) 

_ (yang, moving line) 

A moving line is said to be in the process of change, with the change being to 

iu opposite. For example, a 9 moving line, although a yang (all heads), is in the 
process d changing to a yin; from 9 to 8. Similarly, a 6 moving line is a yin in the 
proces of changing to a yang; from 6 to 7. This all mans that although the coins (or 
aalks) have been thrown to obtain a hexagram (and therefore an answer to a ques
tion) then if there are one or more moving lines in that hexagram, that question is 

actually unsettled; it is in the pCOCC$ d change. If the moving lines are then changed 
to their opposites (ro the next progression, q> or down ... 6 to 7 or 9 to 8), then a di� 
ferent hexagram is obtained. The interpcetation for this one is read, which will give 
indications d changes chat will be coming q> in the furuce. 

The coins, like the yarrow stalb,. 3hwld be held in the smoke c:J incense before 
starting the ritual. 1hey should then be shaken q> in the hands rather than in a contain
er, siru the vilxations c:J the quest:imer wil then be absotbed. When thrown, the tesuh 
should be written down. 1he Nst: tlvow is the bottom line of 1he hexagram, m:l the 
other lines are worked �from there. Each of the he�41n5 }la, a number, which i5 
then looed q> in the Book ci � 1hat will give the answer to the �ion. 

Here is a chart for nnding the number of a particular hexagram. Look along 
the tq> for the upperttigramand down the left side fi:Jr the lower trigram. Where thrr 
meet on the chart is the number of thehexagr.ut\. For example, K'un (on the cop line) 
and Sun (1eft column) awe the hexagram 46. 

HExAGIWrt CHAn 

CA'ina CAin K'ca Kin X'tm s..n u T.a 
CA'ia. I 34 s 26 II 9 14 43 
C1lfn 25 51 3 27 2-4 -42 21 17 
K'm 6 .0 29 • 7 59 6-4 -47 
IGn 33 62 39 52 IS 53 56 31 
K'un 12 16 8 23 2 20 35 -45  
Sun ... 32 .a 18 � 51 so 28 
Li 13 ss 63 22 36 37 30 � 
Tui 10 s. 60 -41 19 61 38 S8 

Hexagrama 

1: Cll'ien-the creative principle; Grandfather-double aeativity, activity, 
heaven 

Ch'im 
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CJa'im 

A comple� set of unbroken lines shows that the "superior penon" is capable of 
benefiting from any endeavor, � long �they are fum in that endeavor. You are pow· 
erful enou!lh rtt co have to call on anyone else's aid However, it is irnport2nt that you 
remain on the scraight and narrow path, and that you are correct in aU dealings and 
true in all ftiendships. This is the best indication cl success, no matter what you are 
ttying to achieve. Health, wealth, luck, andgoodfort.ne are indica�. 

2: K'un-dle passive principle; Grandmother--<louhle ezth, devotioo, reap-
tivity 

K'un 

K'un 

The full set of broken lines indicates harmony, but [Wsivity is the keyword. You 
may go �tray at the start of projects but will get vour bearings and return to the uue 
path. It is necessary to submit to reoognized authority, so initiative should be kept at a 
low ebb. You should be caJtious in relations with youngest sons, yet strive to cultivate 
relations with oldest daughters. Open t4> vow mind and embratt all things. 

3: O.wn-initial difficulty; Oldest son/second son-thunder, movement; 
unrtable water, a pit . danger 

K'an 

Caution is the watchword. ProgJess and success will be gained by being firm. 
Nothing should be undertaken liflttly. Be wary and you will be able ro see the danger 
ahead and avoid it. Exercise patience. Don't hesitate to sea advice, f.-om any and 
every quarter. This may he the time to reexamine your priorities and your plan of 
action. Try to come up with a better plan lor the future. 

4: Mlng-youthfl•l inexperience or immaturity; second son/youngest son

unstable water, a pit, d�r; mountains, delay 

Ken 

K'an 
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I Clting 

Be resol!Le in yOI.W conduct. New projedS need to be carefully nourished. Be 
wary of ignorance, stubbornness, youthful (X' ide and arrogance, inexperience, and 
acorn of knowledge. Do not seek out yo!Lh to teach, but if yo!Lh approaches you, then 
give �ice. However, do so only on� dm't waste time and effon in repetition With 
the right attitude. yru will be� of SUCCUL 

5: Hs11-waiting; father/second son-creativity, activity, heaven; unstable 
water, a pit 

K'an 

Ol'ien 

There will be great success if you are sincere in what you do, but you need to 
be parient and to wait. even though )OJ may feel you need to act right away.� 
are in the process and are a ll about yOlL Shifting fon:es will generate new ideas and 
fresh opportunities. Good h:lmme <XlOieS with fitmness and penistence. Advancement 
brings achievement. look at the present siruation and procedure as a learning process. 

6: Sung-conflict; second son/f.tther-unstable water, a pit, danger; creative, 
active 

Ch'ien 

IC'an 

Caution; your present path could lead you to conflict. k will ott be advanta· 
geous to "eros& the great stream," be it a srn:am of thought, consciousness, ot tradition. 
Good in tentioos alone are not enough. It could help to visit a "great man," someo� 

with power and imluence. You need an inner adjustment; a new outlook on life. In 
your penooal life, try to stay awayfrom �n confrontatim at this time. 

7: Shill-the army {battle; competition); second son/mother-unstable water, 

a pit, daneer; earth, receptivity 

K'un 

K'an 

'There is uoe optimism. Weakness is in the lines, bur hannony is also there. A 
seasoned leader is needed; someone who is £inn and exact. Nourishment and feeding 
of the people is the best way to have an army of p>d soldiers in readiness. In other 
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wonk, prepare well in advance b futlDe contingencies. Be aware of ochen' needs and 
lhoughts. Be fino in yo� resolve and mow that what you are doing is right. 

8: � mocher/second soo�a.th, receptivity, devotion; unsrahle water, a pit, 
danger 

K'an 

Reexamine your values and intentions. If you are on the oue path, and your 
resolve is finn, then you will succeed. If you are hesitant, success will be slow in com
ing. If you a.e too slow in acting, failure will be the result. 1here is a chance that you 
have been cho.en 10 be a special lead« and to rake people forward on a positive 
coutse.lf this is so, you must be absolutelyc«rain of your own feelings and desires and 
must be ue that you are wodcingix the common good. 

9: Hsido Ch'tt-resttaint lrom lesser pow en; father/eldest son--<reative, active, 
heaven; wind, wood, gentleness 

Oi'ien 

It will seem as though )'OUI best efforts are thwarted and you are making no 

progress. lbere will eventually be progress leading to sucxess, though not quite as you 
had envisioned it. Although there are indications of p0115ible furlher problems, dtey 
will not manifest. When you do attain success, it will be advantageous not 10 proclaim 
it loudly. Relations with eldest soos C3ll be helpful. 

10: Lw-ueading carefully; youngest daught«/fath«-lake, marsh, joy; ae· 

ativity, activity, heaven 

You may accidentally "tread on the tigtt's tail," but you will be lucky in that it 
will not bite. A tw.ardous position, but no failure as a �suit. You may, then, be cau· 
tiously opcimisdc. Success awaits you. This can be a very inspiring time for you if you 
conduct younelf well. Beware ci choos and clsorder. 
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11: T�peace; fathet/mother -creativity, activity, heaven; eat'tl\ receptivi
ty, devotion 

K'un 

Ol'ien 

Good fc:xtune and success. The small and bad are gone; the good and the great 
have come. The hexagram is enigmatic. The active and bright principles of yang lie 
withe while the dade, passive forces c:i yin are without: there is strength within and 
acceptance without. Expectation of shw itt steady progress is indicated. At the 
moment, ideal conditions exist for new awalcenings. aead carefully and plan well. A 
good time for the start c:i new projects. 

12: P'I-stagnation; mother/father-earth, receptivity, devotion; creativity, 
activity 

Ot'ien 

K'un 

There is a negative omen, though it is more of an impa55e than an outright 
failure. There is little expectation d good luck, but noc:hiug is set in concrete. A� 
deal of patience and obedience is neces.gry at chis time. There are strong counter

forc.es present. The "superior person • must not slaclcen ftom righceous petsistence. 

13: T'unr ]ln-fellowship with humankind; secmd daughter/Eather-fue, 
brighmess, beauty; creativity, activity 

Ot'ien 

Li 

A harmonious unicn is to come. If p.�r goal is pursued with no taint c:i selfish
ness, then it will be achieved. The results will be long,Jasting. It will be favorable to 
malce a journey of some sort. though cne involving the crossing c:i water will be espe. 
dally efficaciou&. Do not slaclcen )OUr righteous persistence. 

14: Ta Y�dance; father/second daughter-cJeativity, activity, heaven; 
fire, brightness, beauty 

u 
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Ofien 

Great propus and absolute success. lhe "superior person" supJlft$Se$ what is 
ml and gives distinction to what is good. 1\osperity and abundance are indicaced. for 
families as wdl as for individuals. This is undreamed of. lhe only possible downfall 
could come hom excessive pride. but this is exnemely u.nli1zly. 

15: O'itn-humility; youngest son/mother-mountain, delays; earth, recep
tivity, devoticn 

Modesty and humility bring suc.c.ess especially with new project�, which show 
great promise. Make modesty and moderation your special goals. Forces at work 
a.t'OW'd you are in the process ci balancing out, so extremes of any sort are not in evi· 
dence. Modlnticn should therefore be your keyword. Watch your reactions to people 
and events, and ay not to ovet react. 

16: Y�thusiasm; Mother/oldest son-earth, receptivity, devotion; thun· 
der, movement 

HappinQS and preparation, plus enthusiasm. 1his is a condition ci harmony, 
pleasure, and satisfaction; tMre is much optimism here. 1his is a time to install 
helpers and ro start armies marching; howevct, beware of showing too much enthusl· 
asm when starting new projects. 1his is a good sign for musicians and entertainers of 
allsom. 

17: SW-following; oldest son/yomgest daughter-thunder, movement; lake, 
manh, iov 

Tui 
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The balance in the lines of this hexagr.am indicate long-range goals. If there 
are long. verbose discussions, it il essential that decisions are made shonly after these 
discussions. Firm and consistmtly correct bchava is equally essential. There is no 

possibility of errOl'. Plan ahead br the distant future, laying in stores in� d any 
futuresh�. 

18: Ku·-stop decay; oldest daughter/youngest son-wind, wood. gentleness; 
mountain, delay 

Sun 

It is important to proceed with plans and, if necessary, to make a journey in 
connection with those Pans. Cmditims may rot be good oow, but they will inpro�. 
Some duties will be viewed as annoying, even painful, but they must be completed 
and brought to a satisfactory conclusion. Tty to learn lessons from any such problems. 

19: Un-�ch; )001\gestdaughter/mother-lake, manh, joy; earth, tecep· 
tivity, devotion 

K'un 

Tui 

Riehteous persistence brines rewards. Cautious optimism may be allowed. 
Favorable results through the proper we of aud¥>rity. Inspect, comfort. then rule. You 
are in a wondetful position to succe3.Sfully carry out your plans and to help others cany 
out theirs. Watch fcx misrortune in the eighth month. 

20: Kuan·-<.OntemplatX>n and obsecvatX>n; mother�ldest daughter· -earth, 
receptivity, heaven; wind, wood, gentlenest 

Sun 

K'un 

The abl�ion has been made but the offering has rot .,et been given. Inspire 
trust and respect through sincerity and dignity. There is a division between those in 
authority and those under them. If� arc the one in authority, � yourself in the 
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other's place before aaing. There s room fur insttuctic:n. Remember that others are 
watching )'OU as you watch those below you. 

21: SAlt H6-bitq through; firsl son/second daughter-thunder, movement; 
fll'et brightnas, beauty 

u 

A favorable time fur legal proceedings. 1here are natural �u:agonisms between 
inferiors and superiors. 1here may be some small regret but there is no error. Stidc 10 

the letter of the law. Optimism is more prevalent than pessimism; there is good 
progress in the endeavor. This is a good time to reform. Seek out the barriers 10 your 
progress and help change them and remove them. 

22: P'l-elegance; grace; father/first daughter-fire, brightness, beauty; moun
tain, delay 

Li 

Ornamentation is found in nature and is appropriate in society but it should be 
secondary 10 that which is sdl.stantial. Illn't be canied away by outward appearances. 
Don't spend ., much time in beautifying that you cb not prepare for ooming problems. 
1he SllJ\ shina on the mountains in beauty, but the darbt«::S$ of night is not far 
behind. You may be flamboyant in your working, but there should be a hidden 
strength behind the outward display. 

23: Po-disintegration; mother/youngest son-earth, receptivity, devotion; 
mountain, delay 

Ken 

K'un 

Extreme caution 8 called fur. You are not at a stalemate; cb not proceed in any 
direction at the moment. Force will not help. Delay any and aU decisions. Carefully 
examine those who would undermine your position. Great patience is needed. Watch 
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carefully the opposition and competition. Be kind and benevolent to others. 1bis is a 
time br submissive acticn. 

2_.: Fu-tetum; eldest son/mother-thunder, movement; earth. receptivity, 
devotion 

K'un 

Widlin seven days 'iOU will be baclc in an advantageOUS position; you will men 
be able 10 prooeed in any direction� wish. 1here \\ill be no opposition. Friends will 
come 10 you, 10 join � m:l lend their forces. Projects initiated on me heels of old 
failures will gain immediate success. You need 10 continually keep reassessing your 
position and your goals. 

25: Wu Wang-the unexpected; eldestsoo/father-thunder, movement; ae
ativity, activity, heaven 

Ch'im 

Simply do what you feel should be done, without detailed planning and goal
ing. The farmer plows in the spring even though he cannot predict what wiD happen 
in the fall. When he encounters difficulties, he must adapt to them. So let it be with 
you. Righteous persistence will bting its reward. Those opposed to righteousness will 
meet wilh injury. 

26 Ta CA'u-the gceat taming nee; father/youngest son-creativity, activity, 
heaven; mountain, delay 

Oi'im 

There is much work to be done. There \\ill be difficulties but you must struggle 
onward and not despair. Try to develop a friendship with problem peq>le, for they may 
be of help to you at a later date. This is a good time be navd. You are in possesion c:i 
valuable informaticn, whether ex not� realize it; this is potential advancement for 
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you. Now is the time to undertalce new projects, carefully planning ahead ((X all con· 

tingencies. 

27: I -nourishment; oldest Qtjyoungest son-thunder, moYement; mountain, 
delay 

With 6nn C(Xle<:tness there will be good foctune. An importmt advzc.e will 
be made in one project. Beneficial gains require careful consideration of all aspects ci 
the situation. You must look hard at what }'OU plan to do and ensure that all effOrts are 
directed to its completion. Trust your own judgment. Bene6t from lessons learned in 
the past. 

28: Ta I<U�xcess; oldest daughter/youngest daughter-wind, wood, gentle· 
nas; lake, marsh, joy 

Tui 

lhe present situation is becoming weighted with a large number ci considera· 
tions. A decUion must be made immediately, fOr it c.ouJd quickly become an explosive 
situation. Look for a way out, an avenue of escape. Sua:ess i.s fOr those who remain 
res>lute, finn, md strong. You cannot ignore the situation. 

29: K' an-the abyu; second son-doubly unstable Wll(er, a pit, danger 

K'an 

K'an 

There is grave danger! Action is impottant, but think care6ily before you act. 
An advance wil be fOllowed by achievement. T he knowledge and experience you are 
about to gain wil be invaluable in the 6ature. Beware of trickery and deceit; watch out 

b lheft. You co_. be injured (X become involved in a serious dispute. 

30: U--lire; the clinging; second daughter�uble f�re, brightnas, beauty 

Li 
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u 

The enetgy r:i the total far exceeds the energies r:i the xparate pares. Ma� tbr 
best use r:i enetgy; don't fight it but usc it. External conditions ate constandy chang, 
ing. You must be ready to change with them. Be flexible-do not ay to stidc to prede
tennined plans. Cling to that which is available at the moment. 

31: Hsien-influence; youngest son/youngest daughter-mountain, delay; 

lab, manh, joy 

Tui 

You must be open and recepti� to whatever may pteSent itself at the moment. 
A quiet openness allows you to be influenced and also to influence. Both must be 
experienced to allow change. It will be to your advantage to seek advice from your 
super ion. The "su�rior petson"lceeps his mind free from �cupation and open to 

receive the adv� ofothets. 

32: H�ration; oldest daughter/oldest son-wind. wood, gendeness; 
thunder, mo�ent 

Olln 

Sun 

Remain finn and do not change your plans. However, do have a long, term goal 
in mind. Righteous persistence brings tewards. Continuity and unity are important. 
Avoid undisciplined actions. Listen to your inner voice. There will be successful 
progteSS and no errors. 

33: Tun-withdrawal; youngest son/father-mountain, delay; creativity, activ, 
ity,heaven 
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Caution is needed. Do not try to contest an opponent directly 1u compro· 
mise, if necessary, and be pcepared to retreat immediately if you have to. Keep "small 
men" at a distance and in their place. Do nor: abandon your principles, but now may 
be a p:ld time to take a sabbatical, review the past and plan the ftnuc. 

3+. 14 �the power ci the �t; father/oldest son--creativity, activity, 
heaven; thunder, movement 

Advantage will come to the one who judiciously employs power and auchority, 
yet st�ngth should only be employed to do that which is righL This is a good time to 
alvance. Exercise your powet", but do nor: abuse it. Yru will 6nd that yru have unusual 
power, especially in persmal relationships. Be responsible in all that you do; responsi· 
bility is the keynote. 

35: Chin-progress; mother/second daughter-earth, receptivity, devotion; 
fire, brightness 

u 

IC'un 

1his is a very positive hexagram. Gratitude wiU be shown by a superior; gjfu 
are possible. 1here � good things in the immediate fu� progress, rewards, ad van· 
tages. 1his is also a wonderful opportunity br good communication wid• farnily Sld in 
business; wid• f.nily, unity is a blessing. This is a good time to examine yrur relation· 
ship with od.c:rs: )OUr equals, those above you, and those below you. 

36: Ming I- darkening the light; second daughter/mother-fire, brightness, 
beauty; earth, receptivity 

Li 

You need to be patient and understanding. 1here will be benefits if you are 

able to stand up to your S\4)erior\ inadequacies, 1u do rw:x flaunt your knowledge. Be 
patient and await the righl time. To act now would cause jealousy and difficulties. 
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lime is an excellent teacher and now is a time to draw on past experiences. Expand 
your knowledge by study and research. 

37: Chia]ln-the family; second daughter/oldest daughter-fire, brightness, 
beauty; wind. wood, gendeness 

Sun 

Li 

When everything is in its prcpcr order, all is well The family is headed by 
father and m�r, then come the children in the order of their seniority. If everyone 
knows their place, then mings 1\.lt\ smoothly and progress is made. It will be advanta. 
geous to assist those who have the grea�st responsibility. One of me best ways to do 
dlis is to see that you attend to your own responsibilities. 

38: I<'uei-opposition /contradiction; youngest daughter/secmd daughter
lake, marsh, joy; fire, brightness, �ty 

Li 

Tui 

There is a sense of contradiction and of opposition. yet there can still be 
progress in small matteu.This is a time to examine both aida of every question. Oth-
ers may see you as indecisive or even contradictory, but take the time to examine. 
Strmgly avoid discord. Watch out for distrust and suspicion among family members 
and business �tes. 

39: Cllien-obstruc.tion; youJ\gd g.Jseoond son-mountain, delay; unscable 
water, a pit, danger 

K'an 

It wiD be advan� to meet with a "great person." Don't be afraid to seek 
advice. Pei'Sistence is imporcant. Obstacles in your path are part ci me normal course 
of events and must be overcome in a:der for you to progrea. If necessary, pause and 
build 'JOUf strength befae tackling the obstacle. Within yourself, mese are inhibitims 
that. again. must be overcome. 
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40: Hsiel\--liberation; second son/oldest son-unstable water, a pit, danger; 
thwder, movement 

K'an 

This hexagtam rollows from the previous one in that it shows relief ci the ten
sion and removal ci the ol.truction. Tension and anxiety are passing. both in buainea 
and in penonal relationships. This is a time for a &esh new start. Put the past behind 
you and look to the future. In business, this is a good time for expansion. In your per· 
smal life, it is a good time to make a fresh start with loved ones. 

-41: Sun-decrease; �ungest daughter/youngest son-lake, marsh, joy; moun· 
tain, delay 

Tui 

Take control of your emotions. Use whatever you have in band to promote 
your interests. You could lose some income or property, though this may be through 
giving to othen. Laclt of profits from investments now means incceased profits later. 
Remc:mber that che pendulum swiop and, though it may swing backward now, it will 
swing rorward again la�. Be toWly involved and taally sincere in all that you do. 

-42: 1--incmue; ol� sooJoldest daughter-thunder, movement; wind, wood, 
genrlencs 

Sw 

Much optimism. A good time to scart new projec:n. An active time in business, 
with prosperity ahead. The.e is a great deal ci enetgy coming into �ur situation so 
make the most ci it; work m new projects immediately, getting them off the ground. 
&, showing your c<mmitment constantly and consistendy, you will meet with success. 

-43: �4i-resolution; f.lthet/youngest daughter-creativity, activity, heaven; 
lake, marsh, joy 
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lUi 

0\'ien 

�are of speaking too ftankly and do not flaunt. or e�n show, your strength. 
Advance with caution. Ddeat yow enemies by making a finn, public reso�tion to 
advance as you wish ro advance. Undermine them without doing battle with them. 
0\ange win only come with determination md sa:ady, open progrets. 

++: Kow-encountering; youngest daughter/father-wind, wood, gen tleness; 
creativity, activity, heaven 

0\'ien 

Sun 

Not a good time to marry or join in partnership. If you are not careful, prot> 
lems CIOUid escabte. Women bold the power at this time. There is negativity hete, rut 
nega�ivity from which }'01.1 can learn. New situations can arise suddenly and unexpect
edly. You will encounter a person or situation that you cannot avoid. lhis is a time cL 
temptation. so he on your guard. 

<45: Ts'ui-as.sembling; mother/youngest daughter-earth, receptivity, dev� 
tion; lab, matSh, joy 

K'un 

There is a celebration, party, or conventim; a gathering together of many peo
ple. Whether you are the lea:ler of tiU group or simply one fi thoae involved, you 
should give all your energies to the fPOd of the gr<q) and its advancement. You may he 
called upon to conaibute or make a sacrifice. It will benefit you in the future if you do 
!his. Prepare y<U forces for any unforeseen circumstances. A good time for marriage. 

-46: Shlng-ascending; oldest daughter/mother-wind, wood, gentleness; 
earth, receptivity, devotim 

K'un 
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Sun 

You wiD be recognized from an unexpected sourtt, gaining public praise. Don't 
let this praise go 10 yoor �- lbis recognition couH be in the form of a promotion. 
an increase in income, or �ely an announcement of your worth. Business wiD pi'CI&
per; blooming like flowers in the spring. As your business and personal life prosper, do 
not become prideful or anoearu; in addition, do not become lazy and careless. 

-47: K'am-adversity; seoond son/youngest daughter-unstable water, a pit, 
danger, lake, marsh, joy 

Tui 

K'an 

Cautious pessimism is here. Many outside forces are restricting progress and 
success. Don't aD ow the neg;�tive f.:.ces to destJoy yow character. Persistence in a 

righteous cause will eventually lead to success. You will feel exhausted and tired of 
batding the odds. There will be empty promises made; do not rely on the spolcen 
wtYd. Not a good time b matriage. 

48: Chi�the weD; oldest daughter/second son-wind, wood, gentleness; 
unstable water, a pit, danger 

IC'an 

It may take dte cooperation of sevesal others to accomplish what you want. If 
you do not have success, you need to wodc at improving yow career, yow image, and 
yow way of doing things. T�ethemess is inl>ortant. Knowledge is there f.:. dte mk· 
ing; it is never-changing. All you have to do isreach outfor it. 

-49: K6-revolution; second daughter/youngest daughter-fire, brighmess, 
beauty; lake, marsh, joy 

Tui 

Li 
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What may, on reflection, seem like an unwise alteration to your original plans 
will actually rum out for the best. TI1is change will come after careful reflection and 
reoognition of circurostances. You wiD see what went wrong and how you should have 
pbnned for it in the fust place Learn by this experience. Do not be anaid of change, 
but be prepa�ed for it. 

SO: Tn-w- the cauldron; oldest daughtet/second daughter-wind. wood, gen. 
tleness; fire, brightness, beauty 

Li 

Sun 

This is a time when }'OU can confidently expreM }'OUr opinion, but do not say 

anything vicious or contrary. You, and all those with whom }'OU are associated, will 
attain success. Everything around you is developing positively at this time. Share 
kmwledge, so that it rmy be meani�l-knowlcd91= kept to yo�nelf is cilitde use. 

51: Cllba-thunder/shock; oldest son-double thunder, movement 

Titere wiU be a favorable advance into a good position. It will startle otheD 
like a crash ci thunder. It is time to shock a few people! ThQ is a good time to examine 
}'OUr business and pedCinal relationships. Unfinished business c.an cause trouble at this 
time; tie up all those loose ends as quickly as possible. You will find that }'OU have a 
s..dden burst ci energy to get thU. done. Once the immcdia� shock is over, }'OU will 
be able to look bad: and laugh. 

52: K�n�tillneM; }'OUngeS( sal-double mountain, delay 

Kfn 

Kfn 

Rest when it is time to rest--as it is now-and act when it is time to act. In 
this way your progress will be even and con;tant. The truth is found in balance and 
haanony. Titis is a .,00 time for meditatiorL Practice it; it wiU rriresh body, mind, and 
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spirit. Meditate on your goals and your plans for reaching them. This is a quiet time, 
not a time for action. 

53: c-..-gradual progress; growth; youngest son/oldest daughter-moun· 
min, delay; wind, wood, gaulenes 

Sun 

Reward and advancement will soan be here. You should be aware of the uue 

nature of daily life; it is neither positive nor negative. Be aware of all that is good in 
life. In Older to reach your objective, you must take the slow, traditional path, which 
may seem 100 long for you. Be patient; there are no shortcuts. 

S+. Kwi Me..._the marriageable maiden; young�est daughter/oldest son-lake, 
marsh, joy; thunder, movement 

Tui 

This is not a good time for business. You are completely at the mercy of dr· 
c:umstance. Try to stay flexible. You are mt inconuolofanything and must be ready 
to jump in any direction. Be ftugal; this is not the time for spending. Marital disputes 
cannot be tuolved at this time; it is well to remember that strife is as much a part of 
marriage as is bliss! Try to avoid any great arguments. 

SS: Flng-abundance; second daughter/oldest son-fire, brightness, beauty; 
thunder, movement 

�n 

Li 

1his is no time for sadness; you should be celebrating. 1here is development ard 
� You may feel a sense c:J satisfaction at wlat you have achieved Greatness, pn. 
perity, and brilliance are suggested in this hexagram. However, you must make some 
judgments about where you are andwhereyouwishtobe.Gct rid of aces �. 

S6: L..u---<he wanderer; � son/second daughter-mountain, delay; tlre, 
brighmess, beauty 
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Li 

Suc::cess in smaD things. A nmger, or exile, is shown in this hexagram. Some
rima he finds friends and shelter, but many times he must simply rough it and survive 
as be5t he can.lf )')U are able co malce th.e beit ci things, you will pcogta�. st� by st�. 
Recognize when you have emausted your resources and know when to move on. 
When it is time 10 move, it is time-ro don't delay! All ol d\i$ applies as much to 
"inner joumeys"-to choughts and imaginatio�as it dOC$ co physicality. 

57: Swn-willing submission/gentle penetration; oldest daughter-double 
wind, wood, gendeness 

Sun 

Sun 

You must allow the othet person to influence you. WUlinglysulmit in order to 
gain advancement in small�- 1iy to understand the thinking of your superiors. 
From this you will be able to rec.oa:n ize what is possible b you and what is not. At aD 
tina bep your long� term � in mind. Be prepared for a lmg, slow move �'award to 
achieve your goals. 

58: T�oyfulnes;; � daughter-OOuble lake. m.-sh, joy 

Tui 

Tui 

Caution brings success. Progress and auainmeut are ahown. You will find 
encouragement. True joy depends upon sat:ngrh wichin and firmness ci purpo8e, man

ifested outwardly as gende yielding. Keep che atmosphere around you one of gentle
ness and good will. Your success will be continuing. 

59: Huon-dispersion; second son/oldest daughter---uNtable water, a pit, dan� 
ger; wind, wood, gentleness 

Sun 
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K'an 

Progress and success. TraveL especially over water, is advantageous ar this 
time. This is a good time to relocate and to change careers. Busine• travel would be 
advantageous. Persistence will pay oil if the course is righteous. Marriage plans may be 
delayed <i1e to pesswesofworkk>r bothparties. On all�. taketimetolook wich· 
in; ny to see the whole picture before mtting any decisi<mS. 

60: C�; 'JOUflll�t�lsec:tmtJ son-lokr, massh, iC11i wnsrabk 
t.WJ�rT, 4pit, � 

K'an 

Tui 

There are limirations throughoutnatute, from the changing time of the .,.ear to 
the weather conditions. Jr is necessary to adapt to these changes in order to move 
ahead. Consider the limitations being ptesented to }'OU and how they are preventing 
your attainment of goals. Evaluate the situation so you can bypas any hindrances and 
move ahead. Where there are limiations chat you cannot change, accept them rather 
than needlessly fighting against them. 

61: Cllun, Fte-insight; younaest daughter/oldest daughter-Ia�. manh, joy; 
wind, wood, gentleness 

Sun 

Tui 

Inward confidence and sincerity. Highly favorable cin:umsances. This is an 
exoellent time to aoss the waters and to malc:e use ci an unloaded boat (01' carrier of 
some lc:ind). Don't be deoeived into thinking that brute force and physical strength 
have any lasting impact. The advan� here is in selflessness; there is good k>rtune for 
those who app-eciate its advantages. 

62: Hsiao Kuo -conscientiousness; youngest son/oldest son-mountain, 
delay; thunder, movement 
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Pr� and attainment. It is advantageous to be finn and comet. Action is 
called for in small projects, but hold off and show patience where large projects are 

concerned. Listen to any ideas or suggestions from those beneath )'Ou, whom you 
might normally consider inferiors. lhere might even be advantageS in maki"' small 
deviations from what would be ccnsidered normal Maintenance is imporcant at this 
time, as is restaaint. 

63: a.; Oli--wr completion; second daughter/xcond son--fire, lrightness, 
beauty, unaable walrr, a pit, danger 

Li 

Progress and success in small matters. You've been very lucky to start with, but 
there may be some p«oblems ahead. Plan for the future and guard against any negative 
eventuality. Persistence in a righteous cause will pay dividends. A major project could 
be completed ahead d schedule, but in order to hold on to any gains )tiU need to be 
on top ci things conscantly. This is also a good time to start new projects. 

64: Wei Chi--before completion; second son/second daughter-unstable 
wa�r. a pit, danger; fire, brightness, beauty 

Li 

IC'an 

Progress and apparentsuccess.lhe goal is withinsighc; within grasp. However, 
there is some humiliation due to being oven:onfident. Bc:ware f:i showing off. lhis is 
the moment just before what seems like certain victory, but do not assume that by 
achieving this goal }W will be home and free. Good judgment will still be called for 
and order must prevail There are still many things that need to be done after the 
moment of victory. 

Note that in the full uanslatiCDs of the I Ching, far more detailed in�rpreta
tions are given and they are followed by additional line-by-line interprecations. 

ScNrccs: 
Bkftld. John. I �: tilt Book of�. Allen &. Unwin,londm 1968. 
Buckland. Raymond. Coin DWination: Pockt Fortvnnttwr. St. P111l, MN: Uewdlyn. ZIXX). 
Da Uu. I Cflitl( Coin Pmlaion. New Yodc Harper &. Row, 1 en 5. 
Vlilhelm,Rdwd (Cary F. Baynes, tt.). 1M I Cflitl(. Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univenity Press, 

1967. 
W'\f\1, R. L 1M I Oaq Wancbook. New York: Ihibleclay, 1979. 
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ICHNOMANCY 

.Accading to Edward Smedley's The Omalt Scilnas (1855), "lchnanancy is the art of 
6nding out the figure, peculiarities, occupations, etc.. of men or beasts by the traces of 
their posture, position and footsteps." This woold seem to mean that it was a form of 
divinatim by interpreting body language, though f<X animals as well as humans. 

ICHTHYOMANCY 

This was the ancient art ci examining the heads and the entrails of fish and interpret, 
ing them for divinatim IUP<RS. It was a branch ciharuspication. 

ICONOMANCY 

lcooomancy is divination using icons. An icon is, for example, a likeness, image, pic· 
ture, or portrait. An icon used in divination is invariably a religious image. It may be 
an image painted on a flat sur face or a sculpted figure ( idolomancy ). 

The word "divination" is so called because it is considered a gift of the 
divine---e gift from the gods. By sitting quietly, possibly meditating and focusing on 
the icon, the seer makes contact with the deity and receives that gift directly. It may 
come in the form of a vision (dairvoyandy), by hearing a voice (clainudiently), 
whether audible to othets <X not, or in some other way. The act may or may not be 
accompanied by some t)pe of rirual. 

IDOLOMANCY 

(See ., 'Ualpbim) 

A variation on kanammc:y, where a sculpted figure is used ra� than a painting. 

IFA 8« Cnchcwn•ncy 

INCA._� ud Ce.tral Ammca 

INCENSE .e£ Ka-.o-acy 

INCUBATION 

(See allo Pal.utry: hldia ud Vedic A.aolOJT) 

Jn Egypt through the Greco-Roman period, and in Greece and Rmle themselves, 
there was a practice known as incubation, where a priest or priestess woold sleep in a 
temple fer the exprea purpose of receiving divine knowledge through dreamine-ln 
ancient Greece and Rome, dreams were regarded as cools by which the god$ lee 
humankind know what was to h.appc:n in the funue. To interpret these sleep-thoughts, 
there came into being a cl• of interpreters known. as the oneirolcriua <X Ol'll'iromonOsu. 
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They were professional interpreters and the art they practiced was oneiromancy. One 
of the books they used, in which they tabled their interpretations, was the Oneirokriti
ka of Artemidorus, produced in the second century CE and still in existence. 

INDIA 

The ritual focus of the Aryan cult, which entered northwest India somewhere 
between 1700 and 1200 BCE, was animal sacrifice. Haruspicy, and its attendant 
forms of divination, then came to the fore. In the Rig-Veda mention is made of great 
sacrifices. Later records speak of smaller sacrifices, many of them domestic in nature. 
The diviner of the period was the Brahmana, or priest-magician of the Vedic tribe. But 
although in the past many of the forms of divination outlined throughout this volume 
have been practiced, in India today the emphasis is on palmistry, numerology, ]yotish 
or Vedic astrology, and the I Ching. 

Indian palm readers term their art Samudrika, named after king Samudra of 
prehistoric times. It is said that Shiva, the third deity in the Trimurti of the gods, 
taught palmistry to Sarasvati, the wife of Brahma, who is the senior member of the 
triad. Sarasvati is the goddess of music, wisdom, and knowledge. Although many of 
the Indian palmists claim that theirs is an ancient art and that in ancient times there 
were many texts on the subject, in fact they all follow the traditions of Western 
cheiromancy of the Victorian period. 

There are about twelve palm leaf libraries, containing oracle texts, still in exis
tence in India. The palm leaves in the libraries were written in an ancient form of 
Tamil, a Dravidian language of Madras state. These libraries may be consulted in a 
Nadi-reading, which concern the lifelines and life expectancies for each man and 
woman, and are designed to help manage their present incarnations. 

In India a board known as the Sungka Board is used for divination. It may 
once have been a form of the abacus. It is described as having two large wells, one at 
each end. These then have a row of seven smaller wells extending from them. The 
two rows of seven are parallel, giving the board a total of sixteen wells: two large and 
fourteen small. Apparently these wells were once filled with such items as cowrie 
shells, nuts, and pebbles. It was mostly used for such mundane things as finding when 
a person would get married or what was the most auspicious day for travel. 

Sources: 

http://ww. brihaspatinet.atfreeweb.com/. 
http://ww. vedalink.com/. 
Wheeler, Sir Mortimer. Man, Myth & Magic: India. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 
Wheeler, Sir Mortimer. Early India and Pakistan. London: Praeger, 1968. 

INTERNET FORTUNE .. TELLING 

There are numerous Internet sites on the World Wide Web that offer to tell fortunes. 
There are astrology sites, palmistry sites, I Ching, conchomancy, tarot, and even 
sites that delve into lesser-known, esoteric methods of divination. They are far too 
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Internet Fortune-Telling 

numerous-and tenuous-to attempt to include them all in this volume, though some 
of the better, more stable ones are to be found in the Resources section at the end of 
this book. 

Internet fortune-telling has become big business, with people paying (mainly 
by credit card) to have their fortunes told. By going to any search engine and entering 
the type of divination sought, innumerable sites may be found. 



jAPAN 

There is no single dominant religion in Japan; several religious and quasi-religious sys· 
terns exist side by side.lnconnection with some of the Shinto sects, various occult rites 
are practiced, the aim of which is to bring about po56CSSion by spirits of the gods. Bcxh 
priests and lay petsons practice this, mdergoing a period of purification to promote it. 
They use �. the Shinto symbols of consecration, together with the sNNDi, or god
body. Prophesy. divination. and the curing of disease are the objects of these r il:es. 

At many Japanese Shinto shrines. slips of paper containing fortunes a� for 
sale. If the fortune written on the paper is not favorable, the recipient willloosel y tie 
the piece of paper co a neighboring tree, hoping that the wind will blow away che bad 
forcune. In the �. che Japaneseoosmological "bible," chere is the scocy of ceuain 
disconcenced princes wid\ treasonous plans \dto, in 658 CE, soughc ro divine cheir 
furure. They made offerings co appropriate spirics and did incancacions. They chen 
drew lots in che fonn of slips of paper covered wich magical inscriprions. 

Many Japanese cusklms have a magical significance. Ac che Festival d the 
New Year, houses are thoroughly clean sed, ph ysically and spiritually. Gateways are 

decorated wich maw ropes made co represenc che lucky numbers d three, five, and 
seven. Mirror cakes, associated wich the Sun Godde ss, are eacen along wich lobsters. 

Divination is performed by various mechods. Divining rods are used, and 
scapulomancy and omoplacoscopy-using the shoulder blade of a deer-are also per· 
formed. The I Ching is alao a favorite in Japan. The celebrated medieval Japanese 
seer, Tab Shima Kaemon, made prognostications with very accurate and far-reaching 
results, lx.sed on the I Ching. He is still held in high regard in Japan. Many modem 
diviners,who use I Ching claim to carry on a tradition transmitted fr001 him, through 
is successors. Modem businessnen and politicians consult them frequendy. 
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A divination method popular among women who have lost their lover by 
death, is to put a hundred rush-lights into a paper lantern and repeat an incantation 
one hundred times. One rush-light is removed at the end of each repetition. When 
there is only one light left, that is taken out into the darkness and blown out, at which 
time the ghost of the lost lover is supposed to appear. 

The Association of Friends of the Spirit-Reiyuka--came into being in Japan 
in the early 1920s, founded by Kakutaro Kubo and Kotani Kimi. It was a new move
ment focused on the mandala and Lotus Sutra of the thirteenth-century Buddhist 
monk Nichiren. Reiyuka emphasized the transfer of merit to ancestors by reading the 
Sutra. An offshoot ofReiyuka developed in 1938, called Rissho Koseikai-The Society 
for Righteousness and Friendship. This was founded by N iwano N ikkyo and Mrs. 
Naganuma Myoko, a spiritualist medium. The organization practiced two types of 
divination: astrology and numerology. 

Another method found in Japan (which probably came from China) is turtle 
divination. This was the method used by the official diviners, attached to the Emperor's 
court, from the middle of the seventh century until 1868. Heat is applied to a turtle 
shell and the cracks that develop are then interpreted. The Shinto god Saniwa-no
kami had to be summoned when the divination was performed. The shell itself was pre
pared by being cut into a pentagonal shape and had the figure known as machi incised 
on the back, using a chisel katahari. A twig of cherry wood, about the thickness of a fin
ger and known as hahaka, was lit and drawn down the grooves of the shell. It was first 
moved down the vertical line and then along the horizontal ones. This was continued 
until there was a loud report and the shell cracked. It was then sprinkled with water, 
using bamboo stalks, and the lines of the cracks were highlighted with India ink. 

Sources: 

Davis, E Myths and Legends of japan. London: Hadland, 1917. 

Loewe, Michael and Carmen Blacker. Oracles and Divination. London: Allen & Unwin, 1981. 

Ofer, C. B. and H. van Straelen. Modem Japanese Religions. London: Twayne, 1963. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

}UNG, CARL GUSTAV (1875-1961) 

Carl Gustav Jung was born July 26, 1875, at Kesswil Thurgau, Switzerland. He studied 
medicine at the University of Basel from 1895 to 1900, receiving his doctorate in 
1902 from the University of Zurich. He read a number of books on the occult while he 
was still a student, and he attended spiritualist seances. The material he gathered 
while studying alchemy, spiritualism, and clairvoyance became the basis of his doctor
al thesis. As a physician, he assisted Eugene Bleuler at the Burgholzli Mental Hospital 
in Zurich. 

At age twenty-eight, Jung married Emma Rauschenbach. They had one son 
and four daughters. Between 1907 and 1912 Jung became a disciple of Sigmund Freud, 
though Jung later went his own way because of Freud's emphasis on sexual theories 
and disregard of occult ideas. He marked his break with Freud with a paper titled 
"Symbols of the Libido" (1913) . 
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]ung, CArlGuscav (1875-1961) 

Jungs p5ychology is btsed on the theory 
that the mind is in three parts: the conscious, 
the personal unconscious, and the collective 
oonscious. This lasr contains archetypes derived 
from &stilled memories c:i the whole hwuan 

species. He believed that dreams gave "expres-
sion to indue table truths, to philosophical pro
nouncements, illusions, wi ld fantasies . .. and 
heaven lcnows what besides!" 

In order to better understand the v alue 
of predictions arrived at by casting lots and sim· 
ilar, it is necessary to consider Jung's theory of  
what he  termed s,nchronicity. Cause and effect 
express the evolutionary aspect of physical and 
psychological phe nomena, but synchronicity 
looks at the random and the unique. Syn· 
chronicity is an attitude toward nature that is 

diametrically opposed to that c:J. causality. Sepa
rate things occurring simultaneo.my, if studied 
by a sect", can be used for predicting the future. 

Jung used the I Ching with some of his 
patients, finding parallels between the oracles 
and me patient's dreams or psychological states. 

In 1959 he published a book on Rying saucets: 
Flying Sauctrs: A Mod.trrl M:Yclt of Tltirtgs Sun in 
rJte Slt:Y. Notable worlcs c:i Jung's (in English �.t Gu.tw 111111• FOYU4n �re �. 
translation) include Tht Theory of Ps-ycltoand,sjs 
(1912), Ps-,c#aolor:Y of rhe Uncorucious (1916), 
Ps1Ciwlctycmd Rdicion ( 1938), and Ps,dtolor, and .Aicfaml, ( 1953). Both he and his 
wife died in 1961. 

Soun:a: 
Burt, CyriL Man, M,ch & �: l""l· London: B.PC Publishing, 1970. 
Fishley, M•garet. The �ral. london: Aldus, 1976. 
Rakoai, &sill van. Man, M,ch & Mqp:. London: B.PC Publishing, 1970. 
Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopt.diaofmeOc:cult. London: George Routledge&. Sons, 1920. 
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KAPLAN, STUART R. 

Stuart R. Kaplan became interested i.n tarot cards while vacationing at the Nuremberg 
Toy Fair in February 1968. There he pttth� his fmt deck: the Swiss 1D 1lm>t deck. 
He actually bought the deck for his cbil<ken, but citer6ndinghowwelltarotdecks sold. 
he gave up his job on Wall Street and ooncennared on cards, evemaally stat ring his own 

publishing oompany. At the �of Brentano's, a New York boobtae, Kapan wren 

his first lxx>k on the stt4ect in 1970: Tarot Cards far Fun and &turv Telling. 

Kaplan began to collect decks of interest, gradually building one of the 
largest and best collections in the world. He quickly became the recognized expert 
on the subject ci the cards. When spealting of Italian decks recently, Kaplan said, 
"There exist today several fifteenth�century Visconti�Sforza t.aroccfli decks which 
comprise the earliest known tarot cards .... Italy holds the honor of having pro· 
duced several of the earliest known tarocc::IU packs that contain the mystical and aile· 
gorical trump cards.'' 

Today Kaplan is president a( U.S. Games Systems, Inc., one ci the largest dis· 
tributors ol cards, games and tarot-oriented items in the world. With his wife, Marilyn 
R. Kaplan, they have the world's largest collection o( more than 800 tarot decks. 

Kaplan's other books include T1te Tarot Oassic ( 1972), EfiC)clopedia cf Tarot, 
Volume 1 (1978) and Volamu: 2 (1988), and Tarot of the Witches Book (1989). The 
Kaplans live in Connecticut with their five children: Mark. Peter, Michael, Christo
pher, and jennifer. 

KARMA 

1be word means "action" but, according to the docnine of Brahmanism, Hinduism 
and Bud<ilism, amounts to "as you �. so shall you reap. n It is tied into the oonapt d 
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reincarnation, in which everyone goes through a number of lives and in each life 
atones for the errors of the previous one. What actually occurs after death varies a lit
tle with different theologians. According to Hindu and Buddhist doctrines, a system 
of rewards and punishments starts immediately following death. Those who have led 
an exemplary life will enjoy a brief period of joy in paradise. Those who have been 
wicked will suffer any of a number of hells of varying torment, depending upon the 
transgressions, though these serve only as reminders of what has been done and fore
tastes of what is to come. Eventually all are reborn to again be either rewarded or pun
ished in the new life, dependent upon what was done in the previous life. There is a 
succession of lives until the slate has been wiped clean. 

The concept of karma in Wicca is somewhat different. There is a belief in the 
"Threefold Law," or the law of threefold return. Do good, and good will be returned, 
either three times or at three times the intensiry. But do evil, and that too will return 
threefold. But these returns are thought to be within the current lifetime. There is no 
"putting off'' of rewards or punishments; they come about in the present life. 

In the Hindu and Buddhist doctrines, the point of reincarnation is to 
return, in other incarnations, in order to expiate one's transgressions. It is not until 
the slate has been totally wiped clean that there will be no further incarnations. In 
Wicca, however, the purpose of reincarnation is for experience. A number of lives 
on Earth are gone through in order to learn and to experience all things. Only 
when everything has been learned and experienced does the cycle cease. Each indi
vidual life is not dependent upon the previous life, as it is in the Hindu and Bud
dhist doctrines. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Witch Book: The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, Wicca, and Neo-paganism. 

Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 2002. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

KELLEY, EDWARD ( 1555-1593) 

Edward Kelley made a name for himself as assistant to Queen Elizabeth I's astrologer, 
Dr. John Dee. A native of Lancashire, England, Kelley-who sometimes used the 
name Talbott-was born in 1555. Little is known of his early years other than the fact 
that he lost his ears after being convicted of the offense of "coining," at Lancaster. He 
then affected the wearing of a black cap to cover his loss. He subsequently moved to 
Worcester and established himself as a druggist. 

Kelley was a lover of luxury and turned to alchemy and searching for the 
Philosopher's Stone, in the hopes of striking it rich. It was said that as a necromancer 
he could get the dead to speak and tell the secrets of what the future held. He gained a 
reputation for scrying. This reputation reached the ears of Dr. John Dee, whose own 
scryer, Barnabas Saul, had recently left his employ. Kelley took over the position, 
allowing his powerful imagination to describe incredible sights he said he received 
from the "great crystalline globe" that Dee possessed. By his enthusiasm-and fertile 
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Kelley, Edward ( 1555-1593) 

Edward Kelley raising a cotpR. � Pictkre l..ibn!.ry. 

imagination-he quickly won �e's confidence and established himself as a needed 
associate to Dee. 

Dee carefully recorded all the conkrences he held with the spirita, courtesy of 
Kelley's crvatal ball ga:ing. In 1659 Mhic Casaubon published A Trw and Faithful 
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Relation of what passed between Dr. John Dee and some Spirits. Soon the reputation of 
the duo extended across Europe, and Kelley found himself traveling with Dee and 
both their families. 

First was a visit to Poland in the company of Albert Laski, Count Palatine of Sir
adz. They lived sumptuously for a while with the count, ostensibly trying to create gold 
using the count's own gold as part of the experiment. When they had drained him of his 
fortune, they continued on to Prague and the Emperor Rudolph II. The emperor was 
aware of Dee and his reputation but wary of Kelley. After a short stay they had to rapidly 
move on, due to a Papal Nuncio complaining of them being heretical magicians. 

Stephen, king of Poland, was next to greet them but soon tired of their 
demands for gold. Count Rosenberg was the next in line and they stayed two years liv
ing off his hospitality at Trebona, in Bohemia. Kelley, on a number of occasions, pro
claimed to Dee that he did not like what the "spirits" were telling him to do and that 
he would quit. Each time Dee would increase his salary, and Kelley stayed. Eventually 
Kelley claimed that the spirits were demanding that the two men exchange their 
wives. Dee and his wife, Jane Fromond, were virulently opposed to this but, when Kel
ley left and later returned, Dee was so glad to have him back that he acquiesced and 
the four signed an agreement to share everything in common. 

Dr. John Dee eventually grew restless to go back to England and, obtaining 
permission from Queen Elizabeth to return, finally did so, leaving Kelley in Bohemia. 
Kelley tried to go back to Prague, but on his arrival there he was arrested by order of 
the emperor and thrown into prison. He managed to get release and wandered about 
Germany telling fortunes and scraping a living. Arrested a second time, as a heretic 
and sorcerer, he tried to escape and fell from the dungeon wall, breaking both his legs 
and two ribs. He died of his injuries in February 1593. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Witch Book: The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, Wicca, and Neo-paganism. 
Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 2002. 

Shepard, Leslie, A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism and Parapsychology. Detroit: Gale Research, 
1978. 

KEPHALONOMANCY see Cephalomancy 

KEY see Cleidomancy 

KERAUNOSCOPIA see Ceraunomancy 

KING, BRUCE-"ZOLAR" (1897-1976) 

Bruce King was born into a poor family on Chicago's north side on July 22, 1897 . 
When he was about five years old he received a hit on the side of his face from a base
ball bat, which gave him a crossed right eye. As a result he became the butt of other 
kids' jokes for the early part of his school life. Eventually, of his own volition, King 
went to a free eye clinic where he was operated on. He returned home to find his par
ents frantic, not knowing where he had been. 
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His parents, devout Roman Catholics, 
wanted King to be a priest, but � dropped out ci 
his freshman year ci high school to study drama. 
Although he wrote aRI acted in his own play at 
age sixteen, lang ended up selling men's hats. 
From that job he went on the road with a sales, 
man fOr a line of men's wholesale clothing. Kmg 
was the "padcer,model" fOr the line. From there 
he went out again as a salesman for himself and, 
by the age ci nineteen, was making $20,000 a 
year and driving a red Roomer. (Mamiactured 
by the Barley Motor Company, the Roomer sl� 
gan was "America's smartest car.•) King enjoyed 
this suc�s for a year before going into the anny 
dli'ing the last few months of World War I. 

Once out of the army, King headed for 
California, where he went from men's wear to 
the securities business, and quickly became a 
successful broker. At the crash of 1929, having 
survived it himself, King went to Mexioo City 
intent on opening Mexico's first stock 
exchange. The Mexican government had other 
ideas, however, and he was sent bade to the 
United States. By 1931 the Depression had 
passed and King, retumingtoCalifomia, bought 
a radio station in Los Angeles. There he found 
that the only penon who made any real money Bnace KiDc- T.H.O. T A 

was an astrologer known as "Kobar.• Kobar 
would give readinp over the air and then sell horoscopes at one dollar each. King 
fomd that Kollar was selling over 4.000 horoscopes a week. King made Kobar station 
manager, t� later both d them decided to quit. King went to New Yorlc but, not 

finding what he wanted there, decided to go bade to his homerown, Chicago. When 
he got there he found &everal letters from Kolnr waiting for him. 

King went to the local radio station and purchased seven,and,a,half houa a 
week of air time and wired for Kobar to join him. They became partners, with Kobar 
doing the show and King managing the business. After mly a month they were malcing 
$5,000 a weelc, &elling horoscopes at a dollar each. Within a few months they had the 
third,highest,rated radio show in Chicago. This inspired them to expand to Detroit, 
St. Louis, Wheeling, Columbus, Pittsburgh, and Fort Worth. In each city King would 
hire an actor, give him a mystical name such as "Ramar" or •Yogar," and have him read 
Kolnr's old scripts. They lud to hire thirty women in a large room in Chicago to ship 
the roroecope orders. 

<:he day, quite unexpectedly, Kobardecided �was quitting and left the partner, 
ship. King did the mly thing possible--he took over as "astrologer." He armed himself 
with Kobar's old scripts and starting reading up on astrology. After only one show he 
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knew he had i>undhis niche. From national radio statims, King ocpaMed into theater 
lobbies with a machine called the Asb'O!Dgrat>h. which dispensed tm-oent hotnsmpes. 
The first one, Jiac:ed in the Paramount lheater in New Ycwk, dd 1,800 �qleS the 
first cily. About� time King titbbed himsef "Zalar, .. which was a combination of 

"zodiac" and "solar." He trademarked the name. 

The machines proved unreliable, with frequent breakdowns, so King next 
expanded into retail stores. selling horoscopes first in Kresge and later in Woolwrth 
department stores. Fullcounrer and window di:�plays enswed initial sales as high as 
700 a day. King later published the Oflid4l.Ncroloo Mogctine and started writing 
books on astroloev, dreams, and other aspeccs of the occult. 

In 1972 King met R. Donald Papon, who was at that time editing s,IXl wks 
Asnoolog, mag;uine. Papon was also teaching asttology courses at New York City's New 
School University. King didn't usually let anyone cast his chart, but he made an 
exception and let Papon do his horoscope. He was sufficiently impresaed that he aed 
Papon to edit his own asttology magazine, which Papon agreed to do. lhey worked 
together for a number of years on asttological and other projeccs. In 1975 King's 
health deteriorated from bone cancer. One evening he called Papon to his apartment, 
at 25 Central Patk West, and asked him if he, would take over Zolar Publishing, a 
going concern, saying "Don, you're the next Zolar." Papon, however, declined. King 
seemed not swprised. On January 15, 1976, King died. 

In Febnay 1979 Kings widow, Billie, also died, leaving the Zolar Publishing 
Company and all rights to the Zolar name to Donald Papon. Papon picked up the 
banner and has been writing "Zd� boolcs ever since. 

Sources: 
hnv/fwww.wlar-dvxh.otrl. 
R. Donald Papon: personal parers. 

I<LEDON 

The kledOn was a rec.ogniud omen, or uttera.nce, received at a Greek oracle. At the 
oracle of Hermes, at A�. there was a large statue of the god in the matket place. In 
front of the statue was a stme hearth that had brorue lamps actached. 1he petitioner 
would bum incense on the hearth, fill the lamps with oil and light them, place a ocm in 
the right hand of the statue, and whi:�per his or her question into the statues ear. 1he 
petitioner would then cover his or her own ears and leave the market place. When the 
ears were uncovered, the fust Wttds or sound heard signified the amwer ID the question. 
1his was the kledOO, an omen or utterance that meant moo: than the person realized. 

Sources: 
Enc,clopcdiD �nnica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 

KNISSOMANCY; LIBANOMANCY; LIVANOMANCY 

The majority of magical, religious, and divinatory tites are accompanied by the bum� 
ing ci incense. There was an dd belief that th e  smoke of inceme carried prayers up to 
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the gods. In addition to this, the burning ci incense very much added to the ambi· 
ence, or "vibes," of a ritual area. The Etru.scam used incense on burning coals to 
ascertain who, if anyone, had bewitched them. It was ooly a small step fn:m there to 
noticing :m:l studying the smolce of the incense as a sign ci forthcoming eventf-a 
funn of �oomancy. Grains of� ex black pcwy were thrown on hot coals and. 
from the smoke that rose from it. omens were drawn. 

It seems probable that incense smoke would be interpreted according to its 
volume, density, and the way in which it ascended. The direction it moved would be 
irqlortant, as would the consistency of it: whether it was continuous ex sporadic, for 
example. Broiling, swirling, thick smoke might indicate boubles and problems, while 
thin, wispy smoke could indicate slight activity of an inconsequential nature. If the 
smoke assumed unusual shapes this, too, would be s�ificant. 

Soun:ea: 
l..dand, O!arlaOodfrey. Ecnuam Ma,ic SC>.:n.JtRD!Ilcfies. New Yak: University Bodes, 1963. 

KUMULAK 

Kumulak, as a form ci divination, is from the steppes ci l<alalNtan, in Central Asia. 
The word means "sheep droppings" and is a form ci scatommcy. It was alto lcnown as 

BIW and "the mirror ci destiny." Kumalak was practittd by the �. ex ahamma, of 
the area. In modem times, and beymd Kazakhst3n, it i; practiced using such items as 
coffee beans, smaU broad beans, and other types of� rather than actual sheep 
"beans.• A � aoochaayer is known as asltakrjan. He would dry sheepdrop· 
�in the am befo� using them for divination. 

The method, as �&ned. is to use fttty-one beans. lhese are laid out in a preor· 
dained order, on a grid drawn on a doth. lhe simple grid represents a Kualch horse· 
man of the steppes, with each square cocn::sponding to a pm of the body: 

3 2 1 
EYE HEAD EYE 
K� Bas Kat 

6 5 .. 
HAND HEART HAND 

OJl ]iirek Qol 

9 8 7 
FOOT HORSE FOOT 

A)QQ At AJoq 
The mst row describes the past. 1he second row describes the present. The 

third row descr� the future. 

The forty-one beans are placed in a pile below the grid, then ta.�ghly <lvlded 
into three smaller piles. One pile is placed on the left, one in the cenm, and one on 
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the right. Beginning with the pile on the right, four beans are removed at a time until 
there are left only one, two, three, or four beans. These leftover beans are placed in 
square one on the grid. The same thing is then done with the middle pile, taking away 
in fours until there is only one group left, which is placed in square two. Repeat with 
the third (left-hand) pile and place the remaining beans in square three. 

All the remaining beans are now gathered together and once again randomly 
divided into three piles. Again beginning with the pile on the right, the same process 
is gone through, placing the leftover beans in squares four, five, and six. For the third 
time the steps are repeated, putting beans into squares seven, eight and nine. Any 
remaining beans are discarded. Each group of beans on the grid will contain one, two, 
three or four beans. The traditional names for the combinations of beans describe the 
elements, such as "water in the head," "wind in the eyes," "sand in the heart" and "fire 
in the hands." The best combination is known as "Mother Earth" and consists of four 
beans in each square of the bottom row. This indicates that nothing can go wrong. 

The actual interpretation is based on numerology, numbers being of great 
importance in the Kazakh tradition. See numerology for the meanings associated with 
numbers. These meanings may then be applied to the configuration of the grid. 

Sources: 

Blau, Didier. Kumalak Mirror of Destiny. Australia: Simon & Schuster, 1999. 

http://ww.serenapowers.com/. 
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LABIOMANCY 

From the Latin robtsun, meaning',ips," this is a form of divinatim invdvinglip read
ing. It is similar to dedonomancy in that it is a combining ci different people's lip 
movements, talc en at random. Even if the actual words �tered are not heard or recog· 
nized, the movement o£ the I ips and the s�stion of wonk lea<k the diviner to his or 
her conclusions. 

LAKE, LISSANNE (B. 1956) 

Lissa nne lake is an award-winning prolessional artist and illWl:rator who works P'i· 
marily in the science-fiction/fantasy and New Age fiel<k. She was hom in Jeuey City 
on AugUS( 30, 19S6. She obtained a blchelor of arts degree in ill�tration from Jeuey 
City State College ard went to wock in advertising, in New York. She later rumed to 

freelance illusratim. 

Lake has done more than seventy book covers plus numerous paintings for 
magazines, advertisements, games, cards and other products. She has dme work br 
Doubleday, Harper Prism, Upper Deck, 1SR, Dragon magazine, Middle Earch, 
Mythos, Galactic Empire, Supernova, Gridiron, Redemption and more. She has done 
covers for boob by Terry Pratchett, lhomas Disch, Raymood Buckland, and Scott 
Cunningham, among others. Her wen has been prominently featured at many gallery 
shows, including the prestigious aymp ia and York Show in New Yodc. She 1w col· 
lected a number of awar<k inclwJing at Worldcon. 

One ci the book covers Lake did for Uewellyn Publications was Secrets of 
G,ps, Fortune· TeUing b,r Raymond Buckland. Buckland liked the cover so much he 
asked Lake if she would be the artist for a tarot deck be was worltingon. This became 
the acdaimed Bwddand Romani Taro(, published in 2001. 
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In her spare time, Lake studies Italian rapier fencing, using full weight 
weapons. She has a sixteen-year-old cat named Sebastian and is a lifetime gamer, play
ing (and winning) a variety of card games. As a collectible-card artist, Lake has done 
well over three-hundred cards for various games, including Doom town, Legend of the 
5 Rings, Age of Empires, Shadowfist, Mythos, Middle Earth, and Warhammer 40K. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Buckland Romani Tarot: The Gyps y Book of Wis dom. St. Paul, MN: 

Llewellyn, 2001. 

LAMPADOMANCY 

While John Gaule, in The Magastromancer: or the magicall-astrologicall-diviner posed and 
puzzled (1652), says simply: "Lampadomancy (divining) by candles or lamps," Syden
ham (New) Society Publications: Lexicon of medicine and allied sciences (1888) calls it "a 
mode of divination by the observation of substances burned in a lamp." 

Lampadomancy is divination from the form, color, and various movements in 
the light of a lamp, all of which might vary dependant upon the fuel used. Some 
burned cleanly, with little flicker, while others burned with much spluttering and even 
smoke. Sparks from the wick meant news. Other interpretations depended upon the 
individual seer. 

Sources: 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume 1 Manual of 
Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

LANDFORMS see Topomancy 

LAPP see Siberia 

LARGE OBJECTS see Macromancy 

LAUGHING see Geloscopy 

LAUREL TREE see Daphnomancy 

LAVATER, jOHANN KASPAR (1741-1801) 

Johann Kaspar Lavater was a Swiss clergyman, born in 1 7 41 at Zurich. Lavater noticed 
that everyone's hands seemed to be unique. He said that "the hands of man are equally 
diverse and dissimilar as their faces ... just as it is impossible to find two faces perfectly 
alike, so it is impossible to find two people whose hands resemble each other perfectly." 
It has been said that in this he anticipated the forensic art of fingerprinting. 

Lavater went on to become a proficient palmist and also founded the art of 
physiognomy, or reading character from faces. He wrote a book titled Physiognomical 
Fragments for the Promotion of a Knowledge of Man and of Love of Man. This included 
his drawings of faces and how to interpret them in terms of character. The book was 
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plblished in 177S. lhe �nnan playwtight and poet Goethe contributed a chapter to 

the book, about the slrulls of animals. Lavater3 book contained comments of his such 
as: "The eyes and nose in particular teU of sincerity, franlcness, and sensibility. A 
benevolent person," and, "A face of noble character, including sincerity, fortitude, 
humor, perseverance. harmony." He included a sketch ci his own face, with the words 
"the commentary is bdOre the wodd-in this book." 

Lavacer was very exact in his incerpretation of faces. Of one example he said, 
"The man with this face is a heavy drinker, and this is seen in every roe of its feacures. 
The nose. the lips. the wrink�ll suggest an 'u�enchable thirst.' There is a lack 
of energy in the look, and the whole face has been alcercd.lt is puffy, wrinkled, and 
very ruddy." 

Sawua: 
Fishky, Marprrt. The�. london: Aldll1t 1976. 
Wilson, Colin (ed.). The �ml: Sigru ofTNftt) r.oComl. London: Aldus, 1975. 

LEADBEATER, CHARLES WEBSTER (1847-1934) 

Born Feh1U31y 17, 1847, in Hampshire, England, Owles Web6ter �beater early in 
life was a curate in the Church of England. At age thirty-seven he went to Adyar, 
Madras, India, to visit the �s d the Theosophical Society and to meet its co· 
founders, Hdeaa Blavlttlcy 3hi Heruy Steel Olcott. He quickly became enamored ci 
the soc.iety and devocal himself to the cause ci theosophy, which was dedicated to the 
bmdat ion of a universal brtthemood without �.inct.ion of race or creed, the study of 
a>mparative religion, and the investigation of unexplained faculties in hui1Wl5. 

lead�r spent acme time traveling through India and to Ce�on, accompa· 
nying Colonel Olcott. and publicly professed himself a Buddhist. He developed vari· 
ous ptycbic abilities and began to gain a reputation as a seer 3hi as an expert at 
cry•tallomancy. Leadbeater became a leading member of the TheO!Ophical Society. 
He rerumed to England in 1890, where he became a private rutor. The following year, 
on the death of Madame Blavatslcy, Leadbeater starced working closely with Annie 
Besant, who grew to fill Blavatslcys place as leader of the society, eventually becoming 
its president in 1907. 

In 1906, while Leadbeater was in the Uniced States, a number of mothers 
brought charges against him for sexual misconduct with their sons. Lead beater was 
homosexual and had unusual views on the tutoring of young men. Annie Besant 
couldn't accept these charges so Colonel Olcott was appealed to. But a judicial com· 

mittee of the society summoned Leadbeata to appear before them. In the face of clear 
evidence, he was asked to teS!in-

In 1907, on Colmel Olcott's death, the General Secretary of the Society, Dr. 
Weller van Hoole., sent an open letter champiooing Leadbeater's theories on the sexu· 

al upbringing of young boys, even claiming that the defense was dictated to him by 
one of the Mahatmas. The foUowing year the Brit.ish convention ci the society 
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requested of the general council that Leadbeater and his practices be repudiated. The 
council disagreed, and Leadbeater was restored to membership. As a result of the con
troversy, seven-hundred members resigned. But Leadbeater went on to exert a power
ful influence with his clairvoyant teachings and theories on reincarnation. He was 
especially influential in India. 

In 1908 Leadbeater and Annie Besant jointly sponsored a young Brahmin boy 
named Jiddu Krishnamurti, whom they believed to be a Messiah. They founded the 
Order of the Star of the East to propagate his mission, but in 1929 the young man 
renounced his role and dissolved the order. He did, however, go on to become a 
notable spiritual teacher. 

Late in life Leadbeater moved to Australia and became a bishop of the Liberal 
Catholic Church there. He died in 1934. During his lifetime he wrote a number of 
books that have since become minor classics in their field. They include Man: Visible 
and Invisible (1902), The Astral Plane (1905), A Text book of Theosophy (1912), The 
Hidden Side of Things (1913), Clairvoyance (1918), and Man: Whence, How and 
Whither (1913 ). This last was in two volumes and written with Annie Besant. In Man: 
Visible and Invisible Leadbeater included illustrations of auras, which he claimed to see 
clearly. He said that auras and halos were emanations of astral bodies. 

Sources: 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

LEAVES see Phyllomancy 

LECANOMANCY 

Lecanomancy is divination by the inspection of water in a basin. Author Grillot de 
Givry states that it was performed by allowing precious stones to drop into water. He 
said that a mysterious whistling sound resulted, which then announced the thing 
desired. Samuel Purchas, in his Pilgrimage (1614), says: "They had also their 
Lecanomancie, which was observed in a Bason (sic) of Water, wherein certaine plates 
of golde and silver were put with Jewels, marked with their jugling characters." Their 
"juggling characters" were, presumably, magical sigils inscribed to promote the divina
tory process. Thomas Blount, in Glossographia (1656), refers to a Lecanomancer as "a 
diviner by water in a bason." 

The fact that the water was in a basin, or vessel with a large surface area, would 
seem to have been important, since it was stressed repeatedly. What the "whistling 
sound" mentioned by de Givry might have been, we do not know. It might have been 
solely in the mind of the seer. The action of adding gold, silver, and jewels probably 
contributed colors and sparkle to the water, which were triggers for the process of div
ination. 

Arthur Edward Waite, writing as "Grand Orient," says: "This is another 
method of divination by water, which must be placed in a silver vase on a clear moon
light night. The light of a candle is reflected from the blade of a knife on to the water, 
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on which the gazer must fix his concentrated attention. SMuld he posse$$ any faculty 
of clairvoyance, he will read an answer to his questims either pictorially ex literally 
repaented upon the smooth and shimmering smface." 

Sowaa: 
de Giwy, Gfillot. A PicfariDl Allf1loloc ofW��eN:ra{t, MagicS Aldl.tm,. London: SponiJWOOcle, 

�.1931. 
Gllllld Orient (A.E. Waite). Tilt� �o/Qndti>WiMrioft: Volume 1-'MDnwlo/ 

�. l..oadon: �. 1912. 
Ox/Ofd E� �limlar). Oxf'cxd: Clarmdon Plas. 1989. 

LECONOMANCY 

l..economancy is limilar to lecanomancy in that it utilizes water in a b:uin, but it is 
described as divination using oil poured onto water in basins. The seer studies the 
shapes qumed by the oil and is also influenced by the colors seen in the oil, much as 

the colcxs of the jewels are seen in lecanomancy. 

Sourc:a: 

Hill, Douglu. Mewl, M,rh S Mqfc: Scryi�. London: BPC Publishi�,I970. 

LEEK, SYBIL (1923-1983) 

Sybil Leek was an astrologer who em igrated from England to America in the mid· 
1960s. In her boob and throueh various � and other interviews, Leek creat· 
ed a c� �d ftequentlycontradictory baclcground to her life, with few verifiable 
details. She was born Angela Carter {though in one �her boob she gives her family 
name z Falk) in StaAOrdshite, England, in 1923. Her f.tther was a civil engineer who, 
in his earlier years, had been an actor. He went walking and climbing with his chil· 
dten and taught his daughta Yoga eJC£rcises. Leek came from a large, clo.e family. Her 
maternal grandmother was an astrologer who ta.Jght some cJ that art to leek. She had 
home schooling, with very little time in public schools until she was eleven. 

Leek said that in late 1939, at sixteen, she married a famous pianist � died 
t\W> years latr:r, though she gives no details of the man, not even his name. She also 
said that following the marriage they toured Europe for two years before his death, 
though Europe was in the throes ofWorldWar II at that time. Leek claims to have 
been initiated into d\e Craft in thesouthofFrance, in thehillsabove Nice, after the 
death of her husband, making no mention of the German occupation of France. Back 
in England she lived for a year with some Gypsies before opening an antique shq> in 
the New Forest. 

In addition to running her antique store, Leek worked as a roving reporter for 
Southern Televisim, providing material for documentaries about life in the south of 
England. She also claims she joined a coven of witches in the New Forest area and 
became its high prieste$$. At some point she married a man named Brian and with 
him had two sons, Stephen and Julian. 
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By the early 1960s Leek was claiming a mainly witchcraft background. Unfortu
nately her publicity drew unwelcome attention to her antique shop, and her landlord ter
minated the lease. She had meanwhile written A Shop in the High Street, about her 
experiences in the antique business. The book mentioned her life in the New Forest and 
her encounters with Gypsies. Nowhere was there any mention of witches or witchcraft, 
since it was written prior to her initial claims of witchcraft association. It had moderate 
success and was published in the United States in 1964. To help promote the book there, 
Leek came to the U.S. for a self-publicity tour presenting herself as a practicing witl:h. At 
that time her claims were many and varied. The New York Times of April 26, 1964, said 
that she was "the only practicing witch in England today," while Fate magazine of June 
1964 called Leek the "Chief Witch of England." On a number of occasions Leek claimed 
that she was "Chief Witch" or "Queen of all the Witches," having been voted into that 
position "by the witches of the world in 194 7"--even though Wicca was fragmented and 
still underground at that time, and also despite the fact that there is no such position as 
"Queen of all the Witches." In October of 1964 Leek was selling Halloween candy at the 
New York World's Fair and claiming that she was "one of 80 professional witches in Great 
Britain." She said that she communicated "with the more than 300 ghosts she keeps 
around her old beamed cottage" (New York Daily News, October 13, 1964) . 

Leek was fascinated with figures, as was evident by her claims to have starred 
in "some 926 television shows" (Boston Herald, September 16, 1964) and commanded 
"800 full-fledged, initiated witches in addition to some 8,000 followers of witchcraft" 
(New York Sunday News, December 6, 1964). The latter report said Leek "boasts that 
she can trace her witch lineage back some 500 years." On a WNEW-TV show, June 
11, 1966, she claimed to be 450 years old. Other claims of that period were that, in 
addition to being an antique dealer, she was "an anthropologist" (Reuters, 1965), "a 
journalist by trade" (Houston Post, November 28, 1966), "self-proclaimed Queen of 
England's witches and a spiritualist" (Staten Island Sunday Advance, March 20, 1966), 
and "a British writer and medium" (New York Sunday News, July 3, 1966) . 

By the end of 1966 Leek had taken to using the title "Dame." A dame of the 
British Empire is the female equivalent of a knight. Sybil Leek's name does not appear 
on the honor rolls of that period; the Queen did not bestow the title on her, and it is 
certainly not a witchcraft title. 

Leek lived with a series of people in New York for a number of years. In fact 
this author became friends with her at that time and we even appeared on a television 
show together. She was a colorful character, invariably dressed in floor-length purple 
dresses and capes. She later moved to California, then Texas, and finally to Florida. 
She continued her work as an astrologer and for several years and published a popular 
astrology magazine, Sybil Leek's Astrology. Although in her early American years she 
gave out much misinformation about Wicca, over the years she did educate herself on 
its true workings and for the last few years of her life did a lot of good work in helping 
straighten the misconceptions, despite her earlier stumbling. The rituals of her tradi
tion owed much to Gerald Gardner. She died in Melbourne, Florida, in 1983. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Witchcraft from the Inside. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1971. 
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Buckland, Raymond. The Witch Book: The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, Wicca, and Neo,paganism. 

Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 2002. 
Jordan, Michael. Witches: An Encyclopedia of Witches and Witchcraft. London: Kyle Cathie, 

1996. 
Leek, Sybil. A Shop in the High Street. London: McKay, 1964. 
Leek, Sybil. My Life in Astrology. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1972. 
Leek, Sybil. The Complete Art of Witchcraft. New York: Signet, 1973. 

LEFTWICH, ROBERT 

Robert Leftwich is a very successful modern British dowser. He uses a dowsing rod 
that will twist violently in his hands when he passes over whatever he is looking for. 
Leftwich has demonstrated his abilities while blindfolded. He is also able to tell when 
someone else, walking ahead of him, passes over water. Leftwich is a member of the 
British Society of Dowsers. 

LENORMAND, MARIE .. ANNE ADELAIDE (1768-1843) 

Marie-Anne Adelaide Lenormand was born in Alen�on, France. Although some 
biographies put her date of birth as May 27, 1772, others put it as 1778. However, 
according to Louis duBois (1773-1855), in De Mile Le Normand et de ses deux biogra, 
phies recemment publiees, she was born September 16, 1768. 

Whatever the date, she was one of three children, a boy and two girls. Her 
father was a respected tailor, who died when Marie, Anne was still young. Her mother 
remarried but never got over losing Marie-Anne's father. It is said that when Marie
Anne was young, a Gypsy read her palm and foretold a future of greatness for her. 
While still young, she started reading the palms of her schoolmates, which did not sit 
well with her Mother Superior headmistress. Marie-Anne became preoccupied with 
predictions. Her favorite tarot deck was the Etteilla deck, which she used all the time. 

By age fourteen Marie-Anne had moved with her family to Paris. While there 
she became involved with a young man who taught her numerology and astrology. 
Her first job after leaving the convent school was in a laundry. She encountered a Dr. 
Gall and, together with the young man, they came up with the winning number for a 
lottery. With the money, Marie-Anne left home and traveled to England, arriving 
there in 1787. Despite the fact that she could not speak the language, she rapidly 
developed a following and within the space of three years was fortune, telling for the 

British royal family. 

Growing bored with England, Marie-Anne returned to Paris. There, together 
with a Mme. Gilbert (see note below), she opened a salon on the rue de Tournon. At 
the time it was against the law to advertise as a clairvoyant, so the sign outside the 
door said: "Mademoiselle Lenormand; Bookseller." As it was, she was imprisoned for a 
week, but this just seemed to enhance her reputation. 

She entertained upper-class society using cheiromancy, tarot cards, and astrolo
gy, predicting the future of her clients. Quickly she attained a great reputation as a 
clairvoyant and was known as the "Sybil of Faubourg Saint Germain." She produced a 
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deck of divinatory cards that is still used today. Her clients included Marat, Robespierre 
and Saint-Just. At that time Josephine of Beauharnais married Napoleon Bonaparte. 
One of Marie-Anne's predictions was that Napoleon would one day ascend the throne 
of France, a prediction at which Napoleon himself laughed when he heard it. She 
amassed a considerable fortune before she died in Paris on June 25, 1843. 

Marie-Anne Lenormand's cards have thirty-six in the deck, each numbered 
and with a picture and title. On some decks there were four languages on the cards: 
German, Hungarian, Russian and Serbo-Croatian. T he meanings of the cards are as 
follows: 

1: Cavalier-News from a distance (9 Hearts) 

2: Cloverleaf-Good luck; hope; wealth (6 Diamonds) 

3: Ship-Travel; opportunities (10 Spades) 
4: House-Home; fruitful projects (King of Hearts) 
5: Tree-Health; energy (7 Hearts) 

6: Clouds-Obstacles; unpleasant events (King of Clubs) 

7: Snake-Jealousy; betrayal (Queen of Clubs) 

8: Coffin-Completion; financial loss; serious illness (9 Diamonds) 

9: Flowers-Contentment; Abundance; love (Queen of Spades) 

10: Scythe-Danger; accident; separation (Jack of Diamonds) 

11: Birch Rod-Arguments; conflict; strife (] ack of Clubs) 

12: Bird-Short journeys; thoughts; problems (7 Diamonds) 

13: Child-Trust; friends; children (Jack of Spades) 

14: Fox-Treachery; hidden traps (9 Clubs) 
15: Bear-Power; need for strength; care needed (10 Clubs) 
16: Star-Success (6 Hearts) 
17: Stork-Change; relocation (Queen of Hearts) 

18: Dog-True friendship (10 Hearts) 
19: Tower-Your lifetime; events from the past; protection (6 Spades) 

20: Garden-Creativity; meeting; party (8 Spades) 

21: Mountain-Strong enemies; overseas connection (8 Clubs) 

22: Road-Decisions (Queen of Diamonds) 

23: Mouse-Theft; losses (7 Clubs) 

24: Heart-Love; happiness (Jack of Hearts) 
25: Ring-Marriage; partnership (Ace of Clubs) 

26: Book-Secrets; mysteries (10 Diamonds) 
27: Letter-News (7 Spades) 

28: Man-Male querier (Ace of Hearts) 

29: Woman-Female querier (Ace of Spades) 
30: Lily-Support; life attitude; business (King of Spades) 

31: Sun-Success; optimism; happiness (Ace of Diamonds) 

32: Moon-Honors; respect; recognition (8 Hearts) 

33: Key-Solutions; new beginnings (8 Diamonds) 

34: Fish-Excess; wealth; luxury (King of Diamonds) 
35: Anchor-Stability; security; success (9 Spades) 

36: Cross-Misfortune; suffering; destiny (6 Clubs) 
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Note: Although most biographies of Mlle. Lenormand mention that she opened 
her Paris salon with a Mme. Gilbert, no further mention is ever made of this partner. It 
has been suggested that the reason for this is that Marie-Anne's own real name was 
Gilbert and that she changed it to Lenormand at the time she opened the salon. 

Sources: 

Anderton, Bill. Fortune Telling. North Dighton, MA: JG Press, 1996. 

Hargrave, Catherine Perry. A History of Playing Cards. New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1930. 

http://ww.brnlisieux.com/norrnandie/sybille.htm. 
http:/ /ww.serenapowers.com/. 

LEO, ALAN (1860-1917) 

Alan Leo was the pseudonym of British astrologer William Frederick Allen. He was 
possibly the most important of modem astrologers and has been described as "this cen
tury's major astrological publicist and, furthermore, the first astrologer of all time to 
practice his art on a large and well-organized professional scale" (Ellie Howe, Urania's 
Children, London, 1967). 

Allen was born in London on August 7, 1860. His father, a soldier in a Scot
tish regiment, abandoned the family when William was still a child. After leaving 
school, Allen became apprenticed to a draper. He didn't stay there long and moved on 
to work for a pharmacist and then a grocer. None of the jobs lasted any length of time. 
By sixteen he was living in Liverpool, in the north of England, and was destitute. 

Allen became a sewing-machine salesman and rapidly prospered. While sell
ing, he became ill and was recommended to an old herbalist. As well as curing him, 
the herbalist taught Allen about astrology. Allen also met and became friends with 
astrologer Walter Richard Old, also known as Walter "Gom" Old, who wrote under 
the pseudonym of Sepharial. 

In 1890, at the age of thirty, Allen joined the Theosophical Society and also 
started doing astrological charts by mail order. As both an astrologer and a 
theosophist, Allen was considered an occultist; some thought his astrology was had a 
strong esoteric component. He started writing books, and these were often written in 
"obscure and confusing occult jargon," according to Francis King. Five years later, in 
1895, he married Bessie Phillips, a professional palm-reader and phrenologist. On 
Bessie's insistence, the marriage was purely platonic. In fact they only got married 
after discovering that his Moon and her Sun were both in the same degree of Aries. 

Together with another astrologer, E W. Lacey (known as Aphorel), as co-edi
tor, Allen launched The Astrologer's Magazine. In 1895 it was renamed Modern 
Astrologer. The magazine was aimed at the general public and featured Allen's style of 
simplifying what had, until then, been a very complex art. His many books also served 
to make astrology available to virtually anyone. Rather than the detailed training and 
advanced mathematics previously needed, Allen showed how to become an astrologer 
with relatively little effort. Not surprisingly, his books became extremely popular in 
Britain and America and, in translation, throughout Europe. 
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In both 1914 and 1917 Allen was arrest· 
ed far "fortune,tdline;" specifically far "pre· 
tending and JrOfe.ing 10 teD fortunes." The first 
rime he was acquitted and the second time fined. 

Allen's books remain popular today. The 
most important were The Horo� and How to 

Read It (1902), Astrology for All (two volumes, 

1904), and How to )wd(tt a N«Mr, (two volwnes, 
1�). His wife, as Bessie Leo. wrote his biogra· 
phy, The Life and Work of Alan Leo (1919), and 
other books. Fa many years after his death she 
received letters from people who cla imed that 
her dead husband was still teaching them asaol· 
ogy and theosophy from the asaal plane. 

Soun:es: 
Howe, Ellie. Urania's Cllildren. London: Kimber, 

1967. 
ICing, Francis. Man, M,th S Maeic. Loncbn: BPC 

Publishing,1970. 
MacNeice, Louis. Ascroloo. Garden City, NY: Dou· 

bleday, 1964 . 
Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). E� q Ocrvltism S 

P�q,. New Yortc Avcn, 1978. 

Cover of Abo Lco'a Mo.km As� quartaly, 1897. 
FotW!ft Piawc Uma,.,. 

LESHAN, LAWRENCE 
(B. 1920) 
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Dr. Lawrmce LeShan was, rot ten years, head of 
the Department of Psycholoer at New York's 

Trafalgar Hospital and Institute of Applied Biology. He is known as one of the pio
neers of parapsychological research in the United States. He served as practicingpsy· 
chologist in the U.S. Army before joining the Trafalgar Hospital. 

LeShan started 10 explore psychic healing, hoping to expand the parameters c:J 
ordl.Odox psychotherapy. 1his led him to furdtoer explore relationships �en mysti· 
cism, modem physics, and psychic phenomena. LeShan worked with me famrus 
medium Eileen Garrett, spending more than five hundred hours with her, and was 

extremely impressed with her powers of psychometry. 

Since 1970 LeShan has been teaching psychic healing in New York. In 1971 
he published his book The Medium, rite M1stic and rite Plrysit;isr (New Yak: Viking). He 
feels that there are different typeS of rea lity, such as what he calls "clairvoyant reality," 
"sensory reality," and "trans-psychic reality." All of rhese he describes in his book. 

Sources: 
Rshley, Mal;pi'Ct. Tht � L<lndon: Aldus. 1976. 
Shcpard,l..die A. (ed.). E� af� S P�. New York: Avon, 1978. 
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Lll,, William ( 1602-1681) 

effects of ECLIPSES. 

A True Type of tbc SuDs 8"11 l.JI(J� 

Illustration from Willialo Ully'aAnm&t T� w 'Ift.eDarfl Year, 16Sl. Fcmean Actwe I.Am:ry. 

l£TJERS OFA NAMEsu 0-...:y 

LIBANOMANCY .u Jeail-y 

UBATIONS•�� 

UGHTNING .u Cera� 

LILLY, WILLIAM ( 1602-1681) 

The English a.crologer immortalized as "Sidrophet:• in Samuel Butler's satirical poem 
Hudibras (1663). Ully was born on May 1, 1602, at Diseworth, l.eicestershire, Eng· 
land, and was educated at Ashby.de-la�Zouch. 

It wasn't until Lilly was thirty that he started practicing astrology, having been 
taught by a hard-drinking Welsh derg)tllan. He said later that he only started looking 
into the science out of curiosity. to see l there was any truth in it. Ully began pd>lish· 
ing astrological almanacs in April of 1644. These received serious attention from 
some of the prominent members of the Long Parliament for, lila: all successful 
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astrologers of the time, he tied astrological indications into current events and fre
quently showed that the stars endorsed the political mood. 

Lilly's most accurate predictions were made ten or more years before they came 
about. They were: the victory of the Roundheads over the Royalist Cavaliers, the out
break of the plague in London in 1665, and the Great Fire of London the following 
year. When he made his predictions of the plague and the fire, he accompanied them 
with drawings showing innumerable corpses being buried in shrouds, because there 
weren't enough coffins, and he showed London (symbolized by Gemini, the sign for 
the city) consumed in flames. Because of this latter, he was later accused of starting 
the fire and had to explain to Parliament how it was that the stars could show him 
what was to come about. However, despite these successes he completely misjudged 
the scientific revolution that spread rapidly through England during the seventeenth 
century, and consequently lost his popularity after the Restoration. He died at Her
sham, Surrey, on June 9, 1681. 

Sources: 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
King, Francis. The Supernatural: The Cosmic Influence. London: Aldus, 1975. 
MacNeice, Louis. Astrology. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1964. 

LIMBS, MOVEMENT OF see Spasmatomancy 

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM (1809-1865) 

Abraham Lincoln was a spiritualist and attended many seances, having some at his 
own home. Colonel Simon F. Kase told of one notable one, which both he and the 
president attended in the home of Mrs. Laurie. The Laurie's daughter, a Mrs. Miller, 
was the medium, playing piano while in a trance. As she played, two legs of the 
instrument levitated several inches off the floor then repeatedly banged back to the 
floor to beat time to the music. As it kept rising up, Kase, a judge, and two soldiers 
who were present all climbed on the piano together but were unable to make it settle 
down again until the medium stopped playing. The legs rose as high as four inches off 
the floor. 

Abraham Lincoln had many prophetic dreams, including one of his own 
death. In early April 1865, he dreamed he was lying in bed when he heard the sound 
of sobbing. Getting up and leaving his bedroom, he went into the East Room of the 
White House where he saw a line of people filing past a catafalque. They were all pay
ing their respects to the figure lying in state, guarded by four soldiers. The face of the 
figure was covered so, in the dream, Lincoln asked one of the soldiers who had died. 
The soldier replied, "The President. He was killed by an assassin." Lincoln later told 
his wife, Mary, and several friends about the dream. It was later that same month that 
he was shot and killed by John Wilkes Booth. 

Another of Lincoln's prophetic dreams was of a damaged ship sailing away 
with a Union ship in hot pursuit. Lincoln had this dream on a number of occasions, 
each time just before an important Union victory. 
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Sourcea: 
Headen, Deirdre (ed.). QuestP,U!e Un.lalown-Chatmgelte F��D�tt. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 

Oipt, 199l. 
Shepmd, lalie A. (cd..). EI'IC)� of� & P�)Ciaaloc.New YO!\: Avon. 1978. 
SlefN!Ian, � 1\c � 5priu dftd Spm Worlls.London: Aldus. london 1975. 

UNES (ON FAOZ) ser Mrr"l � 

UPSx�� 

LITHOMANCY 

(See abo PlqlbosaDCf) 

Divination by signs derived from atones. Sir 1homas Browne, il P�udodoxia tpidemica 
( 16-46), meNioned the "Limomancy, or divination, fiom missrone, whereby Helenua 
rhe Prophet foretold rhe destntaion of1ioy." He is here probably refeuing ro rhe 
Byzantine peer Joames Tzetzes's rwelfth<entury Greek hexameter poem rhar aaya 
rhar Helenus divined 1ioy's downfall usi� a lodestone, or magner, washed wirh spring 
water and pas3ed through an elabo.are Jirual. When inrerrogared, ar me end of rhe 
rires, rhe atone spoke wirh the voice of a child. The lodestone is well described as 

"roLgh, hard, black, and heavy, graven eve.ywhere wirh veins like wrinkles." Ir is also 
described as "rhe ttue and vocal sideriris, which orheJS call rhe animated ophires." 
Sider iris, or siderite. is alarher name for �ue qua1tz (or chal.,tJire). k is quire different 
fiom lodestone, which is iron-bearing rock with magnetic properties. 

Frederick T. Etwocrh y, in Tile Ecril E,e ( 1895), aka rekJS ro rhe blue quattz 
when he deecribes "lithomancy, divination with a precious stone called siderites." 
However, lhomaa Blount. in Glossogr� (1656) speaks of"lithomancy,divination 
by casting Pibble atones, or by the Load-stone." 

From the above it would seem that mere were two possible ways of working 
lithomancy. The major method was with a magnetic loadstone Magic ally, it waaaaid 
1D pro&!ce a voice that would answer questions. There is no indication of how the 
siderite was used, other rhan me reference to pebbles. This second merhod may 
employ a semiprecious atone such as blue quartz, probably in small pieces like pebblea, 
and wed in a mamer similar ro pcmaocy. 

Photiua (820-891 CE), me patliarch of Constantinople, spoke of an oracular 
srone called rhe baetulum, and refened ro ir as a rool for lirhomancy. This was proba· 
bly rhe b:av( (Larin: baerulus), which was a sacred meteoric: srone and wo� therefore 
seem ro endorse the lodestone idea 

Souree.: 

Encyclo�dia &itannka. OUcago: \VtUiam Benton. 1964. 
O:rford En&fish �. Oxford: Clarencbn Press, 1989. 
Sch\I!Tiaru\. Walter. Genurones of Ute Wmti. New Yorlc &edina. 1977. 
Spence, l..ewk. An E� of Ute Oa:ldr. London: George Rw� & Sor\S, 19.20. 
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LIVER see Hepatoscopy 

LOGOMANCY 

Logos is the Greek for word, speech, discourse, reason. Logomancy, as divination by 
word or words, could cover a number of different forms of fortune-telling. Consider
ing the written word, it would cover such methods as bibliomancy (reading random 
passages in books). Considering the spoken word, it would cover such things as cle
donomancy (chance hearing of random words and phrases). It would also cover psy
chography (spontaneous writing of a divine nature) and onomancy (using the letters 
of a name). Unfortunately the exact method does not seem to have been recorded. 

LOT DRAWING see Bible; Lots of Praeneste; Sortilege 

LOTS OF PRtENESTE, THE 

The Lots of Prreneste were connected with the worship of Fortuna. Fortuna was an 
ancient fertility goddess, hence the connection with good fortune. She later became 
identified with the Greek Tyche. 

Questions put to the goddess were answered by drawing lots from a case made 
of ancient wood. A young boy would draw the oaken lots. A second method was to 
use an urn with a very narrow neck, filled with water. Because of the narrowness of 
the neck, only one lot at a time could rise to the surface. 

Sources: 

Kaster, Joseph. Putnam's Concise Mythological Dictionary. New York: G.P. Putnam's, 1963. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

LOTTERY 

A lottery is a system for the distribution of prizes as determined by chance. Lotteries 
have been held for centuries, reputedly having been invented by the Romans. In its 
usual form, tickets bearing numbers are sold and distributed. Duplicates are placed in a 
container, often a rotating drum, and winners are drawn after these have been thor
oughly mixed. 

The Roman emperors Nero and Augustus gave away slaves, ships, and even 
houses through lotteries, the tickets for which were free. Lotteries as enjoyed today 
originated in Italy during the Middle Ages. They spread in popularity to France, Ger
many and Austria, and were used there to raise revenue for the rulers. The first Eng
lish lottery was held in 1569. (In Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice of 1596, there is 
reference to "The lottery that he hath devised, in these three chests of gold, silver, and 
lead." Act I, sc ii.) 

American colleges such as Harvard, Dartmouth, and Columbia were originally 
financed through lotteries patterned after the British ones, though in 1762 they were 
denounced by the Pennsylvania Provincial assembly as being injurious to trade and 
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encouraging vice and idleness. Lotteries flourished alter the Civil War but, aver a 
period of time, ane to be rudawed by many staleS at different time5. Tcxby, state-run 
lotteries provide vast amounts ci money for such things as educatim. 

Betlnning in 1758 there was aroyal lotmy in Franc:e. AutborGrillot deGivry 
states that when i was finally suppress«� by Louis Philippe, all the secret methods of 
winning it were lost. It had been believed that winning numbers could be found in 
dream�. There was an intricate interpretation involved, however. Fa example, if an 

ostrich was dreamt of, that represented the number seventy-three. A barometer indi· 
c:ated the runben thittem, seven� and forty-nine. To dream cia Negro meant the 
numbers eightftn or sixty-eight. If there seemed little chance of dreaming, then the� 
was a specific: prayer prcscrbed that had to be said, then writtm on virgin parchment 
and placed under the pillow. An inaic:ate ewmetric ngu� known as the Pentagonal 
Figu� was also a &vorire klr determining which num�rs would be winners. 

Many of the v•ious forms of divination mentioned in this volume can be, and 
have been, directed toward the finding of the winning numbers in lotteries. Some 
people have been very suc:c:essful at it. Harold Horwood, an elecaical engineer in Lon• 
don, had many ci his dreams documented by the Samda, Pictoria.l newspaper during 
the 1940s and 1950s. He mostly dreamed of winning racehorses but could also apply 
his dreams to lotteries. 

Soun:a: 
Bucltland, Raymond. G,ps, Drum � St. Paul. MN: Llewellyn, 1999. 
E�44l � OtiQ&o: Wtllu.n Benton. 1964. 
de Givry, Cirillix. A � ANi1o1oo of W�. � & AJd.m.,. London: SponiNoode, 

Ballan�. 1931. 

LUNOMANCY 

Luronanc:y il divining by the shadows c:ast on a perscn's face in momlight. A fuliiQOOft 
is best for dUs but any moon that gives area.sonable amcunt cilight may be utilized. 

1be ahadows muat be observed randomly, without the �eer uying to position 
the person's head for special emphasis. The depth of shadow, length, and observed 
shape a� all taken into c:onsideratim. 

An old supendtion is that it is bad lucie to have a child hom in moonlight. It 
W33 al� believed that anyone sleeping in moonlighdor any length of time ran me ria 
of going either blind or cra:y. If a girl lool<ed at a new mom over her right shoulder, 
she would dream ci her fut� husband if she repeated the words: 

New moon, new moon, do tell me 

Who my aue lover will be. 
The color of his hair, 
The cloches chat he will wear, 

And d� happy day that he will wed me.. 

Sourc:ea: 
� V� Opl �New York: J:hver.l964. 
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MACROMANCY 

(See alsoMi�) 

Macromancy is divination by studying the largest object in the area. Whether a rock, 
a tree, or a house, the object is studied and the seer intetprets. Si21e, geneJal shape, and 
color all have their place in the interpretation. With trees {see deodromancy ), there 
are specific <J13lities associated, as also with colors (see colorology). The closeness ri 
the object to others, or the distance fum them, may also be sigrUIIcant. 

MACULOMANCY 

Maculomancy b divination U5ing spots. These are randomly espied spots, and ao may 
be the markings on an animal (such as a dalmatian dog or a leqmd), smins en a cloth, 
matb on the grourxl, spots left by rain or water fiom washing. or virtually any spots 
lhat have a ha�ard pattem. 

The interpretation deperxls upon the seer, rut generally follows the same 
characteristics of tasseography, geomancy, and similar methods. If the diviner has a 
knowledge of astronomy and constellation shapes, then astrology might also be 
employed 

MAH.-}ONGG 

Originating in 0\ina, each province of that country originally had its own variation 
of the name for this game. The name signifies "spauow,. and has been variously 
transliterated as matlia"C, mac#Uar�g, macheuk,and mach'iau, as well as mah·jorg. 
Mah·jongg was coined and copyrighted by Joseph P. Babcock, an American resident 
of Shanghai who introduced the game to the west after Wodd War I. 
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The tiles, or p'ais, are about the siz of dominoes and made of bone, iv(Xf, wood a 

plastic. In most fc:xms of the game thett att either 136 a 1-K cl them, depending 
�n whether a not certain ones are included. One American version uses 152. The 
1J6.tile gal me is made 14' as fdlows: 

� numbered 1 to 9; four of each "' 36 tiles 
Ordes, numbeld 1 to 9; four of each = 36 
Owac�s, numbered 1 to 9; four of each "' 36 
Honors: -4 red, 4 green, 4 white dragons - 12 
Wmds: -4 east, -4 south, -4 �. -4 north 2 16 

136 tile3 

The 1,.,..tile game adds four each of flowers and seasons. On the American 
152-tile version, all of the suit tiles, flowers, winds, and jolters att marked with Roman 
letters and Arabic numerals. The ttd and g�een dragon ti&es depict dragons, while the 
white dragon tile uses a rectangular design. Eight of the tiles are jolteiS. lhe one bam
boo& of this set depict cranes. 

One brm of divination with Mah-jongg tiles is to draw thirteen of them and 
place them in the followingader: 

Nath 
10, 11, 12 

West CentEr East 
7,8,9 13 1, 2, 3 

South 
-4,5,6 

The center tile n:fers to the question bdng asked. The eastan tiles (on the 
right) are the present situatioo.. lhe western tiles (left) repre.ent any obstacles stand
ing in the way. lhe south tiles are the near, or immcdia�, future, while the north tiles 
are the more distant future. 

A variation on rhis is to put down the tiles cne at a time, starting in the east, 
and going around clockwise: 

North 
... 8,1 2 

West Center East 
3. 7,11 13 1, s. 9 

South 
2,6, 10 

As the tiles are tu!Yled, it may be that a flower or a season has been drawn. If 
this is the case, draw an extta tile and place it next to that flower or season tile. 

Meanings of the Tala 

Circles 
1 (Pearl---Chu): luxury, wealth, honor, ttfinement. An older woman is 

i�t in )OOr we. 
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2 (Pine-Sung}: Success comes through firmness and strength. Diplomacy is 
preferable to aggression. Older woman or younger man. 

3 (Phoenix-Feng}: Happiness, joy, and splendor. Good news to come. 
4 (Jade-Yu}: Hard work brings rewards. Justice. Build and maintain friend

ships. 
5 (Dragon-Lung}: Sudden and unexpected good fortune. 

6 (Peach-Tao): Fine arts. Aim for beauty without extravagance. A young 
woman is important in your life. 

7 (Insect--h'ung}: Industry, craft, skill. Manual work. Business over a short 
period brings short-term rewards. 

8 (Tiger-Hu): Authority. Superiors. Issues with an older man. Bravery and 
assertiveness necessary. 

9 (Unicorn--Ch'I}: Ability to see ahead. Beat rivals by seeing through them. 

Bamboo 

1 (Peacock-K'ung}: Success comes from changing direction. Beware of 
pride and vanity. 

2 (Duck-Ya}: Enduring partnership, devotion, and fidelity. 

3 (Toad-Min): Sickness and medication. Recovery from sickness. Beware of 
overambition, overextension. 

4 (Carp--Li): Peace and contentment leading to longevity. 

5 (Lotus-Lien}: Awakening to new life. A need to begin again. 

6 (Water-Shui): Short journeys. Correspondence. 

7 (Tortoise-Kuei): Gradual progress, together with learning, bring success. 
Possible issues of illegitimacy. Success after a delay. 

8 (Fungus-Chan): Unexpected event. Issues of virtue may be important. 

9 (Willow-Liu): Diplomacy and tact necessary. Strength through flexibility. 

Characters (Wan) 

1 (Open Door-Ju): New opportunities. Obstacles removed. 

2 (Sword-Chien): A decision is needed for progress to be made. Twins. 
 3 (Earth-Ti): Stability. Issues involving relocation, real estate, countryside. 
4 (Lute--Ch'in): Time to relax. Music, leisure, performing arts. 
5 (House-Fang}: Issues regarding a house or property. 

6 (Fire-Huo ): Possibility of loss; danger. Beware of depleting your resources: 
mentally, physically, and financially. Intelligence and inspiration also 
threatened. 

7 (Seven Stars-Tuo}: Dreams and ambitions are important. Encourage writ
ing, literature. 

8 (Knot--Chieh): A state of flux. Tying/untying. 

9 (Heaven-Tien}: End of one cycle; start of another. Achievement, fulfill
ment. A ceremony. Spiritual matters. 

Winds 

East Wind (Tung}: Associated with spring, the color green, the element wood 
and the dragon constellation. New beginnings. Concerned with issues to 
do with the self. 
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South Wind (Nan): Associated with summer, the color red, the element of 
fire, and the phoenix constellation. Good fortune, growth, and progress. 

West Wind (MHsi): Associated with autumn, the color white, the element of 
metal, and the tiger constellation. Issues to do with your goals and objec
tives, or to do with your partner. 

North Wind (Pei): Associated with winter, the color black, the element of 
water, and the tortoise constellation. There are difficulties. Patience is 
called for. There is a lack of what is needed at this time. 

Dragons 
Red Dragon (Chung): This tile represents the arrow striking the target. Suc

cess in all you desire. 
Green Dragon (Fa): The arrow about to be shot from the bow. Now is the 

time to start. Do not delay. 
White Dragon (Pai): The arrow in flight. The mysterious unknown. Ghosts. 

Documents are important. 
Seasons 
Spring (Yu): Associated with the Fisherman, the east wind, the color green, the 

element of wood, and the plum blossom flower. Strive for commonsense, 
together with good management skills and good working relationships. 

Summer (Ch'iao): Associated with the wood-cutter, the south wind, the color 
red, the element of fire, and the orchid flower. Activity brings success. 

Autumn (Keng): Associated with the farmer, the west wind, the color white, 
the element of metal, and the chrysanthemum flower. Hard labor brings its 
own rewards. 

Winter (Du): Associated with the scholar, the north wind, the color black, 
the element of water, and the bamboo flower. Exercise caution and concen
trate on paperwork, whether literary or administrative. 

Flowers 
Plum Blossom (Li): East wind and spring. A sign of renewed vitality and luck. 

Innocence and inexperience are assets. 
Orchid (Lan): South wind and summer. Seek refinement; the rare and the pre

cious. 
Chrysanthemum (Chit): West wind and autumn. Enjoy leisure, entertainment, 

and social activities. 
Bamboo (Chu): North wind and winter. Planning, research, writing, learning. 

Sources: 

Babcock, Joseph P. Babcok's Rules for Mah-]ongg, 1923. 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
http://ww.serenapowers.com/mahjongg.html. 

MARGARITOMANCY 

Margaritomancy is divination by pearls. Pierre de l' Ancre, in his L' lncredulite et 
mescreance du sortilege ( 1622), said: "The pearl is to be enchanted, and shut in a pot; 
then if it chance that the name of a thief be pronounced the pearl will leap, striking 
against the pot." As described by Lewis Spence, "A pearl was covered with a vase, and 
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placed near the fire, and the names of suspected persons pronounced. When the name 
of the guilty one was uttered the pearl was supposed to bound upwards and pierce the 
bottom of the vase." The mention of its being placed "near the fire" would seem to give 
a clue that there was some natural effect of heat on a pearl that might cause it to jump. 

Sources: 

de Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology of Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 
Ballantyne, 1931. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

MATHEMANCY 

Children's nursery rhymes, songs, and stories are rich depositories of ancient folklore. 
This has been elaborated upon by such writers as Katharine Briggs, Lewis Spence, and, 
more recently, lona and Peter Opie. The "counting-out games" of children are espe
cially interesting in that they contain remnants of mathemancy. Mathemancy is div
ination by counting. 

Charles Godfrey Leland, in his book on the Etruscans, says: "A vast amount of 
ancient erudition on the subject of divining by numbers and similar matters, may be 
found in a very rare work . . . Tractus Philologicus de Sortitione Veterum, Hebrreorum 
inprimis ex S. Scriptura Talmude, &c by Martin Mauritius (Basel, 1692)." He notes that 
the Sortes Virgiliana! were in the nature of, or allied to, counting-out rhymes. 

Sources: 

Briggs, Katharine. The Anatomy of Puck. London: Hillary House, 1959. 
Leland, Charles Godfrey. Etruscan Magic & Occult Remedies. New York: University Books, 1963. 
Opie, lona and Peter. The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1959. 
Spence, Lewis. Myth and Ritual in Dance, Game, and Rhyme. London: Watts, 1942. 

MAYA see Mexico and Central America 

MECONOMANCY 

Meconomancy is generally referred to as divination by sleep. The root word mecon, 
however, relates to the poppy and to opium (for example, meconium is the thickened 
juice of the poppy; meconic acid is a white crystalline acid obtained from the opium). 
It seems certain, therefore, that this is divination from dreams/hallucinations experi
enced while under the influence of opium. It differs from oneiromancy in that in the 
latter the divination comes from dreams obtained in natural sleep. 

The diviners of ancient Mexico used meconomancy, working with such hallu
cinogenic plants as morning glory, jimsonweed, and peyote. 

Sources: 

Miller, Mary and Karl Taube. The Gods and Symbols of Ancient Mexico and the Maya. London: 
T hames & Hudson, 1993 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989 
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N� Cutolo. an Italian ptycbjc, wom with a pendul.un to diapou the Utna.a cl the womao in the 
pbotJJcrapb, 1984. Dr. E'IINzr R. {irvbafFortean � UrnJr,. 
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MEDICAL RADIESTHESIA 

The use ol radatbesia fOr diagnosing and pteSCribing k>r diaease. Radiesthesia is the 
use of a pendulum or rod. Medical radiesthesia grew our o( the discovery by Abbe 
Bouly, Cur� ol Hardelor, that it was possible to estimate che percentage ci salts in any 
specimen ci water by holding a sample in che hand and testing with che pendulum. 
From there it was possible to go on to rest the bodies ci animals and ci humans, look
ing fOr infections. 1he next step was rouse the diagnostic tool fOr finding remedies. 

Everything in nature generates a radiation that can be detected by a pendulum 
or a radionic instrument. Working solely with a sample ol blood or saliva, it is possible 
to tune into this raliation and to wotk with it to the point ci diagnosing am prescrib
ing treatment or medicine for disease. The precise nature ol the radiation or influence 
operating in radiesthesia has not Jet been detailed in the field of scientific investiga
tion but is generally referred to� r:he ''Life Force." 

Sources: 
Mennet. Abbf Alexis.� and PracDce of Radiudlaia. l4lndon: Watkins. tens. 
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Wethert.d, Vernon D. An li'IO'Odtdon co Mofical � (1 �.londoa: C. W. Danie� 
1962. 

Wl:thert.d, Vernon 0 The �o{Mofical�dle:sia. London: C.W. o.ud. 1967. 

MERMET, ABBE ALEXIS (1866-1937) 

Alexis Mermet wu born in 1866. in Savoy, France. He grew up to become a country 
pziest. He learned to dowse from hi.s father and grandfather, both famous for their 
abilities in France and in Swiberland. Mennet studied and developed a natural5ensi· 
tivity to radiations and forcefields, applying his knowledge to the discovery of water, 
gold, disease, and mising persons and property. Outing his lifetime the A� Mermet 
was acclaimed the "King tt Q)wsers," not only in France but all across Europe. He 
cau5ed even the Pope to take an interest in dowsing and radiesthesia. 

By distant projection, Mermet discovered fields of peholeum in Africa, Oali· 
cia, and other parts of the world. He was consulted by the Vatican authorities for 
important archaeological researches in Rome, all of which were vety successful and 
ar-e recorded in the Archives of the Vatican Library. 

Mermet came to the conclusion mat if what lay hidden in the earth and in 
inanimate objects, could be studied with a pendulu� men why oouldn't that same 
pendulum detect hidden conditions in animals and human beifli$lHis hypolhesis was 
threefold: 1: Everything emits radiation; 2: Some kind of "cunent" flows through 
human hands; and 3: Holding appropriate tools renders them diagnostic instruments. 
1he5e insttuments, he found, could be used not only for locating objects in the 
ground, lost and stolen oll;ecu. and missing persons, but also for diagnosire and pre
scribing for diJe.a5e. 

Mermet died in 1937. His book. Prindpks and PaJaia of RIJd.iDchtsia, hasdd 
nearly 100.000 copies. 

Sourc.ea: 
Ml:rmer, Ab�Alexis. f'rindl*sa.wiPmaictof� Loodon: Watkins, 1975. 

MESOPOTAMIA 

Ancient Mesopotamia was the cultwal area located, c. 5000 BCE, approximately 
where Iraq exists today. The southern pan of the region was known as Babylonia, the 
normem part, Asyrla. 

The Mesopotamian gods were thought to detmnine the furure-dhumans, of 
cities, of the nation. But by using suitable means, it was possible to obtain glimpses of 
me furure. Many fOnns of divination were developed fOr this. Some were available to 

all bur many were resuic� to the use of the king. Astrology, e:utispicy, on£iroman, 
cy, a\lgUry, ophiomancy, and z:OOIIWtcy were all empl�d. In later Assyria, a "dream 
book" gave me interpretation ci hunckeds of dreams. 
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Me�; Merapomy 

A '-»• � ci mctlp)OcDy. or diviDadoo by risiDD, iD which CoDitluldDe Ma the sip� of tbe croa 

�ed with the words, "By This. You Wil Cooquer.'" Forfzdn Pi£:1we U...,.. 
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Sources: 
�m. A .L. Ancient �tm!Ua: Pomait of 4 IR.ad CMlltadon. <llicqo: <lliago Uni· 

vetsity �. 1964. 

METAGNOME; METAGNOMY 

Metagnomy is divination by visions obrained when in a trance state; lcnowledge 
acquired through cryptesthesia (without the aid cl the five senses). In other words, the 
divination of acera, mediums, sibyls, the Pythia, sh.amaru, and all who go into trance 
or who receive their lcnowledge in some psychic manner. All such would be termed 
meragnomes. Emile Boiiac's The Ps,clwlogy of tlte F.wre ( 1918) says: "Clairvoyance, 
or 'metagnomy' ... it is especially in the somnambulistic state, natural or provolced, 
that metagnomic manifestations occur." 

So urea: 

Chford ErPA �· Oxford: Oarmdon Press, 1989. 



METAGRAPHOLOGY 

This is psychometric power on the basis of scripts. Psydxllnetty is the ability to han# 
die an ob;ect and to be able to tell the history c:L that object, n:ceiving the infonna· 
tion psychically. Metagraphology is similar in that the information is obtained from 
handling an exampled handwriting, rather than a ring, a pieced jewelry, a some 
other object. From this handwriting, the diviner can describe the person whowro te 
the sample, and in somecases even give their s tatec:Lhealth, state of mind at the time 
of writing, and other details . Joseph R. Buchanan. in Outlines of kctwTo on w newro

logictJl s1smn of andtropoloo ( 1854 ), mentions that "old manuscripts requiring an anti· 
quary ro decipher their strange old penmanship, were ea\ily interpreted by the 
psychometric power." 

SoUJ'CZ.: 
Oxfard E� DcOorlary. Oxford: Cla.rmdon Press. 1989. 

METEOROMANCY 

In theE� �tropdjrana ol1845, Edward Smedley states: "In Eauria, the fre· 
quency ol sacrifice and the temi>erament olthe air, gave J)q)Ularity ro extilpicy and 
meteoromancy." The fonner is the inspection c:L the entrails d sacrifiCed animals. lhe 
latter is divination by the observation c:L meteors. 

Soun:a: 
(),ford � Diccionary. Oxford: Clarerd:m Press. 1989. 

METOPOMANCY; METOPOSCOPY 

Mathematician and altroqer jerome Cardan (1501-1576) was the fine to suggest 
that the wrinkles on a person's behead might represent a c ompilation of indicators • 

ro a person's character, and that no two people would have the same wrinkes. In 1658 
his worlc �scnpia was published in Latin by 1homas Jolly in ParU.I.ater the same 
year a French translation, by C M. de l.aurendiere, ..,peared. 

Cardan �ed thar the lines on the forehead ol a person can be used for div
inationand pointed out that they are ea\ier to read than the lines of the hand, in cheko
mancy, since the latter needs the cooperation d the person being read. The art a 

science of metopomancy \\0\Jld come under the general heading of physiopomancy. 

Thoms Bloun� mentions it in Glossographia (1656), as does Sir Thomas 
Uaquhart in The Third Book of the Works lfMr. Francis Rd.lrlais ( 1693), where he says: 
"Ye lrnow how by the Arts ol Astrology ... Otuomancy, Metopomancy ... he foretel
leth all things to come." In James Sanford's translation ol Agriptld 's Of the wnicit and 
uncertaincie of artts and scitnuJ (1569) it says: "Metoposcq)[e doth avaunte that she 
can foretell all mens beginninges, proceedinges, and endinges by the onely beholding 
of the fixeheade." In the Bible. Revelation 14:9, there is n:ference to it: "If any man 
worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in h i s hand." 
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Cardan concluded that there could be 
� to seven lines across a forehead. These he 
equated with the seven planets of asttoloey 
(from bottom to top of the forehead): mooo. 
Mercmy, Venus. Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn. No 
cme �likely to have aD seven lines but a person 
might have, k>r example, the lines ci Man and 
Jupiter, or the lines ci Mercury, the Sun, and 
Saturn. Loog and perfectly straight lines indi· 
cated "a simplicity of the soul" and a sense of 
justice, regardless of the planets with which 
they were associated. Wavy lines, curving lines, 
and brolcen lines would have other interpreta· 
tions, as would vertical lines, crosses, angled 
lines, cross lines, and so on. 

Cardan also noted various combinations 
of facial spots, mole�, and other blemishes. 
These spots and blemishes he equated with the 
twelve signs of the todiac. Taurus, Aries, and 
Gemini were oo the upper part ci the forehead; 
Cancer, Leo, and Virgo lower down. Libra was 

ar the top ci the nose, Scorpio near the ear, 
Sagittarius at the top of the cheek, Capricorn 
below it, Aquarius below that, and Pisces at the 
bottom ci the cheek by the chin. 

IDustntioo d cbe rulenhicll of che RWD pbDtts owr 

che snm main frcntal lina.  m dac:eadi.nc order frc:m 
Sllwn. accord inc to ancient plaodary � 16S& 
n.t.- �ft� 

Soun:rs: 

de Giwy, Grillor. A Piaoriot A� of Wildiaa{r. 
MQ&ic fl Akkm,. London: Spocriswoode, Bal
lanqne, 1931. 
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Headon, �irdre (ed.). Qufsc for rite Unknovn
Oanint rite Ft.�. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's Digar. 1992. 

Oxford EfWliJ#t llaionm:J. Oxbd: Clatendon Pta&, 1989. 

MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA 

Divination was an important part of all Mesoamerican religious life, • was the 260-
day calendar that served as a divinatory almanac. The calendar was often used in con· 
junction with sortilege, which was done using seeds. The seeds were randomly cast 
and then counted for the divination. 

Using pools of water and polished surf.tces for scrying was another common 
form of divination in Mesoamerica. The visions seen by seen using scrying were 
aa:epted as evidence in court cases among the Ta�s of Michoadn. Reading mus· 
de-twitching (spasmatomancy) and the pulsing ci blood (a brm ci dririmaDCy) were 
also divination methods. Meconomaocy � employed using such common hallucino
genic plants as jimsoowecd, morning gl01y, and peyote. 
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Mexico and Central America 

.A% tee 

The Aztea had a college of diviners 
known as the cnlmecac. This was similar to the 
augun college of ancient Rome, though the 
Auec diviners worked solely m the flight and 
song of birds. If a young Aztec boy showed mys
tical leanings, he would be sent to the calmecac 
to become a priest. The Spaniards compared the 
school to a monastery. This was also the place 
where the ruler-aspirants were trained. The 
name calmecacmeans'"houseof the largecorri· 
dors." According to Victor von Hagen, a stu· 
dent at the school would learn to read glyph 
writing and learn about the calendar, aatrology, 
rituals, and the interpretation of phenomena. 
The Codex Florentino, written in Spanish and 
translated directly from the ideographic Nahu· 
atl speech, speab of how boys at the calmecac 
religious schools "must learn artfully all the 
songs, the songs of the gods • • .  which are writ· 
ten in the boob." 

The remains of the calmecac portion of 
the site are to be seen at the ruined coq>lex of 
Calixtlahuaca, famous for its Temple ofQuenaJ.. 
coad 

A maior Aztec goddu;--the mother of The Muiao tktec) Cafrnd. can be cad iD terms of 
all the people and the '"Mother of the Gods"- qdes covmoc tbouaod. ci yean. FCI'I'U4n � 

was Toci. She was patroness of midwives and f...ibtm.:J. 
healers and abo goddess of diviners. 

Inca 

Apt-Rimae was the main Oracle o( the Inca Fmpire, said to dwell in the Apuri· 
mac River Gorge west of Cuzco. The oracle was attended by an Inca priestess. Lmg 
before the Spaniards appeared in the area, Apu-Rima prop he lied that bearded men 
would come and slhvert the Inca Empire.1hejesuitpriest Father Bern� O:>bo, in his 
four-volume Hiscor a del Nauw Mundo of 18�93, stated that the oracle's effigy was a 
tree ounlc the sl:e of a human body. It was splashed with human blood, he said Hr also 
said that it had "a golden belt me (Qlm wide, with two women's breasts of solid gold • • •  

Next to this idol were other smaller ones ... bathed with blood and dressed like 
women." Hr said that the priestess was an old woman who kept in the shadows while 
incanting her pro�ies. When the Spaniards came, she threw herself over the cliff. 

Tilere were sacriftcial Inca ceremonies carried cut m I..alce Ttticaca •s Island of the 
Sun.legendaJy birthplace ci the fust Inca. Whie a young white llama was prepared br 
sacrifice, the A yn\10 Indian women � sat wdl pi)es of coca le:aves (E.rydo-ox,· 
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Mexico and Ccural America 

1be Xulaallwa pynmid ac Cbitbm laa, Maico. built by lhe Mayu, �ed dllriDc tbc �priDe eqaiDox 
inl994.Kbd��� 
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lumcOC4), which they used to determine the most propitious site on the island� p«· 
�ng the saamce. This they did by chewing the ax.a, aomething done only by socxh
.ayen and nobles. The coc.a was known as the "divine plant." When the llama was 
sacritlced, the priests would Ulspe:ct the viscera. This bana.tpi.cy rirual was known as� 

Omcles were consulted regularly by the Inca rulers. The third Inca, Lloque 
Yupanqui, was extremely ugly. He was also unable to produce a son and heir. Consult
Ing the oracle, toward the end of his reign, he was told to ay once more with his ccrya, 
or principal wife. It was also suggested that he might try a younger coya. This he did, 
and a son was bom-Mayta Capac, who became something of an Inca Hercules. 

Every important decision and war f'rught was first investigated through the om
des. Favorable augury was looked for 3J!IOf1g the sotthsa)'ers. Pachacamac was the most 
famous shrine in South America. Located abrut fifteen miles south ci present-day 
Lima, pilgrims had traveled to the oracle theft! long befor-e Inca times. �taries would 
fast for a period and would then approach the oracle walking baclcward. Prophesies 
were heard issuing ftom the mouths of many carved figures in the walls and recesses, 
md wert: usually delivered with a sibilant hiss. After Tupa Inca adopted the site follow
ing his conquest olChan Chan, Pachacamac became the etqJift!'s grearest oracle. 
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Milchailom, Nd,a (b. 1927) 

Maya 

Qvination � an important part ci Mayan religion. Scribes recorded the texts 
ci history and divination in the most complex writing system ever developed in the 
New World. ln the sixteenth- century Codex Magliabechiano there & a picture of 
women performing divination to determine the outcome of a disease. 1bis was per
bmed at night and involved me casting of coca leaves onto a board or blanket. 

1be primordeal ancestral couple, Cipactonal and Oxomoco. was bdieYed to 

possess great powers of divination. lbey are referred to as diviners and shown casting 
lots in Codex Borbonicus. lbey are associated with the origin of the 260-day calendar, 
because of its importance in divination. By divining with cast '* seeds, the couple 
insti\ICted the creator gods c:n how to create humankind. Much like the Aztec's Toci, 
the Mayan Goddess 0 (d the Sc.hellhas System) was a creator goddess and a diviner. 

Mary Miller and Karl Taube state: "Not only do Mayan diviners play a role in 
creatic:n accounts, but the actual practitioners frequently compare their riosal acts to 

that of creation. Thus the diviner commonly describes and invokes the images and 
forces present at the time of creation." 

Soun:ea: 

Mcintyre, Lomt.Jnaa.s andTI.eir Ttmtless I.and. Washington. 00 Natiooal Oeopphic Society, 
1975. 

Miller, Mary and Karl Taube Tht Gods and S:ymllols rf Andmt Mc1m and rM Mt)d. London: 
Thamu & Huchon,1993. 

Spence, Lewi5. AnE�oftlleexaJt.Lcndoo.: �Rou� &Son&,1920. 
Stuan, Oeorae E. and GeneS. Scuart. The M:YstD'iou.s Ma,a. Washi�ton, DC: National Geo· 

Jn�Phic Society, 1977. 
\b\H.acen. Vic10r Wolfran�. The � Mat am Tribe. New York: New Americanlibraty, 1961. 
\b\ liiFn. V'�etor Wo�ran�- \lbrfd oftlleMa,a.. New Yonc New Amaicanlibraty,1960. 
\bn H.acen. Victor W<Mran�. Rmlm f! tile lRc.as. New Yore New American Libraty, New Yortc, 

1957. 

MICROMANCY 
(See abo Maavllmcy) 

Micromancyis divinatic:n by studying the smallest object in the area. Whether a rod, 
a tree or a house, d\e object is studied and the &eel' interprets. Size, �era! shape, and 
color all have their place in the interpretation. With trees (see dendromancy), dlere 
are specific qualities aswciated, as also with colors (see cdorology). The cl05aleSS ci 
the object to others, ot the distance fiom them, may also be significant. 

MIKHAILOVA, NELYA (B. 1927) 

Born in 1927, when only k>urteen years tid Nelya Mikhailova served in the Red 
Army's T•k Rqimmt. fi&htinr the Germans in Wafd War II. Recovering from war 

injwies in hOfpital at the end ci the war, she discovered that she bad developed psy, 
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Mirror-Gazing 
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chokinetic powers; she was able to make objects move without physically touching 
them. The first time it happened was when Mikhailova was angry about something 
and a small pitcher moved off a shelf and smashed on the floor. She found that she 
could control this energy. 

A number of scientists at Moscow State University tested, and confirmed, 
Mikhailova's powers. At the Utomski Institute in Leningrad, Dr. Gerady Sergeyev set 
up tests and found there was a magnetic field surrounding her body that was only ten 
times less than that of the earth itself. Mikhailova's brain waves could generate fifty 
times more voltage from the back of her head than from the front, while the average 
person generates only four times as much. During PK (psychokinesis), her pulse rate 
climbed to 240 per minute. Some forty top scientists, including two Nobel Prize win
ners, tested Mikhailova. 

An Associated Press release from Moscow stated: "Nelya has astounded Soviet 
scientists with her ability to move such things as match sticks or wine glasses without 
touching them." One of the PK demonstrations Mikhailova was able to do was to sep
arate the yolk from the white of an egg by mind power alone. In the 1960s, at a time 
she was in a hospital for a period, she discovered that she could "see" the colors of her 
embroidery threads through the tips of her fingers. This psychic sight was later tested 
and confirmed by Dr. Leonid Vasiliav, a notable pioneer in Russian psychic research. 

Sources: 

Fishley, Margaret. The Supernatural. London: Aldus, 1976. 
Ostrander, Sheila and Lynn Schroeder. Psychic Discoveries behind the Iron Curtain. Englewood 

Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1970. 

MIRRORS see Catoptromancy; Enoptromancy 

MIRRQR .. GAZING 

(See also Catoptromancy; Scrying) 

Mirror-gazing is one of the many forms of scrying: divining by looking into a reflec
tive surface. The mirror is used much like a crystal ball, being gazed into with the 
diviner seeing scenes from the past, present, or future. The Roman god Vulcan had a 
magic mirror in which he was able to see all things. England's Merlin had one that 
warned him of treason. In Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, the mirror of Cam bus
can told of misfortunes to come. In Oliver Goldsmith's Citizen of the World, Lao's mir
ror reflected pure thought. In the Arabian Nights, there is the all-seeing mirror of 
Al-Asnam, and in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs there is the magic mirror of the 
wicked Queen, in which she can see Snow White. 

In Etienne Pasquier's Recherches de Ia France (1560), he speaks of a magic mir
ror owned and used by Catherine de Medicis (1519-1589). In this, she supposedly 
could see the future of France, especially as it pertained to the de Medicis family. 
According to Grillot de Givry, Pere Cotton used that same mirror to show Henri IV 
all the plots that were being hatched against him. 
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A draw� by Leonardo da Vinci (now in the Library of Christ Church, 
Oxbrd, England) shows a woman holding up a mirror to a seeress, z pan of a ritual. 
In the mirror c:an be seen the face of an old man. 

All fVPeS of minors have been used, including those with polished metal bees, 
glass, crysal and obadian. 1� miuor may or may not be encbed in a frame. If k is. 
the frame il ua�ally engraved. or marked in  some way, with sigib to help generatr and 
amplify the images seen. In Francis Barrett's book The M.Qgw (180 1). there illhown a 
mirror set in a frame of "pure gold" with the sacm:1 names Michael, Gabriel, Uriel, 
and Raphael inscribed around it, inside a double circle 1hese are the angeb ruling 
over the sun, moon, Venus, and Mercury. Above the name Michael is drawn a six· 
pointed star. On the other side of the frame there is alw a circle engraved, inside 
which (next to the glass) is a six·pointed star together with a five-pointed star and a 
Maltese-style eros. These are k>llowed by the word "T etragrammatm."1� glass, Bar· 
rett �should be "ofa lapidary good dear pellucid ccystal ... about one inch and a 
half in diameter." T here are also instructions k>r the preparation and inscribing of the 
table m which the glass should stand. Other authorities give other instructions and 
suggestions as to what would be appropriate to mark around the frame, though some 
leave the frame unmarked. 

Many diviners say that a black minor is far superior to any other-. Similarly, a 
concave mirror is an advant¥. One way to make a mirror that bllows both these sug• 
gestims is to obtain one cl the old framed pictures, from around the rum cl the previ· 
ous cc:nrury, which has an oval, convex glass. ReVei'Sing the glass and painting what 
then becomes the back of it with black paint produces a convex black mirror that is 
perfect br mirror-gazing. Old boob cl magic statr that the glzs should be painted 
three times with asphalrum. To make the asphaltum stick to the glass, it first needs to 
be cleaned with turpentine. The asphalt should be laid on with a camel-hair brush. 
However, using modem black enamel from a spray can seems to work just as welL As 
with all magical practices, while making the object 'JCU should be concentrating m its 
� it being good for projecting scenes fran p�. present, and future. 

'The Rcvw Arcn� of 1846 contains an illustration and description of a 
magic minor that belonged to a Spanish family at� in the seventrenth cenru· 
ry. It was a metal, convex mirror decora� with ngures and with the WO"ck "Muerte, 
Etam, Teteceme, and Zaps." It was said that images appeared m the s�face cl any liq· 
uid reflected in the mirror's surface. 

Sourc:a: 
Banett, Francis. TAe Maps, ur Ctlolial lntelliF'lCer. bei'\f a complttt systeM of occult pllilosof'll:y. 

London: Lac.klngtx>n, Allen &. Co., 1802. 
Buckland, Raymmi. Bwdcland's � BookofWir.c:hcraft. St. PauJ, MN: Llewellyn, 1986. 
E�Brit.onmca. Ottc:ago: WlUiamBenton, 1964. 
de Givry, Grillot. A Plc1m'iaJ A� of Witchcraft, � & AlcMt.:y. London: Spottlawoode, 

Ballanryne,I9JI. 
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MOLEOSOPHY 

(Sec al.o Pbalbaaocy) 

Moleosq>hy is divining according to the size, 
shape. ccia, and location of moles on the 
human body. l..atg�e moles are more significant 
thansmallooes. 

Shape and Color 

Round moles indicate a good nature and a good 
sense ofhuma, a person able co get along with 
virtually an)Qile. 1he more ro.md. the greater 
lhe good fortune to cane. 
Angular moles show good aoo bad characteri� 

tics. 1he person may be very changeable, 
moody, a easily influenced. If the mole hal 
two or more points, it indicates great misfor
tune to cane. 

Oblong mcies show some wealth; marerial well
being. M�ey may fhw in but it flows out 
ju;t a; fast.. 

If there is any suggested shape to the mde, 
reminding the seer of an animal or object, 
then that is i�rpreted. 

FiftMDth-cmtW'}' mcnvinc abowinc a �e 
bdwmn fada1 mota and zod&aal qua.&rtean Picc.re 
Ulrnzr,. 

If the mae is large and raised, it is a sign ci 
great potential. 

If the mole is hairy, ir il an extremely negative 
sign. 

Light-colored moles .how good lucie. 
Dark-colored moles show that there will be dif

ficulties co overc:ane. 
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1he postion of lhe moles is interpreted as bllows: 

Position 

Head. above the e)"!lmws: On the right--jreat intelligence, with the poten
tial for fame and foRUne. On the left�xtravagance and irresponsibility. In 
the center-honors, wealth, and love are predicted. 

Eyebrows: Right-�appiness; poosibly an early marriage; perseverance. Left
Unhappy marriage unless much effort is put into it. 

Eyelid: Thriftiness. On the outer comers of the eyelid-honesty, reliability, 
forthrightness. 

0\eek: A serious and studbus person. Right cheek-happiness, with a good 
mauiage. Left cheek-struggles and problems thro�ut life. 

Nose: Sauality; �fortune; travel. Sincere friendships. 
Mouth: Sensuality; h�piness. 
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Olin: Good luck, good fOrtune and pro;perity. A loving disposition. Accepts 
responsibilities. 

Jaw: Continuous ill health. 
£.an: left-recklessness. Right-bravery. 
1hroat Aai:lition. Wealthy mauiage. 
Neclc.: A hard life, with setbacks equaling opportunities. On the front of the 

ned --unexpected kntune late in life. 
Shoulders: A difficult life with much hard worlc. Right-discretion; a faitht\al 

� ald/or blsiness pa.rtner.lcft-ladc of ambition. 
Alms: Right-6Uccess. Lett-financial problems. 
Hands: Right-nac:wal abilities. Lett-ability to learn easily. 
Otest: Right si�any changes in ronune thm.ghout life, ending in good 

fortune. Left side-ever-changing fomme with buely sufficient wealth. 
Ribs: Right sid�wardice and insensitivity. lefts ide-a slow developer and 

a slow healer. 
Abdomen: Greed, self indulgence, laziness. A tendency to excess in eating and 

drinking. 
Back: Upper-generosity, but inclined to arrogance. lower-sensuous and 

loving. 
Hips: Strong, healthy children. 
futtocks: A good sense of humor·. Accepting of life and all that it lrings. 
Thighs: Right-happiness in marriage; health and wealth. left-loss, loneli· 

ness,po�rty, but remaining optimism. 
Knees: Right-good at handling ftoanccs. left-rash and frivolous. 
Lower legs: Right-refined, with good dress sense. left---ca;ual but elegant. 
Anlcles: Hard worlcrr and good JXovider. 
Feet Right-love of travel. Ldt--ft:ar of tra�L 

Sowas: 
&dland, Raymond. Gypsy Witdtt:ra{t and Magic. St. Paul. MN: Lle-ll)'t, 1998. 
Gi� Walter 8. and Liab R. The� I� &ole of die P� Sc:ftncD. New Yort: 

Doubleday, 1966. 

MOLlEN LEAD .u Molybdc.ancy 

MOLYBDOMANCY 

Molybdomancy is divination by molten lead. Dr� of lead were allowed to fall into a 
vessel of water. The resulting hissing and bubbling noises were listened to and inter· 
preted. lead is tradhionally the metal of death and is associated with Saturn. 

Frederid T. Elworthy's TM Evil E,e of 1895 notes: "Molybdomancy, (divina· 
tim) bynotingmotions andfigures inmoltenlead. "This would seem toindicatethat it 
was not only the sounds of the lead rutting the water that were significant, but also the 
shapesassumed by the lead as it cooled. This later was much lilc.e the wax in ceJOUWKy. 

Sources: 
� � �. Odold: ClaMndon � 19S9. 
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MONROE, ROBERT ALLAN (1915-1995) 

Robert Monroe was born in Indiana in 1915. From 1937 to 1949 he worked for an 
Ohio radio station, writing and producing programs. He rose to become the president 
of several radio and electronic corporations. 

As a child, Monroe experienced what he later came to realize were out-of
body experiences (OOBEs), or astral projections. These became more and more fre
quent as he got older. In 1956 Monroe started a small research and development 
program in his New York-based company, RAM Enterprises. This was designed to 
determine the feasibility of learning during sleep. He registered three patents for 
methods and techniques for inducing and controlling various states of awareness. 

From 1965 to 1966 Monroe took part in experiments at the Brain Wave Labo
ratory of the University of Virginia Medical School. There it was noted that while 
astrally projecting, his blood pressure fell though there was no change in his heart 
rate. His brain-wave pattern was as normal for dreaming sleep. 

In 1971 Monroe opened the Mind Research Institute at his farm in Virginia at 
the base of the Blue Ridge Mountains. That same year he authored the book]oumeys 

out of the Body. Three years later the MRI became the Monroe Institute, which is still 
functioning today. More than 8,000 people have now attended its programs, and an 
estimated two million worldwide have used its Hemi-Sync® learning exercises in 
audio cassettes and COs. 

On one of his projections, Monroe went to an unknown destination and saw a 
young woman he knew talking to two young girls. He projected a pinch to the woman 
and she reacted as though she felt it. Later, when he saw her, he asked what she was 
doing at the time he projected. She said she had been talking with the girls. He asked 
her if she had felt a pinch. Surprised, the woman said she had, and attributed it to her 
young brother. She was even able to show Monroe the still-red mark on her body 
where he had pinched her. This is most unusual, since normally an astral body cannot 
affect the physical plane. 

An interesting feature of Monroe's astral projections was that many times he 
felt that he was someone else, while projecting. Robert Monroe died at the age of sev
enty-nine, on March 17, 1995, of complications of pneumonia. 

Sources: 

Fishley, Margaret. The Supernatural. London: Aldus, 1976. 
Monroe, Robert A. Journeys out of the Body. New York: Doubleday, 1971. 
Mysteries of Mind, Space & Time: The Unexplained. Westport, CT: H. S. Stuttman, 1992. 
http://ww.monroeinstitute.org/. 

MONTGOMERY, RUTH (1912-2001) 

Born Ruth Schick on June 11, 1912, in Princeton, Indiana, she attended both Baylor 
and Purdue universities though she never obtained a degree. Despite an early desire to 
be a missionary, Ruth went into journalism and eventually got a job with the lntema-
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tional News Service in Washington, DC. She married Robert H. Montgomery, a man
agement consultant whom she met in Detroit. 

In St. Petersburg, Florida, in 1956, Montgomery attended her first spiritualist 
seance with direct-voice medium Malcolm Pantin. She later attended other seances 
in Washington, including those given by Hugh Gordon Burroughs. She wrote a news
paper series about seances for the INS, and started using a Ouija® board. Through it, 
Montgomery believed that she contacted her dead father and also Burroughs's control, 
Father Murphy. In an interview, Montgomery said: 

That initial story led to an assignment to go to a Spiritualist camp in 
Silver Bell, Michigan, to produce an eight-part series. In it, I pointed 
out the obviously phony things, such as materialization seances, but I 
honestly reported what I couldn't understand that did seem authentic. 
I did a straight reporting job that was carried in just about every city in 
America. 

After receiving encouragement from medium Arthur Ford, Montgomery start
ed doing automatic writing and producing material that she published. From auto
matic writing she moved on to do automatic typing. In 1965 she wrote a book about 
medium Jeane Dixon, titled A Gift of Prophesy. It became a national bestseller. The 
following year she wrote A Search for the Truth, which dealt with her personal spiritual 
explorations. In 1970 she gave up her 3yndicated column and, with her husband, 
moved to Mexico. 

By the late 1970s Montgomery was writing about aliens and UFOs, with 
Strangers among Us (1979) and Aliens among Us (1985). Her last book, The Worlds to 

Come: The Guide's Long-Awaited Predictions for a Dawning Age, was released in 1999 
by Harmony Books of New York. In it Montgomery gave her predictions for the future 
of planet Earth. These included the view that the planet would shift on its axis and 
that "in a lot of areas the waters will be where the land is, and vice versa. Lands will 
rise from the sea." 

Sources: 

Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. Harper's Encyclopedia of Mystical & Paranormal Experience. San Francis
co: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991. 

Montgomery, Ruth. A Search for the Truth. New York: Bantam Books, 1968. 
http://ww.geocities.com/HotSprings/Spa/2366/montgomery.html. 

MOON see Selenomancy 

MOON PHASES 

Many seers, diviners, and others believe that it is important to work according to the 
phases of the moon. Witches, Wiccans, and various magicians work this way. Basical
ly, they do constructive work during the waxing phase and eliminating work during 
the waning phase. It is an extension of sympathetic magic. Working to bring about 
something constructive, to bring increase, the person works as the moon is growing 
and increasing. Working to get rid of (for example) bad habits, they work as the moon 
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loonP�s 

any �em� � it Is iaportll\t to work accotdlme to the phases cl the Moon. TlUa fifteenth-century print 
OM the Moon ancllts influence owr daily e\'mts. F«uon Pid't&te Uhrar,. 

Is decreasing. Some divination is done at the full moon. It Is seldom that any Is done 
specitlcaly at the new moon. 

A guide to the phases of the moon can be fOUNi In the times of Its rising. lhe 
new moon always rises at sunrise. lhe fnst quauer always rises at noon. 1he full moon 



Myers, Frderick William Henry ( 184 3-1901) 

always rises at sunset. T he last quarter always rises at midnight. For each day following 
the above, the moon will rise about fifty minutes later than the previous day. 

Sources: 
Buckland, Raymond. Wiccafor Life. New York: Citadel, 2002. 

MOSES, WILLIAM STAINTON (1839-1892) see Automatic Writing 

MYERS, FREDERICK WILLIAM HENRY 

( 1843-1901) 

Frederick William Henry Myers was born at Keswick, Cumberland, England, on Feb
ruary 6, 1843. His parents were Rev. Frederick Myers and Myers's second wife Susan 
Harriet Marshall. Young Frederick had two younger brothers. When his father died in 
1851 the family moved to Cheltenham and Myers was sent to school at Cheltenham 
College. T here Myers showed outstanding classical and literary ability and in 1860 
moved on to Trinity College, Cambridge. 

Myers graduated from Trinity College in October 1864 and early the next year 
traveled in Europe, spending time in Greece and Italy. Later that year he visited the 
United States and Canada. He was then offered a fellowship in classics at Trinity Col
lege, which he accepted. He remained at Trinity for four years before resigning and 
turning to the higher education of women. In 1873 he became an inspector of schools 
in Cambridge, a position he maintained for nearly thirty years. 

Myers's personal life was checkered. As a young man he was homosexual but 
later led a heterosexual life. He fell in love with Annie Eliza, the wife of his cousin 
Walter James Marshall. She returned the love, though it was never consummated. 
Annie committed suicide in September 1876, but both she and Myers believed they 
would be together in the afterlife. On March 13, 1880, Myers married Eveleen Ten
nant and they had three children. By 1900 Myers had become seriously ill and went 
for unorthodox medical treatment in Rome, where he died on January 17, 1901. 

While a fellow at Trinity College during the 1870s, Myers became close with 
Henry Sidgwick and Edmund Gurney. Sidgwick became a mentor of Myers's, and Gur
ney became Myers's student. In 1874, after a sitting with the medium William Stain
ton Moses, the three formed a loose group to study mediumship. In 1882, at the 
urging of Sir William Barrett, the three men formed the Society for Psychical 
Research, with Sidgwick as president and Gurney as secretary. In 1888, after Gurney's 
unexpected death, Myers became secretary and, in 1900, president. 

Myers co-wrote, with Gurney and Frank Podmore, Phantasms of the Living, 
published by the Society for Psychical Research in 1886. In 1903 Myers's classic two
volume work Human Personality and Its Survival of Bodily Death was published posthu
mously. T he first volume of this work deals with various phenomena such as dreams 
and dissociation of the personality, while the second volume examines and reports on 
the communications of spiritualist mediums, apparitions of the dead and other phe
nomena of the paranormal. 
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One of the major contributions made by 
Myers to the field oi peychic research was the 
introduction of cross·correspondences as proof 
that mediums are not rransmitting anything 
from their own unconscious nor indulging in 
telepathy (a word coined by Myers) from the 
sittrr. Cross<onapondences are a series of mes. 

sages that come through a number oi different 
mediums, often spread around the world; each 
message a incomplete in itself but fits together 
with the others to give a �Mlole. The received 
messages are sent to a central control-in the 
early experiments this was the Society for Psy· 
chical Research-where they are examined and 
correlated. 1be early experiments revolved 
around obscure classical subjects that made no 
sense at all to the mediums channeling them, 
but indicated that they came from the then 
recently deceased Myers, Sidgwick, and Gurney. 

Soun:ea: 
Bmad, C. D. Mln, M,tA fl Ma&ic: F. W. H. Mycn. 

Lond(D: B� Publishing,l970. 
Myers. m.Ziclt W. K. Hwmcm P� and Irs Sw

vwal of 8ala1, �a&JI. New Yotk: UniYHSiry 
Boob.l961. 

MYOMANCY 

Myomancy is divination by rats and mice. It is 
not only dependant upon their movement$, but abo upon any cries or noises they may 
make and the de5truction of� camed by their gnawing. All of these signs were 

talcm ro faeteU evil Ephraim Otamben's C:yclo�; or, an unit.oersal � cf arts 
and .science.s of 1728 says: "Some authors hold myomancy ro be one of the most ancient 
fams of divination; and think it w on this account that Isaiah lxv� 17 reckons mice 
among the abominable thi� of the idolater." 

The Roman emperor Quintus Fabius Maximus is saki ro have resigned his dic
tatorship of Rome because of the perceived wami� of rats and mice. Marc.- Teren
tius Yarra (11�27 BCE), the prolific Latin writer, spoke of Cassius Aaminius retiring 
for the same reason ltom his command of the cavahy ftghting Hannibal. 

Sourca: 
Oxfard 'Eftd.iJII Dicrionar,. Oxfad: Clarendon Pre!!, 1989. 
�.Lewis. An� <f * Oro.lr.l.or!don: Geoqe Roo� &. Som, 1920. 
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NAB HI 

Meaning a "called" person, a nabbi was a prophet as found in the Old Testament. 
According to Geoffrey Ashe, in the early period (c. 1050-1015 BCE) the nabhi 
appeared little mo� than a fortune-teller. However, if true to the calling, the nabhi 
made him or herself receptive to whatever messages or prophecies might come from 
deity, rather than claiming to employ techniques that would draw such information. 

Sourcrs: 
Ashe, �cy. Mm-1, M,d\1!1 �: Ploplv,cy. London: BPC PubliWn&, 1970. 

NARCOMANCY 

A branch cl metagnomy, narcomancy is visions obtained when in a sleep state. It is 
ve.ry much He meconomancy in that it is drug-induced sleep. But where mecono· 
mancy is induced by opium, narcomancy may be induced by other narcotics. It is div· 
ination from dreams or hallucinations experienced while under the influence of 
narwtics. It also differs from oneiromancy in that in the latter, the divination comes 
from dreamsobtained in natural sleep. 

NATIVE AMERICAN 

It is the lh IDWll cl the Native American nibes who inteipret dram5 and vis ions and 
practice various fVpeS cl divination. Other teuns, beside "shaman," are also used: 
"medicine man" and "angaok" (Inuit), for example. It is interesting that mOSt cl the 
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various types of divination found among the native peoples of North America were, 
and are, the same as those found in ancient times across Europe and Asia. 

The practice of shamanism differs from one area and tribe to another. In many 
groups he is greatly respected for his ability to communicate with the supernatural 
powers, yet he is also feared. In some areas he is a political leader as well as shaman. 
Among the Klamath of Oregon, he occupies an important place where he may be 
more highly regarded than the chief, and where he may have more wealth and a larger 
house than anyone else. With the Cherokee, he is not only shaman but is also doctor, 
counselor, historian, educator, philosopher, and politician. 

Probably the most common form of divination is through dreams and visions. 
This is found almost universally among the many tribes. Belomancy is also practiced. 
Many shamans bring about such divinatory tools by fasting, and some use narcotics 
and stimulants such as jimsonweed or the slices of cactus known as peyote. With the 
Mohave, all dreams have a meaning and all are omens. However, they feel that the 
omen does not necessarily show what will happen, but what could happen. Also, the 
dream may indicate potential; it may show what will be only if the dreamer actualizes 
it. The most crucial factor in what the Mohave call "power dreams" is the role of 
myths, especially the Creation Myth. However, each Mohave shaman may dream his 
own individual version of an aspect of the Creation Myth. Because of this, he will not 
tell or perform his dream experience in the presence of another shaman, in case it 
should lead to anger between the two of them over differences. 

The Navajo is the largest group of Native Americans, occupying a reservation 
of some fifteen million acres mostly in northeastern Arizona and northwestern New 
Mexico. The Navaho medicine man is called a "singer," since all the rituals, divina
tions, and magics are sung. He knows all the long prayers and rituals and the 
sequences in which they must be sung. He learns his trade over many years of study. 
There are also diviners who are not necessarily singers as well. They specialize in div
ination and may be called upon to help individual families. Although women seldom 
become singers, they do often practice divination. These diviners receive their power 
as a gift, rather than through years of study. They may be employed to find lost or 
stolen property, locate water, diagnose illness, and recommend treatment. 

The Ojibwa is the second most numerous group, after the Navaho. They are 
related to the Algonkian groups. They employ clairvoyance, telepathy, apparitions, 
dreams, spirit communication, telekinesis, and many other forms. This is because the 
Ojibwa have no clear boundaries between the natural and the supernatural, or the 
material and the spiritual. Magic is as real as an axe and projected thought as real as 
an arrow shot from a bow. It is through a traditional vision quest that the Ojibwa 
shaman receives his clairvoyant and curative powers. He may use the greatest variety 
of divination tools. In 1709 Antoine Raudot, writing from Quebec, related that the 
shaman "tells them things that they ask him; to invoke they place themselves in a 
cabin of bark or skin where they give frightful yells; the devil appears to them and 
sometimes beats them badly; this cabin while they are there trembles with so much 
force that one would think it was going to tum over." The "shaking tent" ceremony is 
performed when requested and paid for. It is done to find out about the future. It may 
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also be used to disoover lost or stolen property, m the course that an illness will follow. 
The "tent" itself is exuemely substantial, making the shaking of it notable. One 
desaiption, from 1764. said: 

The Ojibwa braves built an extta large wigwam. and inside it a smaller 
tent made of moos�skins bung over a framework of wood. 1he flame 
consisted of five poles. of five di&rent kinds of I umbeL Each pole was 
about ten feet long and eight inl:hes indiameteL 1he diameter of the 
tent wu four feet. and the poles were set two feet deep in the earth. 
1hey were tied together at the top with a hoop or gitder. 1he moose-

skin covering wu fastened tightly to the poles with thongs of hide, but 
a loose flap was left on one side, to admit the medicine man. 

ln the pueblos of Arizona and New Mexico, the &cas use crystals to do aery· 

ing. Saying wu also a practice in the northern plains, where the seer would ga:e into 
a mixture of badger and bu&lo blood. In a so.called "hand-trembling" cetemony with 
the Navaho, the shaman's hand begins to tremble uncontrollably. h is said that the 
Gila MoNter Spirit controls it. Once this stalts, the man passes into a trance from 
which he can diagnose disease and look into the '•ture. With the Huachuca Moun· 
tain Apaches, the shaman is possessed by bear spirits.1he Yuma, the Havasupai and 
the Walapai are all possessed by spirits. Sioux shamans in the Dakotas a� believed co 

ha� mysterious being.1living iNide them, which gi� them certain powers. lnspira
tionalposseasionalso takes place with the Iroqoois ofNew York. 

Within the Hopi IndiaN of northeastern Arizona, the K.achina Dancers repr� 
sent the legendary K.achinas, believed to have lived en Earth at onetime.1heae Kachi· 
nas a�e now in a spirit world and cannot be seen by mortals. 1here are a lot of them; 
more than 350 have been catalogued. They are not worshiped as gods but are CONid· 
ered benigrupirits who can visit with mortals. When these visits take plac:e,lhe Kachi· 
nas a�e welcomed, for they are help(ul co humankind. Drea�m play an important role in 
the Kac.hina cult. ju5t as dreams and Wions do in so many Native American groups. 

In iroquois rituaUsm, there is no ccmstant association between a rite and the 
spirit being honored. What rites are performed co cu� the sick depend upon the 
drea�m of the patient. If he or she has not had a dream, then the shaman is coNulted. 
1hese days the shaman usa catda, tea leavu, or some similar method to ascertain 
which ritual to perform. 

Soun:ea: 
Lambert, R. S. E� rite S14Jematwal: The �ird in Canadian Fdldort. Torooto: McClelland 

&. Stewart, 19SS. 
Toohr, Ells.abetb. 1lle IfU41tCG �ofM.idumtD. New Yorlc: Syracuse Unlvemlty Praa,l '110. 
Wat2rs, Fr..nlt. Boolr of rite Hopi. New Yorlc Ballantine, 1969. 
Wat2rs, Fr..nlt. Ma.dct.d Gods: Nowlto and Pwblo �.New Yorlc Ballantine, 1970. 

NECROMANCY; NIGROMANTIA 

Necromancy is the an of revealing future events by means of communication with the 
dead. Although any furm of spiria&alism, such as using a ()yija® board, technically 
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would be classed as a branch of necromancy, true necromancy is generally regarded as 
communicating by means of a corpse. That is, by obtaining a corpse and, by magical ritu
al, giving back to it the power of speech so that it might be interrogated about the future. 

The word "necromancy" comes from the Greek nekros, meaning "dead body," 
and manteia, meaning "divination." The Greeks themselves believed that it was nec
essary to descend to Hades in order to consult with the dead, rather than bringing 
back the dead to this plane. The word was corrupted by Latin writers to Nigromantia, 
giving the practice the subtitle of "the black art." 

In medieval times it was believed that the dead, unrestricted by human limita
tions, were able to see into the future and, if questioned, could tell what lies ahead. 
Some people also regarded the dead as omniscient and were more interested in learn
ing of the location of buried treasures. For nine days before the ritual, the necro
mancer and his assistants would fast and abstain from the sight of women. Some 
would dress in clothes taken from corpses, the better to attune themselves to the 
vibrations. Some felt it necessary to eat dog's flesh and black bread, and to drink 
unfermented grape juice. 

In order to conjure the spirits that had already departed this earthly plane, it 
was necessary to employ powerful magic of the ceremonial kind. This involved draw
ing a consecrated circle of protection, for the magician-operator and his assistant. It 
was an elaborate design with the names of powerful angels and archangels written 
around it, together with various forceful magical sigils worked into the design. 

There were many different techniques recorded. One involved going to a 
graveyard and, as the hour of midnight struck, scattering graveyard earth about and 
loudly declaiming, "Ego sum te peto et videre queto. The dead rise and come to me." In 
Robert Cross Smith's weekly magazine The Astrologer of the Nineteenth Century 
(1825) there is a painting by W. Raphael of Dr. John Dee (1527-1608) and either his 
assistant Edward Kelley or a man named Waring. The two men stand inside an elabo
rate ritual circle, Dee holding a book and a wand and the other man holding high a 
torch. Outside the circle stands a shroud-wrapped corpse, newly taken from its grave. 
The scene is supposedly in the churchyard at Walton Le Dale in Lancashire, England. 

Necromancy was supposedly employed in Haiti in order to make a zombie. 
The word "zombie" comes from the Congolese nvumbi, meaning "a body deprived of 
its soul." Traditionally a zombie is made by a Boko-the black magician of the world 
of Voudoun. He will go to a graveyard as soon as possible after a burial and his assis
tants will dig up the coffin and pry off the lid. The Boko will then perform a ceremony 
of necromancy. He will take a handful of meal, flour, or grain, and draw the veve of 
the god of the dead, Guede, on the freshly turned earth. A candle is lit at each of the 
four directions and the Boko pours rum to the loa, or gods. One of the assistants beats 
out a rhythm called "Petro Dance" on a drum. It is said that the corpse will only 
respond to its own name, so the Boko will repeatedly call it by name until it answers. 
When it does answer-as it invariably does-it is then obliged to climb out of the cof
fin and follow the Boko. 

According to Eric Maple, The Catholic Encyclopedia states: "The Church does 
not deny that, with a special permission of God, the souls of the departed may appear 
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Nostradamus (Michel de Nostredame) ( 1502-1566) 

to the living, and even manifest things unknown to the latter. But, understood as the 
art or science of evoking the dead, necromancy is held by the theologians to be due to 
the agency of evil spirits." 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Anatomy of the Occult. New York: Samuel Weiser, 1977. 
Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Encyclopedia Press, 1914. 
Cavendish, Richard. The Black Arts. New York: G. P. Putnam's, 196 7. 
Maple, Eric. Man, Myth & Magic: Necromancy. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 
Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

NECYOMANCY 

According to Henry Cockeram, in The English dictionarie, or an interpreter of hard Eng
lish words ( 1623 ), necyomancy is "divination by calling up damned spirits." It is, there
fore, akin to necromancy. With necromancy, the spirits called up are not necessarily 
"damned"; they may be the spirits of recently dead relatives, for example. But with 
necyomancy, the spirits summoned are of dubious extraction; some or all of them hav
ing had no previous life on this earth. As in Ceremonial Magic, they may be termed 
demons, devils, shades, wraiths or similar. And, again as in Ceremonial Magic, they 
are very much averse to being summoned into this dimension and will harm the 
would-be diviner if possible. It is, therefore, necessary to work within a consecrated 
ritual circle when practicing necyomancy. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Anatomy of the Occult. New York: Samuel Weiser, 1977. 
Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

NEEDLES see Acultomancy 

NEWTS see Batrachomancy 

NIGROMANTIA see Necromancy 

NOMANCY see Onomancy 

NOSTRADAMUS (MICHEL DE NOSTREDAME) 
(1503-1566) 

Nostradamus was a French astrologer of Jewish descent, though his family converted 
to Christianity. His real name was Michel de Notre Dame, or Nostredame. He was 
born at St. Remy, in Provence, on December 14, 1503. His father was a notary and 
ancestors on both his father's and his mother's sides were mathematicians and men of 
medicine. Nostradamus studied philosophy at Avignon and then read medicine at the 
university of Montpellier, graduating from there in 1529. He first practiced at Agen, 
where he married. His wife and two small children later died. On their deaths he 
retired to Provence. From there he was invited to Aix by the Parliament of Provence. 
He established himself at Salon, near Aix, in 1544 and became famous for his medical 
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Noatradamua portrayed with the grut men of history concerning whom he haa auWOHdly written in his 
propheciea. Fortean PicM"e l.ibrCU")'o 

332 

wuk during the plagues at Aix and Lyons. The town cJ Aix wted him a pension for 
has services during the oontagion. 

Nostradunus movoed to Salon de Craux, between Avignon and MarseiUes. 
There he remarried, to Anne Ponce Gemelle, and the couple had three sons and a 
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daughter (some records say three sons and three daughters). He could read Hebrew, 
Greek, and Latin, and spoke several foreign languages. In 1540 he published an 
almanac of weather predictions, based on his astrological research. It was in 1547 that 
Nostradamus started giving his major prophesies. These he collected together and, in 
1555, published them at Lyons, in a book titled Centuries. The first of them he dedi
cated to his oldest son, Ca!sar. An enlarged second edition, dedicated to the king, was 
published three years later. The book consisted of quatrains (four-line verses) grouped 
in hundreds. Each group was called a century. Nostradamus claimed that he derived 
his gift of prophecy from the tribe of Issachar, one of the 10 lost tribes of Israel. 

Astrology was at a peak at this time and many of Nostradamus's prophesies 
were fulfilled. Consequently he was appointed physician-in-ordinary by Charles IX, 
and given the tide of counsellor. He received the duke of Savoy at his salon and was 
invited to visit Queen Catherine de Medicis. 

It is said that Nostradamus slept only three or four hours a night. He denied 
that he was a prophet, though he did feel that he had a gift of divine origin: "an infu
sion of supernatural light ... inspired revelation ... participation in divine eternity." 
He suffered from severe gout and other ailments. Nostradamus died at dawn on July 2, 
1566, having foretold the exact day and even hour of his death. His widow set up a 
marble stone with a Latin inscription, which said: 

Here lie the bones of the illustrious Michel Nostradamus, whose almost 
divine pen alone, in the judgment of all mortals, was worthy to record, 
under the influx of stars, the future events of the whole world. He lived 
62 years, 6 months, 17 days. He died at Salon in the year 1566. Posteri
ty, disturb not his sweet rest! Anne Ponce Gemelle hopes for her hus
band true felicity. 

For almost five-hundred years people around the world have read Nos
tradamus's prophesies and tried to see how they might apply to the immediate future. 
They have been hailed as genuine prophetic messages, no matter how obscure the 
contents of the quatrains. Many have seemed to prove exceptionally accurate in the 
past, yet the possible meanings of most are perpetually disputed. All are written in 
such a convoluted manner that they could be applied to any one of a large number of 
possible historic events. It is possible, of course, that Nostradamus composed them all 
with his tongue firmly in his cheek. Apparently they were written in this veiled man
ner so as not to offend the Church of the time. 

Enthusiasts claim that Nostradamus foretold the death of Charles I, the rise of 
Napoleon, the rise of Hider, the atomic bombing of Japan, the abdication of Edward 
VIII, and the deaths of John and Robert Kennedy. 

Sources: 

MacHovec, Frank J. NostTculamus: His Prophecies for the Future. Mount Vernon, NY: Peter Pau

per Press, 1972. 
Ward, Charles A. Oracles ofNostTculamus. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1940. 

NOTARIKON see Gematria 
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NUMBERS see Arithmancy; Mathemancy; Numerology 

NUMEROLOGY 

The numerals 1 through 9 give the basis of all numbers and calculations. Numerology 
is divination through the occult significance of numbers. Pythagorus said, "The world 
is built upon the power of numbers." He was the one who reduced all to the power of 
the nine primaries. This is done by adding anything above 9. For example, 26 = 2+6 = 
8. No matter the size of the number, it can be reduced in the same way, e.g. 7,548,327 
would become 7+5+4+8+3+2+7 = 36 = 3+6 = 9. 

Working in Numerology, the same reduction can take place with words and 
letters, based on the following: 

1 

A 

J 
s 

2 
B 
K 
T 

3 

c 
L 
u 

4 
D 
M 
v 

5 
E 

N 
w 

6 
F 
0 
X 

7 
G 
p 
y 

8 
H 

Q 
z 

9 
I 

R 

The word "castle," for example, would have the values C=3, A=l, S=l, T=2, 
L=3, E=5; 3+1+1+2+3+5 = 15 = 1+5 = 6. 

In Numerology, dates, and names are reduced to their primary numbers and 
then interpreted according to the values attributed to those numbers. Working with 
this, it can be determined everything from where best to live and what job would be 
best for you, to what sort of person to marry. To do this, it is necessary to find your 
birth number and your name number. 

Birth Number 

Someone born on August 2 7, 1986, would reduce that date to a single digit: 
8+ 2 + 7 + 1 +9+8+6 = 41 = 4+ 1 = 5. That person's birth number is then 5. This number 
represents the influences at the time of birth. In many ways it corresponds to the palm 
of the left hand (see Cheiromancy), which shows the qualities a person is born with. 
It also ties in with natal astrology. This birth number is the number to consider for all 
important events. Since it is the number of your birth, it cannot be altered, unlike a 
name number. In this example, any important business, such as the signing of con
tracts, should be done on a date that also reduces to 5. 

Name Number 

The name number is taken from the above chart. For example, Elvis Presley 
had a name number that was 5+3+4+9+1+7+9+5+1+3+5+7 =59= 14 = 5. Notice 
how many fives occur. "Five" people are physically and mentally active, make friends 
easily and get along well with almost any other number. They are usually leaders of 
one sort or another. Another even more striking example of 5 was John F. 
Kennedy: I +6+8+5+6+2+5+5+5+5+4+7 =59= 14 = 5. Here there is a tremendous 
preponderance of 5's, ending with the name number itself. Any recurring numeral is 
considered to affect the personality. 
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The name you reduce in this way should be the name most generally used. 
Hence, "John F. Kennedy" rather than just "John Kennedy" or "John Fitzgerald 
Kennedy." Based on this, Elvis's stronger name number would be simply Elvis = 

5+ 3+4+9+ 1 = 24 = 6; the 5 would be a secondary name number, contributing some 
qualities but not the major ones. 

An excellent example of marriage compatibility can be seen with Napoleon 
and Josephine, who shared the throne of France from 1804 to 1809. Both names first 
reduce to 11 and subsequently to 2. 

Number Values 

The following values are attached to the nine primary numbers: 

1: Sun 
Letters A, J, S. 
Element-fire 
A leader and driving force who automatically assumes control. An explorer, 

with lots of ambition. Very much the extrovert. There is a tendency to be 
impatient, and there are usually strong feelings either for or against; seldom 
in the middle. Often plays the role of "big brother or sister" to others. Does 
not realize own strength yet would not knowingly hurt another. Can stand 
praise, which may spur to further achievements. 

2: Moon 
Letters B, K, T. 
Element-water 
Can be emotional and easily influenced to tears. Sensitive and domestic; very 

fond of the home but can easily accept changes in surroundings. Has a fer
tile imagination. Patriotic. Preference for living near water. May have 
musical talents and great psychic ability. 

3: Jupiter 
Letters-C, L, U. 
Element-fire 
Interested in the material rather than the spiritual, this is the scientist and 

investigator; the seeker; wanting to know "how" and "why." Possesses a 
very good sense of humor, and is not greatly interested in money. Religious 
ideas are flexible. Very trusting. 

4: Uranus 
letters-D, M, V. 
Element-air 
Has strong, intuitive tendencies. Very interested in the occult and psychic 

research. Usually ahead of his or her time and because of this is often 
regarded as strange or eccentric. Drawn to anything out of the ordinary. 
Believes in liberty and equality but can be bitingly sarcastic if crossed. Very 
good at predicting things. 
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5: Mercury 

Letters-E, N, W. 

Element-air 

Active, both physically and mentally. Fond of reading, research; inquiring 
and exploring. Makes friends easily. Good at languages and at simplifying 
systems. Would make a good teacher or writer. Usually methodical and 
orderly. 

6: Venus 

Letters-F, 0, X. 
Element-earth 

Usually good looking, Venus is gentle and refined, pleasant and sociable, 
friendly and agreeable. A natural peacemaker who is able to soothe ruffled 
feelings. Would make an excellent diplomat. Excellent as a host or hostess 
but can experience difficulties with finances. 

7: Neptune 

Letters-G, P, Y. 
Element-water 

Extremely psychic, usually possessing E.S.P. An introvert who, although not 
saying much, thinks and knows a great deal. Can appear mysterious. Often 
interested in botany, chemistry, psychology, and psychiatry. Knowledgeable 
in astrology and most occult fields. Enjoys fishing and tends to take from 
the "haves" to give to the "have nots." 

8: Saturn 

Letters-H, Q, Z. 
Element-earth 

Little sense of humor, inclining to be cold and pessimistic. Believes that hard 
work never killed anyone. Although frequently slow off the mark, usually 
ends up ahead of everyone else. Good at finances. Frequently connected 
with real estate, mining, and the law. Often prepossessed with thoughts of 
the past. Interested in cemeteries and pawn shops. 

9: Mars 

Letters-!, R. 
Element-fire 

Can be very jealous and gets overly emotional. Active and frequently ruled by 
the emotions. Tied to family background and extremely loyal. Can be 
impulsive and afraid of the unknown. Often associated with surgery and 
with illnesses, both physical and mental. 

From the above it is possible to look at anyone from the numerology point of 
view. As an example, examine someone named John Doe (better known to his friends as 

Johnny), born on July 18, 1974, who is considering moving to an apartment in Trenton, 
New Jersey. He can make the move any time but would prefer to do it in the summer 
rather than the winter. Should he take a roommate and, if so, what type? How should he 
decorate the apartment? All this and more can be examined with numerology. 
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First of all, work out the name number and birth number for Johnny Doe. 

Johnny Doe July 18, 1974 

168557 465 = 47 = 11 = 2 7+1+8+1+9+7+4 = 37 = 10 = 1 

The name number is 2 and birth number is 1. As a 2, Johnny can easily accept 
a change in his surroundings. Wherever he happens to be moving from, therefore, he 
will be comfortable making the shift to New Jersey, and he probably did not have to 
do a lot of soul-searching before deciding to make the move. His preference is to live 
near water, so Trenton should be fine, situated as it is on the Delaware River. Addi
tionally, he is patriotic, so the history of the area should suit him. Numerologically, 
"Trenton New Jersey" equals a 5 and "Trenton NJ" equals a 4. Both 4 and 5 are air 
signs, which are not really in conflict with Johnny's water sign. But a town with a 
water sign or, better yet, with a number value of 1 would have been the ideal choice. 

Since Johnny is fond of the home and very domestic, he will almost certainly 
tum his new apartment into a comfortable abode. He may have musical talents and 
also psychic ability. Should he decide to have a roommate, Johnny should choose one 
whose name number is also a water sign (a 2 or a 7) or an earth sign (a 6 or an 8), 
which is compatible. The 8 should be the last choice, since it goes with Saturn, a cold 
and pessimistic person. The others are all much closer to the sensitivity of Johnny. 

Although he would prefer to move in the summer, rather than the winter, Jan
uary (the first month) would be the best choice, agreeing with his birth number of 
one. Second choice would be October, a 10 that again equals 1. The exact day of the 
month should be determined, depending on the year. As for decorating the apart
ment, there is an affinity of colors to numbers: 

1-yellow, brown, gold 
2--ream, green, white 

3-lilac, mauve, violet 

4-blue, gray 
S-light shades of any color; pastels 

6-all shades of blue 
7-light shades of yellow and green 

8--dark gray, blue, purple, black 
9-pink, red, crimson 

Colors or combinations of cream, green, or white would be best for Johnny to 
decorate. It is possible to go on with musical tastes and so on, but this gives an idea of 
the scope of numerology. It is used in a wide variety of situations. 

There are also other systems of numerology. All seem workable, but it is not 
wise to mix different systems. They should certainly be tried, however, to see which 
seems most suitable. The above system is the most commonly used, and is referred to 
as the "modem" system or the "Pythagorean" system. The Hebrew system does not use 
the number nine, and does not follow the normal arrangement of letters. The Hebrew 
equivalents of English letters have been used, except where there is no exact parallel: 

1 
A 

2 
B 

3 
c 
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1 

Q 
J 
y 

K 
R 

G 
L 
s 

M 

T 
H 
N 

v 
VJ 
X 

z p 

Another system is the one devised and used by Samuel Li:ldell MacGregor 
Mathers« the Order ci the Golden Dawn (nineteenth ccnQ.U'y ): 

Sowa.: 

1 2 3 • s 6 7 8 
A B G D E U 0 F 
C L M H V Z P 
1 K S T N W 

Q R X 
y 

Cawndish. Manhall. ll.e Book of Fate t!l Fort16M. London: Cavcndiah House, 1981. 
Cawndish. Richard. TheBlc:dcArts. New York: G. P. Putnam'$, 1967. 
Otcaslcy, Clifford W. Nwnerol.oo. Bo&ton: Tnqle. 1916. 
Otciro (loWs Hamon). Cfldro' s Book of N...Ws. New York: Arc. 1964. 
Lcclc. Sybil.NI4mmlloo: The �ofNumhm. New York: Collicr,l969. 
Lopez. YlllCCilt. Nwnerol.oo. New Yorlc Qtadd, 1961. 
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0CULOMANCY 

Oculomancy is divining from a person� eye. It was said that a thief coo.ld be identified 
by "the rum ci his eye" when this was accompanied by a cenain rirual. Generally, 
however, it seems to be the act of gazing deep into someone's eye and "seeing" the 
furure there. B�ally this is using the reflective surface of an eyeforscryi� pu«p06eS. 

Sources: 
Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). 1M Compl& Manual of Ch:1.dt Dwinmion: Volume 1 M.amd cf 

<ArtDnlmiC). Loodon: Rider, 1912. 

0DONTOMANCY 

Odontomancy is divining using the teeth. 1be 5eel' will by guided by the color, sl%e, 
regularity, and spacing, plus whether or not any are missing and, if so, which ones. 

In the Ourks there is a belief in the timeliness of tooth extraction. Although 
not odontomancy, it is in some ways related. I t  is said that a tooth should not be 
pulled when the moon is in Capricorn (associated with the head) .It is far better, it is 
said, ll wait ootil the moon i; in Aquatius cr Pisces, even if there is a lot rl pain. 

CENOMANCY; OINOMANCY; 0LINOMANCY 

This is divination based on the appearance of wine that is poured as a lribation. GriUot 
de Givry refers to aneighteenth-cemury manuscript i n  the Bibliotheque de !'Arsenal, 
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titled I.: Art magique d' Artephius et de Mihinius, divisee en huit propositions. In it there is 
an illustration and details of a procedure called "The Three Vases of Artephius." The 
vases in question each hold oil, wine, and water. They are used to show the past, pre
sent, and future. The details of the ritual, as given, are quite complicated but basically 
it comes down to scrying the surfaces of the liquids. Although de Givry refers to the 
wine section of this ritual as oinomancy, it is not truly that, since oinomancy is con
nected to the wine of libations. 

At religious rituals connected with deities, there is invariably a drinking of 
wine in honor of the gods. Before drinking or even pouring the wine into a goblet, a 
little is spilled on the ground or into a libation dish to be later poured onto the ground 
as an offering "to the gods." This is termed a libation. The diviner will study the wine 
as it is poured at this time. The way in which it flows, the color(s) it reflects, the 
amount poured, and the manner in which it hits the ground or the libation dish; all 
these are cons,dered by the diviner in order to obtain details of the receptivity of the 
gods to any requests to be put forward in the ritual. 

Sources: 
de Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology ofWitchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 

Ballanryne, 1931 

OIL see Leconomancy 

OINOMANCY see <Enomancy 

OLD TESTAMENT 

(See also Bible; Hebrew; Oneiromancy) 

The Old Testament is replete with examples of fortune-telling and divination. It is full 
of miraculous events and examples of prophesy, dowsing, precognition, and dreams. 
Examples are Moses's dowsing for water in the desert, Saul's meeting with the Woman 
of Endor, and the dreams experienced by Joseph and Jacob. 

A prophet was a nabhi, or a "called" person. According to Geoffrey Ashe, in the early 
period (c. 1050--1015 BCE) the nabhi appeared to be little more than a fortune-teller. 
However, if true to their calling, the nabhi made him or herself receptive to whatever 
messages or prophecies might come from deity, rather than claiming to employ tech
niques that would draw such information. In the series Mysteries of Mind Space & 
Time: The Unexplained, David Christie-Murray says: 

The prophets aimed not so much at foretelling the future as at describ
ing what they saw as the will of God in the circumstances of their time. 
But in doing so, their prophesies were fulfilled, often in ways more pro
found and long-lasting than they ever imagined. 

The references to the casting of lots (astragalomancy; sortilege) are numer
ous, in the Old Testament. In Leviticus 16:7-9, Aaron casts lots: "And he shall take 
the two goats, and present them before the Lord at the door of the tabernacle of the 
congregation. And Aaron shall cast lots upon the two goats; one lot for the Lord, and 
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Old, Walter Richard "Gam"-"Sepharial" (1864-1929) 

the other lot for the scapegoat. And Aaron shall bring the goat upon which the Lord's 
lot fell, and offer him for a sin offering." In Proverbs 16:33 it says: "The lot is cast into 
the lap; but the whole disposing thereof is of the lord." 

Daniel's vision of the destruction of the temple is illustrative of the prophecy 
that is found in the Old Testament. Men or women could prophesy. While the 
prophets' main objectives were to warn, encourage, and teach, they did foreshadow 
events and so prophecy was tied in with prediction. 

Sources: 

Ashe, Geoffrey. Man, Myth & Magic: Prophecy. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

Cave, Janet, Laura Foreman and Jim Hicks (eds.). Mysteries of the Unknown: Ancient Wisdom 
and Secret Sects. Alexandria, VA: Time-Life Books, 1989. 

Christie-Murray, David. Mysteries of Mind Space & 1ime: The Unexplained. Westport, Cf: H. S. 

Stuttman, 1992. 

Werblowsky, R. J. Zwi. Man, Myth & Magic: Cabala. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

OLD, WALTER RICHARD "GORN"-"SEPHARIAL" 
(1864-1929) 

Born on March 20, 1864, at Harndsworth, Birmingham, England, Walter Richard 
Old grew up to write under the name of Walter Gorn Old and "Sepharial." Old was 
educated at King Edward's School, Birmingham. At an early age he became interest
ed in astrology and read the books of Alan Leo, whom he met and befriended. He 
also took an interest in the Qabbalah. As a young man, Old studied ancient lan
guages, the Orient, and medical dispensing. At thirty-five he moved to London 
where he joined the Theosophical Society. He rapidly became a member of the 
"inner circle" around Helena Blavatsky, the cofounder, and introduced Alan Leo to 
the society. 

Old discovered that he had a talent for astral projection and also had strong 
psychic abilities. On the death of Madame Blavatsky, Old left the Theosophical Soci
ety and spent time developing his own system of astrological prediction for the stock 
market, though his first big win came from a similar horse-racing astrological system. 
He contributed a number of columns to the Occult Review but died, on December 23, 
1929, before the newspaper astrological column had become popular. Among his 
many books were Book of the Crystal and the Seer (1897), Prognostic Astronomy (1901), 
Second Sight (1911), Cosmic Symbolism (1912), The Kabala of Numbers, (two volumes, 
1913), New Dictionary of Astrology (1914), A Manual of Occultism (1914 ), Astrology: 
How to Make and Read Your Own Horoscope (1920), and The Book of Charms and Talis
mans (1923). 

Sources: 

Hyre, K.M. and Eli Goodman. Price Guide to the Occult and Related Subjects. Los Angeles: Refer
ence Guides, 1967. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

OLINOMANCY see CEnomancy 
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0LOLYGMANCY 

(See also Dog.) 

Although there are methods of divining by the actions of dogs, ololygmancy is divina
tion by the howling of dogs. It is interpreted by the pitch, length of the howl, and the 
distance from the observer. At the time of Theocritus (31 0-250 BCE), the Greek poet 
spoke of a dog howling at night near a house, which foretold a death to come in that 
house. He said (or had his character Simretha say): "Hark! The dogs are barking 
through the town. Hecate is at the crossways. Haste, clash the brazen cymbals." The 
clashing of the cymbals was to drown out the sound of the dog howling and so, hope
fully, to prevent the omen from coming into eventuality. 

Sources: 
Lawson, John Cuthbert. Modem Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion. New York: Universi

ty Books, 1964. 

OMEN 

Many of the entries found in this book refer to omens. Omens are presages or prog
nostications; indications of something that is to happen in the near or even the far
distant future. They came about in a variety of ways, most of them probably 
following some unusual occurrence that was closely followed by a remarkable hap
pening, good or bad. If there was a repetition of that combination, then the omen 
became established. Omens vary from the sighting of a particular bird in flight to 
the observation of a comet. The movement of cats (ailuromancy), behavior of hors
es (hippomancy), the way a person laughs (geloscopy), and the howling of a dog 
(ololygmancy) can all be taken as omens and, from them, the possible trend of 
future events may be gauged. 

Thomas Carlyle, in Mrs. C's Letter (1871), mentions "good or ill luck for the 
whole year being omened by your liking or otherwise of the first person that accosts 
you on New Year's morning." Also Sir Walter Scott, in Peveril of the Peak ( 1822), says: 
"These evil omenings do but point out conclusions ... most unlikely to come to pass." 
Yet many people do feel that the things omened will come to pass. One definition of 
the word is "some phenomenon or unusual event taken as a prognostication either of 
good or evil." 

The sightings of comets (meteoromancy) and the experience of eclipses have 
been taken as signs that the world is coming to an end. At the trial of England's King 
Charles I in 1649, the head of his staff fell off. This many saw as an ill omen. Charles 
was executed on January 30, 1649. 

Shakespeare referred to many omens throughout his plays. In ]ulius Caesar, for 
example, a soothsayer warns Caesar about the Ides of March, presumably based on omens 
he has observed. There is also a scene where Casca meets with Cicero in a street late at 
night in a raging storm. Casca comments on the many strange omens that are occurring: 

Against the Capitol I met a lion, who glared upon me and went surly 
by, without annoying me. And there were drawn upon a heap a hun-
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dred ghastly women, ttansformed with their fear, who swore they saw 
men, all in fire, wallt up and down the streets. And yesterday the bird 

�night did sit, even at ooon..day, upon the mar\et place, hooting md 
shrieking. When these prodigies do so conjoindy meet, let not men say, 

"These are their reasons; they are natwal" For I believe they are por
tentrus things unto the climate that they point l.p)n. 

There are many more omen and portents, including dreams (ooeiromaoc:y) 
and examination of the entrails of sacrificed animals (h.a.ruspicy ), before Caesar is 
assassinated. As Calpumia says in the play, "When beggars die there are no comets 
seen; the heavens themselves bla2e forth the death of princes." 

In Gft.ece there are many traditional pom:nts �good and evil. For a potential 
bride to see a weasel is the worst omen. The we.ase� it is said, was once a young girl 
about to be married (the name means "little bride"). In some way she was robbed of 
her happiness and uansformed into an animal. To see a snake, however, is a very good 
omen. The spilling of oil is an evil omen but the spilling of wine is good. 1he upset• 
ting �water is also good, especially if it happens while m a joumey.lf the logs� the 
fire ctaekle it means that good news is coming. But if spwb should fly, then trouble 
may be expected. The spluttering� a candle flame or lamp flame is also unlucky. 

Source.: 
Lawson, John Cuchbert. Modml OTuk Foldore and Attitnc G.eek Rtli{ion. New Yodt: Univcnt

cy Boola. 1964. 
Q4orJ ErcfisA �. Oxford: Clarmdon Press. 1989. 
�. WiliWn. 1llr �Works. Loodoo: Odhams Press, 1938. 

0MOPLATOSCOPY 

In 1871 &iward B. Tylor, in Prinatiue Culture, mentions "divinatim by a shoulder 
blade, technically called scapulimancy or omoplatoscopy." The Sydenham (New) 
Soc�cy's umon of medicin.t and a1lSed �es � 1892 defmes it: "'moplaroscopy, the 
name given 10 a mode of divinatim formerly practiced by some tribes of (Native) 
American Indians, founded m the directim of the cracb which appeared on a blade 
bone when placed m a r .. e. " 

It is a divisim of acapulomaoc:y, divinatim by studying the cracb found m 
the shoulder blades of animals, sacrificial or otherwise. The shoulder blades are placed 
m a fire, and the heat is what causes the cracks to 3WC3f· Exacd y where on the blade 
the C1'3cks appear and the directim in which they run indicate to the tt::er the events 
that are forthcoming. 

So.ces: 
0� � .DicOorw). Oxford; Clarmdon Press,l989. 

O'MORGAIR, MALACHY (ELEVENTH CENTURY) 

Canonixd as St. Malachy, according to Andertoo Malachy O'Morgair � the 
successim � � from his own time duough to the end �the twentieth century. 
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With many of them he seems to have had a degree of accuracy. For example, in the 
descriptions he gives of the popes he refers to the nineteenth-century pope Leo XIII as 
Lumen in Crelo, meaning "Light in Heaven." This agrees with Leo's coat of arms, 
which depicts a comet. For Pope Paul VI, Malachy describes him as Flors Florum, 
meaning "Flower of Flowers." Paul's coat of arms bears the fleur-de-lys. For John Paul I 
the description is De Medietate Lunre, meaning "of the half moon." John Paul's reign 
lasted only thirty-three days, with him dying in the middle of the lunar month. Pope 
John Paul II was described as "Labor of the Sun," or De Labore Solis. Two more popes 
are listed after John Paul II, though Malachy's timing would indicate that they were to 
have occupied the papal throne before the end of the twentieth century. 

"Malachi" is listed as one of the twelve minor prophets lumped together in one book 
in the books of the prophets in the Jewish scriptures. 

Sources: 

Anderton, Bill. Fortune TeUing. North Dighton, MA: JG Press, 1996. 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 

0MPHALOMANCY 

"Omphalic" pertains to the navel. Omphalomancy is divining by the number of knots 
on the umbilical cord at the birth of a child. These knots indicate the number of chil
dren that the mother will have after that one. 

Since the umbilical cord is part of the newborn child, it was believed to be 
intimately linked to that child's life and fate. Magically, the cord was regarded as a 
cure for barrenness. It was also regarded as the seat of the soul that wanders in dreams 

and that finally separates at death. 

Sources: 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 
Sharpe, Eric. Man, Myth & Magic: Birth. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

0NEIROMANCY 

Oneiromancy is the name for seeing the future in dreams. In ancient Mesopotamian 
literature are found many warnings of impending doom so discovered. The hero Ziusu
dra, in a Sumerian legend, learns of a coming flood through a dream. In the Epic of 
Gilgamesh (which is filled with dreams, dream imagery, and interpretation), Enkidu 
advises his friend Gilgamesh of a coming cataclysm, which he saw in a dream. The 
ancient Egyptians believed in oneiromancy, as did the Sumerians, Babylonians, and 
Mesopotamians. In Egypt through the Greco-Roman period, and in Greece and Rome 

themselves, there was a practice known as incubation, where a priest or priestess 
would sleep in a temple for the express purpose of receiving divine knowledge through 
dreaming. In ancient Greek and Rome, dreams were regarded as tools by which the 
gods let humankind know of what was to happen in the future. To interpret these 
sleep-thoughts, there came into being a class of interpreters known as the oneirokritai. 
They were professional interpreters. One of the books they used, in which they tabled 
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their interpretations, was the Ontirolcririlca of Artemidorus, produced in the second 
century CE and stiU in existence. 

In 6SO BCE King Assurbanipal of Assyria fiOed his libraty with day tablets 
giving the meanings of dreams. In the fifth century BCE. Aeschylus the dramatist 
credited oneiromancy among the chief benefits confened on humankind by 
Prometheus. Homer included prophetic dreams in his epics, naming Zeus as the 
sender of dreams. Plato, n the �lit:, represents Socrates as declaring that dreams 
are pure and prophetic. Xenophon. talhng about divination through dreams, main· 
tained that in sleep the human soul reveals its divine nature and, being� from the 
shackles d the human body, is able to gaze into the future. 

One of the best-known examples of oneiromancy is found in Genesis 
41:14-36. Therej06ephforetold of seven years of plentycomingto Egypt, «o be fol
lowed by seven years of famine. 1his.was based on the Pharaoh's dream cJ seven fat 
cows emerging from a stream and going to graze in a meadow. These were followed by 
seven thin cows that devoured the fat ones, though the second seven remained thin 
alter the kasting. A second dream of me Pharaoh's was of seven fat ears ci ccm, grow
ing m a stalk, that were devoured by seven thin ears of ccm. This oonfirmed joseph's 
interpretation of plenty followed by famine. (See the Bible entry for further descrip
tion of J06epb 's dream interpretation.) 

Ancient Hebrew li�rarure ha; a rumber of examples of portentous dreams. For 
example, whm Jacob was fleeing from lhe wrath <ihis lmther Esau, he had a dream at 

Bethel (possibly an ancient Canami� sanctuary) <i a ladJer stretching from Earth up 
«o heaven. At the top <i lhe ladder the God of Alraham infamed Jacob that he and 
his descendanu would be given the sWTOUnding land in the fimue. Daniel interprered 
the drums o(Nebuchadnezzar and had dreams and Wims himseV'.InJ� 7;13-1-4 
there is a man "that tdd a dream (about a cak.e cJ hatley bread tumbled into the h06t o( 
Midian) unto his fellow," which� then interpreted lor him by the "fellow." 

St. 1homas Aquinas, in his Summa� ( 1266-1273), 513� that "div· 
ination by dreams is not unlawfial (in the eyes cJ the Church). It is the experience of 
all men lhat a dream oontains some indication of the fi1ture. llterefore, it is vain tD 

deny thatdreamshave efficacy in divination." 

1here are numerous well-documen�d c:.asc:; ci f'otelcnowledge th10ugh dreams. 
N�leon dreamed of his defeat at Watedoo hebe it happened. Ado]( Hider, when a 
corporal in the Bavarian lnfantty in World War I, hal a dream that saved his life by its 
forewarning. Abraham Lincoln had many prophetic dreams, incbling me ci his own 
death. In that, he dreamed he was lying in bed when he heard the sound of sobbing. 
Getting up and leaving his bedroom, he went into me East Room d the White House 
where he saw his own body laid out, the victim of an as&as&in's baUet. 

But perhaps one of lhe m06t fascinating accounts of oneiromancy was the case 

ci John Chapman in fif�enth-century England. a,apman was a peddler who lived in 
the viUage d Swaffham, in Norfolk country. One night he had a dream d JJ>ing to 
London and standing m London Bridge. There he met with a man who gave him 
news d a great fomme lhat could be his. Chapman told his neighbors ci the dream 
but lhey just laughed at him. However, he was so moved by it that he journeyed on 
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foot to London--over one hundred miles away-and proceeded to London Bridge. In 
those days London Bridge was covered across its span with houses and shops. Chap
man stood in the center of the bridge and waited. He waited for three days, but noth
ing happened. Just as he was about to give up, a shopkeeper came out of one of the 
buildings and asked him what he was doing there all that time. Chapman told the 
story of his dream. The shopkeeper laughed at him and called Chapman a fool. "I had 
a strange dream myself a few nights ago," he said. "But I didn't go chasing across the 
country because of it. I dreamed of a little village in Norfolk called Swaffham and of a 
man named John Chapman, who lived there. In the dream he had a pear tree in his 
back garden and buried underneath it was a great store of treasure. Now, you don't 
suppose I'm going all the way to Norfolk to dig under some man's tree? What a fool I'd 
be!" The shopkeeper laughed some more and returned to his store. John Chapman 
hurried home. Digging under the pear tree in his back garden, he unearthed a great 
treasure of silver and gold. In gratitude, Chapman gave a lot of money to the village 
church where, today, there is a carving of him on one of the pews and stained glass 
windows showing his story. 

In the Welsh village of Aberfan on the night of October 20, 1966, a nine-year
old girl named Eryl Mai Jones had a dream that there was no school the following day. 
She didn't just dream that there would be no classes, but that there would be no 
school in existence. The next morning she told her mother that "something black 
came down all over it." But she went to school anyway. Shortly after nine o'clock that 
morning a half-million-ton mountain of coal waste, saturated by days of unrelenting 
rain, slid down over the village, burying houses and the entire school. Nearly 150 peo
ple, most of them schoolchildren including Eryl Jones, were buried and died. Many 
other people all over Great Britain had experienced similar dreams before the tragedy. 
Some saw an actual mountain of coal slag pour down the mountainside onto the vil
lage. One man who had never heard of the village dreamed the word "Aberfan." 
There were so many reported dreams of the tragedy that a survey was conducted. At 
least thirty-six prophetic dreams were definitely confirmed. As a result of this, the 
British Premonitions Bureau and the (New York) Central Premonitions Registry 
were established. 

The London Sunday Pictorial of January 11, 1959, featured a story about Harold 
Horwood of Slough Lane, London, who consistently not only dreamed of racehorse 
winners but placed bets on them and made money. As the article says: "In 1946 he 
won £775 on the November Handicap race, and £200 on the winner of the Cam
bridgeshire. [In 1945] he dreamed of more than 20 winners, including the Queen's 
horse Pall Mall, the Two Thousand Guineas winner." It went on to say that Horwood 
"believes that his dreams are inspired and he has given much to charity." 

A remarkable example of oneiromancy occurred in Ohio, coming to a climax 
on May 26, 1979. Starting ten days before that, David Booth, a twenty-three-year
old office manager in Cincinnati, started to have a vivid dream about an airplane 
crash. In the dream he saw a three-engined American Airlines jet roll over in the air 
and fall to the ground with a horrendous explosion of smoke and flame. Booth said 
that the dream was so real he could feel the searing heat of the flames. He had the 
dream for several nights in a row and became so concerned that he telephoned 
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American Airlines and reported it to them. He also called the Federal Aviation 
Authority and a psychiatrist at the University of Cincinnati. They all treated his 
calls with the greatest interest and concern, but there was nothing anyone could do 
on the basis of what he was able to tell them. Four days later an American Airlines 
DC-10, taking off from Chicago's O'Hare International Airport, turned on its back 
and smashed into the ground, killing 273 people. It had been the worst aviation dis
aster in U.S. history to date. The previously reached authorities were amazed at the 
accuracy of Booth's dream but admitted there was nothing anyone could have done 
to prevent the disaster. 

In modem-day Greece there is a traditional custom used by many a young 
woman to discover her matrimonial destiny. On the eve of St. Catharine's day 
(November 26) the young woman must bake special cakes that have salt as the main 
ingredient. That night she must eat a large number of these cakes, slaking the resul
tant thirst with generous quantities of wine. This results in her falling asleep to dream 
of her destined husband. A variation of this is found in some areas of Greece, where 
only a small piece of the cake is eaten and the rest is divided into three portions and 
tied respectively with red, black, and blue ribbons. These three sections are placed 
under the pillow that night and, in the morning, one is drawn out by chance. The red 
ribbon denotes that the future husband will be a bachelor; the black ribbon a widower; 
the blue ribbon a stranger. This is followed by an example of cledonomancy, overhear
ing chance remarks made by people passing by. The first name, occupation, or other 
reamark that is heard is regarded as applying to the future husband. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Gypsy Dream Dictionary. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1999. 
Garfield, Patricia L. Creative Dreaming. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1974. 
Hall, Angus. The Supernatural: Signs of Things to Come. London: Danbury Press, 1975. 
Headon, Deirdre ( ed.). Quest for the Unknown-Charting the Future. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 

Digest, 1992. 
Holroyd, Stuart. The Supernatural: Dream Worlds. London: Aldus Books, 1976. 
Horwood, Harold. The Conquest of Time. London: Fowler, 1959. 
Lawson, John Cuthbert. Modem Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion. New York: Universi

ty Books, 1964. 

0NIMANCY 

(See also Onymancy; Onychomany) 

Onimancy is also known as "observation of the archangel Uriel," who rules the north 
in white magic. It is, in effect, a form of the divination known as onychomancy. 

Some olive oil or walnut oil is painted on the fingernails of the right hand of a 
virginal boy or girl. The oil should be mixed with tallow or some kind of blackening 
agent. Alternatively it may be painted in the palm of the hand. If money or buried 
treasure is being sought, then the child must face toward the east. If knowledge of a 
person is desired, for purposes of love or affection, then the child must face south. 
South-facing is also recommended for all inquiries into crimes. If robbery is being 
investigated, then the child must face west. For murder, he or she must face north. 
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lnsttucticnsnow become somewhat vague. Aca>Jding to Spence, the chi� must 

repeat the sevemy-two verses of the Psalms, ·� found in the third book of Reu:lin en 

the Qabbalistic an; also found in de ucrbo mnifro." In each of the verses, says Spence, 
there is to be found "the venerable name of four lemrs (presumably YHWH), and the 
three-lettered name of the seventy-two angels. These are refmed to the inquisitive 
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name Schemhammaphoras, which was hidden in the folds of the lining of the tippet of 
the high priest." It is said that when this is all done, the child shall "see wonders." 

It seems likely that all of the above is actually a lead-in to simple scrying. The 
reflective surfaces of the nails, or the oil in the palm of the hand, would certainly suit 
that purpose. When the child has said the Psalms, he or she then gazes at the nails, or 
into the blackened and oiled palm of the hand, and "sees wonders." 

Sources: 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

ONION see Crornnyornancy 

ONOMANCY 

Onomancy is divination by using the letters of a name. This, as in numerology, would 
depend upon given numerical values to the letters. Ephraim Chambers's Cyclopa!dia; 
or an universal dictionary of arts and sciences ( 1728) defines it as: "Onomancy, or rather, 
Onomamancy, the art of divining the good or evil fortune which shall befall a man 
from the letters of his name." Chambers goes on to say "In strictness onomancy should 
rather signify divination by asses. To signify divination by names it should be ono
matomancy." Certainly, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, onolatry means 
"Worship of the ass," and onology means "foolish talking; braying," but it seems Cham
bers is playing with semantics. 

William Camden, in Rerru.lines of a greater worke concerning Britaine ( 1605), says: 
"The superstitious kinde of Divination called C>nomantia, condemned by the last Gen
eral Counsell, by which the Pythagoreans judged the even number of vowels in a name 
to signifie imperfections in the left sides of men, and the odde number in the right." 

With two competitors, onomancy may be used to determine the better-the 
one with the higher value to his name using numerology. Supposedly this was what 
determined that Achilles would triumph over Hector in the Trojan Wars. 

Sources: 

Cavendish, Marshall. The Book of Fate & Fortune. London: Cavendish House, 1981. 
Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 
Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology New York. Avon, 1978. 

0NYMANCY;0NYCHOMANCY 

(See also Onirnany) 

Richard Sanders, in Physiognomie and chiromancie, metoposcopie, the symmetrical 
proportions and signal moles of the body, fully and accurately handled (1653 ), says: "Ony
mancy is commonly called the science of the nails." Sir Thomas Urquhart's The Third 
Book of the Works of Mr. Francis Rabelais ( 1693) refers to it when he says: "by Onu
mancy; for that we have Oyl and Wax." 
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Some olive oil or walnut oil, mixed with tallow or some other blackening 
agent, is painted on the fingernails of the right hand of a virginal boy or girl. The child 
then stares at the nails while reciting certain words, such as from the Psalms. It seems 
likely that this is actually a form of scrying. The reflective surfaces of the nails would 
reflect the sun's rays and create the equivalent of a crystal ball's shining surface. On 
that surface the child, as scryer, would see visions. 

It is said that if money or buried treasure is being sought, then the child must 
face toward the east. If knowledge of a person is desired for purposes of love or affec
tion, then the child must face south. South-facing is also recommended for all 
inquiries into crimes. If robbery is being investigated, then the child must face west. 
For murder, he or she must face north. 

There is another branch of onychomancy that is purely the study of the nails 
themselves. It is akin to palm-reading. The shape and condition of the nails are con
sidered: smoothness, roughness, whether or not there are ridges, blemishes, the hard
ness, brittleness, and so on. All of these things have meaning to one adept at 
onychomancy and can be interpreted. Cheiro's Language of the Hand, by Louis 
Hamon, contains a section on how to determine the health of the person from the 
shape and condition of their nails. 

Sources: 

Cheiro (Louis Hamon). Cheiro's Language of the Hand. Chicago: Rand, McNally, 1897. 

de Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology of Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 
Ballantyne, 1931. 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume 1-Manual of 

Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

Rakoczi, Basil Ivan. Man, Myth & Magic: Palmistry. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

OOBE (Out-of-Body Experience) see Astral Projection 

OoMANCY; OoMANTIA; OoscoPY 

(See also Ovomancy) 

The art of divining by using an egg. The word comes from the Greek for egg or ovum. 
The favorite method was to break an egg and allow the inside to fall slowly into a glass of 
water. The shapes assumed by the white of the egg could then be interpreted. This was 
also a method popular in Victorian times to see the future. It had to be done either at 
Halloween or on New Year's Eve, though some said it could be done at any full moon. 

Sources: 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume 1-Manual of 
Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 

Newall, Venetia. Man, Myth & Magic: Eggs. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

OOMANTIA see Oomancy 
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0PHIDIOMANCY; 0PHIOMANCY 

Ophidiomancy il divinarion by snakes and orher reptiles. To the early Egyptian, to 

dream of a snake was luclty, symbolizing thar a dispure would be faYOrably resolved. 
However, ro the Greek. CD dream of a snake was a wamillg of either enemies or impeM· 
ing sidmess. lf a Hebre" dreamed of a� ir meanr there wwld be a lose livelihood. 

ln Greece, ro acrually see a snake is ro know thar good forrune ia coming, � 
the snake is the guardian gerius who looks after irs own. 1he Etru�ean• would painr a 
setpenr on the wall CD keep away the evil eye ani to bring good hack. 1he head of the 
snae h!d CD be down aM inrertwined with me body, and the rail \JA)ermo&r. 

� 
Headen, Deirdre (ed. ). �for tlte U� tlte Futtne. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 

�.1992. 
l.awwn, John Cuthbert. Modtm OTuk Folklore and Andm Greek�· New York: Universi· 

ty Boob, 1964. 

ORACLES 
(Seeallo�} 

An oracle is a shrine to a deky, ar which"-'esticns may be asked. lr is also the tmn for 
the answers ro those quesrions. The word comes from the latin oraa.hcm, meaning� 
spea." 

Oracles were numerous in anriquiry. Among the most celebrared were the 
Oracle d Ddphi, the one of Dodona, of Auq:fuaraus in Ba!ocia; ar¥1 d Ttophonius ar 
Lebadea. ln lraly the besr-krown oracle was thar d fuctuna ar Przneste. 

Various methods of presenring the oracles-the answers ro quesrions-ere 
employed, differing from one site ro another. 1he commonesr method was known as 

"incubarion." This meanr thar the enquirer slepr in the sacred area unril he or she 
received an answer in a dream. The main oracle b this was ar the remple d Asde· 
pius ar Epidaurus, though many other cracles also provided ir. Also common was div· 
inarion by lor (aortilege), as ar Praenesre and somerimes ar Delphi, and direcr YOice 

from rhe priesress (metapomy ). 

The only kir¥1 of oracle rhar was narive ro Italy was thar which divined by sorti· 
lege. Cicero detcri� the ntilege perfmned ar Przneste, sa-ying thar there were vari
ous pieces d wood inacribed with antiCfte lettering. 1hey were mixed rogether ar¥1 then 
roe was pulled our by a )'Wng boy. This would have m ir the amwer to the Cf!estion. 

1he Delphic oracle was locared ar the Temple d ApoUo in Phocis, on the 
southern slope of Mounr Parnauus. 1he sire was formerly known as Crisa. There was 
an ancienr oracle ro Gaea already ar rhar place, guarded by a female dragon/serpenr 
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named Python. Apollo slew the dragon and built his own shrine there, making this 
the Oracle of Delphi with the diviners there known as Pythia. The most sacred object 
at Delphi was the omphalus, or navel of the earth- the very center of the earth (con
ceived of as flat). No less sacred than the omphalus was the tripod on which the Del
phic priestess sat while giving her divine utterances. The tripod was, as its name 
implies, a three-legged seat formed with a circular slab on which a laurel branch would 
be laid when the priestess was not present. 

While Delphi was the best-known Apolline oracle, there were many others. A 
celebrated one was Claros in Asia Minor. There was also a mystery cult there, which 
was unusual in that Apollo usually had nothing to do with mysteries. There was an 
oracle to Hermes at Pharae, in Achaea, which was located in the marketplace in front 
of a huge statue of Hermes. 

The oracle of Trophonius at Lebadea was unusual. The supplicant had to 
spend several days there undergoing certain restrictions, such as abstaining from 
bathing except in the local river. Animal sacrifices had to be made to a number of 
deities, and the priests would inspect the entrails (haruspicy). Finally a nocturnal sac
rifice of a black ram was made, its blood being run into a ritual trench and Agamedes, 
associate of Trophonius, was invoked. The entrails of the black ram indicated whether 
or not the oracle might be consulted. If the answer was favorable, then the supplicant 
was bathed and anointed by two boys called Hermai. He or she then had to drink from 
two springs, called Lethe and Mnemosyne (Forgetfulness and Memory), so that all but 
what was revealed would be forgotten. Finally, the petitioner descended into the 
shrine and thrust his or her feet through a hole in the wall. Being mysteriously sucked 
down, the revelation was received-which was sometimes by sight and sometimes by 
sound-then the person was returned by the same opening. He or she was then seated 
on the "Throne of Memory" and questioned by the priests. A written record of the 
experiences was also required. 

The expression "to work the oracle" meant to influence the message given by 
bringing pressure to bear to obtain an utterance in your favor. 

Sources: 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 

Parke, H. W. Sibyls and Sibylline Prophecy in Classical Antiquity. New York: Routledge, 1988. 
Potter, D. Sibyls in the Greek and Roman World. Rhode Island: Journal of Roman Archaeology 3, 

1990. 
Rose, H. J. Religion in Greece and Rome. New York: Harper & Row, 1959. 

0RNISCOPY; 0RNITHOMANCY 

Divination by the flight, songs, and cries of birds was a common form found in many 
areas. Ephraim Chambers's Cyclopredia; or an universal dictionary of arts and sciences of 
1728 said: "Ornithomancy, among the Greeks, was the same as augury among the 
Romans." The term augury has come to be applied to divination in general, but origi
nally it was specifically to do with birds. In addition to Greece and Rome, it was also 
practiced in India, Africa, South America, and New Guinea. 
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Plutarch, the Greek biographer (c. 46-120 CE), said that "birds, by their 
quickness and intelligence and their alertness in acting upon every thought, are a 
ready instrument for the use of God, who can prompt their movements, their cries and 
songs, their pauses and wind-like flights, thus bidding some men check, and others 
pursue to the end, their course of action or ambitions." 

In Greece the observation was mainly based on the actions of large predatory 
birds: "The largest, the strongest, the most intelligent, and at the same time those 
whose solitary habits gave them more individual character," according to French 
writer Bouche Leclarcq (Histoire de Ia Divination). Eagles, vultures, ravens, crows, 
hawks, and herons (although these quickly fell out of favor as birds of augury in 
Greece), wrens, owls, and woodpeckers were all used for divination. The raven was 
regarded as the favorite and companion of Apollo, so that some people came to spe
cialize in raven prophesies, disregarding all other birds. 

Positive identification of bird species was necessary for accurate predictions, 
since different species had different characteristics. For example, if a raven cried out 
behind you, it meant anxiety and difficulties to come. For a crow, the same meaning 
came from hearing the bird in front of you. Similarly, if a raven flew past your right 
side, crying out, it presaged hope and good fortune to come, while from a crow that 
message came from seeing it fly by and caw on your left side. To hear a cawing on the 
roof of your house could mean either a death, if it was the sound of a crow, or a coming 
letter, if the sound was from a jackdaw. Distinction had to be made between, for exam
ple, a barn owl and a tawny owl. 

Along with distinguishing the species, the action of the bird had to be carefully 
observed. There were meanings given to the bird's flight, its cry, its posture when land
ed and settled, and any movements it made after settling. Numbers were also impor
tant, as in the number of cries or the number of times a bird circled before landing. 

Easier than interpreting from the majority of birds was observing the actions of 
domesticated birds, such as chickens. Their movements on the ground such as plum
ing, dust-bathing, scratching holes, or standing on one leg all had meaning, though 
many of the meanings were associated with the coming weather. 

As John Cuthbert Lawson says, "The special aptitude of birds to carry divine mes
sages to man was never questioned in ancient Greece; it was the very axiom of religion, 
without which the whole science of auspices would have been a baseless fabrication." 

Sources: 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Lawson, John Cuthbert. Modem Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion. New York: Universi

ty Boks, 1964. 

ORNITHOMANCY see Omiscopy 

OROMANCY see Urimancy 

0RYCTOMANCY 

Oryctomancy is divining by fossils, minerals, and excavated objects. The diviner 

interprets by the images he or she observes in the rock. If the interpretation is done in 
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situ, then the location, time of day, and any and all aspects of the excavation are taken 
into account and may play a part in the interpretation. 

0SSOMANCY; 0STEOMANCY 

Ossomancy, also known as osteomancy, is divination by bones. In Virgil's JEnid (Book 
Seven), he speaks of a priestess sleeping on fleeces in order to converse with deity. 
This points up the oracular significance of sheep. It would be natural, then, that 
sheep bones might be used for divination purposes. The shoulder bones were used in 
scapulomancy and omoplatoscopy, as were the shoulder bones of other animals. This 
was done not only in ancient Greece and Rome, but also by the Bedouin, English, lee
landers, Mongolians, Slavs, and Scots. 

Bones were used by Bushmen of South Africa in astragalomancy; they also 
marked them with special signs and symbols, casting them and interpreting them 
based on their positions and conjunctions. Bones were also used in the Congo by the 
Mganga or Mufumu, the combination soothsayer, herbalist, and psychologist. There, 
they are invariably the leg bones of goats that have been highly polished and shaped 
to resemble the heads of different animals. In a self-induced trance, the Mganga casts 
the bones. Witnesses have claimed that some of the bones actually stand up on end 
and remain standing until he has finished with them. 

Sources: 

Adkins, Lesley and Roy A. Adkins. Dictionary of Roman Religion. New York: Facts on File, 1996. 

Armstrong, Edward A. Man, Myth & Magic: Sheep. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

OUIJA® AND OTHER TALKING BOARDS 

The name is taken from the French (oui) and the German (ja) words for "yes." The 
board is a tool used to communicate with spirits of the dead to ascertain answers to 
questions about the past, present, and future. Various examples of this divination tool 
have been used for centuries, one of the earliest forms being alectromancy, where a 
cockerel picks up pieces of corn or wheat placed alongside letters of the alphabet 
arranged in a circle, thereby spelling out words in answer to questions asked by the 
diviner. In ancient Greece and in Rome, a small table on wheels moved about, to point 
to answers to questions, while in China, c. 550 BCE, similar tools were used to commu
nicate with the dead. The Ouija is not unlike the squdilatc boards used by various Native 
American tribes, to obtain spiritual information and to locate lost people and objects. 

The Ouija board itself is a flat, smooth-surfaced board that has the letters of 
the alphabet marked on it. A small platform, or planchette, usually heart shaped, 
slides over the board. The diviner sits with fingertips placed on the planchette and 
asks questions. The answers are given by the platform sliding about the board and 
stopping at a series of letters, to spell out words. On most boards, along with the letters 
of the alphabet are found the numbers from one to nine, the words "Yes" and "No," 
and sometimes "Goodbye" and/or other greetings. Although the diviner's fingers rest 
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�a® and OWr TaJicing Boards 

on the planchette, there is no conscious propelling ol it. Supposedly, the platform 
moves as directed by IJ(lirits of the dead. 

A number of different boards are commert:ially produced today. The first was 

patented in the late 1800s by Elijah J. Bmd, who sold the patent to William Fuld in 
1892. Fuld founded the Southern Novelty Company in M�and, which later became 
known as the Baltimore Talldng Board Company. They produced the "Oriole Talking 
Boards," later labeled "Ouija, the M)6tifying Oracle." In 1966 P.ldcer Brothers, the big 
l)y and game manufacturer, bought rhe rights to the board and marketed it a> rhe point 
where it outsold their famous Monopoly game. In its first .,.:ar with Parker, more than 
rwo million Ouija boards were sold. Understandably, many other companies started 
producing similar boards, though they were not allowed to use the name "Ouija." 

The Parker Brothers' recommended way ol using the board is for rwopeople ro 

sit facing one another, with the board resting on their knees between them. At the 
outset the plancheue ls i n  the center of the board and the� people have their fin
gers resting lightly on it. To a�id confusion, just one person acts as spokesperson. 
They enquire, "Is there anybody there?" This is repeated until the planchette starts to 

move. It should move across to "YeS' and then rerum to the center. In fact, i is possi· 
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ble to work the board with a number of participants sitting around a table. The more 
people there are, the more energy there is available to move the planchette. Also, just 
one person can have success by working alone. 

The first time someone experiences the planchette moving, the feeling is that 
someone present is pushing it. This can quickly be discounted when messages are 
spelled out that give information not known to anyone present, such as names, places, 
or documents that need to be researched after the session. If the information received 
is known to any one person there, it cannot be assumed that the message is coming 
from the spirit world. Although no one may be pushing the pointer consciously, they 
may be doing so unconsciously. They may also be picking up the information through 
Extrasensory perception. 

Although no one present is directing the planchette, the participants are, in 
fact, pushing it in the sense that their muscles are being used to cause it to slide across 
the surface of the board. The spirits are making use of their muscles to produce the 
physical movement. 

It is difficult to keep a finger on the planchette, observe to which letters it 
points, and at the same time write down everything. It is therefore a good idea to have 
a secretary for any extended Ouija board sessions. The spokesperson, as well as being 
the one to call out the questions, also calls out the letters so that they can be recorded. 

Many times what is recorded seems to make little sense at first. It appears that this 
is not an easy method of communicating from the next world back to this one. There is 
often confusion between similar-looking letters: N, M, and H; 0 and Q; P and R; I and J, 
and so on. Careful study of the written results should make it possible to correct any such 
substitutions. Another problem can be that words run into one another. This can easily 
be solved by requesting that the planchette make a quick circle of the board between 
each word to indicate the break. Other possible problems might be receiving anagrams, 
or finding letters arranged as though by a person with dyslexia. All in all, it is frequently 
necessary to study a received message very carefully in order to make sense of it. 

Still, many messages do come through "loud and clear," perfectly spelled and 
making absolute sense. An explanation is that the spirit responsible may or may not 
have had previous experience with this form of communication. If the planchette sits 
still without moving, it may be that the question asked is ambiguous. Thought should 
be given to the phrasing of questions. 

Record keeping is an important aspect of Ouija board use if it is done seriously. 
Although many people use a Ouija board for fun, acknowledging that someone is push
ing the planchette for laughs, this should not be tolerated among serious psychic investi
gators. A list of questions to be asked may be prepared ahead of time, which will save 
time when actually dealing with the spirit. It is also a good idea to choose as many ques
tions as possible that can be answered with a yes or no. This saves time and also avoids 
any misunderstanding of received information. But obviously not everything can be 
covered this way, so spelled-out answers are definitely part of the looked-for result. 

A fear among novice Ouija board users is that they may become "possessed" 
through using the board. (There are innumerable urban legends about people who 
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have been so Xflicted.) Certainly the boaJd can become addictive, but l handled sen· 
sibly it is no more a vehicle for possession than is the telephone. There arc srories of 
Jaung teenagers who have (foolishly?) asked the bocud when they are going to die, 
and been told d�t it will happen the next wedc, month, cx- year. Needless to say, this 
can be a self-fulfUiing prophesy with a teai.ble p5)dlological effect on the person con· 
<Zmed. But this only points up the fact that the Ouija bocud is a serious tool, not a fOi. 

There are certain precautions that beginnets � � Fuse. if you aart g«· 
ting a lot of negative m�pecially messages direcling you to do <Zttain things 
d1at go against your grain and that you would not normally d�n don't do them 
and stop using the board. It's as simple as lhat. If the boan:l (or a particular •spirit" 
coming through the board) tells you to give away all your worldly possessions, stop 
and minlc about it. Exactly who is telling JOU tO do mis and why? It may be a spirit 
calling itself Jesus, or describing itself as an angel-but what are me chances? And 
why, if they are who they say they are, would they tell JOU to do something d1atwould 
harm JOU? Many overly religious people claim it is the devil who spealcs mrough the 
board. If this is what you believe, men "hang up the phone"! Don't quit your job on 
the advice of, say, a long-dead relative. What do they lcnow about today's labor mar· 
lcet? Don't jump off a rooftop ()1\ me direction clan unlcnown spirit. Why should you 
do so? In odler words, use your head. Don't run to the board loolcing for aN wen to all 
cllife's queslims. Don't expect it to solve every little prd>lem you have. The board is 
not 31'1 oracle; it cannot tell JOU the absolute future. Use it with common sense and 
don'tabuse it. Enjoy it. If you don't enjoy it, don't use it. 

Some extremely interesting inl01mation bas been obtained through the Ouija 
board. lhe prime example is probably that ciPatience Worth. On JulyS. 1913, Pearl 
Curr.m, a St. louis homemalc.er, was persuaded by her friend Emily Hutchinson to try 
a Ouija board. She did so and received the 'MXds: "Many moons ago I lived. Again I 
come; Patience Worth my name." This turned out to be the start of an avalanche of 
information that kept coming over a period of five years. Eventually moving on from 
the Ouija board to automatic writing, Mrs. Curran produced 2.SOO poems, short sto
ries, plays, and allegories, plus six full-length novels, all authored by Patience Worth, 
who claimed to be an Englishwoman from the seventeenm century. In all over four 
million words were produced. What i.s interesting is that, of all those millions o f  
words, not a single anachronism has been found by experts; t he  vcxabulary is consis· 
tent with that of the claimed time period. 

Sources� 
Buckland, Raymond. Docm co OM Worlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewdlyn, 1993. 
Covina, Gina. Tflt Ou;ja Book. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1979. 
Guiley, ROGemary Ellen. Htrrpa''s Enc,.:lopedia o{M,sriclll & Pa� E�. San Francis· 

co: H�ranc:bco,1991. 
Hunt. Stoker. Ou;ja: 1l.e Mast Do� Game. New York: Harper & Row, 198S. 
Owens, Elbabeth. How co Communiau With Spirib. St. Paul. MN: Llewdlyn, ZOOZ. 

0URANOMANCY;URANOMANCY 

Since runnomancy is divination by the stars, then astrology is a facet of it. However, 
while astrology is a formalized system of mapping the heavens as they were at the 
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moment of birth, ouranomancy is divining by the stars and planets themselves, noting 
such elements as their movements or seeming movements, brilliance, and relation
ships. In the same way that figures such as Orion can be seen in the relative positions 
of the stars, so the seers would look up at the night sky and see other forms that were 
pertinent to the question being asked, and from these deduce an answer. 

0VOMANCY 

Ovomancy is divination by eggs. Oomancy would come under the general heading of 
ovomancy. 

Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus, the Roman biographer (c. 70-122 CE), said that 
when the Roman empress Livia Drusilla (55 BCE-29 CE) was pregnant she was anx
ious to divine whether her child would be a boy or a girl. She did this by taking a 
freshly laid chicken's egg and carrying it in her bosom, to keep it at the appropriate 
temperature. When it hatched, it produced a chick with a beautiful cockscomb. Sure 
enough, Livia gave birth to a boy. 

Divining was also done based, for example, on the number of eggs laid by a 
group of chickens, where they were found, or how many of them were together. 

Sources: 

Newall, Venetia. Man, Myth & Magic: Eggs. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 
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PALMISTRY 

Aristode Palmistry 

Palmistry is said to have been known to Aristotle (38�322 BCE) who, legend has it, 
discovered an Arabic treatise on the subject written in letters of gold and lying on an 
altar dedicated to Hermes. This he presented to Alexander the Great. It seems more 
probable that Aristotle wrote it himself, to give to Alexander.lt was later translated 
into Latin by Hispanus. Palmistry was certainly known in the reign of Alexander 
(fourth century BCE). Apparently, great as he was, Alexander was concemed enough 
about his future that he took much interest in anything that might predict it. 

Although most of what Aristotle wrote on the subject of palmistry has been 
lost, his work on physiognomy is still in existence and contains a section on palmistry. 
Most early works deal more with the shape and form of the hand than with the lines 
on it, but Aristotle's De Hist.oria Anima!ium does talk about short lines on the hand 
indicating short lives and long lines indicating long lives. Unfortunately, if Aristotle 
wrote extensively on the lines of the hand, it is no longer extant. Later writers did 
attribute some of what they wrote to Aristotle, to lend some credulity to what they 
had to say. 

Chinese Palmistry 

0\inese palmistry (known aswu hsia�or shou wen xue) has two different S)lS· 

tems. One is called the Five Element or Five Phase S)lStem and the other is the Eight 
Trigram System. 1he former is similar to Western palmistry, or cheiromancy, while 
the latter is based on the �figure ofFeng-Shui. 
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AvE E.i..EMENT SlnEM This is !0 called because it is based m the 6ve elements a 
water. air, fue, earth, and ether. In this system a man's lett hand and a woman's right 
hand are looked upon as indicators a a�:tions, fonune, hopes, and thasglus, showing 
how their life� changed through actions, personality and thoughts. A man's right 
hand and a woman's left hand show inherited char:acteristics and the infLences a 
family. This is the hand that shows how life was started. For the man it is the opposite 
of Western palmistry, where the left hand for both sexes shows what they were bom 
with and the right hand what they hav.: made a life. 

Hand shapes determine character types. When a palm il square and the fingers 
extend at the top and are the same length as the palm, then that is an Earth hand. 
Earth people tend to be very practical, very grounded. They are usually in control of 
their emotions. Although they may not speak of love, they show love by their actions. 
They are IJ)O<l at practical work with no great desire for high offloe. 

Hands that are long and thin, with the fingers a little longer than the palm, are 
Water hands. Such people are very sensitiv.: and impressionable. The hands are usual
ly pale and flne.boned. These people hav.: refined tastes in mOS( things. Women with 
such hands make good wives and mothers. Men with such hands are prone to  poor 
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health. They do well in jobs where they can interact with others. Both men and 
women Water types need romance in their lives. 

Fire hands reflect that element, with palms that are red and blotchy. The fin
gers are shorter than the palm, which is rectangular. This is an active, passionate per
son. He or she can be a leader. They are full of energy and can motivate others. They 
need to keep active and should be careful never to become idle. 

Short, thin fingers that are shorter than the square palm belong to the Air 
hand. These people are communicators, connecting best on a mental level. They are 
always looking for new horizons, hating to be stifled in marriage or other commit
ments. They are inventors and explorers. 

The Ether hand is the hand of the highly intellectual person. The fingers are 
gently tapered, with knots at every phalange. The fingers rise from triangular, lotus
pad palms. These people are teachers, guides, and counselors. They can become doc
tors and diplomats. They are "old souls." 

There are eight divisions of the hand, in the Five Element system. These cor
respond to the Western system as follows: 

Position Chinese Star 
Under Index Finger Wood Star 

Under Middle Finger Earth Star 

Under Ring Finger Sun Star 

Under Little Finger Water Star 

Under Wood Star First Fire Star 

Under Water Star Second Fire Star 

Middle of Palm Five Stars Field 

At base of Thumb Metal Star 

Lower Palm area, Moon Star 

opposite to Thumb 

The lines of the hand are as follows: 

Chinese Line 
Earth Line 

Line of Man 

Heaven Line 

Jade Column 

Sun Line 

Alternative Name 
Major Earth Line 

Major Wood line or Brain Line 

Major Water Line 

Minor Earth Line 

Minor Fire Line 

Western Equivalent 
Mount ofJupiter 

Mount of Saturn 

Mount of Apollo/Sun 

Mount of Mercury 

Active Mars 

Passive Mars 

Plain of Mars 

Mount of Venus 

Lunar Mount 

Western Equivalent 
Life Line 

Head Line 

Heart Line 

Fate Line 

Sun Line/Success 

Line/Line of Apollo 
Health Line 

Indulgence Line 

Sex Lines 

Inspiration Line 

Line of Mercury/Line of Business/Health Line 

Via Lasciva 

Marriage Lines 

Line or Bow of Intuition 

As in western palmistry, the fingers have correspondences: Thumb-energy/ 
ether; Index Finger-water; Middle Finger-Earth; Ring Finger-Fire; Little Finger-
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Air. Also as with Western palmistry, the relative sizes of the phalanges have meaning, 
as do the setting of the thumb and the types of thumb. 

EIGHT TRIGRAM SYSTEM In this system the diviner will imagine a bagua placed on 
the palm, or the back, of the hand and will interpret according to the traditional divi
sions and their meanings. This system is used a lot where health is a concern. 

Trigram Position on Palm Health, etc. 

Chen (Thunder) Upper Metal Star Nervous system; education 

Sun (Wind/Wood) Wood Star Liver and gallbladder; wealth 

Li (Fire) Earth Star Heart; blood circulation; eyesight; fame 

Kswun (Earth) Water star Abdominal area; father & elder daughter 

Tui (Marsh) Second Fire Star Lungs; large intestine; wife; mistress; children 

Ch'ien (Heaven) Moon Star Lungs; psychological condition; father & elder son 

K'an (Water) Soil Mount Kidney; bladder; reproductive system; inheritance 

Ken (Mountain) Lower Metal Star Spleen; stomach; brothers 

Indian Palmistry 

Indian palm-readers term their art Samudrika sastra, named after King Samu
dra of prehistoric times. It is said that Shiva, the third deity in the Trimurti of the 
gods, taught palmistry to Sarasvati, the wife of Brahma, who is the senior member of 

the triad. Sarasvati is the goddess of music, wisdom, and knowledge. In the south of 
India there is a popular school known as sariraka sastra, based on the writings of Kar
tikeya. (This system is also known as the skanda system.) This system places great 
emphasis on the lines of the hand, recognizing up to 153 different lines. 

Although many of the Indian palmists claim that theirs is an ancient art and 
that in ancient times there were many texts on the subject, in fact they all follow the 
traditions of Western cheiromancy of the Victorian period. There are early references 
to palm-reading within the Indian sub-continent in the Code of Manu and in the 
Vasishtha Rules (the V sish_ha-dharmas'_stra), where there are prohibitions forbid
ding the ascetic from earning a living through "explaining prodigies and omens or by 
skill in astrology or palmistry." This is possibly the oldest written mention of palm
reading anywhere. The Code of Manu is a compilation of laws reflecting Hindu 
thought in the Buddhist period, preserved in a metrical recension, or survey, dating 
from c. 100 CE. The Brahmajal Sutta of the Buddhist Vinaya Pitaka (c. third century 
BCE) likewise prohibits monks from indulging in prognostication and divination 
through palm-reading. 

Signs on the hand play an important part in Hindu palmistry. Old treatises dis
cuss twenty-three different signs, including the following: 

Yav: This is at the base of the thumb. Yav means "son." At the base of the left
hand thumb it means adopted son. When found on the Line of Fate it indi
cates loss of parents at an early age. 

Fish: Wealth, prosperity, a comfortable life. 

Conch: Money and fame (a rare mark). 

Trident: A fortunate sign meaning wealth and fame. 
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Lotus (also called Padma): A rare sign meaning the same as the trident togeth
er with greatness. T his sign was reputed to have been on the hands and feet 
of Lord Krishna. 

Canopy: Power, wealth, and respect. Another rare mark reputed to have been 
on the feet of Lord Krishna. 

Circle: A rare mark. On the Mount of the Sun this is an auspicious sign, though 
not so special elsewhere. On the Mount of the Moon it indicates death by 
drowning. One circle is cleverness, two means beauty, three for luxury, four 
for poverty, five for wisdom, six for intelligence, seven for love of solitude, 
eight for poverty, nine for a king, and ten for a government servant! 

Shell or Whorl (also called Sha.nkha): Found on the tips of the fingers. One shell 
indicates a king, two wealth, three spiritual power, four poverty, five wealth, 
six spirituality, seven poverty, eight wealth, nine spirituality, ten poverty. 

Flag: Strength of character, renunciation, and purity; wealth and success. 
Bow: A rare mark found on the hands of royalty, millionaires, and great peo

ple. 
Tree: An indicator of success, especially if all the branches point upward. 
Temple (also called Shivalaya): A mark of wealth and success, with a high 

position in society. 
Triangle: On the Life Line indicates acquisition of property. On a rascette 

indicates accession to others' wealth and honor. On the great triangle, 
between the Line of Fate and the Line of Life, indicates military renown. 

Serpent: Opposition from enemies. 
Sword (also called Kuther Rekha.): On the mount of the Sun indicates troubles 

in life. 
Scales: Wealth and prosperity. 
Moon and Sun: Honor, respect, and appreciation by others. 
Swastika: Respect, wealth, and fame. 
T he Line of Renunciation, found under the jupiter Finger (called Diksha 

Rekha): Intelligence, judgment, wealth, knowledge of the occult. A half 
Rekha indicates an unwillingness to work for material advancement. 

Hanwant or Kapi Rekha.: Triangles found on the upper end of the Line of Life, 
Fate Line, Head Line, and Sun Line, indicating a highly religious person 
with a clear vision of his or her deities. 

Ring of Saturn encircles the base of the Saturn Finger: Magical and occult 
powers. 

Sources: 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
http:/ /www.serenapowers.com/. 
http://ww.zorrapredictions.com/Selements/palmistry. 

PAPON, ROBERT DONALD (B. 1940) 

Robert Donald Papon was born into a Protestant family on November 29, 1940, in 
East Orange, New Jersey. His father, Charles King Papon, was a commodities reporter 
for Reuters News Agency. At age twelve, Papon claims, he was expelled from school 
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for hypnotizing his claasmates, even though he 
had never learned hypno5is. At fourteen he pur, 
chased a book tided FOilmen w.sons in Yoga 
E'ttiJosof>la,, by Yogi Ramacharalca (William 
Walker Atkinson), which he says changed his 
liCe. He took the book with him to Red Bank 
High Schoo I one day and showed it to a class
mate. It happened that the classmate's father 
was Dr. John D'Amico, a Master in a secret 
order called the Spiricual Christian Crusaders. 
At eighteen Papon joined the Crusaders. He 
was also affiliated with the College and <llurch 
of Divine Metaphysics in Indianapolis, a year 
later was ordained a New 1houghtMinister.He 
went on to study with Paramahansa Yoganada's 
Self-Realization Fellowship and with the Rosi, 
crucian Order AMORC, becoming an officer of 
the latter in their New York City lodge. 

R.ot-t � � T.H.0.1:H. 

Papon entered New York University on a full 
scholarship but soon withdrew to seek other 
interests. He later entered Bard College, 
Columbia University, Monmouth College, and 
the New School for Social Research in New 
York Oty, where he eventually fmished under, 
graduate and graduate studies in philosophy. It 
was as an undergraduate that Papon began to 
study astroiOK¥o He Gmd out to disprove it but 
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quickly re� huown talent for it. Construct· 
ing and reading horoscope charts, Papon rapidly built a large clientele. It was at this 
time that he began writing articles fur various asaology magazines. 

In the early 1970s, Papon was asked to take over a failing magazine: s,bil Leek's 
Aserology. In a kw short isrues he had rumed around the magazine's finances, making 
it highly successful. At this time he founded the Academy of Mystic Arts in New 
York, which taught various metaphysical courses through correspondence. I t  was also 
at this time that he met Bruce King, who ran a highly successful publishing company 
under the name of "Zolar." King was looking for help with his own magazine and 
Papoo took on that as well as the Sybil Leek me. When King died in 1976, Papon 
carried on with the Zolar banner, writing books and articles under the pseudonym. 

Papon later turned his interest to holistic health and, obtaining a doctor of sci, 
ence degree ftom Columbia Pacific University and a doctor of homeopatic medicine 
degree from the lnstitutum lnternationale Homeopathiae in Mexico, he became a 
consul13nt in homeopathy. He authored the book Horneof'drll, Mlllk Simflle. In more 
recent years he accepted the position of Grand Master of TJI.O. T.H. (The Hetmetic 
Order Temple Heliopolis), an order along the lines m the Order of the Golden Dawn. 
Papon resides in Ozona, Flotida. 
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PEDOMANCY 
(See also�) 

Thomas Blount, in Glossographia (1656), refers to pedomancyas ''a kind of divination 
by the lines of the sole of the feet." He obviously took seriously whar Gabriel Harvey, 
sixty-three �an earlier, had put forward as a joke. Harvey's Pieces SupemOf'ltion, qr a 
new prayse of the old asse of 1593 oontained the jocular oomment: ''Pedomancie (is) fit· 
ter for such Conjurers than either Chiromancie, or Necromancie, or any Familiar 
Spiaite but contemll(." The North British Ad� of May 19, 1883, said: "Pedomancy, 
or divination by the soles of the feet, may also in these timesbecmte as imrresting and 
useful a sndy (as palmiltry)." It's uncertain whether a not that wz stated seaiously. 

Serious or not, the idea rJ foot-reading has taken hold, sometimes under the 
name "Solistry." Certainly in Buddhism, the "Footprint of Baidha" is marked with 
106 au��picious signs. In Indi4n Palmistry ( 1895 ), Mrs. � B. Dale states: 

Broken and unclear lines signify problem areas according to the line. 
When both lines point towards the big roe, then )UU will be wealthy 
and give to charity. When only one line points to the big toe, yow life 
will be difficult and hard. A line which curves to dte big toe nail 
reveals d\at the owner is well respected, honest and generoll.li. Shallow 
lines indicate a passionate nature and deep lines indicate a troubled 
life. Fora woman, a line leading to the second toe (next ro dle big toe) 
reveals an early loving marriage. 

Soun:a: 
Cllelro (Louis Hamon). Charo's �of rN Hand. Chicago: R2nd, McNally, 1897. 
Oxford Enguh �. Oxford: Clarenion Press. 1989. 

PEGOMANCY 

Pegmtancy is hyclromancy using spring watEr. Rainwater wz thought by many to be 
more "divine," since it fell nom the heavens, but hPt>mancy oould certainly be done 
with ��p�ing water. One method was to drop small stones into a pool and to observe 
and interpret their movements as they fell to the bottom. 

Theae was also divination of fountains; the fountains of Palicoaus in Sicily 
were some of the most famous b exxtsultation. 
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Sources: 
de Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology of Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 

Ballantyne, 1931. 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume 1-Manual of 
Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 

PENDULUM see Radiesthesia 

PESSOMANCY 

(See also Psephomancy; Thrioboly) 

Pessomancy is divination by means of pebbles. This could be done in a wide variety of 
ways. Throwing a number of pebbles onto the ground and then divining by their posi
tions and relationships would be one way. This would be a form of geomancy. Another 
way would be to place a number of pebbles in a bag and then to draw out a random 
number. The number withdrawn would then be interpreted according to their 
numerological value and meaning. The random finding of pebbles would be another 
method, which would be a form of apantomancy. 

PHALLOMANCY 

Serena Powers defines phallomancy as "the science and art of judging a man's charac
ter and lovemaking style and capability, by the shape of his penis." Forms of phallo
mancy have been practiced for centuries in India, China, and other areas. In India, a 
smooth, round stone rising out of another shaped like an elongated saucer represents 
the powerful deity Siva, for it has the form of a lingam (male sex organ) and yoni 
(female sex organ) in union. At weddings, the Greeks used to eat cakes shaped like 
the lingam and the yoni. Representations of the lingam and yoni were common all 
over Europe and, as late as the sixteenth century, lingam/yoni figures made of wax 
were offered to St. Foutin, at Varailles, in Provence, France. They were suspended 
from the ceiling of the chapel and when the wind disturbed them, there was the sound 
of lingams striking against yonis. 

The Tibetans believe it is unlucky for a man to be overendowed. In order to be 
a good husband, the penis should be no longer than the width of six fingers. When 
squatting, if the penis hangs down to reach the heels then there will be a life of sorrow. 
The Hindus agree, saying that a large penis brings problems to all aspects of life. 

On the subject of semen, the ancient Sanskrit astrological treatise, the Brihat 
Samhita, says that if it smells sweet like honey, the man will be rich. If it is like salt, he 
will be poor. If it smells like fish, he will have many children. Thin, transparent semen 
indicates daughters and a life of luxury. 

Divining by the penis starts with study of the flaccid organ. Taking its natural 
length first, if less than three inches it is classed as "short"; longer than three inches is 
"long." 

Long: This is the mark of the extrovert, the innovator. Anything new and 
original is of interest. This person is always looking for new experiences but 
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should beware becoming over-confident. A long and fat penis, according to 
the Hindus, means the man will be poor and have no sons. 

Short: This is the romantic and the dreamer. It may take a while to build con
fidence but there is always good performance. The man is a traditionalist 
but can exhibit a temper at times. The Hindus say that a small, sinewy 
penis foretells riches to come. 

Thick: A sign of a good imagination, solid determination and fiery energy. 

Thin: The sensitive, romantic, poetic lover. Talk comes easily but don't let it 
take over. 

Smooth: A smooth penis indicates an intuitive lover, able to adapt easily to 
his partner's feelings. 

Bumpy: A whole plan of action is usually mapped out in the head before the 
encounter begins. The man is cautious and logical, and tends to hold back 
until sure of himself. 

Pointed tip: Both idealistic and artistic in relationships. This man has trouble 
relaxing. He values his independence and is rarely a submissive partner. 

Blunt/Square tip: A practical lover who prefers to let his actions speak for 
him. 

Wide/Bulbous tip: Strong sex drive. Active and original with a magnetic per
sonality, but he delivers no more than is promised. 

Curve to the left: In matters of love and sex, this is a taker, not a giver. He 
likes to keep his secrets. He is cautious until he is sure he will not get hurt. 
According to the Hindus, this left-hand curve also indicates poverty. 

Curve to the right: A giver, not a taker, in love and sex. Sex is the favorite 
topic of conversation, and he is completely open in discussing it. 

Sharp bend: A sharp bend rather than a curve indicates a lecherous person 
and a user. He will lie and cheat to get what he wants. 

Long and bent: Not to be trusted in matters sexual. 

Short and bent: Performance anxiety is his main problem. He must learn to 
relax. 

Bent right at the base: He is plagued with the feeling that he doesn't fit in or 
belong anywhere. He tends to be very critical of others, and believes that 
all others have it easy compared to him. 

Thick, bushy, pubic hair: A strong, physical lover who is very competitive. 
However, he is not very refined. 

Thin, sparse, pubic hair: Very refined sexual tastes but the libido tends to fluc
tuate with the level of self-confidence. He needs reassurance. 

Equal size testicles: These indicate the man will be a powerful person with 
command over others. 

Odd size testicles: These indicate a fondness for sex. 

There is an aspect of moleosophy that applies to phallomancy. Moles and 
other marks on or near the penis can be significant. 

On the base: Beware taking risks with sexual health. 

On the tip: A sincere lover who accepts responsibility. 
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On the right side: This man enjoys making love in the outdoors and in adven
turous places. 

On the left side: Can be changeable and unreliable. 
To the right of the groin: A prosperous future is indicated, but the health 

needs to be watched. 
To the left of the groin: Attention needs to be paid to matters of health. He 

should beware of becoming complacent. 
On the buttocks: This is someone who needs to make an effort to do things for 

himself, instead of relying on others. 
On the nipple: There is a tendency to be fickle and unfaithful. 

Sources: 

Goldberg, B. Z. The Sacred Fire: The Story of Sex in Religian. New York: University Boks, 1958. 
Holt, Peter. Stars of India: Travels in Search of Astrologers and Fortune-tellers. Edinburgh: Main-

stream Publishing, 1998. 
http://ww.serenapowers.com/. 

PHRENOLOGY 

Phrenology was a pseudo-science invented by a German, Franz Joseph Gall 
(1758-1828), and first promoted by him in 1796. Gall was himself a student of 
Johann Kaspar Lavater (1741-1801), propounder of physiognomy. Gall's claim was 
that character and personality can be judged from the shape of a person's head and, 
especially, from the various lumps and bumps of the skull. It follows from the belief 
that character traits were reflected in physical appearances and associated with phys
iognomy, the study of all outward aspects of an individual. 

In phrenology the skull was divided into three major regions, each in turn sub
divided into smaller regions for a total of twenty-six areas. The main regions were: 

1: The lower portion of the back of the head, dealing with instincts and 
propensities. 

2: Most of the upper portion of the head, dealing with sentiments and moral 
faculties. 

3: The front of the head, including the forehead, dealing with intellectual fac
ulties and abilities. 

Johann Gaspar Spurzheim (1776-1832), another student of Gall, increased 
the total number of sub-sections to thirty-two. Spurzheim, a Viennese physician, was 
lecturing on the subject in Scotland and impressed George Combe ( 17 88-1858) who, 
in turn, took up the study and increased the number of areas to thirty-six. Finally 
Orson and Lorenzo Fowler, two brothers, increased the number yet again to a total of 
forty-two. Combe was instrumental in establishing phrenology in America. He wrote 
on the subject, as did the American Fowlers. Such notables as Edgar Allan Poe and 
Walt Whitman took an interest in it. 

Orson and Lorenzo Fowler issued charts on the subject of phrenology, lectured 
extensively, and send out others to lecture (and promote their books). They started giv
ing phrenological readings in New York in 1835. From the beginning, readings concen
trated on the most noticeable bumps, interpreted to give the individual's outstanding 
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��� .Judie a pe:I'IOD11 cbaracur and pasonaJity from b •• of bi. or bu be.! md, eiii'Killly, from 
tbe various lumps md buq. of tbt lbll. � � U.ar,. 

traits. As the number of readings rose into the thousands, the Fowlers and other profe5· 
sional phrenolosi5u became aware� subde �es between people and �re able 
to nne-rune their Interpretations. But many of the .small areas of definition �re close 
together and It wasn't always easy to tell where one area finished and another began. 
Many rimes adjacent a�as dealt with similar themes so it wasn't roo rwch of a prob. 
!em. Bur some adjacent areas �•e not complementary; fa insa.nce, the a1eas of friend· 
ship and combati\la\ess, and those of combativeness and cautiousness. 

From rhe detailed descriptions given by the Fowlers, Combe, and orhers, It was 

oovious that professionals �lied on more than just the feel of the bumJ)6j they �� 
guided by psychic Impressions also. However, dealing with the average person who 
had no obviously excessive bulges and bumps, the basic examination involved measur· 
ing set distances. These we� usually from the center of the ear and �� � as a 
datum and a.ken as the axis of the brain. Comparative distances then �re used to 
derermine rhe development of rhe various faculties. 

Unfortunately the popularity of phrenology inevitably drew to it large num· 
hers of haudulent practitioners, with no knowledge wbaasoever of the areas and their 
inre1petations. The true study of the brain and its areas of funaion advanced, but the 
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phrenologists were left behind and people lost interest. T he British Phrenological 
Society was founded in 1886 by Lorenzo J. Fowler, and struggled on in existence until 
as recently as 1967. Eventually, however, even that succumbed to the general public's 
loss of interest in the subject. In 1815, T homas Foster had called the work of Gall and 
Spurzheim "phrenology" (phrenos is Greek for mind), and the name stuck. 

Sources: 

Boardman, D. Defence of Phrenology: A Work for Doubters. New York: Fowler & Wells, 1865. 

Chambers, Howard V. Phrenology. Sherbourne, 1968. 

Combe, George. A System of Phrenology. New York: S. R. Wells, 1876. 

Fowler, Orson S. Practical Phrenology. New York: Fowler & Wells, 1866. 

Fowler, Orson S. The Practical Phrenologist; and Recorder and Delineator of the Character and Tal
ents-A Compendium of Phreno-Organic Science. Boston: Fowler, 1869. 

Fowler, Orson S. Self-Instructor in Phrenology and Physiology. New York: Fowler & Wells, 1863. 

Gibson, Walter B. and Litzka R. The Complete IUustrated Book of the Psychic Sciences. New York: 
Doubleday, 1966. 

PHYLLOMANCY 
(See also Phyllorhodomancy; Sycomancy) 

Divination by leaves. Methods differed from one area to another. For some, the sound 
made by leaves as they were rustled by the wind would be significant. For others, it was 
the falling of leaves in the autumn: the number that fell, how and where they fell, and 
so on. When leaves fell and landed face up, it was a positive sign. If they landed face 
down, then it was a negative sign. 

In Oxfordshire, England, if a girl placed an ivy leaf in her bosom, the first man 
who spoke to her would be the one she would marry, even if he was already married at 
the time he spoke to her. In Scotland the girl would place the ivy leaf in her bosom 
but would have to say the following as she did so: 

Ivy, Ivy, I love you. 
In my bosom I place you. 
T he first young man who speaks to me 
My future husband he shall be. 

To dream of ivy leaves was to foresee happiness and contentment. To dream of 
apple leaves was to foresee a coming marriage. To dream of falling leaves was to fore
see bad news and troubles. If an ivy leaf was placed in water on New Year's Eve and 
was still fresh on Twelfth Night, it meant that the coming year would be a good one. If 
black spots formed on the leaf, there would be illness. If the whole leaf was covered in 
black spots, there would be death before the end of the year. 

Sources: 

Huxley, A. J. Man, Myth & Magic: Holly and Ivy. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

PHYLLORHODOMANCY 

A branch of phyllomancy, phyllorhodomancy is divination by rose leaves. One of the 
methods used by the Greeks was to place a rose leaf on the palm of one hand and then 
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slap the palm of the other hand against it. The resulting sound signaled the coming 
success m failure c:l wha�ver was to be attempted. 

Tile rose was associated with love and with celebrations of all sons. It was also 
3!150Ciated with death, since roces were both sttewn and planted on graves. Fot these 
reasons, divination with rose leaves was usually done for matters oonceming these 
subjects. 

Sowa.: 
Sheperd, Leslie A. (cct.). � q� & P�polofY. New Yock: Avon, 1978. 

PHYSIOGNOMANCY; PHYSIOGNOMY; ANTHROPOSCOPY 

Physiognomy, m physiognomancy, is divination by facial features-judging mental 
and mmal characteristics by the features of the face. As de Givry says: "Rightly or 

wrongly, we have got Into d.e way d lookingon the face as the minor of the soul . • •  It 
is very difficult fm us to shake off the bai impression which may be made by a face c:l a 
sinis�r a aiminal cast." 

Physiognomy was popular in ancient Greece. Aristotle (.384-322 BCE) wrote 
the fnt systematic tteadse m the subject (History of AnifNlls and a Tnatise on Phsyiog. 
nom,), and many Greeks were practitioners. In the twelfth century Michael Scot 
(1175-1234) translated Aristode's work. Johann Lavater (1741-1801), a Swiss 
Protestant pastor, published a major work on physiognomy in 1775. An offshoot c:l 
physiognm�ancy is metopc.copy, which deals with the lines on the forehead. 

lhe principles c:l physiogrnny are somewhat vague. Faces are usually divided 
into seven planetary types. The Solar face is a round. jovial one fnmed in fair hair. 
The Venus face tw perfect features, an engaging smile, and fair hair. The Mm face i s 
ruacd and square-cut Mth near· brutal featuxes. The Mercurial face is beautiful, Mth 
muted ooloring and black hair. 1tle Lunar face �dsto be pale, cold and melancholy. 
lbe J��r face is beautiful and nol»e, with bold, stron81y marked feature3. Tile Sat· 
urn face has a moumfulloolt, and may have a yellowish tinge and b1adt hair. 

lhe "rehead is an important tool for physiognomists. David 1' Agneau, in his 
Tr�rl de M&pmcop� tt Ph,s� (Paris, 1635), said: 

1hose wich a high forehead are lazy and ignmant, and if it is fleshy and 
sleek they are wrathful, and if wich this they have prick ean they are 
still more wrathl'1l, according to Aristotle. Those who have little be· 
heads are bustling and foolish, as are they likewise who have them 
great and narrow. Those wich lmg neheads are docile and gentle and 
of good sense; those who have them as it were square and pleasant are 
magnanimous and strong. 

According to �lemy Cod�. in his Ph1siognomonia (SII'allbourg, 1533), 
foreheads with smooth, unwrinkled skin indicate "vain, salaciws men" ready for trick· 
ery, while those with foreheads that are "meager in every part" are simple-minded and 
irascible people who are auel and grasping. Cod� also speaks of e�s and includes 
illwtr.��ions of various types. Even the eyelashes are signifiCant, accmding to him. fu to 
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noses, he claims that snub noses indicate people who are "vain, untruthful, luxurious, 
and unstable." He says they are also seducers and infidels. Hair is also of note, with 
close-cropped, coarse, bristling hair indicating strength, self-confidence, and pride, but 
also deceitfulness. Such a person is also somewhat simple-minded. But the person with 
long, flowing locks-straight, sleek hair, fine and soft-is "timid and weak, yet peaceful 
and gentle." A man whose hair covers the temples and part of the forehead is "simple, 
vain, luxurious, credulous, rustic in speech and manners, and thick-witted." 

Michel Lescot, in his Physionomie (Paris, 1540), says of mouths: 

Mockery abounds in the mouths of fools and of those with great 
spleens. He, on the contrary, whose mouth laughs easily is a frank man, 
vain and inconstant; fickle in belief, of heavy understanding and well
liked; willing and not secret. Whose mouth laughs but seldom and 
briefly is a steadfast man; ingenious, of clear understanding; secret, 
faithful, and laborious. 

Sources: 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Fowler, 0. S. Self-Instructor in Phrenology and Physiology. New York: Fowler & Wells, 1863. 
de Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology of Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 

Ballantyne, 1931. 

PHYSIOONOMY see Physiognomancy 

PINS see Automanzia 

PIPER, LEONORE E. (1857-1950) 

Born in Boston in 1859, Leonore Piper grew up to be one of the foremost trance medi� 
urns in the history of spiritualism. At the age of eight, when playing in the garden, 
she felt a blow to the side of the head and heard a long, sibilant "S" in her ear. This 
sound resolved into the word "Sara" and then the words: "Aunt Sara is not dead but 
with you still." She told her mother, who was wise enough to make a note of the day 
and time. Several days later it was found that Leonore's Aunt Sara had indeed died at 
that hour. Leonore had several other psychic experiences as she grew up. 

At eighteen, she married William Piper. Shortly after this she consulted a Dr. J. 
R. Cocke, a blind, professional clairvoyant who was earning a reputation for his psy
chic diagnoses and cures. While there Lenore fell into a spontaneous trance. On her 
next attendance at Cocke's seance, when Cocke put his hand on her head she saw "a 
flood of light in which many strange faces appeared." Then, entranced, she picked up a 
piece of paper and a pencil and wrote some notes. Standing up, Piper moved across to a 
member of the circle, Judge Frost of Cambridge, and gave him what she had written. It 
turned out to be the most remarkable message he had ever received from his dead son. 

Word spread quickly, and Piper was soon besieged with people wanting sittings 
with her. She refused and withdrew, seeing only close friends and family. Then she 
agreed to see Mrs. Gibbons, who happened to be the mother-in-law of Professor 
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William James, founding �mber of the American Society for Psychical Research. 
What Piper told Mrs. Gibbons was powerful enough to cause Pro&ssor James to spend 
the next eighteen months in deep invesrigation ci her seances. 

l.eonore Piper was thoroughly examined by all the top ps)cilic invesdpton r:i 
the time. In the P� �of 1898 William James wrote: 

Dr. Hodgsm (also of the ASPR) coosidas mat me hypothesis of fraud 
cannot be seriously maintained. I agree wKh him absolutely. 1he 
medium has been under observation. much of the time under close 
observation. as to most of the conditions of her life, by a large number 
of penons, eager, many of them, to pounce upon any suspicious cir
cumstance, for (nearly)fifteen years. During that time not only has 
there not been one s ingle suspicious circumstance remarked, but not 
one suggestion has ever been made from any quarter which mighttend 
po6itively to explain how the medium, living the apparent life she 
leads, could possibly collect inbrmation about so many sirrers by nat· 
ural means. 

Piper abo practiced automatic writing. and some cl what she produced fotms 
part of what is known as "cross cmrespondences," produced at the beginning of the 
last century by a number of diffetent �diums. AU of the material produced appears to 
ame hom the deceased E W. H. Myers, who had been a leading member cJ the 
ASPR. 1he sections produced by the various individuals made sense only when they 
were all placed together. 

Lccnore Piper stopped practicing her nance mediumship in 1911, though she 
did cmtinue to do some automatic writing. One signifJCant mess:age she received, on 
August 8, 1915, concerned me coming death ofSir Oliver �·s son Raymond in 
WoddWar I. 

Sowa.: 
Piper, Aka I.. Tht Lik and Wm* qMrs. Pi�Jt:r. london:� Paul, TtalCh, Trubner, 1929. 
Sllepud, Lalie A (ed.). � afOa:vltism fJ Par�. New Yor\c AYOil, 1978. 

PLANCHETTE 

A plancheae (French for a small plank or board) is an instrument used to communi
cate with spirin, in spiritualism. It is usually about three inches wide and four inches 
long, resting oo three small legs. 1here are many different designs but an early, popu
lar design was heart shaped, with the point of the heart working as a pointer. On a 
Ouija• board or similar, the planchette slides about the sur&ce of the board, pointing 
at letters to spell rut messages. In use, one or more people lightly rest their flngen on 
me top edges of the device, to channel into it the power to make it move. 

1he dme legs either are covered in felt, so that they will slide easily on a pol
ished surfAce, or have small castor-wheels on them. Sometimes, if automatic writi� is 
to be done, one ri the legs is replaced with a pencil, the point tracing letters onto a 
sheet of paper over which the planchette moves. 
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The moving platform was invented in 1853 by the well-known French spiritu· 
a list M. Planchette. It was named afu:r its inventor, wh<»e name was most appropriate 
for the "small plank." It was fifteen years after irs original appearance that it became 
widely �. thanks to an American toy manufacturer who stamd producing them in 
quantity. It is said that a form of communicating board was in use in Greece at the 
rime c:i Pythagoras, about .540 BCE. According to a French Miter there was a "mystic 
table on wheels" that moved about indicating signs engtaved on a stone slab. 

There has been a wide variety of designs for planchettes, some of them con· 
necting the platform to a clock-like dial with the letters of the alphabet on it, others 
allowing the platform to slide sideways in a trade to do its pointing. The board pro· 
duced commercially by Parlcer Brothers has a planchette on three legs, whose shape 
comes to a point under the single leg. In the middle c:i the device there is a plastic 
window with a pin in its cmter, pointing down. The insttuctions that come with the 
set say, "The mysterious message irw:licattrwill commence to move ... as it passes over 
Ouija talking board each letter of a message is received as it appears through the tT'ai\s
parent window covered by the message indicator." This is not strictly �. Sometimes 
a string of letters is received that make no sense wha1ZOeVu • • .  until it is realized that 
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the planchette is no longer showing the relevant letters through its plastic "window" 
m the one line, but is pointing to the letters on the line above with its tapered point. 

A vecy simple. yet ve1y effective, talking board can be made by writing the let• 
ters of the alphabet on pieces of paper and laying them down, in a circle. iU'OUnd the 
edge of a table. A wine glass can then be upturned and used as a planchette, the par· 
ticipmts resting their flneers on the now--top edge of the glass. The glass will slide 
overthetablesur&ce to stop inftont d appropriate letters. ln this set-up, then, a wine 
glass aces u a planchetce. 

Sowaa 

&clcJ.md, Ra'I'OOQd. Doors to Odla-Worlds .. St. Pall. MN: l.kMllyn. 1993. 
Covina, Gina.� OMip Boolc. New Yen: Simon & Schuster, 1979. 
Hunr, Sooltcr. Ouija: w Moa � Game. New York: Ha.pcr & Row, 1985. 
5�, Lealie A. (eel). E�of� l1 Par�. New York: Avon, 1978. 

Pl..ANU'S see AaroJocy 

PODOMANCY 

Podomancy is divination from signs derived from examination of the feet. Where 
there is some question about pedomaocy being a valid form of divination (dealing 
with lines and marks on the soles of the feet much as in cbeiromaocy ), podomancy 
seems to have a history of sorts, at least in Persia. It deals with the shape of the feet 
and ri the toes, though the latter seems to be a relativdy modem development. 

Feet 

With feet, high eucha are an indication of a }Ugh intellect, but also of being a 
dram«. Low arches or flat feet are a sign that the pers<n is a practical realist and per· 
haps should dram a little more. Swollen, puffy feet indicate mw illingness to express 
emotions and � introverted outlook on life. 

Accotdiog to Indian Palmistry, by J. B. Dale ( 1895): 

If a cce3Cent or elongated horseshoe mark appears on the sole of the 
foot, and the toes ace well separated from one another, the person will 
have a hanh temper and will remain poor. H a female's toes are well set 
together and close, and if she has a wheel or flower mark on either or 
both feet, she will become a lady of tank and position. If there be an 
ear-shaped figure in the foot, and without hair, the person may expect 
to be successflil in the world. 

Toes 

The reading of toes was developed by lmre Somogyi, together with his wife 
Margriet. Researching on beaches, in saunas, and similar places, they came up with 
what they feel to be the true interpretation of personalities based on toe shapes and 
sizes. They 5ay that each of the toes of the foot relate to a zone in the body and to one 
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of the chakras. It is also important to note that the meanings of the toes on the left 
foot differ from those of the right foot. 

Meaning: Meaning: 
Toe Right Foot Left Foot Element 

Big Toe Joy Sorrow Ether 

Second Toe Desires Emotion Air 

Middle Toe Aggression Creativity Fire 

Fourth Toe Attachment Love Water 

Little Toe Fear Trust &Sex Earth 

Toe Meanings 
Large Toe: Abundant energies, often exaggerated. 
Short Toe: Restrained and difficult to express feelings. 
Rounded Toe: Sensitive and tactful. 
Pointy Toe: Energy releases in sudden bursts. 

Chakra 

Throat 

Heart 

Solar Plexus 

Lower Abdomen 

Groin 

Rectangular Toe: Energy expressed in plain, commonsense terms. 
Spatula Toe: Lots of energy expressed powerfully. 
Toe bent in toward big toe: Hangs onto the past. 
Toe bent toward little toe: Rushes toward the future. 
Vertical ridges on toe nails: A metabolic disorder linked with the energies of 

that toe. 
Horizontal ridges on toe nails: Emotional instability. 

Sources: 
Dale, J. B. Indian Palmistry. London: Theosophical Publishing, 1895. 
Somogyi, lmre. Reading Toes. Saffron Walden, UK: C. W. Daniels, 1997. 
http:/ /ww.serenapowers.com/. 

PORTENT see Omen 

POSTURE see lchnomancy 

POWER SPOTS 

T here are certain areas on the surface of the earth that are regarded as power spots. 
Leys (pronounced "lays") is the term used to indicate ancient straight lines connecting 
these natural points of power. Where two or more leys cross is a power point that has, 
in the past, naturally drawn people to assemble or build structures such as standing 
stones, barrows, temples, and churches. 

One of the most famous oracles in ancient Greece was at Delphi. It was built 
on what was regarded as a power spot and was located at the Temple of Apollo, in 
Phocis, on the southern slope of Mount Parnassus. It seems certain that the shrine 
was not originally Apollo's. T he site was formerly known as Crisa. T here was an 
ancient oracle to Grea already at that place, guarded by a female dragon/serpent 
named Python. According to JEschylus (Eumenides), the original giver of oracles at 
this site was Earth. Earth was succeeded by her daughter T hemis, and T hemis later 
succeeded by Pha!be, who gave the shrine to Apollo as a birthday gift. T his ties in 
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with the idea that the oracles come from the 
eanh-pldcss henelf. 

In his book TM Old StTaight Track 
(1925), Alfred Watkins (1655-1935), an early 
photog�her and inventor of the pinhole cam· 

era, showed that there was a vast network o f  
straight lines crisscrossing Britain, which 
aligned large numbers of ancient sites, earth· 

works,standing stones, and burial mounds. He 
also suggested there were such ley lines in other 
paru of the world. Many believe that it is at the 
crouing of these leys that there may be found 
subtle earth energies, or power spots. Today 
many people use dowsing rods to map out both 
the ley lines and the power spots themselves. 

Janet and Colin Bord give examples of a 
number of leys in Britain, such as the Mont· 
gomery ley on the Welsh border. In just six 
miles it includes six sites: Offa's Dylte; Mont· 
gomery Church; Montgomery Castle; Hen· 
domen, the motte and bailey castle predating 
the Norman castle; fu�n �r. a Roman 
camp; and a half mile of straight road exactly 
along the ley. All are in an exact straight line. 
One major ley runs from GlastonbUJy Abbey 

Powers, Sew1a (b. 1966) 

through Stonehenge and on to Canrerbuty 8eftua Powers.��. 
Cathedral-from Somerset to Kent. more then 
150miles. 

1hecomplex of the EeYPiaopyramids was also bdievecl to have been built on 
a power spot, aJ were the pyramids of Tenochtitlan and Teotihuacan in Mexico. 
France's Nocre Dame Cathedral was also built on a power spot. 

Sources: 

Bord, Janet and Colin. Ancimt MysnsofBrirc.in.loodon: Quid Publisl,ing, 1986. 
Bucldand, Raymond. Tht Wicd\ Book: The EncyclopediD of Wirdtaaf t, Wkca, and Nto-�rism. 

Detroit: VISible Ink Press, 2002. 
Watkins, Alfred. The OOStrai&ht Track.london: Methuen, 1925. 

POWERS, SERENA (B. 1966) 

Serena Powers was born K1 Melbourne, Australia. in March 1966. After leaving uni· 
versir.y she had a variety cJ employment including public service, banking, and work· 
ing as a flight attendant. But from a very early age Powers had been fascinated by 
divination ani fortune-telling. She had looked ar various methods c:i divination much 
like secret codes that � to be intc�pretcd. It was this interest that led to a further 
fascination with foreign languages, a subject she majored in at the university level 
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As a child, Powers read Colin Wilson's book The Occult ( 1971), which she says 
was "all I needed to set me on the never-ending path for knowledge." She was given 
her first deck of tarot cards when in her teens and rapidly learned how to use them. 
They drew her on to investigate many other systems of divination, especially with 
regard to their practical application and integration into everyday life. 

Powers says that she saw the development of the Internet as a boon, in that it 
gave her access to worldwide sources of information on divination and other aspects of 
the New Age field. By the year 2000 she had launched her own Web site, making it a 
focus for information on a wide variety of divination methods, from cartomancy and 
podomancy to Kumalak and Vedic astrology. Her philosophy is that "divination 
should not be treated as completely separate from practical life. Rather, it should be 
accessible to anyone who desires the knowledge." Through her site, Powers has intro
duced people around the world to ancient, modern, universal, and regional' types and 
techniques; her Internet source has rapidly become one of the most highly rated and 
respected in the field of divination. 

Sources: 

http://ww.serenapowers.com/. 

PRECOGNITION 

(See also Oneiromancy) 

Precognition literally means "to know beforehand." lt is paranormal knowledge of future 
events; an impression that something specific is going to happen. There are many exam
ples of it, such as Jeane Dixon's precognition of the assassination of John F. Kennedy. 
Another example, though without knowing all the details, was when Colin Macdonald, 
a thirty-four-year-old marine engineer, three times refused to sign on as the second engi
neer on the Titanic, because of precognition that there would be a terrible disaster con
nected with the ship. Laboratory examples of precognition are seen in the results of ESP 
tests, where a person knows beforehand what card will be drawn by the sender. 

There is really a fine line between precognition and premonition. Precogni
tion implies a more certain knowledge of coming events, while premonitions are 
vague feelings without the specifics. 

Precognition happens most frequently in dreams, where the dreamer "sees" an 
event that later happens. Such scenes are also experienced in trance, visions, halluci
nations, and even in the waking state. Precognition can be brought about through 
various forms of divination, such as scrying, and by mediumship. 

The vast majority of precognitive experiences deal with death, dying, and other 
negative events. During wartimes, there have been innumerable examples of mothers, 
fathers, spouses, and others knowing when someone was about to be killed, even though 
that person was hundreds or even thousands of miles away. These impressions came 
strongly and, usually, within a matter of hours or even minutes of the actual event. · 

In the Welsh village of Aberfan, on the night of October 20, 1966, nine-year
old Eryl Jones had a dream that there was no school the following day. She didn't just 
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dream that there would be no classes, but that there would be no school in existence. 
lbe next morning she toll hermotherthar "something black came down aD over it." 
But she went to school anyway. Shortly after nine o'clock that morning a half-million· 
ton mountain of coal waste, .aturated by days of �nrelenting rain, slid down rNf!f the 
village, burying houses and the entire school. Neatly 150 people, most of them x:hool
children (including Eryl Jones), weR buried and died. Many other people aU over 
Great Britain had similar dreams berore the tragedy. Some saw an actual mountain of 
coal slag pour<bm the mountainsideonto thevillage. 

In his book F�. H. F. Sa.ltmar.h suggesa that different kinds c:i time 
are accessible to diffamt stares of a:mscious�. At the level c:i general awareness our 
expetience c:i time is not constant, since time can scan to fly or it can sean to � His 
oonclusion: We are living in the "specious present, • where the rime we petceive is ci 
short dutation. Fa our subconscious, however, the "prescnr- is stretched our ao that it 
actually includes part of the futaa-e. In his book he talks about a case published in the 
}OtlTNJJ of the Society for Psychical Resc.ch that �ve details of precognition exhibited 
by ]dm H Williams, an eighty-year-old Q.al:cr. On May 31, 1933, Williams woke � at 
8:55a.m. with vivid memory of a dream in which he had heatd the tadio oommentary 
m the �rby horse race, to be run ar 2 o'clock that afternoon. In the dream he heard the 
names of bur horses, including King Solomon ...J Hyperi<n, and cerlain details ci the 
race. Williams told both a neighba and a business acquaintance about this. 

Althoogh personally uninterested in hone racing and betting, WiDiams made 
a point of listening to the commentary when the race was run later that day. He heard 
the identical commentary, with mention of the same horses, that he had heard in his 
dre4111l.lbe other two people he had oonfided in later cmfmned all he had told them. 

Stuart Holroyd, in TArS� r:>rean.u�. gives the details of a scien
ti"te experiment that seems to pro� conclusively that dkcts can precede causes, thus 
upsetting one c:i the baRe laws c:i science and of common sense. Oa. Montague Ull
man and Stanley Krippner ran a series of closely controlled, and ve.ry complex, tesu 
m Brirish .. ychic Malcolm Bessent at the Maimonides Medical Cente.r. The idea was 
to check on what Beaent dreamed and to see if it was the same as an incident that was 
fPni to � a> him. lbey did this by flJSt using EEG to monita his brain rhythms 
and REM (rapid eye movement, the indicator that a subject is having a dream) and 
then immediately waking him to tecord the dream. This wz carried out by one team, 
who woke him after blr separate dreams then flied away the details c:i those dreams. 
The bllowing morning a second team decided m a target wmd. In this case it was 
"corridor," one out of 1,200 possible words. Around this word they were 10 construct 
an elaborate multisensory "happening" br Bessent. Krippner selected Vincent Van 
�hs painting Hosptcd Omidor at St. Rem, as the tatget pictUR. 

The "happening" was slatted when two men dRssed in white hospital uni· 
bms bn"St into Bessent's room and bn:ed him into a straitjacket. They took him out 
and led him down a darkened corridor, while eerie music from the movie SpcllbcXcnd 
played in the background.lbere was also the sot.nd of distant hysteric.all�ter. lbe 
men took Bessent to an office where Krippner, seated at a desk and laughing wildly, 
forced him to swallow a pill and swabbed his face to "disinfect" him. Obviou$, m the 
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wall d the cifice, was che Van Gogh painti� Krippner then nuned off the lighb and 
showed Bessent slides d weiJddraw� dme by mental parients. 

When the dream records were opened up and studied they showed that 
Bessent had had recurring visions cia mental hospital, a lar� concre<r building, doc� 
tors and psychologists in white coats, and the theme of a female patient disguRd as a 
doctor trying to escape down a corridor toward an ardlway. 'The � were aU char� 
acterized by a feeling of hostility. This was an amatingfy accurate series of dreams. 
dreamed before che events udt place and all done under strict laboratory conditions. 
It would seem to be conclusive proof of precognition in dreams. 

SoUKa: 
Budcland, Raymond. Doors to Other Worlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 
Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. Hatper's Efle)C:� ofMJsric.ol fJ Par� E�. San Fraocis· 

co: San Francisco: Har:perSanFrancisco, 1991. 
Holroyd, Stuart. � �al: �llm Worlds. l...oadon: AldU$, 1976. 
Salmwsh,H. F. Fon!k�. London: G. Bell &.Sons, 1938. 

PREDICTION 

A predictioo is the action oH<Xetellingfurure events; d prophesying. I n  his masterful 
An Encyclof>edia of the Ocatlt (1920), Lewis Spence �fers to Andrew Jackson Davis\ 
(1826-1910) amazing p�ctions of the automobile and the typewriter, both of which 
� pen in 18S6. The first practical automobile was the Benz of 1885 and the fmt 
InCtical typewriter was placed oo che market by Remingtoo in 1874. Ilrvis said: 

Look. out about these days fur � and traveling saloons on coun� 
tty roads-without horses, wi� steam, withoot any visible motive 
power�ving withgreater �and fir more safety than a present. 
� will be moved by a str.mge and beautWI and simple admix· 
ture of aqueous and atmo.spheric �easily condensed, ao simply 
ignited, and so imparted by a machine somewhat resembling fue 
engines as to be entirely concealed and manageable between the for� 
ward wheels. These vehicles will p�vent many embamwments now 
experienced by persons living in thinly populated tenitories. The filst 
requisite for these land-locomotives will be good roads, upon which, 
with your engine, without your horses, you may travel with great rapid� 
ity. 1hese carri�seem to bed uncomplicated consauctioo. 

About che typewriter, he said: 

I am almost moved to invent an automatic p6ych.ograJiler-that is, an 
artificial sou� writer. It may be consaucted something like a piano, one 
brace or scale d keys to represent the elementary sounds; another and 
lower tier to represent a combinatioo, and still anocher for a rapid re-
combinatioo ao that a person, instead of playing a piece of music may 
touch cit a sennon or a poem. 

In February 1914, an Australian spiritualist medium, Mrs. roster Turner, in 
front of an audience of neatly a thousand people, told Sir Arthur Conan Doyle: 
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Although there is not at present a whisper of a great European war at 
hand, yet I want t o  wam you that before this year, 1914, has run its 
course, Europe will be deluged in blood. Great Britain, our beloved 
nation, will be drawn inro the mosr awful war the world has ever 
known. Germany will be the grear antagonist, CUld will draw other 
nations to her train. Austria will rorrer ro irs ruin. Kings and kingdoms 
will fall. Millions of precious lives will be slaughtered, bur Brirain will 
finally triumph and emerge victaious. 

1here have been tens of mousands d predictions made that have tumed 0� 

to be acx::urare. Some are made as statements, some while in a trance, some have been 
seen in dreams. Predictions are given based on a strological charts, on rhe layout d 
tarot and or her cards, based on omens such as me sighring d animals a birds, based 
on the acrims of peq>le a animals, and so on. Predictions are me �reaances of thase 
who divine the fuMe. 

Souras: 
Spence, l..ewia. An E�of eN Oa:vt. George� & Sons. london 1920. 
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PREMONJ TION; 
PRESENTIMENT 

A premonition, or pcaentiment, is a warning c:J a 
future event. Premonitions range £rem vague 
feelings to visions and auditory warnings. 
�>l-ams also may bring premonitions, which may 
be presented in a strai�tforward mann� or pur� 
ly symbolicaUy. Premonitions diikr from predic .. 
tions in that the latter states mat a certain thing 
will def initely come about, and may include 
minute details, while the former is simply a 
strong feeling thauomething is likely to hawen. 

Nandor Fodor (1895-1964), in An En .. 
cyc�d.ia of Psychic Scimc� ( 19 34 ), says that a 
premonition should have CWO fundamental con· 
diticns: "1he fact announced must be absolutely 
independent d the person to whom the premo
nition has ccme," and "The announcement 
must be such that it cannot be ascribed to 

chance or sagacity." 

isteeo�Nry � Jaodim. A},l,ot of Fion:, 

In ill! early days, lhe Society for Paychi
cal Research collected 668 cases c:i premoni
tions of death; 252 more were added in 1922 
alone. Camille Aammarion (1842-1925) col
lected 1,82-4 c:a!le$. 

-rita his pr� in IUs a��e. Foru.an � l..alrar,. 
&Nrces: 

82 

Fodor, Nandor. An Encydoptdica of Ps,c:IUc Scimu. 
L..oodon. 1934. 

PROPHECY; PROPHET 

A prophet is one who speab the will of a deity, quite olten revealing future events. 
The ancientHebrewacalled aprophetoabhi. In the early period (c.1050-1015 BCE) 
a nabhi appeared to be little more than a fortune .. teller. However, he made him or 
herself receptive to whatever messages or prophecies might ccme from deity, rather 
than claiming to use any special techniques lhat would draw such information. David 
Christie-M1uray says: "1he prophelll aimed nor so much at foretelling the future as at 
describing what they saw as lhe will of God in the circtmstances of lheir time. But in 
doing so, lheir prophesies wer� fu1filled , olten in ways more profound and long-lasting 
than lhey ever imagined. .. 

1he Old Testament used rhe rerm prophet very mely, awlying it to all trose 
�o were "friends .. of God. For example, AbraNun, M011es, Aaron, and Miriam were 
all named as prophets though M011es was the only true prophet of the four, as "the 
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appointed mouthpiece of divine laws," according to Geoffrey Ashe. There were those 
who became known as the "Fanatical Prophets." In 1 Samuel: 10 there are bands of 
prophets who existed c. 1000 BCE, in Gibeah and Ramah. They were devotees of the 
national deity Jehovah (Yahweh). They were stimulated by rhythmic music, dancing, 
and chanting, building up into ekstasis (ecstasy) when their frenzied behavior exer
cised a hypnotic effect on the onlookers. 

In ancient Greece the prophets were generally attached to the oracles, and in 
Rome they were represented by the augurs. In ancient Egypt the priests of Ra at 
Memphis acted as prophets. The Druids were frequently prophets to the Celtic people. 

Sources: 

Ashe, Geoffrey. Man, Myth & Magic: Prophecy. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

Christie-Murray, David. Mysteries of Mind Space & Time: The Unexplained. Westpon, CT: H. S. 
Stuttman, 1992. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. George Routledge & Sons, London 1920. 

PsEPHOMANCY 

(See also Pessomancy; Thrioboly) 

Nathan Bailey's An universal etymological English dictionary, volume 2, of 172 7, says: 
"Psephomancy . . .  a Divination by Pebble-Stones, distinguished by certain Charac
ters, and put as Lots into a Vessel; which, having made certain Supplications to the 
Gods to direct them, they drew out and, according to the Characters, conjectured 
what would happen to them." It is, then, a branch of pessomancy. 

Each of the pebbles had a "character"-a sigil, letter, or number marked on 
it-then they were all placed in a container. They were probably shaken as prayers 
were made or a mantra chanted. Then the diviner would reach in and draw out one of 
the pebbles, interpreting according to the character marked on it. It was, as Bailey's 
definition says, like drawing lots in sortilege. 

Sources: 

Oxfard English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

PSI see Extrasensory Perception 

PSYCHICS 

A psychic is a sensitive; someone who is susceptible to spiritual influences. A psychic 
picks up knowledge clairvoyantly, clairaudiendy, or clairsentiendy, while fully conscious 
or in a trance. He or she differs from a spiritualist medium in that the latter receives the 
information from the spirit world while the psychic gets the information purely through 
his or her own sensitivity. The word comes from the Greek word for "soul." 

Much of the information received by a psychic may be obtained through 
extrasensory perception. In other words, the psychic may attune to another person to 
the point where he or she is able to "read" that person's thoughts and get the informa-
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tion directly from them. However, many times the psychic will pick up information 
totally unknown to the person being read. 

Psychics are also able to receive information from inanimate objects, such as 
letters, jewelry, even stones. This is termed psychometry. Many people claim to be 
psychic because they have occasional flashes of paranormal knowledge. Although no 
psychic seems to have a 100 percent success rate, many do have a very high percent
age of successes-far more than experienced by the "occasional" psychic. 

Often a psychic will need a "trigger" to spark the psychic knowledge. This may 
be in the form of tarot cards, a pendulum or a crystal ball, for example. Others need no 
more than a few moments of concentration. Most people have the latent ability, which 
can be brought out through a strict regimen of exercises and constant practice. Some 
people seem to be born with the facility and from childhood demonstrate their abili
ties. Some few seem to acquire an amazing degree of psychic ability after an illness or 
an accident of some sort-some physical trauma often involving a blow to the head. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Doors to Other Worlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 

Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. Harper's Encyclopedia of Mystical & Paranon Experience. San Francis
co: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

PSYCHOGRAPHY 

This was a term used by William Stainton Moses (1839-1892) for all forms of auto
matic writing. Moses was probably the greatest physical medium after D. D. Home, 
and produced a large number of automatic writings from various spirits. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Doors to Other Worlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 

Moses, William Stainton. Direct Spirit Writing. London, 1878. 

PSYCHOMANCY 

Psychomancy is divination by spirits, usually spirits of the dead. It is similar to necro
mancy and encompasses necromancy, except that where the latter requires the pres
ence of a corpse, in psychomancy such a device does not have to be present. The use 
of a Ouija® board, automatic writing or any form of mediumship would all come 
under the general heading of psychomancy, since they deal with information obtained 
from spirits. Psychomancy would also encompass practicing ceremonial magic, even 
though that is dealing with spirits that are not necessarily of this earthly plane. 

PSYCHOMETRY; PSYCHOSCOPY 

(See also Metagraphology) 

Psychometry is the ability to hold an object in the hands and to divine from it the histo
ry of that object. Spiritualist mediums, psychics, and others can take a ring, watch, or 
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similar object that has been in� contact with 
a person and "read" the past and present of the 
dJ;ea itself and ci those who have �n i.n close 
antaa with it b any length of time. The name 

(derived from the � PJ1Cist meaning "soul" 
and merron, meaning •measure") was given by 
Dr. Joeqlb Rhoda Buchaoao (181�1899), a 
picneer in psychomettic � 

The theory is mat everything that has 
ever existed has left its mark-some traced its 
existence-on me ether. Lewis Spence suggests 
that haunted houses demonstrate this on a larg
er scale: events cook place and left their impres
sions in the rooms. to be picked up by psychics. 

Impre•ions received through psychome
try may vary in intensity, depending upon the 
acuteneliS of me atmosphere mar has affected 
me object. Everyone has the ability to psy
chomettize, though many need to practice i.n 
order to �ing out what is latent. The steps are 

easy ones, and the following exercise can help 
develop the abili� 

Tab ten or so sanqies of difkrent stir 
stances: cloth ci various types, leather, fur, 
wood, meta� or stone. Sit quiedy and, t.a.ki.Qg 
me object at a time in your hands, concentrate 
on it, feeling its texture. As you hold the sam· 
pie, think ci its origins seeing, in your mind's 
eye, me annal from which it came, the tree 

American �c Peter NdiOD pcftonDt 1 � 
hp'rimne, 1984. Dr. Bm.ar R. QnJJcrlForw 
�tmrar,. 

that was felled, the land or mountain o f  which the stone was a part. Some people hold 
the object in their cupped hands and rest the hands over their heart as they concen· 
trate. Others hold it to their brehead or over me solar plexus. Experiment and see 

what seems the most natural br you. There is no one right way. 

Hold the objects one at a time, taking plenty of time with each. Go through 
them in me same order each time you do lhi.s, and you should do this en a regular 
basis. Always go through the full set of ten, or however many you have settled on. 
After a few days or weeks of this initial exercise, place the samples in individual 
envelopes. The envelopes should aU look the same so that, outwardly, there is no way 

d teling me fran another. Number me envelopes from one to ten, or A to J. 

Again go through the concenttation regulady, this time ttying to pick up a 
due regarding what is in the envelope. It may be a good idea to lay me envelope on a 
table and simply hold your hands over it, or lay them on it; this way you won't gee any 
dues fiom the weight cr fed d the erdooed object You may 6nd that you get a dear 
imJRSSion of the ob;ec.t itself or you may get an impres&ion d its origi.ns--iree, ani· 
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mal, mountain, etc. In a notebook, write down what you receive. After a few days of 
this you may get results that look something like the following: 

Content No. #1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Cotton A Silk Cotton Silk Wool Cotton Cotton Cotton 
Silk B Cotton Silk Velvet Silk Silk Cotton Silk 
Velvet c Wool Feather Bamboo Velvet Wool Velvet Oak 
Snakeskin D Ivory Feather Snakeskin Oak Feather Snakeskin Feather 
Seashell E Oak Ivory Shell Ivory Shell Shell Ivory 
Wool F Shell Oak Velvet Wool Wool Iron Wool 
Ivory G Feather Shell Ivory Ivory Ivory Shell Shell 
Clay H Iron Iron Clay Velvet Feather Clay Clay 
Iron I Velvet Snakeskin Ivory Iron Silk Bamboo Iron 
Bamboo 1 Oak Velvet Bamboo Oak Bamboo Oak Oak 
Oak K Oak Wool Oak Oak Oak Bamboo Bamboo 
Feather L Clay Wool Cotton Velvet Snakeskin Feather Feather 

It can be seen that, in this example, a pattern is emerging. By the seventh try, 
fifty percent are correct with others very close. For example, oak and bamboo are fre
quently confused, as are snakeskin and feather. Persevere with the envelopes, then 
gradually introduce new ones. When you feel you are keeping a good, consistent score, 
tum to actual objects and see how you do with them. Take a friend's ring, watch, or 
brooch. As you hold the object, first think of the thing itself. Then ask yourself, who 
has handled it most? Where did it come from? When and where was it made? Was it 
previously owned by someone else and, if so, for how long? See if you can get a picture 
of the previous owner, enough that you could describe him or her. Practice as much as 
you can, with a wide variety of objects from a number of different people. (Avoid 
coins, since they are handled so much by so many people.) Initially concentrate on 
personal objects. You can also do this with letters; hold a sealed letter to your heart or 
forehead and try to pick up what is in the letter and who wrote it. So far as you are 
able, check our results and keep a record of them. 

There is a well-known story of Professor William Denton, a mineralogist and 
researcher on psychometry, giving his wife and his mother meteoric fragments and 
other items, all carefully wrapped in paper so that they could not be seen. Denton's 
wife had done psychometry before. She held to her forehead a package containing car
boniferous material, and immediately started describing swamps and trees with tufted 
heads and scaled trunks (palm trees). Denton then gave her lava from a Hawaiian vol
canic eruption. She held it and described a "boiling ocean" of golden lava. Denton's 
mother, who did not believe in psychometry, was given a meteorite. She held it a 
moment then said, "I seem to be traveling away, away through nothing-! see what 
looks like stars and mist." 

Spiritualist mediums say, "Spirit speaks first." What they mean is that you 
should go with your first impressions. If you think for too long about the object you are 
holding, your mind starts trying to think logically and, whether consciously or uncon
sciously, to reason. If you say what first comes into your head, no matter how out
landish it may seem at the time, it will invariably be the correct observation. 
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Psychics and sensitiV'eS have traced lost and stolen JXq>erty and found missing 
peq>le through me use of psychometry. G&ard Croiset is an example of one who fre· 
quendy concentralr:d his energies on an object that had belonged to a person in order 
to find fhat person when they Wete missing. 

Sowaa: 
Bucharwl, joRpb R.Javrnolo/Man. Boston: Little, Brown, 1849. 
� }oRpb R. Mnuzf of P�.,. Boston: Linle, Bmwn, 1885. 
eudda.nd, Raymcni.l:bm toOADWorldl. &. Pai,MN Llewellyn,l993. 
Buder, William E. Howto�P� NewYodcSamud Weiser,l971. 
�. liefeward. Your fs:7cNc P�: Ani How to DcwJql Them. New York: Dodd, Mead, 

1920. 
Spmu, Lewis. An E� of site� london: GeorJe Rout�&. Sons, 1920. 

PSYCIIOSCOPY- Psycho.drf 

PYRAMID, GREAT 

The Great Pyramid of Cheops, at the Gita plateau in Egypt, is ten miles west of the 
modem city of Cairo, at the end of an avenue of acacia, eucalyptus, and tamarind 
trees. The base of the pyramid covers a little over thirteen acres, the ground being so 

level that it varies no mo� than one· half inch over the entire area. The pyramid itself 
is composed of four triangular sides once rising to a height of 48S feet though due to 

erosion it is now only -4SO fee·t. Each side of the pyramid, at me base, is 7SS feet. six 
inches across. 'The suuc� is made up of approximately (W() and a half million blocks 
of stone, each weighing from two tons to seventy tons, which are cut and set together 
so closely mat something the site of a credit card could not be forced between them. 
The bloclcs we� originally covered wid\ slabs ofhighly polished limesrone. 

Many people see the Geat Pyramid as a prophetic sign. Some Ouistlans cry to 

tie into the struct� to passages in the Bible, such as Isaiah 19:19-20: .. In that day 
shall there be an altar to the Lord in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a pillar at the 
tx.ler the�of to the Lord. And it shall be for a sign and a witness unto the lord ci 
hosts in the land ci Egypt." To explain how the Great Pyramid can be '"in the midst ci 
the land" and yu "at the border" at the same time, some su�t that the word 'Gizeh" 
is Arabic for "border." Others argue that the verses say that there will be an altar in 
the midst and abo a pil lar at the border: two separate things. 

The reason for connecting Christianity with something built nearly 3,000 
years before the coming of Jesus is not known. Yet the "prophesy" of the Great Pyra· 
mid is touted. A cross-section ci the pyramid shows that there are "amazing corre3pon· 
dences ofhistory with the symbolisms of(the] passage systems'' (Tit£ End Trmes Bihlt 
&port Quarterl,, summer 1999). It contains such cor�lations as the following: Air 
Passages: these "symbolite that li� will be provided for all men on earth." Horizontal 
Passage: 'This symbolites 6,000 years of'night of weeping' followed by a 1,000-year 
Sabbath rest and m�shing, which God promised." Queen's Cltamber: "Symbolizes 
me everlasting home k>r all men upon the earth." King's Cltamber: It is "symbolic of 
divine U�-immortality--the corv:lition of Clui.st's faithful followers in Heaven." 
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The Great Pyramid is so multidimensional that just about anyone can 6nd 
some parallel some "proof;'' co confirm meir own beliefs and tie dlem in with c:he edi· 
flee. Many dlservers base their measuranents on what they term the W<smid inch" 
and me "pyramid cd>it." The Encydo� Briunlia.l says: '"lbe theories that ascribe 
prophetic and esoteric meanings co the measUiements, angle.s, and proportions of the 
Great Pyramid are wholly devoid d scientific foundation." 

Sourc:ca; 
E�c� Brirannica. �icago: William Benton. 1964. 
Tompkins, Peter. Seaeu of die Great Pyramid. New York: Harper&. Row. 1971. 

PYROMANCY 

Pyromancy ineorporates such other forms c1 divination as antht8COmancy and causi· 
mancy. lt is divination by 6re <r by signs derived from fire. Robert Green, in The I� 
omble PWIOrie of Frin &con lfti Frin � ( 1590), S3YS. "Thou an read in Magiclt's 
mystery. In Piromancy, to divine by flames." Edward Smedley, in 1lle Occult Sc:irnceJ 
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A pc¥trayal of pyromanty, or divioatioo. by fire or sign.& of fire. F� P\ccure �.bar,. 

(1855), described "Pyromancy, bt which conjecrures were made hom rhe motioN ol 
rhe sacrificial tlame." 

The above quotations would indicate that dris fonn of divination was done 
wirh the aid ol the flames of a fire that was used fa: burning a sacrifice, as in extilpic� 
Unlike anthracomancy, where rhe burning coals are used, pyromancy is dependant 
upon the flameuhemsel ves. The color of rhem would be men into account, as would 
rhe way they �lickered, rhe height rhey attained, their rise and fall, and all other 
aspec[S of them. The presage was good when the �lames quickly consumed the sacri
fice, but evil if the fire was slow to start, was disturbed by the wind, and if it took a 
long time to consume the sacrifice. If rhere was litde or no smoke, if the flames burned 
with no sound, or if they were bright red or orange, the prognosticarion was favorable. 
Nor so if there was smoke, the fire crackled, and rhe flames were deep red in color. 

Besides rhe flames of sacrificial fires, divination of rhe pyromantic variety was 

also d<me by the flames of torches. If the flame divided into two ir was a bad omen, but 
if it was either a single point or three points then ir was a very good sign. If the flames 
bent, then it was a sign ci sickness, or even death, to come. If the flame was suddenly 
extinguished, it meant the coming cia great disaster. 
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Sources: 
Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume 1-Manual of 

Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

PYROMANTIA 

Similar to pyromancy, but the fire is not a sacrificial one. The flames are read after 
powdered resin or frankincense has been thrown onto them, causing them to blaze up. 
Such other substances as sugar, salt, and flour may also be thrown on. In Trinum Mag
icum (1611), in a reference to old Roman divination, the author says, "There is also 
Pyromantia, in which powdered resin was thrown into the flames. If the flame rose in 
one, it was a good sign; if lambent and divided, unfortunate; if in three points, a glori
ous eventum or result; if much dispersed, an ill death; if crackling or snapping, misfor
tune; if it was very suddenly extinguished, great danger." 

Sources: 
Leland, Charles Godfrey. Etruscan Magic & Occult Remedies. New York: University Books, 1963. 

PYROSCOPY 

Pyroscopy is the interpretation of scorch marks left on a piece of paper after it has 
been placed close to a flame. These marks may be from an accidental scorching or the 
scorching may be done deliberately, as a tool for the divination. 

Sources: 
de Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology of Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 

Ballantyne, 1931. 

PYTHIA 

Apollo, with his twin sister Artemis, was born of Zeus and Leto. Barthell tells that 
Apollo was given over to Themis for nursing but, as soon as he had tasted the "divine 
ambrosia," he burst from his swaddling clothes a fully grown youth. He announced 
that from then on he would, through oracles, convey to the whole of humankind the 
will of his father. 

After being accepted into Olympus, Apollo then set out to find a good loca
tion for his oracular shrine. He searched for some time before finding a wooded grove 
in Breotia, where he laid out plans for his temple. Telphusa, a resident undine in a 
nearby stream, who claimed she did not want to be disturbed by a throng of pilgrims 
(but actually wanted the site for her own shrine), managed to talk Apollo into relo
cating. He went farther north to Crisa, below the glades of Mount Parnassus in Pho
cis. However, there was already an oracle there. 

This was an ancient oracle of Ga!a, and it was guarded by a female dragon 
named Python. Apollo slew this dragon and built his shrine there. The priestesses who 
became the oracles of Apollo's temple became known as Pythia, after Python, and 
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Apollo himself became Pythian Apollo. Celebrations were held quadrennially at I)e}, 
phi, called the Pythian Games. 

Sou.rc.u: 
Barthell, Edward E. Jr. Gods and God.its.sts af Ancient GTuu. Coral Gables, FL: Univeaity d 

Miami Plesr; 1971. 
l..aro!we Encyclopedia o{Mythd�.l..ondon: Paul Hamlyn, 1965. 
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QABBALAH 

(See also Cbritcian Qabbabh) 

Spelled variously Cabala, Kabbala, Qabbalah, and similar, this is a Jewish form of mys· 
ticism that originated in southern France and Spain in the twelfth century. The name 
has, in more recent times, come to be applied in reference to almost any mixture of 
occultism, Hermeticism, Gnosticism, Rosicrucianism, and exotic theosophy. Original
ly, however, it was a body of Jewish doctrines about the nature of man and his rela
tionship to God. One fanciful story is that Moses received the Qabbalah at the same 
time that he received the Ten Commandments, but deemed it advisable to keep the 
Qabbalah secret and pass it on by word of mouth alone. It is said that he hid dues in 
the Pentateuch, the first fi� books of the Bible. 

The Sefer htvZohar, or Book of Splendor, which came into being sometime in 
the thirteenth century (probably between 1280 and 1286), was written by a Spanish 
Jew named Moses de Leon. 1he idea of Moses receiving the Qabbalah along with the 
Ten Commandments may come from confusion with this Moses de Leon. 1he Zohar 
was a mystical commentary on the Pentateuch containing a mixture of stories, poems, 
commentaries, and visioos based on Qabbalistic ideas and symbols. 

The meaning of the word Qabbalah is "receiving" or "that which is received." 
It was originally a secret tradition handed down orally, from teacher to student. 1he 
Qabbalah was founded on a small book called the Sepher Yesirah or Book of Creation, 
dating from prior to the ninth century. It gives a discussion on cosmology and cos· 
mogony, stating that the world was created by God using thirty-two secret paths of 
wisdom. These are made up of the Sephirom or Sefirot (divine emanations), which are 
ten Sephirah plus the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet, the letters being the 
Paths connecting the Sephiroth. Together they make up the Tree of Life, or Ott 
Chiim, with every Sephirah being a level of attainment in knowledge. 
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Each Sephirah emanates fum the one above it, the top one being the first 
emanation, of the Ein Sopla Ala, Kether. The centers are known as the Crown, cw 

Supreme Crown (Km�); Wisdom (Hokllm4h); Understanding (Binah); Love/Mercy 
(fkstd); Strength (Din cw Giburah); Beauty (nfarm); Endurance (N�tsDit); Splen-
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dar/Majesty (Hod); Foundation (Yesod); and Kingdom (Malkuth). The right-hand side 
of the Tree-Hokhmah, Hesed and Netsah-is regarded as male, while the left-hand 
side-Binah, Din and Hod-is female. The central section-Kether, Ttfareth, Yesod, 
and Malkuth-balances and unifies the two sides. 

Each of the triads symbolizes a portion of the human body: the first the head, 
the second the arms, and the third the legs. The first is the Celestial Triangle: Kether, 
Hokhmah, and Binah. The second is the Moral Triangle: Hesed, Tifareth, and Din 
(Giburah). The third is the Mundane Triangle: Netsah, Yesod, and Hod, with 
Malkuth below it. 

In tum, every Sephirah is divided into four parts in which operate the Four 
Worlds. They are: Atziluth, the world of archetypes; Briah or Khorsia, the world of cre
ation; Yetzirah, the world of formation; and Assiah, the world of the material. In Atzi
luth, the Sephiroth manifest through the ten Holy Names of God. In Briah, the 
manifestation is through the ten Mighty Archangels. In Yetzirah, the manifestation is 
through various orders of Angels. In Assiah, the manifestation is through the "Planetary 
Spheres." The ten Sephiroth exist on each of the Four Worlds, but on a different level. 

According toR.]. Zwi Werblowsky in Man, Myth and Magic: 

The Mishna [a second-century rabbinic collection of religious law] 
attests the existence of two subjects that should not be taught in public 
and which, therefore, were considered as esoteric disciplines intended 
for initiates only. These subjects were "the work of creation" (based on 
Genesis, chapter 1) and the "work of the chariot" (the mysteries of the 
Divine Throne, based on Ezekiel, chapter 1). The precise nature and 
contents of these mystical disciplines is a matter for conjecture but it 
seems certain that some of the early rabbis practiced an ecstatic con
templation which culminated in the vision of the Throne of Glory, the 
Merkabah. 

The Merkabah, or "Throne Mysticism," is the earliest detailed mystical system 
accessible to the historian of Judaism and predates the Qabbalah. The main character
istic of Merkabah is the emphasis on the supernatural, mysterious aspect of God. The 
initiate "rises through the spheres, worlds, heavens and celestial mansions or 'palaces' 
(hekhaloth) guarded by all sorts of terrifying angelic beings" to finally stand before the 
Divine Splendor. 

The twenty-two Paths, which correspond to the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, 
each has both an occult meaning and a numerical value, and have been equated to the 
twenty-two cards of the tarot deck's major arcana, otherwise known as the trumps. 

The path between any two Sephiroth must be considered in the light of those 
Sephiroth, each having its own significance. The numerological value of that path, 
together with the meaning of the equivalent tarot card, also needs to be carefully con
sidered in order to have full understanding of that Path. The Four Worlds mentioned 
above must also be taken into account. 

Sources: 

Alb�rtson, Edward. Understanding the Kabbalah. Los Angeles: Sherbourne Press, 1973. 
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Bardon, Franz. The Key to the True Quabbalah. Wuppertal, Germany: Dieter Rtiggeberg, Wup-
pertal 19 71. 

Cavendish, Richard (ed.). Man, Myth & Magic. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

Epstein, Perle. Kabbalah: The Way of the Jewish Mystic. Boston: Shambhala, 1988. 

Fortune, Dion. The Mystical Qabalah. London: Ernest Benn, 1935. 

Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. Harper's Encyclopedia of Mystical & Pararumnal Experience. San Francis

co: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991. 

Kraig, Donald Michael. Modem Magick: Eleven Lessons in the High Magickal Arts. St. Paul, MN: 
Llewellyn, 1988. 

Myer, Isaac. Qabbalah: The Philosophical Writings of Avicebron. New York: Samuel Weiser, 1970. 
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RADIESTHESIA 

Radiesthesia may be defined as divination by utilizing human sensitivity to radiations, 
cov.:ring the whole field from any source, living or inert. It is a refinement of the art ci 
dowsina, rbabdomancy, or water witching, and its history can be traced back over 
5,000 y ears, being found in the ancient Orient. The principal instrument used in radi
esthesia is the pendulum, though rods may also be used. The practice really came to 
the fore <Lring the Middle Ages and remained popular through to the early nine
teenth century. It then came to be regarded as a superstition without value. But radies
thesia saw a great resurgence ci interest in the twentieth century. 

The term radiesthesia was coined in France (as TadiestJiisie) by the Abbe Boul y, 
in 1930. That year L'A.ssociotm des Amis de Ia Westhe5ie was formed, and three years 
later came the British Society of Dowsers. 

A radiesthetist is a dowser sensitive to hidden information who uses an indi
cator, such as a pendulum or rod, to amplify that sensitivity. The pendulum is a 
weight of some sort suspended on a fine chain or length of thread. Some radies
thetists hold a shortstickwith the weighted chain or thread hanging off the end of 
it, but most modern-day diviners hold the end of the chain directly between their 
fingers. Virtually any small weight will work; some use a pendant necklace or a ring 
on the end of a length of silk ribbon. In the Middle Ages a b:y on the end of a chain 
was popular. Today there are commercially produced pendula made out of wood, 
brass, silver, gold, and plastic. A serviceable one can be fashioned from a fishing 
weight or plumb-bob. Some of the commercially produced ones are hollow, and 
unscrew to giv.: access to an inside cavity. In this can be placed what is known as a 
"witness": a sample of what is being sought. For example, if the radiesthetist is look
ing for gold, then a small piece of gold would be placed inside the pendulum, to help 
make the connection. The pendulum is often used to diagnose and prescribe for dis-
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ease (see Medical Radlatheaia). It can also be 
used to simply answer questions, in the manner 
of a Ouija• board. 

Much radiesthesia is done seated at a 
table, working with clwts, maps, or oth� simple 
accessories. The end of the chain or thread is 
held between thumb aRi fu-st finger-right hand 
if right-handed; left hand if left-handed--�llow· 
ing the pendulum weight to be suspended a bout 
an inch off the surface of the table. A squ� of 
paper, placed under the pendulum, is marked 
with a large cross and the words "yes" on the ver
tical axis and "no" on the horizontal axis. 

Resting your elbow on the table, let the 
weight d the pendulum hang over the center d 
the cross and ask a "yes or no" question. 
Although you try to keep the pendulum still, it 
will start to swing along one d the lines d the 
aoss, giving your answer. T he paper or card is 

usually placed so that swinging toward )'OU and 
away fn:m yw is the "yes" axis, and swinging 
across you is the "no" axis. An alternate method 
that does not employ any card or paper is simpy 
to let the pendulum swing in a clockwise circle 
fOr "yes" and counterclockwise for "no." 

1M prin�l instrument u.sed in radiutbesia is tbe 
pendulum. FOI'fl.on �e Ulnar,. 

Some practition�s suggest not having 
your elbow on the table, but this can make for 

398 

fatigue and unsteadiness. It is essential that you 
do not consciously try to make the pendulum swing; it srould swing of its own accord, 
much as the plancheue of a Ouija �d moves about without being directed. 
Although you do not consci�ms!, make the pendulum swing, it is almost certainly your 
muscles that are bringing it about. But as with the Ouija board, the question is, who or 

what is directing it to give the answers you get? 

If the pendulum swings in a circle or doesn'tswing at all, it may be because the 
question asked is ambiguous and needs rephrasing, or is one that cannot be an;wered 
with a simple �s or no. Think through the \\Ording d the questions ca�fuDy. A ques
tion does not have to be asked out loud; you can just think of it. It is a good idea to 

draw up a list d questions before sitting down to use the pendulum. 

To get more than yes-and-no answm, put the letters d the alphabet in a semi
circle, drawn on a piece of paper and placed on the table. Starting with the weight of 
the pendulum hanging in the center, questions can be asked and answers obtamed by 
observing to which letters the pendulum swings. 1his is not easy, however, since the 
swing of the pendulum does not seem to change direction very rapidly. A variation is 

to hold the pendulum so that it hangs down in the cen�r d a wa�r glass. It can then 
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swing and "chink" against the side of the glass; one hit for A, two for B, three for C, 
and so on. This is a form of dactyliomancy. 

The pendulum really comes into its own for dowsing. Out in the field, the radi
esthetist walks over the land in a grid pattern, holding the pendulum. It will swing 
when water (or whatever is being sought) is passed over. Using the yes/no card, it can 
then be determined how deep it is necessary to dig, what the flow rate is, and any 
other pertinent information. Where the pendulum surpasses the forked hazel twig, 
however, is that it can be used away from the actual site that is being dowsed. It can be 
used while you sit at a table at home. For example, a map of the area (either a regular 
printed map or a hand-drawn sketch of the field) is placed on a table and the yes/no 
card set down alongside it. With the pendulum suspended over the card, the radies
thetist uses a finger of the other hand to indicate areas of the map, moving the finger 
along to follow the path that would have been walked in situ. When the sought-for 
area is found, the pendulum will swing on the "yes" line. Again, depth and rate of flow 
can be established. 

This same mode of working can be used to find anything that is lost or stolen, 
be it human or non-human. If it is known approximately where the person or object 
was lost, then a rough sketch map can be drawn and used. To follow a trail on a map, it 
is also possible to move the pendulum itself along an indicated road. On coming to a 
crossroads, the pendulum will then swing to show which road to take. In this way it is 
easy to trace a route from one place to another. 

Sources: 

Lakhovsky, Georges (Mark Clement, tr.). The Secret of Life: Cosmic Rays and Radiations of Living 
Beings. London: True Health, 1963. 

Maury, Marguerite. How to Dowse, Experimental and Practical Radiesthesia. London: Bell, 1953. 
Mermet, Abbe Alexis. Principles and Practice of Radiesthesia. London: Watkins, 1975. 
Wethered, Vernon D. The Practice of Medical Radiesthesia. London: C. W. Daniel, 1967. 

RADIONICS 

Originated by American physician Albert Abrams (1863-1924 ), radionics is a 
method of healing at a distance through the medium of an instrument or other means 
using the faculty of ESP. A trained practitioner can discover the cause of disease in 
any living system-human, animal, plant, or even the soil itself. Suitable therapeutic 
energies can then be made available to help restore optimum health. Abrams became 
aware of the electromagnetic waves emitted by the human body when studying spinal 
reflexes by means of percussion. He found that all tubercular patients, for example, 
gave off a dull sound when percussion was applied to their backs. This sound was pre
sent in all patients with tuberculosis. The dullness could then be transferred to a 
healthy person by connecting them in various ways. Abrams invented a way of mea
suring the various wavelengths for different diseases. He did this by way of an instru
ment dubbed the "oscilloclast." 

As explained by Radionics Quarterly, the official journal of the British Radionics 
Association, the concept that humans and all life forms share a common ground in that 
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Radionics 

they ue submerged in the electromagnetic energy field of the Earth, is laic to radionic 
theory and practice. Each life fmn has its own electromagnetic field that, if �ciendy 
d istated, will ultimately regJ(t in disct.sc ci the organism. Accepting that "all is ener, 
gy," radionics sees organs, diseases, anJ remedies 35 having their own particular fre
quencies a vibrations. These factors can be expressed in numerical values, known in 
radionics as "rates." Radionic instrumenD-dte original oscilloclast.s---ere provided 
with calibra� dials on which such rates are set for diagnoscic and ttatment � 

In mal:� an analysis. the radionic pactitioner uses the princ1>le of dowsing 
by applying the faculty ofex �ra.scnsory perception to the problem of detecting dUease, 
in much the same way that the dowser deteca the location ci water, oi� or mineral 
deposits. "The particular f01m of ESP used in radionics is ofeen referred to as "the radi, 
esthetic faculty" through which the practitioner, by means ci a series of mentally 
posed questions, obtains information about the health of the patient to which the 
conscious thinking mind has no direct access. 

Radionics has become a major tool for sane in the fields of honiculture aro 
agriculture. For example, Enid Eden, daughter cia farmer and herself qualified in gen· 
eral agriculture, first tested the efficacy of radionics on her farm animals. Proving to 
herself that she could achieve significant results with radionic aeaanent, she gave up 
f-Irming and took. up radionics, rapi<ly becoming one ciBritain's major figures in the 
field. She has said that "there is a vast potential for radionics in agriculture, as far 35 

the healthy growth ci crops is concerned, and b lessening the time and helping with 
the changeover to biological husbamky. On the animal side, radionics is heliful for 
healing, prophylaxis, work.ing Ot.C: rations, discovering the cause of low fertility� 
and their hatchability, and the solving of many other problems." 

A radimics instrument is a box-lilre awaranm with a large number of calibra� 
dials en the front There is ofo:n what is rekned to as a "aick pad," a rul:ber membrane 

enabling the practitioner to become a� of otherwise tUlRCOtJlimble changes in the 
behavia ci the sweat glands in the fu� usi� tbe pad. Some Wuumer\u incotp0r3te a 
pendulum rather than a stick. JSd, since it is less liable to be influenced by � in the 
practitioner's 5ltin moisture or by fatigue. As a pendulum used in radiesthesia can use a 
witnaa, so can radionics. lhe � being diagnosed does not have to be present; the 
diagnosis can tak.e place with a � in the fmn cia spot ci blood or urine on a piece 
ci blotting paper. In the same way, treatment can be projec� to the distant patient. lhe 
actual distance between the patient anJ the radmics operator seems to be immataial . 

sc,.ncea: 
Tansley, JAvtd V. Radionics & die Subde Anatom1 c!Man. Hobworthy, UK: Health Science 

Prcss.1976. 
Wetheftd, Vernon D. An Incroduction to Medical RadJeswsia & &Jdioflics. London: C. W. 

JAnie!, 1962. 
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RAVENS AND CROWS 

Ravens are considered the most intelligent of birds, on a par with the smartest animals 
on earth, including dolphins and primates. John K. Terres suggests that corvids (Corvi
dae)-crows, ravens, magpies-have achieved "the highest degree of intelligence" to 
be found in any birds. Corvids are, in fact, tops among birds for overall brain size. 

The raven was sacred to Apollo and regarded as a prophetic bird. In Norse 
mythology, Odin had two ravens, Hugin and Munin, who flew out over the world 
each day and reported back to the god all that they had seen. Odin was called Hrafna
gud, or "God of the Raven." Alexander the Great supposedly was guided across the 
desert by two crows. 

The crow features in Native American mythology. Roger Williams, writing in 
1643, spoke of the reverence the Algonquins had for crows. In the Northwest, the 
Kwakiutl and Haida peoples have a leadership clan known as the Raven Clan, with 
Raven Priests. They speak of great leaders who were guided by crows and ravens. 
Among the Chipewyan of eastern Canada, crow is a trickster, while the Navaho refer 
to missionaries as crows because of their black robes. In France, many people believed 
that evil priests became crows and bad nuns became magpies. 

In areas throughout Britain, to find a dead crow on the road is good luck, while 
to find one in a churchyard is bad luck. Similarly in Wales, if one crow crosses your 
path then it is bad luck, but if two crows cross your path it is good luck. Also in Wales, 
it was a common custom to doff one's hat at the sight of a crow to promote good luck. 
Two crows flying together from the observer's left were bad luck but if from the right 
were good luck. A single crow sitting on a roof is a sure sign of a coming death, accord
ing to the old adage: "A crow on the thatch, soon death lifts the latch." In Scotland, a 
raven circling a house predicts a coming death for someone in the house. A crow caw
ing while standing on a pile of rocks or near water is a sure sign of coming rain. 

The Greeks and Romans considered the crow a weather prophet, though the 
Greeks had an expression: "Go to the crows!" that was the equivalent of "Go to hell!" 
The Romans had an expression, "to pierce a crow's eye," meaning that something was 
almost impossible to do. The Irish said, "You'll follow the crows for it," meaning that 
you would miss something after it was gone. 

The raven was sometimes regarded by the Greeks as a "thunderbird" because of its 
ability to presage a storm or tempest. An old Irish saying is "to have raven's knowledge," 
meaning to have an oracular ability to see and know all things. In England, ravens are still 
kept "on the payroll" at the Tower of London. It is said that so long as they remain, Eng
land will never fall to her enemies. Crows and ravens are believed to have very long life, 
and in his Metamorphoses, Ovid (43 BCE-18 CE) speaks of the witch Medea injecting 
the veins of Jason, when he was an old man, with the blood of a crow that had outlived 
nine generations of men. In Tibet, the raven is the messenger of the Supreme Being. 

Crow Augury 

Counting the numbers of crows has been a popular way of foretelling the 
future in many countries for hundreds of years. 
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One: Bad hd; sorrow; a change fcx the wane; possible death. 
Two: Good luclt; a change fcx the better; joy; paBibly finding something cJ 

value. 
Three: A cdebratioo; possible mauiage; birth ol a girl. 
fuur: Birth of a boy; a signil}cant event to do with a S<n. 

Five: Silver; a posit.ive transact.ion. 
Six: Gold; wealth; possibility of� a negative cnnsactioo. 
Seven: A secret; a !piri«ual ezperience; sacred rites. 
Eighl: Something praouni; a death or dying; a life-akering e�eperience. 
Nine Passion; sanething sensual; k>rbidden delighr; tempeation. 
Ten: Something overwhelming; exttemes; JOmething paid in full. 
Eleven: Uncertainty; waiting; po115ibly to do wid\ a spiritual matter. 
Twelve Fulfillment; riches; fruitful labor; axnpletioo. 

SOIUCG: 
Buckland. Ra.,.mnd. Tl� Witch Book: The E�dla of Wiu:hcrafr, W��:ca, and Neo-pqcanism. 

Deaoit: Vilible Ink Press, 2002. 
Feher-EIItxm. Catherine. &luenSon,. Flaptaff, AZ: Northland Publiahing, 1991. 
Savage, Candace. Bird Brains. San Francisco: Sierra aub, 1997. 
Terra, John K. TM Audubon SocUty Ency�tla ofNartA � &ds. New York: AlfredA. 

Knopf,l�. 
http://www.dwbof·night.com/aviar y. 

REDCAP, OLD MOTHER 

"'ld Mother Redcap• was the name given to G1'3nny Satah Smith, a witch v.bo lived 
in seventeenth·<:entury Susstt, England. She was one cJ many who wae ltnown by 
that name. It is said that the witches in Ireland placed little red caps on their heads 
before flying off oo their lxoomsticlts. lhis probably gave rise to the <LI:nng of many 
old wise women "Mother Redcap.• Granny Smith became wellltnownfor her fore� 
teUing of the future. None of her predictions survived, but in her lifetime she was vis
ited by many titled people because ofher reputation as a aeaaa. 

REINCARNATION 

lhe gene1'3l belief with reincarnation is that the spirit ex soul goes through a 
number of lives on Earth, each in a separate body. This Is a belief held by Buddhists, 
Hind.as, Wiccans, Spiritualists, and many others. It was a doctrine adopted by the 
Essenes, Pharisees, Kal'3ites, and other Jewish and semi·Jewlsh woups. According to 

Roman writers, both the Galls and the Druids subscribed 10 it, as did the Orphics and 
Pythagoreans. It was am a part cJ early Oaristian teachings until condemned by the 
Seoond Council cJ Constantinople in 553 CE. The O.phics ol ancient Greece held 
the doctrine from the Pythagoreans that a soul returned in a number cJ incamafions, 
each time gaining in purity by living a good life. This would cootinue until there was 
total purity, at which time divinity would be achieved. This is similar to the belief 
held in Wicca. Wi�ehes hold that the �irit'goes through a mmber ol incarnations, 
learning and e�riencing in each until all things have been absorbed. At that time, 
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the spirit becomes at one with the gods. The progression has been likened to passing 
through the grades in a school, where certain curricula have to be observed in order to 
"graduate." Since the psycho-physical experience of a male is dissimilar to that of a 
female, then lives as both sexes must be experienced by the spirit in order to gain the 
full knowledge. 

Author Rosemary Ellen Guiley suggests that approximately two-thirds of 
today's population "accepts some form of reincarnation or rebirth as a fundamental 
belief." Most schools of thought believe that the spirit returns to earth in the next life 
as a human being, though whether male or female may vary. Yet some--certain Hindu 
sects, for example-believe that the spirit may be reborn as an animal or plant. Some 
believe that this depends upon the life that was led prior to the return, which will 
bring rewards or punishments for a good life or a life of crime. In the Hindu and Bud
dhist doctrines the point of reincarnation is to return in other incarnations in order to 
expiate one's transgressions. In Witchcraft each individual life is not dependant upon 
the previous incarnation, as it is in the Hindu and Buddhist doctrines; each life is a 
separate experience with its own agenda. The Celts were so sure that they would 
return in another life that they would lend money on the promise of repayment in a 
future life. Sixteenth-century Buddhists believed that enemies of the faith would not 
achieve rebirth. The entity Dharmapalas was ever watchful to sever the roots of a 
nonbeliever's life with his axe, if necessary. 

There is a belief among many that the rebirth takes place immediately. 
Tibetans, for example, believe the Dalai Lama to be an embodiment of Avalokites
vara, whose soul enters a child's body at the very moment of the Dalai Lama's death. 
However, others believe that some time elapses between , in many cases a large num
ber of years. 

Some people have memories of past lives. Others are able to induce such mem
ories through methods such as hypnosis. Although it may be interesting to discover 
who you were in a previous lifetime, it should not be dwelled upon. Regardless of the 
status of the individual in that past life, it is what you make of yourself in this present 
life that is important. 

There have been some amazing cases of children who have displayed memories 
of previous lives. One of the best-known and best-documented was the case of Shanti 
Devi, born in Delhi, India, in 1926. When only a few years old, she insisted that she 
had lived before in a city some hundred miles from her present home-though neither 
she nor her parents had ever left their native village. They traveled with a researcher 
to the distant town, where Shanti was able to identify her former husband and rela
tives, and even point out secret places where she had hidden things. The husband 
agreed that his wife had died in 1926, the year Shanti was born. 

A more recent case of past-life memory is that of Romy Crees of Des Moines, 
Iowa. In the early 1980s, as a toddler, Romy spoke of her life as Joe Williams in 
Charles City, 120 miles away. She gave details of the red brick house in which he had 
lived and of the motorcycle accident that took his life. She gave Joe's mother's name 
as Louise Williams and said that she had a pain in her right leg. The Crees family 
decided to check out what young Romy was saying and contacted a well-known 
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researcher named Hemendra Banerjee. Banerjee and a group of journalists went with 
them to Charles City, where they found the house and family, including the mother 
with the bad leg whose son had died in a motorcycle accident. Romy was also able to 
look at family photographs and name all the people in them. 
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REPTILES see Ophidiomancy 

RETROCOGNITION; RETRODICTION 

A better-known term is precognition, knowledge of an event before it happens. 
Retrocognition is knowledge of a past event after it happens, albeit when the person 
has no natural knowledge of the event. (In the same way, retrodiction is the opposite 
of prediction.) J. M. Robertson, in Buckle & His Critics (1895), said: "Let us first put a 
little order in our conception of prediction and 'retrodiction' as they indisputably take 
place in the settled sciences." And in Frederic W. H. Myers's 1901 work Human Per
sonality he said: "Our retrocognitions seem often a recovery of isolated fragments of 
thought and feeling." Myers suggested that by combining retrocognition with his the
ory of psychorrhagic diathesis, there was an explanation of hauntings. 

Most people who exhibit the ability to be retrocognitive are also precognitive. 
They have the ability to focus on people and events from either the past or the future. 
The information is frequently obtained through clairvoyance, clairaudience, or 
clairsentience. Psychometry is another one of the main ways of working with retrocog
nition. By handling an object, the medium is able to tell about the past connections 
with that object, such as people and events that have come into contact with it. 

One of the most famous cases of retrocognition was that of two Englishwomen 
who, on August 10, 1901, visited the Petit Trianon at Versailles, France. Annie E. 
Moberly and Eleanor M. Jourdain went through a side gate, just before getting to the 
main gate, and found themselves on a path that they followed, thinking it must lead 
to the main house. Instead, they found themselves back in the year 1770. In their per
ambulations, the women saw men in three-cornered hats, a woman with a large white 
hat, and others in the dress of the eighteenth century. 
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RETROMANCY 

Retromancy is divining by interpreting the things seen when turning to look back 
over your shoulder. To tum suddenly that way is to bring into perspective people and 
things that were not In sight when looking forward. The positicns and actions 
observed are then Interpreted. Many times these include animals and birds, bringing 
in such allied methods as ailuromancy, augury, and hippomancy. 

RHABDOMANCY 

Rhabdomancy is from the Greek wotd for "rod" and is divining by means of sticks. It 
is an ancient practice that de Givry equates with Moses and the twelve rods, In the 
Tabernacle ofWitness (Numbers 17). He also suggests that Psalms 125:3 refers to 

mabdomancy rods. But while de Givry sees the rhabdomancy rod in all magic wands, 
as instruments cl divination they seem to be more directly associated with the divin# 
ing rods of the Middle Ages. Divining rods were used by the Greeks, Romma, Per# 
sians, and Scythia.ns. Marco Polo found them in use throughout the Orient in the late 
thirteenth cenrury. There is a bas relief in the Shantung Province of Cbiaa showing 
\U holding a fOrked instrument. He is described as a "master of the science of the 
earth and in those matters concuning water veins and lf>�" 

Georg Agricola gave the fust printed description of a divining ral in his book 
De re metallica. (Basel, 1556). His interest was primarily with mining and in locating 
minerals, but the �hnlques he describes are the same as those used for water divining 
or water witching. A welU;nown illustration from his book shows a variety of men 
both digging and walldng about with Yaped rods in their hands. One man is in the 
act of cutting a forked branch from a tree. In Sebastian Miinster's Cmmogr� uniwf. 
salis (Basel, 1544) there is another illustration ofa man divining with a klrked stick 
and a cross-section of the ground beneath him is shown, where miners are at wodc. 
S.E. Whneyss's Bericht t10m &rgkwen:k (Zellerfeldt, 1617) contains an illustration sim· 
ilar to Geog Agricola's. It also shows the exploration of a mining area, wilh some men 
walking about holding bked sticks and others busy digging at marked areas. 

Despite lhis flurry d rhabdanancy in Gennany in the sixteenth and early sev# 
enteenth century, it was not until the end rithe se�nteenth cenruty that France dis
covered the art. The fant to champion the faked stick was Jacques Aymar, a 
Dauphin� peasant. who used the rod to discover a large number of underground 
mines, water, and even buried treasure beginning in 1692. He went on to also trace 
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robbers and murderers for the Procureur du Roi at Lyons, using his rhabdomancy skills. 
However, the Church saw this not as a skill but as the work of the Devil. In his I.ettres 
qui decouvrent !'illusion des philosophes sur la baquette, et qui detruisent leurs systemes 
(Paris, 1693 ), Pere Lebrun attributed the power to demon elementals, as did Pere 
Malebranche and Pere Menestrier in their works published that same year and the fol
lowing year. Yet by the early part of the eighteenth century the Abbe de Vallemont 
was not only speaking out against the possibility of diabolical intervention, but was 
promoting the use of the diving rod. In his work La Physique occulte ou trait€ de la 
baquette divinatoire (Paris, 1725) he not only endorses the divining rod but details how 
to use it. Illustrations in his book show various ways of holding the rods. Along with 
the traditional forked stick, there is a straight length of wood with only a very small 
fork at the very end; two straight lengths, with the end of one forced into the end of 
the other; and a very long stick that is slightly bent by the hands of the operator. 

Sources: 

de Givry, Grillot. A Pictorial Anthology of Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy. London: Spottiswoode, 
Ballantyne, 1931. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

RHAPSODOMANCY 

According to Ephraim Chambers's Cyclop<Edia; or an universal dictionary of arts and sci
ences of 1 728, "Rhapsodomancy is an ancient kind of divination performed by pitching 
on a passage of a poem at hazard and reckoning on it as a prediction of what was to 
come to pass." The usual method was to close one's eyes, say a short prayer, then open 
the book of poetry at random, placing a finger on the page before opening the eyes. The 
verse being touched would relate to any question being asked, and it would give some 
indication of what the future held or what action needed to be taken. Some diviners 
would stick the passage with a pin or the tip of a dagger, rather than just with the finger. 

Rhapsodomancy, then, is a variation on bibliomancy but rather than just any 
book being opened, it is the work of a poet. The volume is opened at random and the 
first verse seen is read. It is believed that the verse will have some relevance to the 
question being asked. The Greeks preferred to take from Homer's works, while the 
Romans favored Virgil. 

Sources: 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

RHINE, DR. jOSEPH BANKS (1895-1980) 

Joseph B. Rhine was one of the pioneers of parapsychology. He was the cofounder of 
the Parapsychology Laboratory at Duke University in Durham, North Carolina. 

Rhine was hom on September 29, 1895, in Juniata County, Pennsylvania. In 
1920 he married Louisa Ella Weckesser. Rhine studied at the University of Chicago, 
obtaining his B.S. in 1922, M.S. in 1923, and Ph.D. in 1925. He became instructor in 
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Rttw, Dt. Jouph Bonks ( 1895-1980) 

philosophy and psychology at Duke University in 1928 and advanced from instmctor 
to profes3or of psychology from 1929 to 1949. He was the director of the Paraptychol· 
ogy Laboratocy beginning in 1935. 

His intrrest in pt�sychoqy developed after Rhine invcsti�ted tpiritualist 
mediu.mship with Dr. Walter Franklin Prince, at Harva�d University in 1926. The fo). 
Iawing year he went on to Duk.e University and studied �ic pheno mrna with Dr. 
William McDou�ll. Encoumged by McDo�ll. Rhine set up a program for the statis· 
tical validation of extrasensory perception (ESP), with emphasis initially on dair
voyance and trlepathy using the Zener deck of trst canh. He later also investigated 
psychokinesis (PK), originally known as telekinesis (TK) 

In 19.34 Rhine's ExtTWtnsory P4!Yctprion was published by the Bo5ton Society for 
Psychic Research. From 193 7 c:nward he published the )ovmt�l of Paraps]dtofogy at 
Duke. In 1960 Rhine established the Psychical Research Foundation • an indepen· 
dent center to study phenomena relating to the survival of human pe1sonality after 
dearh. It was sponsored largely by Cllarles E. Ozanne. Ot.ester F. Carl!On, the inventa 
rL xerognphy, s� the Foundation for Rcsea�ch on die Natllr'e of Man, famded 
in 1962. 
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Robmson, Marron Andrew (l86l-l9lS) 

Among Rhine's notable boolc.s were New F�n of Ute Mind (1937), The 
&acA cfdti!Mind (1�7), New World of chi! Mind (19S3), P�o. FfOfllierSd, 
ence of chi! Mind ( w ith J.G. Pratt, 19S7), Pm� Tocloy (1968), and Progress in 
Par�o(1911). 

Sowca: 
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Shcpud, Leslie A (ed.). E�ofOccubimll Pdi'CIIIS�· New Yorlt:Avoo, 1978. 

IUNG,.�cy 

ROBERTSON, MORGAN ANDREW ( 1861-1915) 

Morgan Robertson was a writer who a�hored a book titled Tlte Wreck of rhe 1itan. 
1he story told how a huge, luxurious ocean lineP---hailed z the safest in the world
set out on a voyage across the Atlantic between Southampton and New York. Partway 
acr�. the ship hit an iceberg, foundered, and sank with most c:i her 2 .SOO pass�ers 
lost. 1he S.S. Trtan was a 66,000,ton ship but caJried ooly twenty-four lifeboats,� 
cient for fewer than half her passc.rs. 1he date of the Tlfan's dep � from 
Southaqxon was April1898. 

Fourteen years later, on April14, 1912, me 60,2SO.ton, supposedly unsiJ\k, 
able, White Star liner R.M.S. Tctmlic, uaveli11g on her makten voyage from 
Southampton to New York, hit an iceberg, fOundered and sank with l,S13lives lost. 
1 he Tuanic carried only twenty lifeboats, sufficient for only half her passengers. 
Robcnson's hxlk has subsequently been refared ro z "the most ouucmding instance 
c:J prqlbecy" in the nineteenth or twentieth ttnruries. 

Robertson was bom in Oswego, New Y01k, to Andrew and Ruth Amelia (nle 
Glassford) Robertson. His father was a ship's captain on the Great Lakes. Morgan 
joined the Merchant Marine Service and, by 1886, had attained the rank ci First 
Mate. He then left the service and became a jeweler in New York, though poor eye
sight later forced him to give \4> that trade. Inspired by a Rudyard Kipling story, 
Robercson tried his hand a1 writing. He sold his firsr stoty two months after writing it, 
and he went on to write more than 200 more. He also authored fourteen books 
between 1896 and191S. 

One c:i his later boob-Be,ond Uti! �ctncm·-duonicles events leading� to 

and during World War II; even staging a war between the United Stales and Japan. 
Although written when airplanes were still frail, one-man craft, Robertson wrote of 
aircraft that carried "sun bcmbs" that were 50 powerful that with one brilliant flash of 
blinding light, one single bcmb could destroy an entire city. 1be war in his story start; 
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ed in the month of December, when in 1941 the Japanese staged a sneak attack on 
Pearl Harbo�t Hawaii. 

So.oL\JUms B€IWEEN R�·s TrrAN AND niE TrrANIC 

TITAN TITANIC 

Reg&rrarion: Brid!h British 
Displacement: 66.000 tons 60,2.50 tons 
J..enath: 800� 882� 
Top� 24 biiOCS 24knots 
Number of pmpellers: 3 3 
Vlar:crtight bullthea� 19 15 
Opacity. 3,000 3,000 
Pa.sscngft& on boatd: 2,000 2.200 
Number of lifeboats: 24 20 
Gunaged area: &arboad, fOfWard �lorward 
Month of disaster: April April 
Year of disaster: 1898 1912 

Sown&: 
Hal�Ango •. The �Nrci: �s ofTiti"lf tn Come. Lcndoo: Danbury Pwes., 1975. 
Lord. �m. A Nit}tl 10 R�. New York: Henry Holt, 1956. 
htr.p'.//msnbca.tr�c:om/-dwrJlrobutron.htmL 

RoME 

1be ancient Romans were steeped in magical practke and superstition. Tiley had 
many deities of their own� did not hesitate to adopt deities from other nations if 
they thought theirpowers would serve Rome. They incorporated into their own pan
theon gods and eodde-a a the� Greeks, Persians, Etruscans, and Sabines, 
plus thoK of various indigenous tribes. Along with the gods, numerous spirits were 
honored with rites and rituals. Sacrifi�s were made, including human ones. Magical 
rites were innumerable; festivals and sacred banquets were packed into the calendar 
throughout the year. 

A major pan of Roman religious practice was divination. Circa 300 BCE a 
large priestly college was established by either Numa or Romulus, with three priest• 
augun. By the time of Sulla the number had been increased to fifteen augurs and in 
the time of Julius Clesar there were sixteen. The augurs wore a uniform toga, known 
as the lr�a, which had scarlet stripes and a purple border. Since their pronounce· 
ments were unchallengeable, the augurs developed great political power. An augur 
would travel with armies and fleets and would interpret the flight of bbda to gain 
knowledge a coming events before battle was enjoined. 

When doi� a realing, the augur was accompanied by a magistrate who would 
verify the results. 'The magistrate was also the one who was �dally entitled to a.k the 
deities for si�. Rather than actually ttying to see the fi.«ure, the object was to ascer· 
tain whether or noc the deities appoved or disapproved of the course of action queried. 
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There was a book that contained augural ritual, together with a collection of 
answers to questions that had previously been given to the college of the senate. The 
augur always announced his finding with a specific set of words, which were duly 
recorded by the magistrate. The complexity of interpretation of phenomena grew by 
degrees until it finally became so complex it was unmanageable, and the Roman col
lege had to be abandoned. 

Chaldean astrologers were much sought after in ancient Rome, as were 
numerologists and soothsayers. Most noble houses had their own astrologers. Dreams 
and their interpretation were considered especially important. There are many 
instances on record of prophetic dreams. There was recognition of what is today 
termed astral projection, the Romans believing that dreams were the souls of individ
uals visiting one another during sleep. There was also a belief that the spirits of the 
dead could return to Earth through dreams. 

Pliny the Elder wrote that "The art of magic ... has brought in the arts of 
astrology and divination. For everyone desires to know what is to come to him and 
believes that certainty can be gained by consulting the stars." 

Sources: 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Hamilton, Edith. The Roman Way to Western Civilization. New York: W. W. Norton, 1932. 
Leach, Maria (ed.). Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology, and Legend. San 

Francisco: Harper & Row, 1949. 
Rose, H .J. Religion in Greece and Rome. New York: Harper & Row, 1959. 

ROOSTER see Alectromancy 

ROSE LEAVES see PhyUorhodomancy 

RosEs 

To dream of red roses indicated coming success in love. To dream of white roses was 
unlucky. An old English custom was for a young woman to pick a rosebud on Midsum
mer Day and to wrap it in white tissue paper, keeping it safe till Christmas Day. Then 
she was to unwrap it and, if it was still fresh, she should wear it to church. There her 
husband-to-be would approach her and take the rosebud from her. If, when the bud 
had been unwrapped, it was withered, then that was a bad omen meaning that she 
would not marry during the coming year. 

RUNEMAL 

The art of rune casting for divination purposes. 

RUNES 

Runes are an ancient form of writing. The oldest extant decipherable runic writings, 
whose origins are not at all certain, were discovered at the bogs of southwestern Den-
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Dreaming of white roaa is cousidered unlucky. J� and Colin BcmfiFotteon Picture l.ibrcary. 

mark at Vi-mose in Fyn, dating fuxn the middle of the third cenn•y. The \Wfd means 
"mystety" or "secret" in early English. It stems from the old Low German \Wfd raunm, 

''to cut" or "to carve," since runes were carved into wood and cut into stone. 

Mythologically, nnes were discovered by Odin (known to the Anglo·Saxons 
z Woden), the All-Father m leader of the Norse deities. Learning and wiscbn were 
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among his �fts. Once, as a sacrifice, he hung from the World Tree Yglrasil fur nine 
days and nights, pierced with a spear. At the end of that time he was able to bend 
down and lift up the magical runes, which brought secret knowledge to humankind. 
(lhis experience of Odins was much lib the visimaty experiences of death and res-
unection endured by shamans in various pam ci the world as pan of their initiation 
and preliminary to achieving powers ci prophecy.) From the Vem Edda comes 

Hdwlmdl, or "Th.e Words of the High One (Odin)," which describes the event: 

J•m aware that I hung on the windy tree, 

Swung there nights all of nine; 
Gashed with a blade 
Bloodied for Odin, 
Myself an offering to myself: 
Knotted to that tree 
No man knows 
Whither the roots ci it run. 

None gave me bread, 
None gave me drink. 
Down to the deepest depths I peered 
To snatch up Runes 
With a roaring screech, 
And fall in a dizzied faint! 
Well-being I won 
And wisdom too; 
I grew and took joy in my growth: 
From a word tx> a word 
I was led to a word. 
From a deed to another deed." 

The Verse Edda was a collection of ancient poems by unknown authors. It is 
one of rwo literary worb lcnown as the Edda.s. The other is the Prose Edda, which is a 
storybook of Norse myth together with a poet's handbook written by Icelander Snorri 

Sturluson(d. 1241 CE). 

Runic was never a strictly utilitarian form of writing, and there are many varia
tioN of it to be found in different areas. Originally the runes consisted of twenty-four 
let(MS, though within Anglo-Saxon the runic characters vary in number from twenty
eight to thirty-three. Pq>ular variations of Anglo-Saxon runes are RwhweU. names, 
and Vienna. There are also Germanic runes (with variations), Danish runes, and 
Swedish-Norse runes. Runic writing was in we from the third century CE until rela
tively modem times, in remote areas of Sweden such as Dalarna and Hlrjedalen. 

FUfHORC is the acrmym for the first six characters ci the Anglo-Saxon runic 
alphabet: feoo, ur, them., os, rad, czn. The all-Germanic stava are 1tnown as "futhark" 
(again from the first six letters). By the third centwy runic writing had spread into 

Norway and was used tx> carve inscriptims onto stme monuments. By the fifth century 
the writing was found in England, where it flourished for ftve centuries, the entire 
Anglo-Saxon period.lhere it developed as a s13ve of twenty-eight letters, though by 
the ninth centwy these had increased to thirty-three. The best preserved example ci 
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runes in England is found on the whalebone
crafted Frank's Casket, which dates from about 
650 CE. Runes, together with illusttatims, cover 
tbe sides of the casket md tbe lid. 

Runes were not simply a bm of writing. 
The individual runes would be studied and 
interpreted for divination purposes. As Ralph 
Elliot said, "Communication ... remained a 
secondaJy function of runic writing throughout 
its long history, much more common was r:he 
use of runes to invoke higher powers to affect 
and influence the lives and fortunes of men."ln 
Teutonic times the main workers of magic and 
of divination were women. The Teutonic, or 
"Germanic," nations embraced the peoples of 
High and Low German speech, Dutch speech, 
Danes, and Scandinavians. There is a seven
teenth-century illustration from A Copendious 
History cf � Godu, Sudes, and Vandals ( 1658) 
by Claus Magnus showing two women, one 
young man, and one old man holding large, 
elaborate, handled runesticks-long, flat sticks 
with various runic characters engraved along 
their length. There is no explanation given as to 
how these runeaidcs were \died. 

Runes 

The rust runic character, feolt, is said to 
picture the head and horns ci an ox and is 
namecJ after that animal �second letter, iir, is 
named after the bull; the third, dwm, after a 

lndividuali'UIIat 1u.ch • «bose on cbcse swoa, haw 
been IIUdied aod � for divimeioo f'W1'0Mio 
FOI'WJI\ Pkwn .l..ilrm,_ 

tree; ds, a door; ft!d, a saddle; cam, a torch; and so on. All are so named because, ar 

some time, it was felt that che shape o f  tbe letter bore some small resemblances to these 
objects (or • may have been that they had evolved from some earlier p�rely piccorial 
system of writing). In modem times the runes have been adopted by a wide variety of 
occult groops and individuals, both as a form of ritual writing and also for divination 
purposes, with rune c...d5 and rune tablets being produced commercially. 

The runes themselves can be made from a wide variety of substances. One 
popular method is to cut small squares ci wood and to bum the runes onto each one 
with a wood-burning tool. Similarly, a suitably sized tree branch can be sliced into a 
number of discs and the runes carved into them. Some people collect or buy flat peb. 
bles and paint on r:he runes. Runes may be carved into clay tablets and fired in a kiln. 
1bey can also be etched a- engraved into metal and mounted on small wooden tiles. 

1ne number of runes produced depends on the method of divination to be fol· 
lowed. M01t runes used for divination are haxd on the twenty-four otiginal Teutmic 
runes. These were divided into three groups ci eight runes, each group known as an 

z tt  a- 21M (Sandinavian meaning "number of eight"). They are comprised ofFreyr's 
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or Freya's Eight, Hagal's Eight, and Tiw's Eight. There is usually a blank rune added to 
these to give a total of twenty-five. Freya was the daughter of Njord and the sister of 
Frey. She was the goddess of love and beauty. Hagal was a minor deity about whom 
very little is known, though these eight runes are always attributed to Hagal. Tiw, Tyr, 
Tiuz, or Ziu was a sky god often identified with the Roman Mars. 

The runes, their names (Anglo-Saxon names given), and meanings (various 
meanings are attributed to the runes, depending upon what book you consult), are as 
follows: 

Name 
feh 

ur 

thorn 

6s 

rad 

can 

geofu 

wynn 

hregl 

nfed 

fs 

gear 

eoh 

peor_ 

eolhs 

sygil 

tfr 

beorc 

eoh 

man 

lagu 

lng 

e_el 

dreg 

FREYR'S iETIIR 
Meanings 
money; goods; cattle; the price to pay; success and happiness 

auroch (European bison); obstacles; ox, strength, manhood; good fortune if no 

risks are taken 

thorn; giant, great spirit; petty annoyances; take no risks 

god; something important to be said; be wary 

ride; saddle, a journey; long overdue change; be prudently adventurous 

torch; torch fire, a protection; listen to the inner voice; grasp available opportu

nities 

gift; sacrifice; take others' advice 

joy; happiness; separateness; be grateful for what you already have 

HAGAL'S iETIIR 

hail; natural forces that damage; someone else's battle; events are beyond your 

control 

need; constraint, necessity; needs may not be met; problems ahead 

ice; that which cools or impedes; no movement; no hasty actions 

year; harvest; time of natural change; be patient 

yew tree; avertive powers, the hunting god; limitations; stay calm 

elder tree; secret or hidden thing; roots of a mystery; take no chances and you 

may be lucky 

an elk, a sedge or rush, defense, protection; inspiration, health and safety; be 

decisive 

sun; life force; good luck, time for a change; relax and be calm 

TIW'S iETIIR 
honor; time to get things moving; take action 

birch; fertility growth; birch twig; formation of close relationships; take the 

long-term view 

horse; transport, moving; assistance needed; be very prudent 

human being; a man; strengths and weaknesses; avoid stress 

water, sea; fluidity, conduction; trust feelings; things are not what they seem 

a hero; the god of fertility; rune of withdrawal, fertility and marriage; be flexible 

inheritance; property; practical issues to sort out; be patient, unselfish, and active 

day; light, fruitfulness, prosperity; on the right path; make haste slowly 
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Most of the runes can have a different meaning if seen reversed (some few look 
the same whether upright or reversed). These are as follows: 

Name 
feh 

ur 

thorn 

6s 

rad 

can 

geofu 

wynn 

hregl 

nied 

is 

gear 

eoh 

peor_ 

eolhs 

sygil 

FREYR'S iETIIR 
Reversed Meanings 
love frustrated; absence of initiative 

a chance missed; weakness 

regret a hasry decision; disruptive opposition 

an elderly person who will prove to be a nuisance; ignorance or lack of inspiration 

traveling that will interfere with plans; error in judgment 

loss or misplacement of something valued or of a friendship; self-imposed ignorance 

be careful in business matters for three days; conflict and disharmony 

HAGAL'S iETIIR 

Too high expectation that will be disappointed; presence of negativiry 

don't get involved with people who will use you; vulnerable and unprotected 

situation 

TIW'S iETIIR 

tir don't trust him or her; they won't stay long; falsehood and double standards 

beorc worrying news concerning a relative; obstructions 

eoh journey by sea; disharmony, quarrels 

man an enemy - the next rune will tell how to handle it; alienation, underachievement 

lagu keep within your limits; insensitiviry, lack of feeling 

Ing 

e_el beware mechanical devices; possible accident or damage; poverry, insecure cir

cumstances 

For divination purposes, to these twenty-four runes may be added a twenty
fifth that is blank on both sides. It can have various meanings, such as an indication 
that the question needs to be rephrased, that the forces at work are changing too 
quickly at present to give a definite answer, or that the answer is simply unknowable 
at the present time. It can also be used as a significator, in the manner of a tarot card, 
if you are throwing the runes for someone else. In the latter case it would be picked 
out and laid down ahead of any that were to be thrown. 

No one knows exactly what each of the runes meant originally; those shaman
istic meanings have been lost in time. For this reason the above meanings, and any 
others found in the many books on runes, are the meanings attributed by various 
authors. If you wish to work extensively with runes, it is a good idea to take each indi-
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vidual runic character and spend time meditating upon it in order to find what it 
means to you personally. Then stick with those interpretations. 

The runes may be cast anywhere: onto the ground, a table, or a prepared sur
face. Some feel that it should be a prepared surface, since the runes may be viewed as 
sacred and as "voices of the gods." Such a prepared surface may be no more than a 
piece of cloth kept especially for the purpose, or it can be a richly tooled piece of 
leather or a decorated wooden board. The surface is traditionally referred to as the 
"field" for the runes. Some rune-casters will draw three concentric circles on the field, 
or in some other way divide it into three areas. Again, different specifications are 
found for these three areas. One possibility is: center-the inner self; second-influ
ences; outer-future events. Another is: center-being; second-thinking; outer
doing. Other rune-casters do not draw anything but simply throw down the runes on 
the field. 

The runes are usually kept in a drawstring bag. It is possible to shake up the 
runes inside and then to reach in and draw out any specific number for a random cast
ing. Some of the popular castings are as follows: 

Odin's Rune: Many people do this to start the day, or when they reach a point 
of needing an indicator of where or how to proceed. The method is simply to reach 
into the rune pouch and, while concentrating on any problem, to stir up the runes and 
then pull out just one. This is "Odin's Rune," and is an indicator of where your path 
lies. Another method is to spread all the runes on the field, face down, and then to 
pass your hands lightly over the backs of them until one in particular draws you. This 
one is turned over as "Odin's Rune." (A further suggestion is to again draw one rune at 
the end of the day, and to see how it compares to the first one drawn.) 

Three-Rune Spread: Three has always been a "magical" number. It is associat
ed with the three aspects of the Goddess, with the three Fates, the Three Graces, the 
Egyptian and Christian Trinity, and many other people and things. Tacitus, in his 
Germania, mentions that runes were removed three at a time and interpreted, in the 
divination practice known as "Virgilian lots." Drawing three runes from the bag (or 
turning over three from the full set laid face down), they can be interpreted in a vari
ety of ways, such as: 1-past, 2-present, 3-future; 1-present situation, 2-suggest
ed course of action, 3-new situation evolving; 1-you as you perceive yourself, 
2-problem, whether recognized or not, 3-goal to aim for, to overcome problem. 

Other Spreads: Five-rune spreads, seven-rune spreads, etc., can all be used. 
Any of the spreads used for tarot reading can be adapted for runes. So, also, can the 
layout of an astrological chart by placing a randomly selected rune in each of the 
twelve houses. 

Sources: 
Blum, Ralph H. The Book of Runes. New York: St. Martin's, 1982. 
Branston, Brian. The Lost Gods of England. London: Thames & Hudson, 1957. 
Branston, Brian. Gods of the North. London: Thames & Hudson, 1980. 
Buckland, Raymond. The Tree: The Complete Book of Saxon Witchcraft. New York: Samuel Weis

er, 1974. 
Buckland, Raymond. Signs, Symbols & Omens. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2003. 
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Davidson, Hilda Roderick Ellis. Scandinavian Mythology. London: Paul Hamlyn, 1969. 
Elliott, Ralph W. V. Runes: An Introduction. Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press 1959. 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Jackson, Nigel and Silver Raven Wolf. The Rune Mysteries. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1996. 
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SACRIFICES- Hil!:rom.a4cy 

SAINr MALACHY- O"Moqair, Malachy 

SALT fUltaloma.ocy 

SAXON WANDS 

A rorm of divination round in Saxon Witchcraft. It uses seven wands, or lengths of 
wood (these can be cut from doweling). Three of the wands are nine inches long, and 
four are twelve inches long. One of the twelve-inch wands is marked as the "Witan" 
wand. This can be done with runes or with any furm of decoration. 

To use the Saxon Wands, the diviner kneels and lays the Witan wand on the 
ground in fiont of him or her, laying it across pointing left and right. The remaining 
six wands are held out, between both hands, over the Witan wand. With eyes closed, 
and concentrating on the question to be asked, the wands are mixed together before 
being grasped in the r�t hand. 1he left hand now takes the tip of one of the wands 
and hdds on to it as the ri�lt hand is opened and the wands are allowed to fall. 

Upon opening the eyes, it will he seen how the wands have fallen. They are 
interpreted in this way: 

1: If there are more long wands than short on the ground, then the answer to 
the question is in the affirmative. 

2: If there are more short wandsthanlongon the ground (excluding the Witan 
wand), then the answer is in the negative. 

3: If any wand(s) touch the Witan wand, the answer to the question is a very 
definite one, with strong forces at work. 
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4: If any wand(s) are off the ground, resting on others, then circumstances are 
such (with forces still working) that no definite answer can be obtained at this time
regardless of (1) or (2) above. 

5: If all of the wands point toward the Witan wand, then the person asking the 
question (or for whom the question is being asked) will have a definite role to play in 
the determination of the question and answer. 

6: If none of the wands point toward the Witan wand, then the matter will be 
determined without the querier's interference. 

In Celtic Researches (1804) Edward Davies describes how Druids use what were 
known as "omen sticks" or "omen wands" (crelbreni) for casting lots. The future was 
divined by the way in which the wands fell to the ground and how they landed. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Tree: Complete BookofSaxn Witchcraft. New York: Samuel Weiser, 1974. 
Davies, Edward. Celtic Researches. London: Davies, 1804. 

SEA SHELLS see Conchomancy 

SCANDINAVIA 

There was much divination and prophecy in Scandinavia. Prophetic utterance was 
usually induced by ekstasis, or ecstasy. There were professional diviners, known as 
volva, but there were also many ordinary people who were occasional seers. Anyone 
under stress, and particularly if near death, might become "fey" and start speaking of 
things they normally knew nothing about. 

In Scandinavian mythology there is a trio of women known as the Noms, who 
appear as prophetesses at the birth of children. They are similar to the Greek Moirai 
and are named Urd (Fate), Verdandi (Being), and Skuld (Necessity). They were usual
ly represented in the temples as three women seated together. They are said to spin or 
weave the destiny of men. They dwell beside the "Spring of Fate" alongside the World 
Tree of Life; the ash tree Y ggdrasil. The Danish historian Saxo Grammaticus (twelfth 
century) tells a famous story of a king of the Danes who took his three-year-old son into 
a temple to pray to the three maidens, who prophesied about the boy's future. 

The deities Freyr and Freyja were the twin children of Nord, the god associat
ed with fertility and with the sea. They belonged to a group known as the Vanir, the 
deities of fertility (distinguished from the Aesir group to which Odin and Thor 
belonged). People turned to the Vanir for help in divination. Freyja is especially 
linked to a particular divination rite; the rite of seidr. This was performed by a valva. 
She sat on a high platform, singing and chanting until she went into trance. She was 
then able to answer questions put to her about the future. The valva specialized in the 
destinies of children and questions about the coming season. 

Sources: 

Davidson, Hilda Roderick Ellis. Scandinavian Mythology. London: Paul Hamlyn, 1969. 
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Davidson, Hlld1 Roderick Ellis. Man, Myth & M� Frqr, Freyja. F•ig. London: 8PC Pub. 
lishlne, 1970. 

Spmu. Lewi .. All EncydoptJ;a r/ 1M OcrsJL London: Georee Roudedee &. Sons. 1920. 

SCAPULUMANCY;SCAPULOMANCY 

(SeraboO ,,.. "'') 

An ancient fam of divination that was <bne by interpreting the c.rads and marks 
found on an animal's shoulder blade. In  the Highlands of Scodand it was known as 

slinnei�. J. G. D. Cark, in World P,thistn'1 (1961), sail .. It will be recalled that 
the practice of sc:apulomancy ... can be traced bad to me 'Neolithic' Lung-shan 
culture.,. William Macleod, writing under the pseudonym of .. Theophilus lnsu· 
lanus,,. in his worlc A Trtarist on rht Second Sight, Dreams and Apparitions ( 17 63), 
refers to scapulomancy as "another lcind of divination, whereby, m looking into me 
shoulder-blade of a sheep, goat, etc., as in a hoolc, some skilful in that occult �Jeience 
pretend to read future events." The practice was common in both England and Ire· 
land in the twelfth century. Giraldus Cam.brensis (1146-1223), archdeacon ofBre· 
con, relates that it was also a common practice in Wales in the thirteenth century. 
He wrote that the bone usually used was the right shoulder blade of a ram, boiled 
not roasted. 

Important evmu were foretold in the life of the owner of a slaughtered animal 
based on marb m the animal's shoulder blade bcnes. lhe right blade bone ri a  blaclc 
pig or sheep was considered me most suitable br the pwpose. It was thorough( y boiled 
so that it was comple�l y dear ri flesh, though gxat ca-e was taken not to scratch it or 

mar it in any Wifi. Tilr bene was then divided into areas c:or:roponding to the narural 
features of the �pbical area where the divination was taking place. According to 
�nee: '1be largest bole or indentation (in the bone) symbolized the grave ri the 
�·s owner, and from its positi<n the problem of whether he should survive the cur· 
rent )al, a- otherwise, was resolved. If it lay near the side ri the bone, the omen was 
fatal, but if in iu centre, prosperity was indicated. • 

On the night of the treacherous massacre of Glencoe, Scotland (February 12, 
1692), some MacOonalds were examining the shoulder blade ri a  sheep that had been 
prepared br feeding the govemment trcq,s who had been billeted wirh them. (These 
troops later suddenly attaclced the MacDonalds, m the orders of Sir John Dalryq>le, 
mastrr ri Stair.) One of those studying the shoulder blade said that mere would be a 
great shedding of blood in the glen. Sensing some lcind of treason, mey hastily depatt· 
ed and so were saved from the great massacre that soon toolc place. 

Sowces: 
Gunpbell, John Grqonon. Wltl:hcraft ancl S«on.d Si&fu in the Hi�nds and Islands� Sc:odmvi. 

G�Jna Mactehose,l902. 
Cllrk.John <mlume Doup. Wmti �. Cambridee, UK: CimbrldeeUnlverslty Press. 

1961. 
Mlcl...eod, Wlllllm ("lbeophilus lnsuLu:tuS•). A TTt.atise on tilt Se.c:ood S\tM, �and�

lions. Edlnhl.qh: Rudd\mans. Auld and Co .. I763. 
Spc�. �..ew-. ne �Am in Ceftfc Bftrain. l.oodon; RDer.t94.S. 
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SCATOMANCY; SCATOSCOPY 

(See also Stercomancy) 

Divination based on the examination of feces. James Sanford, in Agrippa's of the vanitie 
and uncertaintie of artes and sciences of 1569, said: "For this cause Scatomancie, Oro· 
mancie, Drymimancie, be called the divinations or Prognostications of Physicians, 
gathered by odors and urines." The odor of feces certainly played a part in its interpre
tation; it was a pointer to its age, for example. Consistency also played a part, as did 
the location of the feces. The feces was also examined for its contents: seeds, nuts, 
etc., which might have significance. 

Sources: 

Oxfard English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

SCHEMATOMANCY 

A form of divination whereby a person's history may be inferred from their form and 
appearance. The modern observances of "body language " could play a large part in 
this. The Encyclopredia metropolitana of 1826 says that schematomancy was a form of 
divination used among the Arabs. 

Sources: 

Oxfard English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

SCIOMANCY 

This form of divination is based on evoking astral bodies, or ghosts, to divine the 
future. Henry Cockeram, in his The English dictionarie, or an interpreter of hard English 
words of 1623, says sciomancy is "divination by shadows," using "shadows " in the sense 
of "ghosts." In Sir Thomas Urquhart's The Third Book of the Works of Mr. Francis 
Rabelais (London, 169 3) he says: "If you be afraid of the Dead ... I will make use of 
the Faculty of Sciomancy." It would seem, then, that sciomancy is related to necro· 
mancy but does not use actual dead bodies. In effect it is a form of spiritualism, with 
the seer working as a medium and causing departed spirits to materialize. 

Sources: 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume l-Manual of 
Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 

Oxfard English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

SCOTLAND 

Scotland has long been considered a home of people with "the second sight" (an da 
shealladh)-the ability to see the future. The shepherds of the Hebrides are those rec
ognized as most gifted, though it is known all over the country. It is a gift looked upon 
with mixed feelings; some accept it, and even use it, while others wish they never had 
it. It is frequently, though not always, hereditary. 
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1he most famous Scot with second sight was undoubtedly Kenneth Maderuie, 
known as the "Bnhan Seer." He was born at the beginning of the seventrenth century 
on the Isle of Lewis, at Baile.na-Cille in the parish of Uig, and was a laborer on the 
Brahan estate. Kenneth came to be nprded as the gteatest of all Highland seua. 

The !onns of visions seen by seeu v.uy. 1he figures of living pmons who are so 

seen are called r.aih#u. How the visionary peiSOn is dressed would give some indication 
of what fare might befaU them: if dxessed in everyday clothing then death will not be 
in the offing, but if dressed in funeral clothes than the person will die soon. If the 
death clothes cover the whole face then death is imminent. Also, when the fee t are 
covered death is imminent. 

Tile time of day at which a vision� is also important; the larer in the day, 
the 300nU the death. If, howevec, the vision is seen in the early morning, then death is 
a long way off. If the penoo seen is destir:w!d to drown at sea, the figure would be seen 
surrounded by pho.phoresc.ent docs, as seen on summer nights in the Hebridean aeu. 

Not all visions are death related. Scme are of fiJture spouses, friends away from 
home, or of coming events (as in the case of the Brahan Seer). Several seers have 
reported seeing their fi11ure spouse.s, often sitting oppa;ite them in front of a fireplace 
Although not aU had any intentions of marriage at the time of the sightings, invari· 
ably the eventual spouse turned out to be the one seen in the vision. 

One traditimal belief in the Scottish Highlands is that it is unlucky to hear the 
first cuckoo of the season bebre brtaHast. BUds and their actions are c.arc:fully studied 
by aU. "Raven know�" is the term used br wmom of the bUds; whether ravens and 
other varieties.jdm Toland, in his A CTU.al Histot, of rile Critic Reflion aid �: 
�an Actwnt � w Druids (Edinburgh, 1815), relates how he met two busi· 
nessmen at the villa,eoffinalass in 1697, who 3iSiiUMl him their buSne� would pros
per beause they had spotted a raven, with two white feathers in its plumage, m the 
road they were to aavd. They had refiased to move until they � in which direc· 
tion the bltd flew. Since it flew acuhward, they feltassuredof succ.es&. 

A •ranee method of divination once practiced in the roth of Scot land was 
the "swimming of names n walft." 1 t was used in c.ases of theft to find <he culprit. The 
names of all the swpecu were written m pieces of paper and dropped into a bowl of 
water. Whichever name sank was the guilty party. Cla�ical O:ltic accounts indicate 
that islands were considered gateways to the Otherworld, the world beyond ours that 
harbors the dead and all spiritual beings. Of the islands of Scotland, lana is probably 
the most revered. It has many Celtic and Druidic connections. Leeend i\3$ it that a 
witch lived on Ima in the second century, dwing che reign ofNatholocus. The king 
was troubled by a rebellion and sent one of his captains to ask the witch of the out· 
come. The witch reponed that the king would soon be killed, not by an enemy but by 
a trustedfriend. When the captain asked for the name of the potential assassin, she 
gave his own name.Afterdut reflection on what was likely to be the king'sreactim to 

him bringing this news (perhaps kill him, to prevent any fulfillment of the witch's 
prophesy), the Clp(a in did indeed kill the king. 

1bere were IAuidic colleges on many of the western islands of Scotland and 
England. The island of Skye held a warrior college where the warrior queen Scathach 
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taught her arts. The Fortunate Isles were ruled over by the priestess of the goddess 
Morgen, who held all arts and sciences in the control of herself and her Nine Sisters. 
In the churchyard at Trumpan, on the Isle of Skye, stands a stone with a hole in it. It 
is said that if a person closes their eyes and then successfully inserts a finger into the 
stone's hole at the first attempt, they will be blessed and die peacefully. 

During Scotland's Middle Ages, a divination cake was baked when a person 
was sick. It was then left at a sacred place such as a well or fairy mound. If the cake dis
appeared during the night, the sick person would recover. But if the cake remained, 
untouched, the person would die. Seers were often wrapped up in the skin of a sacri
ficed bull and left lying beside a river all night. During the night various spirits would 
visit them from the Otherworld and could be questioned about the future. 

Many people in both the Highlands and the Lowlands occasionally-perhaps 
only once or twice in their lifetime-"know" when someone is going to die. There 
have been innumerable instances of comments made about a coming death that have 
been later verified. Most of these people simply accept the gift of prophesy. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Scottish Witchcraft. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1992. 

Campbell, John Gregorson. Witchcraft and Second Sight in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. 
Glasgow: James MacLehose, 1902. 

Mackenzie, Alexander. The Prophesies of the Brahan Seer. Inverness, 1882. 

Stewart, Bob, and John Matthews. Legendary Britain. London: Blandford, 1989. 

SCRYING; SKRYING 

(See also Crystallomancy; Cylicomancy) 

The word sc:rying means "seeing"-in particular, seeing the future. Although many 
think of scrying in connection with crystal-gazing, it is a practice that can utilize any 
reflective surface. The Hindus and others use a blot of ink poured into the hand of a 
young boy (see below). Precious stones are occasionally employed, especially pale 
green beryl. The Maya of Central America used polished stones. Witches will utilize a 
highly polished copper disc. 

Among the frescoes decorating the walls of the Villa of Mysteries at Pompeii, 
Italy, there is a scene of an initiate gazing into a concave polished copper or silver 
bowl. Behind her, a priest holds up a mask of Dionysus to trigger the series of scenes 
sparking a ritual palingenesis. Mirrors are popular for scrying, black mirrors in particu
lar. The very first form of mirror was the reflection of a pool, pond, or small body of 
water. This is still good for scrying. 

One of the most famous seers was Dr. John Dee (1527-1608), English mathe
matician, alchemist, and astrologer to England's Queen Elizabeth I. His assistant, Edward 
Kelley, was skilled at scrying and used either a perfect crystal or obsidian, the black vol
canic glass. Known by Dee and Kelley as their "speculum," their scrying instrument is now 
preserved in the British Museum. A drawing by Leonardo da Vinci (now in the Library of 
Christ Church, Oxford, England) shows a woman holding up a mirror to a seeress so that 
she may scry as part of a ritual. In the mirror can be seen the face of an old man. 
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According co the ancient grinwires, or books d magic, it was ne� fur the 
practitioner to fast for a period hebe taing the saying tool This fast, the books say, 
should be fur anywhere from twenty-four hours to three days. 1he magician $hould 
men make frequent ablutions and subject him· or herself to strict religious discipline. 
During the invocation before saying. the operator should &ce the cast and summon 
from me crystal or other gazing smface the spirit (0 whom he or she wished (0 speak. 
All this was done within the complicated ri tua lei rcle of cen:cuouial magic. 

In fact none of the above is necessary. To successfully say it is important to 
have the right attitude of mind and ro be in the right mood, but elaborate ritual is 
uiVlecesary. You should have absolute silence, if possible, so that yoo are not disaact• 
ed by sounds. You should do a series of deep-breathing eJ�ercises before srarting to help 
calm yoor body and mind. Then you should relax and gaze inro the saying rool with
oot sttaining. Th«e is no need ro try to remain unblinking; just blink as and when 
necesary. A comfortable seat will help as, for many, will the burning of incense. 
Incense seems to help establish the right atmosphere for the practice. 

If some particular information is sought from the 5ctying--where a person is at 
that time, or what is happening in some area--then the question should be the object 
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of concentration for a few moments before starting the scrying. Then put the question 
out of your mind and begin scrying with a completely open mind, allowing anything 
that may to come into the picture. 

E. W. Lane, in his book An Account of the Manners & Customs of the Modem 
Egyptians ( 1856), gives a story of scrying he experienced in Egypt. He says that the 
"magician" burned incense and wrote invocations to his various familiar spirits on 
slips of paper. He then burned one of the slips with the incense. As he did so, he took 
hold of the right hand of a young boy who had not yet reached puberty. On the boy's 
palm he drew a square, with various mystical sigils inside it, and on its center poured a 
little black ink. The boy then looked into the blot of ink and described what he saw. 
As a test, Lane asked him to see Lord Horatio Nelson, of whom the boy had never 
heard. The boy described the admiral exactly, even to the empty sleeve of his tunic 
being fastened across his chest. 

Sources: 

Besterman, T. Crystal-Gazing. London: Rider, 1924. 
Buckland, Raymond. Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1986. 
Lane, E. W. An Account of the Manners & Customs of the Modem Egyptians. London: C. Knight, 

1856. 
Melville, J. Crystal Gazing. New York: Samuel Weiser, 1970. 
Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

SEANCES 

The meaning of the word seance is "sitting." A seance is a sitting together of a group 
of people for an occult or metaphysical experiment. The people attending a seance are 
referred to as "sitters." Such a gathering can be of any size, though a group of six or 
eight people is most common. They usually sit with a medium, be it professional or 
amateur, who is the channel through which the spirits communicate. Two friends sit
ting with a Ouija board would be considered as having a seance. 

People attend seances for a variety of reasons, but mostly the object is to make 
contact with spirits of the dead to get information from them. This may only be infor
mation that indeed the spirit continues to exist after death, or it may be more specific 
information concerning the quality of life in the afterworld, or to investigate some 
past, present, or future happening in this world. 

Seances can be held at any time of the day or night, though the majority of 
such sittings seem, for whatever reasons, to be held in the late evening. Certainly at 
that time the "vibrations" are better for spirit communication. This may be something 
to do with the atmosphere; radio waves seem to travel further and with less interrup
tion in the evening. There is also a certain stillness and clarity that is missing during 
the day. Additionally, of course, a private seance held in the late evening is less likely 
to be open to interruption from unexpected callers. 

A seance can lift the veil between this world and the next, so that the living 
and the dead may temporarily reunite and communicate with one another. With 
physical mediums phenomena such as telekinesis (the moving of objects without 
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physical contact), levitation, a materialization may be experienced. With a trance 
medium there may be automatic writing or even direct voice communication-the 
speaking of a spirit through the medium's vocal cocds. The spirits speaking, either 
through rhe medium or by way of the medium's guide, can impart knowledge of the 
past, present or even of the furure. This might be viewed as a modem version of the 
ancient sibyls, Pythia ard other guides. 

The question of lighting at a seance is often debated. Some groups wak in 
complete a near total darkness while others work in bright light. Some work in can

dlelight while others just dim the lights. A lowered level oflighrdoesseem preferable, 
il only roan down on distractions ard as being conducive ro shifting consciousness 
and entry into trance. Most �ances rake place with the sitters around a rable.lr  is 
usual to place rhe hands on the table init ially, some groups spreading their arms so 
that little fingers touch with neighbor'sfingm, Conning an unbroken circle of energy. 
Feet should be flat on the floor with legs uncrossed. 

Whether or nor there is a medium present, the group should have a leader. 
This person is responsible for evet}'One, for the nmning of the evering, and for reoog
rizing where talent is showing itself so that it may be encouraged. A brief meditation 
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or the singing of a song is sometimes used as a relaxing and harmonizing tool, bringing 
everyone into accord. From there the seance can begin. 

As stated, the purpose of the seance can vary, as can the method of operating. 
Table tipping is sometimes part of a sitting, as is automatic writing, clairvoyance, 
clairaudience, clairsentience, direct voice, telekinesis, levitation, and materialization. 
The aim may be to communicate with one or more specific spirits, perhaps related to 
sitters, or it may be to make contact with virtually any spirit. 

Some sitters meet solely to hold "rescue seances." These are aimed to help 
those spirits who do not realize that they are dead. They may wander about their old 
neighborhoods literally haunting them and wondering what has happened. The res
cue sitters can explain to them that they have crossed over and that they need to 
move on. 

As well as group sittings there can be private seances. Someone with a strong 
desire to communicate with a deceased friend or relative may arrange a private sitting 
with an accomplished medium for this purpose. In this instance there is seldom input, 
in the form of energy, from the sitter; he or she is there to witness the phenomena pro
duced by the medium and to acknowledge the material presented. 

Sources: , 

Bentine, Michael. The Door Marked Summer. London: Granada, 1981. 
Bentine, Michael. Doors of the Mind. London: Granada, 1984. 
Buckland, Raymond. Doors to Other Worlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 
Cowan, Tom. The Book of Seance. Chicago: Contemporary Books, 1994. 
Hollen, Henry. Clairaudient Transmissions. Hollywood: Keats Publications, 1931. 
Moses, William Stainton. Direct Spirit Writing. London, 1878. 
Miihl, Anita M. Automatic Writing. Dresden: Steinkopff, 1930. 
Owens, Elizabeth. How to Communicate with Spirits. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2002. 

SECOND SIGHT 

In Scotland, second sight is known by the Gaelic name da-dhealladh, which literally 
means "the two sights." The vision of the world of sense, as possessed by all people, is 
one of those sights and the other is the vision of the world of spirits. It is the ability 
to see ghosts, phantoms, apparitions, doubles, and the many and various spirits of 
earth, air, fire, and water. It is said, in Scotland, that the shepherds of the Hebrides 
have the largest possession of the gift, but it is well known all over Scotland, and on 
the Isle of Man, in Ireland, in Scandinavia, and other parts of the world. Although 
not exclusive to the Celtic world, the second sight is more prevalent in Celtic coun
tries than elsewhere. 

J. G. Campbell said that "the Celtic priests had reduced the gift of seeing spec
tres to a system, a belief which formed part of their teaching." The idea of second sight 
is based on the idea that everyone has a doppelganger, or an astral double, which is vis
ible to those with the gift of second sight. Spence says that the chief peculiarity of sec
ond sight is that the visions are often, though not always, of a symbolical nature, and 
so need to be interpreted. In second sight the percipient sees events happening at a 
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distance, sees people never seen before with the naked e�, or msees events that are 
coming but stiU a distance off. 

Some believe that seron d sight is bereditar% but not all agree on tbat.ln Low� 
land Fifeshire, it il said that a child bam feet first would either be posw:ssed of the gift 
of second sight or would be a wandeter in a foreign land. � of the eadi� references 
to sec:xmd sight il bnd ln Ralph Higden's fourteenth<entury Poi,dwon¥on where, 
speaking of the Isle of Man, he says, "1bere oft by day time, men of that island see 

men that hath died bek>rehand, beheaded, or whole, and what death they died." 

Sourcs: 
Campbell, John Gqorsoa. Witdlac.ift and St.anul. Sigltt in w Hi;uanm and Isbtds c/ Scodcnf. 

Gluaow: James Macl..eboee, 1902. 
Spence, lewis.� Ma,r Art3 in Celtic Britain. London: Rider, 194S. 

81!1!00, EMBEDDED IN DUNGKC � 

SEEINGSIGHr tu Claitvoyame 

SEER/SEERESS 

A seer is a "see·er," a c:laitvoyant. It is one who is able to see the future; one to whom 
divine revelations are made in visions. In the Bible, 1 Samuel 9:9, it sa'll': "Btlorehand 
in Israel, when a man went to enquire of God, thus hespalce, Come, and let us tptothe 
seer, for he that il mw called a Prophet was beforetime called a Sett." In Israel a seer 
was c�led iro' th (meaning "visionary") or lao� It ("gazr"), wbile a prophet was nail hi. 

SELENO.MANCY 

Sclenomanc y is divination based on the awear.mce of the mooo. Observation o( the 
pat tans on the auface of� moon, together with � phase of the moon and Its visi· 
bility through cloud oover, are all inteqxcted in chis fonn of divination. 

There are also certain beliefs regarding the moon fOWld in different arQS of 
the world. A blue tinge to the moon is believed to be an indication that rain is on the 
way. A red tinge means there is wind to come. A white tinge signifies fine weather. In 
the south ofEngland, it is said that 6ne days will follow if then: is a 6ne Tuesday after 
a new moon. Moist days will come after a wet  or humid Tuesday after a new moon. If 
the horns of t:hr moon are obscured on the third or fourth day, this means rain is on 
the way. 

If the circle of the moon is red, problems and hardships are coming. If it rains 
on the first Tuesday after the full moon, it will continue to do so for the rest of that 
moon period. Similarl% if it is dry on that first Tuesday, it wiU remain dry for that 
moon period. If the moon is clear on its rising, it means that in the summer there will 
be fine weather but in the winter there wiU be a seven: cold speU. Cleame53 a1 the full 
moon promises a fair period, as does a halo that mdts quiclcll' A double halo means 
then: is tping to be a storm. 
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Sources: 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume 1-Manual of 
Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 

SENSING see Clairsentience 

SEPHARIAL see Old, Walter Gom 

SHADOWS see Lunomancy; Sciomancy 

SHAMAN 

Shamanism is a religio�s phenomenon characteristic of Siberian and Ural-Altaic peo
ples, also found in North and South America, Oceana, Indonesia, and elsewhere. A 
shaman is a medicine man and a priest, curing sickness and, through techniques of 
ecstasy, accompanying the souls of the dead on their final journeys. The word shaman 
itself comes from the Siberian tribal language ofTungus (of the Ural-Altaic peoples of 
the Arctic and central Asian regions). There are also female shamans-more properly 
shamanesses-in many areas. 

The shaman is an ecstatic who is a specialist in the sacred and succeeds in hav
ing mystical experiences. Shamans access information through spirit journeying. The 
shaman believes that there is a universal web of power that supports all life, all life 
forms being interconnected. They believe that all elements of the environment are 
alive and all have their source of power in the spirit world. 

Although the primary function of the shaman is healing, he also performs div
ination. Dreams are one of the tools used for foreseeing the future. Interpretation of 
omens is another. A method popular with Celtic shamans was aeromancy, or observa
tion of the clouds. They believed that the clouds, driven and shaped as they are by the 
winds, reflect the mysteries of life. Much as vague shapes formed by tea leaves (see 
Tasseography) can be indicators of coming events, so can the shapes formed by cumu
lus and other clouds. "Mares' tails," "mackerel" skies, and similar have specific mean
ings, but it is the ever-changing shapes of cumulus clouds that lend themselves more 
to prognostication. One method used by Celtic shamans was to find a hollowed stone 
or other depression that was filled with rainwater, and then to look into it-scrying
studying the section of sky reflected on its surface. 

Shamans are often consulted to find animals that have gone astray and to 
recover lost objects. The Lapp shamans use their drums in divination. The Tungus of 

Turukhansk, Siberia, practice a form of divination involving throwing their drum
sticks in the air and interpreting by the positions in which they fall. The Yukagir 
shaman of Central Asia employs aurispicy and astragalomancy. Eskimo shamans
the women especially-will seat a person on the ground and hold up their head with a 
belt. When the head becomes heavy, it is a sign that the spirits have arrived. Then 
questions are asked. If the head gets heavier still, it is an affirmative answer, while if 
the head gets lighter, it is negative. 
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SHEARS see Coscinomancy 

SHELL HEARING 

A branch of conchomancy, shell hearing is one way of promoting clairaudience. In 
spiritualism, a medium may hold a shell to his or her ear and listen. Through the 
"sounds of the sea" that are always associated with such listening, voices may be heard. 
These, in spiritualism, are recognized as voices of the dead, who may then be ques
tioned. Some mediums hold one shell, such as a large conch, to one ear; others hold 
two shells, one to each ear. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Doors to Other Worlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 

SHELLS see Conchomancy 

"SHIPTON, MOTHER" (1488-1561) 

Born in 1488 at Dropping Well, Knaresborough, Yorkshire, England, Ursula Sontheil 
(Southill, Sowthiel, or Southiel) became one of the most famous prophets of all time, 
known as "Mother Shipton." Her prophesies are said to rival those of Nostradamus. 

Ursula was the daughter of a local witch, Agatha Sontheil (some records name 
her Emmatha). Her father was unknown though it was rumored he was the leader of a 
group of magicians who celebrated secret rituals in the forests of Knaresborough. Many 
of the stories claim that he was the Devil himself. One story goes that Agatha had from 
him the command of the winds and, when nosy neighbors crowded into her home to 
ply her with questions, she summoned up the wind that blew them all out of her house. 
Such stories multiplied until Agatha was eventually brought before the local justices on 
a charge of witchcraft. By revealing that the justice had been sleeping with his two 
female servants, Agatha got herself acquitted and was never again so charged. 

Agatha's child was born in July 1488, and was named Ursula. It is said that 
Ursula was greatly deformed when she was born and that shortly after her birth, her 
mother retired into the convent of St. Bridget, near Nottingham, where she soon 
died. The orphaned Ursula was raised by the parish nurse, who sent her to school. 
Ursula did very well in school, though she was taunted unmercifully by the other chil
dren because of her deformities. She was extremely misshapen and generally referred 
to as "the Devil's child." Eventually she was sent away from the school; it is said 
because she magically punished her abusers. 

At twenty-four Ursula married a carpenter named Toby Shipton, of Shipton, 
near York, and settled into her own home. There she built up a reputation as a 
prophetess and seer. Now known as Mother Shipton, Ursula found that people started 
to come from many miles away to ask her about their futures. Soon the ordinary folk 
were joined by the nobility. 

One of the early predictions of note made by Ursula concerned Cardinal 
Wolsey. She said, "The Mitred Peacock shall now begin to plume himself, and his 
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ttain shaD make a great show in the world. He 
shaD want to li� at York, and shall see it, but 
shaD never come thither�d fmally after great 
misfortuneS he shall fmish with Kingston." The 
"Mitred Peacock" refmed to Cardinal Wolsey, 
who had obtained the revenues of Bath, 
Worcester, Hereford, and St. Albans, among 
other churches. He had bee� extremely pow· 
erf\al. His train did make a big show, being com· 
prised of some eight-hundred retainers. On his 
joumey to York, which is whe1e he had publicly 
stated he was going to live, he sent three men 
on ahead telling them to disguise themselves 
and consult Mother Shipton. They were taken 
there by a guide named Beasly. When they 
knocked at Mother Shipton's door she called 
out"Come in, Mr. Beasly, and those noble lords 
with you." After giv� them cake and ale, she 
told them that Wolsey would never come to 

York. One cJ the locds said that when he did 
come, she would bum. Ursula rook out her 
handkerchief and threw it into the fire, saying 
"If this bum, then I may bum." 'The handker· 
chief did not bum, despite lying in the fire b: 
many minutes. Meanwhile, Cardinal Wolsey got 
as far as Cawood, j�t eight miles from York. As 
he paused there, within sight of the city, the Propbet MotheF Shiptoo. Fortam Pim.� Unary. 
Earl cJ Northumberland arrived and an:ested 
him, taking him back to the lower of London as 

a prisoner. The Tower, at that time, was in the 
charge of Sir William Kineston. 

Among Mother shipton's many other prophesies was: 

Great London's triumphant Spire 
Shall be consumed with flames offire
More wonders yet! A widowed 0-leen, 
In England shall be hea<iess seen. 

The harp shall give a better sound, 
An Earl without a head be found. 

lhisreferred to the fire that burned St. Paul's steeple, occurriug in June 1561; 
to the beheadi� of Maty, Q.,.een of Scats; to the prosperity of Ireland (the harp) 
Wlder Elizabeth's reign; and to the beheading of the Earl of Essex, one-time g�mor 
cJ Ireland. Another example was: 

The Crown then fits the white King's head, 
Who with the Lilies soon shaD wed: 
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Then shall a peasant's bloody knife 

Deprive a great man of his life. 

The "white King" was Charles I, who was dressed all in white for his corona
tion. He married Henrietta Maria, sister to Henri IV of France; the arms of France 

being lilies. The Duke of Buckingham became very unpopular and while embarking at 
Portsmouth for Rochelle, was stabbed to death by a soldier. 

Many were the prophesies of Mother Shipton-for local people, for the nobili
ty, and for the political times. She continued for many years and was held in great 
esteem. Even today her memory is honored in Yorkshire. Sometime before her death, 
she foretold the hour and the day that she would die. When that time came, she said 
goodbye to her friends, retired to bed, and died at the age of seventy-three, in 1571. 
On her tombstone it says: 

Here lies she that never ly'd, 
Whose skill so often has been try' d. 

Her prophecies shall still survive, 

And ever keep her name alive. 

Sources: 

Dropping Well Estate. The Life and Prophesies of Ursula Sontheil better knoum as Mother Shipton. 
Leeds, UK: Arthur Wigley, n.d. 

Heywood, Abel. Mother Shipton's Prophesies. Manchester, UK: Abel Heywood, 1881. 

Simpson, J. W. Mother Shipton: Her Life and True Prophecies Those Fulfilled and Those Yet to Be. 

Bath, UK: West Country Editions, 1976. 

SHOULDER, LOOKING OVER see Retromancy 

SHOULDERS see Armomancy; Omoplatoscopy; Scapulomancy 

SIBERIAN AND LAPP 

Siberian and Lapp shamans divine by beating on multicolored drums. They place 
small brass rings on the surface of the drums and divine the future through the vibra
tions of those rings-how they move and change their relationships as the drumhead 
is beaten. 

The Lapps ornament their drums extensively with mythological figures and 
other images. Lapp drums represent the three cosmic zones, separated by boundary 
lines. Both the front and the back faces of the drumskins are decorated. There is usual
ly a depiction of the World Tree, the sun and moon, stars, a rainbow, and more. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond and Kathleen Binger. The Book of African Divination. Rochester, VT: Des
tiny Books, 1992. 

Eliade, Mircea. Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, Bollingen Series 1972. 
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The Delphic Sibyl, a prophet of ancient Greece. Fortean Piro.re Ubrary. 

SIBYL 

Legend has it that the ancient sibyls could live £or a thousand years. It seems likely, 
however, that it was their uttering:s that �e so long lived. In fact Heraclitus, u quot· 
ed by Plutarch, Aid of them: ,.The Sibyl with raving mouth, uttering things without 
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smiles, without graces and without myrrh, reaches over a thousand years because of 
the god." 

The sibyls were the prophets of ancient Greece and Rome. They seem to have 
originated in Greek Asia Minor. They were always connected to Apollo, the god of 
prophecy, who also originated in Asia Minor. Where the Pythia of Delphi were con
trolled and protected by the priesthood, the Sibyls were in effect freelancers. The best
known sibyls were at Delphi, Erythrre, Marpessus, Phrygia, Sardis, and Thessaly. The 
majority of the prophecies uttered by the Sibyls dealt with war, famine, plague, and 
other disasters. 

In Virgil's !Enid there is the story of the Sibyl of Cumre, who predicts the wars 
that will follow ;Eneas's landing in Italy. fEneas had been told by the prophet Helenus 
to seek out the cave of the Sibyl of Cumre as soon as he reached Italy. He was told that 
she was a woman of deep wisdom who could foretell the future and advise him what to 
do. This she did and, in fact, traveled with him to guide him, eventually leading him 
to meet his deceased father, Anchises. 

Sources: 

Hamilton, Edith. Mythology. New York: Little, Brown, 1942. 
Kaster, Joseph . Putnam's Concise Mythological Dictionary. New York: G.P. Putnam's, 1963. 
Parke, H .  W. Sibyls and Sibylline Prophecy in Classical Antiquity. New York: Routledge, 1988. 
Phillips, E. D. (ed .). Man, Myth & Magic. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 
Potter, D. Sibyls in the Greek and Roman World, Journal of Roman Archaeology 3, 1990. 

SIBYLLINE BOOKS 

(See also Sibylline Oracles) 

The sibyls were the Roman oracles. According to Tacitus, their predictions and div
inations were written in hexameter verses and collected into books, which were care
fully preserved in the Capitol. They were kept under the guardianship of two 
Commissioners for Ritual (duouiri sacris faciundis), though that number was later 

increased to fifteen. These Commissioners were the only ones allowed to consult the 
books and the mysterious verses contained within. Although some Greeks came to 
look upon the predictions as nonsense, the Romans generally regarded them as sacred 
texts and referred to them when dealing with any abnormal and perilous situations. 

When the Capitol was burned down during the civil wars between Marius and 
Sulla in 83 BCE, the books were removed to the temple of Apollo on the Palatine. 
The books were stored in the base of the great statue of Apollo. It is believed that they 
remained in existence until339 CE, at which time they were destroyed by Stilikon. 
Three ambassadors-Paulus Gabinus, Marcus Otacillius, and Lucius Valerius-were 
sent by Augustus to collect whatever they could of the remaining records of the 
Sibylline Oracles, to replace the lost ones. The three traveled to Asia, Africa, and 
Italy, including to the Erythrrean Sibyl. 

In 293 BCE there was a pestilence in Rome-a not-uncommon occurrence with 
the city's poor sanitation-and one of the Sibylline oracles advised seeking the aid of 
lEsculapius (or Asklepios). A mission was sent to Epidaurus, one of the principal shrines 
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of J£sculapius, and returned with a sa�d serpent. As lhe boat carrying it came up the 
Tiber, the snake slipped overboard and swam asho� on a small island in midstream. A 
shrine was� there in honor of �apius, and a became a great heamg cenw. 

In 205 BCE Hannibal was still in po!RSSi.on of a wn¥r c:i laly and prolonging 
a twdve·year war. Showers of stones were experienced in Rcme on .:vera) occasions 
(probably volcanic lapilli) and the Sibylline Boolcs were consulted. According to Uvy, 
the response was to the effect that -Mlcn a foreign foe had invaded Italy , he could be 
driven out and vanquished i the ldaean Molher were brought from Pesainus." Pe$$inus 
was a Phrygian city, one ci the most famous seats of the cult of the Great Mother. An 
am ba.ssildor was duly sent 10 Asia and met wilh King Atmlos of Pergamon. Through 
him they obtained a large, black stone said to be the representation of the Great 
Molher. This was brought back and placed in the Temple of Victory on the Palatine. 
l.ater a shrine wz built for it, and games known z lhe Megalesia, or Festival of the 
Great Mother, were instituted in her honor. 

Scun:u: 
Phillip5, E. D. (eel.). Man, M,th & Ma.&ic· London: BPC Publishi�. 1970. 
Rose, H.J. &ligionin OtftceandRomt. New York: Harper &.Row,1959. 
Shcpani,l.ealle A. (ed.). Ency� of OcaJiism & Par�D· New York: Avon, 1978. 

SIBYLLINE ORACLES 

The Sibylline Books were the records of the elder .sibyls of earlier Rome and 
Greece-the oracles who predicted the fut\ae, albeit in mysterioos and often symbol
ic I� The "Si>ylline Otades," or � Silrylfina, were greatly falsified copies 
of theae original boolc.s. disfiew'ed with B.IOleiOUS interpolations. They were written 
originally by the Jews and later aJded to by the Ouistians, in their eKoru to convert 
people from paganism. 1be hexameter verse form of the original predictions was 
copied, as was the Homeric language 

Book Thrft contains Jewish Oiacb relating to the Golden Age escablished bv 
Ranan supremacy in lhe east, about the middle cl cbe second cenrury BCE. Another 
Jewish oracle refers to the wars of the second Triumvirate of Rome. Book Four is main· 
ly an attack m lhe pagan sibyls by the jews and the Christians. Book Five has a form 
of lhe myth of Nero rtdi"ws, brought up to date by Jewish or Christian writers, and 
eulogies of Hadrian, alongside the legend cllhe dealh cl TtiUS afttt hii destruction of 
Jerusalem. The other boob appear to be mainly O.ristian, from the second and third 
eenturies. It is said that these are still preserved in Rome 

Scun:u: 
Encydo� Bri!Dmial. OUcago: William Benton. 1964. 

SIDEROMANCY 

Sideromancy is divination based on the movement of straws placed on red·hot iron. 
According to Pierre de fAncre's I.: I� tt mesalanct dau� (Paris, 1622), an 
odd number of straws were dropped mto red.hot i£m, and "while they burned judg ·  
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ment was formed from the movement ci the 
straws, from their twisting or bending, from the 
fiery figures of the sparkling of the flames, and 
from the flight and oourae ci the smoke and o� 
enrile.• 

Interestingly, while agreeing that it is 
divinatioo by straws oo red·hot iron, the Oxford 
&,fish Dictionary offers a seoond definitioo fur 
sideromancy, as "Forecasting the ruture by 
means ci the stars." However, thatwould seem, 
more properly, to be termed astromaocy. 
George Crabb's Unwmal Technolo&fml Diai� 
ntlrJ of 1823 reinforces de l'Ancre's explanation 
with the statement that sideromancy is "a 
species of divinat ion performed by burning 
straws, etc. oo red-hex iroo, in which operatioo 
conjectures were formed from the manner ci 
their burning, etc." 

Soun:5: 
de Oivry, Grillot. A Plcc:oriGI An holoo a{ Witchcraft, 

MQlic t!1 Ald.i:my. London: Spottiswoodt. fW. 
lan�,I9Jl. 

Oxftmi E� DicrionM'J. Oriord: �ndon Press, 
1989. 

SIDGWJCK, HENRY 
( 1838-1900) 

8om May 31, 1838, Heruy Sidgwid became the f\tst presidentci the Society b Psy· 
chical Research in London, England. Sidgwick was Prof=or ci Moral Philosophy ar: 

Cambridge University. � was ooce deicribed as "the most incorrigibly aDd exasperat
ingly aitical and �eptical brain in England." On becoming president ci the SPR in 
1882, he said: "It is a scandal that the dispute as to the reality of these (psychicl phe
nomena shwld still be going on, that so many competmt witnesses have declared their 
belief in them .• • and yet the educated wm-ld, as a body, should still be simply in an 
attitude of inaedulity." Sidgwidc wodred with the society fer eighteen years, contribut· 
ing many important studies to the Proceedings. He ooce wrcxe to a friend, a Mr. Dak)'l'ls, 
"I have actually heard the taP' .. . hOWI:Ver, I have no kind cievidence to come befOre 
a jwy." He was initially most impressed with the phenomena ci the medium Eusapia 
Paladino but toe* a leading part in the sittings with her, hdd at Cambridge in 1895, 
which resulted in her exposure as a fraud. He had a number of sittings with Leooore 
Pt,er, in 1�-1890, and retained the keenest interest in hertrance phenomena. 

After his death on August 28, 1900, a number of medi�ns purpcxlr.d to bring 
word from Sidgwick's spirit. When Mrs. Thompson channded him on January 11, 
1901, a Mr. Piddingtoo who was present said that the diction, manner ci speech, and 
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the voice itself were all astonishingly lift: like, and he felt that he was indeed speaking 
with the man he had lcnown. 

Sowas: 
Fishley, Matpru. ne �- london: Aa.r.s. 1976. 
Spnce, Lewis. An�� of� OmJr_ london:�� &Sona,l920. 

SLEEP._ HftiD<IIUIXYj Msa:w:swy; � 

SMALLOB]B:I'S-� 

SMITH, PAMELA COLMAN (1878-1951) 

Pamela Colman Smith was a British-born American who was a member of the CXder 
ol the Golden Dawn. She did the artwork for the best-known tarot deck ol all time, 
the Rider-Waite deck (named after Arthur Edward Waite and his publisher Rider & 
Son, London). The deck was issued in 1909 and was the first to depict all the cards
Major and Minor Arc.al\a-- with full 3Cenesand images. 

Born on February 16, 1878, in Pimlico, London, England, Smith was the 
daughter c:i Charles Edward Smith, an American merchant, and Corinne Colman. 
The family lived in the greater London an:aand Manchester untill893. During the 
last year or so there Smith traveled with Henry Irving and Ellen Teny as pan ol the 
Lyceum Theatre G roup, working on set design and painting 3Cenery. 

By 1893 the family was back in the United States, in Brooklyn, where Smith 
enrolled in the Pratt Institute, studying art. She graduated at nineteen and started 
earning a living as an illusttator. She also did SOllie wrote and illustrated atories based 
on Jamaican folk ca lea. having spent some time in the islands due to her f.tther's busi • 

nes.s deals. Smith was known to her frimds as "Pixie." 

In 1899 Smith went back to England, with her f.tther, where she met the poet 
William Butler Yeau who, in tlnl, introduced her to the magical Otder ol the Golden 
Dawn. This was headed, at the time, by MacGregor Mathers. The following year 
Aleilfft Crowley tried to take over the Order and many problems developed, leading 
to its eventual breakup. By 1903 Arthur Edward Waite, one ol the leading members, 
broke away with his own faction, taking the name of the Golden Dawn with them. 
Smith followed Waite, and he saw in her some potential as an artist for a tarot deck he 
wanted to produce. They began work on it, with Waite directing. Smith was inspired 
by her own knowledge ol the occult, and by psychic visionc;. However, Waite very 
much wanted to press his own views. Smith was only paid a small fee fOr her work; she 
did not share in royalties on the deck. The deck was finally released in December ol 
1909, published by Rider & Son. Despite the work that Smith put into the deck, it is 
generally referred to as the Rider. Waite deck, rather than the Waite-Smith deck. 

Following World War I, Smith inherired some money and settled in Cornwall, 
England, at an artists' colony on The ward She liYed there with Nora Lake until 
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1939 and the outbreak of World War II. Pamela Colman "Pixie" Smith died on Sep
tember 18, 1951, aged 73, in Bude, Cornwall. 

Sources: 

Kaplan, Stuart. The Encyclopaedia of the Tarot. New York: U.S. Games, 1978. 

htcp://allthingstarot.freeserve.co.uk/riderwaite.html. 

SMITH, ROBERT CROSS-"RAPHAEL" (1795-1832) 

Robert Cross Smith was the first of a succession of astrologers who used the pseudo
nym "Raphael." He was born on March 19, 1795, in the village of Abbots Leigh, near 
Bristol, England. Smith maintained that he started studying astrology at an early age, 
in Bristol, though at that time there were few books available on the subject. By pro
fession he was a carpenter. He moved to London in 1820 and married. He then took a 
job as a clerk with a builder in Upper Thames Street. 

Smith was befriended by G. W. Graham, a balloonist who had an interest in 
astrology and in alchemy. He gave Smith financial assistance. With Graham's encour
agement, Smith moved into a house off Oxford Street and set up as a professional 
astrologer-one of the first. In 1822 the two men collaborated on a book titled The 
Philosophical Merlin. They dedicated it to "the famous and renowned Mademoiselle Le 
Nonnand," the French cartomancer. 

In 1824 Smith was appointed editor of a new periodical, The Straggling 
Astrologer of the Nineteenth Century. It was in the twelfth issue of this magazine-on 
August 21, 1824-that Smith first wrote using the pen name "Raphael." Although 
the magazine did not last long, it was succeeded by The Prophetic Messenger, which 
started in 1826 and continued (after Smith's death) until 1858. 

Smith gradually earned a reputation as an astrologer, though he also looked 
upon himself as an expert in magic and magical rituals. He wrote under the names 
Raphael, Royal Merlin, Medusa, Alfred the Inspired Penman, Extraordinary Genius, 
and Mercurius. He favored the Placidean system of astrology and produced almanacs 
and ephemerides of the time. 

Smith studied Francis Barrett's book The Magus, published in 1801. This was a 
compendium of ritual magic and various aspects of the occult. Smith came to plagia
rize much of Barrett's work. Many other astrologers attacked Smith, in writing. 

When Smith started editing The Prophetic Messenger, he incorporated an 
almanac that caught on. It led many publishers to ask Smith to write for them. In 
quick succession he wrote and published the Manual of Astrology ( 1828), Royal Book of 
Fate (1829), Royal Book of Dreams (1830), and Raphael's Witch (1831). His last major 
work was the Familiar Astrologer. There is a story that Smith had an unknown client 
who would not give his birth date to the astrologer. The man was very well dressed 
and wore a large, expensive ring. Smith told him he would die within two years. It 
turned out to be King George IV, who did die on June 26, 1830, within the two years. 

Smith wrote daily predictions, which became very popular. In 1827 he met 
William Blake and was "pouring over the fate of kings, emperors, and distinguished 
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individuals." He was thinking of moving to a different publisher for The Prophetic Mes
senger, because he was paid a fixed sum and the magazine was increasing in sales dra
matically, but he caught a violent cold and died of consumption on February 26, 1832. 

Sources: 

Cavendish, Richard (ed.). Encyclopedia of the Unexplained. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974. 
http:/ /ww.stargazers.com/raphael.html. 
http://ww.urania.info/comments/2002/4/28/17 4 7 40/593/0/post. 

SMOKE see Capnomancy 

SNAKE see Aspidomancy; Ophidiomancy; Ophiomancy 

SNEEZE 

Sneezing as an indication of future events, is a branch of spasmatomancy. In Greece, 
if anyone is interrupted in what they are saying by having to sneeze or by someone 
close by sneezing, then whatever was being said and was interrupted is regarded at 
being the absolute truth. If anyone is in doubt about how their comments will be 
received, they will somehow conjure up a sneeze to give emphasis to it. 

In the American Ozarks, sneezing is carefully observed. If a woman sneezes 
before breakfast, it means that company will arrive before noon. If she sneezes during 
breakfast, then two or more people will leave the house before sundown. If she sneezes 
with food in her mouth, it means that within twenty-four hours she will hear of a 
death. A similarity to the Greek belief mentioned above is that if she sneezes while 
telling a story-whether or not she believes it to be true-then that story is the truth. 

Sources: 

Lawson, John Cuthbert. Modem Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion. New York: Universi
ty Books, 1964. 

Randolph, Vance. Ozark Superstitions. New York: Dover, 1964. 

SOAL, SAMUEL GEORGE ( 1889-19??) 

An author, lecturer, and mathematician, Soal became a well-known figure in British 
parapsychology, though his image was later tarnished when it seemed evident that he 
had indulged in fraud with some of the results he obtained. 

Soal was born in Kirby Moorside, Yorkshire, England, on April 29, 1889. He 
studied at London University where he obtained a B.Sc. with first-class honors mathe
matics (1910), an M.A. in mathematics (1914), and a D.Sc. in psychology (1945). 
Among a large number of prestigious teaching posts, he was president of the Notting
ham University Society for Psychical Research in 1938, Perrott Student in Psychical 
Research at Cambridge from 1948 to 1949, and Fulbright Research Scholar in Para
psychology in 1951. 

From 1919 on, Soal conducted parapsychology studies, collaborating in quan
titative research with Mrs. K. M. Goldney, Frederick Bateman, and J. G. Pratt. He lee-
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tured widely both in England and the United States. He was able to duplicate many of 
the results obtained by Dr. J. B. Rhine. He wrote numerous articles and books, which 
included Modem Experiments in Telepathy (with F. Bateman, 1954) and The Mind Read
ers (with H. T. Bowden, 1959). 

Sources: 
Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH 

In 1882 a group of Cambridge University scholars, and other in and around London, 
got together to start a Society for Psychical Research. Its purpose was to thoroughly 
examine such things as clairvoyance, telepathy, precognition, and all other paranor
mal subjects, to see whether or not they really had a basis of fact. At the inaugural 
meeting Professor Henry Sidgwick was elected president, an office he held for nine 
years. The first council included Professors Barrett and Balfour Stewart, Edmund Gur
ney, Richard Hutton, F. W. H. Myers, Stainton Moses, E.T. Bennett, Dawson Rogers, 
Morell Theobald, and Dr. George Wyld. 

Early activity was devoted to experimental investigation of extrasensory per
ception, which the society established as a fact. They also felt safe in confirming a 
connection existing between death and apparitions. The society collected and pub
lished a massive amount of research, finding a great deal of fraud among spiritualist 
mediums but also finding many instances of unexplainable phenomena. 

In 1885 the American Society for Psychical Research was founded in Boston 
by Sir William Fletcher Barrett of the British society. Barrett was visiting the United 
States at the time. Originally independent, the American society affiliated with the 
British one in 1889. 

For many years, Dr. Richard Hodgson led investigations of the trance medi
umship of Leonore Piper. Eventually Hodgson was so impressed with her perfor
mances, and the evidence she produced, that he became converted to the cause of 
spiritualism himself. E. Dawson Rogers, President of the London Spiritualist Alliance, 
said of this that he (Hodgson) had been "a very Saul persecuting the Christians." His 
conversion, then, was an achievement for spiritualism. 

The society seemed to build up a bias against physical phenomena, refusing to 
accept any evidence of it. Eventually the bias seemed so pronounced that, in 1930, Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle and a number of other prominent members resigned from the 
society. Over the past fifty years the society has spent most of its time with mass exper
iments evaluated by statistical methods, with most of its interest in ESP and in psy
chokinesis. 

Sources: 
Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. Harper's Encyclopedia of Mystical & Paranormal Experience. San Francis

co: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 
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SONTHEn.., URSULA w "Sblp�Da,. tdol:ha" 

SoOTHSAYER 

A soothsayer U.literaUy. a "truth.sayer," one who� th� truth. It is, by extm.Pon. 
a person who foret�lla futu� ev�nta. Shamans, 1ft� astrologers, cb�iromancera, 
Pythia, and sibyl&� allsoothaayers i n that sen.51:y since th� t�ll what th� percei� 
to beth� audl of coming evmta. 

SORCERY 

Sorcery is mainly ooncaned with the asting </spells ood th� makingof charms. but It can 
also include divining the future.lh�wordcomes from the &mch SOil, meaning "apell." 
Guiley poincs oor that sore� is '1ow magic," in other words akin to folk maglc.lhere Is 
no connection with worahip cJ. gods, although in Africa th� se�R d' the two is reverRd, 
with sorcay cbs� to religion and ""itchcraft"viewed � the evil working of magic. 

Some anthropologists view aorcery as necessarily harmful magic, whi ch Ia not 
th� case. Within th� western definition of the word, sorcety is magic by manipulati on 
d' natural force. and powm to achi�� a desired end that is not necessarily n�pdv�. 
Accordi� to the Bibl�'a Acts 8: 9-11: 

But ther� was a c�rtain man, called Simon, which befor�ti� in th� 
sa� cirywed sorcery, and bewitched the peq>le d Samatia, givi .. our 
that himself was aome great one: To whom they all gav� h�, fiom th� 
l�au to th� greatest, saying, This man is the great pow�r d Gxl. And 
to him th� had reeanJ. because that of long ti� he had b�witchcd 
th� with aorceries. 

Guil�y �tiona that by th� latE Middle Ages the term "sorcerer· was applied 
to � cJ. higher lea.ming. auch as alchemists. physicians. and cen:monial magic lana. 
1h� w�� the onea who would probably abo be involved in trying to forer�ll future 
��nrs; th� would alao be seers, acryen, augurers and astrol...-. 

In th� �ar 1432, within a few days cJ. each other, ther� w� two recorda d' 
arrest for sorcery In England. On� was a &anciscan friar d' Worcester named Thomas 
Northfield, who was aeized with all his books and other mat�rials of "conjuration," 
including astrological oompuratlons. lhe other was also a niar, named Jchn Aah well. 
This latrer had two companions: a cletk named john Virl� and a woman named 
Margery Joordemayn. It was in this century that, in England, charges of sorc�ry w�r� 
first rais�d against peopl� of �inmce; the charges invariablyrais�d by th�ir m�le. 
fa- political reasona. One celebrated case was thar cJ. the Duchess ol Cloucater in the 
r�gn cJ. Henry VI. But ther� had been another case, that ol Da� Alic� K ytder ol 
KilUnny,lrdand,a hundred� earlier. The Bisbcp olOssoty, Richard de Ledrede, 
became convinced that Da� Alice was not a poisoner d husbands (as had been 
claimed), l:u a sorceress. In 1324 he charged her with h�retical sorcery and alao 
charged tEn accomplices with her. 1-Y indicted Dame Alic� on s�ven counta. 
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Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Witch Book: The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, Wicca, and Neo-paganism. 
Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 2002. 

Guiley, Rosemary Ellen. The Encyclopedia of Witches and Witchcraft. New York: Facts on File, 1989. 
Robbins, Rossell Hope. The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft and Demonology. New York: Crown, 1959. 

SORTES 

(See also Bibliomancy; Rhapsodomancy; Sortilege) 

Divination by using passages taken at random from a book. The passage is believed to 
have some relevance to the person doing the divining. Some diviners will stick the 
passage with a pin or the tip of a dagger, rather than just with the finger. This practice 
was also known as Sortes Biblic<E. Often the Bible is used for this (sortes sanctorum) but 
also, at one time, the works of Homer (sortes Homeric<£) and Virgil (sortes Virgilian<E) 
were very popular. Virgil's JEneid was a book commonly used in the Middle Ages. In 
Greece the preference was to take from Homer's Iliad and the Odyssey, while in Rome 
they favored Virgil. Mohammedans used the Koran. 

The selected passages might also be written on discs that were strung together. 
(Rakoczi believes the word sortes comes from the Latin serere, meaning "to string," 
but the Oxford English Dictionary says that it comes from the plural of the Latin sors, 
meaning "chance.") The strung discs would be thrown down, in the manner of sorti
lege, and the revealed disc passages were then the significant ones. 

G. E. Jews bury in A History of Ireland: Select Letters of G. E. ]ewsbury to Jane 
Welsh Carlysle (1892) quotes: "I send it you by way of a 'sortes,' and the Bible has as 
much virtue that way as Virgil." 

Sources: 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). A Manual of Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 
Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 
Rakoczi, Basil Ivan. Man, Myth & Magic: Lots. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

SORTILEGE 

Sortilege is the casting of lots in order to divine the future. The word comes from the 
Anglo-Saxon hlot meaning "allotment"; gehlot meant "decision." This is one of the 
most ancient methods of divination. In the Bible there are several mentions of sorti
lege being used. For example, it was used by the sailors to determine whether Jonah 
was the cause of the tempest (Jonah 1:7): "And they said every one to his fellow, 
Come, and let us cast lots, that we may know for whose cause this evil is upon us. So 
they cast lots and the lot fell upon Jonah." It was used to determine who should take 
the place of Judas, in Acts 1:26: "And they gave forth their lots; and the lot fell upon 
Matthias; and he was numbered with the eleven apostles." Also, in Proverbs 16:33 it 
says: "The lot is cast into the lap; but the whole disposing thereof is of the Lord." 

A form of sortilege is for verses taken from books to be written on discs, which 
are then strung together and thrown down (this is a variation on sortes). The 
revealed verses are then the pertinent ones. Rakoczi relates that at Prreneste (Palestri-
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na), Italy, the oracle of Fortuna had a number of oak tablets kept in a chest. Each was 
inscribed with signs and symbols. When the oracle was consulted, an acolyte would 
draw out one of the tablets at random from the chest. This would then be interpreted 
by the priest. Such drawing of lots could only be done at Pr�neste on certain days of 
the year. Fortuna (identified with the goddess Tyche in Greece) was in Rome the god
dess of fate, chance, and luck. 

The basic form of sortilege is for objects, such as stones, bones, dice, and domi, 
noes to be thrown down after being mixed or shaken together. Their relationship on 
landing is interpreted, as may be the area where they land, which may be subdivided 
into pertinent sections. The face of the object, or the revealed color or symbol that 
lands uppermost, is also significant. Black and white beans are sometimes used, as are 
small bones, dice, and stones. When dice are used it is called cubomancy. 

Methods vary. There are some classical forms of sortilege, such as Sortes 
Thri<Ec<£, a Greek form where pebbles or counters are thrown into an urn and then 
one is drawn out. They each have individual signs, letters, or symbols of some sort on 
them. This form of divination received its name from the Thri�, three nymphs who 
nursed ApoUo and were said to have invented this form of sortilege. 

There is also Sortes Viales, or street lots. This was used in both Greece and 
Rome. In this, a person carried a number of marked lots and would walk about in a 
market place. A young boy, encountered by chance, would be asked to draw one of the 
lots, and that would be the infallible prophecy. According to Plutarch (46-120 CE), 
the Greek writer and biographer, this method came from Egypt. A variation on it was 
for a boy to set up in a marketplace, with a tablet covered in possible answers to ques
tions. When consulted, the boy would cast dice on the tablet and read the verses on 
which they fell. Alternatively, various verses were written on pieces of paper and 
thrown into an urn. The verse drawn out was the significant one. Albius Tibullus (c. 
19 BCE), the Roman poet, wrote of this when he said: 

Thrice in the streets the sacred lots she threw, 
And thrice the boy a happy omen drew. 

Sortes Prenestin<£, or the Prenestine Lots, were used in Italy. Letters of the 
alphabet were written on individual tiles and placed in an urn. After being mixed, 
they were turned out on the ground and any words that were accidentally formed by 
the letters were taken as omens. 

Sortes Homeric<£ and Sortes Virgiliaru:e have been mentioned in the article on 
sortes. They involved opening the works of either Homer (favored by the Greeks) or Vir
gil (favored by the Romans) and taking the first sighted verse as pertinent as an omen. 

Variations of sortilege are astragalomancy, coin tossing, cleromancy, geoman, 
cy, lithomancy, psephomancy, I Ching, and many others. 

Sources: 

Adkins, Lesley and Roy A. Adkins. Dictionary of Roman Religion. New York: Facts on File, 1996. 

Rakoczi, Basil Ivan. Man, Myth & Magic: Lots. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

Rose, H. J. Religion in Greece and Rome. New York: Harper & Row, 1959. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 
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SOUND see Alveromancv 

SPASMATOMANCY 

Spasmatomancy deals with convulsive twitching of the limbs-involuntary move
ments by which the future may be gauged. In Greece, both ancient and modem, the 
twitching of a person's eyebrows can be revealing. If it is the left eyebrow that throbs 
and/or twitches, then it means an enemy will soon be encountered. If it is the right 
eyebrow, then it will be a friend. Theocritus (310-250 BCE), the Greek poet, demon
strated this belief when he said "My eye throbs, my right eye; oh! Shall I see Amaryllis 
herself?" Similarly, a buzzing or singing in your ears is a sign that someone will soon be 
speaking to you; slander and ill words if the left ear and flattery and good wishes if the 
right. With the itching of the palms of the hands there is again evidence of what is to 
come. If the left palm itches then money is to be paid out. If it is the right palm, then 
money will be coming in. The feet, too, can indicate what is to be. The soles of the 
feet itching indicate a journey is soon to be undertaken. If it is the left sole that itches, 
then the journey will be unsuccessful; if it is the right foot, then it will be successful. 

In Edward Smedley's The Occult Sciences (1855), he says: "Spasmatomancy is 
properly a part of medicine, for it is the art of foretelling from convulsive twitchings of 
the limbs diseases by which a man is about to be attacked." 

Sneezing and hiccuping, or choking over food, indicate that there is a back
biter at work. The cure is to guess the name of the person. Sneezing may be interpret
ed in different ways. If anyone is interrupted in what they are saying by having to 
sneeze, or by someone close by sneezing, then whatever was being said and was inter
rupted is regarded at being the absolute truth. 

Sources: 

Lawson, John Cuthbert. Modem Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion. New York: Universi

ty Books, 1964. 
Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 
Randolph, Vance. Ozark Superstitions. New York: Dover, 1964. 

SPATILOMANCY 

(See also Stercomancv) 

A branch of scatomancy, this is divination by means of feces, though in this case the 
emphasis is on animal feces. The odor of the droppings played a part in its interpreta
tion; it was a pointer to its age, for example. Consistency also played a part, as did the 
location of the feces. The material was also examined for contents like seeds or nuts 
that might have significance. 

SPHEROMANCY 

This is a form of crystallomancy, divining by a crystal ball or other sphere of glass. 
The basis of the divination is scrying. The actual ball used could be crystal, glass, or 
something like a garden ornament popularly known as a witch's ball. 
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Another form of spheromancy was not tied in to saying. It involved the obser· 
vation of a spherical ball (which could be wood, metal, or any stbtance) and its 
movement and stopping when rolled on a specmc swface area, which might or might 
nor be marlred into areas tepresenting aspects of the future. 

SPIDER 

(See abo Af.riao DiriDMiaQ) 

A spider seen running or tpinning i ts  web in the morning is a promise of money to 

come during me day .If me spider is active in the early evening, it means the� will be 
news bek>re nightfall. ln England, very small spidets are called "money spiders." lf one 

is seen on your c lathing it means that money is coming. 1 n Polynesia, a spider drop· 
ping down in front ci yoo is a sign that you will 1eceive a gift. Almost universally it is 
believed thar fO kill a spider will bring rain. 

In the Ozark �gion It is considered very bad luck to kill a spider; such an act 
would bring great misfortune. It is also believed that if you should be able to see your 
initials in a spider's web near your front door, yoo will be happy and fortunate for as 
loog as you live In that house. 

The EtnaiCllllt believed that it was possible to learn the wming numbers of 
lotteries with the help of a spider. They would write numbers on tiny pieces of paper 
and men place them in the bottom cia small box. A large spider would be placed in 
the box and left to build its web. In building, the spider would move the numbered 
pieces of paper. ThOISe pieces distwbed we� the numbers that would be lucky for the 
lottery. The spider could similarly be used to pick lucky days, give yes/no answers, or 
rum up the name.sof friends from enemies. 

A similar practice � kmuf in Africa and� known as NPn or Tdcar spider div· 
ination. lt is hwf in the northeastern section of the Bamenda Province in south· 
western Cameroon and uti!Ues the actions of a relative of the trapdoor spider, the 
llirnoscodf"a crassipts. Thia ia a very large, black, earth spider, four to six Inches in 
total length with a th�e-inch-long body. It is sometimes confused with the tarantula, 
but although ia bite Is painful it 6 rarely facal. 1he Xab people believe that this spl· 
der, because ir nests in the ground, possesses wisdom obcai� from the earth deities. 
1 he spider is usually owned by the head man of a village, who mes it k>r daily divlna· 
tion to ascertain the will of the gods. All the villagers will gather at the head man's 
hut each morning fO observe the daily ritual. 

The rite and divination is actually performed by the nku-n&dm, or diviner. 
(N gdm means "divination," while ng�m means "spider".) He has a set of cards ma:le 
from leaves ci the African plum ttee (Padt,Eobus e.cidis). Th� may be� many as two
hmdred of them, each with different signs and symbols marked on them by cutting or 
burni�. These cards have been placed ina large calabash pot. A lid is on the pot but 
the bottom ci it is broken and placed over the hiiile ci the earth spider, me hole in 
the pot allowing the spider access to the leaves. When the lid is removed in the mom· 
ing the diviner will see how me cards have been distwbed and rearr.�nged by t.he spi· 
der. I nterpteting these movements ccnstitute the divination. 
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Sources: 
Buckland, Raymond and Kathleen Binger. The Book of African Divination. Rochester, VT: Des

tiny Books, 1992. 
Leach, Maria (ed.). Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology, and Legend. San 

Francisco: Harper & Row, 1972. 
Leland, Charles Godfrey. Etruscan Magic & Occult Remedies. New York: Universiry Books, 1963. 

SPIRITS see Channeling; Necromancy; Necyomancy; Psychomancy; Spiritualism; Typtology 

SPIRITUALISM 

The spiritualism movement started in the mid-eighteenth century, sparked by the 
episode of the Fox sisters in Hydesville, New York, in 1848. It focuses on communica
tion with the world of spirits of the dead. Margaretta and Kate (later joined by Leah) 
Fox showed that such contact was possible and inspired thousands to try to renew com
munication with loved ones who had died. In its childhood, spiritualism became a 
breeding ground for fraudulent mediums and those seeking fame and fortune. However, 
despite the large number of fakes, there were many who showed that true contact was 
possible. In its heyday spiritualism commanded over two million followers on both 
sides of the Atlantic. Repeated exposes by scientists quickly reduced that number, but a 
hard core remains and is still active today. There have been some outstanding mediums 
never found to be fraudulent, such as William Stainton Moses, Daniel Dunglas Home, 
Eileen Garrett, Ena Twigg, Estelle Roberts, George Anderson, and Jean Cull. 

Many enthusiasts made the movement into a religion, inspiring spiritualist 
churches of various types. The movement became especially big in South America, 
Brazil in particular. The focus of a lot of the spiritualist groups, whether religiously 
affiliated or not, is healing of the sick through the agencies of departed medical 
experts. The laying-on of hands and auric healing are very popular and effective. 

Home circles, or seances (meaning "sittings"), allowed the movement to 
develop with groups of friends working together, with or without a professional medi
um, thus cutting out a controlling priesthood. From the use of Ouija<�> boards, auto, 
matic writing, clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience, etc., a true grassroots 
movement gave spiritualism a foundation that it may never totally lose. Divination is 
something that has become a part of it. Today has seen something of a renaissance of 
spiritualism with outstanding mediums such as John Edward and Sylvia Browne 
appearing not in semi-darkened rooms but under the bright lights of television, before 
live audiences. A Gallup poll showed that, in 1996, 20 percent of those questioned 
expressed a belief that it was possible for the dead to communicate with the living. A 
further 22 percent believed it might be possible. 

Sources: 
Buckland, Raymond. Doors to Other Worlds. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 
Edward, John. Crossing Over: The Stories behind the Stories. New York: Princess Books, 2001. 
Owens, Elizabeth. How to Communicate With Spirits. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2002. 

SPLANCHOMANCY see Anthropomancy 
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SPODANOMANCY;SPODOMANCY 

(See aboTe�y) 

Spodomancy Is divination using cinders !hat, in the original practice, were from sacri· 
ficial fires. According to Arthur Edward Wa.il£, writing as "Grand Orient," this was 
stiU practiced in Gennany during the first half of the nineteenth century, but with reg· 
ular ashes. He says: 

It is performed by scattering ashes chiddy in some place exposed to the 
air and writing therein wich the end of the finger any question about 
which infonnation is needed. The inscribed ashes are then left for the 
night, and on the following morning che letters !hat remain legible are 
uo;ed as onclu, for which purpme they may be placed in their natural 
order, when if they form an intelligible word, it may be considered to 

contain the mystic sense of the oracle and an answer to the question 
proposed. Otherwise, the insight of the contriver must be used to 
exti3Ct an appropriate answer from the assemblage of letters arranged 
after any fashion. As destiny is supposed to decide what lettem should 
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remain legible, and what should be effaced, this intervention of the 
operator does not interfere with the working of the oracle, but simply 
manifests its message. Should other characters than those inscribed 
originally appear upon the surface of the ashes, there is no need for 
apprehension, though such interferences, according to a time-honored 
custom, have been frequently ascribed to the deviL 

Despite this final warning, it seems that taking the remaining legible letters, 
either in the order they appear or treating them as an anagram, gives the seer an 
answer to any question asked. Charles Kingsley, in Two Years Ago (1857), said: "[He] 
stared fiercely into the fire, as if to draw from thence omens of his love, by the 
spodomantic augury of the ancient Greeks." 

Sources: 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume 1-Manual of 
Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

SPOTS see Maculomancy 

STAINS, BURN see Pyroscopy 

STARS see Astrology; Astromancy; Genethlialogy; Ouranomancy 

STERCOMANCY 

Stercomancy is a form of divination based on the finding of seeds in dung. It is a 
branch of spatilomancy, since it is worked with animal feces rather than with human 
excrement. The number of seeds contained in the droppings and their distrbution are 
significant to the seer. The types of seed can also have a bearing on the interpretation. 

STICHOMANCY 

This is a variety of rhapsodomancy and akin to hihliomancy. It is divination by lines 
of verse taken from a book at random. The works of Shakespeare, Byron, Keats, and 
Shelley have all been favorites for this form of divination. One method is to slide the 
point of a knife into a book between the pages, and then to open the book at that 
page. The knife point would then be touched down on a random verse. This verse, or 
the information in it, would be the answer to the question being posed. 

STICKS see Xylomancy 

STOICHEOMANCY 

Like stichomancy, stoicheomancy is also a variation on rhapsodomancy. Rather than 
just any book of verse being opened, it is the work of either Homer or Virgil. The vol
ume is opened at random and the first verse is read. It is believed that the verse will 
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have some relevance to the question being asked. In Greece the preference was to 
take from Homer's works, while in Rome they favored Virgil. 

Sources: 
Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. George Routledge & Sons, London 1920. 

STOLISOMANCY 

Stolisomancy is divination by the manner in which a person dresses him- or herself. 
Gaius Octavius Augustus (63B CE-14 CE), emperor of Rome, believed that a military 
revolt was predicted on the morning of its occurrence by the fact that his valet had 
buckled his right sandal onto his left foot. 

Sources: 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

STONES see Lithomancy 

STONES, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS see Gemology 

STRANGERS see Xenomancy 

STRAWS see Sideromancy 

SUN SIGNS 

(See also Astrology) 

In astrology, the sun signs are the names given to the twelve main divisions of the 
zodiac: Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capri
corn, Aquarius, and Pisces. The dates they govern are as follows: 

Aries: March 21-April 19. 
Taurus: April 20-May 19. 
Gemini: May 20-June 20. 
Cancer: June 21-July 22. 
Leo: July 23-August 21. 
Virgo: August 22-September 22. 
Libra: September 23-0ctober 22. 
Scorpio: October 23-November 21. 
Sagittarius: November 22-December 21. 
Capricorn: December 22-January 20. 
Aquarius: January 21-February 19. 
Pisces: February 20-March 20. 

However, if you are born between September 23 and October 22, for example, 
this does not mean that you were born under the actual group of stars known as Libra. 
The sun did appear to be among that group at one time, but due to what is known as 
the "precession of the equinoxes" it is no longer there. This precession is a very slow 
shift in the pattern of the sky, as seen from the earth, which takes 25,800 years to go 
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full circle. Those names have been retained for the zodiacal divisions, however, as 
exactly 30° sections, regardless of the actual stars contained in each section. 

The sun sign shows the personality, or image, the person presents to the world. It 
influences the conscious self, the active life, vitality, and self-expression. It is, however, 
greatly modified by the ascendant (that which rises on the eastern horizon at the time of 
birth) and by the position of the moon in regard to the planets of the zodiac. The ascen
dant more closely resembles the true self. The moon governs the instincts and emotions. 

Each sun sign has traditional traits: 

Aries: Positive traits are enterprising, courageous, energetic, a lover of free
dom, with a pioneering spirit. Negative traits are selfishness, impulsiveness, quick 
temper, impatience, being unsubtle and not at all diplomatic. Aries people are usually 
very lively and generous, rapidly grasping situations, but they can be very aggressive to 
the point of giving offense. They can be quick-tempered and selfish but are also quick
witted and able to acknowledge their own selfishness. However, that quick-wittedness 
can lead to being erratic. The Aries person needs to express his or her sexuality, 
though in a positive manner. There is a liking for try ing new things, exploring new 
areas, and taking new approaches. Sports connected with force and noise are favorites. 

Taurus: Positive traits are reliability, patience and endurance, determination, 
trust, and affection. Negative traits are laziness and self-indulgence, stubbornness, 
greed, temper and obsession with routines. It is important for the Taurus person to feel 
secure at work and at home. There is a very bad temper that can easily be triggered. 
This can especially be brought on by jealousy, due to possessiveness. Taurus people 
have an excellent business sense, making money and holding on to it. There is also an 
artistic side, with an interest in sculpture and architecture. There is too much caution 
and fear of risk for there to be any chance of being rushed. There is great patience but 
also a tendency to bore others. 

Gemini: Positive traits are versatility with adaptability and spontaneity. The 
Gemini can be witty and lively, an amusing conversationalist with a flair for languages 
and writing. Negative traits are changeability, restlessness, inconsistency and great 
inquisitiveness. They feel they are always right and there is an ability to bluff through 
complicated situations based on very little knowledge. Very easily bored, Gemini has a 
need to keep occupied and invariably does more than one thing at the same time. If 
not properly stimulated, the mind can tum to cunning and even to fraud. Tedium and 
boredom should be avoided, especially in the workplace. Languages can be appealing. 

Cancer: Positive traits are a strong parental instinct, with a great love of the 
home. Kindness, sympathy and sensitivity are present, as are resourcefulness, shrewd
ness, protection, and caution. Negative traits are changeability, hyper-sensitivity, insta
bility, and moodiness. There is a tendency to be overly emotional and also self-pitying. 
Although often willing to listen to other people's problems, Cancers are more often 
caught up in their own worries and cares. They can be moody and uncommunicative. 
Although prone to make unthinking comments about others, they can be overly sensi
tive to comments made about them. Excellent memory and highly intuitive. 

Leo: Positive traits are generosity and enthusiasm, also broadmindedness and a 
sense of the dramatic. Negative traits are a tendency to bully, intolerance, conceit, 
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and pomposity. The Leo person can be intolerant and interfering, pompous, and dog
matic, yet does have a warm-hearted charm that can be spontaneous when allowed. 
He or she can be easily hurt but would never show it. There can be extravagance, with 
little control over the spending of money. There is a definite flair for the dramatic and 
a tendency to "think big." There is also a closed mind, with things once learned 
retained for all time. There is a need to be able to admire the object of affection and 
Leo will then remain fiercely loyal at all times. 

Virgo: Positive traits are a strong tendency to be analytical, meticulous, and 
tidy. Virgos are frequently modest. Negative traits are being hypercritical, fussy, and 
overly worried. The Virgo person does not find it easy to express him or herself, espe
cially with regard to emotional relationships. A hard worker, Virgo pays great atten
tion to detail and finds it difficult to slow down and relax. There is a tendency to 
intestinal problems, often brought on by worrying and nervousness. Hobbies can be 
enjoyed if they involve making and doing things. There are great analytical talents, 
making Virgos excellent at research. 

Libra: Positive traits are romanticism and being very easygoing, idealistic, and 
diplomatic. Negative traits are indecision, frivolity, changeability, gullibility, and 
being easily influenced by others. The Libra person can be very flirtatious and can eas
ily rush into a relationship that will be later regretted. There is an intense dislike of 
quarrels but, in order to avoid them, he or she may try to be all things to all people. 
There can be great indecision and there is a reputation for laziness. Once the mind is 

made up, then the Libran will usually get what is wanted. They are usually better 
working in partnership than alone. Libran is a cheerful, natural optimist, but hates to 
be lonely. There is a very strong sense of a need for justice. 

Scorpio: Positive traits are persistence, determination, subtlety, imagination, 
powerful feelings, and emotions. Negative traits are jealousy, resentment, obstinacy, 
secretiveness, and suspicion. There is a need to find a positive outlet for sex, due to the 
powerful emotional level of a Scorpio. Love can be intense and passionate, but it can 
be accompanied by jealousy. There is also extreme passion in other aspects of life, with 
an intensity that pervades his or her life. Changes of direction in life are eagerly seized 
upon, with the person often destroying what has been built purely for the sake of 
change. There is a well-tuned intuition that can be relied upon, though there is a ten
dency to concentrate on analyzing reactions rather than working on the problem. Scor
pios have a great personal magnetism, fascinating others with their force and energy. 

Saggitarius: Positive traits are jovial optimism, versatility, adaptability, and 
open-mindedness. Negative traits are extremism, exaggeration, irresponsibility, tact
lessness, carelessness, and blind optimism. Sagittarians have good judgment and are 
dependable, sincere, and scrupulous, but may overlook details. If tired, it is usually a 
sign of boredom. The Sagittarian needs freedom, whether physically or emotionally; 
he or she tends to be claustrophobic and does not like to be tied down in marriage or 
other close relationships. Versatile, the Sagittarian has a need for challenge and often 
works two different jobs. There is a love of challenge, though the fact of the challenge 
itself is of more interest than the problem or solution. Sagittarians do not waste time 
worrying but tend more toward blind optimism. 
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Capricorn: Positive traits are ambition, reliability, discipline, and determina
tion. There is also a good sense of humor, patience, and perseverance. Negative traits 

are pessimism, miserliness, being too conventional, and having too rigid an outlook. 
There is a general difficulty managing human relationships, due either to shyness or 
lack of communication. The mind can be cool and calculating, with constructive 
thought patterns, and there is a need to study situations and work through them, 
which may take time. Depression comes easily, as does worry. There is, however, a 
great sense of humor with an oftentimes dry wit. The Capricorn person is convention
al and usually good in business, able to advance up the ladder. 

Aquarius: Positive traits are idealism, humanitarianism, independence, friend
liness, and willingness. Also loyalty, originality and faithfulness. Negative traits are 
unpredictability, rebelliousness, perversity, eccentricity, and fixed opinions. There is a 
tendency to be stuck in his or her opinions; not easily persuaded if wrong. Personal 
independence is important, as is scope for inventiveness. The Aquarian is not con
cerned about what others think, ignoring their opinions. Family life does not come 
easily, the solitary life being preferred; if married, however, there is great loyalty and 
faithfulness. The Aquarian will readily help others, but with an air of detachment. 

Pisces: Positive traits are compassion, humility, emotion, sensitivity, adaptabil
ity, kindness, and receptiveness. Negative traits are carelessness, vagueness, secretive
ness, easy confusion, and indecisiveness. Pisces has great compassion and is always 
happy to ease the suffering of others. Always eager to escape from reality, of all the 
signs a Piscean is the most susceptible to outside influences. He or she cannot stand 
too much reality and will seek escape through prayer or meditation, for example. The 
arts are an attraction, also as an escape. Emotions can be deep and strong, sometimes 
to the point of confusing the person him or herself, allowing the Piscean to be carried 
away by seeing things in others that do not really exist. It is not easy to conform or to 
obey rules and orders. The natural charm of the Piscean can inspire friends and 
acquaintances. 

Sources: 

MacNeice, Louis. Astrology. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1964. 
Parker, Derek and Julia. The Compleat Astrologer. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971. 

SVANTOVIT; SVETOVIT 

Svamovit, or Svetovit, was the god of the Baltic Slavs who was famous for his prophe· 
sies, especially those to do with the harvest. The best-known center of worship for the 
western Slavs was at Arkona, on the island of Rugen in the Baltic Sea, where a large 
wooden temple held an image of the god. This image had four heads: two facing to the 
front and two behind. Beside the statue hung a huge sword together with a saddle and 
bridle. Saxo Grammaticus, the twelfth-century Danish historian, described the statue 
as depicting a man who was clean shaven, with short hair, holding a hull's hom in his 
right hand and a bow in his left. The hom was filled with wine by the priests. Each 
year the priests would carefully examine the hull's hom. If much wine remained in it, 
that was a good omen for the coming year. But if the wine had considerably dimin
ished, it was an omen of coming famine and other troubles. 
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A great festival was held in Svantovit's honor after each harvest. His temple 
was elaborately decorated and people came from all over the island to sacrifice cattle 
to him. Svantovit was well known for the victories his priests foretold, and he was 
especially accurate at divining the coming success or failure of the crops. 

A beautiful white horse was housed in the temple. It was known as the White 
Horse of Svantovit and was venerated much as was the god himself. It was also used 
for divining. Several rows of spears would be fixed into the ground by the priests, and 
the horse would be driven through them. If it passed all the way through without 
injuring itself in any way on any of the spears, then the future was a bright one. 

Along with the horse, an armed detachment of three-hundred soldiers was 
assigned to the temple, maintained by the temple. The temple received one-third of 
the spoils when they went to war. A war banner was also kept at the temple, which 
was shown by the priests before the men went to war. 

Sources: 

Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology. London: Paul Hamlyn, 1965. 

Wosien, Maria-Gabriele. Man, Myth & Magic: Slavs. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

SWEDENBORG,EMANUEL(l688-1722) 

Emanuel Swedenborg was a Swedish engineer, philosopher, and mystic. He was born 
in Stockholm on January 29, 1688. He is regarded as one of the greatest and most 
learned men of his country. He assumed the name Swedenborg when he was elevated 
to the nobility by Queen Ulrica in 1719. Swedenborg was the second son ofJesper 
Swedberg, who was later appointed bishop of Skara. 

Swedenborg was educated at Uppsala University. After graduating in 1710, he 
traveled Europe for five years, pursuing scientific and mechanical knowledge. In 1716, 
back home, he started the publication of a scientific periodical called Dredalus hyper
boreus. Charles XII of Sweden, who was interested in the publication, appointed Swe
denborg Assessor Extraordinary to the Royal College of Mines, a position to which 
Swedenborg devoted thirty years of his life. He finally resigned to devote the rest of 
his life to the spreading of the spiritual enlightenment for which he believed himself 
to have been especially chosen. 

In 1734 Swedenborg published an important work, Opera Philosophica et Miner
alia, about the formation of the planets. That same he he produced Prodomus 
Philosophire Ratiocinantrio de lnfinte on the relationship between the finite and the infi
nite and between the soul and the body. Swedenborg followed these with other major 
works on anatomy, geology, and mineralogy. 

Swedenborg believed he was in direct communication with heavenly spirits 
and recorded conversations he had with them in his books. He was an established 
clairvoyant, at one time describing a fire that was taking place 250 miles away from 
where he was. He had shown psychic ability as a child. The Swedenborg Church, also 
known as the Church of the New Jerusalem, was founded after his death in 1722. 
Many of his ideas influenced the later spiritualist movement. 
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Sources: 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Chicago: William Benton, 1964. 
Fishley, Margaret. The Supernatural. London: Aldus, 1976. 
Fodor, Nandor. An Encyclopedia of Psychic Science. London, 1934. 
Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

SYCOMANCY 

Sycomancy is divination by means of figs or fig leaves. In Sir T homas Urquhart's The 
Third Book of the Works of Mr. Francis Rabelais (London, 1693) he comments: "By 
Sycomancy; 0 Divine Art in fig-tree leaves!" And Frederick T. Elworthy, in his The 
Evil Eye (1895), says: "Conjuring with fig leaves was called sycomancy." 

It is said that questions or propositions on which the questioner wished to be 
enlightened were written on the leaves. If the leaf dried quickly after the question had 
been written, it was a negative reaction. If the leaf dried slowly, then it was a good 
omen. T here are hundreds of species of fig trees, and in many different areas it is 
revered as a Tree of Life or Tree of Knowledge. 

In Greece the fig was sacred to the god Bacchus, who was said to have created 
it, symbolizing procreation, fecundity, and wisdom. It is mentioned fifty-seven times in 
the Bible, testifying to its importance. It was under a fig tree that Buddha sat to first 
receive enlightenment. In Victorian England, for a woman to dream of figs meant she 
would have a long, happy life, with riches and all her wishes fulfilled. If a woman ever 
received a gift of figs that were dried out, it foretold bad luck and unhappiness to come. 

Sources: 

Cavendish, Richard (ed.). Man, Myth & Magic. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 
Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 
Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. George Routledge & Sons, London 1920. 
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(See a�., Radatha. aud ou;a• board) 

Nandor Fodor desaibed table tipping, a table turning, as ''the crudest form ci com· 
m.mication with the subconscious self or with extraneous intelligences ... Yet tables 
have been used since antiquity for pwposes of divination. Ammianus Marcellinus 
(330-395 CE), the author of a history of the Roman Empire, described a table with a 
slab engraved with the letters o( the �abet, above which a ring was suspended &om 
a thread. The ring would swing to a succession o( letters and spell out words. But table 
tipping was a little different and became very pq>t.�lar in the mid-nine�nth century, 
with the advent of �Piritualism. 

The usual form is for the sitters to be evatly sp�.ced around a table and to sit 
with their fingertips placed lightly oo the top edge (not the underside). One c:i the 
number may act as �espetson and call out for a spirit to make coo tact. Very soon 

the table will start to move, sometimes quivering and shaking beforehand. It will cit en 
rise up on one or two legs and may actually tum, pivoting on a leg. 1he sitters invari· 
ably have to leave their seats and run around ID keep up with the table.lf  questioned, 
the table will rear up oo me or two legs and then drop back down again. Taking me 
thump as the letter" A," two as "B," three as "C," and so on, messages can be labori· 
wsly spelled out. An alternate (and faster) method is for the spokesperson to call out 
the letters of the alphabet and the table will drop down at the specific letter. 

Table tipping originated in America. It rapidly spRal to Europe, reaching Eng
land in 1853, where it quiclcly became very popular. One c:i the attractims ci it was 

that there was no need for a professional medium; it could be done with any group d 
people and was usually done in someone's Uving room. Table tipping became such a 
phenomenon that scientists could not ignore it and felt they had t o  explain it. Wtth 
the aid d the chemist Michael Faraday (1791-1867), they were able to show that the 
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actual movemenr of the tal:je was due to the unconscious muscular action ci the peo. 
pie with their fingeJS on it. Wble honesdy believing they pressed downward on the 
table, in fact theirpre.srure was oblique, causing the rotation of the table. The scien
tist.s seemed satisfied to have explained that (even giving the force a name: ectmic 
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faru), but they neglected ro address the question r1 who or what was utiliung and 
directing this muscle power. How was the "table,. able to give answers to questions 
that were unknown to those �nr? 

Althougb most table· tipping aeanCCi are principally to communicate with me 
�rits r1 departed loved mes, they can ako be for purposes r1 divination. 

Sounzs: 
Buckl.and, Raymond. Doars 10 OrNr Worlds. St. Paul. MN: llewellyn, 1993. 
Fodor, Nanlor. An &c,dopojioof�Sdnla.l..ondm.l9J.4. 
o-ru. Eliubeth HowiD Comm� witJl Spirits. St. Paul, MN: llewellyn, zooz. 

TAGES 

A minor deity of rhe Etnllcads, said to be a grandson of Jupiter. The Enuscans believed 
that ir was Tagea who had taught d� art r11wvspicy, or divinarim from the entrails r1 
animals. The myth was that the god appeared from a newly plowed funow and told rhe 
people many secrets of divination. These secrets were later written down in twelve 
sacred boob T•es apparently leapt from the furrow, "an inf.ilnr infonn bur with an old 
man� head and wisdom,,. in front r1Tatchon, the peasant wotking in the 6eld. 

13ges (also luiOWJ\ as Ta&O) is cit en dEpicted as a young boy and described as "the 
wise Etruican child �owed from the earth." He is said to arnaz evetyme with his prop, 
esi£s. Scme said that it was from his teachings that all Roman divination was drawn. 

Source.: 
�h. Richard (ed) Man. Mytll &Maric.l.oodon; BPCPublishina,l970. 
� E� o/M,dtoloo.L.ondan: Pau1Hamlyn.l965. 
Ldand.ClladuGocffcy. Ecn.tsaznMQfic& c:xn.ll�. New YM:: Univus� &oks,l96l 

TAOISM 

laoi.sm originated in OUoa and, roeether with Buddhism and Confucianism, is one of 
rhe three great �ligims r1 that country. It also flourishes in Singapore, Thailand and 
or her countries r1 Southeast Asia. Too means "the way," yet Taoism does nor praaibe 
any patticular way; it is simply "the uncomplicated essence r1 what is right." Chapter 
37 r1 rhe Tao Tt �(see below) says: "fao docs naming, bur there is nothing that ir 
ches nor <h." 

Taoism was rounded by Lao Tze, who was born in 604 BCE in Hman province 
r1 China. A predecessor of Lao Tze was the so-called Yellow Emperor Huang n, who 
lived about 2600 BCE. He has been tefeued ro as a founder r1 the primaty religion of 
the Chinese people. The names r1 the two are sometimes combined to give what is 
called the doctrine of Huang Lao. 

In the first centuries of rhe Chtistian eta, Taoism became a widely popular reli· 
gion, associated with rhe practice o f  divination and sorcety and acc�ring the ex is· 
tence of ghosts and demons. A lot of magic was linked with the Yellow Emperor and ar 
times lao ism is linked nor only with the Tao u Ching (the written teachings r1 Lao 
Tze) but also with the occult and even with the black arts, according to Benjamin 
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Walker. Certainly Taoism evolved an elaborate hierarchy of both male and female 
priest-magicians, who were specialists in various branches of Chinese occultism. They 
combined the roles of medium, oracle, sorcerer, and physician. 

Various forms of divination, including both astrology and the I Ching, have 
become a part of Taoism, interpreted along Taoist lines. Geomancy is also used. In The 
Concise Encyclopedia of Living Faiths Werner Eichhorn says: "At the beginning of the 
present century we find Taoist religious beliefs and practices still carried on by numer
ous and mostly secret sects ... much addicted to the use of charms, planchette, the 
practice of the 'three secrets' of finger signs, and magic phrases and incantations." 

Sources: 

Eichhorn, Werner. The Concise Encyclopedia of Living Faiths. New York: Hawthorne Books, 1959. 

Lewis, John. Religions of the World Made Simple. New York: Doubleday, 1958. 

Waley, Arthur. The Way and Its Power. New York: Grove Press, 1958. 

Walker, Benjamin. Man, Myth & Magic: Taoism. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

TAROT 

The deck of cards known as the tarot is divided into two parts: the Major Arcana and 
the Minor Arcana. Arcana is from the Latin word for "secret." The two parts are dissim
ilar. The Major Arcana is a set of twenty-two distinctive cards, each separately titled. 
The Minor Arcana is a combination of four suits, each suit comprised of cards num
bered from one (or Ace) to ten, plus court cards Page, Knight, Queen, and King. It can 
readily be seen that the Minor Arcana is the ancestor of our everyday playing cards, 
though the latter do not have the Knight and the Page has become known as the Jack. 

The four suits of the Minor Arcana are most commonly known as Cups, Pen
tacles, Wands, and Swords (which became Hearts, Diamonds, Clubs, and Spades in 
the regular deck). However, they are variously known by other names such as cups, 
chalices, cauldrons, vessels, hearts; pentacles, coins, disks, wheels, deniers, stars, bells; 
wands, staves, batons, rods, scepters, leaves; swords, knives, blades, spears, acorns. 
Some decks are specialized in their art focus, thus producing yet other names for the 
suits. For divinatory reading of the tarot cards, the two Arcanas are usually inter
mixed, shuffled together and laid out in various spreads for interpretation. 

The most common names for the twenty-two cards of the Major Arcana are: 
Fool, Magician, High Priestess, Empress, Emperor, Hierophant, Lovers, Chariot, 
Strength, Hermit, Wheel of Fortune, Justice, Hanged Man, Death, Temperance, Devil, 
Lightning-Struck Tower, Star, Moon, Sun, Judgment, and World. The order of these 
can vary slightly (in some decks Strength and Justice are reversed). The Fool may be 
placed at either the beginning or the end, and consequently is unnumbered. (The Fool 
became the Joker of the regular playing-card deck.) These cards depict symbolic figures, 
elements of nature, human experiences on the spiritual journey, and hopes, fears, joys, 
and sorrows. They are drawn from legend and myth, from universal symbolism, philoso
phies, religions, and magical beliefs. Some say they depict the grades or stages of the 
journey of an initiate. Some authors equate the Major Arcana with the twenty-two let
ters of the Hebrew alphabet and work them with the Qabbalah and the Tree of Life. 
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The French occultist mown as Biphas Zahed Uvi (1810-1875), whose real name was 
Alphmx Louis Constant, was the first to do this. 

In A� Guide co tk 1ilmc, Eden Gray says: 

Symbolic keys, like material ones, are expected to fit loeb and open 
doors. Systems such as the Kabalah <X the Tarot, however, do not 

accomplish chis in a simple or direct manner. Here we fmd keys that fit 
more man one lock and loeb that can receive more chan one key. 1he 
correspondence between the twenty-two Major Arcana Keys and me 
twenty-two paths on the Tree ofLife and the twenty-two letters cJ the 
Hebrew alphabet, as well as astrological signs, evolces complex and sub
tle associations mat can never be rigidly confined. 

The first tarot cards were individually painted on thin sheets ci ivory, parch
ment, silver, and gold. Later mey were produced on card stoclt, though still individual
ly painted. There was a set of tarot cards painted e!ipecially for France's Charles VI in 
1392 (seventeen c:J these cards anvive today in the Biblioth�que Nationale in Paris). 
With the coming c:J bloclt printing, in Nuremberg c. 1430, mey became mae general
ly available and, eventually, quite popular. In flfteenth-centwy England, King Edward 
IV forbade the importation of tarot cards, but soldiers fighting in Normandy, 
Touraine, Anjou ar¥1 Poitou smuggled back cards from France, aro the decb found 
meir way into the homes of the nobility. By the time of the French Revolution there 
was a grand revival of interest in esotericism and, with mystic lodges and secret aoci
eties springing up, the tarot came into fashion and more general use. 

The actual <Xigins c:J the tarot are lost in time. There is some evidence to show 
that the �originated in the north of India and were brought out of that region by 
the Romany, or Gypsies, in their mass exodus. Cectain}y the Gypsjes were responsible 
for much of the distribution across Europe. But there is also speculation that the ca!ds 
originated in 01ina, Korea or Northern Italy. 

The cards may be wed as personal, individual meditation tools. Some people 
draw a single card at the start ci every day, and meditate on it, obtaining an idea ci 
what the coming day will hold. But the most common practice is to use me cards to 

answer questions, or to glean an idea of what the future might rold for oneself or for 
anomer. There is a traditional way of doing this wim a variety of spreads or layouts for 
the cards, with each card position having a !ipecific meaning. 

Querier 

Usually a card is chosen to represent the querier, and this is laid down on the 
table with theothercards arranged around it. This is ltnown as the signiilcaror card. It 
is best for the reader to go through all the cards in �he deck to find me he <X she feels 
is "right" to retnsent the querier. However, a laster (though not as accurate) method 
is to take a card from the c� cards as follows: If the querier is male, choose from the 
Kings and Knights, with a King for an older man and a Knight for a younger me. If 
female, choose a Queen for an older woman and a Page for a younger one.lf the per
son is dark, take from the Swords suit.lf blonde, take from the Cups suit. If brown
haired, then choose from Wands and if light brown, from Pentacles. 
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Layouts 

fur any ol the layouts, the cards are first shuff1ed by the querier, who concen

trata on any question(s) to which an answer is sought. After the car& have �n weD 
mixed, the declt is � into three piles, cutting to the left with the left hand. They are 
then piclted up again in an order different from that in which they were laid down. 
Some readeiS do not like to have their cards handled by others and 10 they will do the 
shuifling and cutting themselves. They should still aiJow the querier CD 6rst place his or 

her hands on the canis. tboogb. in order CD trmsmit some persmal energy into then. 

Once the cards have befn cut and resmcked, they ;n $pread across the table 
&ce oown so thal the querier may pick ten cards (or however many are called for in 
the particular layout). 1hese are taken out in the otder choocn and the rest put to one 
side. Some readers prefer to take ten (or however rrumy) elf the top of the shuffled and 
cut deck, rather than choose them at random. 

1he most popular layout is the Celtic Cross Spread, which utilizes ten cards. 
lhe significator is laid, lace up, in the center of the cable and the first card placed face 
down on top of it. 1he next card is laid acr011s these two, forming a cross. Card Three 
is placed above these, Card Frur below them, Five to the left and Six to the right. 
(Note thar these positions may be reversed, depending eft the preference of the reader, 
but their meanin� � always the same.) lhen, in a line upward and to the right of 
these cards, the remaining lOur are placed, with Seven at the bottom, Eight above it, 
Nine above that, and Ten at the top. 

1he meanings of the positions ol the cards � a5klllows: lhe significator is the 
appemance of the cperier or how he or she liltes to be perceived. Card One is "what rov

ers the queriet'; thai is, the forces current! y at wade around the querier. Cm:f Two i; thai 
which "crosses" him or her: the forces. or people, working against the querier. Cm:f 
1llree is "above" the querier: what they capire to; what they are ap�Ne of achieving. 
Card Fa&r is "beneath." It is the querier's deep, inner, basic self. Cards Five and Six are 
what is behind (in the past) and in front (the immediate future). Moving now to the 
four cards on the right, Catd Seven is a fuller picture of the querier and, as such, will 
probably reflect some o f  what ha5 been seen in the signiflcator, in One and Frur. It also 
i.cws how the querier is likely to behave in the present circumstances. Above this is 

Card Eight, which is the querier's "House. "lhis refers to those who are close to the 
querier; close friends and relatives who can be relied upon. Then comes Card Nine, 
which is "Hopes and Fears. "If Card Two touched on some person or circumstance thar 
was acting against the querier, then this may be seen reflected in Card Nine, if the 
querier i; aware and afraid. Alternately, it may iooicate that the querier is very much an 
opimist with few, if any, kars and many hopes. Card Ten is labeled the "final rutcorne," 
yet ir must be remembered that 1310t cards (or any nm of divination) cannot see the far 
distant f\ature, but oraly the situation with the k>rces currently at wor\ around the 
querier. The exlent of this is pohilly no mere than a year at most. With this in mind, 
the "final rutcorne" is rot truly final Indeed, with this and any other fotm o( divination, 
nothing is set in stone; ir is within everyone to change what is indicated. 

Another popular layout is the Horoscope Spread. lhis, as its name suggests, 
follows the houses ol an astrological chan, so twelve cards are chosen and are laid 
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down in a circle with the signi6cator in the center. Following the numbering o( the 
houses. the fint card is placed on the left. just below the horizontal. Card Two is bebw 
it and so on around counterclodwi5e 

The houses are governed as fOllows, with their fields of interest and concem: 

The Houses and Their Concerns 
First house: Personal appearance and disposition; beginnings; childhood 
Semnd house: P06sessions; money; values; invesring 
Third house: Communication; brothers and sisters; close neighbors; short 

journeys; transport 
Fourth house: Home; pcoperty; roots; real estate; underground places; a man's 

mother a a woman's father 
Fifth house: Pleasure; love; sex; amusement; sensual pleasures 

Sixth house: Domestic animals, health and conditions affttting health; cloth.· 
ing; servants; tnvsical comfort 

Seventh house: Tile spouse; parmers 
Eighth house: Drath; losses; wills; legacies 
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Ninth house: Spirituality; religion; journeys to other lands; relatives by mar-
riage 

Tenth house: Business; business affairs; honors; earnings 

Eleventh house: Friends and acquaintances; hopes; fears; wishes 

Twelfth house: Confinements: prison, deportation, exile; enemies; large animals 

The tarot cards are then interpreted with regard to these house meanings. This 
is a very good spread to use for a general reading to view a person's life circumstances. 

A simple three-card layout is useful for a "past, present, future" look and is 
popular for very quick readings. The querier shuffles the cards and cuts, as usual. The 
reader then takes the top and the bottom card and places them to one side as the "sur
prise." Now three cards are dealt off the top of the deck and placed side by side, Card 
One being the past, Two the present, and Three the future. Three more cards are dealt 
on top of those, and then a final three on top of those. The result is three piles of three 
cards each. The first pile-the past-is turned over and the three cards spread out and 
interpreted, relating them to the past. Then the present three are read, and finally the 
future three. Last, the two surprise cards are turned over. These represent unexpected 
forces-which might be for good or ill-that may come into play at any time. There is 
no significator used in this layout. 

Many more layouts can be used, and any good book on tarot will detail several 
of them. 

Looking at the total cards in any spread can give some overall indications. A 
large number of Cups, for example, indicates a lot of love about the querier. Similarly, 
a large number of Pentacles shows the presence of money and/or intrigue. A lot of 
Wands shows change and possible obstacles. A large number of Swords shows suffer
ing and possible sickness. A large number of court cards is indicative of the situation 
being in the hands of other people rather than the querier's. The presence of many 
Major Arcana cards shows that there are powerful forces at work, while a lack of 
Major Arcana cards indicates that the forces are slight and fragmentary and that the 
situation(s) may change quickly. 

The cards should be read as they are turned up, which means that some of 
them will be upright while others will be upside-down, or "reversed." Usually the 
reversed meaning is a negative aspect of the upright meaning, though not always. For 
instance, sometimes it simply means that there will be minor problems and delays. 
With some decks, the Minor Arcana cards do not have full pictures but simply the 
designated number of symbols; for example: four cups or six swords, or three wands. 
With these decks it is not possible to tell when some of the cards are upright or 
reversed since they would look the same either way. 

Some readers believe that it doesn't matter whether the cards are upright or 
reversed; the full meaning will come out just through the interpretation of the card 
itself, regardless of how it lies. Many readers will "read" the cards by saying what they 
feel about them, rather than by simply giving the traditional meanings as listed in 
most books. This is probably a better interpretation since it provides a much more per
sonalized interpretation. 
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lklow 1ft the "traditional" interpretations fur the Major Alana. 

O-fOOL. Uf1rill'.t: There is a choice to be made; me of vital iroponmce to 
the Querier. Care must be used in making the choice; all powers are being brought to 
bear. &�d: 1be querier is not wing the choice seriously and is not aware oi the 
gravity oi the situation. 

1-MAGICIAN. � Enlightenment. Mastery, sltill, widlm and ocaJit 
knowledge. Power. lhe ability co direct power and control others. &...mal: 1he mis· 
use of power. Weakness and indecision. Deceit and manipulation may be practiced. 
PO&.Sihle �ntrlc control. 

2-HIGH PRIESTESS. Uprigltt: Hidden influences at work. Unrevealed 
future; m,etety. Wiadom, sapcity. Objectivity. &ut!Wd: I gnorance, conceit, short· 
si.ttdness. Surface lcnowledge.l.aclc ofundersl:anding. 

3-EMPRESS. �: Material wealth, marriage, children. Fertility and 
fruitfulness. Feminine influence; female wiles. Mother; sister; comforter. Commit· 
ment; good union.&wmd: l....cdsoi power, indecision, lack oihannmy.lnaction. Pos· 
sibility of poverty, war, desauction. Fritll:ring away oi resources. 

+-EMPEROR. UprigN: Authority, power, leadership, government. Control oi 
the masses. Position oi negotiation. Authority, confidence, stability. Attainment of 
goals. Male influence. Reversed: Loss of control. Insecurity, weakness. l.aclc of lem· 
ship, instability, vacillarion. Dcmination. 

5-HIEROPHANT . Uf1rigltl: Ritualism, mercy, i����pitation. Conformity. Relt
�ous lear. Preference b ritual. Bondage to convention. Appreciation oi past her· 
itage. �Uwfsed: Unconventionality, unorthodoxy, openness to new ideas. 
Renunciation. 

6-lOVERS. Uptic#\t: Atttactic:n, harmony, beauty and perfection. Deep�
ines. yearning. aeating oi bonds. Balanced opposites. Marriage oi the feminine 
(m:eptive, bmative) and the masculine (assertive, expressive) and of the conacioul 
and uncONCioul. &umed: P�ibility oi wroqe choice, quarrels, need ro stabili�e emo
tions. Sep.ation, frusaation in love, fickleness. 

7-cHAROT. Uprigftt: Triumph, conquest, success, mastering enemiea 
through power and intelligence. Travel; triumph over financial problems. Rushing to 
a decisim IU�.�med: Conflict, problemJ, loss of control. Victory slips through the fin· 
gers. An unethical vict01y. 

8-STRFNGTH. Uprigltt: Determination; resolution. Conquest. Spiritual 
power overcomes macerial power. The triumph of love over hate; higher natwe over 

carnal desires. Power oi the personal will . Ret�med: W ealcness.l.aclc oi fAith. Tyranny. 
Dcmination oi the materiaL Ainase oipower. Personal weakness and 6ailllft!. 

9-HERMIT. U"""'t: Counsel, knowledge, wisdom. Withdrawal. A guide 
who will lead to spiritual goals. Possible journey. The lamp is sometimes seen as the 
l.amp ciT ruth. Solitary in�tion may be needed. Rtt1t1srd: Refusal to listen to 

advice.lmpNdence. Haste; rashness. Rejectionol knowledge. 0\ildish adS. 
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10-WHEEL OF FORTUNE. Upright: Opportunity, success, increase, unex
pected good fortune. Approaching the end of a problem. Progress; advancement, for 
better or worse. Reversed: Bad luck; failure. Unexpected interruption. Setbacks. Out
side influences at work. 

11-JUSTICE. Upright: Proper balance. Justice will be done. Harmony; equity. 
Good intentions. A balanced personality. A well-balanced mind. A fair and impartial 
outcome. Good education. A desire and a need for justice. Reversed: Injustice. Unfair
ness. Legal complications. Bias. A weighted balance. Unrevealed evidence. 

12-HANGED MAN. Upright: Life suspended. Apathy, passivity, dullness. A 
respite between significant events. Suspended decisions. Self sacrifice; surrender; read
justment. Rebirth; regeneration. Reversed: Unwillingness to sacrifice or make neces
sary effort. Useless sacrifice. Wasted effort. False prophecy. Arrogance. 

13-DEATH. Upright: Transformation, unexpected change. Destruction fol
lowed by renewal. Death (not necessarily physical) and rebirth. Loss; failure. Great 
change. Reversed: Stagnation; immobility; inertia. Partial change. Narrow escape. 

14-T EMPERANCE. Upright: Modification, adaptation, coordination. 
Patience; self-control. Bringing together into perfect harmony. Good management. 
Expansion of the conscious mind into the metaphysical realms. Reversed: Separation. 
Quarrels, dissension, discord. Frustration. Inability to work with others. Competing 
interests. 

15-DEVIL. Upright: Downfall, malevolence, domination of matter over spir
it, black magic. Punishment, self-destruction, bondage, revolution. Unexpected fail
ure. Inability to realize goals. Reversed: Overcoming handicaps, beginning of 
understanding, release from bondage. Divorce. Respite. 

16-LIGHT NING-STRUCK TOWER. Upright: Change, in the sense of 
overthrowing the past. Conflict; catastrophe. Break-down of old beliefs. Disruption; 
misery; bankruptcy. Loss of love, money, security. Setback. Reversed: Oppression. 
Imprisonment. False accusations; entrapment. Living in a rut. 

17-STAR. Upright: Inspiration, insight, hope, faith. Spiritual love. Astrologi
cal influences. Compassion, inner strength, guidance, spiritual enlightenment. 
Reversed: Doubt, pessimism, imbalance. Stubbornness. Lack of perception. 

18-MOON. Upright: Deception, disillusionment, obscurity. Imagination, 
dreams and intuition. Warnings. Possible trickery and dishonesty. Latent psychic pow
ers. Secret enemies. Reversed: Deceptions are not as bad as first feared. Temptations 
overcome. Getting off without having to pay the price. 

19-SUN. Upright: Satisfaction, happiness, attainment. Love; joy. Pleasure in 
the simple way of life. Just rewards. Contentment. Reversed: Loneliness; unhappiness. 
Delayed victory (not necessarily lost). Loss of friendship. 

20-JUDGMENT. Upright: Renewal. An awakening; a change of position; a 
change of consciousness. Development; promotion. A blending with the universe. 
Need to repent and forgive. Reversed: Disappointment, delay. Fear of death. Failure to 
find happiness. Self-doubt and self-judgment. 
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21-WORLD. Upright: Completion, attainment. The end result of all efforts. 
Triumph and just rewards. Assured success. Attainment of complete self-esteem. 
Capability. Reversed: Imperfection. Success yet to be gained. Failure; disappointment. 
Lack of vision. Refusal to learn. 

Below are the traditional meanings for the Minor Arcana 

ACE OF CUPS. Upright: Abundance, fertility, love, joy, nourishment. 
Reversed: Instability, revolution. 

TWO OF CUPS. Upright: Partnership, cooperation, friendship, love, union. 
Reversed: False love, instability, broken partnership. 

THREE OF CUPS. Upright: Perfection, conclusion, fulfillment, happy issue. A 
healing to come. Reversed: Excesses of pleasure, both physical and of the senses. 

FOUR OF CUPS. Upright: Discontent, imaginary vexations, disgust, weari
ness, reevaluation. Reversed: Novelty, new instructions and relationships. 

FIVE OF CUPS. Upright: Loss but not total, inheritance, not up to expecta
tions, disappointing marriage. Reversed: Hopeful expectations, return of old friend, 
new alliance. 

SIX OF CUPS. Upright: Past memories, renewed acquaintance, new knowl
edge and relationships, happiness. Reversed: Living in the past, gift from the past, 
renewal. 

SEVEN OF CUPS. Upright: Multitude of ideas and interests, castles in the air, 
scattered forces, impermanence. Reversed: Will and determination, project about to be 
realized. 

EIGHT OF CUPS. Upright: Leaving material success for new roads, abandon
ing present situation, disappointment in love. Reversed: Joy, feasting, celebration. 

NINE OF CUPS. Upright: Material success, assured future, contentment, satis
faction, good health. Reversed: Overindulgence, mistakes, imperfections. 

TEN OF CUPS. Upright: Happy family life, contentment, perfect love, lasting 
happiness, attainment of heart's desire. Reversed: Betrayal, loss of friendship, estrange
ment from family. 

PAGE OF CUPS. Upright: Birth of a child or an idea, news, new proposals. A 
young person, often fair with light hair and light hazel eyes. Reversed: Obstacles, 
seduction, deception soon to be uncovered. 

KNIGHT OF CUPS. Upright: Message, invitation, proposition. Coming love, 
advances. A young person with light brown hair and hazel eyes. Reversed: Trickery, 
duplicity, fraud. Propositions should be examined carefully. 

QUEEN OF CUPS. Upright: Visionary gift, poetry, imagination, success, plea
sure, wisdom. Often a fair haired woman with hazel eyes. Reversed: Good but perverse 
woman. Possible dishonesty, immorality. 

KING OF CUPS. Upright: Business, lawyer, responsibility. Arts and sciences. 
Creative, liberal and generous. Light brown hair and hazel eyes. Reversed: Dishonesty, 
injustice, scandal, possible law suit. Man with violent temper. 
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ACE OF PENTACLES. Upright: Ecstasy, perfect attainment, felicity, bliss. 
Gold, prosperity. Reversed: The evil side of wealth, corruption of riches. 

TWO OF PENTACLES. Upright: Agility at handling situations, harmony, dif
ficulty in launching new projects, news and written messages. Reversed: Forced gaiety, 
exchange of letters, inability to handle situations. 

THREE OF PENTACLES. Upright: Skilled labor, trade, master craftsman, 
apprenticeship. Reversed: Mediocrity in workmanship, puerility, pettiness. 

FOUR OF PENTACLES. Upright: Possessiveness, inheritance, becoming 
attached to material possessions, miserliness. Reversed: Delay, opposition, suspense. 

FIVE OF PENTACLES. Upright: Destitution, loneliness, poverty, love gone 
astray. Reversed: Disorder, good companionship, new interests. 

SIX OF PENTACLES. Upright: Philanthropy, charity, gifts, success, sharing 
prosperity. Reversed: Envy, jealousy, desire. 

SEVEN OF PENTACLES. Upright: Respite, growth after hard work, business, 
barter, possible delay. Reversed: Anxiety regarding money, impatience. 

EIGHT OF PENTACLES. Upright: Craftsmanship, skill, apprenticeship, con
stant work. Reversed: Voided ambition, immodesty, vanity, cunning. 

NINE OF PENTACLES. Upright: Material well-being, success, accomplish
ment, certitude. Reversed: Deception, bad faith, possible loss of material possessions. 

TEN OF PENTACLES. Upright: Prosperous family, inheritance, riches, gains, 
family matters, real estate. Reversed: Loss of inheritance, robbery, family misfortune. 

PAGE OF PENTACLES. Upright: Reflection, scholarship, messenger, study, 
news. Dark-haired, dark-eyed youth. Reversed: Unfavorable news, dissipation, opposi
tion. 

KNIGHT OF PENTACLES. Upright: Patience, responsibility, utility, black 
haired, black eyed young person. Reversed: Inertia, idleness, stagnation, carelessness. 

QUEEN OF PENTACLES. Upright: Generosity, opulence, intelligence, mag
nificence, freedom from lack of material wealth. Black-haired, black-eyed woman. 
Reversed: Suspicion, fear, mistrust, neglected duties. 

KING OF PENTACLES. Upright: Valor, intelligence, mathematical aptitude, 
wisdom, success. Black-haired, dark-eyed man. Reversed: Weakness, vice, corruption, 
perversity. 

ACE OF WANDS. Upright: Enterprise, creation, invention, beginnings, virili
ty, money, fortune, inheritance. Reversed: False starts. Fall, possible ruin, clouded joy. 

TWO OF WANDS. Upright: Fortune, riches, real estate, interest in scientific 
matters. Plans for expansion. Reversed: Domination by others, suffering, sadness, trou
ble, fear. 

THREE OF WANDS. Upright: Commerce, trade, cooperation and success in 
business, business partnership. Reversed: Caution, possible treachery and disappoint
ment. 
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FOUR OF WANDS. Upright: Perfected work, bounty of the harvest home, 
coming romance, haven, repose, peace. Reversed: Prosperity, increase-as in Upright. 

FIVE OF WANDS. Upright: Competition, struggle, battle of life, change for 
the better. Reversed: Litigation, disputes, contradictions. 

SIX OF WANDS. Upright: Triumph, triumphal procession, victory, gain, good 
news, and advancement. Reversed: Fear of enemy, apprehension, delay, treachery. 

SEVEN OF WANDS. Upright: Advantage, discussion from position of advan
tage, barter, competition, courage. Reversed: Perplexity, embarrassment, anxiety, cau
tion. 

EIGHT OF WANDS. Upright: Swift messenger, end of a journey, great haste, 
arrows of love. Reversed: Jealousy, quarrels, domestic disputes. 

NINE OF WANDS. Upright: Preparedness, ready for fight, strength in reserve, 
defense. Reversed: Calamity, obstacles, delay. 

T EN OF WANDS. Upright: Temporary burden, overreaching, success through 
effort, approaching solution to problem. Reversed: Separation, duplicity, treachery. 

PAGE OF WANDS. Upright: Envoy, messenger, good news, faithful lover. 
Blond, blue- eyed young person. Reversed: Bad news, indecision, instability. 

KNIGHT OF WANDS. Upright: Relocation, flight, absence. A fair-haired, 
blue-eyed young person. Reversed: Interruption, division, discord, frustration. 

QUEEN OF WANDS. Upright: Honor, chastity, home loving, country 
dwelling, chaste. Often a blonde, blue-eyed woman. Reversed: Opposition, jealousy, 
strictness and economy, deceit, infidelity. 

KING OF WANDS. Upright: Conscientious, honest, country dwelling, mar
riage, unexpected inheritance. Often a blond, blue-eyed man of authority. Reversed: 

Severity, unyielding, strict, stern judgments. 

ACE OF SWORDS. Upright: Triumph by force, excess, fertility, dominance. 
Reversed: As Upright, but with disastrous results. 

T WO OF SWORDS. Upright: Balance, equal forces, indecision, truce, impo
tence. Reversed: Movement sometimes in the wrong direction, falsehood, duplicity. 

T HREE OF SWORDS. Upright: Sorrow, unhappy love, separation, division, 
rupture. Reversed: Disorder, confusion, possible loss. 

FOUR OF SWORDS. Upright: Exile, respite, retreat, solitude, convalescence. 
Reversed: Circumspection, precaution, social unrest, economy. 

FIVE OF SWORDS. Upright: Conquest, defeat, degradation, dishonor, satis
faction. Reversed: Weakness, loss, defeat. 

SIX OF SWORDS. Upright: Escape, attempted avoidance of danger, journey 
by water, eventual success. Reversed: Deadlock, no escape, stalemate. 

SEVEN OF SWORDS. Upright: Partial success, attempt, partial loss, confi
dence, annoyance. Reversed: Good advice, counseling, slander. 
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EIGHT OF SWORDS. Upright: Crisis, bondage that is seemingly inescapable, 
waste of energy. Reversed: New beginnings possible, release, relaxation, meditation. 

NINE OF SWORDS. Upright: Desolation, inability to make a decision, failure, 
despair, misery, suffering. Reversed: Imprisonment, shame, fear, doubt. 

TEN OF SWORDS. Upright: Extreme burdens, great misfortune, pain, afflic
tion, tears, not a card of violent death. Reversed: Advantage, profit, success, power. 

PAGE OF SWORDS. Upright: Secrecy, espionage, vigilance, overseeing. A 
young person with dark hair and dark eyes. Reversed: Unexpected events, possible ill
ness, unexpected state. 

KNIGHT OF SWORDS. Upright: Bravery, skill, sudden appearance in 
querier's life, conflict, destruction, impetuosity. A dark-haired, dark-eyed young man. 
Reversed: Imprudence, extravagance, false bravado. 

QUEEN OF SWORDS. Upright: Sterility, privation, widowhood, sadness, 
mourning. A dark haired, dark eyed woman. Reversed: Malice, artifice, bigotry, deceit. 

KING OF SWORDS. Upright: Wisdom, authority, military or governmental 
intelligence, justice, power. Reversed: Cruelty, perversity, unjust, possible lawsuit. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Buckland Rom ani Tarot: The Gypsy Book of Wisdom. St. Paul, MN: 
Llewellyn, 2001. 

Donaldson, Terry. Step-by-Step Tarot. London: T horsons, 1995. 
Gray, Eden. The Tarot Revealed. New York: Inspiration House, 1960. 
Gray, Eden. A Complete Guide to the Tarot. New York: Crown, 1970. 
Waite, Arthur Edward. The Pictorial Key to the Tarot. New York: University Books, 1959 (Lon

don 1910). 

TASSEOGRAPHY 

Tasseography is divination by means of reading the pattern of tea leaves left in a cup. 
It was a big favorite around the tum of the last century and up to the 1930s and 1940s, 
when any number of "Gypsy Tea Rooms" sprang up in most large towns and cities. 
These establishments featured dubious "Gypsies" who would read the tea leaves for 
patrons. A true Romani (Gypsy) will make a ritual out of the reading, starting with 
making a pot of tea (meski) for the client and pouring a full cup. No strainer is used 
when the tea is poured, and it should be tea without milk or sugar added. The client 
should take at least three sips of the tea while concentrating on any question(s) he or 
she may have. 

After the cup of tea has been poured and the tea is drunk, or at least sipped 
and poured away, very little liquid should be left in the bottom of the cup. What does 
remain is distributed around the cup by the client tipping it and rotating it three times 
before upturning the cup on the saucer. The cup is then turned right side up and the 
diviner studies the pattern of the tea leaves as they are distributed about the inner sur
face. Many diviners say that the cup should be turned counterclockwise, others say 
counterclockwise for females and clockwise for males. 
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1he tea mOS( dten � is Otina tea, but any large-leaf varidy will do, such as 

Ceylon a even mint cea Finer leaf tm can be used, as can coffee grounds, bJr these 
do not ave adl interesting patterns. The clustering cJ the leaves is what makes dle 
patterns that become symbols, as described below. The cup used should be a round 
one, p�le colored or plain white oo the inside, and with a handle. However decorative 
the cup might be on the outside, the inner surface should be dear and completely 
smooth, wid1out grooves or ridges of any sort that might interfere with d1e casual dis· 
tribution cJ d1e tea leaves. 

To inte�t, start at the top of the cup, by the rim, and worlc downward. The 
handle represents the client so those symbols closest to the handle will have the 
strongest influence on him or her. Those on the far side cJ the cup, away from the 
handle, will have the least influence. Those on the left are generally (though not 
always) negative influences, and those on the right arc positive. 

Time is judged according to the positioning of the symbol, tq> to bottom, in 
the cup. At or near the upper rim is the present. The further down into the cup, the 
tluther into the tl1Nre The very bottom of the cup represents the far furure--up to a 
yea away. 
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The symbols made by the groupings of tea leaves will not necessarily look 
exactly like the things they represent. Imagination must be used by the diviner. It will 
be found that there is the suggestion of, say, a bird or a rabbit. These suggestions should 
be enough to trigger the mind into seeing them fully and seeing all that they repre
sent. Sometimes it happens that the symbols are very distinct, but it won't necessarily 
be so. As with so many forms of divination, what is actually seen is used as a focal 
point, as a "trigger," for the reader's inbred psychic power. Seeing and interpreting the 
symbols are best done when that interpretation comes from within the reader rather 
than from memorizing a list of shapes and symbols and their probable meanings. How
ever, to start with here are some of the traditional meanings and interpretations. 

Aces: The ace of any card suit indicates powerful forces at work. If Ace of Hearts, 
it will deal with domestic and social afirs; Diamonds, financial afirs; Clubs, 
business, especially contracts and lawsuits; Spades, sorrow, delays, upset. 

Acorn: Near the handle indicates coming riches; far side, possible financial 
help through a second party. 

Airplane: Swift journey; promotion. A biplane is success due to partnership. 
Alligator: Great care is needed to avoid injury from those trying to harm you. 
Alps: High ideals. Check other nearby symbols to gauge success and to get an 

idea of time. 

Anchor: Settling down; establishing roots. 

Angel: Good news on its way. 

Ant: Industry; perseverance; thrift. Success through your own efforts. 
Anvil: Financial gains following difficulties, with work needed. 
Arc: Segment of circle-unfinished project or career. Premature retirement; 

possible accident. 
Arrow: Bad news to come; disagreeable letter on its way. If dots around the 

arrow, it is connected with money. Note direction of arrow for indication of 
which direction the news will come from. 

Asterisk: Immediate attention needed. Check other nearby symbols. 
Axe: Danger and difficulties ahead. Possible separation or estrangement; loss 

of friends. Double-headed axe means there will be a choice. 
Baby: New enterprise beginning. Possibly start of new troubles. 
Bag: Secret enemies, plans, schemes, plots against you. The fuller the bag; the 

greater the problem. 
Bagpipes: Difficulties in business. Discord. Excitement and high tension, bring-

ing nervousness and ill health. 
Ball: Various ups and downs to come, over which you will have no control. 
Balloon: A rise in fortunes; a much-needed lift. 

Barrel: Empty dreams and vain ambitions. You may have to serve when you'd 
rather be the boss. 

Basket: If near a house it indicates an addition to the family. It can also mean a 
gift or legacy. Basket of flowers is good times ahead. 

Bat: False friends. Need for caution, and prepare for the worst. 
Bear: Could run into danger through your own stupidity. You may have to 

overcome obstacles through brute force. 
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Bed: Untidy bed is a poor state of mind bringing poor results. Tidy bed indi
cates that fortunes will be good. 

Bee: Prosperity as the result of industty. Acquisition of fortune; wealth gained 
through trade. General change of fortune for the better. 

Bench: Stability. Status quo. 
Bird: Good news coming. Check other symbols nearby. 
Boat: Possible journey; visitor from afar. 
Book: Open book signifies some sort of revelation to your benefit. Closed book 

is need for research, with possible trouble and expense. 
Boomerang: Retributive justice. You will gather the fruits of your actions; good 

or bad. 
Boot: Protection from danger, if well formed. If rough it indicates disgrace and 

loss of position. 
Bottle: Concerning your health. Check with your doctor. 
Bow: Good sign, showing ability to grow. Hope. 
Bracelet: Possible wedding, union, partnership. 
Branch: Sign of birth. A new venture, when with leaves. Without leaves, dis-

appointment; barren ambitions. 
Bride: Symbol of sorrow. Possible troubles on their way. 
Bridge: A way out of your difficulties; path over your problems. 
Broken Lines: Uncertainty or broken promises. 
Broom: Possible scandal or misrepresentation may be swept away. You can 

"clean up your act," your life, your job. 
Buffalo: Exercise care and forethought. Danger through hazardous speculation. 
Bull: Gain and prosperity. 
Butterfly: Frivolity; vanity. Exercise caution. 
Cabbage: Jealousy and spite. 
Cage: Marriage. 
Cake: Pleasure; celebration. 
Camel: Progress, leading to a better position in life. 
Candle: Doer of good deeds; philanthropist. 
Caru:ie: Visitor from afar, or you will visit someone far away. 
Carriage: Benefits coming from others. 
Cart: Trade plentiful and profitable. Your burdens will be light. 
Castle: High office for you, or you will find favor from those in high office. 
Cat: Crafty nature. Beware of cheating in business. If cat is resting, then sym-

bol of domestic comfort. 
Chair: Position of trust and affluence; satisfaction and success. Can be change 

of estate or new occupation. 
Chicken: Competence; completion; nervous energy. 
Child: Progress and success through natural powers. Fresh enterprises will add 

to prosperity. 
Chimney: Distinction through service. Expect changes in your environment. 
Church: Ceremonial; formality. Possible connection with birth, marriage or 

death. 
Cigar: Dreams of independence and luxuty. 
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Cigarette: Don't be frivolous. 
Circle: Work will come to completion and perfection. 
Clock: Be attentive; time flies. Recovery from sickness. Possible death news. 
Clover: Luck. Great luck if four-leafed. 
Coffin: End of a plan or phase. Can be serious illness. 
Column: Distinction and honors. Admiration. 
Comet: Unexpected visitor or unexpected news. 
Cornucopia: Freedom from want. Symbol of plenty. 
Cow: Peaceful and happy existence. You may be asked for a donation; sub-

scription. 
Cradle: New projects; enterprises. Broken cradle indicates trouble. 
Cross: Nucleus of energy; source for ideas; inspiration. 
Crown: Ascendancy over difficulties. Elevation to higher position. 
Cup: An offering. You may have to make a sacrifice but it will lead to an 

advancement. 
Daffodil: Happiness. Plans fulfilled. 
Dagger: Warning. Be careful. 
Deer: Good news from the countryside, or from a distance. Quick decision 

may be called for. 
Devil: Beware of false friends. Possible danger. 
Dice: Possible losses from gambling. 
Dog: Friendship. You can rely on the advice and assistance of friends. If dog is 

lying down, there will be a period of quiet and peace. If dog is leaping, 
there will be joyful news. 

Door: Opportunity awaits. 
Dot: Emphasizes the meaning and importance of symbols close by. 
Dragon: New beginnings and opportunities ahead, but only after some chal

lenges. 
Drum: Publicity, not necessarily good. Can be riots and disturbances; domestic 

disputes. 
Duck: Good news. 
DumbbeU: Hard work for little profit. Rivalry. 
Dwarf: Disappointment and failure. 
Eagle: Aspirations will meet with tremendous success. Very fortunate sign. 
Ear: Beware of scandal. 
Egg or Oval: New projects and beneficial changes. Probable success. 
Eight: Number of Uranus. Separation. Inspiration, invention, genius. 
Elephant: Strength and wisdom. Success after some delay. 
Explosion: Impending disaster. Violent upsets and disturbances. 
Eyeglasses: Be extra careful in all business dealings. 
Face, Head: Can be good or bad, depending on the type of face. Take note of 

which way the face is looking; toward or away from the handle. A full face 
that is pleasant indicates new discoveries. 

Fan: False friends; flirtation; indiscretion. 
Feather: Inconstancy. Levity: be more serious. 
Fence: Obstacles and limitations. 
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Fire: Surprising news and hasty action. Be cautious in words and deeds. 
Fish: A fortunate symbol. Increase and opportunities. Affluence. 
Fist: Guard against impulses. 
Five: Number of Jupiter. Good fortune and joy. Increase. 
Flag: Can be a danger sign. Usually associated with duty. Possibly special honors. 
Flower(s): A single flower shows a favor granted. A bunch of flowers is a sign 

of many benefits. 
Fly: Annoyances, often connected with domestic issues. Can be a scandal. 
Foot: Understanding. Two Feet: You can move in any direction you wish. 
Fork: A dilemma from circumstances beyond your control. 
Fountain: Great success and happiness. 
Four: Number of Mercury. Reality; completion. 
Fox: Possible treachery. 

Frog: Wrong ideas and false outlook. 
Fruit: Good sign, showing increase and profit. 
Gallows: Extreme danger of financial or social failure. 
Garland: See "Flower(s)." 
Gate: If open, opportunities. If closed, a challenge or barrier. 
Ghost: Possible danger form unexpected sources. 
Girl: Happiness and prosperity. 
Glass: Symbol of honesty but also fragility. 
Goat: Misfortune due to obstinacy. 
Grapes: Increase and prosperity but with accompanying burdens. 
Grasshopper: News from a distant friend. 
Grave: News of a death. 
Guitar: Happiness in love. 
Gun, Pistol, Revolver, Rifle: Need for unusual care. Possibility of hurt from a 

distance. If a heart is nearby, it symbolizes a rival for love. 
Hammer: Stress and strain. Persistence is called for. 
Hand: Friendship, assistance if extended toward handle of cup. Loss of oppor-

tunity if away from handle. 
Handcuffs: Restraint. Difficulties and frustrations. 
Harp: Harmony and concord. Happy union in a romantic situation. 
Hat: A new occupation, fresh projects, new ambitions. 
Heart: Happiness. Close friendship. Engagement or marriage. 
Hill: Attainment. T he higher the hill, the better your fortunes. 
Hive: Symbol of the home. If with a swarm of bees, it is a symbol of great success. 
Hom: Glad tidings. 
Horse, Pony: Close friendships. A horse's head indicates a lover coming. A 

galloping horse is good news from someone dear. 
Hourglass: You must act quickly, since time is running out. 
House: Safety; possessions. A contented life. 
Insect: Troubles and vexations. Small irritations. 
Ivy: Loyal friends. 

]ug: Influential friendships. You will help others and, in so doing, help yourself. 
Kangaroo: Unexpected travel plans. 
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Kettk: Domestic happiness. 
Key: Important decisions to be made. POII5ible new path ahead. Carefidly con, 

s�r any new proposak. 
Kite: Umsual ambitions. You can reach new height�. 
�: Opporttnities.If dots are near. opportunities to make money. 
l..JzM> m-Slt.up: Cllanges coming. New ideas; innovatioN-
l...amp: Things previously hidden will be revealed lost property will be rec.ov, 

aed. 
Ua/: News, letters, messages. Many leaves mean good news and happiness. 
l.t(: Saength aro f<rtitude Nore the direction in which che leg faca. 
l.tatt News coming, which could be good a bad. I.ook for ocher symbols 

nearby. 
�: Trouble ahead. Be cautious. 
l.inel: Sttaight or setpentine, they generally indicate roadways, rivers, direc· 

tions; a course to be taken. 
Lion: Supremacy. Your leadership will be recognized. 

Lcxf of Bre.ad: Could mean happiness and plenry, depending on what Is near. 
Lock An obstacle in rhe way ci �ss. A difficult problem that needs to be 

solved. 
Man: A visitOF. If f.lcing che handle, rhe visit�Xwill be slaying flY a while. If 

f.lcing away, rhe visitOF wiU only be there briefly. 
Medal: Distinction and honor; recognition for work done. 
Mmnaid: Smngth wiU be needed to resist temptation. 
Monk: �ception and subterfuge. Be vety cautious. 
Mon�1: Danger fum flattety. 
Moon: Possible romantic attachment. New ideas; new �.ndertaltinp. 
M�: Great ambitions and challe�. You will attain hea,hu but only 

wirh much dfort. 
�: PoYttty. Neglected oppommities. POMible cheft 
Mw*oom: Advancement rhrough exparuion and growth. 
Nail: Malice and auelty may be direca:d againsr you. Yow fieellngs may be hurt. 
Neddace: If complete, a conquest and many admirers. If incomplete, danger d 

kJ,sing a loved one. 

N�: The number ol Neptune. Spiritual percq>tion. 
Nwnbm are important and can rJer to hours, days, weeks, ecc. �y should 

be applied to other S}'lllbols close by. They might at.o be tied into numerol
ogy. See actual ni.Kilbers. 

One: Number ol rhe Sun. Happiness, succ:rss, dignity, honors. 
Owt: A sinister omen. Possible failure ol a new enterprise. 
Ox: Prosperity and friendship ol someone in a high position. 
Pggoda: Traveling in distinguished company. 
Palm T n!!e: Opportunity to retire wherever '/OU wish. 
Ptlltld.u�: Escape from d�r. You wiU always land m your feet. 
Ptaeock: Elegance, splenh, and luxmy. 
Pit= Good luck.. You will not want for food but beware overamulgence. 
Pipe: Respite llme to rqroup; re-plan. 
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Pumpkin: Someone warmhearted and good natured. A diplomat. 
Puppy: Frivolity. Insincerity. Indecision. 
Pyramid: A secret will be revealed, which will help you advance. Coming good 

fortune. 
Quiver: Ability to lead. You have a message to deliver. 
Question Mark: The unknown. Frustration. Need to search for answers. 
Rabbit: Timidity. A need to be more assertive. 
Racquet (tennis): A coming contest. Possibility of trouble. If the handle of the 

racquet is toward the cup handle, you will triumph. If away from it; you will 
lose. 

Rainbow: Hope and encouragement. 
Rake: A careful and industrious nature. 
Raven, Rook, or Crow: You have a roving nature. You tend to horde things. 

Your life could be shiftless, with illegal pursuits in it. 
Ring: Goodwill and friendship, which can lead to important events. If 

initial(s) nearby, it could tie-in to partnership of some sort. 
Rose: Possible marriage. 
Sadle: A journey in the near future. You would be good at exploration. 
Saw: Hard work. 
Scaffold: Possibility of a law action against you. 
Scales: Judgment is at hand. If the scales are tipped toward the cup handle, you 

will be favored. 
Scissors: Misunderstandings; confusion. People working at cross purposes. 
Scorpion: Danger. Be very careful, especially in business dealings. 
Seven: The Number of Saturn. Wisdom, balance, perfection. 
Shark: Someone of a predatory disposition. Note its proximity to the cup handle. 
Ship: Success and good fortune. Efforts finally rewarded. 
Shoe: A messenger is on the way with good news. 
Six: Number of Venus. Cooperation, harmony, love, peace, satisfaction. 
Skeleton: Possibility of sickness and want. Lean times coming. 
SkuU: Danger. Be careful in dealing with others. 
Sleigh: Rapid progress with little opposition. 
Snake: Healing and wisdom. Be cautious in business. 
Spade: Steady work ahead, with ample compensation. 
Spear: Wounding, either physically or from scandal. 
Spider: Cunning, with possible entrapment. 
Spiral: Slow and tedious progress, but you are slowly and surely working your 

way ahead. 

Spoon: An energetic nature. You are not afraid to "stir things up" if necessary. 
Square: Limitations. Exercise caution. 
Star: Good fortune. Opportunities. 
Steeple: High aspirations. Ambition. 
Stocks;  Pillory: Restraint, for your own good. Frustration. 
Submarine: Hidden enemies. Be cautious. 
Sun: Success with great happiness. 
Swan: A lover; good luck in love. Look for an initial nearby. 
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Sword: Depending on which way it is pointing, it could be a menace (toward 
the cup handle) or a protection (away from handle). 

Table: A reunion is coming. 
Teapot: Consultations; committee meetings. 
Tent: Temporary shelter. Coming troubles. 
T hree: Number of Mars. Possible accident, fire, or quarrel. 
Torch: Progress. A pioneering spirit. 
Tortoise or Turtle: Slow but steady advancement, with much hard work. Little 

to show immediately for your efforts but eventual rewards. 
Train: Change. Probable travel. 
Tree: A wish will be fulfilled. An oak tree is strength and protection. 
Triangle: Always a good sign. Good luck and success. 
Trident: Authority. Possible promotion to a position of respect. 
Two: Number of the Moon. Relationship of opposites. Dualism. 
Umbrella: If open, protection. If closed, frustration. 
Vase: Service, by you, to others. 
Violin: A reclusive and independent person. An individualist. 
Volcano: A passionate person, possibly with an explosive temper. 
Vulture: Cruelty and oppression. Possibility of theft. 
Web: Tread carefully and listen to advice so that you don't get caught up in a 

difficult situation. 
Whale: A big project that will not bring you returns for two or three years. 
Wheel: Progress. A need for patience. 
Wig: Deception. 
WindmiU: Grandiose plans may bring big rewards. 
Wings: Mobility. Good news coming. 
Wishbone: An inheritance. 
Witch: Wisdom and sage advice is available. 
Wolf: Great cleverness plus intrigue. 
Woman: A visitor will come, bearing news. 
Yacht: You will know that news is coming before you learn what it is. 
Yoke: A position of submission and service. 
Zebra: Special distinction. You are sought by a friend. 

Often, when a younger person is having his or her tea leaves read, the question 
uppermost in the mind is "When will I get married?" To answer this, take a teaspoon 
and balance it on the edge of the cup. T hen carefully drip tea into the bowl of the 
spoon, one drop at a time. After a number of drops, the balance will be broken and the 
spoon will drop into the cup. The number of drops that brings about the upset is the 
number of months or years the client must wait for marriage. 

Sources: 
Buckland, Raymond. Secrets of Gypsy FortuneteUing. St. Paul, MN: Uewellyn, 1988. 
Complete Book of Fate and Fortune. London: Marshall Cavendish, 1974. 
Gibson, Walter B. and Litzka R. The Complete Illustrated Book of the Psychic Sciences. New York: 

Doubleday, 1966. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 
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TEPHRAMANCY; TEPHROMANCY 

l.n Sir Than as Urquhart's Tile Third Book of rite W� of Mr. Froncis � (London. 
1693 ), he says: "Have you a mind to have the truth more fully disclosed by tephro
mancy: thou wilt see the ashes thus al<it dispersed." Tephramooacy is divination by 
means ofsacriAcial ashes, though there seems 10 be some confusion on exactly how 
they were used. The above quote indicates that intecpretation was based on the way in 
which the ashes rose in the u, carried by the heat of the sacrifice. When the rising 
ashes quiclcly dispersed, this was a favorable sign. When they seemed to hang in the 
air, malcing a confusion of soot aM ash, then it was an unf..vorable sign. 

Charles Godfrey Leland quotes an old boolc tided Ttinwn Magicwn, which 
refers 10 it: "And they were accus10med 10 divine sometimes with the ashes of the 
sacrifices. And to this day (in Italy] there is a trace of it, when that which is to be 
divined is written on the ashes with the finger or a sticlc. 1hen the ashes are stined 
by a fresh breeze, and one loolcs for the letters which they form by being moved." 
This seems cla.e to apodomancy, which is also divination using ashes of sacrifice and 
other ashes. 

Some definitions differentiate between tepfuamancy and tephromancy, stating 
that the former malces use of the ashes of burned tree barlc and the latter is the one 
thar l1'leS the ashes of a sacrifi� 

Ashes in ancient symbolism signify that which is past and dead, or gone into 
oblivion. In Slavooia there was a form of divination similar to that in � where 
women drew lines at random in the ashes of the fue When these were counted, if the 
lines were even in number it was a prqli� sign; if uneven in number, it foretold bad 
fortune. ln Poland there was a similar practice wherein the ashes were strewn on the 
floor around the bed of an invalid. A "wise wanan" predicted from the number of 
lines whether or not the invalid would recoYer. 

Soun.:ra: 
Lebnd. Char(Q OOOfrcy E!nUC4n Matic &Oc:s:vJt. Remaii.es. New York: Unlvftlllty Boob, 1963. 
Ox(O'Id E .. slt �. Oxfad: Clamdm Press, 1989. 

TERAPHIM 

(�-Jdol&.uq) 

This is a plural fam, ard refers to household gods and objects of reverence; also to a 
form of divination among the ancient Hebrew a ard ltindrcd people. In the Bible's 
Hosea 3:4 there is mention of teraphim: "For the children of Israel shall abide many 
days without a Icing, and without a prince, and without a sacrifice, and without an 
image, and without an ephod (garment for the priest), and without te.raphim." 
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A spirit boua in 'Thailand, built as ashriDeacd spirit 
cJweUinc. Many 'Thai holua bave sw:b � Fortaa 
Piduft� 

Sources: 

Teraphim, then, were important items, obvi� 
ously of a religious nature. In Judges 17:5 it 
says: • And the man Micah had an house of 
gods, and made an ephod, and teraphim.• 
Edward B. fuRy goes on to say, in The Minor 
PropMts, will& o commentary (1860): "'lhe 
teraphim were used u instruments of divina· 
tion. • Unfortunately, nowhere are we told 
exactly what the teraphim were nor how they 
were used for divination. 

THAILAND 

Shaman diviners in Thailand pien:e the ends ci 
an e� and blow im contents 0010 the ground to 
he interpreted. They will also suspend an 
object-often a ring-on the end cia length ci 
thread, and divine by way ci ndiadaesia. 8c:aJ» 
lomaru:y is also practiced. They claim knowledee 
of helpful spirits, know the rules of sacrifices and 
rituals, and use shamanic par.��>hemalia such as 
<kums, mirron, and coslldlles. The shaman� 
�erusall have OUnese names. 

lhe belief is that the first humans 
moved &eely between Heaven and Earth but. as 
a result of "sin, • the road became blocked. At 
death. however, the road i.s temporarily �ned 
again if the priest-shaman performs the correct 

rites. The shamans williDiercake sEances. 

Eliadc, Mircr:a. � Ardlaic Tedlniqva of &Jt4S1. Pr lnc:eton, NJ: Princzton University 
Ptcss. Bollinaen Series 1972. 

Hcadon, Deirdre (eel.). QlwtfartM Un� rM F"mc�. Plcuaruvillc, NY:RC:Ideis 
Digest. 1992. 

THEOMANCY 

William T. Brande's ADiccionar) ofSdetlu, Uttfonctt and Art of 1642 refers to"Theo· 
mancy; a name given to that �cies of divination which was drawn &om the responses 
of oracles . . . or from the predictions of sibyls and others SU(1'0SCd to be immediately 
inspired by some divinity." It is, then, the uttCTaJU:es of � lflftlt sibyls, etc, and 
as such may cover many different types of divination, from ab.cocuncy to zoomaN:y, 
so long as it is believed that those divinations are inspired by � or pklesses. 

Sources: 
Oxford Enr�flDictionar,. Oxbd: Oarmdon 1\e:ss, 1989. 
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Thonw the Rh]meT (c. lZZ0-1197) 

ThOII\H the Rhymer and the Queen of the Fairies. Fortecm Pictvre library. 

THOMAS THE RHYMER (C. 1220-1297) 

Thomas Rima de &cidun, or Thomas the Rhymer, was a Scottish prophet, almost as 
well known as the Brahan Sec� (E�n was the old spelling of Earlsron, the name of a 
small village.) He was also one of Scocland's early poers and !:ulladeers. Thomas lived in 
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Tftot#t 

the thitteenth cmtwy In Learmont To� in the 
west of the county ci Berwicbhire, close by the 
bcundaty with Roxburgh. He held several estares, 
wlU:h were rot from the aown but from the Eatls 
of�- His prophesies did not � in liter
ary fmn until the early 6fiterdl cennzy. 

Legend has it that Thomas met the 
Queen of the Fairies under a tree in the Eildon 
Hi lis, at Hundy Bum. She asked him to kiss her, 
which he did. He instantly feU in � with her 
and agreed to go with her and stay in her king# 
dom for seven years. It was on his return from 
this visit tt> the fai ries that he began to exhibit 
his gift of prophesy. 

1M fcypdao pi Thoch ioveoced arts 231 ..;...,.,.,, 
ocNdioc map: end� FMean Pictlft lAmzr,. 

One day the Earl of Dunbar asked 
Thomas what the following day would bring, 
and Thomas stated that it would bring the 
death of the king, Alexander III. Sure enough, 
the next day the old king died. Among many 
other things, 1homas prophesied the Jacobite 
uprisings d 1715 and 1 H 5, the Battle of Ban# 
nockbum (131·4). the union of the Scottish and 
the English cr�ns (1603 ), the Battle o( Pinkie 
( 15 .. 7), the banishment o( the last Earl 
Marischal (17of6), and the fomiture of 
Marischal's lands of lnverugie. 

A ballad of Thomas is included in Sir 
Walter Scott's Minstrels)� w Scouitla Border. 

182 

For generations the local populations of Berwidcshire have refer� to Thomas as 
"True Thomas; beullie of the accuracy of his pn:dictiQQJ. 

Sounzs; 
Buckland, Raymond. Saxtish V/Ud.auft. St. Pau� MN: Uewellyn, 1992. 
Shcpud, Leslie A. (ul.) . .Enc� of� 9 Par��D· New YOI'k: Avoo, 1978. 
htqx//-w.fulklcgend.ccm/article1066_2.html. 

THOTH 

Thoth (pronounced "Toe·th") was the Egyptian god of truth and patron of wisdom, 
learning, inventions,and literature. He was spokesman of me gods and keeper of their 
records. Tiloth was known in Greece as Hermes Trismegistus-"the chrice greatest 
Hermes." He was the source of all m)lltic revelation. As "Scribe of the Gods," Thoth 
was responsible for all sacred writings. He is generaUy represented holding a reed pen 
and color palette, and he is often shown with the head of a.t ibis wearing a lunar disc 
in a crescent. Sometimes, h�ver, be is shown as a dog-headed ape. 1both recorded 
the verdict at the judgment of the dead, when the heart was weighed. 
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Fndowed with comple12 knowledge and wisdom, Titoth invented all the arts 

and sciences: mathematics, gec:metry, surveying, llStrMcmy, medicine, SUrJ!eiY, music, 
drawing, writq, and also magic and coocbuyiDc. 

Sources: 
Cavtlldisn. Rkharo (ed.). Man. M,cil f1 � U:mdon: BPC Publ.i.lhina. 1910. 
� �qM,�. London: Pa.l.H..nlyn.l96S. 

THRIOBOLY 

(See-'-•·vq; �) 

TI1rioboly is another name for pessomancy (orpseJilomancy). This is divination using 
pebbles or small stones, which are thrown onto the ground and then studied with 
regard co their positions and relatimships. 1hi.s would be a form c:J �cy. 

TIBET 

One of the main forms ofdivinaaion in Tibet is the art of tTa. It is, in essmce, �«Villi• 
Tite diviner focuses his or her gaze on a mirror, water, or some other reflective sur· 
face. Or the sky may be looked at, if it is dear. The seer then empties the mind b y  
repeating certain mantras until a vision appears. An example is given by Loewe and 
Blader, in Di..maaon and Orcaclft(1981), where they descri� an instance c:J ua. A 
diviner in Easr nbet was aslted by a woman how many sans she would have. He used a 
mirror and had a vision c:J one red flower, one yelJow flo'lm', and me slighdy damaged 
white flo'lm'. His in11erpretation was that she would have time sons: one would be a 
reincarnate lama, one a priest, and one would Sidler a life of continual sicknea. n-e 
Pftlllhecy proved to be conect. 

Another form c:J saying is known� D«je Y..drOM\4.. This mirTor divination is 
similar to other ar� where the acrual gating is dme by a young, virginal bar or girl 

1ibetans also perform is what is known as dough-ball divination. This la�r 
involves writing all the possible answers to a question on pieces of paper and then 
rolling up the slips in lumps c:J dough. Great care i.s taken to xe that all the dough· 
balls weigh the same. TI1e balls are then sealed inside a jar that is set in front of a 
sacred object, sll:h as an image or a painting. It is then prayed over for three days and 
nights, by lamas, with no <R touching the bowl throughout. On the fourth day, the 
bowl is opened and a prominent lama will tip it up, rolling the balls around it as he 
does !0. Tite ball char eventually f.alls out is the one containing the correct answer. 

Cubornaacy in Tibet uses three dice. It is stipulated that the diviner must have 
pure motivation and the questimer must have absolute &ith in the diviner. Both pray 
to the Three Jewels, their root and lineage lamas, and their deities, asking for a dear 
answer. Tite diviner then pictures his or her special deity and requests a c.lear, true 

answer. Tite dice are rolled and the answer is taken from a book containing all possi· 
bilities for the various combinations c:J dou. 
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n Wheel of Life. Fortean PiavTe lJbrm:y. 

It is felt that by loolting into a person's furure, the seer can assess situations and 
recommend �emedial action if necessary, though performi11g divination for those who 
are sick is often considered tedious. Supposedly the invasion ci Ttbet by the Chinese 
was predicted and a number of rituals were performed, but they were ineffectual 
because of the great negative lear ma of the n bctan people. 
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Sc:apuloaamc:y is performed, as is oodrommcy,l•mpadomancy, and caulimo
mancy. 1he lampadomancy is often petformed with a butter lamp. Such a lamp should 
be as near pet�t as possible, even made out cL silver or gold. The wick should be a 
dry, odorless piece ci wood placed in the center cL the lamp. Barley is heaped on it, 
then melted, purified butter is poured over. The following is recited one hundred 
times: Om aA hum wj1'0 guru dte � nilucm' o4 od li smva aA b lu twdha dte M)t! 
swn bah. While ayins this, the question should be mncenttated upon. The butter 
lamp is then lighted and the flame obsetved. 1he shape of the flame is mnsidered as· 
nificant, as is the brightnr:ss,and the s�diness_ 

Sowas: 
Headon. � (cd.). Qwat far d!tt um--c��armr w Fwn. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 

Ogdt,1992. 
Loewe, Michael am Cannen Blacker. DMMtian and�. London: Allen 6. Unwin, 1981. 
http://www.tibet.c.om/auddhism/divinat ionhtml. 

TlROMANCY; TYROMANCY 

In Sir lhomas Urquhart's 11te Third Book of rite Works of Mr. Frtmeis �(london, 
1693), he says: "Tohave the truth mere fully disclosed by Tyromancy, whereof we 

make some Proof in a great Brehemont Cll.eese ... 1yromancy is indeed divination by 
means of c:bcae. Lewis Spence remarks that "it is practiced in divers ways the details 
ci which are not known." It seems probable that it was tied into the mmner in which 
the c:bcae aged: the aJ.DCU\t and appearance of mold, shapes seen in the mold, the 
depth eX the mold. and so on. 

Soun::a: 
04orJ � �- Oafov. <lanndon Ptas.l989. 
Spaw;e, 1.ewil. An E� of rht G:a.lL lOfldon: <Jeorre Routl� 6. Sons, 1920. 

TOPOMANCY 

l0pomancy is divination usins natural land fonns. Hills, valleys, rivers, •reams, and 
distant mountains all have their meanings. If the diviner is overly familiar with the 
scene before him, or her, then some action is taken 10 ensure a random view. This may 
take the bnn of spinninsaround with lhe eyes closed, and then stopping and opening 
them to inrEtpret whatever happens 10 lie ahead. 1he prez1ce cr absence of water 

could be significant, as could the state ci trees, the arnow\t ci open land, the number 
of hedgerows, and other factors. 

TORCH- I • .. wd ._.., 
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Tr��s 

TRANCE _t.Ucapam, 

TREES 

(Seeal.o� 

There are representations of sacred trees on Assyrian and Otaldean engraved cyJin, 
den. The aee seems to have been the es5ential symbol of Otaldean religion. In 
ancient Egypt numerous deities we1e suwosed co inhabit trees. In the Old Testament 
ol the Bible aie many references to sacred groves and to altars being set up in such 
aieas, under trees such as  the m� oak. In Rome the tree omens were important. 
The withering of laurels foretold Nero's death. Similarly, the fall of a cypress was a 
p� ofTtrus Flavius Ocmitianus's death. 

The tree was sacred to the Celt.. In fact, they had a whole alphabet based on 
trees. The �rue Tre� Orack, as presented by LU and Colin Murray, aligns the trees 

with the ancient Beth-Luis-Nuin alphabet (abo lcnown as Ogham-pronounced 
"owam" Of "ohm") ci the Celts, and abo gives individual meanings to them: 

� Birch: New beginning; cleansing. Rrst month-November 
L-Lw Rowan: Protection against enchanbnent; control of all the scn5eS. 

Second mooth-Decanber 
ILFeam Alckt: Oracular and protective. Third monda-January 
�Sai& Willow: Night vision; lunar rhythms; kmale aspecu. rourth 

mooth-February 
N-Nuin Ash: Linking ci inner and outEr worlds; micJo.. and macroc:nsm. 

Faith month-March 
H-Huarhe tbwthom: Otastitv; c� protet:ti<n Sixth mmth-April 
().........Dvir Oaic Solid protectim; suength; doorway to the mysteries. Seventh 

month-May 
T -TiMe Holly: Best in the fight. Eighth month-June 
C-Cdl Hazd: Intuition; straight to the source. Ninth month-July 
Q---Qum Apple: Ot.oice cibeauty. 
M--Msan \me: PR>Jhesy. Tenth month-Augu.sr 
G� Ivy: Spiral ofthe Self; sean:.h br the Self. Eleventh mmcb-&p-

tember 
Ng-NgEull Reed: Direct aaion. Twelfth month-October 
St,..-.Straif Blaclcthom: No choice; c�aruing. 
R-Rw Elder: The end in the beginning and the beginning in the end. Thir· 

teenth (malce-up) mooth-last three days of October. 
A-Ailim Silver Rr: High views and long sight. 
Q......an Furze Magpie; good at collecting. 
U-Ur Heather: Linb to Inner Self, all heal. 
E-Eodlla White Poplar: Helps rebinh; prevents illnea. 
1-IQ\o Yew: Rebinh and everlasting. 
Ch--Kood Grove: Sacred place; all knowledge: past, present, future. 
Th--Orr Spindle: Sweetness and delight; sudden intelligence. 
Pe--U� Honeys� die: Hidden secret. 
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The Olk tree tepraenCS aolid protection, atJ'enllh, and a doorway to m,swiu. Jcand and Colin Botd/FOtkCifl 
Pic�ta� Lilwary. 

Ph-Pha&os Beech: Old lmowledge; old writing. 
Xi-M6r The Sea: Sea; �ravel; maternal finb. 

1he leu�rs of the ttee alphabet ori�nally were cut into the ed� of square 
wooden $ride$ and along the edges of stone, being read from top to bottom. Nearly 
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Tripod 
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four hundred such stones have survived throughout Great Britain. A form of sortilege 
known as Coelbreni was performed by casting down sticks marked with the ogham let
ters. Liz and Colin Murray claim that the Ogham system of divination was created 
circa 600 BCE and was in use through at least the fourteenth century CE. 

Throughout Eastern countries there has been a tradition of hanging gifts on 
sacred trees, or of attaching pieces of clothing to them, so that good luck and health 
may be enjoyed by the wearer. Similarly, in England and throughout the British Isles, 
many trees growing alongside sacred wells are decorated with pieces or cloth or even 
pieces of paper, asking for blessings and good fortune. Many early rituals for fertility 
were also centered on trees. Indeed, the traditional Maypole is closely connected to 
this association. 

Among the sacred groves, one of the most notable was the grove of sacred oaks 
of Zeus at Dodona, in Greece. Also, the laurel tree at Delphi was famous. It was an 
oracle thought to be connected by its roots to the underworld, and therefore able to 
provide knowledge and connection to the world of the dead. The Scandinavian Tree 
of Life, or World Tree, named Yggdrasil, was one of the best known such trees, which 
reached down to the underworld and up to the heavens. Y ggdrasil was an ash tree. In 
India the World Tree was a fig tree. For the Mayans it was the ceiba. All of these trees 
connected the everyday world with the underworld and the heavens through their 
deep-reaching roots and high-rising branches. 

The Jewish Tree of Life is, in effect, a chart of reality, including the material Uni
verse and its microcosm the human body. The Tree is based on ten sephiroth, or emana
tions. Masculine qualities are placed on the right and feminine ones on the left. They are 
combined and reconciled in the central sephiroth. There is an upper triangle formed of the 
Crown (Kether), Wisdom (Kokhmah), and Intelligence (Binah). Below it is another triad: 
Mercy (Hesed), Severity (Geburah), and Beauty (7ifereth). Then come Victory (Netsah), 
Glory (Hod), and Foundation (Yesod). At the very bottom is Kingdom (Malkuth). 

Sources: 

Huxley, A. J. Man, Myth & Magic: Trees. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

Murray, Liz and Colin. The Celtic Tree Oracle. New York: St. Martin's, 1988. 

Phillips, Stephen M. Mysteries of Mind, Space & Time: The Unexplained. Westport, CT: H. S. 

Stuttman, 1992. 

Stuart, George E. and Gene S. Stuart. The Mysterious Maya. Washington, DC: National Geo
graphic Society, 1977. 

TRIGRAMS see I Ching 

TRIPOD 

The tripod (meaning "three-foot") was a form of Greek altar. The avenue leading to 
the sanctuary of Dionysus, in Athens, was known as the Street of Tripods, because of 
the number of small altars that lined the way. At the oracular sites, such as Delphi, 
the Pythia, and her sister sybils sat on the tripod while giving their oracular state
ments. When not in use, it was adorned with a laurel branch. 
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The ucred tripod froaa Delphi, Gftec:e, OD. which the Pythia would make her pt'Ophetic utterances, 112•. 
Fortran Pi4::C..re � 

Souree.; 
Cawndiib, Ricbud cat.>. Man, Mydl & Magic. Loo.doo: s� PuHimin& J97o. 
Wallter, &rbara G. Tltt Woman's Dictionary of Symbols and S4tftd Ol:fecu. San Franci.sco: 

HupecSanFnncisco,l988. 
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Tripudiary; Tripudium 
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TRIPUDIARY; TRIPUDIUM 

A form of divination where future events are divined by the actions of birds and, espe
cially, of sacred chickens when they are fed. The actions of the birds are noted as is the 
way the bread that is thrown to them bounces when it hits the ground. Thomas 
Blount, in his Gwssographia, or a dictionary interpreting such hard words as are now used 
(1656), states: "Tripudiary divination was by bread rebounding on the ground, when it 
was cast unto birds, or chickens." Also Sir Thomas Browne, in Pseudodoxia Epidemica 
or enquiries into very many received tenets ( 1646), speaks of "the conclusions of sooth
sayers in their auguries and tripudiary divinations, collecting presages from voice or 
food of birds." 

The word also applies to sacred dancing, when the dancer leaps in the air and 
beats the ground with his or her feet, such as in ecstatic dancing. This is seen in such 
rites as are found in Voudoun. 

Sources: 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

TROCHOMANCY 

Divination by studying wheel tracks. The tracks of a four-wheeled vehicle (such as a 
farm cart) were best for this, since they provided meanderings of one set of tracks back 
and forth across the other set of tracks. The frequency of crossing and the variance 
were notable for divining. 

TYMPANA 

Tympana is drum divination. It is an adaptation of the drum divination of the 
shamans of Lapland. It is also found in Cornwall, England, and with some Gypsies in 
various countries. The Hungarian Gypsies refer to the drum as the chovihanescro bukw, 
or "witch drum." The English Roma would call it a shuv'hani bauw tek. 

The Gypsies will usually use nine seeds (some use as many as twenty-one) from 
a thorn apple to cast into the tambourine. The skin head of the drum has been marked 
with nine stripes in a particular pattern. According to Leland, the stripe marked "a" is 
held closest to the diviner. When the seeds have been cast, the side of the instrument 
is tapped lightly with the heel of the hand, which causes the seeds to move about. 
Should all the seeds come within the four lines a, d, e, f, then all will be well. Even if 
only three seeds come within those lines, it is a good omen. However, if two roll into 
the space between a and I it is especially lucky for a woman; between I and fit is lucky 
for a man. If nearly all fall outside b, c, g, h, everything is unfavorable. 

The same setup is found with the Laplanders. There three cowry shells are pre
pared by being marked with symbols. One has a star on it, another a moon, and a sun 
symbol on the third. Each of these has particular meaning. For example, the star may 
represent present conditions and material gains. The moon may indicate occult 
knowledge and inner guidance. The sun may be connected to family and close friends. 
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Ramer than the nine stri� there may be par
ticular sign meant designs may be painted in the 
drum head md the shells read according to lheir 
c�ndences and lheir area of landing. 

Sowua: 
Kad yn. T,rn�Jdn4: Dncm and Tam&ourine DiwnaDoft.. 

l..ooa 8each, CA: � Macicbl Arts, 1991. 
leland, Uacla Galfcey. O,.S, Scnu1, (I fonane 

Tdlin(. Fbher-Unwin,l891. 

TYPTOLOGY 

Typrology is the theory or subject of rapping in J I 
order to communicate with spirits. It was such 
rawing that led to the birth of spirituaism with 
the Fox sisters in Hydesville, New York, in 1848. 

From the moment lhe Fox family moved I 
into the house In Wayne County, on December 
11, 1847, they experienced s� sounds char 
echoed through the wood-framed cottage. John 
Fox and Margaret, his wife, heard knoclcings and 
rapping the origin they could nor ttace. These 
continued. Sane three months later, on March 
31, 1848, Calhie and Margaretta, the two 
daugh�. were lying in bed listrning to lhe con-

stant rapping when Calhie, the ycunger one, n.e .kiD of 1 �milked� DiDe 1tripa. 
named the unknown "lhing" causing the noise lllld by o,pm. for� �S..Cid.lnL 
"Mr. SplidOot" and started addmsing it, telling 
it to lcnodt to her count d "one, two, tluee, 
k>ur." Surprisingly, the entity did just that. Eventually a full dialogue developed, with 
questions aslted and aNWm caning by way of one 1modt b A. two b 8, three for C. 
and so on. Neighbors were called in to verify what was happening, and eventually the 
phenomenon developed into rqular "conversations." Over lhe years simple rapping 
was to expand and develop, With mediumdlip. ahanca, clairvoyance, clairaudience, 
auromatic writing, and more, eventually growing into lhe spiritualist movement. 

Sourc.ea: 
Buckland, Raymond. Doon roOM Worlds. S«. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1993. 
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UMBILlCALCORDse.e O�cy 

URANOMANCY se.e OutanOCND.cy 

URIMANCY; UROMANCY; URINOMANCY; 0ROMANCY 

James Sanford, in Agrippa's of the vanitie and uncertain tie of artes and sciences of 1569, 

said: "For this cau;e Sc.iatomancie, Oromancie, Drymimancie, be called the divina· 
tions or Prognostications of Physicians, gathered by odors and urines." Urimancy is 
divination by urine. fu Agrippa suggested, it is done by odors and also by color. It was, 

in eff an early form of urinalysis, albeit using the sample as an indication of what 
the future held rather than what was in the past. 

Sources; 
Oxford EndishDictionary. Oxfocd: Clarendon Pres&. 1989. 

URINE se.e Urimancy 

URINOMANCY t« Urimancy 

UROMANCY se.el.JriDw,cy 
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VASILIEV, LEONID ( 1891-1 966) 

Leonid Vasiliev graduated from Petersburg University in 1914 and became a teacher 
of biological sciences at Ufa, Basb.lcir, from 1914 till 192l. He later became the chair· 
man of physiology at Leningrad University and was a pioneer in psychic research in 
the Soviet Union. He once told a meeting c:J Soviet scientists; "The discovety of the 
energy underlying extra sensory perception will be equivalent to the discovery of 
atomic energy." h 1961 he was made head of a special Parapsychology laboratory at 
Leningrad University. His boob included Mysr.eriosu MmijeltDtion.s cf IN H&Q'I\IJn Psy
cht (1959) and� at l:Xsfana: NOU3 af aPhysidogUt (1962). 

Sources; 

FUhtey, MaraareL TlwS�umal. London: AJdus.I976. 
Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encycloptdia t:! C>cAUrum & Parap�. New York: Avon. 1978. 

VATICINATION 

A vaticination is a prophetic utterance or forecast; a prediction of an oracular or 

inspired nature; a prophecy or prognootication. 

VEDIC ASTROLOGY 

Vedic, or Hindu, astrolo�r is also known as ]'JO(ish and focuses on predictions. It uses 
the sidereal, or fixed, wdiac rather than the tropical, or moveable, one used by West· 
em astrologers, and does not use house cusps the way Western astrologers oo. Each 
house covers exactly 30 degrees and exactly one sign. In other words, if there is tz• 
Taurus rising, the entire house is regarded as Taurus (the second house Gemini. and so 
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][ 
MAll 

SUN SATURN 

on). Uranus, Nqxune, and Pluto ate generally ignored, with Saturn regarded as the 
ruler of. Aquarius, Jupiter as the ruler ci Pisces, and Man the ruler of. Scorpio. 

Vedic charts are drawn up in a S(Jlare format. Roman numerals are used to 
indicate House numbers. 

Doing a natal horoseape can involve czting as many as sixteen differmt indi
vidual chart�, each in a slightly different manner, in order to see the whole picture ci 
past, pretent, and future. This is known as the VtmSOttari Daslta s�em. 

The &m is considered a negative influence, u are MaG, Saturn, and the two 

moon nodes (K.erw and Rahu). Beneficial� Venus, Jupiter, MetQIJ)', and the waxing 
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moon. The moon and the �cendant ace regarded as rhe mosr impormm pares of the 
chart. 1he 360 de�es of the zodiac ace divided inro rwemy,seven lunar mansions, or 

nduMGS, each 13•20' long. Each c:i these nabhttas is associated with a planer, qual[, 
ry, deiry, symbol, body part, sound, and� on. 

l'YOfi.sh � a Sarubir word derived from j']«i, meaning •tight." h i'i referred to as 

•rhe science of the luminaries." Vedic amoklgy is based upon the statemenu of the 
Vedic literatures and Vedic sages, such as the Vedas, Puranas, Samhitas, and Rishi· 
vaakyas, and the statements ci Maharishi Parashara, Vedavyasa, Narada, Garga, and 

othel5. 

Sourczs: 
8eclcman, Howard. A11 lrcrockcion ro Vtdic Astrology: Spiritual Stdcnc� of� �. London; 

&laji Plbli'ihing, 1995. 
Orion, Rae. Ascroloc {O'r Dummits. Foster City, CA: lOG Books, 1999. 

VIRGILIAN LoTS 

(See aJao Runee) 

Tacirus, in his Omnania, mentions that in Teutonic divination, a r od  cut from a fruit, 
bea-q tree was cut inlos li�. or "slips." The s lips were each marked with indtvtcilal s� 
ils and then thrown down, rancbmly, on a white cloth or garment. This clorh was talc en 
up �ile making a prayer to the gods. The slips were rhen removed, rhree at a time, and 
inrerprered acmrdingtothesigilson them. This was Icnownas•Vargilian loa." 

VlSICIIIS S« � 

VOUDON;VOODOO 

Voudon, or Voodoo, is a religion. It is ntt black magic and it does not consist of stick· 
ing pins into dolls. It is a religion ci initiation; a mym:ry religion sremming from the 
kingdom of Dahomey, on the Ivory Coast of Africa. It was imported ro the West 
Indies with me slaves at the latter end of the seventeemh cemury. The language of 
Dahomey was len own as fon, meaning •Icing." The word Voudon is the fan word for 
"spirit" or "god," or for a sacred object. 

The Republic of Haiti-the weste m pan of Santo Doming�is the island 
most often associated with Voudon and probably the place where it is practiced in its 
purest fonn. It is a religion in the sense of any other religion, with a system of beliefs, 
faith, and naditional rites. In Religions of lite World Made Simple, John Lewis defines 
religion as "rhe attitude of individuals in ccmmuniry ro the powers which they con, 
ceiveas having ultimate control over their desrinies and interests." This definition fits 
Voudon as exactly a& it fits Roman Cathol ic ism, Judaism, Witchcraft, Buddhism, or 

any other esmblished religion. 

In Voodon there ace a number c:i gods, or loo. There is a priesrhood and various 
kstivals and ceremonies. The ceremonies ace held ar a sancruary or remple known � a 
licunfor or lnmfo. These sanctuaries vary gready in size and sryle depending en the 
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affluence of the immediate community. Some are very elaborate with a number of peri
styles (covered altar areas) while others are small buildings with a rough cement block 
for an altar. 

The priest in Voudon is the houngan and the priestess the mambo. Ceremonies 
are attended by initiated and noninitiated alike. However, the initial part of the cere
mony is performed by the priests, the initiates, and the shortly-to-be-initiated only, 
while the rest of the congregation sits and watches. The two factors, participants and 
audience, tend to merge more and more as the ceremonies progress. The initiated are 
known as the hounsi, or "spouse of the god." They are dressed in white at the rituals 
and assist the houngan and mambo, whom they call "Papa" and "Mama." Those who 
are going through a training period for initiation are dressed in red and are known as 
the hounsi-kanzo. 

The many gods, or loa, of Voudon have specific names and definite duties. 
They are invoked in ceremonies and make their presence known by possessing their 
worshipers and "riding" them like horses. There are two types of god: the Rada, who 
are chthonic deities known as "the Gentle Gods"; and the Petro , who are bitter, 
unyielding deities specializing in magic, charms, and cures. The Petro are feared and 
are named after a certain Don Pedro, who introduced the rites to Haiti from Santo 
Domingo. The more important loa are the Rada. The name Rada comes from the 
name of the ancient capital of Dahomey, Arada. Rada deities include: 

DAMBALLAH-wEOO-known as "the Ancient and Venerable Father." He 
is looked upon as the source of all wisdom; the origin and essence of life. 
Damballah is regarded as a serpent deity. The center post holding up the 
roof of the peristyle, and around which the altar is constructed, is regarded 
as Damballah's tree, and he is thought to be at the top of it during the ritu
als. 

AYIDA-WEOO-the wife of Damballah. She is also depicted as a serpent. 
The two together represent sexual totality. Their symbol is an egg, repre
senting the world. 

LEG BA-a most important loa, for he is the Guardian of the Crossroads (in 
this sense similar to the Greek goddess Hecate). He is sometimes referred 
to as Mattre Carrefour, or God of the Crossroads. It is Legba who can 
remove the barrier between this world and the next, so he must be invoked 
first, of all the loa. 

AGwE (or Agwe-Taroyo) is the Poseidon ofVoudon. Called "The Shell of 
the Sea," "Eel" and "Tadpole of the Pond," he is lord of the sea and all that 
is in it: flora and fauna, ships and shipwrecks. 

ERZULIE (or Ezilie)-FREDA-DAHOME Y  is the counterpart of Aphrodite. 
She has an overabundance of love and is the Great Mother, a goddess of 
beauty. She comes from a family of sea spirits. She is extremely extravagant 
and loves beautiful clothes, makeup and perfume. Erzulie is very refined, 
sensual, and coquettish, always wearing three wedding bands. 

OGOUN (or Ogu-Balindjo) is a storm god. Basically a sky deity, he is depict
ed as a wounded warrior and carries an enormous sabre. He is also known as 
"Blacksmith of the Gods," like the Greek Hephcestus. 
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ZAKA (or Papa-Azzaca) is in charge of crops and agricultural labor. 
GUEDE-the loa of Death and Sexuality. He is very much a chthonic deity. He 

is frequently obscene in both word and gesture. He is also a great healer. In 
his Petro aspect he is known variously as Baron Samedi, Baron La-Croix, 
Baron Cimitiere, and The Three Spades, all of which are grave-digging tools. 

Each of the loa has a symbol or emblem peculiar to him or her. These are 
known as veves or vevers and are drawn on the floor of the hounfor during a ritual to 
invoke the specific loa. 

There is one ritual in Voudon that is surprisingly similar to a spiritualist 
seance. It is called Retraite de l' esprit de !' eau or "Retreat of the spirit of the water." A 
small canvas, tentlike, enclosure is erected in the hounfor. Inside are placed various 
offerings together with a tub of water and a stool. The mambo goes inside and the 
entrance flap is closed and secured. Several hounsi then sit or lie on the ground beside 
the structure, holding govi jars. These are earthenware jars that contain the spirits of 
the dead. As the people assemble, the mambo can be heard chanting in langage, the 
secret ritual language of the priesthood. There is a litany as she calls on the loa and 
the people respond. A sharp cry from the mambo is the signal for the first hounsi to 
slip her govi under the canvas into the tent. After a moment the sound of rushing 
water is heard, soon followed by a strained, hoarse voice. The voice will call the name 
of one of those assembled around the tent. It is invariably recognized as being the 
voice of a dead relative. A conversation will then ensue between the two, with the 
mambo interjecting a word here and there. It is not unknown for the mambo to be 
speaking at the same time that the dead ancestor is talking. 

The ancestor may be consulted on family matters and advice may be sought on a 
variety of things. He or she may have some vital message to impart. There are even 
warnings of future problems divulged. All the while the voices are speaking, there is 
heard the rushing of water in the background. Although the mambo has a bowl of water 
in the enclosure with her, this background noise not something that can be reproduced 
using such a bowl. Occasionally during the ceremony, the mambo will give an example 
of glossolalia-speaking in tongues-though this is not common. When a number of 
voices have been heard, the govi is returned to the hounsi under the flap, and the next 
jar is taken in. Should the voices begin to fade at any time, the mambo will again chant 
in langage until the strength returns. When all govi have been used, there is a final song 
and then the mambo emerges from the tent. As with a spiritualist medium after a 
seance, the mambo invariably appears exhausted and has to be helped away. 

There is a generous dose of Christianity mixed in with Voudon. This is from 
the fact that for years the Christian missionaries tried to stamp out Voudon and con
vert its followers from their ancestral religion. Not understanding the makeup of 
Voudon, the missionaries-fervent monotheists-persecuted the natives, burning 
peristyles, drums, flags, beads, assons, and all Voudon trappings, naively believing that 
by so doing they could stamp out beliefs that had been held for generations. The 
Haitians, for their part, eventually assumed a mask of Christianity in order to be left 
alone, but they continued to practice their own religion in secret. Since St. Patrick is 
often depicted surrounded by snakes, it seemed natural to the Haitians to use depic-
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Mambo (Priestess) Miriam in her Voodoo Spiritual Temple in New Orleans, polinc as lncorporadna the 
Voodoo deity Qrpun, a wanior cod- Dr. Elmc1,. R. (Jrubcr/Forkan Pi.:Nu .Library. 

tions of him to represent the Votdon set pent deity DambaUah. Similarly, Mary was 

used to represent Erzulie, St. George to depia Ogoun, Jesus the plenipotentiary lqba, 
and so on. A Clmstian priest could go to a home in Haiti and happily see many Qms. 
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tian emblems and figures prominently displayed. He would leave not realizing that to 
the people in the house these were still their old pagan gods. In similar fashion, the 
Voudon followers could see the power of the Church and so adopted some of its ritual, 
believing it would add to their own power. In this way a typical Voudon ritual will 
include prayers, chants, Paternosters, and Ave Marias. 

Voudon is found in places other than Haiti, though Haiti seems to be the main 
area for the religious emphasis. In New Orleans, for example-and in many large 
cities around the United States-there is a variety of Voudon but with more emphasis 
on the buying and selling of gris�gris (charms and spells), candles, baths, powders, and 
such. Here, also, may be found the Voudon "kings" and "queens." In the early nine� 
teenth century the most famous of these was Marie Laveau, a free mulatto woman 
who would stage huge dances on the shores of Lake Pontchartrain. 

Many South American countries have variations of Voudon. In Brazil the offi
cial religion is Roman Catholicism, yet, as with Haiti, it is only superficial for most. 
Macumba, Umbanda, Qimbanda, and Candomble are the names of the varieties of 
Voudon found throughout Latin America. These are not dying out. On the contrary, 
even with the ever-increasing literacy rate in Brazil and the other South American 
countries, the followers of these different versions of Voudon are increasing in num
ber. It has been said that the reason is the very personal nature of the relationship 
between the worshiper and the deities; the follower is not just a spectator but a partic
ipant. The communion with divinity is absolute. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. The Anatomy of the Occult. New York: Samuel Weiser, 1977. 
Deren, Maya. Divine Horsemen. London: Thames & Hudson, 1953. 
Lewis, John. Religions of the World Made Simple. New York: Doubleday, 1968. 
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WAITE, ARTHUR EDWARD--"GRAND ORIENT" 
(1857-1942) 

Arthur Edward Waite was born oo October 2. 1857, in Brooklyn, New Yorlc. His 
father was a captain in the Merchant Marine who died at sea when Arthur was still a 
child. His English mother, Emma (nee Lovell), then moved baclc to London. Despite 
having to live near poverty, Arthur and his sister were educated at Roman Catholic 
schools in North London. He eventUally went to St. Otarles's College. Growing up. 
Waite developed a great love for what were lcnown as "penny dreadfuls" (cheap 
romance novels) and medieval fantasies that, awarenrly, ftred his imagination. 'Mien 
he left school, he became a cleric and in his spare time wrote poetry. By the time he 
was twenty-one, he spent long hours in the British Museum Reading Room, studying 
esoteric ism. It was there that he met MacGregor -Mathers. 

Waite grew up in the middle of the big renaissance d occultism, which 
stretched from the end d the nineteenth century through to the outbreak d World 
War I. Consequently be came to make the acquaintance d such notables as Arthur 
Machen, W. B. Yeats, Helena Blavatslcy, Annie Besant, AleisterCrowley, Algernon 
Blaclc.wood, MacGregor·Matbers, and Wynn Westcott. In 1885 be wrote his first 
book, T� Myste7ies of M�ic. 

In 1888 Waite married Ada Lakeman and they bad a daughter. Ada was also 
interested in the occult and took the magical name "Lucas Ia." At the Mathers home, 
they were initiated into the magical order Isis-Urania. Ada was not enthused and 
Waite himself did not aspire to attain the Second Order. 1be same �ar he married, 
Waite wrote The Real HUrm, of rite Rosmaans and l.i(JfS � Alchem,stical Pllilosophm, 
along with Songs and Poems of F«r,land. which he dedicated to his wife. 

Waite contributed to Ralph Shirley's Ocodc Rwiew and for twenty years 
anonymously edited the monthly Ret�iew of Pe1iodical Lirnarure, acquiring an unri· 
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valed knowledge of major current occult works and the development of occultism 
around the world. He also edited the magazine The Unknown World. He joined the 
Order of the Golden Dawn in 1891, left shortly after but rejoined in 1896. He was 
admitted into the Second Order in 1899. Waite's writing embraced the translation 
and editing of alchemical manuscripts and treatises by Thomas Vaughan, Benedictus 
Figulus, Edward Kelly, and others. With the breakup of the Golden Dawn, Isis-Urania 
was split into the Isis Temple, which was still loyal and under the leadership of Dr. 
Berridge, and the Stella Matutina under Waite's own guidance. 

It was about this time that Waite was initiated into Freemasonry, at the Run
nymede Lodge No. 2430, Wraysbury, on September 19, 1901. He became master of 
that lodge in 1910. On October 28, 1914, he was provincial deputy grand director of 
ceremonies for Buckinghamshire. In 1921 he became a founder member and deputy 
vice president of the Masonic Study Society, resigning that post in 1924. In 1904 he 
founded his own Rectified Order of the Golden Dawn, and in 1915 founded his Fel
lowship of the Rosy Cross. 

One of the most lasting effects that Waite had on the occult community was to 
produce the Rider-Waite Tarot Deck, which he did utilizing the artistic talents of 
Pamela Colman Smith. It has since become probably the most popular tarot deck in 
the world. Waite also wrote the book The Pictori al Key to the Tarot (1911). Two years 
earlier he had written A Manual of Cartomancy. 

In 1924 Ada died, and Waite later married Mary Broadbent Schofield, whose 
magical name was "Una Salus." Waite continued writing, producing a tremendous 
number of books, most of them written with what has been described as "immense 
scholarship shrouded by a portentous and obscure style, deriving from the occult tradi
tion of reluctance to reveal openly the esoteric mysteries, but instead [to] give hints 
and symbolic explanations." Waite died on May 19, 1942. 

Sources: 

Colquhoun, lthel. The Sword of Wisdom: MacGregor Mathers & the Golden Dawn. New York: G. 

P. Putnam's Sons, 1975. 

Shepard, Leslie A. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology. New York: Avon, 1978. 

WALKING see Ambulomancy 

WAND see Rhabdomancy 

WATER see Bletonism; Dowsing; Hydromancy; Lecanomancy; Rhabdomancy 

WATKINS, ALFRED (1855-1935) 

Alfred Watkins was an English merchant, early photographer and amateur archaeolo
gist. He was born in Hereford in 1855. On leaving school he was employed by his 
father as a brewer's representative, a position that brought him an intimate knowledge 
of the local countryside and the local customs and legends. Although he was wary of 
"the occult," Watkins did find that he had a close telepathic connection with his sis
ter. As an inventor and photographer, he invented the pinhole camera and the 
Watkins exposure meter. 
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In lateryears, when he� in his mid-six· 
ties, Watlcins developed the theory of'"ley lines," 
which� suwoseJ lines of force! inlcing various 
ancieru: sites such as mounds. sunes, crowoeds, 
churches, and holy weUs. In the 1920s, while 
wallcing the hiDs ot'HetefOrdsbire near Bredwar
dine, Watkins aw, in a vaion, a vast network of 
straight lines. Chedcing an Ordmnce Survey 
map, he fOund that ai¥:ient sites throughout the 
counay were cx>nnec� by such straight lines. He 
pur faward h� theory in an atticle in Eariy Brillsh 
Trackwa)l in 1922. In the boolc he later wrote, 
The Old Srroig#ll Track (1925), he said: "I feel that 
the ley-man, astronomer-priest, druid, bud, wiz.. 
ard, witch, palmer and hermit were all more or 
less linked by one thread of ancient knowledge 
and power." His theory and book caused virulent 
controversy in archeological circles but has 
retained the interest o( millions through to the 
present day. His book is stiU considered the most 
importantso...-cefOr the studyof ley lines. 

Sources: 
Fish ley, Matpret. The�· London: Aldus, 

1976. 
Wadtins, Alhed. Tltc Old Scmijlt Tnrl. London: 

Methuen,l925. 

WAXsuC--.:y 

WEAYHERsu� 

WHEAT.u� 

WHEEL.u�;T........__., 

WINDS .u AuGoat.mc:y 

WINE see <EntlCIL&D.CY 

WITNESS 

A witness is a sample o( something being looked for. For instance, in dowsing and 
radlesthesla. a hollow pendultmt is fnquendy used, which allows a sample of the sub· 
stance sought to be enclosed. If looking for gold, for example, a small piece o( gold 
would be: placed in the pendulum to make a psychic connection with the metal Some 
pendula are made hollow and wiU tmSCrew, opening up into two halves, to accommo· 
date a witness. If the pendulum is not of this type, then a wirness can be: attached to 
the pendulum by trying it on or other means. 
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In medical radiesthesia, when diagnosing a patient, a blood or urine sample 
might be used for a witness. When trying to trace a lost person, a sample of their hand
writing or a piece of clothing might be attached to the pendulum or divining rod to 
make the connection. 

Sources: 

Buckland, Raymond. Color Magic-Unleash Your Inner Powers. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2002. 

Wethered, Vernon D. An Introduction to Medical Radiesthesia & Radionics. London: C. W. 
Daniel, 1962. 

DE WOHL, LOUIS (1903-1961) 

During World War II the British government briefly employed Louis de Wohl as an 
astrologer. In that capacity he was to check on what astrological information the Ger
man astrologers might be giving to Adolf Hitler as advice for war action. Louis de 
Wohl was born in Berlin, Germany, in 1903. His father was Hungarian; his mother 
was Austrian. He lived in Germany until1935, when he moved to England because 
he could no longer accept the Hitler regime. By that time he had built up a career as a 
writer in Germany, with more than thirty novels published. However, he was 
unknown in England and could speak little of the language. Over the years he learned 
not only English but also French, Italian, Spanish, a little Latin, Greek, and Arabic. 
His method of learning English was to start with children's books and then work up 
from there, as any child might do in learning to read. 

By the time war broke out, de Wohl could speak, read, and write reasonably 
well in English. He volunteered for the armed services but was declined because he 
was German. He eventually was accepted and given the rank of captain in a Depart
ment of Psychological Warfare. This came about because Virgil Tilea, the Rumanian 
minister in London, had heard that an acquaintance, famous Swiss astrologer Karl 
Ernst Krafft, had gone to work for the German High Command. Ttlea suggested that 
the British government might use an astrologer of their own, to report on what advice 
Hitler might be getting from Krafft and thereby forestall German actions in the war. 
De Wohl was appointed in September 1940. As it happens, Krafft certainly was in 
Berlin, but he was working on giving the German High Command profiles of the 
British generals based on their horoscopes. He was not actually involved in suggesting 
dates and times for strategic operations, nor was he working for Hitler personally. 

Whether or not the information that de Wohl produced was of any real use to 
the British government is a moot point. One comment he made was, "It is clear to me, 
as to every student of astrology who knew Hitler's horoscope, that he would launch 
his great attack against the West when Jupiter was in conjunction with his Sun, in 
May 1940." In fact, Hitler had no time for astrologers or any occultists. He equated 
astrologers with common fortune-tellers. De Wohl's employment by the British· gov
ernment lasted a very short time, as it quickly became apparent that he served no real 
purpose. De Wohl was, however, later employed on a casual basis by both the British 
and the Americans, on projects such as producing faked astrological predictions and 
bogus Nostradamus prophecies. After the war he went on to write a large number of 
novels, many of them about the lives of various Roman Catholic saints, and most with 
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religious themes. One of his best-known novels was The Spear (1955). Louis de Wohl 
died in 1961. 

Sources: 

Hall, Angus. The Supernatural: Signs of Things to Come. London: Danbury Press, 1975. 

Howe, Ellie. Man, Myth & Magic: National Socialism. London: BPC Publishing, 1970. 

WooD, RoBIN (B. 1953) 

The artist for one of the most popular modern tarot decks, Robin Wood was born 
November 24, 1953, in Syracuse, New York. After graduating from Michigan State 
University, she took a job teaching the visually impaired. At twenty-five, Wood 
encountered some modern Wiccans and began to study Witchcraft. The following 
year she met a military man, married him, and moved to Okinawa, Japan. Her hus
band was in the army and, with him, Wood formed an eclectic group called the Liv
ingtree Coven. 

Returning to the United States in 1982, Wood investigated a number of other 
Wiccan and Pagan paths. She divorced in 1987 and three years later married Michael 
Short, who had been her first love, following his divorce. They started their own tra
dition of Wicca with a group that lasted for a number of years. Wood was diagnosed 
with fibromyalgia, leading to the eventual breakup of the group in 1999 when she was 
unable to continue in the role of High Priestess. 

Wood had begun illustrating books for Llewellyn Publications in the mid-
1980s, focusing on Craft-related projects. In 1991 she produced the Robin Wood Tarot, 
which rapidly became popular, especially among Wiccan and Pagan people. It is today 
one of the most popular decks. 

WORDS see Logomancy 

WRITING see Psychography 
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XENOMANCY 

Xenomancy is divination by the action of snangers. The chance meeting with various 
people would also come under this heading, as an extension of cledonomancy. In 
Greece, to meet a priest is always considered unlucky, but for men more so than for 
women. The luck will be even worse if the priest happens to be riding on a donkey. It 
is also unlucky to meet someone physically dis a\Xd. Howev.:r, to meet an insane per· 
son is considered a good omen, as is meeting a woman with a child. 

1he main aspect of xenomancy, however, is concerned with the action(s) of 
the person met. Actions, of course, can be many and various. A raised right hand, for 
example, would be a positive sign while a raised left hand would be unfortunate. 
Pointing would be significant, as would wild gesticulation. Interaction between two or 
more snangers would multiply meanings. 

Sourcea: 
Lawscn, John Cuthbert. Modern Greek FoUdore and Ancient Greek&�. New York: Universi· 

ty Books. 1964. 

XYLOMANCY 

Xylomancy is divination by the help of pieces of dry wood found on the road. It is also 
divination by the casual arrangement of sticks of firewood,and the way in which they 
bum, though this latter more correctly comes under the heading of causimancy. 

Divination by reading omens from the positions of small pieces of dry wood 
found in one's path is practiced extensively in Slavonia, according to lewis Spence. 
There the placement of the bits of wood is important, indicating good or md fortune 
lying ahead, fardler along the road. Large pieces of wood are seen as major obstacles 
while smaller pieces indicate minor irritations. 
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The relationship of various thicknesses and lengths of wood, when stacked for 
burning, is regarded as significant. This possibly originated with the building of pyres 
for the burning of bodies where related to the final destination of the corpse's spirit. 

Sources: 

Grand Orient (A. E. Waite). The Complete Manual of Occult Divination: Volume 1-Manual of 
Cartomancy. London: Rider, 1912. 

Spence, Lewis. An Encyclopedia of the Occult. London: George Routledge & Sons, 1920. 

YGGDRASIL 

In Scandinavian mythology Y ggdrasil, or lgdrasil, is an evergreen ash that is the world 
tree, overshadowing the whole planet. It is possible that the name comes from Yggr, 
which was one of the many names by which Odin was known. Y ggdrasil is the 
guardian tree of the gods. Heaven and hell are bound together by its roots and branch
es, and the gods meet daily beneath its branches to sit in judgment. It was said to link 
together nine worlds, including those of the giants, the gods, and the dead. 

Y ggdrasil is fed by three main roots: one in Asgard, watered daily from Urd's 
fountain by the three Noms, who decide the destiny of men; one in Niflheim, watered 
by the spring Hvergelmir; and one in Midgard, watered by the underworld giant 
Mimir's well of knowledge. Odin's spear, Gungnir, was made from a branch of the tree. 

Odin was the god of death and of battle. He was the Wodan of the Germans 
and the Woden of the Anglo-Saxons. He was believed to welcome into his halls those 
warriors who died a heroic death on the battlefield. The mythology says that Odin 
hung from the World Tree for nine days and nights while pierced with a spear. He fast
ed as he hung there as a sacrifice. At the end of that time he was able to bend down 
and lift up the magical runes that brought secret knowledge to humankind. 

Vithofnir, a golden rooster, sits on top of the tree, and an eagle sits on the 
highest branch, with a falcon perched on its head. That highest branch shades Valhal
la. The eagle and the falcon report all that they see to the gods who meet below. 
Gnawing at the roots of the tree is the serpent Nidhoggr, the World Serpent. A squir
rel named Ratatosk runs back and forth between the serpent and the eagle, trying to 
stir up discord between the two. 

Four stags-Dain, Duneyr, Durathor, and Dvalin-feed on the upper twigs of 
the tree while their antlers drop dew on to the world below. Odin's goat, Heidrun, the 
supplier of milk for the heavenly mead, browses on the tree branch Lerad. 

Sources: 

Davidson, Hilda Roderick Ellis. Scandinavian Mythology. London: Paul Hamlyn, 1969. 

Leach, Maria (ed.). Funk & Wagnall's Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology, and Legend. San 
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1972. 

YIN AND YANG 

In Chinese philosophy yin is the feminine or negative principle of two opposing cos
mic forces. It is characterized by dark, wetness, cold, passivity, the moon, disintegra-
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In Scandinavian mythotosy, Ygdrul.l is an� ash tNt ovenhadowa the M1ole planer. Fottmn 
Pan-e�. 

tion, shade, ere. Together with Yang it forms a ccmbined creative energy whose fusion 
in physical mauer brings the phenomenal world into being. Yang ·l$the masculine, 
positive principle characterized by light, warmth, dryness, activity and so on. 
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The symbol for yin and yang, known as theTa ki, is a circle enclosing an S
shape, one side of which is white and the other black. In the center of each is a "seed" 
of the other, symbolizing the relativity and inseparability of the two. There is an 
ancient belief that contrasting male and female forces are at work in all things. This 
lies at the heart of ancient Chinese thought. It is the cyclic alternation of all dualities. 
The two forces are held together in tension, not in antagonism but as mutually inter
dependent partners. 

Every line of the sixty-four hexagrams that comprise the I Ching is either a yin 
line or a yang line. Basically the yin, the broken line, meant no and the yang, the solid 
line, meant yes. John Ogilby's translation of Montamus ' Atlas Chinensis (1671) says: 
"The Chinese, by these Strokes, declare how much each Form or Sign receives from 
the two fore-mention'd beginnings of Yin and Yang." 

Sources: 

Cooper, J. C. An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Traditional Symbols. London: Thames & Hudson, 
1978. 

Head on, Deirdre ( ed.). Quest for the Unknown-Charting the Future. Pleasantville, NY: Reader's 
Digest, 1992. 

Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 

ZENER CARDS 

A deck of twenty-five cards designed in the 1930s by Dr. Karl E. Zener, an asiate of Dr. 
J. B. Rhine. They are used in testing for extrasensory perception. In the deck there are 
five each of five different designs: a circle, a cross, three wavy lines, a square, and a star. 

A subject going through the deck, trying to identify each card as studied by 
someone else, would be expected to score five hits out of the twenty-five, purely by 
chance. This gives a basis on which actual scores may be noted, no matter how many 
times the deck is gone through. 

The procedure, as originally used by Rhine, was to have a subject guess the 
sequence of the symbols in the deck, after it had been well shuffled to ensure a random 
order. As mentioned, the expected average of correct guesses was five. This is known 
as the "mean chance expectation,n or MCE. The point of the experiment is to see if 
the subject can guess significantly higher or lower than the MCE. 

Sources: 

Broughton, RichardS. Parapsychology: the Controversial Science. New York: Ballantine, 1991. 

ZODIAC 

In astrology and astronomy, the zodiac is a zone of the heavens along which lie the 
paths of the sun, moon, and principal planets. An earthbound observer sees the orbits 
of the planets as moving in a narrow zone, due to their very slight deviation from a 
common plane. The zone is about eight degrees either side of the ecliptic, or the path 
of the sun. Astrology is geocentric. The real orbits of the planets are around the sun in 
more or less the same plane. 
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As early u 3,000 8CE Mesopotamia, the various configurations of the fixed 
stars were grouped into constellations representing animals and objects. Since the 
majority of the constellations that were aossed by the paths of the planets repe:sented 
animals, the Greeks called this zone "Wdiakos kyklos," or "circle of animals." From 
this comes the name "%10Ciiac." 

It was In Mesopotamia, some time before the Hellenistic period, that the 
development of mathe matical astronomy resulted in accurate definitlros of the 
boundaries and the number of zodiacal constellations. Equal arcs of the apparent 
orbital circle of the sun gave twelve"signs": Aries the ram, Taurus the bull, Gemini 
me twins, Cancer the crab, Leo the lion, Virgo me virgin, Libra the balance, Scorpio 
the scorpion, Sagittarius the archer, Capricorn the goat, Aquarius the water bearer, 
and Pisces the fish. In fact Leo is me only constellation that actually looks anything 
like its name so It Is unknown how the signs got their names. The symbols k>r these 
signs first began to appear in Greek manusaipts of the late Middle Ages. 

The concept of me %10cliac reached Egypt around the third centwy �. when 
dmt country was under Greek domination. A rapid develOJment of astrological doc· 
trines occuned at that rime, combining Egyptian, Greek, and Babylonian elements 
into a system regarding the powe.rs of celestial bodies and their relationship to the 
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Representation of the :odiac at the Bracken House in London. E"'land. Fortran PicNre � 
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zodiac. Thtse ideas spread to Rome, Byzantium, India, and on to the West in general. 
Ancient Mexiao codices include examples of astrol� and its use. 

'nleories Mve been expounded linb� various stone momments around the 
WOfld with astrology and astronomy, presenting the sites u ancient computer-like 
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equipment. Stonehenge would seem the prime example, according to the research 
performed by Professor GeraldS. Hawkins in the early 1960s. The site at Mystery Hill, 
New Hampshire reflects this, on a smaller scale, as do the menhirs at Camac and else
where. According to Derek and Julia Parker, the pyramids of Egypt still hold pride of 
place among ancient astronomical buildings, being oriented to the north pole of the 
sky that now lies close to Polaris. 

Astrology is the study of the planets in relation to the earth, with regard to 
their influence on human life. The Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismegistus (patron of the 
magical arts, associated with the Egyptian god Thoth) states: "That which is below is 
like unto that which is above, and that which is above is like unto that which is 
below, for the performing of the miracles of the One Thing." This is usually shortened 
to "As above, so below" or, what is found in the heavens is reflected here on earth. 

Sources:· 

Encyclopedia Britannica. London: William Benton, 1964. 
Fell, Barry. America B.C. New York: Quadrangle, 1976. 
Hawkins, GeraldS. Stonehenge Decoded. New York: Dell, 1966. 
MacNeice, Louis. Astrology. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1964. 
Parker, Derek and Julia. The Compleat Astrologer. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971. 

ZOLAR see King, Bruce 

ZOOMANCY 

Zoomancy is divination by observing the actions of animals. This can vary tremen
dously from one part of the country to another, or even within one area. The best
known, almost universal, example of zoomancy is of a black cat crossing your path, 
which is usually thought to be a forecaster of bad luck to come. In some areas, for it to 
be the harbinger of bad luck the cat must be crossing from right to left. If it crosses 
from left to right, then it signifies the onset of good luck. In other areas these direc
tions of travel are reversed. 

Ailuromancy is divination by the movement of cats; augury is divining by the 
behavior of birds; hippomancy is based on the actions of a white horse; myomancy is 
the movement of rats and mice; ophiomancy covers snakes. All of these come under 
the general heading of zoomancy. 

If horses and cattle refuse to drink in very dry weather, it is a sign that a cloud
burst is on the way. Similarly, if horses suddenly stop feeding and start to scratch them
selves on trees and fence posts, it means that heavy rain is coming. When chickens 
and turkeys stand with their backs to the wind, a storm is on its way. If a rabbit runs 
across your path from left to right, it is a sign of bad luck to come. But if it should be 
followed by a rabbit running the other way, then the bad luck is cancelled out. 

In the Ozarks, if a bird defecates on a young girl's hat it is a sign that the girl's 
parents are stingy. In some areas it means that the parents will not accept the girl's 
suitor. When horses start running about for no special reason and neighing with no 
visible cause, it means there is going to be a death nearby in the very near future. 
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W�n a dog on a front porch howls four times and then stops, it is a sign of coming 
death. 

There is a nemendous number of such signs and omens besed on the behavior 
of animals. 

Sowca: 

Randolph. Van<%. Otld SKperstitions. New Yoft: Dover. 1964. 
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Meng, 253 54 Narcotics, 327 Oneiromancy, 344-4 7 
Mercury, 37 38,43 44, 117, Native American, 327 29 Onimancy, 347-49,348 (ill.) 

133,336 Natural astrology, 220 Onions, 144 45 
Merkabah, 395 Narural divination, 213 Onomancy, 349 
Mermet, Abbe Alexis, 311 Navajo, 328 Onymancy (Onychomancy), 
Mesopotamia, 311, 344 Navel, 344 349-50 
Metagnome (Metagnomy), 312 Necromancy (Nigromantia), OOBE. See Out-of-body experi· 

(ill.), 312 329 31 ence 
Metagraphology, 313 Necyomancy, 331 Oomancy ( Oomantia, 
Meteoromancy, 313 Needles, 3 4 Ooscopy), 350 
Meteo�, 313 Nelson, Peter, 385 (ill.) Operational divination, 213 
Metopomancy (Metoposcopy ), Neprune,41 42,49, 133,336 Ophidiomancy (Ophiomancy), 

313 14,314 (ill.) Newts, 62 351 
Mexico and Central America, Ngam,9 Oracles, 19 20, 176, 184, 230, 

314-17,315 (ill.), 316 (ill.) Nigromantia. See Necromancy 315 16,351 52,436 37,480 
Mice,326 (Nigromantia) Orange, 136 
Micromancy, 317. See also Nimbus, 52 Organizations 

Macromancy Nomancy. See Onomancy American Society for Psy-
Mikhailova, Nelya, 317 18 Noms, 420 chical Research, 15 
Miller, Hamish, 189 (ill.) Nostradamus (Michel de Nos· British Premonitions 
Minerals, 353 54 tredame), 331 33,332 (ill.) Bureau, 75 76 
Ming I, 263-M Notarikon, 218 British Society of Dowsers, 
Minor Arcana, 460. 467 70 Number values, 335 38 76 77 
Mirror-gazing, 94 95,318-19. Numbe�, 24, 334 39 Central Premonitions Reg-

See also Catoptromancy Numerology, 132, 218,334-39 istry, 102 3 
(Enoptromancy); Scrying Society for Psychical 
(Skrying) 0 Research, 442 

Mistletoe, 178 79 Oak, 178 79 Orniscopy (Ornithomancy), 
Mohave, 328 Oatmeal,l4 352 53 
Moleosophy, 320 (ill.), 320-21 Objects of reverence, 4 79--80 Oryctomancy, 353 54 
Moles, 320 21 Occult, 79 Oscilloclasts, 40 

Molten lead, 321 Occultists. See Psychics Ossomancy (Osteomancy), 354 
Molybdomancy, 321 Oculomancy, 339 Ouija® and other talking 
Moberly, Annie E., 128 29 Odin's Rune, 416 boards, 354-57,355 (ill.), 
Monkey, Year of the,l22 Odontomancy, 339 373 75 
Monroe, Robert Allan, 28, 322 CEnomancy (Oinomancy, Oli- Ouranomancy (Uranomancy), 
Montgomery, Ruth, 322 23 nomancy), 339-40 357 58 
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O.t.oi-body e.perieace Planets, 244 45,3 14 Gray, &len, 229 30 
(OOBE), 26-29 Pia yina cud&, 87 94 � Pecc, 245 46 

0Yomarq3S8 Pluto, 42. tlfJ K._ Sruan It, 281 
Ox. 'tit o(lhe, Ul Po,Z59-al �M.ne.Anne 

�.3 7 S 7 6  AdElaide, 295 97 
p �Um,406 �ow. Nel,._ 317 18 

Pachx-.316 ftJi. E!UMp, 78 79 MM�Qe, Rot.ed AUm, 
P.alntil\(. 57 5 9  �.343 .... 322 
�.·123 AJwa spoa;. 376-77 Mm\..,_, Rud\. 
Paladino. EIJIIIIlia. 86 Pcwa�, &11a12o 311 <au. 322 23 
Palmi&ay, 217 38, 274. 290 91, 377 78 M\lua. Frederick Willilm 

359·�3. 360(11l). Seeel&o �378-80 Henry, 325 26 

OeirornancY (�. Precliaion,l80-a1,381 (il.), Old. Walla-� 

Oeilolophy, Cl!iroenany); 49597 "GG::n\. "ScptwiaJ,. 
Otinae palmi.say Premonition (PrcsentiDimt), 341 

Paper lanflr!rt\ 278 1 2,381 Pipet, Ualocc E.. 372 7J 
Papon. Robm O:lnald. �5. Prevln,Ancbf. 77 Powert, Serena. 311 78 

364 (ill) Priests, 193 95, 430 "Shiplen, �.· 

P.ap.a. Su Encautte. 06anl PriJes. JOZ 3 432 34 
Anaclet VIncent ''Aip11" Prosnostiaticns, 342 43 Sit¥, 435 36 

PaJacnalis, ZOO -204 Prophecy (Prophet), 327 .,333 , Sid,widr, Henry, 438 39 
P��.406-8.441-�Z 38Z (ilL), 38Z-83, 3WT Smith, Pamela eom.n. 
P.a. ina a time. 12 4 zs J>qbea. See Ps,chic:s 439 � 

Pat �.404 5 Psephomancy, 383. See ., Fa- Smid\. Robm UOII 

Park,J08 9 IOISI'Iq; Tbrioboly � ... �41 
PeWes, 366, 383, 483 PSI. See Ex-.,ry petrql(ion Sal� SamueJ Gecqe. 
Pedomancy, 36S. See liDo (ES� 44142 

Podomancy Pqchic -,128 29 � .. Emlauel. 
Pepaancy, 3� Pqchic�llJ 455 56 
PeMulum, 188, 190,310, Pqithic haling. 2 98 lhomas !he Rh,mr:r, 

397 99, 398 (ilL), S05 P'qt:hia. 383-84 481 82 
�. 36&-M Apollaoiusoi T11111a, 20 Zl Vasila,l.edlid. 495 
Paltada (Minor AICIN), � S.X.,62 Wair2, Adhwr Edwald 
�. 366. Stcel&o � Hmsc:Jeorg. 63 'Oilltld Orienr: S03 4 

�y: lhrioboly �. JieialafeuCN Wadcins,Airftd, S04 5 
Petro, 498 113,7871 �phy,384 
�366-68 Bouly,AbblAla, 72 1\'fdlOCillnCY. 38 4 
�345 l!nban Seer. 72 75 J's11Choelldry, 78 79, J84.87, 
Phi loeopbic:al band. 113 Brown. RCRDWY, 77 78 38S (ill). s-abo McQ. 
� 82,215,368-70, 8uc:hanan • J<lllq)b Rhode.' papbolosv 

J69 (iU.) 78 1J l'llriry c:J � 14 
Pbyllomancy, 3 70. See Cl&o Pbyl- Bucklll'ld,Rapond., 79 82 Pyramid, Orear, 387�. 388 

lor�y;�y Carrlngtoo, Hm:wud. 86 (ill.) 
Pb yllcrtoildamenc:y, 37 0-71 Ca'JICe, Ed,:., 9S 98 Pyramid lao,ow:. 93 
Ph'f'lioanomanc:y ( Pb,.iop!omy, Croiset,G&anl,l4Z 44 �y. 388-90,.389 (ill.) 

antlvopotmpy), 3 71-72 Crookes, Sir William. Pyromantia, .190 
P'l, 256,259 145 46 � • .190 
Pl. 255 Ouwiey, AleiS�et, 146-SO �.24 
�.Year o( the. 123 Oeunov, Peter, 179 "'-'hla, 176-77.3�91.,391 
Pink. 136 Oixm, Jeme, 182 84 (ill.) 
Plnr, 57 Enc-. G&ard Anxlet 
�. l..ecno.e E.. 3 72-7 3 Vmc.ent "Papa$.•196-97 Q 
Pilc.es, 43-45,47 49,454 Farman. Simon, D-9 �h. 124,218, 393-96, 
Plancheae, 355 56,373-75, Gama. Eileen je:meur. J94 (UL) 

374 (ilL) 216-17 �.461 
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R Sacrifices Shells, 10, 126, 137 39, 432 

Rabbit, Year of the, 121 animals, 142, 191, 200, 244 Sheng,266 67 

Rada, 498-99 human, 100,244 Shih, 254 55 

Radiation, 397 99 meal strewn over, 142 ShihH8, 259 

Radiesthesia, 72, 173,310,311, religious, 243-44 "Shipton, Mother," 432-34, 

397-99, 398 (ill.) Sacrificial fire, 195 96, 388 90, 433 (ill.) 

Radionics, 2 3, 399-400 449 50 Shoulder blades, 343,421 

Radium,2 Sagittarius, 43-49, 453 Shoulder, looking over, 405 

Rainwater, 246 Salt, 237 Shoulders of beasts, 24, 101 2 

Ramtha, 109 Sample, 505 6 Shrine, 351 52 

Random passages in book, Samuel (biblical), 64-65 Siberian and Lapp, 434 

65 66,444,450 Saturn,40,48, 117,133,336 Sibyl, 435 (ill.), 435-36, 480 

Random passages of Homer or Saxon wands, 419-20 Sibylline Books, 436-37 

Virgil, 450 51 Scandinavia, 420-21 Sibylline Oracles, 437 

"Raphael." See Smith, Robert Scapulimancy (Scapulomancy), Sideromancy, 437-38 

Cross "Raphael" 101 2,421 Sidgwick, Henry, 438 (ill.), 

Rapping, 491 
Scatomancy (Scatoscopy}, 422 438-39 

Rat, Year of the, 121 
Seems, 127 Sieve, 140-41 

Rats, 326 
Schematomancy, 422 Sister L. B., 108 

Ravens and crows, 101,401 2 
Sciomancy, 422 Sitting, 426 28 

Red, 135 
Scorch marks, 390 Skull,368 70 

Redcap, Old Mother, 402 
Scorpio, 43 49, 453 Sleep, 248, 309, 327 

Reflective surface, 424-26 
Scotland,422-24 Small objects, 317 

Reincarnation, 282, 402 4 
Scripts, 313 Smith, Granny Sarah, 402 

Reiyuka, 278 
Scrying (skrying}, 175 76, Smith, Pamela Colman, 439-40 

Religion 
217 18,329,424-26,425 Smith, Robert Cros

Taoism, 459 60 
(ill.) "Raphael," 440-41 

Voudon,497 501 
Sculpted figures, 2 73 Smoke,85 86, 195 

Religious sacrifices, 243-44 
Sea shells, 10, 126, 137 39 Snake, Year of the, 122 

Reptiles, 3 51 
Seances, 125, 127,426-28,427 Snakes, 351 

Retrocognition (Retrodiction), 
(ill.) Sneeze, 441 

404 5 
Seasons, 308 Soal, Samuel George, 441-42 

Retromancy, 405 
Seeds,450 Society for Psychical Research, 

Rhabdomancy, 188, 405-6 
Seeing/sight, 424 26 325 26,442,438 39 

Rhapsodomancy, 406 
Seer/Seeress, 429 Solistry, 365 

Rhine, Joseph Banks, 406-8, 
Selenomancy, 429-30 Sontheil, Ursula. See "Shipton, 

407 (ill.), 512 
Senior female, 55 Mother" 

Rings, 173 
Senior male, 55 Soothsayer, 443 

Ritual magic, 104-6 
Sense perception, 127 28,397 Sorcerers, 1 7 4 

Robertson, Morgan Andrew, 
Sepharial. See Old, Walter Sorcery, 443-44 

408-9 
Richard "Gorn" Sortes, 444. See also Biblioman-

Rods, 188, 405-6 
Sephiroth (Sephiroth), 215, cy; Rhapsodomancy; Sortilege 

Roman oracles, 436 3 7 
393 95, 394 (ill.) Sortilege, 444-45 

Rome, 409 10 
Sevens (playing cards), 93 94 Sounds, 14 

Rooster, 13 
Shadows, 303, 422 Spades (playing cards), 89 90 

Rooster, Year of the, 122 
Shakespeare, 342-43 Spasmatomancy, 441, 446 

Roses, 370 71,410,411 (ill.) 
"Shaking tem" ceremony, Spatilomancy, 446, 450 

Runemal, 410 
328 29 Spatulate hand, 113 

Runes, 410-17,413 (ill.) 
Shaman,327 29,430-31,431 Spells, 443 

(ill.), 480 Spheromancy, 446-4 7 

Shami Devi, 403 Sphinx, 388 (ill.) 

s 
Shears, 140-41 Spider, 7 11,447-48 

Sheep,56,243,287 Spirits, 384 

Sacred Tree of the Sephiroth, Sheep droppings, 287 Spiritualism, 108, 197, 207,442, 

394 (ill.) Shell hearing, 432 448, 449 (ill.) 
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Splanchomancy, 17 18 Tea-leaves, 470 78,471 (ill.) Tun,262--63 
Spodanomancy (Spodomancy ), Teeth, 339 T 'ung Jt!n, 256 

449 50. See also Tephramancy Telepathy, 200 204 Turning wheel, 170 71 
(Tephromancy) Telephone, 126 Turtles, 278 

Spots, 305 Tenhaeff, Willem H. C., 107 S, Twitchings, 446 
Spring water, 365 66 143 Two sights, 4 28-29 
Spurzheim, Johann Gaspar, 368 Tephramancy (Tephromancy ), Tympana, 490-91,491 (ill.) 
Square hand, 113 479 Typewriter, 380 
Stains, bum, 388 90 Teraphim, 4 79-80. See also Typtology, 491 
Stars, 357 58 ldolomancy Tyromancy. See Tiromancy 
Stercomancy, 450 Thailand, 480,480 (ill.) (Tyromancy) 
Stichomancy, 450 Theomancy, 480 
Sticks, 405--6 Theosophical Society, 68 71 u 
Stoicheomancy, 450-51 Theosophy, 191 92 Umbilical cord, 344 
Stolisomancy, 451 Thieves, 60, 140 41 Unexpected happenings, 18 
Stones, 218 20,483 Thomas the Rhymer, 481 (ill.), Uranomancy. See Ouranomancy 
Strangers, 509 481-82 (Uranomancy) 
Straws, 437 38 Thoth, 482 (ill.), 482-83 Uranus, 40 41,48 49, 133,335 
Sui, 257 58 Threefold Law, 282 Uriel, 175,347 49,348 (ill.) 
Sun,31,35 36, 132,251,255, Three-rune spread, 416 Urimancy (Uromancy, Urino-

258,261 62,264 65,266 71, Thrioboly, 483. See also Pesso- mancy, Oromancy), 493 
335 mancy; Psephomancy Urine, 493 

Sun signs, 451-55 Throwing lots, 131 
Sung, 254 Thunder, 77, 103-4 

v Svantovit (Svetovit), 454-55 Tibet, 483-85,484 (ill.) 
Swaboda, Herman, 66 Tierce, 92 Vanir, 420 

Swedenborg, Emanuel, 455 56 Tiger, Year of the, 121 Vasiliev, Leonid, 495 

Swimming of names in water, Tikar spider divination, 9 Vaticination, 495 

102,423 Time, 124 25 Vedic astrology, 495 97, 496 

Swords (Minor Arcana), 469 70 Ting, 268 (ill.) 

Sycomancy, 456 Tiromancy (Tyromancy), 485 Venda divination, 9 10 

Titanic. 408 9 Venda tablets, 9 10, 54 

T Tiw's A!ttir, 414 15 Ventriloquism, 217 

Ta Ch'u, 260 61 Toads, 62 Venus, 38, 44 45, 116 17, 133, 

Ta Chuang, 263 Toes, 375 76 336 

Ta Kuo, 261 Tomnahurich, 73 Versailles adventure, 128 29 

Ta Yu, 256 57 Tongs, 140 41 Violet, 136 

Table tipping (Table turning), Topomancy, 485 Virgil, 450 51 

457 59, 458 (ill.). See also Torch, 290 Virgilian lots, 497. See also 

Ouija'" and other talking Tortoise, 55 Runes 

boards; Radiestheia Tra, 483 Virgo, 43 49,453 

Tablets, 9 10,54 Tracks, wheel, 490 Visions, 3 12 

Tages, 459 Trance, 312 Volva, 420 

T 'ai, 256 Trees, 178 79, 486-88, 487 Voudon (Voodoo), 497 501, 

Taka Shima Kaemon, 2 77 (ill.), 510. See also Dendra- 500 (ill.) 

Talking boards, 354 57,355 mancy 
w (ill.) Trigrams, 249 72 

Tambourine, 490 91, 491 (ill.) Tripod, 488-89,489 (ill.) Waite, Arthur Edward "Grand 
Taoism,45� Tripudiary (Tripudium), 490 Orient," 292 93, 439, 503-4 
Tarot, 196, 197, 229 30, 235, Trochomancy, 490 Walking,15 

238-40,281,439,460-70, Trophonius, 230,352 Wands, 419 20 
463 (ill.), 504, 507 Truth, 443 Wands (Minor Arcana), 468--69 

Tart, Charles, 28 Ts'ui, 266 Warning of future event, 382 
Tasseography, 470-78, 471 (ill.) Tui, 251, 257 58, 261 62, Water, 71, 171, 188,246 48, 
Taurus, 42 43, 45 49, 452 264 66,267,269 71 292 93,365 -66,499 
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Watkins, Alfred, 504-5, 505 
(ill.) 

Wax, 106 
Weather prediction, 5 
WeiChi,272 
Wheat, 14 
Wheel, 170 71 
Wheel of Life, 484 (ill.) 
Wheel tracks, 490 
Whirling, 215 
Whirling Dervishes, 235 
White cat, 11 
White cloth, 497 
White horse, 455 
Wicca, 402 3 
Williams, John H., 3 79 
Wind, 57, 307 8 
Wine, 339 40, 454 
Witan wand, 419 20 
Witchcraft, 79--82, 197, 293 94 
Wimess, 505� 
Wohl, Louis de, 506-7 

Wolsey, Cardinal, 432 33 
Wood, 509 10 
Wood, Robin, 507 
Words, 302 
World War I, 380 81 
Worms, 101 
Wreck of rhe Titan, 408 9 

Wrinkles on forehead, 313 14 
Wristlets, 115 
Writing, 57 59,410 17 
WuWang,260 

X 
Xenomancy, 231,509 
Xylomancy, 509-10 

y 
Yang. See Yin and yang 
Yarrow stalks, 251 
Year signs, Chinese, 121 23. See 

also Individual year, e.g., Rat, 
Year of the 

Yellow, 136 
Y ggdrasil, 488, 510, 511 (ill.) 
Yin and yang, 510-12 
Yoruba seashell divination, 10, 

138 
Youatt, Captain, 129 
Yu,257 

z 
Zaka, 499 
Zener cards, 200 204,512,513 

(ill.) 
Zener, Karl E., 512 
Zodiac, 30 35, 101, 451 55, 

495 97,517-15,514 (ill.). 
See also Babylonian zodiac 

Zolar. See King, Bruce "Zolar" 
Zombie,330 
Zoomancy, 515-16 
Zulu divination, 8 (ill.), 11,54 
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